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DEDICATED 

TQ ALL THOSE, 

IN KENYA AND ELSEWHERE, 

WHO WILL READ THESB PAGES 

.. JOYFULLY; 

BEGGING TH&'\f, AT THB SAlim TIME, 

TO REMEMBER THESB WORDS Of 

LECKY, THE HISTORIAN :-

···It suU remains true that there is a large body of public. 
opinion in England ~lzich carries into all politics a 
sound moral sense and ~hich places a just and righteous 
policy higher than any mere party interest.. It is on 
the power and pressure of this opinion that the high 
character of English Government must ulti'mately 

depend.'" · 



AUTHOR'S PREFACE 

T HIS book deals with the political history, fr.om the earliest 
times down to February 1927, of the tropical Mrican 
Dependency which is now called the Colony and Pro

tectorate of Kenya. The record is, of course, condensed, but 
an effort has been made to give, with no more detail than is 
necessary, an account of those political developments of which 
British people ought to be aware. · 

The writer, during his twenty-three years in the service of· 
the British Government, kept a diary, written day by day
except for a few gaps denoting illness or misadventure. Also 
he systematically retained newspaper files or cuttings, and per
sonal letters. Of these last, he has had recent access to more 
than a thousand, written from different localities in East Mrica, 
by many pens and from different points of view, but providing, 
in the mass, a valuable background to remembered facts of 
Kenya's history. 

It is only to be expected that this book suffers, in places, 
from faults inherent in accounts of heated political happenings 
written by one who played parts, varying from inconspicuous to 
prominent, in some of them, and who took a lively interest in 
them all. Still, the author has tried to be accurate, and ·he 
will welcome correction by any who may discover inaccuracy 
at any point. As regards living people who are named, he has 
confined his comments to the public actions of public men. 

The diagrams and maps have been drawn by the author -
specially for this book, with the result that there is no single 
Kenya place-name mentioned in the text that is not to be found 
in one or more of the maps. A directory of place-names is 
given on page 465, followed by a glossary of the few words of 
Mrican origin which appear in the book. 

The photographs in the book were also taken by the author, 
with the exception of two ("The Masai School at Narok "
Plate IV), which are included by the courtesy of Captain 
C. S. Bi'ereton, who kindly gave the author permission, by 
cable, to use two prints which he had given him long before. 

The reader's attention is nowhere interrupted by the practice 
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of giving a portion of the story in the ·text and the remainder 
in footnotes. These comprise, in this book, nothing but refer
ences, and need 'only be referred to by those who want authority 
for statements made (where official documents are concerned), 
or the source of additional information, in books and newS
papers. A list of abbreviations used in these footnotes is given 
on page 12. At the end of the book there are two indexes
one of general subjects (page 469) and the other of the names 
of persons (page 483). . 

The author wishes to record his indebtedness for assistance 
courteously rendered by the Librarian staffs of the libraries at 
the Colonial Office, the India Office, the British Museum ,Read
ing Room (North Library), and the Royal Geographical Society. 
He is under an obligation to numbers of friends who have been 
good enough to read portions of his manuscript, and to comment 
frankly upon them. Their advice as to deletion, modification 
or addition of matter was almost invariably followed. In the 
tedious work of proof-reading, the assistance of Max Plowman, 
Esq., and Miss Ross, B.A., was invaluable, as also was that 
of the author's wife, Isa,bel Ross. Dr. Norman Leys, an old 
friend of the author's in East Africa, kindly sent him a copy 
of his book Kenya at the time of its publication in 1924, but 
the author deferred reading that interesting work until his own 
manuscript was completed. 

If, in addition to the credit which is in places given, in the. 
following pages, to the Government of Kenya, instances are 
also found of criticism of its acts or artifices, the reader is asked 
to' accept the statement that nothing contained in this book is 
as pointed as comment which the author made at times, in 
speech or writing, to that. same Government when he was its 
servant in Africa. 

People in Britain, reading this book, are reminded that the 
Government officials, whose actions and attitudes are described, 
are their servants. The British public, through their repre
sentatives in Parliament, have entire responsibility for the policies 
pursued in Kenya-policies which affect the happiness and 
welfare of millions of African men, women, and children. 
Opinion~ differ· as· to how happiness may be ensured to these 
simple folk. One view is that of a Government Commission 
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in Kenya in 1927-that under existing conditions in that Colony 
the advantage to the native lies in employment for wages outside 
the Native Reserves; and that, "in order to avoid. unsatisfac
tory social results," there should be "encouragement to whole 
families to leave the Reserves and to live permanently in alienated 
areas " belonging to Europeans-where there should be " properly 
safeguarded juvenile employment" (The Times, May 18, 1927). 

It should not be beyond the wit of Britain, with centuries 
of colonizing effort behind her, to ensure the emergence of happy 
families of Mricans in Kenya. It is Vlith that end in view ·that 
Britain's servants are there. This book Vlill give some idea of 
the problems with which they are faced. 
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PART I 

COLD HISTORY 



" Irony and Pity are two good counsellors. 
The one smiles and makes life amiable ; 
the other weeps and makes it sacred. The 
irony which I invoke is not cruel. It 
mocks neither love nor beauty. Its laugh 
calms anger ; and it teaches us to smile at 
bad men and fools whom otherwise we 
might be weait enough to hate." 

ANATOLE FRANCE 



CHAPTER.! 

ACROSS THE CENTURIES 

··del At{llq ~pa ~' I«UUNW." 
(" Always Lib~ is bri,nging something new.") 

. - ARISTOTLE, Hist. A.nimalium. 8. z8~ 

T HE traveller of to.:.day must be unim~ginative inqeed if 
he can make his first visit to the ancient city of Mombasa 
without experiencing a thrill of anticipation as he enters 

Africa by one of its most romantic gateways. One of the world's 
civilizations is driving, with vast energy and with incalculable 
results, through that gateway into a continent which, for all our · 
exploration and research, is typified to us, ~ore aptly ~an by any 
other symbol, by the Sphiruc. Ours is not the .first civilization. 
moreover,. that has pushed through the gateway. The massive 
old Portuguese stronghold, Fort· Jesus, which has looked down 
for more than three centuries upon the colourful town spread 
out Qelow its walls, reminds us that another proud Empire bas 
worn the laurels of high endeavour on this·spot. And.now it is 
represented, so far as all that high endeavour is concerned, by a 
few buildings in Africa, some derelict and some patched, by some 
musty archives in Lisbon and by a few words retained in one of 
the Bantu languages. How much of lasting impression is the next 
flood, our flood. of infiu~nce going to achieve ? And what of 
previous waves of influence that swept along this coast, centurieS 
before the Papal Bull of Partition in 1494, by which Pope . 
Alexander VI placed .·this portion of the world~ together with 
Brazil, the· East Indies, and. the rest of Africa South of the 
Canaries, at the disposal of Portugal ~ ·What did they achieve ? 
\Vhat difference did they make to Af~a ? 

• • • • • 
It is the month of March and the day has been one of broiling 

heat. Let us get down to the_ water-front and watch the moon 
. rise across the Indian Ocean. The swift, tropical dusk, with its 
benign promise of twelve hours' release from sunshine, invites 
the whole city out of doors. . We may take the footpath along the 
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low cliffs at the water-edge of Mombasa Harbour. '\Ye pass 
through the old water-battery below the Fort ; we pass close below 
the walls of the European Hospital-breeze-swept whenever there 
is a breeze moving. The evening is still and sounds carry with 
a super-normal clearness. The on-shore wind, that has been 
rendering life tolerable in the city all day, has dropped at sunset 
more rapidly than it rose in the oppressive hours that followed 
upon sunrise. Our path winds, with true democratic considera
tion on the part of High Authority, through the grounds of 

FIG. I .-MOMBASA ISLAND AND KILINDINI HARBOUR 

Government House, Mombasa, between the sea and the House, 
and so close to the latter that one can hear the voices of occupants 
on the broad verandah which runs along the seaward face of the 
building at first-storey level. In the stillness of evening we 
hear, on the one side, motors swishing along the public road 
which runs from the Lighthouse to the town, skirting the grounds 
of Government House on the landward side. They are returning 
to town after a refreshing spin along the sea-front, or are taking 
players from the golf links back to bungalow or Club. On the 
other side of our path, from the pool of darkness below, which is 
laced with an occasional flicker of phosphorescence, there rises 
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the quick jabber of the ebb-tide racing over the shallow coral reefs 
which extend from the shore-line to the deep central channel 
up which Vasco· da Gama's flotilla sailed, on April 7th, r49~ 
and who knows how many earlier adventurers, PhCI!nici;:m, Hmdu, 
Arab, Persian, Egyptian, Greek; perhaps Chinese ? x Port Tudor,· 
up-harbour behind us, is emptying the vast volume of tidal 
water that a few hours before was covering, ten feet deep, its 
square miles of black mangrove flats. Across the dark water 
we hear, at regular intervals, the unceasing swell from the I~dian 
Ocean pounding at the edge of the reef that lies in front !Jf English 
Point. And another sound comes to Iand-a man-made sound 
this time, a very slow and regular chunk of heavy oars c;m ·a 
wooden thwart. These· mariners ~e, at any rate; in no hurry. 
Six or eight strokes to the minute. Two oarsmen-not keeping 
time, either. An indefinite, blacker mass is slowly coming down 
the dark channel. \Ve stand and wait for it to pass. Across the 
water there is a light in the Swimming Club's building among the 
palm-trees at the bathing beach. Some of the members have 
come down for a dip by moonlight, no doubt. · The open door 
of the Club-house casts an unsteady ladder of light across the 
water. Our dark object ·moves across it {so slowly!) anq. in 
doing so takes shape. Now we have it. A couple of dhows, 
of the build known as batili, slipping out to sea on the ebb. The· 
single high and square-shaped matting sail of each hangs against 
the mast. They will pick up the night breeze off the land when 
they are outside the harbour. Meanwhile one oarsman is plying 
a wonderful oar on each dhow. We have seen such oars before, 
in the dhow-harbour below the Khoja Mosque. A long jungle
wood pole-ill-balanced, crooked and heavy, "\"\oith a blade in the. 
form of a circular disc of wood, about fifteen inches in diameter, 
nailed on, precariously enough, at the end-a nightmare of an 
oar.. It is not now being used for propulsion. The tides are 
propelling. It is more as a matter of guidance, to keep the craft 
well away from the almost vertical edge of the coral reef. against 
which· Vasco da Gama•s ship. was ·allowed to scrape--to the 
misery of his pilot, who was chastened with boiling oil. . Our 
mariner's oar, beautiful only as a just-audible note of human 
endeavour in the blackness of night and in no other guise, serves 
its purpose just now. Bel~w the lighthouse on Ras Ser:ini the 

• Handbook/or East Africa, Uganda and Zanzibar, 1907, p. 2. (Published 
at the Government Press, Mombasa.) 

B 
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dhows enter the 4-knot tide-race issuing from Kilindini Harbour, 
and our two quaint craft stand away to sea beyond the Leven 
Reef-heading into the moonrise.· They have taken us momen
tarily back to the days of Ptolemy. Just so, no doubt, dropped 
the old merchant-adventurers of eighteen centuries ago, and 
others before them-trading, trading. Perhaps the tiny flotilla 
which King Nechos despatched from the Red Sea in 610 B.c., 
and which, as Herodotus tells us, reappeared three years later 
through the Pillars of Hercules, glided out to sea, just so, down 
this very harbour. They did not have a fourtl).-order ·dioptric 
light with a fifteen-mile range, giving a white flash once every 
five seconds from Ras Senini, in those days. That seems to be 
the principal difference which the circling centuries have brought 
into the scene. 

• • • • • 
East Central Africa has been a land of romantic associations 

from a remote period. The ancient Hindu Vedas referred to a 
mysterious realm of Chandristhan,1 where were the Mountains 
of the Moon in which the Nile had its source. The third volume 
of the Asiatic Researches, of the year 1799, contains ·a· paper by 
a Lieutenant Wilford giving such news of the River Nile as. could 
be extracted from the "Purans" of the ancient Hindus. Re
ferring to these old records, the explorer Speke, in his Journal 
published in 1863, says a: "It is remarkable that the Hindus 
have christened the source of the Nile Amara, which is the name 
of a country at the north-east corner of the Victoria Nyanza. 
This, I think, shows clearly that the ancient Hindus must have 
had some kind of communication with both the northern and 
southern ends of the Victoria Nyanza." Chandristhan, ·" the 
country of the Moon," was "so called from the native· name 
Unya-muezi having the same meaning," the word chand 
meaning moon in Hindustani as mwezi does in several Bantu 
languages of Africa. Speke supposed that a high group of hills 
to the north of Lake .Tanganyika were "the Lunre Montes of 
Ptolemy or the Soma Giri of the ancient Hindus." 3 

In modern view, the Amara River is a considerable stream 
flowing through the " Masai Reserve " of Kenya, and finally 
struggling through leagues of papyrus sudd into the Victoria 

a Asiatic Researches, 1799, p. JII, and map, p. 295· 
• Speke, Journal, p. IJ. (Blackwood, 1863.) 
s Ibid., Introduction, p. :x:v. · 
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Nyanza, and thus contributing to the Nile. The Public Works 
Department of th.e Colony built a light steel bridge across the. 
upper reaches of this river, to allow of Masai cattle crossmg in 
times of :flood. A herd of elephant <:'D one occasi9n also found 
too much water passing down tO the Nile, and made use of the 
modern improvement. It had then to be reconstructed-as a 
type of greater strength, and equal to passing a herd of elephant 
without developing sinuosities. · 

The Egyptian 'priest· Amoreis, two thousand· years ago, 
informed Julius Cresar that the swelling of the Nile was due to 
tropical rains of the Northern Torrid Zone.I !Yiaps produced in 
Ptolemy's time show the Nile issuing from two large lakes in. 
Central Mrica, the more Easterly of the two being the larger. 
The Eastern coast of Mrica was well known in Ptolemy's time, 
and the Philadelphia Museums (U.S.A.) have produced an anno
tated translation: of a pilot's guide to· the Western shores of the 
Indian Ocean, compiled probably by an Egyptian ·of. the first 
century A.D. This gives particulars of many of th~ little harbours 
along the coast which are still used by the dhow trade, as the 
merchant~adventUrers of to~day pay their annual visit from the 
Persian Gulf and India, coming South on the North-East mon
soon winds of November and returning between February and 
April before the South-West monsoon becomes too violent. 

Throughout medizval times the interior of Mrica haS passed 
as the horne of the elephant, basilisk, ·uon.and unicorn and other 
{ert:e naturt:e, which yet left room, among their haunts, for the 
realms of negro potentates reigning in wealth and splendour~ as 
well -as for some scattered collections of giants~ cannibals · ~d 
pygmies. It was the· region of which Swift tells us, where· 
"Geographers, in Mric maps, with savage pictures filled their 
gaps; o•er uninha~itable downs, placed elephants for want of 
towns." Any marvels that the imaginations of scribes could 
compass might, without fear of contradiction, be accorded an 
Mrican setting, provided that ice and snow were not. essentials 
in the story. When a devout missionary of the Church Missionary 
Society, the Rev. John Rebmann, announced the discovery on 
May 11th, 1848, of a: huge snow-covered mountain called Kili
manjaro, and eighteen months later the Rev. Dr. Ludwig Krapf 

• Burton, The Lake Regions of Central Africa (186o), vol. ii, p. 2o6. 
a The Periplus of the Erythrt!f!an Sea, translated from the Greek and anno

:ated by W. H. Schoff. (Longmans, Green, 1912.) 
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reported the discovery on December 3rd, 1849, of a second 
ice-clad mountain, "the Kegnia," believed to be still higher, 
their reports were denounced not merely as travellers' tales, but 
as rather unblushing ones too. Writers in Europe proved to their 
own complete satisfaction that the occurrence of natural ice in 
tropical Mrica was a physical impossibility. It was not until 
the young Scottish explorer, Joseph Thomson, reported that on 
October 28th, 1883, he had obtained, just at sunset, a view of 
Mount Kenya's" entrancing awe-inspiring beauty "that European 
scepticism as to the snow-clad mountains . near the equator 
dwindled and died. Thomson wrote an entertaining account ol 
his travels among the Kikuyu and Masai tribes.1 

The middle of last century had seen the settlement of age-Ion~ 
discussions as to the source of the Nile. Having regard tc 
ancient Hindu, Egyptian and Greek records, it is perhaps pre· 
sumptuous to speak of the "discovery," in our times, of the 
enormous lake whkh we call the Victoria Nyanza. What may 
be said with accuracy is that the first white man to .visit it and 
return alive was the explorer John Hanning Speke in 1858. Four 
years later Speke and Grant reached .the source of the Nile at 
the North end of the lake. This achievement is comm~morated 
now by an inscription on the rocks at the point where the lake 
water pours, in a smooth glissade, over the Ripon Falls upon its 
3,6oo-mile journey through the Uganda Protectorate, the Sudan 
and Egypt to the distant fan of mud through which it struggles 
-checked, stored, regulated, used, polluted, discarded, pumped 
and drained, into the Mediterranean Sea. . 

Protestant missionaries first began work on the East Coast in 
IS.f-4, when Dr. Ludwig Krapf landed at Mombasa, as a repreM. 
sentative of the Church Missionary Society. The graves of his 
wife and infant child and of two other unknown Europeans lie 
in a little walled enclosure among the palm-trees just behind.the 
present bathing beach at Mombasa. Merry sailormen of later 
years, returning from beer-drink or other diversions in native 
villages close by, have used Mrs. Krapf's gravestone as a target 
for revolver practice : it is pitted with bullet-marks. 

The first Christian missionaries to cross the Victoria Nyanza 
to its West side and to enter the kingdom of Uganda there belonged 
to the Church Missionary Society, Their arrival in I 877 was 
closely followed by that of Roman Catholic missionaries of the 

• Through Mdsai Land. (Samson, J.Qw, xSSs.) 
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Order of the \\1Ute Fathers of Algeria, a· resumption of Roman 
Catholic activity after a long gap since the days when· Portuguese. 
captains used to offer perplexed Sultans of coast towns the swift 
choice of acceptance by the townspeople en masse of the Christian 
faith--or bombardment. Mter ·the ill-fated attempt of Bishop 
Hannington of the Church 1\:lissionary Society to enter Uganda 
by way of the North shore of the Victoria Nyanza, a venture 
which resulted in his mur~er bY. natives in 188s, this Northern 
route became one of general adoption.. Explorers, hunters and 
missionaries vied with each . other in glowing descriptions of an 
el..-tensive tract of country where the geniality of European 
summers prevailed perpetually, and where vast areas were occu-. 
pied only by enormous herds of game. Bishop Tucker, amo.ng 
others, suggested that European enterprise and even colonization 
might be found to be possible in these East Mrican highlands. 
The veil was being lifted from vast tracts of the Dark Continent, 
and expanding knowledge only added to the romance of the 
region. .. Semper Africani aliquid nm-i • • ."' . 

Previously the land had been held in the grip of the Slave 
Trader for uncounted generations. And we to-day, and all who 
make contact ·with the human masses of East, 'Vest and Central 
Mrica, are still paying, and may have to continue paying for 
generations, some part of the price that stands debited_ against 
us for the incalculable miseries of the Slave Trade. Only the 
d"ind.ling minority of thinkers who disbelieve in the transmission 
of acquired characteristics can be free from the obsession that 
there stands between us and the black folk of Mrica a wall of 
distrust, a long pre-natal memory of innumerable devilries 
projecting from a background of interminable treachery. .. !\ien 
do not live one hundred years, yet they harbour the griefs of a 
thousand,.. says the Chinese proverb, quoted by Professor 
Gregory .1 The white house·wife in Mrica to-day pays her part 
of the price in nervous strain. as she seethes with exasperation 
at the ingratitude of her servants. The farm-manager's life on 
earth is being both shortened and embittered by gusts of fury at 
the unreliability. the cunning and the deceitfulness of his workers. 
But why should not ·our teeth be set on edge ? Did not Qur 
fathers eat sour grapes on the coasts of Mrica ? 'V e do well to 
remember that our Christian hynm, •• How sweet the na.Ille of 
Jesus sounds," was composed by an English slaver, as he was 

• Tl•e ..'lfenace of Colour, Preface, p. 14. (Seely Service&: Co., 1925.) 
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waiting, on the coast of Mrica, for a three-masted horror to come 
up over the horizon, to take away, from the land of their birth, 
a herd of miserable Mrican captives whom he had acquired 
from the interior. 

The missionary has been one of the most effective agencies 
in the partial demolition of this wall of distrust. · He, or she as 
the case may be, at any rate, has a record of faithful continuance 
in well-doing in the maintenance of an educational service, from 
a time when it was neither a fashionable nor profitable policy. 
Viewing missionary enterprise as part of our national record, the 
British nation may regard itself as an influence of some whole
someness in Mrica. It is true that the gift of education was made 
in order that the recipient might be able to read the Bible, but it 
also enables him now to read a labour contract. The vital point 
is that it is a gift made in kindliness of spirit. To that extent. 
it provides a degree of expiation for former British indulgence 
in the Slave Trade. As a group now engaged most earnestly 
in making amends, the people of Great Britain are earning, and 
may yet win, the kindly regard of a very powerful race as it 
emerges from subjugation to influence. · Meanwhile, · every 
exasperated housewife, every wearied missionary, every incen~ed · 
employer, every disappointed administrator who, in her or his 
dealings with the African, faces a clash of views with composure 
and makes an honest attempt to settle it with kindliness,. is helping 
to pay off that dreadful debt with which former participation in 
the Slave Trade has loaded us. They are acting with forbear-. 
ance towards tiresome people who are tiresome partly because 
they have suffered wrongs. They are helping the growth of 
companionable relations. · 

Even in the moral abyss of the Slave Trade there were degrees 
of infamy, and East Africa, as far as can be traced through his
torical times, has not suffered from the baser levels of human 
ferocity. Invested capital has had to have its cash profits in the · 
past just as it has to-day. . That is all. If that proved possible 
of attainment without the exercise of oppression, good and well. 
But if by the perversity of Fate profits could not be secured 
except by turning slaver, the trader turned slaver. In a modified 
and partially Christianized form the same problem and the same 
choice can be witnessed to-day. If a measure of oppression, 
administrative or economic, allows the reaping of steady profits 
which might otherwise be capricious, the measure is often adopted. 
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(There are several instances of this in subsequent chapters of 
this book.) The;re is, of course, always a reaction ·on the p·art 
of the natives. The measure, according to. the degree to which 
it is oppressive, cannot in the long run be .. good .business." It 
may obviate a momentary total loss of more or less serious amount, 
but only at the price of prolonged loss of th~ good will of uncounted 
customers or fellow-traders. in hundreds of square miles of 
productive country. The. oppr~ssor of to-day, like. the slaver of 
yesterday) makes one scoop and at the same time destroys a profit
able connection for years .. The far-seeing trader, reinforcing 
the missionary, is one of the supports of honest Governin~nt in 
resisting the conquistador spirit. . 

Let us take, as an illustration of this spirit, the trading venture 
of Jumbe Kimameta just before the appearance, on the scene, of 
the Imperial British East Mrica Company.· This Swahili trader 
and his retinue of splendid porters had· penetrated 400 miles 
inland and were now in Kikuyu, on their way back. The expedi
tion was going to be a fiasco. He would ·return to the coast 
almost ruined-at any rate with no profits worth n1entioning. 
His reputation as a capable man· of affairs would be at an end. 
He had been after ivory, of course : nothing else would pay ·for 
those hundreds of miles of head-carriage to Mornbasa. And he 
had had no luck, positively none. Who would have tholJght that . 
those swine from Kilwa (Might Paradise elude ·them !) should 
everywhere have been just in front of him, doing a roaring trade. 
clearing out all the collected stocks of ivory as far as Kamasia ? 
And now he could do nothing but return without profits-. that 
was to say .. ~ unless he took slaves, of course. ·The idea of 
a return to his social circle. at home, unsuccessful, was unbearable. · " 
He had been in camp (between Ng6ng Mountain :1 and the spot 
where Nairobi to-~ay stands) for three· weeks now-a pleasant 
time~ but unprofitable. A decision must be come to. Emissaries, 
going out four days' journey through Kikuyu country to the 
North, had found no one with ivory to dispose of. . His gaze 
wanders across his cam.p, a large oval space enclosed by a boma 
or fence of cut thorn-bushes. Strapping girls from the neigh
bouring villages are bartering milk and vegetables with his porters. 
Old, old women are selling tobacco. They are no use, of course 
..• but those girls-40 dollars each to an Arab dealer at the 
c<>ast. A peaceful scene of barter and banter. The expression-

• V. m~p, facing P_· 364, 36° 40' E. 
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less face of the caravan-leader watches it. To him it is an offer 
of assured profits, of an enhanced reputation in his own circle 
at the coast, of assured standing among his trade rivals, Bwana 
Sudi had had to do the same thing once before, in Kit6sh. ]U.mbe 
does· not like it any more on that account, but profits must be 
had. IDs face has become the face of the High Priest of all the 
ages ordaining Human Sacrifice in the interests of prestige, or 
of profits. 

The porters sauntering day by day in the peaceful buzzing 
villages, explain how the land lies. They are going·to get back 
to the coast as fast as they can. Bwana ]Umbe has had no luck, 
this safari. But he needs stacks of food for the return journey .. 
He will pay good prices for it, in beads, wire, plain and coloured 
cloths, blankets. There could be no point in taking their trade 
goods back to Mombasa ; far better to buy food with them before · 
leaving KikUyu. On the day of the full-moon they will leave. 
The day before, they will hold a market in their boma. It will be 
the event of the year in that part of Kikuyu. 

It is the day before the full·moon. Since shortly after sunrise, 
crowds have converged on the boma. Milk, maize, tobacco, 
goats, sugar-cane, millet, plantains, honey have been brought.in. · 
quantities. The girls are there in force, the old women, old 
grey-woolled men, young men-the boma is filling. Some 
porters have congregated near the entrance. Badinage is going 
on with a tiny girl who, having sold her little calabash of milk, 
is anxious to get back to the village to show her old mammy· her . 
new acquisition-brass wire. The tiny lady gets through and 
away-the only purchase at that market which was to reach ~e 
villages of KikUyu that day. (It would be unwise to raise sus~ 
picion by detaining that one slip of a girl.) The chattering groups· 
still converge. The boma is full : packed with a joyful mass of 
noisy humanity, in the glorious KikuyU sunshine. There is no 
point in waiting longer : there will be a long march for the 
honourable company before night. A musket goes off-a ripple 
of musket-fire. A sustained yell of terrified amazement rises in 
a crescendo of horror. Bloody massacre. All males in the pent-up 
crowd are being slaughtered with gun, club and knife. The 
group of porters at the entrance have their work cut out for 
them, but they meet the rush, and hold it, with swords dripping. 
Others dance round the outside of the thorn boma, clubbing any 
who try to break through. The stalwart Coast men, in converging 
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lines amid the crowd, are butchering ·griinly. Not for -long. 
It is soon over. Any males who might be danger~us are d~ad. 
The bloody-handed, gabbling porter~ are packing as they- never 
packed before. The sharp orders of Bwana J limbe ring out abo~e 
the querulous moan which will now· persist· without intermission· 
till night and exhaustion stop it. The bartered trade goods......-are 
collected and reph.cked. A selection is triade from the mountains 
of food-stuff. vVomen, girls and lads are roped together. The 
caravan starts briskly-Eastward, awaY. froni. the Kikuyu country, 
every individual loaded to breaking-point except the s.mall rear
guard of gun-men. (The· whip will have to be used to-morrow. 
Perhaps one or tzoo disciplinary executions-will be needed.) ·There 
wi11 be no sleep for the honourable company till the next night 
but one. ·Meanwhile, spearmen are easily kept at a distance by 
musket fire. 

And what a haul ! Wealth for everybC?dy ! 

• • • •-
Still, this was only one of the rare " regrettable necessities n 

of comq:1erce. . The portipn of East Mrica which is now Kenya 
was not harried by the professional Arab slaver as much as qther 
part& of Mrica near at hand. That may have been due to the 

-extensive empty wastes which _were kept vacant by dread of the 
Masai. To that extent the Masai have, on the moral plane, 
been something of a boon. Their depredations, at their worst, 
entailed nothing of the unspeakable blackness of misery that 
enveloped eV-ery slave-train and every raided village. The Masai 
were little more than· cattle-lifters, and they conducted their 
warfare, such as it was, with an element of gentlemanliness 
approximating to that of the. Highland clans of Scotland in earlier 
years. For this, or some other reason~ the region that we know· 
as Kenya containS tribes of_ a comparative geniality of character 
that is not found in many other parts of Mrica. For instance, 
Southward from the country of the Gallas I to the Southern limit 

_of Kenya, and across it from East to West, the trihes have not 
customarily indulged in the torture of prisoners of war, nor in 
human sacrifices. ·Whereas elsewhere in Mrica . . .. Uganda, 
Dahomey! _ -

Later years brought, for the natives of these highlands, an 
era of expanding relations with white-skinned travellers from 

• V. Fig. n, p. 149• 
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unknown parts of the world beyond the horizon. The journeys 
of q. L. Fischer in June 1883, Joseph Thomson in t883-1884, 
and Count Teleki and von Hohnel in 1887 were followed by the 
extensive and rapid travels of Professor J. W. Gregory in 1893 
upon a single-handed exploration of particularly daring type. 
He was the first European to reach the equator-ial snowfields 
and glaciers of Mount Kenya. This he has described in his 
charming book of travel, The Great Rift Valley, published in 
1896. The first man to record an ascent to the summit of. 
Mount Kenya was Mr. J. H. (now Sir Halford) .Mackirider 
with two Swiss guides. This achievement provided a successful 
outcome to an expensive expedition· financed principally by 
Mr. J. H. Hausburg in 1899. . 

• • • 
East Mrica also delivers its message of unique happenings that 

mark~d the distant centuries long before the dawn of history. 
To geologists of to-day it is a still-emergent portion of what 
was once Gondwanaland, a plateau region connecting Mrica and 
India and stretching across to Australia. A sunken sector ·of this 
territory has been invaded and covered by what we term t~e ... 
Indian Ocean, but the present state of our knowledge indicates 
that the greater part of East Mrica has never, since the days when 
this planet began ~o have a crust that was cool enough f~r water 
to lie on, been beneath the sea. Roughly parallel to the present 
Western margin of the Indian Ocean and between 200 and soo 
miles inland from the coast-line, East Mrica is seamed by another 
depression, narrow and steep-sided, which, starting near the 
Zambezi, can be traced Northward into Abyssinia. The first 
explorer to recognize the nature and probable history of this · 
remarkable feature was Professor J. W. Gregory in I 893. He 
called it the Great Rift Valley, and pointed out that it was a trough 
valley due to subsidence of the floor relative to the present lofty 
sides. The Red Sea is the Northward prolongation of this 
gigantic surface-crack, which is continued as the Jordan Valley 
and possibly on to the Rhine,t It is in Palestine that we have 
the lowest land surface on the earth, the shores of the Dead Sea, 
situated in this Rift, being I ,293 feet below sea-level. The 
subsidence has been irregular, and the floor of the Rift varies 

1 Gregory, The Rift Valleys and Geology of East Africa, p. 373· (Seely 
Service, 19:21.) 
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greatly in altitude in different parts. 'Vithm the Red Sea, at 20° 
North lat., it a~ a depth of 7,250 feet below s_ea-level.·. ~t 
Gilgil on the Uganda Railway in K~nya Colony the floor ·of the 
valley is 6,581 feet above sea-levei.z: · . 

Nowhere on its course is the trough-like form··of this depres
sion better displayed than in that portion of Kenya Colony where 
the Uganda Railway cro~ it. It is here a valley some forty 
miles wide and z,ooo feet deep between steep walls or escarp- . 
ments, which reach a general 1evel of 8,ooo feet ·and more •. It 
so happens that the approach of the Uganda Railway to the edge 
of this Rift is such as to give the traveller little or no warning of 
what he is about to see. Sir Frederick Treves," in his entertaining 
book of travel Uganda for a Holiday, describes it :as "a gigantic 
moat," than which •• no scene in the world is so novel and unex
pected." Scattered on the floor of the valley are numerous 
volcanoes, one active, the others dormant or extinct, one flooded_ 
by the waters of Lake Naivasha, the collection ranging in size 
from a bold crater, eight miles in diameter, down to ·tiny solfa
taras and denuded volcanic stumps. There are· numerous steam 
jets and some hot springs, and at least one gas-vent emitting 
poisonous gas. Earth movements in the valley, though slight 
within human record, are frequent. There are more than twenty 

· lakes scattered along the floor of the valley. Three are seen 
from the train on the Uganda Railway--one. of them, Lake 
Naivasha, extending to So square miles in area and to an unknown 
depth in th~ centre. 

From the highest point on the floor of the Rift Valley, at 
Gilgil, the level declines ))oth towards the North and South .. In 
the latter direction we have what is practically a gigantic staircase 
descending from 6,ooo feet _to a level of 1.985 feet in a distance 
of 70 miles. At the foot of this staircase, which is hot arid 
country forming ·a large p~ of the 1\Hsai Reserve, lies Lake 
1\Iagadi, the world's largest natural deposit of sesqui-carbonate 
of soda and unique in that the deposit collects as fast as it is 
removed. This wonderful feature is fed by springs ·of saturated 
soda solution, due possibly to the underground passage, through 
volcanic strata, of water from lakes and rivers higher up the 
valley. In normal or wet weather the surface of the lake is just 
awash '\\ith saturated liquQr. In prolonged droughts it is dry 
and hard, and a photograph of pedestrians on it conveys the 

• Kenya and Uganda Railway time-tables, July 1926, p. 74· 
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impression of travel over an ice-field. One's mind flies back to 
the record, in ancient Hindu writings, of a certain Lake Amagna 
in the interior, the waters of which had the peculiar property 
that " nothing could sink in them." 1 Can there have been any 
overseas tourists here before the days of the camera ? 

Northward from the Uganda Railway, the floor of the Great 
Rift Valley declines more slowly than it does to the South. The 
main rift is flanked in places by smaller lateral troughs, all 
trending downwards to th~ low country of the Northern deserts 
-" a furnace seven times heated " during the greater parf of 
the year, the haunt of the white rhin9ceros, of nomadic tribes 
and their herds of goats, donkeys and camels, and incidentally a 
buffer State of some value between the colonized areas of Kenya 
and the somewhat turbulent country of Abyssinia. . . · 

A good idea of the configuration of the best-known portion 
of Kenya Colony may be gathered at a glance from · Fig. 2, 

which is a longitudinal section of the Uganda Railway. It will 
be seen that the country rises steadily from the sea-coast. Four
teen miles inland, an altitude of 500 feet is reached. Forty-two 
miles inland the general level of the country is . I ,ooo feet ; at 
roo miles it is z,ooo feet, and. at 250 miles 4,ooo feet. In th~ 
coastal belt, tropical conditions prevail. Directly outside it a 
poorly watered region exists, extending for upwards of a hundred 
miles in width from East to West, which has an annual rainfall 
of only 15 or 20 inches and exhibits wilderness conditions for the 
greater part of the year. Immediately after rains, light though 
they are, the " Taru Desert " in this belt is an expanse of green 
bushes interspersed with masses of white and purple convolvulus 
and other flowers. The leaves and flowers soon vanish, however~ 
and for a period of months the deeply rooted bushes fight a battle · 
for life with blazing sunshine and high winds. As the z,ooo-foot 
level is reached the heat is palpably less·continuous. Evenings 
are chill and dews frequent. Wilderness conditions disappear. 
Scattered mountain masses throw down some small streams. 
The low scrub jungle is never entirely leafless, and open patches 
of grassland and turf appear. Above the 4,ooo-foot level one 
enters the region of vast prairies, with mountain ranges or isolated 
mountains projecting above a far distant but clear·cut horizon. 
These prairies, rising gently as we proceed Westward for nearly 
a hundred miles, present a great wealth and. variety of antelope 

1 Asiatic Researches (1799)1 vol. iii, pp. 431, 434· 
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life. They are intersected by broad and shallow drainage valleys~ 
many of them dry for the greater part of the year. :finally th~e 
plains terminate ii1 a long series of ~bayments, running into the 
foothills of more steeply rising country, which lie~ as . a densely 
wooded mountain barrier, in a North and South direction, across 
the route of the Railway. These steep slopes are dissected into 
a constant succession of spurs and ravines, the latter traversed 
by streams flowing down to the far-reaching plains inunediately 
below .. This is the Kikuyu cou.nti-y .. It leads up ·to an altitude 
of 7,700 feet and terminates abruptly, at a distance of 360 miles 
from the sea, as the long Kikuyu Escarpment upon the verge of 
the Great Rift Valley. · . · 

During the construction of the_ Uganda Railway, material 
and supplies required for work across the valley· below. in ·the 
years I899-1901 were lowered to the bottom down a series of 
rope inclines. The finished line runs at. a gradient of I· in so . 
down the face of the Escarpment, crossing eight viaducts before 
reaching the floor of the valley. It traverses this obliquely in a 
North-Westerly direction to the township of Nakuro at mile 452, 
after which it .climbs the. mightier Mau Escarpment which, at 
a general level of from 8,ooo to Io,ooo feet, forms the Western 
wall pf the Rift Valley in this part. By a recent development, 
only completed in 1925, this Mau Escarpm~nt is climbed by two· 
railways, both State-owned, both operated by the s~e administra
tion, both starting from Naktiro and arriving, in distances of 
42 and 53 miles respectively, at points only 8 miles apart on the 
top of the Escarpment. This development is dealt with in detail 
in a later chapter. From the highest point of the Uganda Railw~y. 
at an altitude of 8,32t feet and at a distance of 495 miles from
the sea, the country falls rapidly to a level of 4,140 feet at mile 
550, where flat country is reached which stretches to the shores 
of the Victoria Nyanza, at an altitude of 3,726 feet and 584 miles 
by rail from the East coast. 

This is the structure of the country . along the line of the 
Uganda Railway. Further to the North, the general 'rise in the 
country is not so marked. The elevated prairies which the 
Vganda Railway reaches in zoo miles from the coast droop away 
to the Northward to the low hot flats across which wanders· the 

. Tana River-a not inconsiderable stream which is fed from 
thirteen glaciers and a heary rainfall on Mount Kenya, and which 
receives contributions from an enormous fan of streams from the 
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KikUyu country. For 200 miles from the sea it is navigable for 
canoes and shallow-draught vessels. 

As regards extent, Kenya Colony and Protectorate, the portion 
of East Mrica with which this book is going to deal, comprised 
at the end of 1924 an area of 245,060 square miles. During 1925 
a portion, of about 36,740 square miles in area, situated on the 
right bank of the Juba River, was ceded to Italy, which was 
already in occupation of the left bank of the river. A strip, about 
10 miles wide, along the coast constitutes the "Protectorate" 
of Kenya.1 This is still the property of the Sultan of Zanzibar, 
and is rented from him by the Government of Kenya for £x6,ooo 
a year (£x7,ooo prior to the cession of a portion to Italy). In 
this area, it is a breach of etiquette to fly the British flag from a 
flagstaff rising from the soil. It is the plain red flag of Zanzibar 
that is so flown, and the British flag, like the national flags of . 
foreign consuls, is flown only from buildings. 

The area of the Colony and Protectorate in 1927 is thus about 
2081320 square miles, or more than twice the area of Great Britain. 
Its Eastern boundary is the Indian Ocean. Its Northern one, 
an agreed Anglo-Italian boundary line running into an ·agreed 
Anglo-Abyssinian boundary line which bears roughly Westward. 
to Lake Rudolf. Thence the boundary between Kenya Colony 
and the Uganda Protectorate passes up-stream along the Suam 
or Turkwell River from Lake Rudolf to the summit. of Mount 
Elgon, and then by an agreed line which runs down to and along 
the Sfo River to the Victoria Nyanza. Below this point ·the 
boundary is an agreed line across the lake to another agreed line 
which was the former boundary between British territory and 
what was German East Mrica. The latter colony is now governed 
by Great Britain under a Mandate from the Allied and Asse- · 
dated Powers, and is called Tanganyika Territory. 

The equator runs through Kenya ·Colony, actually lying 
across the lofty mass of Mount Kenya. Although it passes 
seven or eight miles North.of the ice-clad summit, which reaches 
an elevation of 17,040 feet, it is nevertheless true that occasional 
snowfalls extend to that distance from the central massif of the 
mountain, when reference to " equatorial snowfields " becomes 
geographically accurate. The extreme limits of the Colony lie 
respectively at 4° 20' North latitude and 4° 40' South latitude. 

The native population is supposed to be slightly in excess 
' V. Fig. 8, facing p. 46. 
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of 2} millions. At the offiCial census in 1922 the total number 
of Europeans, men, women and children, was 9,651; ~f Indian~ 
22,822, and of Arabs IO,I02, while lesser groups of Goans, 
Seychellois and others yielded a total of 3,os8." The con:espond..; 
ing figures given by the census of 1926 were respectively 12,505, · 
26,758, 10,552 and 3,84I for these four groups.1 

The highlands of East Mrica, to which the Uganda Railway 
makes the most direct ascent, are a strictly circumscribed patch 
of country. _Including mountain,·. moorland, forest, regions 
occupied at present by dense populations of natives in more-or 
less nebulous " Reserves " and by scattered families of Europeans 
on farms and ranches, the entire area does not exceed 6o,ooo · 
square miles, of which nearly Io,ooo square miles ·had pas~d 
into the hands of some 2,ooo Europeans before the end of x926. 
These Highlands are not, however, the most extensive tract of 
country in Mrica, lying at an elevation of 6,ooo feet and over, 
and apparently suitable for white colonization. That area is in 
Abyssinia,s where the country is well watered, the soil fertile, 
the grazing excellent and the climate delightful. The natives of 
Abyssinia are, however, far from. docile. Moreover, they have 
rifles ; and · their Government has been admitted to the. League 
of Nati?ns. 

The Times, May 3rd, IC}26. s Gregory, op. cit., p. 328. 



CHAPTER II 

THE PASSING OF THE IMPERIAL COMPANY 

"He" (the Mrican) "is a very shrewd judge of men •••• He may, and 
in many instances he does, begin by crediting the European with magical 
po":er, but in the long run it is such virtues as kindliness, humanity, courage, 
JUstice, truthfulness, cheerfulness, that he looks for and admires. It is a 
circumstance of great value to their successors thot, over a vast area, the first 
Europeans exhibited those virtues in an eminent degree," · 

The Golden Stool, 
by Edwin W. Smith, p. 74· 

N 0 one who is interested in the early history of British 
East Mrica and Uganda should fail to rea.d the admirable 
account of the commercial and humanitarian venture of 

the Imperial British East Mrica Company which is contained 
in Mr. P. L. McDermott's book published in 1895 and entitled 
" British East Mrica or Ibea, a history of the formation and work 
of the Imperial British East Mrica Company, compiled. with the 
authority of the Directors from official documents and the records 
of the Company .11 x Reference must occur occasionally in· the 
following pages to incidents and effects of the Company's occupa
tion, but, apart from these and the following brief outline of 
important events, the reader is referred to the above~mentioned 
work for the Company's authorized history of its undertaking. 

In the year 1807 Seyyid Sultan, an Arabian ruler over the 
Island of Zanzibar in the Indian Ocean and the kingdom of 
Oman in Arabia, died, and was succeeded by his son Seyyid 
Said. In 1840 the latter established his court and capital at 
Zanzibar, leaving relatives to represent him at Muscat and in 
other provinces. He died at sea in 1856, and a dispute as to the 
succession between his sons Thuwainy and Majid was referred· 
by them to Lord Canning, the Governor-General of India, for 
settlement. The award' in 1861 declared the Zanzibar and 
Arabian possessions to be mutually independent, and confirmed 
Majid as ruler of Zanzibar. The State of Oman was to receive 
an annual tribute of about £8,ooo, payable at Muscat, by way of 
compensation for the abandonment by Thuwainy of any claims 
on the Mrican dominions vested in his brother Majid, and also 

a Chapman & Hall, Ltd., 1895· 
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for the purposes of equaliZing to some extent the revenues of the 
two treasuries. This sum was payable by the Sultan ~fZanzib~.
though, on his subsequently defaul~g. it 'Yas actually paid ~or 

FIG. 4.-BASTBRN AND CENTMI. AFRICA 

Showing the position of Kenya Colony and, by the heavy broken lines, the 
· . Great Rift Valley. · 

(With ac:JmowledgmentB to the folding plate at page 358 of Professor Gre~a 
Th6 Rift VaJle:ys cmd Geology of East Africa-Seely, Service & Co., -1921.) 

a term of years by the Government of India, in the interests of 
. peace, which was .considered ·essential to the development of 
the already flourishing trade of British Indians on the coast 
of Mrica. 

c 
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Seyyid Majid was succeeded in 1870 by his brother Barghash. 
In 187a the British India Steam Navigation Company opened 
sailings to Zanzibar from London and Bombay. In 1877 its 
chairman, Sir William Mackinnon, received an offer from Seyyid 
Barghash of a concession under lease for seventy years of the 
whole of the dominions of Zanzibar, including all rights of 
sovereignty. The Foreign Office, however, could promise no 
support to a company desiring to take advantage of this offer, 
and it was declined. 

Between x88o and 1885 German explorers and trayellers made 
their appearance on the East Coast, and on February 17th, I885, 
the Emperor gave a charter of protection to a " Society ·for 
German Colonization " for the possessions which these travellers 
purported to have obtained by treaty from native rulers.· More 
than one delicate situation arose in the relations of the British 
and German Governments, but on November xst, 1886, an · 
agreement was reached as to the limits of the Sultan of 
Zanzibar's sovereignty and the delimitation of " spheres of 
influence " for Britain and Germany in East Mrica. ·The 
Sultan of Zanzibar accepted the arrangement on December 4th, 
1886, and the French Government signified its concurrence four 
days later. · · 

On May 25th, 1887, Seyyid Barghash, the Sultan of Zanzibar, 
granted a concession to a " British East Mrican Association " for 
a period of fifty years, delegating to the Association all the Sultan's 
powers in his territory on the mainland to a point as far north as 
Kipini at the mouth of the Tana River, including the right of · 
levying taxes and disposing of public lands. All public, judicial 
or Government powers and functions were to be exercised only 
in the name and under the authority of the Sultan of Zanzibar. 
During 1887 twenty-one treaties were concluded with tribes in 
the interior, by which the Association obtained sovereign rights 
over inland areas as remote as zoo miles from the coast. On 
-!\.pril x8th, x888, the I~perial British East Mrica Company 
took form with a capital of £24o,ooo, for the purposes, among 
other objects, of acquiring territory from native chiefs in the 
British sphere of influence by treaty, by purchase or otherwise, 
and of exercising all the rights pertaining to sovereignty over 
acquired districts. All was done with the understanding that 
" the hearty co-operation and support of Her Majesty's Govern
ment should be accorded." A Royal Charter of Incorporation 
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was granted by Queen. Victoria on September 3rd, -iR88. 
Article u ·of the Charter laid down that :- · · 

•• In the administration of Justice by the Company to the people.of 
its territories or to any of the inhabitants thereof," careful regard shall 
always be had to the customs and laws of the class or tribe or nation tO 
which the parties respectively belong, especially with regard to the 
holding, possession, transfer and disposition· of lands and goods, and 
testate or intestate succession thereto ...... 

The first Bt;-itish court was instituted at Mombasa in x8go. 
By an agreement defined on July znd, 1887, the., hinter~d '' 

doctrine was established. ·This declared that, in the case of 
Powers having possessions on the coast,. each should have. the 
exclusive right to administer and _control the regions of the 
interior lying behind its portion of the coast-line~ and that· no 
Power should intrude in the rear of another. A German 
filibustering expedition, which was officially disowned by the 
German Government, cleverly ran a blockade maintained on the · 
British coast-line, landed near Witu on June 15th, i889, and 
pushed into the interior upon what was nothing less than a 
campaign of bloodshed and robbery. It was under Dr. Karl 
Peters, who has written a wonderfully frank account i · of . his 
"victories,. and achievements. The Company felt bound to 
secure the interests of Great ~ritain in th~ lake· regions of the · 
far interior lying behind its coast-line. It received strong 
expressions of public and Governmental opinion to that effect. 
The Company's expedition to Uganda. under Mr. (now Sir 
Frederick). Jackson had some astonishing experiences with the 
German expedition of Dr. Karl Peters, but finally, by an Anglo
German Agreement of July xst, 1890, Uganda was definitely
assigned to the British sphere of influence. 

The Imperial Company. had been involved in extremely 
heazy expenditure· in consolidating British influence so far in 
the interior at so early a date in its career. It had incurred 
further.heavy expenditure inthe liberation of slaves at the coast, 
by way of compensation to their: Arab masters. It cost upwards 
of £zso to deliver one ton of goods at the Company's outpost 
in Uganda, and it became clear to the Directors that without 
more economical methods of transport than the prevailing one 

. of head-porterage by caravans, the drain of maintaining effective 
control of an area so far in the int7rior would, in the long run, 

• New Light 011 Dark Africa. (Ward Lock & c~ .• I89I.) 
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emb!>.rrass, if not cripple, them. It was therefore urged by the 
Company that Government should guarantee interest upon the 
capital required to build a railway into the interior. Lord 
Salisbury supported the proposal as an effective measure for 
suppressing the Slave Trade. Her Majesty's Government was 
now under an obligat,ion, by the Brussels Conference of July 2nd, 
1890, to take all possible steps to suppress the Slave Trade at its 
source. Government had for long been maintaining a Naval 
Squadron on the East Coast of Mrica at a cost of some {.Ioo,ooo 
annually. This certainly made slave-running a highly dangerous 
trade on the high seas, but, on an average, only about 250 slaves 
were rescued annually from captured slave dhows. Government 
therefore proposed to guarantee the interest on a paid-up capital. 
of a million and a quarter pounds, being an instalment of the 
cost of building a railway from Mombasa to the Eastern shores . 
of the Victoria Nyanza. The Treasury, however, hesitated to 
propose the necessary measure in the House of Commons, where 
the Liberal Opposition was now supposed to be antagonistic. 
A proposal was substituted that Government should, for the 
time being, only bear a proportion, not exceeding [,2o,ooo,.of the 
cost of a preliminary survey for a line of railway. With such a . 
limited instalment of Government support in a measure whidi. · 
was at least as much a concern of the Government as of the 
Company, the Court of Directors felt compelled, on July 16th, 
1891, to order the withdrawal of their outposts in Uganda, as a 
temporary measure, and to make Dagoreti, in the KikUyu country, 
some 320 miles from the coast, the extreme North-Western limit ·· 
of the Company's effective occupation for the time being. The 
upkeep of Captain Lugard's force in Uganda was costing the 
Company nearly £4o,ooo a year. It had repelled an invasion.of 
that country by fanatical Mahomedan tribes, and had enforced 
peace and mutual toleration upon rival sections of Christian 
converts, between which there had been open war.x The mutual 
hostility of Protestant anq Catholic sects was embittered by the 
fear that the supremacy of one or the other might mean the 
establishment of English or French political influence respectively, 
with some handicap to the subsequent missionary activities of 
the losing side. As a matter of fact the Liberal Opposition on 
July 17th, 1891, objected even to the discussion of a vote for a 

1 The Rise of ou' East African Empire, by Sir. Frederick Lugard; The 
Foundation of British Eatt Africa, by Professor J. W. Gregory, D.Sc., F.R.S. 
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partial grant-in-aid towards the survey for a railway. · The 
Company's determination to withdraw from Uganda was ·pub ... 
lished, and made ·a sensation in Great Britain. · ._ -

The Times pointed out that such a withdrawal would be 
nothing short of a national calamity. With the delirilitation of 
" spheres of influence " which the Liberal Government of I 886 
had effected in consultation with other Powers, the Company's 
agents had become, in the eyes of all the natives of Central Mrica., 
the agents of England. It would mean the practical defeat of 
our anti-slavery policy, and would invite the persecution of 
missionaries labouring in Uganda, and the reconquest by Mahome
dan fanatical tribes of the only Mrican State that had shown a 
desire to accept Christianity. Our hopes of new Mrican markets 
for our wares and of employment for our workmen depended 
upon holding our ground in Uganda. 

Representatives and friends of the Church Missionary Society, 
the only Protestant mission operating in Uganda, approached the 
Directors of the Company with a proposal to provide .[,-I6,ooo, as 
a donation to the Company, towards the estimated cost of its 
establishment in Uganda for one year more. This remarkable 
offer, unique in the history of missionary enterprise, can now be 
seen to have had a profound influence upon British ·policy in 
Central Africa, and consequently upon the destinies· of millions. 
of Mrican natives. Orders were cabled to Captain Lugard to 
postpone evacuation until December 31st, 1892. · 

British opinion had meanwhile been adequately awakened, 
principally.by the action of The Times and the Church Missionary 
Society. In particular, Bishop Tucker of Uganda toured and 
lectUred throughout the country, and the Government found it. 
a matter of increasing difficulty to face Parliament with any 
concurrence, expressed or taCit, in the abandonment of Uganda. 
At last, on March 3rd, 1892, Government proposed in Parliament 
a vote for [,zo,ooo for the Uganda Railway Survey. This was 
carried. by a combined Liberal and Conservative majority, the 
division showing ZII for the vote and II3 against. Mr. Glad
stone and Sir William Harcourt maintained strong opposition to 
the proposal, though _it had been under the former's Government 
in 188 5 that the idea of a railway from the coast to Victoria 
Nyanza had originated. Lord Granville, then Foreign Secretary, 
·and his colleagues had then·" proposed to develop that portion 
of Central Mrica, especially by making a railway which would 
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run from the coast to the Victoria Nyanza, .. subject only to the 
distinct delimitation of the spheres of influence of Great Britain 
and Germany. This delimitation had been effected in x886, and 
the same political party now had the chance of proceeding in the 
matter. While this debate was going on, the survey, as a matter 
of fact, was approaching completion, the necessary funds having 
been advanced by the Imperial Company. By August 7th, 1892, 
the survey party was at KikUyu on its way back to the coast with 
its work completed. 

A Liberal Government had assumed power in the autumn 
of 1892 and, faced with the prospect of the Company's withdrawal 
at the end of that year, had offered to finance the Company's 
establishment in Uganda for a further three months, until· 
March 31st, 1893. On November 15th, 1892, the Permanent 
Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs made a proposal to Sir 
William Mackinnon that the Company should consider the · 
continued occupation of Uganda, with Government assistance, 
beyond the date, March 31st, 1893, then fixed for the evacuation. 
Nothing resulted from this, and five days later the Government 
decided to send an independent Commissioner . of their .o:wn to 
Uganda and not to interfere with the evacuation by the Company. 
Sir Gerald Portal was selected for this mission. His expedition· · 
started from the coast on January 2nd, 1893, and reached 
Kampala in Uganda on March 17th, 1893.1 On March 31st, 
1893, the Company's flag at Kampala was hauled down and the 
Union Jack hoisted. On June 18th, 1893, a Protectorate .was 
declared over Uganda. " 

This Protectorate included only the country ruled over by 
King Mwanga of Uganda. Its area was about 22,000 square 
miles. The remainder of these vast territories was still left .to. 
the Company, although it was unable for the time being to 
maintain effective administration further inland than its station 
of Dagoreti. 

The attitude of Government towards the Imperial Company 
became increasingly harsh,' and after some wearisome negotiations 
the Company was constrained to accept £25o,ooo for its posses
sions and improvements and to surrender its Charter .a Arbitration 
as to the sum to be paid was bluntly refused by Government, and 

1 The Mission to Uganda, by Sir Gerald Portal. (Edward Arnold, 1894.) 
• See Blue Book, Africa No.4 (1895), for thecorrespondenceon the subject 

of the ~ettlement. · 
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no recompense was made in respect of. the Company~s having 
acquired and held Uganda. . . 

The Imperial British East Mrica Company therefore (!nded 
its career in commercial failure, but with· ~ proud record ·of 
achievement which entitles its .founders and directors·, and also . 
the bulk of its officers in Africa, to the appreciative regard of 
students of history to-day. Lord Salisbury paid a tribute on 
more than one occasion to the Company. " It would hardly he 
just." he said, "tQ describe it as a purely commercial body, for 
it is notorious that the majority of, if not all, the subscribers are 
actuated rather by philanthropic motives than by the expectation 
of receiving any adequate return for their outlay ...• ItS object, 
I believe, has been to deal a deadly blow· at the slave trade; the 
destruction of which has been, along with our own commercial 
and material progress, the animating impulse of English policy 
in these regions for nearly a century. . • . Through it~ large sums 
of money have been risked and lost, and great energies and much · 
devotion have been expended in carrying British dominion, 
civilization and Christianity into those countries.... Certainly no 
other trading corporation has ever commanded the vigorous and 
practical· support of missi6nary circles in Great Britain that was 
accorded to this Company. It set, in some ·respects,· a higher 
standard in its treatment of native peoples than the British . 
Govemment subsequently maintained. Oil the withdrawal of 
the Company from the Protectorate of Witu on· the coast, that 
area was placed by the Foreign Office under the administration 
of the Sultan of Zanzibar.- When the Company had assumed . 
the administration of Witu in 1892, the Indian Codes of law had 
been applied, the status of slavery had been abolished and a time_ 
limit set for the final extermination of slavery, to terminate in 
May x8g6. The action of the Foreign Office virtually restored 
the legal sta_tus of slavery and removed any prospect of complete 
emancipation in 1896. The Anti-Slavery Society in London 
recorded a protest " that a British Government, having full 
knowledge of the circumstances. should consent to put back into 
an enslaved condition a population which had already attained 
its freedom." This retrograde step was not officially corrected 
even when the Protectorate of Witu was merged in a larger 
"East Mrica Protectorate" in 1:896. 

Sir Gerald Portal's Report had emphasized insistently "the 
all-important and overshadowing question of transport and 
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communications." 1 It urged the necessity for a railway from the 
coast to the Victoria Nyanza, if the country was to be administered 
effectively and economically. A Conservative Government had 
returned to power in July 1895, and Parliament authorized the 
construction of the Uganda Railway. It was to start at Mombasa, 
pass into the Uganda Protectorate at the point, some 360 miles 
from the coast, where rails would descend from the high Kikuyu 
Escarpment into the Great Rift Valley, and would then terminate 
on the shores of the Victoria Nyanza, that great lake of some 
26;8oo square miles in area, on the Western shore of which. lay 
the Kingdom of Uganda. This railway was constructed between 
the years 1895 and 1902, entirely from British Government funds, 
to the total amount of £5,244,ooo, raised under the Uganda 
Railway Acts of 1896, 1900 and 1902. Interest and sinking fund 
on the capital cost of the line were paid throughout by the British 
taxpayer until November xsth, 1925, when payinents ceased. 
By that time the total amount of loan, interest and sinking 
fund amounted to close upon £8,ooo,ooo. There has been 
a proposal, but never any agreement, that these sums .should be 
recouped to the British Treasury from increased land:-values 
accruing in a zone alongside the railway. Sir Edward Grigg, 
K.C.V.O., C.M.G., D.S.O., M.C., the Governor of Kenya in·· 
1926, has suggested that the Colony may possibly refund, 
in 1934, a sum not exceeding £4,ooo,ooo in part repayment .of 
this gift,:& The stage that has now been reached therefore leads 
naturally to a consideration of land questions in British :J;ast 
Mrica, a topic which presents many astonishing features. 

1 Africa No.2 (1894), Cd. 7303, P· 37· 
• Addrest to Legislative Cormcil at Mombasa, August xoth, 1926, PP• 9, IQ. 

(Government Press, Nairobi.) 



CHAPTER III 

EARLY LAND POLICY 

" It has been laid aown as 'a principle from whlch no civilized Government 
would think of departing, that in Countries acquired by conquest or cession, 
private property, whether of i~divid~ls or conunu~ties, exi!lting at the time 
of cession or conquest,· is respected." •• • 

SIR FREDERICK LUGARD ! 
Tht: Dual Mandate in Tropical Africa, p. 288. 

" The native inhabitants of a protectorate have .not become the nationals of 
the protecting State, and that State cannot validly compel them in any parti
cular way or deal with their property, unless the right to do so flows from one 
of the transferred powers... · · · 

M. T. LINDLEY: 
. The Acquisition and Government of Backward 

Territory in International Law, p. 32j. 

T HE point must be borne in mind th~t all early .. travellers 
in East Mrica recorded the existence of immense areas 
of land which were totally unoccupied. Parts of these 

were buffer States of " no· man's land , between the settlements 
of mutually hostile tribes. Much of the unoccupied. a~ea ·was 
inferit>r land where the soil, of gneissic origin, is light and sandy, . 
where surface water is scarce· and weather conditions severe. 
The choicest areas of agricultural land were all in the possession 
of natives. Mr. Francis G. Hall, one of the Imperial Company's 
Agents in the interior, after whom the present-: day township of . 
Fort Hall is named, described the Kikuyu· country as extending 
for a length of about 100. miles and a breadth of 15 to 18 miles •. 
"The country consists," he wrote, "of a number of spurs with 
narrow valleys through which run beautiful.streams of clear water. 
With the exception of small patches of excellent grass, which are 
kept for grazing purposes;-'and a few small swamps, every avail
able piece of ground is under cultivation, and the district may 
be described as one vast garde~." Still earlier, Captain Lugard 
(now Sir Frederick Lugard, G.C.M.G., C.B., D.S.O.) had 
reported: "The cultivation in Kikuyu is prodigiously ex
tensive, indeed the ·whole country may be said to be under 
tillage." 

The fact that immense· areas, entirely suitable for grazing 
purposes, were not made use of, is to be attributed to the reign 
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of terror exercised by the Masai. It was pre-eminently the 
Masai tribe which held vast tracts of country open for European 
penetration, because they kept these areas from being occupied 
and used. To them also may be attributed the persistence and 
increase of a wild fauna which makes Kenya Colony to-day the 
most richly stocked big-game area in the world. They did not 
kill and eat game themselves, and they kept meat-eating tribes, 
such as the Ak.amba, off the prairies where the game abounded. 
They also waged unceasing war against the lion, thereby 
restricting the serious toll that it levied upon the antelope: life 
of the plains. Up to the very limits of the grass-land, where 
the elevated prairies ran as embayments into the wooded foot
hills of the Escarpment, there were Masai villages. Inside the· 
fringe of forest were the enormous clearings of that nation of 
agriculturalists, the Kikuyu tribe. Between the two tribes, 
border hostilities were frequent. For Kikuyu villages anywhere · 
near the border-line to keep flocks of sheep and goats, or, worse 
still, small herds of cattle, was to ensure a Masai raid sooner or 
later. The Mua and Lukenya Hills, some 25 miles nearer the 
coast, formed another low mountain mass rising · out . of the 
Misai-infested prairies below. The Company's officials found 
the edge of this tableland manned by outposts of Kamba warriors; · 
who maintained a watch over the leagues of grass-land below 

· them to guard against surprise by Masai raiding parties. Rough 
stone shelters were improvised, and in each a small -group of 
Kamba sentries remained on watch. Regular reliefs, carrying 
their rations for three or four days, came from the villages behind 
to this line of rudimentary blockhouses. It was a wen.:.organized 
defensive measure, and one essential to the safe custody of the 
Kamba herds which grazed on the slopes of the hills or on the. 
margin of the plains below. The territory of these sturdy 
defenders has now been made over by Government to European 
landholders, and the Mua Hills to-day present a solid block of 
" white " farms. 

The Kamba natives in the days before white settlement began 
enjoyed some degree of protection from the Company's European 
staff at Machakos station, which was an important centre both 
in the days of the Imperial British East Mrica Company and 
later under Government occupation until it was eclipsed by 
Nairobi. Apart from this element of security, they possessed 
another safeguard against Masai aggression in a craft of bowmen, 
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whose reputation stood as ·high among sux:rounding tribes as did 
that of the English archer of eight centuries · ago among his . 
hostile neighbours.. Frankly, raids into Uk.ambani, as this territory· 
was called, were not safe for warriors like the Masai, who depended 
chiefly on the spear and knob kerry. The Kikuyu bowman; 
although deserving of some respect in forest paths and ambus
cades, was not so formidable an antagonist, and it was not until 
Fort Smith was established among the Kikuyu cultivation that. 
there. began to be $orne such element of safety for the Kikuyu 
as was already enjoyed by the Akamb~. One of the rivers that 
flowed out of the deep forests into the sun-baked plains below 
was called by the Masai "nairobi,'' the word meaning cald. It 
was up this valley that the Uganda Railway line was.subsequently· 
to run, and. thus it has happened that it is a Masai name which 
the capital of the Colony now bears. 

The Imperial Company was, from the first, quite alive to the 
value of these vacant spaces for colonization. "The Directors 
contemplated, from the first, the colonization of the .vast un
occupied areas adjacent tO the coast with British Jndian families 
of the agricultural class." " This would serve as a relief for the 
surplus population of India., " The climate and soil ·of East 
Mrica are admirably adapted for the requirements of the Indian 
~griculturalist," wrote one of the Directors in x8gz, .. and he 
will find the trade of the coast already monopolized by his fellow
countrymen and co-r'eligionists, both Hindoos and Mahomedans, 
who will be ready to welcome and forward his interests." None 
of the treaties 'Which tlze Company had entered into with tile tribes in 
the interior involved the .latter in any loss of Tights O'Oer lands in 
tn"bal occupation. In its treatment of the natives, said Chancellor 
of the Exchequer Mr. Goschen during a debate in Parliament. 
on March 4th, 1891, "the East Mrican Company had a blameless 
record!' · 'rhe Com.pany ~ said an early Government report.x 
.. were naturally desirous of protecting the rights and interests . 
of the native populations under their nile, and of discouraging 
land speculators from taking· up large tracts for the purpose of 
floating land companies, or claiming land on the line of the 
railway, etc." In April 1891 Sir Francis de Wmton, the· Com
pany's Administrator, issued a proclamation forbidding, outside 
the Zanzibar Dominions, " all dealings in land between Europeans 
of whatever nationality and· natives., Three years later they 

• Africa No. 7 (x897), Cd. 8683. . 
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re·enacted this prohibition and applied it to the Zanzibar 
Dominions also. 

Still, the Imperial Company recognized that there was much 
vacant land which might be let, and accordingly, on July 4th, 
1894, a set of land regulations was published. 

These allowed for " country lots," on lease not exceeding twenty·one 
years, but renewable, no fixed rent being specified. For grazing leases, 
not more than 2o,ooo acres could be had in one block, and the annual rent 
was one half anna (i.e. jd.) an acre. On agricultural land, leases of. not 
more than z,ooo acres might be had at a rent of i anna an acre for the 
first five years, and then • rising in a graduated scale.' · Homesteads 
were of xoo acres at a rent of 4 annas at) acre for the first five years, 
during which occupation was compulsory. Thereafter, if the farmer 
had spent 5 annas an acre in permanent improvements, the fee·simple · 
would be conveyed to him. 

On July xst, I895, the Foreign Office formally took over · 
the country from the Imperial British East .t\frica Company. 
Sir Arthur Hardinge, as His Majesty's Agent and Consul-General, 
directed its administration from Zanzibar under the orders of 
the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in London. The 
Company's Land Regulations remained in force after the transfer 
of the territory, and were not formally repealed until January · 
1897, in which month a new set of Regulations was issued by 
the Foreign Office. 

These empowered the Commissioner, as Sir Arthur Hardinge's 
position had now come to be termed, to grant to any person a certificate 
authorizing him to hold and occupy the land described in it for a term 
not exceeding twenty·one years, at the end of which the permission 
would be renewable. Conditions as to rent, residence,· cultivatio,n 
and other matters were to be inserted in the certificate, and mineral 
rights were expressly reserved to the Government. 

Prior to this, the Earl of Kimberley, as Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs in Lord Rosebery's Government, had supple
mented the Company's Regulations by ordering that no trans
action in land in the chartered territory outside the districts 
effectively controlled by the Company should be valid unless 
registered before H.M. Acting Commissioner. Landgrabbing 
was already in progress, and Government Notices were issued 
on April 26th and August 31st, x897, to the' effect respectively 
that 11 certain evil disposed persons " had been acquiring land 
from native women at inadequate prices owii1g to the ignorance 
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of the owners as to its true value, and had-also been laying claim 
to waste lan.ds along the coast strip. All claimarits to_ possessi-Qn
of such purchased· lands were required to submit details- to the· 
Administrative Officer in charge of "the district for scrutiny. 
As regards privately owned land required by Government for· 
public purposes~ the Land Acquisition Act 1894 of India was 
brought into force by a Notice dated May ·2]th, 1896. A Notice 
as to the assumption of this ·power to acquire private land by 
paying current value and· compensation was published by Sir 
Arthur Hardinge at Mombasa on June :12th, I897·. It was 
similarly applied in the Uganda Protectorate on June 23rd, 1897. 

The term East Africa Protectorate was formally appljed 
to the Eastern portion of the territory over which the Imperial · 
Company had· operated in a Foreign Office· Notice of.Au~st jt, 
1896. This appeared in the London Gazette of September 1st, 
I 8g6, as follows :--'-

•• It is hereby notified for ptJhlic information that all territories in 
East Africa now under the Protectorate of Her· Maj~ty. except the 
Islands of Zanzibar and Pemba and the Uganda Protectorate, are for 
the purposes of administratioq included in one Protectorate, under the 
name of the East Mrica Protectorate. . · . . 

•• This Protectorate includes the territories bounded on the north by 
the River Juba, on the east by the Indian Ocean, on the south by the 
German sphere, on the west by the Uganda Protectorate, ~d also 
all adjacent islands between the mouths of the Rivers Juba and 
Umba.'' 

It must .be remembered that the Uganda Protectorate at this 
time and onward to April 1st, 1902, included a large portion 
of what has since become Kenya Colony.1 An .. Order" of. 
Lord Lansdowne's dated March sth, 1902, prescribed that this 
.. Eastern Province ., should become 4

' the Kisumu and Naivasha 
Prov~ces " of the -East Africa Protectorate. The present-day 
settled areas on the Rift Valley, the Mau Escarpment, the Uasin 
Gishu Plateau, Trans-Nz6ia, Lumbwa, Sotik, Lower Molo, 
Muhor6ni, Kaim6si and Nandi. were all in the Uganda Pro
tectorate, though some of them were only imperfectly known. 
It is of interest ther~fore to trace the actual official instn.unent 
under which Government assumed the right to sell, lease and 
give away areas of land here. 
· It is contained in a Government Notice signed on April 9th, 

• Fig. 6, facing p. 46. 
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1900, by Sir Harry Johnston, H.M. Commissioner in the Ugar..da 
Protectorate. This " Circular No. II " of 1900 says x :-

' " In virtue of Treaties and Agreements concluded with the Kings 
and Chiefs of the aforesaid (Uganda) Protectorate and its adjoining 
Territories, H.M. Government has acquired the sole right of disposal 
over the waste and uncultivated lands of the said Protectorate and its 
adjoining Territories ; that in addition it is forbidden to any persons 
not native of the Uganda Protectorate and its adjoining Territories to 
acquire land either by purchase from the natives, by deed of gift1 or 
by occupation, without the prior consent of the principal Repre!ienta
tive of H.M. Government administering the Uganda Protectorate, All 
applications for land must be addressed .to the Commissioner's Office, 
Entebbe, Uganda." 

The surveyed route of the Uganda Railway at this time ran 
for uo miles through this "Eastern Province" of the Uganda 
Protectorate.z To make the public ownership of land secure· 
alongside this portion of the Uganda Railway, a subsequent 
Notice was published by Sir Harry Johnston on May 1oth, 1900, 

appropriating to Government ownership a one-mile zone ori each 
side of the surveyed line. This read as follows 3 :-

"In further reference to Circular No. II of 9th April 1900 and· by· 
order of Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State, it is hereby notified 
that Her Majesty's Special Commissioner and Commander-in-Chief for 
the Uganda Protectorate has, in pursuance of the powers vested in him, 
appropriated from this date for public purposes (subject to any right of 
ownership which may be proved to his satisfaction) all lands be~een 
the Eastern Frontier of the Uganda Protectorate and the East Coast of. 
Lake Victoria Nyanza which are situated within one mile on either side 
of the Line of the Uganda Railway, wherever finally constructed. 

" All claims to ownership of land within this zone following the 
Railway Track must be lodged with Her Majesty's Special Co.m-:
missioner within three months from the date on which this Notice is 
published in the Official Gazette of the East Mrica and Uganda Pro-
tectorate." · 

Sir Harry Johnston was enthusiastic about the attractions of 
this Eastern portion of his Protectorate (as it was then) as a 
possible home for white people. In an early report to the British 
Government he said :-

" In the Eastern part of the Uganda Protectorate there is a 
tract of country almost without parallel in tropical Mrica : a 

a Offidal Gazette of the East Africa and Uganda Protectorates, vol. i. 
• V. Fig. 6. · s O.G. (E.A. fJ1 U.), vol. i. 
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region of perhaps 12,000 square :miles, admirably well wateied, 
with a fertile soil, cool and perfectly healthy climate, covere~ 
with noble forests; and, to a very great extent, uninhabited by · 
any native race. This area lies at an altitUde not less than 
6,ooo feet, and not more than ro,ooo feet. h.is as· healthy for: 
European settlers as the United Kingdom, British Columbia,. or 
temperate South Africa. . . • I am able to say decidedly that 
here we have a territory (now that the Uganda Railway is built). 
admirably suited for.a white man~s country.u 

The Land Regulations of January ioth, r897, for the East 
Mrica Protectorate, which have been alluded to, did not have 
a very long vogue. . 

By December 29th of the same year they were superseded by 
a Notice which began :- -

.. Whereas under the Africa Order in Council, 1897, Her Majesty's 
Connnissioner and Consul-General for the East Africa. Protectorate has 
power to rnake Regulations for peace, Qrder, and good Govermnent : It 
is hereby notified that the Commissioner and Consul-General has, in 
pursuance of the powers aforesaid, made the following · 

" R-egulations. 

" 1. The Conunissioner may, if he thinks fit, grant to any person· a 
certificate authorizing him to hold and occupy the portion of land 
described in the certificate for a term.not exceeding ninety-nine years." 

Ten other clauses followed. . The .land was to· be held and 
occupied according to the terms of the certificate. In any 
particular ca8e~ such conditions as might be deemed necessary 
:might be inserted. No certificate would be granted in respect 
of any land which was lawfully held and occupied by any person-, __ 
"whether a native or not a native," who held such land under 
a documentary title which Her Majesty's. Commissioner was 
prepared to recognize. 

It may here be interpolated that no tribe in East Mrica had 
any such documentary title. Years later a suggestion was made 
by Lord Crewe, when Secretary. of State for the Colonies in 
Mr. Asquith's Government of I9Q8, that a treaty should be made 
with each separate tribe in the country, giving to each tribe and 
clan the absolute possession of such land as it :might claim in the 
light of tradition, supported by reasonable expectation of present 
and future tribal needs. By that time, however, the suggestion 
fell on deaf ears, and Lord Crewe did not remain in the Colonial 
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Office long enough to press for its adoption. Up to the year 
1926 the tribes of Kenya have had no legal right to their lands. 
It is true that in a despatch S. 2II dated August 2oth, 1914, 
Sir Henry Conway Belfield, the Governor at that time, promised 
that the land of the KikUyu tribe should not be further interfered 
with, and when two years later a Committee. of three Heads of 
Government Departments recommended, with one dissentient, 
that the Kikuyu Native Reserve should be reduced by xo per cent. 
in order to provide more farms for Europeans, he reported to 

. the Secretary of State in August 1916 that "the acquisition of 
such lands from native areas should not be entertained." But 
the fact has been, up till 1926, that encroachment might be effected 
by any Governor who could advance sufficiently plausible excuses 
for it to elicit concurrence from a Secretary of State ·in London. 
Even in September 1924 Sir Robert Coryndon, as Governor. of 
Kenya, was proposing to establish colonies of white farmers 
on picked sites inside the already seriously invaded Native 
"Reserves," in order to ensure the uplift of the surrounding 
natives. 

The point must here be noted that a profound departure in 
method took place between the land policies of the Uganda 
Protectorate and the East Mrica Protectorate. The Government 
of the former, in order to start with a clear understanding of 
land ownership, at any rate in •the more closely administered 
parts of its territory, publicly insisted that all claims by non
natives to land in the :Uganda Protectorate should be lodged 
within a period of three months, after which, it said,I 11 no claims 
can be taken into consideration in the Land Settlement/' Next, 
by way of eliciting from the natives themselves a statement of 
what native interests in land existed, the Government, in cere
monial conclave, invited a clear statement of what land they 
wanted. This was then made over ·to them by treaty, and the 
remaining land of the country was available, in the hands of the 
local Government, for alienation or for retention as State domains. 
By contrast, the East African practice continued to leave decision 
on this all-important point to the judgment of the Commissioner 1 

(in modern parlance, the Governor), and it will be made plain 
in the pages of this book that the judgment of a Governor can 

• Africa No.7 (1897). · 
• Clause z of E.A. (Lands) Order in Council, 1901, in O.G., October ut, 

1901, p, 240· . 
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be influenced. Still, as long as these Regulations of December 
1897 remained in force, they debarred any alienat~on of land· 
which would be injurious to native interests. Section 7 said:-· 

•• A certificate will not be grante~ in respect of any land which at the 
time of the commencement of these regulations is cultivated or regularly 
used by any native or native tribe~ but may be granted if the Com
missioner, after such inquiry as he may think. fit, is satisfied that such 
land is no longer so cultivated or· regularly used, and that the grant of a· 
certificate would not he prejudicial to native interests.,. 

If this provision had been retained even until 1903, the 
alienation of the Rift Valley and the subsequent scandal of the 
Masai Move x would not have been possible. It was, however, . 
formally repealed on September 27th, 1:902, upon which date 
the first Crown Lands Ordinance, shortly to be described, took 
effect. -

After Sir Arthur Hardinge had been discharging the duties 
of Commissioner for a year or two he began to pres~ for the 
grant of " somewhat more favourable conditions ~· for bona-fide 
settlers, and suggested 3. u that if on technical grounds the free
hold of unoccupied lands could not be granted in a territory in 
which Her Majesty does not enjoy sovereign rights, a certificate 
such as that provided by the Regulations should be granted for 
a· term of, say, 999 years, a premium representing 15, or _at most 
20 years' purchase being substituted where the applicant desired 
it for the rent, which .•• should in the case of unoccupied 
lands be I pic~ or l anna an acre." 

This, if ·it had been adopted, would have meant the grant 
of unoccupied land for a term of 999 years upon a cash payment 
of twenty pice ( = sd.) ari acre. It may be thought that this· 
was a sufficiently favourable condition. The next Commissioner, 
Sir Charles Eliot, was, only a year or two later, to improve 
conditions for settlers still further by offering land for nothing in 
s,ooo-acre blocks. 

The Administration in Sir Arthur Hardinge's time adopted 
cl~ly defined procedure in defence or native rights. 

After reporting, witJt some arithmetical haziness. that cc in the 
interior a fair average price, from a native point of view, for cleared and 
cultivated lands would be a cow for every hundred acres, or, estimating 
the value of a good cow at about. so rupees, about two rupees an acre," 

• V. Chapter VIII. • Africa No. 7 (1897). p. 63. 
·D 
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it was laid down that the Administration refused to sanction such sales 
unless the local District Officer certified :-

(I) that the \'endor had a lawful title to sell, 
{2) that the transaction had been explained to, and was thoroughly 

understood by, him, 
· (3) that it was in itself in conformity with the customs of the tri~ 

·within whose bounds the land was situated.· 

These requirements were explained in the following tenns :--

" This is all the more necessary as over large tracts of country thr 
conception of absolute ownership of land and of the right to sell it,' or 
exclude other cultivators, even if the land is abandoned and left unculti· 
vated, does not yet exist, and it is only in a limited number of districts 
(e.g. the Kikuyu or Kenia district of Ukamba and in the Mahomedan 
region generally) that the Chiefs, as distinct from the community, can 
really alienate land situated within the territory considered as its own 
by the tribe.'' 

It may here be mentioned that the most expensive land in 
the country at this time was building~Iand in l\Iombasa Island. 
This was worth £3o an acre, or for land near the railway or 
in specially advantageous positions, £so an acre. (By x92o such 
lands had changed hands at prices exceeding £xs,ooo an, acre.) 

By 1902 the representations of Sir Arthur Hardinge and his 
successor, Sir Charles Eliot, who had assumed the Commissioner
ship of the Protectorate in 1900, had borne fruit. A Crown 
Lands Ordinance, 1902,• was promulgated, and thereby became 
the law of the land without any public discussion locally. The 
prohibition of the sale of land v.clzereby nati'oe interests u•ould be 
ad'l.'ersely affected disappeared, and there was substituted the milder 
requirement that " in all dealings with Crown land regard shall 
be had to the rights and requirements of the natives." This 
was coupled \vith a stipulation that "in particular the (:;om· 
missioner shall not sell or lease any land in the actual occupation 
of the natives." These requirements, although constituting a 
rela.ution of the standard of trusteeship previously recognized, 
were satisfactory to this extent, that the demand for a " regard " 
of native rights was all that need be asked for by a Government 
intent upon native welfare. It was almost valueless, however, 
as a measure of control of a local Government indifferent to, or 
enthusiastic about, the encroachment of Europeans upon native 
holdings. As u occupation " was not defined, but left to the 
intcrpret:ttion of the local Government, opportunities for con· 

I O.G., 190l, p. JU; 
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struing temporary disuse· as cessation of occupation were un
ceasing, and the native, under the letter of the Ia~, could .be 
victimized every time. Temporary disuse might arise through 
putting land to lie fallow. or as a result of . sickness, matrimonial 
infelicity, drought, :Bood, death or pestilence. Native village$ 
might be, and were, closely surrounded by or actually included 
in allotments to Europeans. Section 31 of the Ordinance says :-

•• The Commissioner :may gran~ leases of areas of l;md containing 
native villages or settlements Without specifically excluding such villages 
or settlements, but land .in the actual occupation of natives at the date of 
the lease shall, so long as it is actually occupied by them, be. deetned 
to be excluded from the lease. • . . Any land within an area -leased 
which has been in the occt,~.pation of natives shall, on ceasing to be so· 
occupied, pass to the lessees." 

The invitation to any unscrupulous immigrant to use in:Buence 
in a variety of directions to secure the 4

' non-occupation " of 
some Naboth's Vineyard within the boundary of. his own holding 
is apparent enough here. 

A modification of this provision lay in the fact that disputes 
between lessees. of land and natives occupying land within 
or near the area leased had to be referred to the Collector of .the 
District. In the event of "either party being dissatisfied with the 
finding, an appeal might be ·made to the Sub-Commissioner of 
the Province, whose decision was final and binding on both 
parties. This provision was useful, as far as it went. Its mere 
inclusion must be regarded as a high testimonial to the character 
of the British Administration officers, whose sense of duty was 
clearly regarded by the British Government as an adequate 
defence of subject natives··against the predatory desires of men· 
of the officers' own kith and kin. It is only because the adminis
tration of this Law was better than the Law itself that East 
Afri~ was not involved in serious native trouble during the early 
days of settlement. · 

Still, the fact remained that, under pressure from Govern
ment House in East Mrica, the -Home Governnient bad relaxed 
the standard of trusteeship that had previously prevailed, and, 
as a result, a large sweep of Kikuyu territory, partially depopulated 
at the moment as a result of the great famine and smallpox 
visitation (described in the next chapter), passed out of native hands. 
· For ever? · 

• 
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It may be stated that not only the Administration officers 
but also the Land Officer discharged what they conceived to be 
their duty with a disregard of pressure from interested parties 
which involved some of them in animosities that pursued them 
relentlessly not only as long as they remained in the Service, 
but even after they had left it. 

In spite of modifications contained in this new Land Ordi
nance, it was far from popular among land-hungry immigrants 
in East Africa. The hand of the Foreign Office was far too 
apparent in its pages. 

The Commissioner might not sell more than 1,000 acres of Crown 
Land in one lot without the approval of the Secretary of State. The 
Commissioner might at any tin1e enter and view the state of any land 
sold, and if it remained apparently unoccupied for more than twelve 
months, he might give six months' warning, and, if no activity resulted, 
might resume possession of the land for tlle Crown. No land might be 
leased for a longer tem1 than 99 years. Holders might not assign 
their land, except by will, without the previous consent of the Commis
sioner. They were required " to use and develop the natural resources of 
the land leased with all reasonable speed, having regard to all the clr<:um~ 
stances of the case." Their lands were subject to several servitudes: 
they had to allow roads to be made for the public service i ·to allow 
materials for road-making to be taken by the Government's Road Aqtllo• 
rity ; to permit travellers to encamp for a period not exceeding 48 
hours on any uncultivated part of the land which might be more than 
a quarter of a mile distant from a dwelling-house ; to allow access by 
travellers to any stream or lake on the land ; to erect reasonable boundary 
marks j to permit the erection of telegraph-poles and lines, sewers, 
waterpipes and electric lines in or across the land. Moreover, 'if any 
holding exceeded 100 acres in extent, Government might construct new 
roads, railways and canals across it without paying for the land, though 
compensation was to be paid for any buildings damaged. In the case of 
a plot of less than xoo acres, compensation had to be paid for the land 
also. Finally there was a stipulation that at the end of the lease all 
buildings on the land should revert to the Crown without compensation 
being paid. This would have been an indefensible provision if any. 
tangible revenue were going to be exacted by the Crown from land~ 
holders. For the next twenty years, however, the yearly revenue that 
was to accrue to the Protectorate Treasury for the use of millions of 
acres of land has been trivial. It amounted to about three-halfpence per 
acre per year, averaged over grazing lands, farm lands, plantations and 
town plots. So, viewed in retrospect, there seems to be some justifica
tion for that provision for securing from landholders something of 
tangible value, especially since this is only to take place after a demand 
has been waived for a period o£ 99 years, 

The conditions under which land was to be held having now 
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been deScribed in sufficient detail, it re1D3ins to allude to the 
terms upon which it could be obtained. 

. . 
A Land Notice in the Official Gazette of August 1st, 1902, stated 

that agricultural and pastoral land of average quaiity, suitabl~ for home
steads, might be obtained in blocks·up to ·1,ooo acres in size. The price 
for freehold was two rupees (zs. 8d.) an acre. If taken on lease for 
terms up to 99 ye¥s, the rent was to be Rs • .r.s (J;1) per :too acres 
per annum. Land suitable only for zebra or ostrich farming could be had 
at much lower rates, according to locality, whereas land •• in the inuhe..: 
diate vicinity .of townships " was only to be had at special rates, according 
to value. Land within ori.e :tnile from the tJganda Railway, or near the 
coast towns or in Mombasa Island, or land believed to contain india
rubber or other valuable products, would, as a general rule, o~y be 
leased and not sold. On all lands, :tnineral and·water rights remained in. 
the hands of Government. · · 

In the earliest days, when .the first land grants were being 
made by Govemment, a 'fixed charge. of thirty rupees (£2) was 
made to cover the cost of preparation of documents. It was 
always the case, moreover, that the applicant · had to. pay the 
cost of the survey of his holding. These 'charges were made 
on a very light . scale which was. laid down in the Gazette of 
January tsth, 1900, under·" Fees and Royalties Regulations of 
I8gg." . . ' 
. The rights and powers of Government were further defined at 

this time in an Order in Council isSued on· August IIth, 1902. 

The clauses dealing with land . were the following portions of 
Articles 2, 7 and 12 :-

" \Vherea5 the territories of Mrica situate within the limits of this 
Order are under the protection of His Majesty the King and are 
known as the East Africa Protectorate, · . 

"And whereas by Treaty, grant, usage, sufferance and other lawful 
means, His Majesty has power and jurisdiction within the said 
territories : · 

•• Now, therefore,' His Majescy ••• is pleased •• to order •• 
as follows :- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • 

u z. In this Order-
" • Crown lands • means all public lands in East Mrica which are 

subject to the control of His Majesty by virtue of any Treaty, 
· Convention, or Agreement, or of His Majesty's Protectorate, and 

all lands which shall have been acquired by His Majesty for the 
public service or otherwise ~owsoever; 

.. 7 (:t) All rights of His Majesty in or in relation to any Crown 
lands shall vest in and may be· exercised by the Commissioner for 
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the time being in trust for His Majesty, or if the Secretary of State 
at any time with respect to all or any such lands by order under his 
hand so directs, in such other trustee or trustees for His Majesty as 
the Secretary of State may appoint. 

"7 (3) The Commissioner, or such other trustee or trustees, may 
make grants or leases of any Crown lands, or may permit them to 

· be temporarily occupied, on such terms and conditions as he or 
they may think fit, subject to the provisions of any Ordinance. 

" u (3) In making Ordinance~, the Commissioner shall respect 
existing native laws and customs except so far as the same may be 
opposed to justice or morality." 

This Land Legislation was acted upon, though: it evoked a 
great deal of hostile comment from immigrants, and an Annual 
Report of the Protectorate 1 for the year 1903-4 stated that, up 
to March 31st, 1904, land had been allotted to some 130 
Europeans. When Sir Donald Stewart was appointed Com
missioner in 1905, in succession to Sir Charles Eliot, one of his· 
first actions was to appoint a Land Commission to report upon 
land administration and legislation, and to suggest improvements 
where necessary. This consisted of officials of the JUdicial 
branch, Judge Hamilton (later Sir Robert Hamilton, ~q, and 
Mr. J. W. Barth (later Sir Jacob Barth, K.B.E.), two settlers, 
Lord Delamere and Mr. Frarik Watkins (Senior), with the senior· 
Judge of the High Court (Judge Cator) as Chairman. Early 
in the proceedings Judge Cator had to vacate the position as he 
was promoted to a judgeship of the High Court at Zanzibar .. 
Lord Delamere then became Chairman of the Commission. 

The report of this body may be regarded as the openi~g of 
the second phase of land agitation in the Protectorate. This 
will be described in Chapter V, together with the interesting 
sequel that led up to the forceful demand, which neither the 
Kenya nor the Home Government has yet refused categorically, 
that the title of all leasehold European .estates may be converted 
to freehold, and that every landholder shall have the right to · 
use his land for farming or, at his sole choice, for speculative· 
subdivision for building purposes. 

Summarized briefly, the story, up to the point that has been 
reached, is a record of action by the Foreign Office in taking 
possession of the whole of the land in the interior of what is now 
Kenya Colony. This operation, it is true, only succeeded 
because the natives of the country were too uneducated to know 

a Cd. 2331, Africa No 15 (1904). 
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what was going on, but that is precisely the condition that has 
provided openings for so many of the exploits of the Foreign 
Office which have been regarded as brilliant. It next proc~ded 
busily to create in Mrica a class of landed proprietors. Anybody 
might belong to this class, pro'J)ided. that he or ske was not an 
African. Differences next developed rapidly with various cliques 
of proprietors. l}pon their becoming a trifle turbulent, the 
Foreign Office (which knows all the artifices) handed the cliques. 
and the country an~ all it$ problems over to the CQlonial Office. 
It was in l905, and on April Ist, that this took place. The 
sequel ought to contain much of human interest. 

It does. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE EARLY DAYS OF SETTLEMENT 

" The establishment merely of a protectorate does not entitle the pro
tecting Power to deal v.ith private rights to land in the protected territory, and 
any such power must be based upon express grant or acquiescence on the part 
of the local Go\-ernment." . 

1\1. T. Ln-.'Dl.IiY : 
The Acq11isition and Gov1!T11111ent pf Backv:l:lTd 
Territory in International Law, p. JZI (1926). 

" When the Whitemen first came we did not understand that we were to 
be deprived of any of our land, nor that they had really come to stay. A 
small piece of land here and there was sold to a few of the first pioneers lllld to 
one or two 1\lissions voluntarily by its ov.11ers in the time of the l.B.E.A. 
Company. When the British Government took over the administration of the 
country we still were unaware that our possession of our land would b~ 
questioned or challenged. 

"Then from about the }'ear 1902 increasing numbers of Whitemen arrh-ed, 
and portions of our land began to be given out to them for farms, until large 
areas in Kyambu, Limoru, Kil..-uyu, 1\lbagathi, about Nairobi, and at Ruiru 
and beyond, had been disposed of in this way. These lllllds were not bought 
from their Kiku}-u owners, and any compensation they received (for land 
actually under culti.,-ation only, and at an extremely small111te per· acre) was 
quite inadequate. The Nath·es on them had either to become squatters (on 
what had been their ov.11 land) or else move off. 1\'lany of them to-day, are · 
squatters on up-country European estates and many have become wanderers, 
moving from one estate to another." 

ExTRACT FR0!\1 A ll.fE?IIORA.."'Dt'M I'R:Es:Eh'TIID TO THB 
PARLIMIENTARY Co11otllfiSSION IN NovEMBER 1924 
BY THB KuruYu (NATI\1.\) AssoCUTION. -" FORT Smith , to-day is a settler's farm. It lies some 

five miles to the West of Nair6bi and close to a Church 
of England Mission station. Nowadays, young English 

girls ride, entirely unattended, on bicycles along the surrounding 
roads which nave supplemented, but not displaced, the steep 
native tracks of the district. Even as late as 1904 travellers on 
these tracks might have found themselves suddenly marching · 
into a herd of elephant. The traveller of to-day will have to go · 
some 120 miles from Nair6bi to the North-East of Mount Kenya 
for any chance of such an e:\-perience. (This he can do by motor, 
in a few hours' run from Nairobi.) 

In 1897 Fort Smith was a fort. The sole European residents 
were three young officers of the Protectorate Service and the 
East Africa Rifles. Outside their homa or fort, complete with 
its moat, rampart and bastions, stood a landmark called " the 
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thousand~yard tree." It was a station in,struction that no ·one 
was to go beyond it without an escort of rifles. - The tribesmen . 
had been turbulent. The Company's famous outpost of Dagon!ti,
only a few miles away and by this time abaqdoned, had been 
invested by hostile Kikuyu natives. It stood a short siege until
the supplies of the garrison gave out, and was then evacuated by 
night. The garrison was guided in safety across the hostile 
territory by a Kikuyu-Masai -half-caste named Kinyanjui. His 
help was recognized by Government at a later date, when he was 
appointed paramount chief of the. Kikdyu tribe in that locality, 
which office he still holds .(in 1927). Although native unrest 
on this' occasion simmered down quickly. the district remained· 
for some years unsafe for unknown Europeans travelling alone. -
Even in the .most troubled times, certain Europeans, well known 
to and trusted by the natives, were able to wander at will, un
attended, among the native villages. At that time in Kikuyu, 
as later among the Nandi, the natives discriminated between 
individual Europeans, and did not class them all as a single group 
of aggressors. In a leSs degree this same discrimination between 
trusted and untrusted immigrants prevails to-day, guided by 
unexpected standards and quaint intuitions. In complete _ ignor
ance of the scale of values by which white men were judged; it 
'Ya5 a "wise precaution which. limited the unattended wanderings 
of staff and visitors at Fort Smith to the u thousand-yar.d tree " 
outside the boma. 

Two hundred miles or more down-country, " railhead " was 
creeping forward across desert and through scrub jungle. To the 
SCattered residents up-CO\llltry »" rails " were a source of unending 
anecdote and of visions .of a transformed country. To the 
Uganda Railway engineers the advance of railhead meant ultimate 
escape from drought, dust and tropical heat, and 'entry into the 
interior highlands, .teeming with game and possessing a climate 
of which men. returning from survey parties working far in 
advance of rails, brought glowing accounts. The swarming 
earthwork gangs with their ·thousands of Indian coolies, the 
platelayers, the bridge-builders, the commissariat staff charged 
with the feeding of this industrial army in its advance through a 
wilderness devoid of supplies and in many parts devoid of water, 
the medical and sanitary control, the traffic and loco. staffs, all 
worked as one team, pushing railhead Westvvard into the interior 
with glorious disregard of all the problems of statecraft which 
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were soon to emerge as a direct result of their labours. The 
wild life and the insect life of Mrica exacted their toll, but the 
morning stars sang together to the scattered groups of white 
strangers in the land who romped at every dawn into a fresh 
day's work, implanting the means of rapid transit upon a tiny 
ribbon of Mrican soil where man had, since the dawn of time, 
only walked before. For those who were privileged to have a 
share in carrying out that project, the traverse of the glorious 
highlands of East Mrica provided an experience of incomparable 
charm, as railhead forged across the breezy prairies and nosed 
its way up and across mountain ranges to its halting'..place beside 
that vast expanse of Nile water, the Victoria Nyanza, the largest 
of the lakes of Mrica. The Railway engineers were in a new 
world. For the Administration officers through whose domain 
the Railway crept, it was a changed world. The Railway immedi
ately brought them a challenge. Once again an isolated group· 
of gentlemen-adventurers from Britain were to face the old 
conflict of principle and expediency-were to balance the prompt
ings of self-interest against the upholding of high traditions. It 
is always easy to appreciate the requirements and support the 
claims of those, especially if they are one's ovm countrymen, who 
are socially and politically influential, well organized and 
clamorous. Only those who are clear-minded and resolute can 
consistently maintain the cause of strangers who are inarticulate, 
unorganized and devoid of both political power and aspirations. 

Even before the Railway had reached the point where Nairobi, 
the capital, now stands, a few families of settlers had entered the 
highlands and were looking round for a locality in which they 
could acquire and farm land. These parties, after travelling the 
short distance up the then completed line to railhead, went. on 
by daily marches into the interior, and one family-the 1\IcQueens 
-walked into Uganda and back before it settled in the Kikuyu 
country: a notable exploit for individuals _encumbered with · 
babies and supported by neither missionary organization nor 
commercial Company. Earlier still, a very few sportsmen had 
penetrated into the interior, and they returned to Europe with 
stories of an abundance and variety of big game unequalled 
anywhere else in the world. Some of these hunters made pro
longed visits up-country, and were able to send down tons of 
elephant ivory, in the first case to the coast and later to wayside 
railway stations, where the ivory was usually sold to Indian 
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traders. One afte~noon in. I898 the Dis~ict. Officer in cha:rge 
of the inland station of Machakos was informed by his wife that 
there had just arrived upon the verandah a singularly disheve.lled 
traveller who announced himself as Lord Del~ere. Mter tea 
with this Mr. and Mrs. Ainsworth, . Lord Delamere ·excused · 
himself from returning for dinner on the grounds of the disrepair 
and scantiness of his out:{it. He had not .known when he first 
called that" there were any ladies in the station." He had come 
Souththrough Jubal~nd and ~analand by camel and .porter cara
vans, and WaS now proceeding to meet -the railway construction 
parties as they approached the site of Nairobi, and so go on to 
Mombasa. His camp exhibited all the evidences of a dashirig _and · 
adventurous journey through wild country, and next _morning he 
moved away ~outhward with his companion, Dr. Atkinson. Latter
day sportsmen travel with more lu_xury, but not often with a keener 
spirit of adventure. Their visits •• out of the blue " to remote 
Government stations have long ago ceased to be the rarity that they 
were in 1898, as also has the pz:esence of .. ladies in the station." 

Early travellers saw something of what is termed inter-tribal 
warfare, and accounts of it perhaps received undue prominence 
in their writings."· It is easy·to exaggerate the extent and severity 
of tribal warfare. These affrays were nothing ·much more than 
a _series of border quarrels, conducted for the purpose of, or in 
retaliation for, thefts of produce or stock. · Within the tribal 
borders the bulk of the native population lived at peace. No. 
majestic impis moved across the country. · Heavy :fighting on a · 
tribal scale rarely took place. The Masai did make forays in 
some strength, but, excep~ when sections of this tribe were fighting 
each other, their operations ·were nothing more than cattle raids, 
skilfully planned to take unsuspecting stock-holders of other 
tribes by surprise. In a short time these . activities were sup
pressed. Th~ story of the swift pacification of a medley of hostile 

·tribes~ continuing from the point where Sir Frederick Lugard's 
narrative I ends, still awaits its competent chronicler. · Many a 
little epi"sode of prompt retalia#on fo.r " Government orders " 
disregarded : many a tense evening spent in tiny Government 
posts and outposts round which doubled sentries crouChed, 
cursing the setting ·of· the moon or the overclouding of stars, as 
they competently discriminated between the whirr of semi-audible 
noises that constitute the .. silence •• of their tropical night : 

• The Rise of Our East African Empire. (Blackwood, :1:893·) 
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many an exploit of superhuman self-assurance by youngsters 
doing their job in conditions to which no predecessor's experience 
extended and where no manual of in!>tructions could guide
these and the little dotted cemeteries of one or two graves, dating 
from occasions when inspiration gave out just when luck was at 
its blackest, or recording defeat in a long-drawn struggle by some 
mother's son against disease and isolation, go "to make up the 
skeleton of a story that ended in one district after another before 
settlers entered it. In 1899 the picturesque spit of land between 
the Tru'ka and Chania rivers, upon which the Blue Posts .Hotel 
now stands, was the scene of a pitched battle with Kikuyu tribes
men. The Government camp was· rushed and a Government 
veterinary officer was killed. The Railway surveyors in working 
through the Kikuyu country were occasionally molested, and rifle 
and theodolite were equally necessary articles of equipment in 
the field. As late as :May 1902 a small column consisting of 
so Police and soo 1\Iasai irregulars left Naivasha station on a 
short and effective expedition against disaffected Kikuyu. In 
I90Jl\:Iuhor6ni at mile 547 on the Railway was the base of opera
tions against the Nandi tribe in the settlement of a '~~ising, 
which need never have occurred if more restraint had been 
shown by emissaries of Government at one critical stage· of 
preliminary misunderstandings. Baringo bonUl, the country's 
Northernmost inland station, was invested by Suk natives. for 
five days. 1\fany a dashing little relief expedition moved about 
the map in those days. Up to 1905 the country to the Not1b of 
Mount Kenya and the Tana River remained a " closed district," 
with the result that the early waves of settlement passed it by, 
so that it still remains the least penetrated area of choice land.in 
native occupation. . . 

There were not wanting among the pioneer arrivals in this 
new country some admixture of men whose independence and 
self-reliance bordered on lawlessness. Dick's exploit in the 
Rift Valley, which is related in Chapter VIII, of waging war,· 
single-handed, against the 1\fasai tribe for one crowded day, 
whose sunset he did not live to see, may well take rank, for sheer 
bravado and desperation, with anything that is recorded of Sir 
Richard Grenville or many another buccaneer of romance. The 
choir-stalls in the Cathedral .at 1\Iombasa are consecrated to the 
memory of this berserk filibuster and Chief Accountant of the 
old Imperial Company-Andrew Dick. A prompt arrest and 
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trial of three exuberant European travellers in· z 903 on a charge 
of dacoity resulted in an acquittal of the accused; but may hav:e 
been of effect in bringing home to the over-adventurous spiritS 
among the newcomers the fact that scattered, but at times effec-
tive, machinery of Government had been established, even in 
remote corners of the Protectorate. On the other hand, many 
of the incoming settlers were absurdly timid. The local paper 
in 1903, commenting on a Government proposal to build a £3 ,ooo 
school for European children in Nairobi, expressed the hope that 
it would be provided with a strong high wall all round it, to protect 
the children while at play from attack by Masai or W akikuyu. 
Even as late as 1:905 a body of setders from Nairobi and its 
neighbourhood sent a memorial to the Secretary of State for tlie 
Colonies, presenting a highly coloured. version of the dangers 
with which they imagined themselves to be surrounded, and im
ploring protection, by the erection of forts or otherwise ; while 
more or less earnest suggestions for the disarming of all the 
native tribes, in the interests of the safety of European immigrants, 
and without any regard for the safety of the natives in a country 
infested by dangerous animals, were advanced, at intervals, from 
the earliest times of settlement. Government was thus faced 
with the solution of troubles arising from the extreme members 
both of the adventurous and the timid groups among the new
comers. Both these difficult ·sections were treated with- much 
toleration and suavity. 

Reverting to the year 1:902, the situation in the Protectorate 
was that the- Uganda Railway had been opened for public traffic 
completely across it from East to West. The :first locomotive 
had run through to the shores of the Victoria Nyanza on Decem..:. 
ber 2oth, 1901. The majority of the European residents not 
connected with Government were missionaries. Others, to the 
number of a -few dozen, were farming, trading or travelling as 
sportsmen or prospectors. The volume of traffic on the Railway 
was trifling. The published traffic returns for the years 1901 

and 1902 show that only about 12,000 tons of general merchandise 
were carried in the year. and that one through train a week 
provided for all public.business. . · · 

The Railway authorities issued a profusely illustrated hand
book upon the attractions of their already famous line,• and 

• The Ugtmda Railway, British East Africa and the Great Lake. (Waterlow 
& Sons.) . 
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arranged with ~les...'ml. Thos. Cook & St:ms for the issue oftl1rough 
tickets from Europe to the source of the Nile. The number of 
,;sitors steadily increased-some sights('('rs, some sportsmen and 
some bent upon acquiring land. A large pr<'portion of tllese 
last quite naturally selected the country round Nairobi as the 
site of tlleir applications. Land in the immediate \icinity of tlle 
capital was likely to rise in \-alue. The climate for the greater 
part of tlle year seemed to be as delightful as tllat of tlle Highlands 
of Scotland in August. The country to the West and North 
of tlle town was well watered and had quite recentlx been, for tl1e 
most part, under native occupation. The soil was magnificent, 
and there were two rainy seasons in en~ry normal year-at about 
l\Iarch· and November. The former native occupants were for 
tlle most part dead. As the Railway engineers had good rea.<:on 
to know, the majority of tlle nati,·e population had perished during 
tl1e years 189S and 1899 by a fanune, unparalleled within native 
memory, due to the failure of three rainy seasons in succession 
-a drought of nearly eighteen months' duration. It was con· 
tended by sun·h·ors tllat tllree out of every four of the Kikuyu 
residents in an extensiYe stretch of country had died, either from 
fan1ine or from pestilence, chiefly smallpox, follo\\ing upon it. 
Thln bush, such as always springs up in a season or two when land 
is left to lie fallow, was all that remained for tlle European settler 
to remoYe in order to pro,;de himself with a sl1anJba (plantation) 
of immediate utility. The official defence for giving tl1is l.md 
away to settlers is contained in an annual report by tlle Com
nus.sioner of tl1e Protectorate, Sir Charles Eliot : " ••• But in 
the last famine large plantations were abandoned, and subsequently 
the owners, instead of attempting to repair the dan1~roe done to 
tlleir lands, went to other districts." It is quite true tllat there 
were fanuly concentrations, transfers and remo,iJ.ls. It was im
possible f0r one quarter of tl1e preYious porul.J.tion to ma.int.Un 
tlle entire tribal holding under culti,-ation. 

The allotment of farms in this region continued at an acceler· 
ated pace in 1903. For the most part these f.mns were of one 
square nule in area. The fact tltat ilie loc-J.l GoYemment had 
taken no steps to facilitate the ex:mllnltion, sckcti~.1n and allotment 
of Lmd to new arrivals from overseas g.we rise to much bittc:r 
comment runong tllcm, and early in 1903 there were C\1mrbints 
in tl1e I~.~al Pre:;s that " upwards of twenty-five white men .. were 
unable to get land. It was rumoured that Lord OdJJTiere \\-:.l.S 
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to be appointed a Goverrunent Land .Agent. to solve the problems 
of settlement, but Sir Charles Eliot reported to the Foreign Office 
in June of that year that the former had abandoned his idea of . 
entering the Government Service, and -that he applied for a free 
grant of xs6 square miles of leasehold-land instead •. - The terms: 
upon which this was applied for were that it should be leasehold 
land paying rent for a term of ninety-nine years at the annual 
rate of one halfpenny an acre, with the proviso that if the recipient 
conducted developm~nt and improvement upon it to. the average 
extent of one shilling an acre, he should be allowed to purchase 
the freehold at a price of eightpence an acre. The Foreign Office 
disallowed the proposal as to purchase of freehold, but sanctioned -
the grant of xoo,ooo acres on lease, expressing agreement with 
Sir Charles ~liot, the Commissioner, that it was " very desirable 
to encourage persons of position_ and capital to settle or take an 
interest in East Mrica, though it was thought that His Majesty's 
Government should be very careful how -they alienated large 
tracts to persons who were not specially fitted or able to. develop 
them. . . . " One English farmer received a· freehold estate of 
some 2,ooo acres close to Nairobi, which he worked as a lucrative 
dairy farm for ten or a dozen years and then sold for more than 
£zo,ooo as a building estate. One of the senior engineer's of the 
Railway Service, Mr. R. Barton Wright, accepted a transfer to 
the position of Land and Survey Officer, a position which.rapidly 
became one of the most thankless and onerous in the Protectorate 
Service. As Sir Charles Eliot explained- later to the Foreign 
Office, no financial provision was made for meeting any of the 
requirements resulting from the arrival of· settlers until each 
contingency in turn actually arose. There was no preparation 
in advance, even when the local Government sent one of its senior 
officers, the Chief of Customs~ to South Mrica for the purpose, 
inter alia, of advertising the Protectorate as a field for European 
settlement. The facilities which existed for travel by rail across 
300 miles of attractive highland country enabled large numbers 
of land prospectors to operate· si:qmltan_eously over a widespread 
area, and thereby increased the difficulties of a small survey 
staff. "The Land Laws here are about the most liberal in the 
world," said the local paper in June XCJOJ· Government officials 
also applied for plots in and around Nairobi. Land outside the 
townships could be bought freehold for 2S. 8d. an acre. 

A land boom began. The selling price of small residential 
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plots. of a few acres in size, near NairObi, bounced up [.200 in 
a fortnight. Applications poured in from Europe, Austn.lia, 
South Africa, New Zealand and America by every mail and also 
by cable. Every steamer brought its quota of intending settlers. 
The gro"ing crowd soon overran the limits of Nairobi's 
accommodation and a canvas village, locally called Tentfontein, 
sprang up near the Lan'd Office in the valley of the River Nairobi. 
The Land Office was besieged daily by applicants pressing for 
the allotment and survey of farms, many of them having come 
back hot-foot from e.'lploratory marches in districts mnote 
from the Railway, quoting place-names which eiisted on no 
maps and of which the small and ·violently overw,orked Land 
Office staff had never heard. Before the end of 1903 the Land 
Office was 400,000 acres • in arrears ·with its surveys, though 
locally engaged surveyors as well as its own staff were at work. 
1\Iore e.'lasperating than mere delays in survey, the Land Office 
staff were frequently unable to say definitely whether areas were 
or were not to be regarded as under native occupation. They 
found it impossible on the one hand to grant or to refuse applica
tions, and on the other hand to elicit from Gov~ent any 
definite orders as to which lands were to be reserved from 
alienation and retained for native use or for Forest Reserves, and 
which were to be definitely and without question thrown open 
for European occupation, They were in some instances offered 
bribes to e.-,;pedite business, on which occasions heated scenes 
occurred in the Land Office, and negotiations terminated abruptly. 
It was a common aggra,-ation of the position that discontented 
applicants at the Land Office were allowed to transfer their pres
sure to the office of the Commissioner, where promises were often 
made which conflicted strangely "ith the powers which were 
supposed to be e."tercised at the Land Office. (~lore than one 
Commissioner of the Protectorate has courted local popularity 
by overriding the decisions of his senior officers, gh·en by them in 
strict accordance \\ith instructions received from him.) Out in 
the districts, a number of sporadic disputes were in progress 
between Administration officers and sun·eyon, the latter, under 
pressure from clamorous applicants, seeking authority to survey 
as farms many areas of apparently unoccupied land which the 
former asserted to be under native ownership, to have bt.'fn under 
recent cultivation and to be merely lying fallow prior to early· 
re-cultivation. The Administration officers were ordinarily 
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overruled by higher authority, and a broad wedge of European 
occupation was driven across the lands of the ·Kikuyu.· The 
scattered and spiritless survivors of the great famine of 189~9 
and their numerous descendants to-day regard much of this 
settlement as an encroachment on lands under well-established -
native ownership. The whole story of this period is one of 
precipitate Government action, followed up by no clear definition 
of policy, no considered scheme·of action, no provision of facilities 
for public servants who strove honourably, and in very invidious 
circumstances, to deal with a situation which would have taxed 
an organization far larger than anything of which they had 
control. · It is the old story of the conscientious official placed 
in an impossible position and left to face the music-a .story which 
is probably repeated, with variations~ in the history of every 
one of our Colonial Dependencies. 

The collective discussion of the settlers' aspirations and troubles 
was put on an organized basis. An cc Association " o( European 
colonists in the highlands was formed, three of the members being 
clergymen.· A meeting of five members took place at .Mr. 
Wood's Hotel on A.ugust 1st, 1903.· There were internal dissen
sions and an ea:dy split, rival branches meeting at Nairobi and 
Kikuyu, while complaints crept into the papers of" the continual 
p1,1lling to pieces of past resolutions and the framing of fresh ones , 
-a practice which has flourished iri Kenya long·subsequentto I903. 

Sir Clement Hill, the Superintendent of African· Protectorates 
at the Foreign Office, had made an extended tour in the Protecto
rate at the end of 1900. Mr. Joseph Chamberlain. when Secretary 
of State for the Colonies, made a brief tour in the Protectorate 
at the end of 1902. His visit raised many hopes, as there was . 
already considerable agitation in the country for transfer from · 
Foreign Office rule to that of the Colonial O.ffice. However, the 
first definite _result from the visit was an offer by the Home 
Government of some thousands of square miles of country lying 
to the North of the Railway as a national home for the Jewish 
race. The Zionist Congress sitting in 1903 at Basel was divided 
in. its opinion upon the offer, but decided by 295 votes to 177 to 
send a committee of investigators to the Protectorate. Iri "the 
long run the offer was .not accepted. . 

The proposal had received general support in England, even 
from the Morning Post, but it evoked a volume of strongly hostile 
opinion in the Protectorate. The Planters' and Farmers' Associa

E 
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tion, of which Lord Dclamere bad by this time become President, 
with his former e.'\':ploring companion Dr. Atkinson and the Rev. 
Dr. Scott as Vice-Presidents, submitted an adverse resolution to 
the local Go\·ernmcnt, and Lord Delamere, who had applied for 
land in the same area, cabled home :-

cc Feeling here '·ery strong against introduction ailien Jews. Railway 
frontage fit for British colonization 260 miles. Fore4,"1\ Office proposes 
give 200 miles best to undesirable aliens. Is it for this that the e:~pensh·e 
railway was built and lllrge sun1s spent on country ? Flood of people 
that class sure to lead to trouble with half-tarned natives jealous of their 
rights. 1\leans ~'tra st-.uf to control tbent. Is British taxpayer, pro
prietor East Africa, content that beautiful and valuable country be 
handed to aliens ? Have we no colonists of our own race l CountrV 
being settled slowly sun:ly by desirable British colonial settlers. English: 
men here appeal public opinion, t'Specially those who know this countr;, 
against this arbit:rllry proo..~ding and consequent swamping bright future 
of country:• 

He also \\Tote and published a pamphlet on the subject.• It 
was while this agitation was in progress that a visit, in a private 
capacity, was paid to the Protectorate by Lord l\Iilner, then on 
his way home from South Africa. · 

Life in the Protectorate in these days was, at any rate, not 
dull. It can easily be understood that those l;md applicants 
who were in the country lived, for the most part, in a mood of 
exasperation. Officials were found to defend nati\·e rights to 
much of the most eligible land, and even to uphold "Forest 
Reserves:• The very e.'\':istence of land laws was obnoxious to 
some of these applicants for land grants. There was e\idence 
enough of dh·ided counsels in the Government ranks. The Land 
Office appeared to be overwhelmed, as it nearly was, and while 
indecision appeared to prevail.in the highest Go,·ernmcnt quarters, 
there were confident reports coming out from Engtmd of the 
grant of enomtous areas to syndicates there, or to an alien nation. 

In the conditions of strain and dissatisfaction which generally 
pre\"ailed, there arose the first threat of rebellion under arms 
against the local Government, which was to be revived with such 
effect in lo1ter days.1 "l1at directly led up to it was trouble in 
connection with the land of the l\lasai tribe. Early in 190-1-, the 
Comm.issioncr reported that " ::oo per cent. of the 1\Hs:u grazing 

• Tl~t Gr.mt of L.m.J ,,, tilt z;,,,.;s, C~.mgrfss a11.l L.mJ Sctt/(mmt i11 B,.itwh 
East A..fn'la. ~ll:trri~on & 8.:~ns, LouJ.:~u, ltjOJ.) 

• V. Chartl"r X.'\.1. 
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grounds had been applied ·for." The For~ign Office, which had 
granted an area of 500 square miles to a powerful syndicate in . 
London, insisted ·resolutely upon his not encroaching further· 
upon the lands of the Masai to the· extent· Qf :making further 
grants of about JO,ooo acres of land in use by them.. to ihdividual 
applicants in the Protectorate. It was at this time that some of 
the more forceful .of the settlers talked openly of .. taking down 
their rifles and settling the matter'' (of native occupation of desirable. 
lands) cc out of hand," This i_mpressed Sir Charles Eliot sufficiently 
to lead him· to report to the Foreign 0ffice on April 5th, :r9o4, 
that he foresaw " a formidable danger that if the Masai were 
kept in the best land close to the Railway, and if Europeans, who 
could make better use of the land and the Railway, settled· all 
round them, the position would not be tolerated and would soon 
result in a sort of Jameson raid." It is to be noted that ~alk of 
this nature had evidently risen to prominence in the month of 
March, a month notorious in the annals of the Protectorate
as will duly appear. He had two alternatives for meeting this 
situation. The first was to accustom the Masai by slow degrees 
to the presence. of European landholders in their vicinity. If 
the l\1asai did not quarrel 'with a few Europeans the latter might 
then be given "greater facilities." The seco-nd was to remove 
the natives altogether and leave their lands to the Europeans. 
The idea that the natives should remain unmolested .on their · 
lands would not appear to have been regarded as a sufficiently 
practicable course to merit separate mention as a third alternative. 

Interes~ng Government despatches, by mail and cable, were 
passing at this time. A selection of them was subsequently 
published by Government· as a White Paper .x Sir Charles Eliot's 
complaint against the Secretary of State, of taking serious action· 
over his head without intimation to him, was, it appeared, echoed 
by his own_ senior .officers, who preferre·d the same complaint as 
to his attitude towards them.· He had cabled a threat of resigna
tion unless he were allowed liberty of action in the matter of 
certain-land grants, and the S~retacy- of State held-him to it, 
with the result that he left the Protectorate in xgo4. 

After a short interregnum. he was succeeded by Sir Donald 
Stewart, K.C.M.G.," C.B. Within a· fortnight of his rea.ching 
Nairobi, he rescinded the sanction which had previously prevailed 

· for officials to acquire land in the Protectorate. Those who had 
• Africa No.8, 1904• Cd. 2099· 
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secured allotments, nnd had also completed some measure of 
de,·elopment or improvement, were allowed to retain them. 
Others were instructed to surrender their land. All applic.1tions 
which were under consideration at the time were disallowed. 

The story, so .far, has been one of the occupation by some 
Europenns of the property of Mric.an natives, nnd this with the 
assistance of Government, and the settlement of other Europe•ms 
upon vacant land to which Government g.we them not only safe 
access but also secure titles. The Government created a caste 
of t.mdcd proprietors-a privileged class. Its members c~m 
certainly not be blan1ed for accepting the chances of wealth 
which a British Government placed before them. L'lter chapters 
\\ill describe tl1e subsequent beha\iour of difierent sections of 
this small but expanding community. TI1ere \\ill be much in the 
record to rouse indignation among British people who have not 
been subjected to the temptations inseparable from membcn-hip 
of a prh·ilcgcd cla..'>S, allowed to enrich itself by the h1bours of 
uneducated coloured people. Let them remember, as they read, 
that the people who are being described are, for the most part, 
just such people as themselves and their friends. Difference of 
experience dl1es so profoundly govern difference of outlook. On 
tl1e other side, the priYileged class in Kenya would do well to 
remember that it is the British people, and not themselves, who 
are in charge of the country in which they live and of the Africans 
among whom they dwell. If the British people have good reason 
to believe that Afric.an natives who are in their charge ar~ being 
imposed upon, it is probable that \\Tongs will be righted. Attempts 
from any quarter to obstruct the process may pro\·ide some tern· 
porary excitement, but are unlikely to have any permanent success. 

Before this book appears in print it is probable that an 
agitation wi.ll have been launched for transferring the control and 
guardianship of two and a half million Africans in Kenya from 
an Office of State in London, answera.ble to Parliament, to a group 
of about S,ooo adult Europeans in tl1e Colony, every one of whom 
stands to tl1e Mric.an in the relation of employer to employed. 
The history of the relations of these two groups during the bst 
quarter of a century may be of use in enabling the British public 
to come to an infonueJ decision as to tile \\~Sd1.lm of surrendering, 
or, on the other hand, of retaining kgislative and administrative 
control of the mi.xture of national groups which have m.aJe 
homes, of varying degrees of pern1ancnce, in the Colony. 



CHAPTER V 

LIGHTENING THE LAND LAWS 

•• But if the foreign estate owner does not limit his enterprise to these 
cultures " (exotic speci<:s which require skilled cultivation or technical pre
paration for the market, such as Arapian coffee, tobacco, sisal, tea and flax), 
•• and includes products which are successfully grown by the natives, such as 
cotton, .maize, cocoa, gro:undnuts, etc., it is-inevitable that-unless artificially 
protected-he cannot compete with the native g~;ower, who has no 'overhead 
charges' to meet and can work in his own time, in his own way, for his own 
profit, and with the assistance of his family. Their interests become ·antagon
istic, and if the planter has a powerful share in the legislation and policy of the 
government, stnct impartiality, despite the best of intentions, becomes difficult!' 

SIR FREDERICK Ll.TGARQ : 
.. The White Man's Task in Mrica, .. pp. 62, 

63 of Foreign Affairs (U.S.A.) for October 
.1:926 •. (Italics are the present writer's.) 

T HE advance parties of Uganda Railway survey staff, who 
camped and worked on the site where Nairobi now stands, 
years before rails reached it, remember seeing valuable 

forests of croton trees, on the low hills which encirCle the present 
town. blazing by ·acres at a-time. · On one of the hills, which is 
now covered with bungalows and villas, there was-a Masai manyaUa 
{village), the herds from which grazed over land upon which the 
capital of Kenya, with its so· or -6o miles of roads, now stands. 
Land in and near the present capital was literally given away in the 
early days. Most of it has since ·changed hands at prices varying 
erratically from year to year, but rising, in extreme cases, for 
town plots in favourable positions, to a ra~ ·of over £6o,ooo an 
acre. · In suburban districts values have risen to £300 an acre, 
and in country districts to prices varying from [,2 to £40 an acre. 
That fact provides the_ key to one of the secrets of Kenya's 
troubled history, and is an explanation of much that would 
otherwise be ·obscure in the annals of the races that have :figured 
there. The portion of East Africa which is now termed Kenya 
Colony has been one of the places where it has been possib_le to" get 
rich quick." Let that fact be kept in niind. 

The report of the 1905 Land Committee. of which Lord 
Delamere was Chairman, dealt with the question of specula~on 
thus:-

•• Should capital flow freely into the country, and there come specu
lation in its train, it must be remembered that speculation is, after all, 
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only a sign of activity, and that it is of greater benefit to the country to 
secure active life and freedom in business affairs than to shrink from 
taking the necessary steps to that end for fear that O\'er•speculation will 
be indulged in." 1 

Lord Elgin, replying to this on 1\larch 23rd, 1906, said :-
cc • • • while I am as anxious as the Committee can be to 

encourage the settlement and development of the Protectorate 
by persons either of large or small capital, I consider the evils 
of unrestricted speculation in land much more serious than the 
Committee appear to regard them as being." a The local paper 
at this time advocated freedom of transfer, and that no monetary 
qualification should be required from applicants.3 

Lord Elgin appointed Colonel J. A. L. Montgomery, C.S.I., 
in 1906 to be a Commissioner of Lands for the Protectorate, and 
he sent in his first report upon land matters in November xgo6.4 

He considered that half a square mile should be sufficient for a 
homestead ; that any of the existing large estates that might re\'ert to 
Government should be broken up before being re~granted. As the rents 
for grazing lands were so low, he advocated that leases shoUld be for 
21 years only, with a right of renewal for the balance of 99 years at a 
higher rent. He recommended that land should be let to Indians only 
East of Kiu or West of Fort Ternan, and then on 99 years' le~e.at a 
rental of ad. an acre a year-which was higher than that to be paid by 
Europeans for the best class of plantation land. He resisted the demand 
of landholders for the right of free transfer, on the grounds that the right 
to transfer lands was liberally given by Government to landholders v;ho 
had done bona-fide occupation and development of their lands, and the 
time required for obtaining it had been reduced in most cases to a few 
days. It was still the case that Government retained the power to 
reswne occupation of the so-called freehold homesteads if they ·were 
deserted and allowed to lapse out of cultivation. He now recommended 
that this right should be waived 

He recorded that, although all land was acknowledged to be 
the property of the Crown as ruler, the natives in some parts 
undoubtedly had their own systems of ownership, and that buying 
and selling of land went on among them.S 

Lord Elgin replied on April23rd, 1907,'• that the right of free 
transfer was only too likely to lead to amassing large areas in 
single hands and to speculation, with the evil results th~t had 
been experienced in Australia and New Zealand. 

• House of Lords Pnpers, No. tsS. of 1907. 
s E.A.S., April 28th, 1906. 
s lbiJ., p. Sl· 
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He urged that care should be taken to prevent applications by .the 
same person. in different names. In view of· the trivial rent which 
Government charged for land, he felt justified in mainta.lning the position 
that, upon the expiry of any lease of over 30 years' duration, the buildings 
upon the land leased should revert to Government. (Colonel Mont .. 
gomery had recommended that they ~hould .be taken over ~t a valuation.) -
He maintained the period of 21 years for grazing leases, with renewal for· 
a like period at the rate prevailing at the end of the first period. This 
was tantamount to a revisable rent every 21 years. He met one of the 
complaints of local landholders by ·waiving the demand that one-tenth of 
the land leased should be cultivated in each of the first three years. 
(This would have involved the cultivation of '30 per cent. of the alienated 
land within three years after allotment:, whereas at date :1926,"~ thirty 
years after occupation began, lesS than 9 per cent. of the alienated land is 
cultivated.) He substituted a cash value of :ii:nprovenients instead of .an · 
area of cultivated land as the indication of effective occupation. The 
existence of buildings, works, fencing, water supplies, or the ownership 
of flocks and herds . to a certain value, might be taken as evidence of 
adequate development.2 He· added a warning that an appearance of 
development might be plausibly effected by a ~porary loan of live
stock to an estate under examination. (There is little doubt that in the 
following years flocks of . sheep were, at times, driven at night from 
estate to estate as the examining Farm-Ranger moved abeut a district.) 

He added that proposals concerning native reserves must be 
submitted to him in each. case, that an Advisory Land Board 
consisting of three officials and two or three settlers might be 
constituted to assist the Conimissioner of Lands, and that the 
draft of an amendment to the Crown Lands Ordinance, 1902, 
might be submitted to him for consideration. 

The Advisory Land Board was formed without delay ,3 but 
with a larger number of settler members than the Secretary of 
State had intended.4 It first met on September 6th, 1907, ·and 
inunediately got to work on restriction of the holding of land by 
Asiatics.s There was at this time a slump in land sales and busi
ness generally. which was attributed to the vague disquiet caused 
by the hint of native unrest arising from the Grogan flogging 
incident, which is referred to in Chapter X. Lord Delamere 
voiced an appeal, which had first appeared in an editorial in a 
local paper in 1906, that officials ·should be allowed to buy land,' 
and he advocated the confiscation by Government of unoccupied 

s Agricultural Census of date June 30th~ rgz6. 
s Cd. 4 xz7 (1908), p. s6. 
3 O.G., August: xsth, I907· . .. Cd. 4II7 (.1:908), P· JO. 
s V. p. 309, and E.A..S., September :ust, :1907, p. :n. 
6 E.A.S .• April :z8th, 1:906, and "· p. z:zg. 
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farms. He ·was derisive of the Secretary of State's requirements 
for a revised Land Law for the Protectorate, and said that no 
landlord would agree to any of the pro\isions suggested. .\ 
deputation was received by :\Ir. \rmston Churchill, rnJer Secre
tary of State for the Colonies, who was on a \isit to the country, 
but it found him rigidly opposed to provisions which might 
permit large accumulations of land in the hands of a single person. 
He strongly urged, howe\·er, that a scheme of rapid allotment 
should be adopted, farms being beaconed, sold and occupied
sun·ey being then carried out later, at such time as the Govern~ 
ment might find it convenient. 

Correspondence between the Protectorate and the Colonial 
Office continued after l\Ir. \\1nston Churchill's return to Londun. 

The Sec.ret:uy of State agreed to 99-year leases, afte.r ha,ing rre
'-iously suggested that there should only be 2I•yea.r leases, renewable 
for another 21 years. He now suggested that rents should be revisable 
in the 33rd and 66th yea.r of the lease on the basis of s per cent. of the 
unimproved value of the land at those periods, ";th a pro,-iso that rents 
should not in any case exceed gd. an acre after the 33rd year, nor 2s. 3d. 
after the 66th. At the end of 99 years the Government was to resume 
possession upon pa)-ing for improvements. If estates were .left deserted 
by the owner for more than 9 months, they should be rearpropriated 
by Government. A landholder was to be on probation for fh·e years, 
during which he would be required to carry out improvement to the 
\-alue of forty times his annual rent. 

The proposed higher rent for Asiatic holdings was not ad~.,pted, 
and with regard to the subject of land for Indians, Lord Elgin 
asserted that it rcas not consonant r..···itla tlat r:ittes of His Jlajtsty's 
Gocernmmt to impost kgal rtstn't.-tions upon Oil)' parti4."U/I.lT sution 
of tht community in rtgarJ to tlzt atqui,)"ition of lcmd. 1 h was 
suggested that provision might be made in towns for certain plots 
not to be used as places of residence for any Asiatic or nati,;e.1 

The Colonial Office was still resolute that the 3.Il'l.J.S.Sing of 
large areas of land in private hands should be discouraged,3 and 

a surtax "-as su~ted in the case of landholders whose annual 
rents amounted to more than the prescribed mui.ma for new grants. 
Thus parties paying an annual rent of from .f.u to I.~ should ray a 
surtax of one penny for e\-ery shilling of rent :-

from 1.24 to £36, a surtax of 1!d. fo.r nery IS. of rent • 
• , £36 to .f..JS, 1ld. .. 
.. .f..JS to l,6o, •td. ., 

I Cd. 4117 (19(>8). I O.G. 19<)$, p. ss.z. ' CJ. 4117 (19<:S). 
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On holdings of o~er so,ooO acres the surtax should be increased by 
four times the above, and the holding of over xoo,ooo acres should be 
illegal under penal~ of a fine of £25 a day. . 

This penalty was oniy to be imposed upon· subsequent accumula
tions of land, not upon those ~lready in possession ofthis maximum 
area of holding, among whom were the East Mrican Syndicate 
with 320,000 acres and Lord Delamere with over IOO,ooo. No 
surtax was ever adopted. 

A Land Bill,• framed after further correspondence l,lpon these 
proposals, was introduced in the Legi§lative Council on October 
sth, 1908. Opposition to it was fervent, but it was remitted to 
a Select Committee atthe second readingo~ December :x7fh,.r908. 
It was referred to the Land Board for comment, and that body 
rejected it •• holus-bolus.u :a The Central Committee of Federated 
Associations, a shadowy body. which was a forerunner ·of the 
"Convention" whose history is described in Chapter X,· made 
strong objection to the principle of revision of r~nt, as they · 
considered •• that it . would·. prevent settlement by destroying 
confidence." If it could not be averted, they suggested that the 
maxima should. be 4d. after 33 years instead of 9d., and Sd. 
after 66 instead of 2s. Jd.3' 

Consideration of the Land Bill was resumed. in the Legislative 
.Council in March 1909. 

The wish that Lord Delamere should take part in· the discussions 
was one of the reasons that prompted Sit: James Hayes Sadler to 
terminate the Baron's suspension, following upon a disorderly incident 
at Government House in the previous March.4 Colonel Montgomery 
:~noved that Lord Delamere should be added to ·the Special Committee of 
Council to consider the Bill. and this was done.5 The Bill had also been 
before the Land Board, and that body pressed for "perpetual quit-rent· 
title, .. that is, a tenure under which the land could be held, if the rent 
were duly paid, in perpetuity.' Government adhered to the view that 
•• m~ans must be found for securing to the Government, i.e. to the com• 
:~nunity, a share in the increased 'value of the land." i The report of the 
Committee of Council was presented in March 1909.8 By a majority 
it recoriunended that quit-rent· tenure should not be adopted, as that 

. would " tie the hands of the Government by giving up the right to 
share in the future increased value of the land.,. 

· • O.G. 1908, p. 544. • E.A..S., February 2oth, 1909, p. 8. 
1 Ibid., February 27th, 1909. · 
4 V. Chapter XV, and O.G. March :rst, 1909. pp. So, 8x. 
s E.A.S., March 6th, 1909, p. 1:1. 6 Ibid., March 6th, 1909, pp. :r6, r:7. 
7 Ibid .• February 27th. 1909. p. II. 1 Ibid •• April3rd, :1909, p. xz. 
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The Colonial Office had also been insistent that there should 
be included in the Bill a section, No. 36, pro,·iding against 
" illegal amassing " of land in single hands. It had pressed for 
the adoption of the procedure laid down in the New Zealand 
Act No. 3i of 1S9l. This imposed a penalty of £100 to £soo for 
dummying, as a criminal offence. Under a regime which allows 
only one holding to be allotted to each applicant, it is possible 
for a person of pronounced land~hunger to arrange that other 
individuals shall buy plots of land in a position where he wants 
to have more, and then, after such time-limit as may be pr~ 
scribed by law for tenure and occupation by the purchaser, these 
" dummies " shall sell their estJ.tes to him. In some cases the 
funds necessary are provided by the " dummier "to his dummies. 
The dummy may become, to all intents and purposes, a manager 
for the future proprietor, starting developments according , to 
instructions received from him. A variety of arrangements can 
be made as to partial assistance, and recoupment for the time 
and development put in by the dummy. None of these operations 
sees the light of day in the files of the land authority, and it may 
be here mentioned, in passing, that a GoYernment White raper I 
issued in April 1926 (Cd. 2629}, in so far as it purported to prove 
from the files of the Lmrd Office ill Nairobi that Lord Delamere 
had ne\·er indulged in dummying, was a production which 
would appear to indicate some simplicity on the part of the 
producers. The Committee of Council, reporting in 1\Iarch 
1909, concluded, with perhaps inadequate allowance for the 
heights to which land-hunger can rise, that if a time-Unlit of 
eighteen months were prescribed during which resale may not 
be effected, the risk of dumm);ng would be ob\;ated.1 It was 
not desirable to make it a punishable offence. Under this ruling 
many estates changed hands shortly after the eighteen-month 
period of inability to sell had expired. 

This draft Bitl did not proYe acceptable to the Colonial Office, · 
and was not carried further in Council. If extensions of lease 
and other favours were denied to the land-hungry for a further 
term of years, there was the compensation for some of them that 
" dummying" remained without any legal check. The years from 
1908 to 1913 were not, however, devoid of concessions. It was 
allowed that Crown lands on lease might be mortg-Jged without 
the preyious consent of the Governor.:a Government advertised 

• E .• 4..S., April3rd, 1909, • /l>iJ., !\tar..:h ::oth, 1909, p. u. 
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that land would be allotted on the .Uasin. Gishu Plateau, grants 
being made in the order of priority of applications.1 Land in. 
the Coast Belt was opened for application.'l There was a leiLSiilg· 
of Crown lands in the Mua Hills, from·which th~ original Akarnba 
natives had been removed by Government.3 The Masai were 
removed from Laikipia, and it was thrown open for white settle
ment.4 The Lang Board, all this time, had sittings at intervals, 
and its settler members continued to press for relaxation of. 
control by Government O\"er landholders and their . property. 
An exception must be cited in the case of Mr. A. G. Anderson, 
who was appointed to the .Land Board in his private capacity 
and not as the Editor of the East African Standard, which was 
the post he held in Nair6bi. He spoke strongly in favour of 'the· 
State's receiving a return from the increased values which public 
enterprise gave to private holdings.s What happened to him is 
described in Chapter XV.6 With much foresight an agitation was 
started for prohibiting any resale of land in the highlands by 
Europeans to natives. 

Govemor Sir Percy Girouard conducted a :vigorous corre
spondence with .the Colonial Office in support of some of the 
wishes of the landowning dass in the Protectorate, and finally, at 
an Agricultural Show held at Nakuro on December 27th, I9IZ, 
he was able to announce that sanction had been obtained from 
Secretary of State Mr. Harcourt for the introduction of a Land 
Bill on the following lines :-

Land was qo longer to be allotted according to priority of applica
tion, but was to be sold by auction.? Three months• notice would be 
given of an intended auction. It was, however; still to be allowed to the 
Governor to allot without auction " if exceptional circumstances rendered . 
it desirable that certain land should be held by a particular person." 
Free transfer and mortgage were to be allowed. Leases were to be for 
99 years, with reassessment of rent at the ·rate of I per cent. of the 
unimproved value of the land at the 33rd year and 2 per cent. at the 
66th year. For the first 33 years.rents were iQ no case to exceed 1:0 cents 
of a rupee (t:!d.) per acre per annum. The sizes of allotments would 
ordinarily be z,soo acres for plantatioll$ and s,ooo acres- for farms, 
with maxima respectively of z,so~ acres and 7,soo acres. Bidders 
would have to attend at auctions in person unless the Governor per
mitted otherwise. Personal occupation by -the grantee would be req~red 

• O.G., January 7th, :1908. 
3 E.A.S., January 15th, 1910 
s EA.S., September 24th, 1910. 

7 L.E.A,, January 4th, 1913, P· 7· 

• Ibid., April 15th, 1908, 
4 V. Chapter VIII. 
6 V. p. :z6z. 
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while development conditions were being carried out, as also an obliga
tion to effect specified improvements within a certain time and thereafter 
to maintain them. The most popular clauses were kept to the last. 
These were that power would be retained to interfere with the right of 
free transfer in ·cases where " the Land Officer considered a transfer 
undesirable-such as proposals to transfer land in the Highlands to 
persons who should desirably reside and own land in other parts of the 
country" (loud applause) "and that Mr. Harcourt had also seen fit to 
agree to the removal from the Ordinance of that part which made pro· 
vision to prevent the accumulation of land in the hands of one 
individual." 

In due course a Bill was prepared, introduced in Legislative 
Council on December 18th, 1913, and remitted to a Committee 
for recommendations (if any) as to alteration. In view of the way 
in which the Government of the Protectorate had used its powers 
to dispossess natives of their land, either by wholesale evictions 
or by the slower encroachment of surveyed farms, the question· 
was raised in the House of Commons by a Liberal .Member, 
1\Ir. T. E. Harvey, as to whether the Native Reserves could not 
be excluded from the category of " Crown Lands " and be recog
nized as Native Lands. The Committee of Council dealt with 
this as follows in paragraph I 3 of their report,·which was presented 
to Council on August 4th, 1914 :- · · · 

" The extension of this definition so as to include native reserves 
having been criticized in England, the Committee wish to record emphati
cally their opinion that the definition as drafted should stand. It must 
be remembered that many if not most of the native tribes have no indi
vidual or even tribal tenure of land as tenure is generally understood in . 
England, and it is of the utmost importance that the land in reserves or 
occupied by native tribes should be definitely vested by s~atute in the 
Crown, thereby giving the Crown power to afford the natives protection 
in their possession of such land. At present dealings in such land . by 
individual members of the tribe, who by native custom have no right so 
to deal, and other unauthorized persons is not uncommon, and it is most 
desirable that the Crown should have the right and power to stop such 
practices. If such lands are vested in the Crown it will be possible for . 
the Crown to regulate their occupation in the interests of the natives, and. 
finally to evolve a system oftenure for the natives thereon giving them 
real and definite right to the land., 

It may be restated that up to tlze year 1926 no native tribe in 
tlte country was given any legal and definite right to any land. 

The Committee also recommended that, short of giving land away 
in perpetuity for a " quit-rent,'' leases should be for a period of 999 years 
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This was allowed both by th~ local and Home Governments, and· the 
Crown Lands Ordinance X9IS • took effect· on May 18th, 1915. 
The rent was to b~ xo cents an acre until I94S and was then ·to .' 
be revised, as also at every 30 years subsequently. It may here be 
pointed out that when the currency stabilization took place in :J9~o, as is 
described in Chapter XII, and the florin was substituted -for the rupee.: 
this sum of xo cents automatically rose from r~th of xs. 4d. to T\rth of 
:u., say from x!d. to 2!d. Leases for 999 years were to be sold by 
auction, bidwng starting from an _•• upset price· .. fixed by Government. 
Ten per cent. of the purchase money was to be paid at the sale, and the · 
remainder in l)ine equal yearly instalments. Purchasers had to pay the 
cost of survey of their lands also. 

Development had also to be .carried out by the purchasers · During 
the first· three years, on farms of over 300 acres, pe;nnanent improve- . 
ments had to be carried out to the extent of Rs. · xo per acre for the. first 
300 acres. together with permanent or not;t-pennanent improvements to 
the value of Rs. 2 (i.e. 2s. Sd.) for every acre after the first 300. Thus 
the building of a .f.soo house before .the end of three years was sufficient 
development for a x,oso-acre farm (I· 6 square xnile). Permanent 
improvements were defined as buildings, ·fences, trees, hedges, long
lived crops, walls, wells, water-furrows, roads, bridges. drainage or 
clearing of land, cattle or-sheep dips, reservoirs, bores, and half a dozen 
other utilities. Non-permanent improvements were confined to live
stock, agricultural ;implements and plant, and dairy appliances. The 
value of improvements was "to be assessed by Government Farm
Rangers, and the young men- who were appointed to these posts gave 
great satisfaction to landholders by the generous value at which they 
assessed ixnprovements. 

Holders of land under the 1902 Ordinance were permitted 
to receive a new title under the 1915 one, ·if they chose to apply· 
for it. They ·relinquished the fixed rental for the whole of a 
period of 99 years, but th~y got an extension of lease of 9()0 
years. . 

The 1915 Ordinance estab~shed the right of the Governor to 
veto transfers of land from holders of . one race to would-be 
holders of another race. This was in order to be able to disallow 
the sale of land in the Highlands, by Europeans who might wish 
to do so, to Indians or Mric~s. In the days of Lord Elgin it 
had been "not consonant a with the views of His 'Majesty's 
Government •• to impose legal restrictions upon any section of His 
Majesty's subjects in respect of the holding of land, but Secretary 
of State Mr. Harcourt had been able to get round that. 

Pressure upon Government· was maintained for a further 

• No. 1a of :1915. v. O.G., 1915. p. 373· .. v. p. 72-
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modification of the laws, and on August 6th, 1920, Governor 
Sir Edward Northey appointed a Land Tenure Commission, con
sisting of four officials, eight prominent European· landholders 
and two Indian lawyers, one of whom resigned within ten days. 

The report of this Committee was finally completed in 192.2 

-in the month of March. It was not devoid ·of some of the 
features that may reasonably be expected in productions from 
Kenya Colony in the month of March. It urged that at five 
years after the lease of any land it should be convertible to 
freehold, if development conditions had been complied with. 
Payment should be made at the rate of twenty times the rent 
then being paid. This purchase price (up to the year 1945) 
would be a sum of between IS. 3d. and 4s. an acre. The change, 
it was pointed out, would be an advantage to Government, as 
there would be 110 rents to collect and 110 development conditions 
to govern, and the staff of tlze Lalld Office mi'glzt therefore be reduced. 
They recognized that a loss would be sustained by non-receipt 
of increased rents in I9+5 and subsequent years, but they thought 
that the loss would be more than made up by increased production 
and the influx of capital which freehold tenure would attract. 
If, however, the Govemment was unable to meet the loss, ·a 
property tax could be imposed. They urged, if freehold were 
not granted, that the provision for the periodical revision of 
rents should be discarded, as " no real advantage is ·gained by 
a sliding scale of rents." On the principle that " revenue derived 
from the land should be returned to the land,, they hoped that, 
in addition to reducing the Colony's debt for loans received, some 
of the money accruing from the freeholding of land should .be 
used to found and finance a Land Bank, allowing of State loans 
to settlers. They felt s~re that the scheme for periodical revision 
of rents was cc unsound, and will in fact not be brought into 
practice." Although saying tl1at "the question of allowing, as 
a right, conversion from agricultural to township title is a some-· 
what thorny subject in a young but growing country," they 
concluded that the time had now come when the conversion of 
such titles should be allowed as a right. 

As regards the Governor's power of veto, they suggested that 
it should be dropped, and that the limits of segregated areas for 
different races should be referred to in the law. This would 
have been the full discrimination by statute which Lord Elgin 
had formerly pronounced against so emphatically. 
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Native· Reserves should be limited to the -area of existing. 

"beneficial occupation,'' plus enough land for the needs of the· 
next generation. This land should then be made to suffice •• for 
many generations •• by the process of Governmental instruction 
of the natives in better methods of agriculture. . They urged 
the creation of a Native Land Trust, and1 although they did not 
specify its composition, they 1:hought that it should have power 
to grant land in a Native Res.erve.to non-natives, withou~ reference 
to the Secretary of State, provided thiS would be to the benefit 
of the natives. Considerable difference of opinion might clearly 
arise as to anticipated benefit to the natives, ·according as the 
views of Europeans or Africans were listened to, but. no assistance· 
was vouch~ed by the Committee a8 to how this difficulty was 
to be met. Forest Reserves were to be retained and ·Game 
Reserves, with considerable alteration, were to be retained for 
a term of seven years, when fresh decision as to their retention 
would be taken. In . a burst of real land-hunger they added : 
" In our opinion, the time has now come when. every scrap of 
land to which the agricultural development of the. country could 
be extended should be earmarked and made available for future 
alienation." .As two of the official members; Commissioner of 
LandS Mr. Martin and Director of Agriculture Mr. Holm, 
concurred in the whole of there proposals; it is not surprising 
to find a suggestion appearing that a Land Board should be formed, 
consisting of those two officials and one settler, to relieve the 
Governor and the Executive Council of many duties connected 
with the land . of the Colony. The signing of Crown grants 
might, they thought, be done by the Commissioner of Lands •. 
This Land Board should be the executive authority for dealing 
with all matters appertaining to development. 

A third .official. member of the Commission had withdrawn 
from its sittings and gone ·home . on leave. The fourth was 
Colonel 0. F. Watkins, C.B.E., D.S.O.~ Deputy Commissioner 
for Native Affairs. Far from agreeing that the time had now 
come for every scrap of available land to be marked for alienation, 
he observed that the time had come to call a halt, in order to see 
whether the labour s~pply of the country was going to be adequate 
for present requirements. He pointed out that with the pro

. posed powers of the Comtnissioner of Lands there would be 
inadequate protection for native rights. He was opposed to 
giving· that official power to mak~ Crown grants. He urged the 
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retention of the principle of revision of rents at the periods fixed 
by law ; he disagreed with conversion to freehold. The principle 
of beneficial occupation or surrender, which had been suggested 
for native lands, should, he considered, also apply to non-native 
lands. He thought that an effort should be made to frame 
legislation enforcing development of alienated hoidings to accord 
with the original intention of the grants and giving Government 
power to confiscate undeveloped properties. On the whole, it 
is not surprising that the heavy settler majority on the Commission 
abstained from suggesting that there should be any representative 
of the Native Affairs Department on their proposed new executive 
Land Board-even although they w~uld P,:O doubt admit that 
the 2! million natives had rights to land which were of as much 
concern to them as were the better established rights of the 
1,715 white landowners at that time in the Colony. 

Action has not been taken by the Colonial Office upon these 
resolutions, from which so much was hoped. The 1915 Ordinance 
still governs land matters. Sir Edward Northey was reti.red a 
few months after the Report had been framed,1 and Si( Robert 
Coryndon, his successor, held other views on some of the points 
at issue. They had been formulated for submission to the · 
Secretary of State when Sir Robert Coryndon suddenly died. 
The matter was then left in abeyance again until his successor, 
Sir Edward Grigg, should be in a position to deal with the subject. 
That, as far as public information goes, is how the matter of .land 
law in Kenya stands at the time this book goes to press. 

Several schemes of land settlement have been launched in 
the country at intervals, both by Government and· by private 
individuals or groups. Sir Henry Belfield, who was Governor 
of the Protectorate when the War started, convened a body, 
mainly of settler composition, which was termed the War Council. 
It had nothing to do with the conduct of operations against the . 
adjoining Protectorate of German East Africa. That was left 
to professional soldiers. Its duties were to advise the Governor 
upon various matters which arose from time to time as the result 
of the altered conditions resulting from the War. This body 
viewed with concern the possible effect upon the native mind of 
African troops being used in action both against and. alongside 
white troops. As it seemed likely that the respect of the Africans 
for the white man would be lessened, they urged that at the end 

• v. p. 358. 
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of the War a scheme of Soldier Settlem~nt in the Protectorate 
should be launched. The reason quoted was not, of cours~, the· 
only one. Thousands of young men on the British side in 
Europe would probably not settle down to· their former callings~, 
but would prefer such a life as settlement in the Protectorate 
offered. Mter m\lch elaboration a scheme for settling men and 
women who had taken an active part in any capacity in the War 
was ap~roved in th~ year 19.19.1 . 

-It provided for 257 small farms of z6o acres, for applicant~ who had 
not the :means to buy and develop large holdings. These were to be 
free. In addition there were 1,053 farms to be had on purchase .. on 
very easy terms, the wJiole. covering about 2.! million aqes. Selection· 
boards were set up in London and Nairobi ·~ to examine the mili~ry 
record and financial qualifications of applicants.'' Two thousand two 
hundred applications were dealt with." 

The successful applicants were decided by lottery. Some 
of the grantees, drawing farms in parts. of the Protectorate 
where they had no desire to live, never· appeared to claim 
them. Some sold their farms at prices running into· thousands 
of pounds, without ever g6ing near them. Some of them drew 
prizes, others blanks. One humorist advertised his farm for 
f?ale as a stone-quarry. Many of the farms were defective in 
water supply and in other ways, and there was a considerable 
volume of complaint in the Protectorate. The Government in 
1920 decided to meet some of the disappointed ones by allowing 
them an exchange of land elsewhere. There was little or no 
land that was considered to be worth having outside the limits 
of the alienated farms and. the Native Reserves, so, as the former 
could not be encroached upon, the latter were. Although the 
boundaries of the Reserve for the Nandi tribe had been closely 
inquired int<;> and settled, years previously t by senior Administra
tion ·officers on the ground, ·it was now. decided to use about 
100 square miles of Nandi country for farms. Much of the 
tribe's best grazing land was appropriated. Natives were ordered 
off and were paid five rupees (6s .. 8d.) for each !Jf the huts in the 
villages which were abandoned. It was a drastic clearance. 
It cost the Government £2,485,3 which indicates the scale which 
this forced evacuation of native dwellings reached. This process 
of allotment of native land to newcomers was still in progress 

• Annual RepoTt, 19IC)-20. 
J Annual Firwncial Statement, pp. 86. 87, 119 

F. 

:0 Ibid •• p. :zs. 
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when a new Chief Native Commissioner was appointed. This 
was Mr. G. V. Maxwell, and, early in his tenure of office, about 
half the area of pirated land was restored to the tribe. The 
remainder had passed into European possession for 999 years. 

While all this had been going on, Administration officers had 
been making heated representations to the Government as to the 
impropriety of assisting I ,soo additional landowners to descend 
upon the country, without making it clear to them that there was 
no likelihood of the necessary native labour being forthcoming. 
A belated circular was issued, and genuine efforts were made to 
have it brought to the notice of all applicants for land under this 
scheme. Still, complaints among the newcomers were loud and 
insistent, and it became easy to persuade a sympathetic Govern
ment that the payment of the purchase price, although it was to 
be spread over thirty years, should be waived altogether and a· 
free gif~ made of the farms. The necessary amending Ordinance 
No. 29 of 1922 was passed on December 3oth, 1922.1 The 
modest applicants who had put up with a small " free " farm of 
160 acres under the published terms of the scheme must,.i~ some 
cases, have had hard work to control a spirit of envy when they 
found that the holders of farms up to s,ooo acres in size were· 
also being given them free, They had not been sufficiently 
experienced in the arts of land-wangling as practised in Kenya, 
and inexperience has to be paid for by most of us-:-sometimes 
in regrets and sometimes in cash. . 

A reply to a question in the House of Commons on July 27th, · 
1925,' reveals the fact that of the 1,246 farms dealt with in this 
scheme not more than 545 were then occupied· by the original 
grantees. It is officially considered to have been a success. 3 

More tragic than the Soldier Settlement Scheme was a project 
for putting disabled officers on to the land in the district of the 
Lumbwa tribe. These officers, many of them with young wives, 
arrived in the country full of hope. Their district grew flax · 
admirably, and this had risen in value from £!30 a ton to over 
[,6oo a ton. Much vigorous work was done, but, in spite of 
generous assistance from patriotic funds in England and from the 
Government in Kenya, the scheme ended in complete failure, 
in part due to an early drop in the price of flax. Not the least 
faulty of the decisions taken with regard to a settlement for 

I O.G., 1922, p. 790, 
3 Cd, 2387 (1925), P• 171, 

a Commons Debates, July 27th, 1925. 
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. . 

ex-officers; wounded and nerve-shocked; was the initial one of 
selecting a site for it in the highlands of Kenya-of all places· in 
the Empire-an area notoriously •• nervy ". and unsuitable for 
the neurasthenic. Each participant .in •• Beadoc ~-~ (the British 
East Mrica Disabled Officers' Colony) had been required to put 
£6oo into the joint finances of the ventur~, and the whole of this 
was lost. By 192'3, practically every Beadoc farm was deserted 
by its original grantee. 'fhe P~liamentary . Comffi:ission x heard. 
about it next year,· on their visit to the Colony. They reported 
on it thus :& :- · 

.. Since the war, various schemes have been inaugurated to attract 
ex-soldier colonists by grants of land in defined areas in holdingS vacymg 
from 16o to s.ooo acres. In one instance, .namely the British East 
Africa Disabled Officers• Colony, a fairly large tract of land was put at 
the disposal of men who had been partially disabled, and these men 
received financial assistance from the Imperial Government in the Conn 
of training grants in addition to a free grant of land."' 

There the reference ends~ without a word ab?ut the collapse 
-a sidelight upon the accuracy, or the fullness, of the information 
which was supplied to the Parliamentary Commission when in 
Kenya in 1924. Hope was raised in 1925 that such of the old 
adventurers as could be found were to be reimbursed, by Govem
inent, the contribution of £6oo that each had put into the_ venture, 
and something in this direction has been done from the proceeds 
of resale of the land, some of which has been taken up for large 
tea estates. 

The experiences of this little group may some day be written, 
and it will be a pitiful story of the inadequacy of high spirits in 
commerce, in face of inexperience and a falling market. There· 
are tracts in Lumbwa which must surely have acquired new 
spiritual qualities, for ages to lie latent in the place and there to 
act as a prompting towards gallantry to those who are susceptible 
to their influence-an influence left by a little company, now 
scattered and dwindling, of men and women whose hopes and 
fortunes gradually withered there, but to whom those early days 
of hope and activity are a wistful memory from which all the 
subsequent difficulties of temperament; climate and miscalculat;ion 
that led up to the final failure cannot extract all the sweetness. 

·It is something to have been engaged in a happy adventure
whatever the outcome. 

I v. p. 437• Cd. ZJ87 (19ZS), p. ISO· 
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" I too 'Will something 1ll4ke 
And joy in the making ; 
Altho' to-morrow it seem 
!.ike the empty words of a dream 
Remembered on waking." • 

u Well tried I " is all that is left for us to say about Beadoc. 
The Beadoc and some of the Soldier Settler men and women 

are far from being the only ones who have tried and failed in the 
country. The property list of one single estate agency in January 
1925 comprised estates, large and small, at prices totalling more 
than £goo,ooo, for immediate sale. There are scores of indi· 
viduals and families in the Colony only waiting for a buyer in 
order to leave it. For the most part these are men and families· 
operating on a small scale. Others are speculators.· "For 
God's sake come along with rails and let us sell out I" said . 
a group of landholders (not resident on their lands) to one of 
the engineers of the Uasin Gishu Railway~ when its construction 
was just starting from N akUro in r 921. There is a world of 
pathos in the appeal for a purchaser of 

" 150 acres, part ploughed, two-roomed· stone house·.'; 

One has not the same sympathy for the party who advertises ·in 
The Times 3 :-

"KENYA CoLoNY,-A Syndicate has for immediate disposal a 
I4,ooo-acre Property in the healthiest part of the Highlands 
of Kenya, served by railway and by main road between · 
Eldoret and Soy. Recently surveyed." 

Others, more fortunate or wealthy, have glowing offers to make 4 :-:-

" KENYA CoFFEB AND TEA-EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY for 
gentleman to settle son for life with family distinguished .naval 
officer and/or acquire partnership in large Coffee plantation 
and instruction from experienced planter, returning Kenya 
shortly ; going concern, no hardships, large profits indicated, 
no income tax, wonderful climate, elevation 6,ooo ft. ; 
comfortable home. t.7;soo necessary; highest references 
given and required/' 

Whether one who closes with this offer will be settled for life or 
not depends upon a host of considerations far outside the control 
of the advertiser. 

1 Robert Bridges, in No. 104 of Poemr of To-day, first series. (Sidgwick & 
Jackson.) • V. Chapter XIV. 

The Times, January :a6th, 19:a6. • Ibid, February 4th, 19:a6. 
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For the most part, those who are m possession of estates 

leave no stone unturned · to increase the importation of buyers. 
In 1921 the settlers•· Convention secured the. Governor as Patron 
of a Land Settlement Committee for introducing more· European . 
settlers to the country. Sir Edward Northey's successor likewise 
accepted th~ positjon of Patron to this body. In spite of a heavy 
post-war slump which involved the suspension of numerous 
public services an~ the r:etrencpment of over 24~ Government 
officials, a grant of £r ,ooo was asked .for in Legislative Council 
for the use of this Committee. The Director of Education, 
Mr.]. R. Orr, O.B.E., questioned the propriety of such a grant, 
but he was sharply checked by the Governor. The_ other officials 
took the hint, and the vote was passed-:--the Indian members 
alone dissenting. The point is made clear, in a future chapter 
on taxation in Kenya, that the annual revenue consists. over
whelmingly of direct and indirect Contributions from Mrican -
natives. They were, of course, not asked .whether ·they wished 
to help the Convention in this matter. . 

Shoals of anecdotes are quoted in the Colony, some of them 
no doubt exaggerated, of· lucky scoops by sellers of Highland 
estates, running up to £7o,ooo for partially developed· holdings, 
and many cases, some of them certainly accurate, of pieces of 
untouched land being sold for sums exceeding [,1o,opo. The · 
only officially published details of land sales, by non-officials, 
concern the free grant of xoo,ooo acres of leasehold land (paying 
}d. per acre per annum) made to Lord Delamere.:r The Govern
ment White Paper, previously alluded to. in this chapter, states · 
that up to 1926 he hadsold 82,787 acres for [,212,043· -It is 
pointed out that he had spent £6o,ooo in the country, but this 
included land purchases in ·other parts of the Protectorate, the . 
total of which is npt given. · · 

Much confusion has existed ~s to how much land the natives 
have for their own use and how much has been alienated to 
Europeans. The Phelps Stokes Commission, touring.the Colony 
in :1923 in order to study and. _report upon Mrican education, _ 
says : •• In no British Colony in Mrica has it been so difficult . 
to formulate a trustworthy statemenf relating to the number of 
native people, the areas in which they live .••. "::a The Com
missioner of Lands, speaking in Legislative Council, in answer 
to a question of which notice had been given, said on October 23rd, 

• Cd. 2629, April 1926. 2 Education in East /lfrica, p. 14-1. 
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1922 1 : "The total area of agricultural holdings in the possession 
of Europeans is 7,28o,ooo acres, (i.e. 11,375 square miles) 
"and in the possession of Indians 14,128 acres, (i.e; 22 square 
miles). What he meant by these figures may probably never be 
known, but they were certainly too high by about 4,000 square 
miles. Bearing in mind, therefore, that official figures may have 
to be interpreted with some ingenuity, we have declarations that 
in 1920 the total area alienated amounted to 6,695 square miles,a 
In the twelve months ending June 30th, 1923, when more than 
[,I,ooo,ooo had been spent on the Uasin Gishu Railway, 
So additional white men 3 went on the land, the alienated area 
reaching 8,593 square miles by December. On December JISt,. 
1924, it was given at 9,286 square miles.4 In 1925 various owners 
surrendered 174 square miles to Government, but the latter made 
grants totalling 495 square miles, and yet the total area is said to 
have declined to 8,977 square miles.s It has never been suggested 
that allotments to Indians exceed 32 square miles of this total. 

Mter the War, a number of treaty obligations .ceased to 
apply, and others had been disregarded. The British Govern
ment, advised by Lord Milner, formally arinexed the country 
and declared it a Colony on July 23rd, 1920. There was excepted· 
the narrow coast strip, ten miles deep, which is leased from the 
Sultan of Zanzibar for [,x6,ooo a year, paid by the Kenya 
Government. This was renamed the Kenya Protectorate, and 
the remainder of what had been the East Africa Protectorate was 
named Kenya Colony. · 

It is certain that no detriment to Mrican natives was either 
intended or foreseen from this step. But the annexation had the: 
effect of finally extinguishing native rights in land which had 
previously existed, not only in native eyes, but before our Courts. 
Next to the Masai and Kamba tribes, which have been cleared 
off their old lands, no tribe in Kenya has had its old territory 
more seriously invaded than has the Kikuyu tribe. Their system 
of land tenure, based upon .the family gethdka (allotment) as a 
unit of property, was a well-defined one, and Kikuyu natives 
have taken action in the Courts in disputes as to the ownership of 
pieces of land in the .Reserve, and have obtained judgments 
from the High Court.li Another case of disputed ownership came 

• Proc. Leg. Co., October 23rd, 1922. ' Annr1al Report, 19IC}-20. 
3 E.A.S., December 29th, 1923. • Annual Report, 1924, p. IS· 
s Ibid., 1925. 6 Civil cases 132 and 576 of 1920. 
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up in 19~1, and Chief Justice Sir· Jacob Barth, K.B.E., gave a 
judgment,:~ dis~ssing the case, in which the following pass~g~ 
occurs:-

.. In my view the effect of the Crown Lands Ordinanee I9IS and the . 
Kenya (Annexation) Order in Council 1920 by which no native rights 
are reserved, and the Kenya Colony Order in Council i921, as I have 
already stated, is clearly inter alia to vest land reserved for the use of 
the native tribe in the Crown. · If that be so, then all native rights in 
such reserved land, .whatever. they be under the Gethaka $ystem, dis
appeared, and the natives in occupation of such Crown Lands become 
tenants at will of the Crown on the land actually occupied." · 

Action is being taken to rectify this grievance and t~ testore 
to the native tribes complete security for their lands. The final 
steps ate said to be imminent as this book goes· to press ; · no 
particulars have, however, been publishedin this country which 
might establish ·public confidence as to. ~e adequacy ·of the_ 
provision made by the Kenya Government. Meanwhile, Lord 
Delamere and his followers appear to be resolute that the Reserves 
as now delimited shall never be enlarged, for, as· a plank in their 
platform at the general elections in January 1927, they renewed 
the demand for " the alienation of the balance of available Cr:own 
land.'' z Land-hunger seems to be a disease which early reaches 

·a chronic stage, and is then incurable. To. the first proposals of 
Government, exception was taken by some natives on 'the score 
of the proposed boundaries not including as much land as they 
had a right ~? and equally by one or two settler organizations on 
the score of their being too wide. There. was strong agitation in· 
the Colony that these rigb,ts should be restored to the natives t;mly 
by local enactment in the Legislative Council. Among defenders 
of native rights in the ColQny it was urged that, as the rights 
had been expunged by Order in Council sigiJ.ed at Buckingham· 
Palace, they should be restqred by a like instrument-especially 
since the decisions of Legislative Council are always open to 
review and reversal at any time after six months from the time of 

. their being taken. · · 
It may appear to the average British reader that the old and 

cr:ushing obligation,· which lies upon us as a nation, to reduce the 
debt which is due from us to Black Mrica, for our former partiCipa
tion in the Slave Trade, is. being evaded, and not faced, in that 
portion of. Mrica ·which is Kenya ; that the debt is not being 

• Civil case 6~6 of :1 92z. 2 The Times, December 29th, 1:926. 
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paid off, but increased. There are other activities of ours to be 
taken into account also, as well as our jugglery with land. There 
are those who will regard it as lamentable that disclosures of the 
record of some of our compatriots in East Africa should be made 
in a form available for access by readers of other nations. The 
point will here be made, which it is necessary to' repeat at other 
stages in the record, that it is only the actions of a section of our 
nationals that have added to our debt to Africa. Of others it 
may be said that they have averted conditions which would have 
been worse than those that prevail. Others again have been so 
inert, or so busy, or geographically so i~olated, that they have not, 
as a matter of actual fact, exercised adequate control of a designing . 
minority whose record, if closely examined, they would certainly 
reprobate. They have allowed the extraordinary alertness of 
those who have been seeking their own financial advantage, in 
disregard of that of the natives, to go unchecked. This is the 
group, if it now at length bestirs itself, which can most rapidly 
take effective political action to remedy injustices which the natives 
of Kenya are still suffering. If it delays, it must not' complain 
if the British public takes action over its head. · The crowning 
injustice has been our treatment of the natives with regard to- . 
their land. After a general review of other aspects of the Colony's 
history, there will be advanced, in Chapter XXIV,s the line of 
policy, simple and easily applicable, which would do .more to 
make amends for what we have done to the Africans with regard · 
to their land than anything else that is within the bounds· of 
practical politics. 

I V, P• 449 



CHAPTER VI 

LABOUR TROUBLES 

" A good sound system of compulsory labour would do more to raise the 
nigger in five years than all the millions that have been sunk in missionary 
efforts ·for the last fifty.· ••• Then let· the native be compelled to work so 
many months in the year at a fixed and reasonaBle rate and call it compulsory 
education, as· we call our weekly bonnet parades church. Under such a title, 
surely the most delicate British conscience may be at rest." · 

E. S. (later MAJOR) GROGAN : . 
From the Cape.to Cairo, I9oo, p. 360. · 

"The point that I tried to make was, and still is; that since "these (detribal
izing) forces, fraught with danger, are present in our midst, the Government is 
bound not to add to them by • encouraging • men to come out of the reserves. 
I did not ask that it should discourage them : .but merely that it should leave 
the Africans free to come out or not, as they please. ·The Government is more 
bound to consider remedies than to increase the disease. · If it· is someone's 
duty to increase labour, it is certainly not the Government's duty. ·The ruler 
is morally bound to remain as umpire of the conflicting claims of capital and 
labour. 

"But I am quite sure I serve the Empire better at the -present moment 
by calling attention to the Lord Christ's teaching and to the case for Africans 
as against Europeans. Almost all your readers can state the case for making 
Africans labour for them, at a pre-war wage, paying post-war tax and post-war 
prices, with their cents reduced • to a post-war half value •. There are few, 
irideed. who will stand with me. So that Mr. Henden Frost must be still 
kinder and forgive me if I offer no advice as to how to fill with labourers the 
many plantations recently opened • ., · 

A letter from the RT. REV. -FRANK WESTON, D.D., 
Bishop of Zanzibar. to the Editor of the East African 
Standard (April :15th, 1921:). . . 

:U
N· the twelve months . ending June 3oth, 1924, an official 
report states that I ,715 European occupiers of farm lands 
n Kenya employed 87,000 native labourers, on an average, 

month by m~nth throughout the year. In September 1924 the 
Governor of the Colony was on tour in. the Native Reserves, 
expressing to the chiefs his displeasure that labour was not more 
plentiful. . 

At this distance of time, we ·regard it as a quaint display of 
ineffectiveness by the European employers of the year I 907 
that they should have been unable to attract sufficient labourers 
to meet their trifling demands, and that they should have been 
talking. in those simple days, of a " Desperate Labour Question."' 
The solution then was thought to be a Pass Law. The employers 

• Y. Chapter XII. 
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nowadays have the movements and industrial history of native 
labourers recorded on a card index (of over half a million entries) 
with an accuracy that the employers in 1907 never dared to think 
of or hope for. Yet still the Labour Question worries Govern
ment official, farmer, planter and contractor in Kenya-or most 
of them. 

Our descendants of ten or fifteen years hence will no doubt 
regard us also as quaint and obtuse. But there is this much 
to be said for us, as for the earlier employers-we do not enjoy 
the illumination which will be shed upon the problem, in our 
successors' times, by organized, literate Mrican 11 Labour." It 
will be alert. There is no doubt of that. It will be our fault, 
and that of our immediate successors, if it is combative also, 
instead of being well disposed. · 

The Annual Report for the Protectorate for the year 1903-4,1 

at a time when " land had been allotted to some 130 Europeans,'' 
announces the beginning of labour troubles :-

.. There is considerable local feeling abroad throughout the areas 
where native labour is inadequate, to the effect that the Adn:linistration 
should apply pressure in some form or other to' the natives to increase 
the supply. Measures of this character are, as a rule, not to be advo~ 
cated, as experience in other countries has proved that 8 system of 
forced labour is never a success and is apt to alienate the confidence of 
the natives." 

The possibility of trouble assuming a grave form was also 
advanced a :- · 

" Nairobi being the centre of the settled area, it is considered that 8 
sufficient garrison should be maintained there to provide for a flying 
column of sufficient strength to crush the initial stages of any n~tive 
rising, and at the same time to maintain an adequate garrison for the 
town itself." 

This passage was a reflection of the settlers' fears of a " Native 
Menace," which they later admitted in a \\Titten memorial to 
the Secretary of State for the Colonies, as elsewhere related.3 

The Administration officers of Government anywhere in the 
vicinity of white settlement were, in these early days, simply 
ovenvhelmed with work, and could not maintain any adequate 
check over a minority of the early settlers, composed of colonials 
of degenerate typet who promptly began to spoil the labour 

I Cd. 2JJI (1905), P• ::u. • Ibid., p. 2.:a. , v. pp. 168, 258. 
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market for . themselves and their better.:behaved neighbours. 
Apart from one or. two notorious characters, liable to gusts of 
uncontrolled temper, ·the remainder of this group indulged ~ 
severe punishments and in unjust refusal of pay to labourers • 
.. Five minutes after I start working with these Ki.kuyus, rm 
raving like a Dutc!unan," explained one _employer. 4

• I sjam
bocked the nigger till my arm. ached," said another, explaining 
how he dealt with one of his troubles. The employer class was 
not yet sufficiently Lu-ge for· a better public opinion t6 control 
the undesirables in the group. Short of inflicting "grievous 
hurt:• or indulging in .. dacoity," in either _of which cases 
Government was likely to prosecute, they· had a clear field -to 
injure the reputation of tlie white employer class, arid they did 
so. There were well-known cases of employers who, engaging 
labourers for a month's work, became increasingly severe with 
them as the end of the month approached. . A few days before 
pay-day, some display of ferocity or injustice resulted in the 
whole, or a large portion, of" a gang of laboure~s absconding 
quietly at night from employment which had become intolerable. 
Altematively an hnpossible ·task of work might be· set, and the 
natives discharged for not completing it. The employer, in 
extreme cases, secured the labour of upwards of 200 men for 
25 days without payment of anything to any of them.~: They 
faded into the Reserves, and established the tradition that work 
for Europeans was liable to be unprofitable-to the labourers. 

A common. practice among European employers was to with
hold a portion of the labourer's earned wages when pay-day 
arrived.:l The native had the choice of continuing to work· for 
the whole of another month or of surrendering part of his eamed 
wages to his employer and going home without it. 

At this very early stage agitation began · for the importation 
Df Mrican labour from outside the Protectorate. Governor Mr. 
Sharpe (now Sir Alfred Sharpe, K.C.M.G.), of Nyasaland, was 
approached, and a letter from him was published stating the 
terms as to treatment and paynient which would be insisted 
upon if Nyasaland " boys " were .employed in the Protectorate. 
The Colonists• Association discussed these terms, and agreed that 
[}.0 industries in the country had proved sufficiently lucrative to 
;varrant the use of such highly paid labour .3 

• V. Labour Commission's Report, Witness No. 86. 
• Ibid.~ \Vitnesses Nos. 41 and 240. 3 E.A.S., 1\Iarch 13th, 1:909. 
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During the regime of Sh· James Hayes Sadler a Labour 
Inquiry Board was instituted, and its findings were published, 
in the month of March 1908, over the signatures of Mr. C. C. 
Bowring (now Sir Charles Bowring, K.C.M.G., K.B.E., Governor 
of Nyasaland), Mr; G. P. Stevens, a Nairobi lawyer, and Mr. 
T. A. Wood (now Mr. Wood, C.M.G., M.B.E.), a Nairobi 
hardware merchant and auctioneer. They asked that the 
Governor should arrange for the Administration officers to remove 
the impression that appeared to exist that the Governme~t did 
not wish the natives to work, and that he should· order Heads 
of Departments " to co-operate with the settlers in keeping 
dqwn the rate of wages." They asked the Governor to adopt 
the policy of granting a native a refund of part of his ta?C if he 
presented a certificate from a European or other authorized 
person to the effect that he had worked for at least one calendar 
month, but they suggested that the natives' tax should be raised 
in order that this might not involve any loss of revenue. They 
trusted that village headmen would be required to explain to 
their natives "the beneficial effect~ of working for a wage." 
Finally they were of opinion · · · 

.. ' 

•• that the land set aside for Native Reserves should be limited to the 
present requirements of the natives ; the committee being of opinion that 
the existence of unnecessarily extensive reserves is directly antagofl:istic 
to an adequate labour supply." · 

The labour conditions which developed in the Protectorate. 
during these early days are reflected in the evi4ence which was 
given before a Labour Commission between September 1912 and 
April 1913. This Commission sat under the chairmanship of 
a Judge of the High Court,· and was admirably conducted. 
Reports of the evidence of witnesses were sent · to them for 
correction, and were then published i'n extenso. The result is · 
that any unbiassed reader, who can find time and patience to · 
read through the 241 pages of evidence, will secure a picture 
of a minority of individuals, chiefly Government officials, mis
sionaries and Mricans, exposing a system of crude exploitation 
which a preponderating white group upheld. 

Of the 284 witnesses whose evidence is reproduced, 205 were 
English-speaking. The remainder comprised I Goan, 14 Indians 
and 64 Mrican natives. Sixty-eight witnesses urged that native 
taxation should be increased as a means of improving the labour 
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supply. Seventy-six urged that a r~mission ~f a. portion of the 
natives~ tax should be made to him upon proof that he had 
worked for a stated period as a wage-earner. .Forty-nine recom~. 
mended that the Native Reserves should be reduced ·in area . 
as the surest means of crowding natives out on to the wage· 
market . 

.. If the policy was to be continued:• said Witness No. 91:, " that 
every native was to be landholder of a sUfficient area on which to estab
lish himself, then the question of obtaining a satisfactory labour supply 
would never be settled. In no country in the world would there be the 
same state of affairs as here. • • • He considered the soundest policy . 
would be to curtail the Reserves, and though it ·might take a few years 
before the effect on the labour supply was ~pparent, the results would be 
permanent.» 

This set the note which dozens of subsequent witnesses echoed. 
\Vitness No. I7 observed:-

" There was no other section ~£ the community that was given land 
free, and he did not see why the natives should be treated differently." 

'Witness No. 4 advanced' the proposal that !l stiff tax should 
be levied on the land each' native used in the Reserve. Rs. I2 

per plot would not be too high. . 

.. If a sufficiently high ground-rent were charged, it would probably 
have the effect of inducing more natives to come out and work. .. 

" Forced labour was not to be thought of/' added this witness. 
Already the native in his· Reserve was beginning to have a bad 
time. Forty of the 64 native witnesses complained of pressure 
by chiefs~ headmen and elders to leave the villages and work for 
wages elsewhere. Among the officials there were already some 
who were finding it popular to exert pressure upon the natives 
under their charge to work on farms and plantations. The 
assistance of Administration officers was cordially acknowledged 
by 18 witnesses. That voluntary labour was interfered with, 
mainly in order that chiefs and headmen might have labourers 
at hand to supply· to labour recruiters, was suggested by ~9 
witnesses, while 21 quoted malpractices by labour recruiters, 
principally bribery of chiefs to supply labour. 

Not the least illuminating parts of the report are passages 
in which aggrieved employers merely made complaints, apart 
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from suggesting remedies. Witness No .• p explained the necessity 
of withholding part of a labourer's wage when it was due. • 

" Some natives had run away, leaving money due to them." 

Witness No. 240 

•• was certain that labour would leave if the full wages were paid monthly 
instead of a part being retained. • • • He did not understand why so 
few natives who had worked for him eve.r returned.'' 

Desertion of labourers was a common complaint~ 

"This is my busiest season," wrote Witness No. x8s, "and my 
work is entirely upset, and it is hardly surprising if I am in a red-hot state 
bordering on a desire to murder .everyone with a black skin who comes 
within sight." 

In the opinion of Witness No. 177 it was a mistake to encour-· 
age natives to cultivate economic products within the Reserves, 
and for Government to provide them with seed, because it dis
couraged them from coming out and working for -Europeans. 
Witness No. 154 recommended that labour .should be for.ced by 
Government. 

" Instead of the native having the choice as to what kind of work 
he wished to be employed on, the Government recruiters should 
decide it." 

Witness No. 6o thought that cases between white men and 
natives should be tried by a bench of three Justices of the P·eace, 
chosen by the Settlers' Associations. Witness No. 107 urged also 
that Justices of the Peace should deal with desertion. Witn~ss 
No. 13 urged that every chief in his district should be ordered 
to send :zoo men to the district office each month for distribution 
amongst the settlers. 

" This would not lead to any trouble, nor did he consider it as forced . 
labour ... 

Government should ex"plain to the natives the benefits that 
they would receive from working, and that it was the wish of 
Government that they should work, said Witness No. 24. 
Suppose a native refused to turn out to work after being advised 
to do so in the manner suggested, this settler stated that 

" if he were a District Commissioner he would order him to receive 
25 lashes for insulting the Government and for being insolent. He 
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would take the attitude that he knew better thaD. they did what was for 
their benefit. •• . . 

•• It was wrong that District Commissioners should ask natives who 
were brought before them whether they wished to go out and work. •• 
said Witness No. 6. •• The nativ~ would naturally always say • No.• .. 

Fifty~ nine witnesses urged the adoption of some· method of 
personal identification of natives. ·This was considered essential 
to any hope of success in . dealing with desertion o.f labourers. 
Twenty-seven witnesses wanted a Pass Law on the South Mrican 
model. . · 

Amid the clamour of these exploiters, the Gov~rnment officials 
and the missionaries for the most part showed up well, ·and 
stated their convictions as to where the true. welfare of the nati~e 
lay. "\Vitness No. 137, the late Ven. W. Chadwick, spoke of the 
break-up of native family life thi-ough the absence of the men, 
of improper food given to labourers, of the .adequate reasons for 
desertion which sometimes existed. He d(!nounced increased 
taxation and the reduction of ·the Reserves. WitJ?,ess No. 227, 
Mr. A. R. Barlow, demolished the shallow observation of so large 
a number . of the ·exploiters · that the male native in his village 
was an idle wastrel. (This hoary and indecent libel has played 
so large a part in securing toleration in Britain. of improper 
pressure upon Mricans in Kenya~ven putting in an app~arance 
at a conference of East African Governors-that a studied 
refutation should receive careful perusal. . So there is given, as 
an appendix,• .an extract from an article by this Mr. A. R. 
Barlow, which appeared in a magazine published by the Church 
of Scotland Mission at Kik.Uyu.) Witness No. 78. Mr. W. ·G. · 
Northon, of the United Methodist Mission, urged employers to 
treat their labourers better and to leam their language, while 
the Rev. C. F. Johnston, of Machakos (Witness No. n), said 
that to his mind the white people in many instances were hin
dering the up-bringing of the native. He held that the cutting 
down ofthe Reserves would be very unwise. A District Com
missioner, Mr. 0. F. Watkins, in the North Kavir6ndo Reserve, 
in the course of an arresting memorandum, said :-

.. If we proceed to a comparison of conditions in labour and native 
~eas, i~ can, I ~hink, be established that in his own area the native is in 
the main better fed, better houSed, is not driven to choose between 
celibacy and syphilis, has no need of warm clothing. and without working 

v. p. 4-6:r. 
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in all weathers under an overseer can make sufficient for his simple 
needs. There is, therefore, no attraction to draw him to the labour 
areas." 

Native evidence supplemented this by pointing out (No. I4i) 
that it was possible to earn Rs. 30 a month by selling bananas 
at 25 cents (t rupee) a bunch, that 36 lb. of ·hides (No. 146) 
fetched Rs. 8 or g, that goats would fetch (No. 258) from Rs. 5 
to xo, that women in the Resen·e (No. 126) cultivated enough 
for native needs, but not to sell, though when men helped there 
was a surplus, that 3 lb. of simsim (No. 158) brought in a 
rupee. 

An important chief, WambUgu (No. 221), also disposed of the 
figment as to complete idleness of native men in the Reserves :-

" In the slum1bas all helped. The men cut the grass and dug up the 
soil, the women and men weeded, the women planted and harnsted and 
the men did the grain-store construction. Men plant yams. Each 
section had its own work." 

Natives spoke of oppression on the plantations. Witness No. 263 
spoke of men being harnessed to the plough and beateri. Nos. 
253 and 269 spoke of labourers being driven away, unpaid, after 
25 days' work. District Commissioner the late Hon. Kenneth 
Dundas (No. 51) was particularly outspoken. An Assistant 
District Commissioner, 1\Ir. J. l\1. Pearson, spoke of both the 
pay and food of labourers being stopped when they were off 
work through sickness. An important chief, 1\Iallm..a, spoke of 
labourers, on return to their 'illages, being thin and syphilitic. 
An Indian ''itness (No. Ss) cited a case of 45 Akimba natives, 
of whom 5 died, being turned off starving by a European employer. 
Some of the European witnesses were almost penniless adven
turers, liling by their \\its and at the expense of the natives. 
1\lany of them were without enough capital to develop even a· 
fraction of their holdings. The personalities of some would 
have been repellent to· hired workmen of any class or race. 
Some came from localities which on account of exposure, cold 
or prevalent diseases could only be unattractive to Mricans. 
So evidence is heard of the possession of 2,000 acres of which 
20 had been brought under cultivation in five years, of g,ooo 
acres of which 25 were cultivated, of u,ooo acres of which 
300 had been ploughed, of 3 ,goo acres upon which the owner 
employed 9 natives, and could not for the time being take on 
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any more, of 350,000 acres on which 250 n.atives were employed. 
and so on, in tragic reiteration. . · 

Several non-official Europeans, to .their cre~t. put in a word 
· for amelioration of the labourers' conditions. M(. R; J. Cun~ 
ningham (No. 23) spoke of improper food supplies, and advocated 
that conditions promised to the natives ~hould be carried out. 
The late :Mr. G. K.. Watts (No. ·z6) said that the suggestion to 
reduce the Reserves was a most unjust one .. Mr. I<. H. Rodwell 
(No. 8g) pointed out that if"sheep were-entrained on the Uganda 
Railway as natives were, i~ would be regarded as "cruelty.', 
:Mr. A. S. Flemmer (No. J: 17) said that in some cases bad ho~sing 
and general discomfort were responsible for lab~ur shortage. 
No one who has not lived as a member of a small racial group, 
striving to enrich itself at the expense of a population of un
organized primitive labourers, is in a position to appreciate the 
degree of courage which is required to put forward a word for 
the oppressed. The average employer of decent aititude con
tents himself with striving ·after. humane · conditions for the 
natives in his own charge, without attracting too :g1uch publicity 
-much less venturing to criticize improprieties rampant all 
around him. · 

The evidence given before this Commission of Inquiry has 
been quoted in some detaiL The printed record is probably 
unique in modern British Colonial history. The unshakable 
urbanity of His Honour the Chairman would appear to have 
elicited confidences from witnesses, in spite of the public nature 
of the occasion, which some of them may perhaps look pack 
upon with regret. The record should suffice, for years to come, 
to silence chatter about " trusting the man on the spot " where · 
the welfare of subject races is concerned. Intimate knowledge 
of the. man on the_ spot may, or may not, justify trust in him. 
A man's record is the first requirement to guide overseas criticism 
towards trust (or mistrust), and not the mere fact that he is •• on 
the spot," nor even the added qualification that he has become 
wealthy. The printed evidence· throws a strong light upon the 
conditions under which young British officials in the Adminis
tration branch of the Service were working, and had been working 
for upwards of ten years. It says something for the general 
rigidity of the Colonial Civil Service during this period that such 
outspoken criticism ·of wh.at was, as every reader of the Report 
t:an see, a thoroughgoing attempt at spoliation and subjection 

·c 
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should have been possible, not only on the part of some officials, 
missionaries and a minority of settlers, but even on the part 
of natives. Administration in many quarters of "the Protec
torate " was still functioning according to th~ highest British 
traditions. 

The Commission consisted of His Honour Judge Barth (now 
His Honour Sir Jacob Barth, K.B.E.) as Chairman, 2 officials, 
3 settlers, 2 missionaries, but no Indian, Arab or Mrican 
members. The Report to some extent reflects the composition 
of the compiling body. It may be noted as evidence of the 
complete disregard which even thoughtful men may bestow upon 
a vast population when it is politically unorganized, that these 
gentlemen state that they received " unanimous " support from 
witnesses for the institution of a system of personal identification 
of natives. From 64 native witnesses there was, of course, no· 
word of approval of any such course. From more than 120 of 
the English-speaking witnesses no word in support of it was 
heard, while in some other cases there was actual denunciation 
of the proposal. · 

Upon the all-important subject of native lands, the' Com
missioners compromised upon the views put before them. The-y · 
did not recommend the reduction of the Reserves, nor the 
provision of ample land for the expected increase in the native 
tribes. They advised "the demarcation of undemarcated 
reserves with a view to reserving sufficient land for the present 
population., · 

It must be made perfectly clear that any such concerted 
display of negrophobe malevolence as is exhibited in some . of 
the evidence before this Commission would be impossible in 
the Kenya Colony of 1927. The ruthlessness of some of the 
members of this early group of settlers is almost unbelievable 
at the present day. One of them supervised his labourers from · 
a chair at the door of his hut by firing a rifle in the direction · 
of any whom he thought to be slacking. The bullet kicked 
up the soil near the delinquent one and reminded him that 
master's eye was upon him. The inevitable mischance soon took 
place, of course. A labourer was seriously wounded, being shot 
through the arm, the bullet entering his chest. The white 
employer was tried, and sentenced to a fine of Rs. soo and six 
months' simple imprisonment without harp labour .• It would 

• E.A.S., August 19th, 1905. 
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be thought that an exploit of this sort would deprive the per-. 
former of every .vestige of public support. On the con~ary; 

. there was an outburst of criticism because ~e prisoner, after 
sentence, was sent in to headquarters under an e~cort· of native 
police. The Government was accused of not maintaining white 
prestige. (There _were no European constables in the country at 
~~J . 

The practice took roo~ in tl_le Protectorate as ~arty as I90S 
of giving each labourer a monthly "~abour ticket , 'on which 
was ruled or printed a panel of jo rectangular spaces.- One of 
these was initialled or marked by the farmer or his overseer 
at the end of every day's work, and at the end qf the· month
the labourer presented his card and received his -month's pay. 
In Government circles, payment was made each calendar month, 
and a card was regarded as .. full " if attendance at work was 
marked in 25 or 26 of the 30 spaces (the blanks representing 
the number of Sundays in ~e month). Many have _been the 
complaints by settler bodies of this laxity on the part of GQvem
ment in not exacting labour for 30 full days, as is done on the 
farms. There ·has also been constant agitation for keeping the 
native's remuneration low-. For at least a generation there was 
a steady demand, often ou~poken but always operative, that _ 
ih.e native should be impoverished, under heavy taxation by 
Government coupled with depressed wages for workers. This 
at times took ingenious forms, as when the Colonists' Association, 
with Lord De Iamere in the chair, urged that Government should 
only buy European-grown maize, and not native-grown, for 
issue as a food-ration to :pepartmental labourers. • _Whether the 
native could or could not earn more money than a low standard · 
rate of wages, it was regarded as an anti-social act for any employer 
to pay him more._ The imposition of piece-work or task-work 
has always been a favourite m.ethod of employing natives, and 
if it transpired that natives finished their allotted task early in 
the day·, or earned more than six or ~even rupees in a month, it 
has been the usual and not the exceptional thing for the employer 
to increase the daily task or reduce the rate of pay for the same 
task as before. · · 

The steady upward creep of native taxation is described in 
·Chapter IX. This was allowed to operate, without any great aggra
vation of pressure upon the general native population, through

• E.A.S., March I:Jth, 1909;;; 
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out the regimes of Sir James Hayes Sadler and Sir Percy Girouard. 
In the boom years that followed close upon the War, the haste 
to get rich, which consumed so many of the employer class, led 
to concerted attempts to tighten up the employer's hold upon 
his labourers and to increase his profits from their work. There 
was the concerted reduction of native wages by orie-third in 1921 

(v. Chapter XIII), the identification of labourers by finger-prints 
(v. Chapter XI), the unsuccessful attempt to halve the value 
of the cental coinage of the country (v. Chapter XII), and. the 
increase of import duties upon many imported articles of native 
consumption (v. Chapter IX). In addition to these, unceasing 
pressure upon the Government of the Protectorate began to tell,. 
and Government Circulars began to appear in which discrimina
tion against the native was at last frank and undisguised. In 
1920 a Circular was issued to all Provincial and District Com-· 
missioners to the effect that it was the wish of Government that 
natives should be encouraged to produce export· commodities on 
alienated lands under European supervision, although. their own 
food supplies, and produce required in the country, might be 
grown on native lands. A proposal that experiment should be 
made in the importation of woolled rams for crossing with native· · 
sheep was disallowed on the ground that the export of wool 
must be left to white ranchers without native competition. The 
planting of coffee bushes by the natives was discouraged by ·the 
imposition of an annual licence; costing fifteen rupees, ~pon 
every grower of coffee, whether from one bush or from thousands .. 
The ostensible reason for this action was that under inexpert 
supervision disease might break out in small coffee patches own~d 
by natives and spread to neighbouring plantations upon which 
much capital had been invested. This contention lost some force 
from the fact that some of the European estates had had coffee
leaf disease in them for years previously, and it cannot be main
tained that the other considerations of limiting native competition · 
and dissuading the native from adopting a wealth-yielding pursuit 
did not also apply. 

If only Governors in Kenya had acted upon the wholesome 
advice which the Soothsayer gave to Julius Ca>Sar-" Beware 
the Ides of March ! "-the Colony would have been saved much 
expense and some ignominy. It was reserved for a Judicial 
Inquiry in the year 1925 to place on record that this period, 

l O.G., 1918, pp. I, 178 
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just before the Big Rains break, is- •• notoriously touchy,ni but 
that fact had. beep. within the knowledge of observers Jor years_ 
previously. .. As mad as a l\iarch ha,re ., is. a description which 
may well carry keener illumination to residen:ts in Kenya ~ 
to others in temperate regions. -A measure of seasonal inactivity 
prevails on the farms. Owners are waiting for the rains-always 
a tense occupation, and one _leading to arixiety if their onset is 
delayed. The sun rises in a sky of brass, and the winds throughout 
the hours of daylight are high ari.d hot,.and, in the towns, loaded 
with dust. One's skin gets dry and rough. Tempers are short. 
Numbers of peculiar decisions have been take~ in Kenya iii or 
about the month of 1\iarch. Yielding ·to representations. in_ 
l\Iarch 1917, the Governor appointed an •• Economic Com
mission •• consisting of two officials and three settlers to inquire 
and report on a commercial arid industrial policy to be adopted 
after the War. He then left the country and retired from the 
Colonial Service on pension. l\ir. Bowring, acting as Governor 
in his absence, appointed three more settlers. ·The Cornffiissioners 
devoted a whole chapter to General Native· Policy. Their 
objection to Native Reserv.es was pronounced. These ought no 
longer to be regarded as sacrosanct. " Interpenetration ". by 
Europeans should be permitted. A restriction of the Reserves 
"should be again considered," areas released from native occu
pation becoming " available for white settlement." Tlie theory 
that '" provision should be made by the_ State for every son of 
a family to become a landholder would be regarded as absurd 
in Europe/' They saw no reason for •• imposing it ,. on East 
Mrica, the natives of which could •• only stagnate under a regim.e 
of universal peasant proprietorship." The policy of encouraging
the natives to emigrate from the Reserves and become labour 
tenants on European farms should be -carried into effect " far 
more thoroughly 'and unequivocally than hitherto." They 
believed that · 

"the policy of closing the Reserves· to the infiuence of mod~rn civiliza
tion, thereby making them the strongholds of backward savage ignorance. 
should be reversed ... 

_In order that there should be no· misconception as to how modern 
civilization was being kept out of the Reserves, they proceeded : 

1 E.A.S.,l\ifay :16th, :1925, p. 28D. 
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•• This policy has rec:ently taken shape in the publicly made official 
statement of the Chief Nati,·e Commissioner that • he did not see why a 
native should turn out to work for Europeans if he wanted to develop 
his o"n land.' •• 

If the land in the Resen·es was to produce its highest );eld, 
that could only be done if natiYes learned imprm·ed methods 
by working for Europeans ; u therefore those who wish to see 
the Resen·es most productiye should advise the natives to go 
out to work... Needless to say, the Report contained no adYocacy 
of using agricultural instructors in the Resen·es, Industrial 
training for the Mrican, including apprenticeship of natives to 
fanners and planters, was advocated, and cc a wide policy of 
natiye education in the more comprehensh·e sense of the word " 
was stated to be e\·en more necessary. This gleam of interest in 
the advancement of the natives was used as a prelude to a tirade 
against the Indian community in the country, the nature and 
fate of which are detailed in Chapter XIX. The Treasurer of 
the Protectorate added a minority vote disagreeing "ith the 
suggested encroachment upon Native Resen•es. One non
official, 1\Ir. Clarke of 1\Iombasa, did not sign the Report· at all. 

Except in the case of a few indh;duals, of whom some were 
missionaries, the nath·e population was regarded simply and 
solely as a labour-force for the planters and farmers, who on 
December 31st, 1917, numbered I,on. This is illustrated in 
the official Allllllal Report of the Protectorate for 1917-18, in 
which Chapter VIII, on Native Administration, consists of nine 
lines; while Chapter IV, on the Go,·ernment's senices to the 
agricultural and stock-raising sections of the settlers, runs to 
nine pages. In this year there were military operations, costlli.g 
£33,262, against the Somali, 1\Iasai, Elgeyo and Turkana 
tribes, but as reference to the reasons for, and results of, 
these campaigns could not be included in nine lines of 
space, it was omitted. In I91S-19, " Native Administration " 
ran to nine and a half lines, wllile European agriculture received 
fi,·e and a half pages •. In 1919-20 "Pro,incial Administration," 
as it was now called, declined to eight lines, of which two 
were : " The influx of new settlers brought an increased demand 
for nati,·e labour which was well met." The inauguration of 
the Registration System (v. Chapter XI) was also chronicled. 
In 192o-21 the chapter on Agriculture for the first time had a 
separate section C on Native Agriculture, and Native Adnlinis-
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tration was accorded one whole page. ru· showiJtg how essential 
local knowledge js to the understanding even of -GOvernors'. 
Annual Reports, mention may be made of a statement in I9I-4-J;5 
under •• Native Administration '" that -

.. in the Thika district there were at the end of year 5 ,ooo acres under 
sisal, 2,ooo acres unP.er coffee and 300 acres under catch crops." 

Anyone outside the Protectorate, reading this statement in this 
context, might well imagine· that fortu~ate natives were growing 
valuable crops for export, but the development referred to was 
entirely on European estates. 

In the years 1919 to 1:921 the subjugation· of the nativ~ of 
East Africa was probably m.ore co~plete than it· ever· will be· 
again. It has mystified many people that the early po~on· of 
this regime synchronized with- the establishment of a post of 
Chief Native Commissioner, to which Mr. John Ainsworth was 
appointed. He had. long been one of the most abused of the 
Government officials on account of his pro-native leanings. Yet 
he, the local Government, and local clergy and missionaries 
gravitated together to a c~oser appr9ximation than will, it may 
be hoped, ever be reached again, to the position which the 
more _reactionary German colonists had held before the War: 
•• Colonization consists in the utilization of .the soil, its products 
and its men, for the economic profit of the colonizing- nation , 
(Hassert), and "Colonizing_ Mrica is making the negro work •• 
(Fischer~uoted by Sir Frederick Lugai-d.• 

On October 23rd, I9I9, there was issued over the signature 
of John Ainsworth a Circular which still ranks as the high-water 
mark of exploitation by a--British Government in our times. ·It. 
was widely supposed in the Protectorate that it was compiled 
by Mr. Ainsworth in less trenchant terms, put up to the Governor, 
amended by him and thus published. It ran as follows:-

LABOUR CIRCULAR No.~:. 

Nairobi, 23T:l October, 1919. 

NATIVB LABOUR ~UlRIID FOR NON-1'-JATIVB FARMS AND OTHER 
. PRIVATE UNDERTAKINGS. 

There appears to be still considerable shortage of labour in certain 
· areas due to reluctance of the· tribesmen to com.e out into the labour 
field ; as it is the wish of Government that they should do so, His Excel-

• The Dual Mandate in Tropical Africa, p. 391. 
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Ieney desires once again to bring the matter to the notice of Provincial 
and District Commissioners, and at the same time to state that he 
sincerely hopes that by an insistent advocacy of the Government's 
wishes in this connection an increasing supply of labour will result. 

2. His Excellency trusts that those Officers who are in charge of what 
is termed labour supplying districts are doing what they can to induce an 
augmentation of the supply of labour for the various farms and planta
tions in the Protectorate, and he feels assured that all officers will agree 
with him that the larger and more continuous the flow of labour is from 
the Reserves the more satisfactory will be the relations as between the 
native people and 'the Settlers and between the latter and the Govern
ment. 

3· The necessity for an increased supply of labour cannot be brought 
too frequently before the various native authorities, nor can they be too 
often reminded that it is in their own interests to see that their young · 
men become wage-earners and do not remain idle for the greater part of 
the year. They should be informed that the Government is now taking 
steps to keep all native labourers while out of their Reserves under · 
supervision, and the conditions of camps, etc., regularly inspected. 

4· In continuation of previous communications on this very impor
tant subject, His Excellency desires to reiterate certain ·of his wishes and 
to add further instructions as follows :- · 

(1) All Government officials in charge of native areas must .e,.ercise 
every possible lawful influence to induce ·able-bodied male 
natives to go into the labour field. Where farms are situated · · 
in the vicinity of a native area, women and children should be 
encouraged to go out for such labour as they can perform. 

(2) Native Chiefs and Elders must at all times render. all possible 
lawful assistance on the foregoing lines. They should be 
repeatedly reminded that it is part of their duty to advise .and 
encourage all unemployed young men in the areas under their 
jurisdiction to go out and work on plantations. They should 
be encouraged to visit plantations where their . people are 
employed. · 

(3) District Commissioners will keep a record of the names of tho11e 
Chiefs and Headmen who are helpful and of those who are 
not helpful, and will make reports to me from time to time 
for the information of His Excellency. The nature of these 
reports will be communicated to the Chiefs. In cases where 
there is evidence that any Government Headman is impervious 
to His Excellency's wishes, the fact should be reported to me 
for His Excellency's information together with any recom
mendations you may desire to make. 

(4) District Commissioners will, as often as occasion requires, hold 
public meetingS at convenient centres to be attended by the 
native authorities. At these meetingS, labour requirements, 
places at which labour is offered, nature or work and rates of 
pay must be explained. District Commissioners will invite 
employers or their agents to. attend such meetingS. 
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(S) Employers or their agents requiring native labour will be invited 
and encouraged to enter freely any Native Reserve and there -
get iri touch with the Chiefs, Headmen and Natives. . 

(6) Requirements of native labour for Government Departments 
should be met as far as possible from the mor_e remote areas
which do not at present supply an appreciable number of men 
for labour on plantations. 

s. His Excellency instructs me to ·state that constant endeavours will 
be made by this Government to obtain labour from the adjacent Con-· 
quered Territory in order that: the supply of native labour in this country 
may be augmented. The Native AuthoritieS might be informed of this, 
and it be pointed out to them. that should any considerable nmnber of 
natives be so introduced into this country it will probably ~neal) less· 
money going into our native districts. 

6. It is hoped that the Resident Natives Ordinance, ~1918, and the 
Native Registration Ordinance, I9Js.• will soon become operative_. The 
provisions of these Ordinances should help to ameliorate the position. 

7. Should the labour difficulties continue it may be necessary to 
bring in other and special measures to meet the ·case ; it is hoped, how
ever, that insistence on the fore~ing lines will have appreciabl~ effect. 

This was followed by the publication of a joint memorandum 
by the Bishops. of the Ch\lrch of England in East Mrica and 
Uganda, and by the senior_ representative of the Church_ of Scot
land ii_t East Mrica. The writers accepted, with regret, the use 
of pressure to obtain labourers. for Government ·work and for 
private employers, but traversed some of the inten1;ions appearing 
in the Government's programme. Although a high degree of 
courage was needed to make any stand· against the campaign 
for the economic subjugation of the native a~ that time, the 
writers can probably deriv~ little satisfaction, at this date, from 
looking back at such a declaration as 

.. We do not believe that there is the least intention, on either side, 
of exploiting natives for private ends.'" 

This would have been a remarkable declaration even if the 
writers had not just previously quoted a circular issu~d by the 
District Commissioner of Kyambu, near Nairobi, on October I']th. 
1919:- . 

.. As I understand that a considerable amount of additional labour 
will shortly be required to get in the coffee crop, and as I intend 
to arrange for a temporary supply of child labour from the Reserves, I 

1 V. Chapter XI. 
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shall be glad if any coffee grower who may like to employ these children 
will. l\Tite his name hereon, stating the number required, the time for 
which they may be most needed." 

They summarized their Yiews as follows :-

·• We believe that ideally all labour should be. voluntary. We 
recognize that, at present, this is impossible, and that some form of 
pressure must be exerted if an adequate supply of labour neeessary for 
the development of the country is to be secured. 

"We are cominced that the present proposals for securing labour, 
which stop short of definite enactment, but put large undefined p(,wers 
in the hands of nath·e chiefs, "ill lead to very unsatisfactory results, and 
that these powen "ill inevitably be abused. 

" We are strongly of opinion that-

I. Compulsory labour, so long as it is clearly necessary, should be 
dt:finih:'ly kgali::~d. Such a legal obligation would, from the 
native point of vie'v, be more satisfactory than indirect pressure· 
brought to bear through native chiefs. 

2. It should be conji111~d to ablt..bodieJ rr~m. No Government pressure 
should be brought to bear on women and children. When 
they work on plantations it should be of their own accord·. 

3· All compulsory work should be done tmder proper c_onditions, 
guaranteed by the Government, and secured by regular inspec-
tion and \isitation. . 

4· The labour obligation of each man should be clearly defintd, and 
the man be free on the completion of his time to follow his own 
business. 

S· Such work should be exacted uniformly, from each tribe, and each 
indi\'idual man in the tribe. 

6. Each man should be free to choose his own employer, none 'being 
forced to any particular plantation against his will. 

7. Reasonable exemptions should be allowed ; of all those in per
manent employment or engaged in work of national importance. 

8. The compulsory labour should be direct~d trimariJy to State f;.'Otk, 
lea\ing the voluntary labour for work on private estates. · · 

"The l\fissions l\'elcome His Excellency's general policy, as expressed 
in his recent memorondum, and recognize, in his labour proposals, the 
earnest effort to meet by all possible constitutional means a great and · 
pressing need. We belie\-e, ho"-ever, that it places far too great a 
power in the hands of natiYe chiefs and headmen, and we therefore 
desire to see it modifieJ on the lines :lbo-re su~--ested." 

The only repudiation of the Go\"ernment's policy that was 
published locally was made by the Right Rev. Frank Weston, D .D., 
Bishop of Zanzibar. In the early years of the War, when General 
Smuts assumed command of operations in German ust Africa, 
the Bishop had "Titten an open letter to him, and now com-
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plained that the British Government, which .had used his l~tter 
(having "cut out. a few inconvenient passages") as war-time_ 
propaganda, under the title The Black Sl(l'J)es of Prus.~a. · wa,s 
now sanctioning conditions scarcely . any better ~n ·German_ 
policy had been. Unlike th~ ·ather Bishops, he was rigid z ;_,. · 

" I wish to make it clear that some. of us who are missionaries will not 
agree to any such policy. We regard forced labour, apart from war, as in. 
itself ~oral ; and we hold that forcing Mricans to work iri the interests 
of European civilization is a betrayal of the weaker to the financial 
interests of the stronger race:• · -

In England these developments -attracted ·much attenti9n.· 
They were assailed in a debate in_ the House of Lol'ds on · 
July 14th, 1920, and a promise was made on behalf of the 
Government that General Northey should send out to his officials 
in Kenya a supplementary Circular. ·This Circular was signed 
in Kenya on that same day. It laid doWn that women and 
children should be allowed to ·return to their homes every night, 
that care had to be taken that the chiefs · did not use favouritism 
or oppression in sending labourers away to work for wages, and 
that they ·did not attempt to bring " pressure to bear upon men 
whose labour is needed for the cultivation of their own land in 
the Reserves.'• It was still stated, however, ~at it was the duty 
of the native authorities to " advise and encourage all unemployed 
young men under their jurisdiction to seek work on plantations." 
There was still no suggestion as to giving such men the option 
of growing . produce in the Reserves for export, much less of 
encouraging it. _ · . 

It must be concluded that this amending Circular was issued . 
under compulsion of higher authority in London, for Acting 
Governor Mr. :Bowring, addressing the .Convention. had stated 
that.· 

" Government had not the slightest intention to weaken the Circular 
in any particular whatever ; the only consideration was how it could be 
s.trengthened. (Applause.) •• - · 

This had reference to_ a resolution-

" That this Convention views with cordial approval Labour Circular 
No. I of the 23rd October, 1919, in so far as it definitely establishes the 

• The Serfs of Great Britain, being a sequel to The Black Slaws of Prussia, 
p. xz. (London: W. Knott.) 
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principle that the labour requirements of private individuals are the 
legitimate and proper concern of the Native Administration and earnestly 
hopes that no attempt will be made to relieve either District Officers of 
the duty of • exercising every possible lawful influence ' or the chiefs 
and elders of the duty of • rendering all possible lawful assistance ' in the 
endeavour to meet such requirements." 

The reported speeches of delegates at this Convention, which 
the Acting Governor and Acting Chief Native Commissioner 
attended, make ugly reading. Mr. Bowring, in addressing 
his Legislative Council, waxed indignant at the representa
tions that had been made at home concerning the prevalence of 
forced labour in the Protectorate, and defended the Circular 
hotly. 

" The primary object of the measure, he said, is thus not, as has been 
alleged in certain quarters, to force the natives to work but to see 
that the work is done. • • . The Labour Circular has been grossly 
misrepresented by those who allege that it prescribes a system of forced 
labour. It is merely the publication in a new form of the instructions 
which have been issued from time to time to District Commissioners for 
years past, by successive Governors. Express care has been. taken to 
make it clear that only legal methods can be employed in inducing 
natives to seek for work." 

This assertion about the attitude of previous Governors would 
have~ been damaging, if true. Nothing equal in . s~verity· to 
Labour Circular No. I had previously been issued by any· 
Governor. British Government in East Africa had reached the 
nadir of its recession from established British standards. 

Against clear warning from more than one of. the senior 
Administration officers as to what was likely to happen, native 
taxation was pushed up to 16s. a head. This, coupled with the 
Registration Ordinance (v. Chapter XI) and compulsion of women 
and girls to work on plantations, resulted in the abortive rising 
under Harry Thuku, described in Chapter XIII. The natives' 
tax was then promptly r.educed from 16s. to us., and from 
1922 to 1927 Government 'exaction from the native community, 
over and above this tax, has taken the inconspicuous form of 
high " inward , railway freights and increased import duties, 
running up to 20 per cent. and 30 per cent. ad valorem. and in 
one case as high as 90 per cent. The native community is not 
yet well enough educated to realize how it is being got at by 
this indirect taxation, so unrest is averted. · But even as late as 
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l\1arch 9th, 1925, The Times correspondent in Nair6bi explai~ed . 
that 

.. A popular theory is that the native taxation should be increased._ 
the argument being that the more m·oney the native is foreed to earn for 
the State, the longer he will have to work," 

and the local Gov~rnment must therefore be credited with some . 
slight. degree of rigi~ity in .r~sisting this agitation. 

In 1922 an Amendment of the Native Authority Ordinance 
of 1912 was passed. The male native had been (and· in 1927 
still is) liable to do six days' unpaid labour every quarter ppon· 
roads or other works of. value to the tribe, though, under ·an · 
Administration Order of May 1923, natives returning from 
labour contracts for a period of residence in the Reserve may 
be exempted, at the option of their . District Commissioner, if 
.. steadily engaged in a trade or in business or agriculture on their 
own account." Several oth~r classes are also · exempt-native 
clergy, teachers, ·hospital dressers and others~ In addition, this 
Ordinance rendered every male native liable to be. called up for 
6o days' paid labour upon· works of public urgency. Nothing 
was said as to such employment being only under Government 
Officers, and in actual practi_ce press-gang labourers under this 
Ordinance have been handed over for the ·enrichment .of sub
contractors working on State projects. A proviso was inserted 
that no native who had worked for three months during one year 
should be liable for this compulsory labour in the succeeding 
year. The -local Government scarcely dared to specify that. this 
must be wage-labour for an employer, though there. is no doubt 
that that was the interpretation which it was intended to apply~ · 
However, on October 27th, r920, Lord Milner in the House of 
Lords stated that it_ was the view of the British Government that 
three· months' labour by a native on his own land should suffice 
to free him from compulsory labour on State projects. This 
created. consternation in the Colony, ~d rendered the Ordinance 
largely useless as a stimulus to ~e supply of wage-earners. It 
was even the case that some compelled labourers in 1925 contested 
the legality of their allotment to worK. on railway construction, 
won their case in Court and were released. 

The obligation to do six days" unpaid work in every quarter, 
even although this is on public improvements of utility to the 
natives· and close to their villages, is a practice that is open to 
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objection. Abuse of these powers may so easily become a 
hardship. While honourable officers see that such labour is 
exacted from male natives only, and is employed only for the 
statutory sb: days per quarter, others do not resist the temptation 
to prolong the work of entire villages for much longer terms. 
They are able to make a show of great development in their 
districts, and High Authority, inspecting upon its infrequent 
visits, is usually supine in ascertaining whether the terms of the 
Ordinance have been strictly observed. The chances are. that 
irregular action elicits commendation for vigorous administration 
rather than rebuke. On the whole, it is undoubtedly preferable 
that all forced labour should be paid for in cash to the labourers 
themselves, District Officers being given the necessary grants 
from State revenues. 

1\Ir. 'Vmston Churchill became Secretary of State for the 
Colonies in 1921, and, reversing the policy of his predecessor 
without any compunction, he sent out a Circular in a GoYem
ment '\rute Paper, Cd. 1509 of 1921, which is still supposed 
to control Government policy in Kenya. It prescribes that 
officials shall take no part at all in recruiting labour for private 
employment. Practices that had been indulged in and fostered 
for years are not, however, easily changed, especially in the case 
of Mricans, who are not impressed with the importance of 
Government Circulars, even in the rare cases when they ktlow 
of their existence. So two illustratior.s may be given of practices 
in the years 1922 and 1925 which closely reproduce the regime 
that had flourished with the full knowledge of Government in the 
years 1919 to 1921. . 

An official and his wife, on safari by car, roll into a small 
Government station in the late afternoon. The Assistant District 
Commissioner is away in the Reserve. During a leisurely tea 
as their tents are being lifted out of the car and pitched, they 
notice a string of young women and girls passing up the hill 
upon which the station bungalow stands. Each girl carries a 
kibtlyu, or gourd, of capacity varying from a pint to half a gallon. 
They are carrying water up to a tank at the officer's house. The 
spring is a long way down the hill, and the waste of labour in 
carrying a pint of water at each trip is prodigious. The swift 
tropical dusk at length settles down and work is discontinued
but the girls do not return from their last trip up to the bungalow. 
The visitors go up to inquire, and find the girls sitting in a 
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huddled group near the servants" quarters· behind the bungalow, 
and looking scared.. Inquiring from one of the co station hands·''." 
who is in charge while the Bwana is away. they are told· th~t 
the girls are to sleep in one of _the o~thouses. ·as t!le work is to 
be resumed in the morning, the tank being not yet full. Without 
comment or any disconcerting inquiries, the_ visitors wander off and 
make for the doctor's bungalow-the only other European habita
tion in the station. Ascertaining from him that he knows nothing· 
about the alleged order for- the detentiou of the girls, the visitors 
decide to take the law into their own hands and dismiss them home 
for the night. On getting b~ck to the bungalow, it is found that. 
the girls have been locked in one of the outhouses in charge . 
of a cowed old man who had come with them from· their village. 
The door being opened, the girls, in their daytime lack of cos
tume, without blankets or food lor the night, are found crouching 
before a tiny fire. It is the same huddled group--only more 
scared now. They are undoubtedly afraid as_ to what may happen 
to them before morning. One thing may be taken~ quite certain 
-that the trembling old man in charge of the party would have 
similarly opened "the door to any of the station stiLff, porters or 
askaris, who might have told him to do so. The girls are ordered 
out and told to hurry home. After a moment of· apparent 
incredulity, they tear off down hill into the darkness to a di"Jinuendo 
of joyful cries. (Danger averted for that one night.) 

It is satisfactory to be able to relate that, when shown the 
photograph of this water-party (appearing as Plate II) and told 
of this incident, the Chief Native Commissioner was incredulous. 
\Vas it possible, after the .Circulars he had sent out, that these 
hoary malpractices were still going on ? Where and when was -
the photograph taken ? • • • -

Shortly afterw~ds, a further definite prohibition of the 
detention of girls away from their homes was published for 
general information in the Official Gazette.'~ The particular 
example· that has been quoted took place at a Goverrunent 
station. Multitudes of girls similarly experienced forcible 
detention in these dismal years on plantations and in labour 
camps, and few were as fortunate as the :• water-fatigue n _at 
this bush station on the evening when the touring official, with 
his wife, rolled in by car. The Circular,z already quoted, issued 
from Kyambu as to an issue of children to the farms is ominous 

:o: Go-,.·ernment Notice No. 93. O.G •• '1923· p. 294- • V. p. '105. 
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enough in this connection. The complaints of KikUyu natives 
at the Dagoreti meeting described in Chapter XII are definite 
on the point.r 

The fact that old sins die hard is illustrated in a Times report ~ 
that, as late as October 1926, the Kenya Government 

" believed that the attitude of hostility or neutralit)• on the part of 
Administrative officen hindered the flow of labour, Therefore they 
were now definitely instructed to do their utmost to promote the 
flow of labour frorn the Reserr.'es, a matter which was of immense 
importance to the industries of the country." ·(Italics are the 
present writer's.) 

(By " industries," the speaker of course meant non-native 
industries.) Next day the Governor appeared to contradict this 
assertion. In a public speech he said 3 :-

" I begin by stating the truism that the Government neither 
can nor will produce labour from the Reserves by compulsion of 
any sort, and it is therefore idle to call upon the Government to 
guarantee a supply of labour sufficient to meet all demands, present 
and future, of private enterprise." 

Interested parties on either side may comfort themselves· with 
whichever of these sayings they like best. What matters is
how they are carried out. This lies, to a great extent, with junior 
Administration officers, who, though often mystified; remain, for 
the most part, unmoved by the wobbling of the local Govet:nment 
and, in any case, do not " do their utmost " to harry natives 
on to the wage market. (Being a junior Administration officer 
in Kenya, provided that one is not a worm, is a desperate 
adventure.) 

In the month of March 1925 the local Colonial Secretary, 
1\Ir. Denham, was acting as Governor on account of the death . 
of Sir Robert Coryndon. He was unwise enough to make a 
speech to the Convention with inadequate previous study of his 
subject. HeapparentlyJorgot all about Nr. Churchill's despatch 
in Cd. 1509 of 1921, and informed the delighted delegates 
that " Government expects every Administrative officer to giye 
all possible encouragement to the labour within their district to 
work on the lands which have been opened up by the settlers ... 4 

Next day witnessed an outbreak of slander of Goyernment 

I v. P· :us. 
J Th1 Times, October :z7th, 19::6. 

• Octoher :zsth, 1926. 
• EN~.s., l\larch 14th, 19:!5. 
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officials by .delegates, unparalleled even iri ~y previous month 
of :March. This is referred to in Chapter X.x Carried away. 
by zeal for purifying the Service, a . group. of seven farni.er~, 
headed by the chairman of the Conv~ntion, . decid~ to deliver. 
a quietus to one official at any ·rate. The official in question, 
r.t:r. S. V. Cooke, B.A., an Assistant District Commissioner, met 
his assailants half-way, and demanded a Judicial Inquiry into his 
actions. This was sanctioned by Government, and conducted · 
by the Chief Justice of the. Colm).y, assisted by the Chief Native 
Commissioner and a settler member of the Executive Council, 
r.ir. l\1acLellan vVilson. The settlers' charges .were held to be. 
either frivolous or not proved, and r-1r. Cooke emerged from . 
the inquiry carrying the· honours. .His disclosurc;is,, however, 
revealed one of the methods by which employers, if so minded, 
could sometimes move an official to act oppressively towards 
native labourers who had incurred their .masters' displeasure. 
Mr. C. K. Archer, President of the Ruiru Farmers• Associatiol) 
and Chairman of the Convention, had employed a youth. of about 
xs years of age for some months, and the latter had then left 
work and. returned to help .his father. This action on the boy's 
part was quite in order. He was under no obligation,- legal or 
other, . to do anything further for this employer. Mr. Archer, 
however, wrote to the official at the local Government station 
and denounced the boy as a slackers going so far indeed as to 
suggest that the boy would be a suitable capture for some unpaid 
compulsory work in the Reserve. Mr. Oldfield, the official at 
the station,· promptly complied with the b~hest of the important 
politician. The boy was _called in to the Government station 
and detained there. (Complying with a similar written sug- . 
gestion from another settler, 1\t!r. Oldfield had made another boy, 
who was complained of~ work as a porter for 35 days for no pay. 
Due· to the efforts ·of Mr. Cooke, this boy was afterwards paid 
in full. Episodes of this sort lend strength to the contention 
that all compulsory unpaid work in the Reserves !Should be 
discontinued.) At this point lVlr. Ol'dfield proceeded on leave, 
and l\ir. Cooke took charge at the station. He found the boy 
am9ng the prisoners there, although not convicted, tried or eyen 
charged. Mr. Archer received. one or two letters of a type to 

" Y. P• :t74· 
a E.A.S., 1\fay :znd. l9ZS. pp. :zSc. :z8n. :Z9, JO, JI. J:Z, 34; May I6tb. 

1925,pp.:z8c,:z8o ' 
H· 
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which he had never been accustomed since he rose to eminence 
in the Convention. As he would not proceed with any charge 
ag-ainst the boy (for the sufficient reason that he had no leg-J.l 
grievance),llr. Cooke released the boy from custody and sent 
him home. He also fastened upon an assertion of l\Ir. Archer 
that ::\Ir. Cooke had been tran..~erred &om another district upon 
secret pressure by settlers for his remo\-al. On this point, the 
Commission reported that the movement of officers " because of 
grievances alleged by planters, without full inYestigation, could 
only lead to a most unwholesome condition. . • ~ :\lr. Cooke's 
request for an inYestigation of the Jacts was reasonable., The 
Kenya Gon·rnment f.Uled to take the opening, thus pro\ided by 
its Chief Justice, for a further Commis...~on of Inquiry. The 
Commission of Inquiry allowed itself to mention that l\Ir. 
Cooke's correspondence might at times ha\·e been more "tact· 
ful,, but othenYise his action on eye.ry point was supported. 

The inquiry being oyer, :\Ir. Cooke proceeded on leaxe. 
Upon their returning to duty, llr. Oldfield was posted to Kabamet, 
one of tl1e most charming high-leyel stations in the Cl1lony. 
l\Ir. Cooke was sent to Wajir in the Northern Frontier District, 
a desert region, low and unhealthy. Young Administ:r-J.tion 
officers in the Sen-ice no doubt took notice. 

It is, of course, the case that when compulsory labour is c-.illed 
up for urgent public requirements, it is chosen soldy from tl1~ 
Resrn:cs. As soon as the incidence of this labour Jeyy, supposedly 
for the general good, is C.\."tended to the labour camps on the 
alienated estates, there will be a sudden ces...<;ation of demand for 
the repeated application of GoYernment,s cc press-gang u po,~·ers 
under the Nati,·e Authority Amendment Ordinance. 

The day may come, of course, when the settlers of Kenya 
as a body will deal with those among their number whose actions 
bring discredit upon the employer cla..--.s and gh·e rise to easy 
but unjustifiable denunciation of the white ptmter as a \inJ.ictive 
tyrant. Tit~ fact rmwiJtS tlUlt aJ trcsmt tlu·y JiJ not Jo so. \\"hen 
in 1920 a European employer flogged a native at inten-als during 
three days so that he died on the third enning, at the SJ.me time 
ordering and supervising the thr-JShing of a nati,·e wom;m (who 
happened to be pregnant, and so bad a misCllTiJge ne.'\:t morning). 
also torturing two other nath·es by screwing up their fingers in a 
\ice, subscription lists on his account were opened in sever-.11 dis
tricts. It was left to one settler (the bte Comm.mder B.ury, RS.) 
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to write t9 the paper denouncing. such· degeneracy. Another 
native who, under orders, had also flogged the dead .man, com-. 
mitted suicide by shooting himself. . Settler;s as a body could 

·make it worth while for a depraved white savage, and tho5e who_ 
support him, to leave the country. "Government might deport 
such, as undesirables. The political leaders might devote some 
of their powers of·victimizatio_n to men gUilty of such exploits
exploits that ought to be impossible in any British community.· 
The ·missionaries and -clergy might ~e their voiees ·heard. in 
the Colony. None of these things usually occur. The dread 
of local unpopularity seems to outweigh personal zeal for the_ 
support of a mere tradition. It is forgotten th:lt high traditions . 
are only maintained at the price of. unceasing vigilance· and of 
much personal discomfort to individuals at times. · 

Undoubtedly much alleviation of severe conditions for natives 
has been effected by clergy and missionaries, by the process of 
confidential interviews with Governors, or by reporting to 
Mission headquarter -offices ·in Great Britain, which· in tum 
make representations to #le Colonial Office. When remedy 
is not obtained· by this .routine, it is generally left to the 
Archbishop of Canterbury to focus public attention upon mal
practic;:es by exposure in the House of Lords. He is not as 
popular in Kenya as he might be. Unless clergy and the British 
missionaries in Kenya jointly and openly support high standards, 
they will continue to enjoy the present_ unenviable distinction 
of living in ~ very mixed community where nobody is afraid 
of them. Foreign missionaries, America11;, French and others, 
are perhaps in a position :where reticence is justifiable up to .a 
later stage of delinquency· than is the case for BritiSh people of 
religious professions. Govert;1ment has had, in the official ranks, 
cases of complete moral breakdown, and it is to the credit of 
the local Governnient that ~fficials have, on occasions, been 
recalled from up-country stations by the first down train and put 
out of · the country by the first boat-never to return. 
Settlers cannot do this to a fellow-settler, however depraved ; 
but they can ostracize him completely, black-list him at . the 
lo~l saloon, and leave the natives free to picket his farm ~d 
to refuse to enrich him. The tropics would do the rest, quickly. 

A generation hence, Mrican natives will no doubt still be 
working for European employers in Kenya. They will be better 
educated and more efficient ; their rate of wages, in cash, will 
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perhaps be ten times what it is to-day-and profits will still be 
made. Labour-sa\>ing machinery v;iJ.l be employed to an extent 
at present unthought of. The employers v;iJ.l be mi'n and u:omt>n 
for tl.'!zom Africans are v:illing to work, and the output of work 
per man ,,iJ.l be astonishing, compared with present standards. 
State capture of deserters, and all the legislative chicanery ren
dering this possible, v;i.ll be a thing of the past. So v;i.ll attempted 
repression of native tribes by armed " burgher forces!' All 
rights of industrial organization "i.ll have been freely conceded 
to Mrican workers. Peacefully and amiably the ·AfricanS will 
have sent worthless and reactionary whites about their business
by the gentle process of doing nothing for them. Before being 
thus smashed, the worst types of employer v;ill have used the 
last elements of pressure that they can command, both in the 
political and social spheres, to get permission to introduce labour 
from other primitive and more servile races elsewhere in the 
East. Already, in 1926, the Governor licensed two importations 
of labour from Portuguese East Africa, but there was an im
mediate demand in Parliament 1 for the Secretary of State's 
justification of this step. He lzad receir:ed no i11jormation about 
it. It appears that the sanction was not acted upon (up to. the 
time this book goes to press). The British House of Commons, 
if it is \\ise, \\i.ll have resolutely voted down every request for 
racial intermi~tures by labour importations into East Africa in 
the interest of unadaptable Europeans who only want cheap and 
subjugated "hands," and who are indifferent to the social 
difficulties "ith which their action would saddle the Colony, long 
after they had made their profits and skipped with them. 
The demand of selfish whites for cheap coloured labour has 
given rise to some of the major problems of statecraft to-day, 
the world over. It lies "ith the British Parliament to see that 
Kenya Colony, in particular, is saddled v;ith no such difficulties, . 
at any rate until Africans are exercising preponderating influence 
in the Legislature of the Colony. After that, the question may 
be left to Africans to deal "ith. 

As for the whites in Kenya in these years of grace, if they 
like to be represented by obscurantists who regard direct b..ution 
as the worst of all e\ils (except, of course, for natives), who use 
their last endeavours to maintain " indirect n forms of u.ution 

• Commons Deootes: February 2.:tnd, l\larch rsth, 29th, April IJth, 
}Wle gth, 14th, 19a6. 
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under which ignorant and unorg:ulized Africans can be h~od
·winked to any ~ent, who complacently garnish the Statute. 
Book of the Colony with measures for the. press-gang and f~r 
deserter-capture, who unblushingly press for ·the theft of lancl 
that has been under continuous native occupation·· for counties& 
years before they ever saw Mrica, who regard Employers• 
Liability in its Western sense as- only a less evil than industrial 
organization for workers, that is their own affair. It is for them· 
to decide whether . they liope to figure among the survivals or 
among the smashed. They will not avert the smash merely by 
running a night school on their farms : rather ~at will expedit~ 
it. They can only do it by entering the political arena, riSking. 
unpopularity among mariy of the socially influential, and seeing 
that those who are responsible for the present condition of the 
Colony's Statute Book go down and out, as far as the political 
life of the Colony is concerned, and that their theories go 
with them. 

Notable among these theories is the one that the European 
employer class must get responsible government. of the Colony 
into its own hands, by clamouring for a majority in the Legislative 
Council until some weary. Secretary of State grants the -demand. 
Confident in· their progress towards this haven of rest {or. is it 
a mirage?), the inspired politicians of Kenya, untroubled by any 
dream that the worm will ever turn, either in Great Britain or 
in the Native Reserves, are already counting the profits of their 
venture. In. February 1926 one of the elected Legislative 
Councillor&, the Hon. Captain Coney, was_reported as saying:-

•• The position of the labour market was really serious. • You. 
will netJer solve the labour problem until you have control of the country 
--when you have that ''OU will im-mediately solve the problem! The 
policy of the Government should be that every male native of the 
Colony must work. Could the meeting define to him how that 
policy could be enforced ? Did the meeting suggest for a m.oment 
that Government could force labour ? He thought that all the 
Government could say was· this : • You must work~ither in the 
reserves or on the farms, but work you must.' If that policy were to 
be applied, they would have the politicians at home determined to • do 
us in.' There was· no solution e:occept lo get control of the Colony in 
OUT own hands • ., " (Italics are the present writer"s.) · 

It is not surprising that elementary forms of Trade Unionism 
are developing among the tribes which supply the greater part 

• E.A.S .• February :t6th, :1926. 
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of the labour force working for Europeans. Mricans are, more
over, beginning to take an interest in the Colony's Statute Book 
and in the annual Budget. In Goyernment and missionary 
circles principally, but also in trader and settler circles to some 
extent (not to mention other groups overseas and the natives 
of Uganda), there are those who mil coach them in modern 
methods of self-protection. The late Bishop Weston of Zanzibar 
may have been speaking mth the voice of prophecy when he said, 
in 1921, with reference to Kenya :-

" The grandchildren of our present settlers may inherit 
some property ; they mu not, Under the present proposals, 
find labour with which to develop it. n 



CHAPTER VII 

THE DISEDUCATED 

DEFINITION OF ".A LIBERAL EDUCATION.•• 

.. Liberal education· ought to be given under conditions favourable to the 
health of the students. Their bodies should Le developed. and trained by a 
system of vigorous exercises. Their eyes should be trained to see ; their ears 
to hear with quick and sure discrimination. Their sense of beauty should be 
developed. and they should be taught to express it by music and by movement 
and through line and colour. Their hands should be trained to skilful ·use. 
Their will should be kindled by an ideal, and hardened by discipline enjoining 
self-control. .They should learn to express themselves accurately and simply 
in their mother tongue, Through mathematics they should learn the relations 
of forms and of numbers. Through history and literature they should learn 
something of the records of the past ; what the human race (and not least their 
own countrymen) have achieved ; and how the great poets and sages have 
interpreted the experience of life. Their education should further demand 
frorn them some study of nature, and set them in the way of realizing to the full 
both the amount and the quality of evidence which a 'valid ~nduction requires. 
Besides this, it should open windows in their minds so that they may see wide 
perspectives of hi$tory and of human thought. But it should also, by the 
enforcen1ent of accurscy and stelldy work, teach them by what toil and patience 
men have to make their way along the road to truth. . . . 

"Above all, the education should endeavour to give them, bysuchrneasures 
and influences as it is free to use, a sure hold upon the principles of right and 
wrong, and should teach them to apply those principles in their conduct. And 
then its chief work is to enlighten and practise the conscience, both the moral 
conscience and the intellectual conscience. Through the activities of cor
porate life in school or college, it should give the pupils experience in bearing 
responsibility, in organization. and in working with others for public ends. 
whether in leadership or in submission to the cormnon will.'• 

CALClJTTA UNIVERSITY CoMMISSION REPORT, I91:9 
· (Vol. iv, chap. xxxi. par. IO']). 

I N Kenya there are to be found people who are uneducated, 
people who ar~ educated and people who may be described 
as diseducated. In the last-mentioned category are included 

those in whom the attributes developed by previous education, 
which may have approximated more or less closely to. a oc liberal 
education," have wilted and declined under· adverse, though 
superficially attractive, conditions of climate and environment. 
Climate is perhaps· the principal factor in the process_ of 
diseducation, at any rate among immigrant peoples. Even 

· the shallowest of European. observers pretends to be able to 
recognize this process in the case of trained natives, especially 
" Mission-trained niggers:, who have gone back to their villages 
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and abandoned the cotton wear of " civilization ,. for the 
blankets or skins of time-honoured native adoption. Under 
closer examination, the effect is seen, clearly enough, among 
certain of the Coast Arabs, among whom, strangely mingled 
with indhiduals of alert powers and great force of character, one 
does meet "ith e."ttremes of listlessness and sloth.- It is seen also 
among some Indians who have been for years in the country. 
They have been almost absorbed into an African limitation of 
life and thought. One may speak to them in Hindustani, even 
in intelligible Hindustani, and they reply in Kiswahlli:_the 
lingua frmua of the trader in Eastern, Equatorial Africa. As the 
Europeans would say : they have become Swahfii-ized. Among 
the Europeans also the process may be recognized, in all its 
stages down to the level of the u white Sw<un1i," who adopts 
native garb and lives in a dwelling little better than a native's, 
with one or more nati,·e wiws. The man, or woman, who 
" goes slze~i .. need not concern us here. The decline usually 
has a history of whisl..-y behind it. It is merely the price that 
some family in England is paying for our Empire overseas. 
The family at home and the victim in Africa receive· a large 
measure of sympathy-almost necessarily silent. In due time 
the end comes-sometimes the outcome of prolonged disease, 
at other times accelerated by placing the barrel of a shot-gun 
in the mouth and touching off the trigger "ith the toe. . Everyone 
is relieved when the end comes-however it comes. These 
people are not maintaining racial standards. They are better 
out of the way. They are usually accorded European burial, 
but not always. Happily there are very few of them. _ 

It is the more numerous class, whose decline has been so 
slight that they would indignantly deny its ha'-ing begun, that 
is more of a concern to the statesman and sociologist. Often 
Europeans who are marvels of vigour and acquisitiveness e.wbit 
an adYanced degree of mental inertia. It must be admitted, on 
their account, that the daily operation of e."tacting work from 
wage-paid labourers does involve a seyere output of nervous 
energy. The end of the day's labours, '\\ith the s"ift descent 
of the tropical night, which occurs regularly and monotonously 
between 6 and 6.30 p.m. all the year round, finds them in no 
mood for intellectual effort. Whisky-and-soda, a hot bath, with 
dinner ne."tt-perhaps in pyjamas, kimono or dressing-gown, and 
mosquito--boots-followed by a pipe and some desultory con· 
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versation, with or without selections on a ·gramophone, constitute 
the routine prelude for an early collapse into slumber-pre~· 
paratory to the restart at 6 o'clock. or earlier next morning. 
In hundreds of homes nothing is read except .the local newspaper., 
with Reuter's scrappy version of the world movements going 
on outside the all-sufficient scrap of ter:ritory which ends up, 
clearly enough wider the tropical starlight, in a hard black line 
where nearby mountains or far-stretching prairie meet the 
intense black dome of sky, ·vergffig to indigo and siate ·as the far 
horizon is reached. Making one's money in the tropics, other
wise than by speculation, is hard work. Let no one suppose 
that it is not. It is so hard, that the process is all too commonly 
associated with a low level in culture. This result.is recogni~ed 
in the tropics, but the process is seldom guarded against. For 
the large majority in Kenya, the experiences of the moment are 
regarded as preparatory to a retirement from Mrica with acquired 
wealth, and to a less strenuous eventide of. life;. spent _in enjoy
ment of the more cultured distractions to whi~ the possession 
of money opens the door in other lands. Meanwhile, every 
day's exertions increase, step by· step, the ultimate selling value 
of the property, and if there are other parts of the tropical world 
where one can get rich equally quickly, there must surely be very 
few in which one can do it anud such an attractive setting. With 
ever-present regard for the ultimate day of selling-out, the average 
landholder maintains, on the surface, a vehement stream of 
eulogy for- the climate and all his surroundings. The ·climate 
is pictured as ideal ; the surroundings as both delightful and 
improving. The suggestion that any malign influence is at work 
beneath the brilliant surface is openly scouted, however fully· 
it may be admitted in family consultations of husband and wife. 
"Why is it," asked a former Governor's wife, after an extensive 
tour with her husband in the farming districts, " that wherever 
we go I :find the children screaming ? n The Tropical Sanitarian 
is prone to suggest that it is -not customary for Nature to extend 
.favours without exacting her price ; · that in her most alluring 
aspects there may soipetimes lurk cynical influences, operating, 
perhaps, not in the· first generation;· operating, perhaps, only 
on the psychic plane. "What shall it profit a man if ••• " 

For English children the country is a forcing-house. Girls 
of ten and eleven may be found who are as developed physically 
as girls of sixteen or seyenteen are in Britain-miniature 
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women, in fact. Numbers of growing lads have attained a height 
of six feet, though both their parents are only of moderate 
height. It remains to be seen what the rising generation's 
longevity record will be. There is plenty of confident assertion 
forthcoming that European adolescents are not free from mental 
lethargy nor endowed with average powers of concentration. 
Girls and boys alike expect high wages immediately upon leaving 
school, quite irrespective of whether they have fitted themselves 
for the reliable discharge of even minor responsibilities .. Num- . 
hers of girls get married soon after leaving school,. often while 
still in their teens, and to husbands who are anything from twenty 
to thirty years their seniors. It is scarcely open to doubt that. 
an accurate count of divorces and judicial and agreed separations 
between married couples would yield a figure per I ,ooo of the 
adult white population sensationally higher than similar figures 
in Britain. Beyond this, tropical irritability in many families 
lends an aspect of truth to the schoolboy's " howler " : 11 Acri
mony, sometimes called holy, is another name for marriage., 
Some debate still lingers as to whether Kenya is a II white man's 
country " or not. The evidence that is accumulating points to 
the conclusion that it is not, at any rate, a white woman's. · 
country. 

To the visitor, or the new arrival on the land in Kenya, the 
circumscribed range within which conversation flourishes on the 
average fari:n is not without its attractions. It is all " local 
colour." These people are keen. Their lives and labours, ·and . 
those of their neighbours, are put before the newcomer and 
each other with a wealth of detail. It is the opening of a ne:w 
book to the pilgrim-a life with much novelty in it, and with 
a tinge of romance now and then. It is still possible to" have· 
adventures " in Kenya, and occasions may arise when a man 
suddenly and unexpectedly finds himself carrying his life in his 
hands-as also does many a woman. Stirring experiences in 
health and unexampled miseries in sickness fall to the lot of 
some of these pioneers. Death comes to some in strange guise. 
The little scattered cemeteries tell of many of those bizarre 
misadventures which have been associated, all through our long 
history, with the spread of Empire. But in time the novelty 
wears off ; the " local colour , begins to pall. The newcomer 
of advanced or normal outlook recognizes that he is experiencing 
a pervasive vitiation of faculties, a beclouding of his intellectual 
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range. Fortunate, then, is the man or girl who is able to maintain 
touch with one or more of the scattered homes where a wide.' 

_ range of interests is maintained, and where acquisitiveness· do~ 
not flourish to the exclusion of ethical ideals· or of intellectual 
or artistic pursuits. Equally sad is the disappointinent of those 
who, expecting s~ch an atmosphere,. fail_ to find ii. One such 
arrival in one of the oldest centres of white colonization, who 
soon tired of unending . conv~rsation about the _ weather, its. 
behaviour and prospects, maize, pigs 4and the misdeeds of. the 
local Government, met, at _last, a neighbour who professed an 
interest in reading and in books. Had he read Westward Ho!? 
inquired the newcomer, at one turn in the conversation.. •• Let_ 
me see, let me see!, said the old resident: "Westward Ho! u 

,. By Kingsley,'' interjected the newcomer. -
" Ah, yes-Kingsley!" replied the local votary-uNo, to 

tell you the truth, I haven't ; but I've .been out from home 
now for three years, and it may have appeared since I came 
out!' The newcomer sorrowfully allowed. the conversation to 
glide back to maize and pigs. More often the ·story is one of 
disregard of such opportunities as exist. A visitor' of some social 
eminence entered the thatched sitting-room of a settler ·couple 
whose brains were still alert. cc Ah, books I , he said, going 
over to an array of well-filled shelves. He glanced along them. · 
There was much of topical and of permanent interest there : 
Anatole France, George Bernard Shaw, H. G. Wells, George· . 
Adam Smith, politics, the Great War, some poetry, biography, 
history, eeonomics-all were represented. · The moving finger · 
went from shelf to shelf, and along them. It reached the ·end. 
The worried Knight was drawing a blank. .. Have· you nothing· 
of Ethel M. Dell's ? " he asked his hostess. 

With restricted outlook there is comm:only found abnormal 
alertness iri contradicting statements which traverse accepted 
views or beliefs. Both· statement and denial, unsupported by 
either data or reflection, are commonplaces of local conversation. 
-A number of travellers were passing over the Rift Valley in a 
first-class carriage on the Uganda Railway. Among them was 
one of the early explorers, of international reputation, revisiting 
old haunts after an absence of more than a quarter of a century. 

· Some turn of the conversation revealed the possibility that he 
had been in those parts in earlier days, and he was questioned 
on the point. He explained that he had last been there in x894· 
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"No! you couldn't have," came the prompt correction. " Tlze 
railway wasn't built then." 

How are widened sympathies and an extended, or at any 
rate an uncontracted, outlook to be maintained under such con
ditions as have been described ? Assuredly, only by effort, and 
sustained effort, at that. Unless residents cultivate a studious 
habit and suppress the pervading disinclination to serious reading, 
unless they carry their studies of world movements considerably 
beyond Reuter's scraps of " news " in the 1ocal paper, they must 
be content to acknowledge themselves as receding from the 
position of men and women of any balance of judgment in the 
onward sweep of mankind's achievements, and as lacking any 
appreciation of the broadening horizon, both in the West and 
the East. They descend from the position of alert women and 
men of affairs to an outlook which is often intensely parochial. 
It is, perhaps, this very contraction of interests that gives rise 
to the typical colo~ial failing of self-sufficiency. In his narrowed 
little world the colonist ia a person who does things, who makes 
a visible impression. He, or she, sees broad acres of virgin 
country, or of untidy and irregular little native shamb.is (allot
ments) that may have passed into his ownership, assume the 
aspect of a well-ordered estate. Geometrical accuracy of lay-out 
succeeds to capricious outline, so often pregnant v;ith long family 
histories. The land has been passed to him as a clean. or nearly 
clean slate, and he has drawn a picture upon it : a picture which 
affords him pleasure, apart from the fact that it has a cash value . 
and will some day be sold for cash. He knows, better than 
anyone else, exactly how the result has been achieved, and _it 
does not cross the mind of one man or woman in a thousand 
that the process has been other than commendable and right 

. from start to finish. With acquisitiveness as his principal stimulus, 
lighted with the pride of possession, honoured locally and 
enriched in proportion to the forcefulness and financial success 
of his methods, ignorant of psychology, disregardful of history 
and intensely disdainful of the political emergence of organized 
labour in any land, but particularly in the one of his adoption, 
the two inflictions in. life which he finds simply unendurable 
are criticism of, and any interference with, his methods. It is 
a sidelight upon the mental wilt which such a life exposes one to, 
that his customary outburst of remonstrance against criticism 
takes the form of savage denunciation of anyone who, " ignorant 
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of local conditions," ventures to criticize local methods or suggest 
alteration of ~ond_itions, especially with regard to the employ- . 
ment of local labour. A more straine<J misinterpretation of facts 
than this local claim to full knowledge of what is wise and proper_ 
could hardly be put forward.· Overseas critics, while treating it; 
in the main, with firm disregard, must, however, have the charity 
to bear in mind tliat it emanates from· people of widely different 
experiences and modes of life fromtheir own; from people who 
are just what they themselves would h.ave been if ·the· positi~ns 
had been reversed. The type of life lived, and pursuit followed, 
in new lands such as Kenya, lead to a strange evaporation· of_ 
humility and the easy substitution of self-sufficiency and arro
gance in its place. In Kenya to-day, as was the· case among. 
the conquistadores in former centuries beyond the Spanish .Main, 
this failing is often associated with profound consideration and 
benevolence for dependents--so long as .they remain unques
tioning dependents. But, with the slightest hint of possible 
emergence from a dependent state, all the old fires blaze ·up. • • • 

In the towns in Kenya, and particularly in tlie cosmopolitan 
old city of Mombasa, the .lapse from standards of culture and 
the distortion of personal. judgments may well be, and, in fact, 
are, less marked than on the farms. A certain level of social 
performance is maintained which, in actual point of fact, the 
bulk of the workers on the land elect to ignore. Remedial 
influences, social and intellectual, operate in the towns to an 
extent which is generally impossible on isolated estates in the 
country. The social regime is, moreover, a remarkably whole
some and not an extravagant one. It is common enough for 
small social gatherings to pass long evenings in conversation~ · 
sometimes at a high level of interchange. Extravagant expen
diture. and social elan, which are de ri"gueur in so many of our 
overseas possessions, are exemplified only in a narrow circle of 
"social climbers," and then feebly enough. Gambling on any 
princely scale is confined to a very small circle-chiefly composed, 
as is so often the case, of those who cannot afford it. The social 
performances of NairObi would be regarded as singularly" flat" 
at Shanghai. It is just as well that this strictly moderate social 
code should be maintained, for the cost of living is high. Land 
speculation, unchecked for a generation, is mainly responsible 
for this, particularly in Nairobi. If the premises of dentist, 
tailor, .architect or provision merchant are on land that has cost 
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[,4o,ooo an acre, some proportion of the interest on that capital 
expenditure is paid by each member of the public who has 
transactions with firms so situated. This sets a level of charges 
towards which prices in otl1er parts of the town inevitably tend, 
though with less justification. Thus, one pays, for example, 
fantastic prices for house-rent. For the avernge man and woman, 
the cost of living is higher at Nairobi, taken nll the year round, 
than at Simla. For those who strive to establish themselves as 
tlle leaders of society, Simla admittedly affords more scope for 
prodigality. 

For tl1e most part, the to"n populations suffer little or not 
at all from the political furies tllat tear tlle vitals of tlle farmers. 
E.'1:ponents of tlle alleged \iews of small settler communities in 
the high-level districts, particularly when they forgatller to
getller in conventions, can scarcely be recognized as the mild 
and genial indhiduals which, for the most part, they are in their 
homes. " Herd instincts " seem to escape so easily from rntional 
control at these reunions of the isolated. The to\ms for tlle 
most part escape tllese lapses into irrationality. During the clima."'( 
of the anti-Indian agitation, when even ecclesiastics wa.'ted 
fervent, as is described in a later chapter, NairObi Club contin1,1ed 
pla)ing cricket with Asiatic elevens, apparently obli\ious of 
heated opinions in the backwoods that they were doing anything 
subversh·e of " white domination . ., The sporting spirit and 
a true sense of values are marvellously interrelated. As long 
as the former flourishes in any mi.'ted community, there is more 
than hope for the emergence of the political stability which is 
essential to human happiness and to prosperity. 

Prolonged acquaintance with the groups that comprise the 
European population of Kenya ''ill inevitably lead to the con
clusion that the grace of humility flourishes better in the official 
world than among the settlers. This is not because the officials 
are an inferior breed. They are the same breed. Some settlers 
have become officials. 1\Iany officials have become settlers. A 
high level of education, with or \\ithout specialized training 
(according to the post to be filled), is demanded from officials. 
Only the possession of [,so is demanded from settlers. The 
chief reason is to be found in the treatment that is accorded to 
the two groups. TI1e officials are subjected, incessantly, to a 
most salutary flood of criticism and disparagement-all except 
a very few of them who unsweningiy follow the behests of the 
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Political !\lachine ; and they are usmilly discarded without 
ceremony as soon as done with. When the settler -commurii:ty: 
is criticized, its more restive members behave quaintly~ven 
nice gentlemen among them._ Mr._ Wood, ·c.M.G.; M.B.E . ., 
annoyed at some reference to the settlers made in the House of 
Commons by an M.P. who had formerly been Chief Justice of 
the Colony, urged in the Legislative Council in Nairobi that 
retired officials should receive with their next instalment of 
pension a cautiomiry circular as to their observations on- the 
Colony. On the advice of Lord Delamere, who was of the 
opinion that any such step would be " a great iniquity," the 
aggrieved member withdrew his request. · In most of our. little 
Dependencies there is a local Press, -frequently no£ in European 
hands, which indulges regularly in the pastime of lampooning the 
Government. In Kenya,· this eXhilarating exercise is not confined 
to .. coloured ., exponents, and although, in accordance with well
established Government cust~m, an official may not atiswer attacks 
made upon him in his public capacity, attack is no.Qe the less exult
ingly indulged in. The net result is all to the good_. It is possible 
for officials in ·t:iny Dependencies to attain, in the absence of 
some corrective in regular doses, to an attitude of almost incredible 
pomposity. The success of Great Britain as a colonizing Power 
hinges upon the fact, if we are to believe one eminent ~erican · 
visitor to East· Mrica, that her young men and· women, when 
launched upon their own resources in circumstances where they 
are released entirely from the control of home influences and of 
public opimon, degenerate less quickly than do those of other 
nations. The eminent ·American may, of course, have ·been 
trying to be polite. He was only a visitor, and he had some lee;.· 
way to make up, because, only a short time previously, he had 
launched a mercil~ss castigation of the drinking habits of the 
white conmmnity-:-and this . was fifteen . years before America 
" went dry." Whether he was right or wrong in his dictum, 
the fact remains that attainment, at an early age, to positions 
of responsibility does, in some- instances, seem to impair the 
development of the humbler virtues. Even in Nairobi, in earlier 
days, there resided a young couple, 1n the official world, who, 
by the irreverent, were called u Mr. and Mrs. God!' Lord 

·Delamere's Reform Party, to its credit, has striven, not altogether 
without success in most cases, to temper any exuberance of self
satisfaction on the part of the paid servants of the .British 
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Government in the Colony. It is hoped that in the course of 
time, and with extended practice at the nets, even Kenya's 
amateurs may be able, in turn, to stand up to swift bowling. 
At present they are palpably nervous and leg-shy. 

. The average Briton, who has so often been abashed by the 
indignant question of an infuriated colonist, u to what on earth 
he knows of the requirements or the mentality of the native 
labourer in the tropics, will begin to acquire the elements of 
an apt rejoinder when he asks himself what on earth he knows 
of the requirements or mentality of his chan,·oman; of the \vaitress 
who serves his hurried midday meal or of the bus-conductor 
who escorts him home every evening. At least he is in a better 
position to acquire knowledge of this sort in that circle than is, 
in his own distant sphere, the planter. The home-dweller, and 
those who work for him, speak the same mother tongue--however 
quaint may be some of its local intonations. They are not only 
of the same race, but of one nation. They may be of the same 
religion. Their homes are perhaps not so widely separated as 
not to be open to mutual inspection-at any rate from the out
side. Each knows something as to how the other lives. The 
planter lives in a social world abysmally distant from that of. his 
native labourers. Often their homes in the Colony are hundreds 
of miles apart. Often they can speak no language in common. 
Their outlook on life is fundamentally different. Their skins are 
of different colour. The planter's overriding concern in their 
relations is one of self-interest. If in England mutual-under
standing between different classes scarcely exists, what becomes 
of the average planter's claim to an understanding of his ~lack 
labourers ? Not in one case in a hundred is his command of their 
language equal to the formulation of a question upon ·some 
abstract aspect of mentality-much less of comprehending the 
real import of an answer. 

The fact is that, far from being the sole and final authority 
upon the requisite and proper treatment of the coloured subjects 
of the Crown in distant lands, the local employer of coloured 
labourers for his own profit is peculiarly disqualified, by limi
tations imposed by his environment and by the inevitable bias 
which self-interest imports into his judgments, from acquiring 
a balanced \iew of the highest interests of his native neighbours 
and it is wise statecraft which imposes and maintains a pro
hibition to any material degree of control by him over their 
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destinies. In the case of Kenya this control is better, and more· 
fairly, effected from the Homeland-both to-day a~d until the · 
Mricans can . meet the European landholders and employers· 
politically on equal terms-by the British ·Parliament and by 
Parliament's local servants, the Colonial Civil Service. · 

It was a far-seeing manreuvre on the part of· the Political 
Machine in Kenya to press on behalf of the poor down-trodden 
Civil Servant (its friend for once !) that he should not be denied 
the privilege of buying, holding and speculating in land. "!'he 
grant of this right must have been accorded, by High Authority, 
in an _unwary moment. Its effect has not been· other than 
demoralizing. That an overseas Governor and his staff sh~uld 
be able to acquire estates upon whi~ labourers over whom they· 
ruled, as the representatives of their King, had to labour for 
fixed wages, while the striker and the picket were, by the law 
of the land, treated as criminals or rebels, would no doubt 
have been held to be perfectly normal and in order. in the six
teenth century, beyond the Spanish Main. It is a trifle out-of-date 
in 1927, in the British Empire. At least, quite a number of 
people think so# . One is lt;ft wondering whether they are right-
or wrong . 

• -· • • 
In subsequent chapters; especially those dealing with the

Indian Question, examples will be found of the. effects of dis
education among some of the Europeans in Kenya. Authorities 
in Britain :w~o are responsible for the control of affairs in the 
Colony will do well to remember that self-sufficiency there in · 
the management of privat~ affairs leads readily to a belief in ~e 
possession of innate capacity for managing the affairs of others.
It must sur:ely be some unexplored climatic influence which makes 
a few of the less stable of the settler community in Kenya imagine 
that- they are called upon n~w to guide racial movements that 
will be making history on the world's stage years after they are 
dead-and that they are equal to the task. Yet it will be seen 
that they speak and write with great assurance in· this vein. 
They meet ; they discuss ; they resolve. It cannot be denied 
that they produce. a very great effect-upon each other •. 

I 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE MARVELLING! MASAI 

" But everyone is of one opinion in agreeing that when once the Govern
ment has given its word to the natives in fuci.ng a reserve that the reserve so 
fixed should be absolutely inviolable. It therefore becomes of all the more 
importance that the greatest care and forethought should be taken to prevent 
any subsequent interference with an area which has once been fixed by the 
Government as a reserve.'' . · 

From the Report of the Land Committee, May 1905, 
(S~d by) LoRD DELAMEP.E (Chair111an). 

FRANK WATKINS. 
J. W. BARTH. 
R. w. HAMILTON. 

B RILLIANT sunshine, a cool, bracing wind (everlastingly 
from the South-East) and a swift, lilting run of notes : 
tempo, allegro di bravura, melody (to our ears) little or 

none, rhythm well-marked and, for the rest, an inconsequential 
sequence which the sheep, at any rate, know well enough. A 
Masai youth is whistling to his flock of sheep in the Great Rift 
Valley, sauntering in front of them, halting frequently-":h~n 
he stands upon one leg, the free foot pressed against the inside 
of the other thigh just above the knee, a comforting position for 
a free foot which would otherwise be on hot ground. The sheep 
cover upwards of half an acre, in a compact mass, strung out 
more or less in a crescent shape, with the main bunch in the 
middle. Occasionally our herd-boy moves to one or other of 
the wings and corrects animals that are straying unduly. His 
gait, as he strides, is an example of what human carriage can· be 
at its best. a·e is having their portion of the valley floor cropped 
systematically. Later, if the dry weather continues, he and his 
entire manydtta (village) and the cattle and sheep ·will move out 
of the valley, up the steep slopes on to cooler and moister grazing. 
grounds on the plateau. beyond the long level skyline of the 
valley-side to the East. On this morning it is a matter of some 
surprise to him to see a tiny group of strangers in the distance. 
They pause frequently and then walk rapidly. Two are white 
men : there are several Swahilis also and two or three men 
with cloths on their heads-a type which the Swahilis call 
Hindee (a new type to our 1\Iasai herd). This troupe is 
behaving strangely. One white man takes a heavy affair that a 
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Swahili porter had been carrying upon his . shqulder and ~pens 
it out so that i~ exhibits three wooden legs~ upon which· -lt~ 
makes it stand up. · He appears to .be loo:\dng through a tube 
stuck on the top of it-at one of the Hindees who has move4 
some considerable distance ahead, and who holds a long, painte:d . 
stick in an upright position. The white man hi intervals of 
looking through the tube wav:es first one arm and then the other, 
and the Hindee makes sudden movements accordingly. A 
Swahili runs to an· intermediate' spot aJid flattens out a bunch of 
tall, rough grass with a wooden-handled bush-knife.. At first 
he appears to have attacked the wrong bush, for the white man 
yells orders to him in bellowing tones. He obviously gets· angry 
and talks explosively to himself in a.Ioud and savage voice when 
he is not roaring to the distant Swahili. Another glance through 
the tube, and his wrath (the swift, volcanic temper of the surveyor 
in the tropics) dies down as suddenly as it arose. From the. 
distant position of the Hindee there comes the sharp click of a 
wooden mallet driving a peg into the sun~baked ground. The 
white man writes something in a book and looks through the 
tube again. The Swahili embraces the three-legged affair, 
closes it up, leans it carefully against his shoulder and marches 
ahead with it. And so, during the course of the long, hot day, 
the little troupe moves off into. the distance, pausing, travelling,· 
pausing. travelling. As our Masai laiOni returns whistling to 
the manydtta towards sunset· with the flock moving rapidly 
homewards, he meets the troupe returning to their camp. As 
they pass him there is a sudden halt. A _white man steps a few -
paces in front· of the rest, goes down on one knee and holds 
another affair up to his shoulder. T~ere is a loud crack and a 
distant antelope falls down kicking-dead. Two or three 
porters race up to it and eventually follow the rest down the · 
valley, carrying tlie cut-up .carcase. Our youth had heard of 
guns before, but it was the first time he had actually seen one 
used. ·Next day a larger procession comes past, carrying loads 
which he knows to be folded-up tents--others boxes, tins, oil
lamps (a great idea), cooking· pots7 tools and things. (The 
Survey Party is shifting camp.) Marvellous people, but q~te 
harmless and genial. They paid decently and amply for milk, a 
sheep, and one or two things they wanted. One of them had 
given him a few kibirlti in a_ box (a gorgeous invention for 
making fire without trouble or exertion). In f~ct, he and the 
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others felt quite well disposed towards these particular travellers. 
Perhaps if they had realized all that was portended for the tribe 
and their herds and flocks by this preliminary reconnaissance for 
the Uganda Railway .•• 

·While quite content to live at peace with passing visitors 
who might happen to be natural gentlemen, our 1\Iasai, as resi
dents in the valley from time immemorial, were quick to correct 
ill-behaviour if it were exhibited by visitors. For instance, that 
enormous caravan that came into the valley (in November 1895) 
knew nothing of good manners-so why should they· live ? 
Because they were such a huge mob, about 1,400 strong, and 
also had some guns, they clearly thought that they could help 
themselves to what they wanted. Camped for the night near 
the Ked6ng Valley, they had even helped themselves to one or 
two 1\Usai girls. (Suift feet from tillage to tillage. No sletp 
that tzi'gllt. Concentrations of " moran,. (rcarriors) before Jau'11.) 
In the morning they actually appeared to imagine that they could 
take these girls on with them. The 1\Iasai marvelled greatly at 
the fonvardness of these Swahili porters. They also took shield, 
spear and knobkerry and wiped them out; It was a great day. 
The attack began on the slopes of the saddle between Kijabe 
Hill and the dormant volcano L6ngonot. Time after time a rush 
of spearmen got in among the miserable pack of unarmed 
Kikuyu carriers, of whom more than 450 dropped to the long 
spears as the doomed caravan struggled along its last march of 
seven miles. The final round-up took place on the bare 'patch 
of ground which the railway traveller of to-day sees almost 
directly below his carriage window. as he gets his first look down 
into the Rift Valley. The Kikuyu porters broke and scattered 
to the hills, and some hundreds of them escaped. Of the ·102 

armed Swahilis 98 ended their safari days that morning. Some 
of them, of course, fought like trapped leopards, but the bulk. 
of them went to (their) Paradise squealing-in bunches. No 
Mdsai girls left the v.;a/ley. Something attempted, something 
done. Normal tribal occupations were resumed. The hyenas, 
jackals and marabou storks were hard put to it to clear up the 
mess along that bloody trail. However, they left nothing much 
but skulls eventually-clean skulls. 

A few days later, the quaintest punitive expedition in British 
history was clambering at sunrise down tile steep valley-wall, in 
places almost precipitous, into the Rift Valley. A rifle in one 
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hand, water-bottle on one hip, a heavy bag of cartridges banging 
on the other_as ~e jolted down the rocky path. Ye$, a one-~ 
expedition ! Mr. Andrew Dick, on~-time _Chief Accountant of 
the Imperial British East Mrica Company but now trader, h~d 
gone berserk. He would teach the Masai tribe riot to blot out · 
any more trading caravans. He soon stepped out of the cool 
shadow of the W estward-fa~ing escarpment-to spend the rest 
of his life in hot Rift Valley sunshine. At some distance behind 
him followed three perplexed ·Frencqmen, travellerS- who hap
pened to be in camp on the top of the escarpment just_ then and 
who were unwillingly co.:operating under a threat of Dick's 
that he would denounce them for cowardice· across the length 
and breadth of Europe· if they did not join him· in correcting 
the l\1asai~ The whistling of a herd-boy ceased~ to the crack 
of Dick's Remington, and his herd was driven off towards 
the following Frenchmen. There was ~en a further advance. _ 
One or two Masai who approached to ask what was going on 
dropped at long range. (Swift feet round the villages;) By the 
time one or two small mobs of cattle had been· collected, there 
were spears in- the landscape, and the Remington barked fre
quently. In the hot hours of the early afternoon Dick was 
acting as rearguard to a slowly retiring column of livestock driven 

·by the Frenchmen. He had upwards of forty Masai corpses to-
his credit. Gliding figures accompanied the column, in the 
bush on the flanks. Dick's last bag was a painted warrior who 
had 'Such a fine spear and lion-skin head-dress that Dick went 
across to collect these as spoils of war .. The dead man was -
lying at the edge of a· ~epression, which proved to be full_ of 
Masai, who rose, at .close quarters. The rifle may then have 
jammed or the ammunition .may have given out. The French
men saw Dick hurrying to rejoin them, wheeling round occa- · 
sionally and checking pursuers by pointing at them a rifle which 
no longer barked. One moran grasped the situation and raced 
at Dick in spite of the pointed rifle. There was a dance of 
figures in the final episode of spear versus clubbed rifle-and the 
spear won. A bullet from one of the Frenchmen dropped the 
victorious mordn next instant across the body of his dead rival. · 
The Frenchmen got away with the stock. The warriors scattered 
slowly to the humming villages, marvelling at the hardihood of 
that white man lying there on his back in Kedong Valley starlight 
-and at the satanic accuracy of his rifle. 
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The 1\Usai medicine-man Lenana was on a visit to Fort 
Smith when news of this affray was brought in to Mr. T. T. 
Gilkison, the Government Collector there. A preliminary 
inquiry was held by Mr. John Ainsworth, and a final one by 
1\ir. Jackson on his arrival from Uganda to take charge of 
Naivasha Province. It was then held that the·l\Iasai in both 
instances had acted under such provocation that no punishment 
should be inflicted for the deaths of the Swahilis or the white 
man. The raided cattle which the Frenchmen had brought up 
out of the valley were confiscated and were given to the fainilies 
of the murdered Kikuyu porters. Lenana was allowed to return 
to his village. 

The Masai marvelled hugely. These people were just and 
calm in council, even though an odd individual, like Bu:ana. 
Dick, might break out now and then and be the very devil. The 
Government was a concern with which gentlemen could afford 
to have relations. Now they knew where they were. (That 
belief clung to the 1\Iasai for years.) 

Then came the Uganda Railway-astonishing 'days. The 
1\Iasai marvelled again-and behaved in· exemplary ·fashion, 
giving Government no trouble whatever. Then came settl~rs. · 
The 1\Hsai went on tending their herds in blissful ignorance 
of the fact that their grazing grounds in the Rift Valley were 
applied for twice over. Then came individuals, who were clearly 
Government men, but who asked questions as to how much 
latld they wanted round lakes Naivasha, Elmenteita, and Nak1i.ro 
in the Rift Valley and the rivers flowing into them. The .Masai 
marvelled at the stupidity of these questions and answered them 
with much mental confusion, which increased when their chlefs 
were interviewed and asked whether they would all vacate ·the 
Rift Valley. Proposals, increasingly insistent, were made that 
they should go North to Laikipia. They were promised that if . 
they did, they should remain there for ever, entirely undisturbed.· 
It was only the land neru:: the railway that the settlers wanted. 
The 1\Usai might remain also on the Southern portion of the 
Rift Valley (where there was practically no water) and they 
should have perpetual right of travel along a stock-track half a 
mile wide over the escarpment and Northward as far as their 
new lands on Laildpia. Finally, under heavy pressure, they 
surrendered, much against their will, to the wishes of the Govern
ment. A treaty was signed on August 10th and I sth, 1904, and 
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the tribesmen vacated the Rift Valley and moved away to the 
North, marvelling. The official record says that" some preSsw:e 
had to be put on the Masai of the Rift Valley to induce th.em 
to leave their grazing grounds for _the Norther~. Reserve." A 
portion of one clan, the Ptirko Masai. refused to go North and 
disappeared Southward into what was at the time an unexplored 
region. The wliole episode was an eviction and nothing else. 
It was carried out not only because white men wanted land near 
the railway but ·becaus·e- intending .stock-raisers acted on a 
principle that was subsequently stated (in an unofficial publica
tion) in these words : " A European requiring a stock farm 
cannot go wrong in acquiring land formerly occupied by Masai, 
who are experts in choosing grazing grounds." Everybody knew 
that, from- 1900 onwards. 

This treaty of I904 was -negotiated by Commissioner Sir 
Donald Stewart. In his correspondence. with the Secretary of. 
State he expressed the belief that after Masai stock had grazed 
and improved the rough land on Laikipia, to ~hich ·they were 
going, settlers would be certain to cast envious eyes upon it as 
they had already done on the Rift Valley, and he had therefore 
inserted a phrase in the Agreement of August 1904 that _would 
obviate further trouble. It was that " the settlement now 

· arrived at shall be enduring so- long as the. Masa! as a race shan· 
exist, and that Europeans or other settlers shall· not be allowed 
to take up land in the Settlements." Sir Donald Stewart, 
however, died in 1:905. The Masai as a race still exist, but the 
Agreement only endured for 6 years 26:r .days, and settlers then-
got land in Laikipia. Q.E.F. · 

By the year zgo8 suggestions were being made ·as to evicting 
the Masai once again and driving them to the Southern borders 
of the Protectorate. The land there, .. as a whole, w~ unsuitable 
for -Europe·an settlement!' . The official history 1 of the tribe 
states that " the suggestion to move the Masai was undoubtedly 
made in the interests of European settlers." The la,nd allotted 
by the agreement of 1904 had soon proved inadequate, and the 
boundaries had been extended.: There had been friction with 
European stock-raisers on or ·near their boundary. The promise 
of Government to allow travel along a stock-track from South to 

• An Administrative and Political History of the Mdsai Reserve, by Mr. G. 
R. Sandford, M.A .• October 19x8 (printed by Waterlow & Sons Ltd.~ 1919). 

a Cd. ss84 (191 I), p. 20. 
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North had not been honoured on account of the risk of disease 
to the stock of Europeans on estates abutting upon the projected 
route. Lemma, the head Laibon or medicine-man of the tribe, 
living a few miles out~ide Nairobi, thus found himself increasingly 
losing touch with the Northern Masai, and was reported to be not 
averse, therefore, to a concentration of Masai in: the South. It 
is impossible to describe precisely the various ways in which 
influence was brought to bear upon the Masai, on the Govern
ment and on individual officers for the abrogation of the ~eaty 
of 1904. It would be tedious to follow the lohg series of 
manreuvres which led up to the required result. Much detail 
is available in the official " History," which, while remarkably 
frank, still leaves a number of openings for reading .between 
the lines. The Colonial Office attempted to insist upon full 
and complete native concurrence being forthcoming before· 
sanction for the evacuation was granted, and from first to last 
it proved thoroughly difficile. Nevertheless, by February 24th, 
1910, it was decided that the Masai move should take place.1 

Ugalishu, the most forceful of the chiefs in the North, main
tained opposition to the last. " If you wish us to go; we will 
go," he said, " but we do not wish to." 

There had been unceasing objection to any movement of 
Masai stock on the half-mile-wide stock-route reserved to the 
tribe by treaty, but when the opening of Laildpla for .settlement 
was involved, and not merely the good faith of the British 
Government, " the majority of settlers were public-spirited 
enough to consent to the Masai passing over their farms, and 
four separate routes were arranged." a . 

Among the episodes of this strange piece of colonial history 
figure a precipitate start of the move in April 1910, its stoppage 
by the cabled orders of the Secretary of State on April 20th, a 
further conference by Government with Southern and Northern · 
Masai chiefs on May 3oth, 1910, an examination of the proposed· 
Southern Reserve by Masai nominated by Ugalishu, an adverse 
report by them as a result of their tour, a meeting of the 
Northern Masai on August 27th, 1910, at which they informed 
Government that they would leave Laikipia under compulsion 
but not otherwise, a visit of the Governor to London at the 
end of 1910 and a statement, on his return, that the l\tasai were 
not to be evicted from Laikfpia against their wishes (this was in 

• Cd. ss84, p. 19 ' Cd ssS4, p. 19 • . 
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reply to an inquiry at a public lunCh at Nakuro on March· 9th, 
1911, as to what ~e prospects were of Laikipia being opened-up: 
for white settlement), the death of Lenana ~n March 7th, 1:911, 
the convenient report of a dying wish of his that the Norther~ 
Masai should move South, propaganda by Government with this 
•• dying wish," a meeting in Nairobi with Masai representatives 
on April 3rd, I9I I. at wh~ch- a request was made by the 
Northern Masai that they might be allowed to move South, 
report of this happy turri of events tp the Secretary· of State, 
approval -of the move by him by cable on May_ 29th, 1911, 
resumption of the move in June 1911, utter confusion in a few 
weeks' time, as three routes converged upon· one locality and 
the grazing there sufficed only for: the first arrivals~ loss o{ 
[.zoo,ooo worth of stock (Masai version~enied by Govern
ment), a show of some truculence on the part of Masai mordn, 
a request from Legalishu to be allowed . to return North, the 
grant of temporary permission for the Masai to- remain on 
European farms near Nakuro and the railway, a stalemate on 
the land and a bewildered Government in Nairobi. . l\1r. John 
Ainsworth was· then called down from Kisumu, ·where. he was 
Provincial Commissioner administering the Kavirondo tribes, to 
take the direction of aft"airs into his hands. He consented ·to do 
this on condition that he received no orders at all. This point -
was conceded, perhaps joyfully. He ordered the Masai round 
Nakll.ro and Elmenteita to return to Laikipia (vvhere their villages 
had now bee~ burnt). The Director of Agriculture next reported 
that the Southern Reserve was fully stocked, as the 1\lasai live
stock proved to be more_ than double what Government had 
estimated it to be, and a hurried examination was therefore made 
of country lying to the West pf it. One hundred and fifty square 
miles of country were :there found to be practically uninhabited, 
former occupants having died of smallpox and their stock of 
rinderpest. It contained good grazing and was well watered. 
The Colonial Office now wired that the eventual move must be 
suspended until this new area· had -been examined· by repre
sentatives of the Northern Masai and until their •• full and free 
assent to the resumption of the move had been obtained.'" 
(Most tiresome.) Two delegations of Masai elders having been 

.conducted round this new area, a conference with Government 
was held at Naivasha on February 1oth, 1912. Legalishu and 
Masikondi then stated that they did not wish to move South 
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as the grazing in the proposed ~ea was inadequate. The 
Governor meanwhile had gone home on leave, and on May 8th, 
1912, Secretary of State Mr. Harcourt decided that the Masai 
should be directed to move South. This was communicated to 
the Masai on May 21st, 1912, and certain Masai chiefs promptly 
applied for an injunction in the High Court, restraining the 
Government from evicting the tribe in defiance of the treaty 
of 1904. A temporary injunction was granted pending the full 
hearing of the case. (Sensation.) The news was cabled to 
London, and the Governor, who was on leave there, resigned. 
The decision of the Courts was given in December 1913. It 
was that the Courts could take no cognizance of the case. The 
Masai were a foreign nation and not British subjects,. although 
under the protection of the British Crown. The Courts had no 
jurisdiction to enforce engagements between sovereign parties 
founded on treaties. The allegation that the Government had 
acted in an unfair or arbitrary manner towards the Masai was 
one that could not be considered by the Court. The · Masai 
marvelled a good deal at these findings. · 

Meanwhile the move had been carried on under· Acting 
Governor Mr. Bowring. Legalishu and Masik6ndi had gone 
quietly to the Southern Reserve and had taken nl open part in 
this litigation, as they had been threatened with loss of the 
subsidies which they received from the protecting Government 
and also retaliation under arms if they did not move as directed. 
The allotment to settlers of land on Laikipia proceeded at 'once, 
The Secretary of State stipulated that no settlers who were to 
receive compensation in the form of land upon any grounds c~m
nected with the move of the Masai should receive such com
pensation in Laikfpia. This did not suit land-hungry gentlemen 
in the Protectorate at all, and under pressure from Nairobi the 
Secretary of State retracted. Laikipia ·passed into white owner- · 
ship. The official history omits to mention the names of the 
settlers to whom the allotment of Laik!pia farms was made. 
By April 9th, 1913, the move was officially declared to be 
completed. 

" The Masai did not, on the whole, settle down contentedly 
in their new surroundings,, says the official History, " and 
showed a disposition to make the worst of everything." The 
administration of these perplexed and sullen tribesmen was one 
of the most difficult posts in the Public Service. It was 
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entrusted on August Ist~ 1912, to Mr. R; \V. Hemsted, and he 
remained in <;barge of the tribe until 1923. The raiding pro-_ 
pensities of the warriors were a sourc~ of continual trouble; but 
were gradually checked. The Reserve was divided into .. Ioca-_ 
tions," which were really clan divisions, each under the charge 
of a chief or headman. The tax of three rupees per adult male 
which the Masai had been paying annually since August 3 Ist, 
1903, in view of the protection afforded to them by Government 
and the Courts, was increased- to fi{teen rupees· (!I). The 
Masai marvelled quiedy at this, but paid up. . 

Although any stockman might know that these native herds. 
would deteriorate by in-breeding if no fresh blood were intra- . 
duced, steps were taken while the Masai case was still sub judice 
to prevent Somali and native traders from introducing. trade 
stock into the Reserve. . The argument was that Masai com
petition for native catde in the market •• kept the price of eatde 
to such a figure that it was unremunerative for European farmers 
to purchase them.,. Orders were issued prohibiting the intro
duction of catde or sheep into the Reserve. Lord Delamere, 
who was . consulted by Mr. Bowring before these orders were 
issued,:r urged that a native carrying a certificate that. he had 
bought livestock with wages earned from a European empioyer 
should be allowed to introduce such stock into the Reserve. 
Otherwise white ranchers would be unable to engage Masai 
herd-boys. This concession was therefQre made in the case 
of 1\Iasai re~ing to the Reserve after wage-earning outside.a 
The officer in charge did not get the generaJ prohibition removed 
untill\farch 1916. Everi t:P.en the Governor suggested that only 
higher-grade cattle,3 as bred by Europeans, should be bought · 
and introduced by the 1\fasai..,....-entirely regardless of their higher 
susceptibility to disease than certain strains of native stock. 

Upon the arrival of Sir H~nry Conway Bel:field as Governor, 
Mr. Hems ted pressed for improvement of the water supplies 
by dams, pipe-lines and troughs, the opening of trading·centres, 
administration of the people through the chiefs and elders and, 
in substitution for the military activities of the warrior caste, 
the_ adoption of compulsory education- in subjects and crafts. of 
value to the tribe. Improvement of water supplies was effected 
on a small scale, being largely paid for by a direct contribution 
of over xo,ooo rupees 1 by one of the Masai clans, and a 

• History. p. 90. a Op. cit., p. 9I. 3 Op. cit., p. 95· t Op. cit., p. 8I. 
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veterinary laboratory was built in the Reserve, but no research 
staff was ever posted to it. 

During the War, male natives of nearly all tribes were con
scripted to act as carriers of supplies for the troops engaged in 
the operations against German East Mrica. These were pro
ceeding in districts where mechanical transport was impossible 
on account of the absence of roads, and animal transport on 
account of the presence of fly whose bite was rapidly fatal to 
horses, mules, oxen and camels. The Masai remained, as 
always, resolute in their refusal to act as porters, so Government 
first invited and then ordered the111-, on August 28th, 1918, to 
supply mordn for the fighting ranks. Being foreigners, they 
marvelled slightly at this talk of conscription, but otherwise took 
no notice of it. An armed force was therefore launched into 
their Reserve to persuade them to become allies and not merely 
friendly neutrals. The Masai were scarcely in a mood to treat 
this active piece of persuasion with unconcern,. They had lost 
over a million sheep 1 and xoo,ooo cattle by death since March 
1917. They had zoo,ooo head of stock sick with pleuro-pneu
monia.:~. Moreover, more than JO,ooo head of their cattle and 
JOO,ooo sheep 3 had been commandeered for food-supply to 
the military. All these had been paid for, but at a price of 
eight rupees a head below fair market value 4 for 'the cattle, while 
sheep were only paid for at four shillings each. u ';r'he Masai 
did not appreciate the manner in which they were obtained," s 
says the cautious History with regard to one round-up of 4t>,ooo 
head of sheep. They had tried to hide their flocks from the 
supplies officers, for which they had been heavily fined. When 
the patrol descended upon them, there was slight bloodshed 6 

(on the Masai side), some mordn, cattle and two women being 
shot-the women, of course, by accident. The first Masai 
recruit was said to have cost £4,000. Some of the clans broke . 
out and indulged in widespread pillaging and destruction of 
traders' and Government property. The damage done was 
assessed by a board of three Europeans at Rs. J6o,ooo (£24,ooo), 
but this probably represented the seizure of an opportunity for 
" spoiling the Egyptians." One of the itexns of claim was 
Rs. Io,ooo (£666 IJS. 4d.) for a partially completed manuscript 
of a novel, destroyed in the sack of a trading post. It is probable 

• Op. cit., p. 59· • Op. cit., p. 61. 
• Op. cit., pp. ll7, uS. s Op. cit., p. 127 

, Op. cit., p. uS. 
' Op. cit., p. 77· 
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that most London publishers would have demurred, with the 
Masai, to paying. that figure for the literary effort in qu~tion." 
The attempt to conscript the 1\Hsai, after . all the other tribes 
had been conscripted, was at first strongly reprobated- by Lord 
Delamere, who offered his services to deal with the heads of 
the moran. Officer-in-charge Mr. flem~ted being out of the 
country at the time, and Mr. Bowring being the Acting Governor. 
the step was taken of or~ering_ all the Governme~t officers to. 
cease work· and of substitUting Lord. Delamere. The l\Iasai 
looked on, tongue in cheek-marvelling withal. -In ·about a 
month, during which he held some conferences with the Masai, 
Lord Delamere reported on October 18th~ 1918, that the mordn. 
surrendered unconditionally, that the fl'len required for the 
King's Mrican Rifles would be supplied, and that no further 
serious trouble need be expected, but that the •• matter must be 
conducted reasonably.'' The Masai pr.obably enjoyed this 
interlude-as the Oriental habitually does . enjoy beguiling the 
sympathetic tourist with agreeable conversati~n. The Civil 
officers were permitted to resume their duties. Mr. Hemsted, 
returning from leave, was faced with a worse outbreak than 
usual of mordn mischief. About a thousand spears too~ the 
field in January 1919 for raids across the border. The official 
History in a footnote. in sffiall- type, records that " th~ Purko 
l\1tsai failed to produce any recruits, and the rank and file of 
the Muran continued a policy of passive resistance, avoiding all 
intercourse with Government officers" (i.e. in the Reserve}. 
" Later, they perpetrate? a num her of. raids in the occupied 
territory of German East Mrica. No part of the compensation 
money was paid." Happily, with the Armistice of Novem..; 
her I 1th, 1918, any necessity to compel the Masai to volunteer to 
fight the Germans ceased to operate. It must be admitted, on 
behalf of Acting Governor Mr. Bowring, that he had at no time 
had direct contact with the administration of native races, his 
early training and experience _being. that of an. auditor and 
treasurer. 

In face of this suspension of Government administration 
and the removal of ·officers known to them, the Masai elders 
proved to be powerless during this outbreak. Mr. Hemsted 
~ontinued steadily to enhance the standing of the councils of 
elders and to work for the disruption of the moran system, with 
the result that when, three years later, another outbreak by a 
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group of mordn was attempted, the rising lasted for eight days 
only (December 3rd to I Ith) and the elders did all the arrests 
before the end of January. This is the obviously sane way of 
policing such an area and people, instead of launching against 
them a military column, on the principle of using a coal barge to 
chase trout. · 

As the power of the elders and the councils increased, it 
became possible to put an end to some of the worst features of 
the mordn system. The long white spear, which had for 
uncounted generations been an object of terror throughout tens 
of thousands of square miles in Africa, was disallowed as an 
item of Masai equipment. It was the peculiar attribute of the 
long spear that Masai tradition required that it should be blooded 
when first received by the young warrior. Any human blood 
sufficed-the non-Masai herd-boy, however tiny, the old 
Kikuyu woman, however decrepit, bending under the pedlar's 
load of tobacco. The spears of the Reserve· were cut down 
wholesale, to half-length, and by 1923 the requirement of 
blooding became a fragment of past history. 

Education was pushed forward. The unused veterinary 
laboratory which had been knocked about in the rising of 1918 
was repaired, and opened as a boarding school for boys. The 
boarders all kept gardens. They grew 20 acres of wheat, and 
were taught ploughing, dairying, transport work, wagon repairs, 
smithing, basket work, ghee manufacture, hygiene, Swedish 
drill, reading, writing, a little history and geography-and 'foot-. 
ball, of course. Sanction was obtained to utilize some z,ooo head 
of horned stock, that had been paid into the hands of Govern
ment as a tribal fine for some murders by mordn, as an experi
mental herd for a demonstration of breeding-up by selection and 
veterinary treatment. A veterinary officer was posted to the 
Reserve. The herd was double-inoculated for pleuro-pneumonia · 
and rinderpest. (The Masai utterly refuse to have their own cattle · 
inoculated.) It was passed through a cattle-dip regularly, as 
the experiment was· being conducted in an area where East 
Coast fever was endemic. If it were demonstrated to the 
Masai that cattle could be reared in East Coast fever areas by 
steady attention to dipping, the stock capacity of their Reserve 
would be almost doubled. Masai assistants were, of course, 
employed and taught Western stock-lore. The experiment 
had continue~ for more than a year, when the veterinary officer 
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was removed, and not replaced. Efforts ·were made to employ 
a skilled but :unq~alified settler to look after the herd~ but no : 
appointment was made. Sickness br:oke o~t in the herd- an4 
losses occurred. The survivors were hurriedly sold by auction,. 
chiefly to Somali traders, and the demonstration ended. The· 
Masai did not marvel. They had ceased to marvel at anything 
the Government did. _ . - -

From 1922 onwards there was m~ch outspoken concern among· 
some of Kenya's politicians-that the Colonial Office had intervened 
and disallowed the collection of some of the stupendous fines 
which had been inflicted upon sections of the tribe for various . 
offences. There was clamour for a Commission of Inquiry· iRto . 
Recent Masai Unrest. In 1923 Government promised that this 
should be held as soon as Lord Delamere (then in England) 
should be available, as he was an indispensable member of any 
such Commission. In due time the· Commission met, under 
the local Colonial Secretary • Mr. Denham, as Chairman. There 
were no terms of reference·: no defined -programme. . The 
presence of the officer who had been in charge of the tribe for 
eleven ye~ was not considered ·necessary, either in the role 
of a Conunissioner or a wiQl.ess. Interest waned. The Commis
sion ceased sitting, having hatched nothing. No report . was 
presented. No questions were -asked as to its findings. All 
quite unusual--even for Kenya. 

Months later, questions began to be asked in the House of 
Commons as. to what the findings of this Committee had 
be~n. Notification of these questions to ~enya apparently had 
some result. A report was· ~uddenly presented to the Legislative 
Council, signed by the Chairman .. on behalf of, the rest of· 
the members. Two of the . non-official members repudiated 
this on. the spot, as they had had nothing to do with its prepara
tion and it did not express ¢eir views. This was a unique 
episode, even in the history of Commissions and Committees in 
Kenya. -No further notice was taken of this report in any 
quarter; · 

The M:asai remain a problem. They are stock-raisers -by 
birth, training and. inclination. We are perfectly certain that 
we know the trade better than they do. We can breed bullocks 
of heavier beef content and cows of a greater milk yield. The 
average 1\fasai beast looks scraggy beside prize specimens of 
European stock. The explanation of the problem (and likewise 
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the administrative puzzle) turns upon the fact that the aims of 
the two groups are different. We are traders, out for cash, 
and we aim to produce the article that fetches most on the 
world's markets, because we love money. The Masai breeds 
not for weight or milk-yield, but from a different standard 
altogether-a standard concerned with colour and markings, 
because he loves cows. Incidentally, the tribal diet, apart from 
meat, is principally milk,1 and, to some slight extent, fresh cattle
blood, drawn off without killing the animal. How is a perplexed 
Government to proceed with a people of skill. and capacity 
devoted solely to the indefinite multiplication of cows ? 

The problem can, of course, be modified in one generation 
and perhaps altered radically in a few generations. The Masai 
race will probably persist for many years, so modifiCation of 
their attitude will be a wise step. It is the opinion of all who 
have made a sympathetic study of this tribe that the only 
solution of difficulties lies in education. If conducted on wise 
lines, there will emerge, from the suspicious tribe of to-day, an 
expending nation which, while remaining expert stock-raisers, 
will appreciate the value of other forms of wealth besides the 
lovely cow, and the Masai will accordingly become an increasi~gly 
valuable trade asset to the Colony. They will, in all prob
ability, not be denied the right to use their wealth in the purchase 
of land, and Masai herds may yet, in years to come, graze on the 
old pastures across which Dick conducted his last historic fight. 

At present little boys (though, for the time being, without 
their sisters unfortunately). sit on (orms before mysteries on a 
blackboard, or do " physical jerks " in the burning sunshine 
that is killing their fathers' livestock a for want of grants· by 
Government to carry out simple operations in water supply. 
It is a far cry to that contented and wealthy nation of the years 
to come, but the blackboard, the printed page, the laboratory. 
and the workshop will carry them there. It is only a question 
of time-and honesty. . 

Finally I it may be mentioned that when the British Govern
ment saw fit to annex the whole country, with the exception of 
the narrow strip of coast land belonging to the Sultan of Zanzibar, 
the Masai did at last, on July 23rd, 1920, cease to be an inde
pendent foreign nation and became British subjects. There 
were no celebrations in the Masai Reserve. 

1 Op. cit., p. 87. a Op~ cit,, pp 63, 87. 
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" :\Iys teries on a Blackboard_" 

"Physical Jerks" 
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CHAPTER IX 

"SHIFTING THE BURDEN SLIGHTLY, 

cc They •• (the European settlers ·in E3st Africa) .. were willing to take up 1:he 
\Vhite 1\lan's Burden so far as the native races were concerned, hut they would 
beg that some .discretion be leff them to shift the burden slightly according to 
the exigencies that they had in British Ea_st Africa.,. - · 

LoRD DELAMERE, speaking at a banquet to Mr. \Vinston 
Churchill in NairObi in NoVCIQber ~907. 

F
OR the year 1924 the yield of direct ti.-xation from 
natives in Kenya was £561,828.1: European poll tax 
yielded Jess than £9,oo0. The 'Vhite 1\fan's Burden is 

to-day being borne manfully-but by black men. It is intended 
in this chapter to narrate the epic of taxation in Kenya. 

In 1901, Lord Lansdowne sanctioned the levying ·of a tax 
not exceeding 2 rupees (2S. 8d.) upon every native dwelling., 
At first, theta.~ was one rupee. It was not until-the year 1903 
that it was raised to two. rupees. For a long time it-~ left 
open to the native to pay his tax in cash or in kind. At some 
Government stations a sheep . was accepted in lieu of two 
rupees. In the neighbouring Protectorate of Uganda. at that 
time consignments of rope-fibre and palm-fibre for huts were 
accepted. being subsequently converted into cash at Government 
sales by auction, but in the East Mrica _Protectorate no farm 
produce was accepted i.ri lieu of cash or livestock. The yield in 
these early days shows tliat less than 5 per cent. of the native . 
population of the Protectorate paid any ta.~ at all. 

The Administration officers, dotted about the country. had 
a -nider range of.duties in these early times than falls to the lot 
of their successors to-day. when other officers of specialized 
training relieve them of many duties which, in ~lier days, 
they had to carry out themselves, as- well as they could. The 
modern system no doubt makes for a higher standard of per
formance, but in the process we lose sight of the joyous individual 
who was his own engineer, forester, agriculturalist, magistrate, 
police inspector, prison authority. commander-in-chief of (tiny) 
armed forces, postmaster, accountant, medical man and, at 

s ChiefNati"·e Commissioner's Report, x924. s O.G.,Nov.ut,%90:1:, p. 281. 
s:· 
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times, surgeon. However, in spite of this glorious role, these 
manufacturers of history were designated " Collectors." Their 
junior assistants were called Assistant Collectors, and they 
resented the abbreviation " Ass. Collectors " which was some
times used for them by the impious. Of all their numerous 
duties the most important one was that of Tax Gatherer, and 
many a worthy young Briton has used his discretion to temper 
the oppressiveness of Government demands upon dismayed 
individuals among " his people " when rigid exaction .of. a full 
tale of tribute would, he knew, enhance High Authority's regard 
for him as" a hardworking and efficient officer." 

The same settler from South Mrica who was most prominent, 
as described later, in fomenting antagonism against the Indians 
in the Protectorate, also took a lead in urging increased taxation 
for the native. Speaking in January 1907, he formulated the 
policy which was before long to be adopted by Government. 
"The coloured races must labour," he said, and we must see 
that " every legitimate means is used to induce them to do so." 
His proposal was the imposition of a poll tax, the revenue from 
which might, he suggested, be used to pay for a strong European 
police force. A deputation of the Colonists' Association to 
Mr. Winston Churchill on the occasion of his visit in 1907 
urged the imposition of a poll tax on the natives only. Lord 
Delamere in December 1907 advocated a one-rupee tax on every 
palm-tree from which natives drew off the sweet sap from which 
tembo, a native intoxicating drink, was made. He also advocated 
a special income tax for the Masai tribe. It would be a very 
easy tax to enforce. It was quite right, he said, that the pol.ice 
should be used in the collection of hut-tax ; 1 it was necessary to 
overawe the natives, as it would take them a long time to learn 
what they owed to the Government for benefits received. By 
the end of 1907 the local newspaper was pressing for increased 
taxation of natives. The only taxation which affected non- · 
natives was a 10 per ·cent. duty on most imported goods, 
though agricultural implements, seeds and plants, and livestock 
for breeding purposes were admitted free. On spirits a duty of 
2 rupees (2s. 8d.) a gallon was charged. (By 1\Iay 1920 this was to 
be raised to 30 shillings a gallon.) The point may here be made 
that the East Coast of Mrica has, in the matter of the liquor 
trade, a record which puts the West Co~t to shame. By the 

1 E.A.S., December 14th, 1907, 
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law of the land, it is a heavily punishable· offence to sell or supply 
to a native .Mrican any imported alcoholic -drink.- This even 
extends to the gift· of wine for Sacrament, for the guidaitce. of 
those ecclesiastics who still use alcoholic beverage_~ in ·one of the 
most solemn rites of their religion. , 

The income tax on the Masai was not adopted by Government, 
but the rate of their hut tax was eventually fixed at a higher figure, 
namely zo shillings, than ~hat o( any other tribe in ~e Protectorate. 

In· 1901 the only regions in which tax was collected .were 
parts of the Provinces of Seyidle, Tanaland and-Ukamba. (see 
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FIG. 4).-THB PROVINCES OF THB BAST AFRICA PRO-rECTORATE AS THEY WERB, 
SUBSTANTIALLY• UP TO ~920. · 

FIG. IO.-THB PROVINCES OF KENYA COLONY. 

(The area within the heavy boundary-line is termed " The Extra-Provincial 
Districts.'" and is mainly under European settlement.) 

Fig. g). In 1:902 collection was extended to the Nyanza 
Province; in 1903 to Jubaland, Naivasha and Kenia Provinces.· 
In ·1910 it was extended to the Northern Frontier District, and so 
became general over the Protectorate. · 

Year by year the collection of tax grew more thQrough. By 
. Proclamations in the years 1966-7 z ·the tax was raised to three 

rupees with retrospective effect ·from April :rst, 1906, in Ukamba. 
and Kenia Provinces. As this levy became onerous, the na#ves, 
first the Akamba and then others, countered it by crowding into 
fewer huts. (Native huts require partial or complete rebuilding 
about every three years.) Government countered this in turn 

1 O.G., l\1ay 15th, 1906; August 15th, 1907. 
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on February 24th, 1909, by a Proclamation that if, in the 
Machakos District, more adults than of one family lived in one 
hut, each such additional adult should pay the amount of the 
tax. Successive Proclamations 1 extended this rule to Ukamba 
Province and other districts. The Hut Tax Ordinance of 1903 
allowed the Governor to remit taxation in necessitous cases, 
and numerous Proclamations appeared in the Gazette in early 
years, especially in the regime of Sir Henry Belfield, reducing the 
tax in specified areas or remitting it altogether. There was 
introduced in Legislative Council in I909 a Native Hut and Poll 
Tax Ordinance,2 which exacted tax. not only from the owners 
(men or women) of every hut, but also from every adult male 
who did not own a hut. The amount of tax was fixed at three 
rupees (i.e . .<f.S.). It was still legally payable in cash or in kind, 
though the practice became general of exacting cash or labour.
It was laid down that the native might offer one month's labour 
in the Province where he ordinarily resided, in lieu of the three
rupee tax. (Twelve days' labour, and in one case eight-days' 
labour, was accepted in lieu of tax in the German African 
Colonies.) It was also still permissible for the taX: ·to be 
remitted from considerations of age, infirmity or poverty. The 
poll tax was at once levied over the greater part of the country .3 

In I 9 I I an amending ordinance was passed prescribing the 
penalty of imprisonment up to three months for non-payment of 
the tax, together with a three-rupee charge for costs. Each 
native paying his tax was supposed to be given a tiny numb"ered . 
slip of paper as a receipt, and under rules issued by Acting 
Governor Mr. Bowring in 1912 4 any Collector or European 
police officer above the rank of assistant inspector could at any 
time demand the production of this receipt by any male native, 
and non-production was declared to be prima fade evidence that 
the tax had not been paid. Under this ruling many natives 
were mulcted in payment of taxes twice over. 

The arts of exacting .revenue from the natives by indirect 
methods were not, at. the same time, lost sight of. Lord DeJa
mere, in March 19U, proposed that increased freight rates on 
the (State) railway should be levied on Americani (the unbleached 
white calico worn by natives) and blankets.S He did not think 

I O.G., March rsth, May 1St, Aug. 1St, 1909· • O.G., March rsth, 1910. 
f O.G., June rsth, 1910. • O.G., july 15th, 1912. 
s E •• 4..S., March 25th, 1911. 
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they would care much about this •· provided they did not. think 
that someone was 'doing them.'" "Tax the native to make 
him work/' said the local paper in dealing .with these propos$, 
•• but not simply for revenue purposes.'' During a period of 
twenty years there were n!peated complaints that Government
could not _impos~ heavier duties th!ill 10 per cent. ad valorem 

S 0 MALl 

FIG. I 1.-LOCALITIFS OF NATIVE TRIBES IN KENYA. 

(In_ the Northern part, the tribes are nomadic, and positions are only 
approximate.) 

on imports into the country. Government's hands were tied in 
- this matter by the Berlin Act,. which only ceased to apply after 

the War. ·what happened then will be described shortly. 
In the year 191-z a tax of £I on adult males who were not 

natives was imposed under a .Non-Native Poll Tax Ordinance.1 

This applied to Europeans, Indians and Arabs, and a few other 
small groups. In the first year it yielded £9,927, in the second 

• O.G., November Ist. 1912. 
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Although Income Tax was only levied for ~ne year (1921) and then withdraWn, 
arrears, .due for 1921, were collected in zgaa (£3o,373), 192.3 (£5,287), 
and I9Z4 (£z8o). · 

Due to the fact that Europeans nowadays pay upwards of £xoo,ooo a year 
as duty on intoxicants, the non-native contribution to Customs Revenue 
may, since :192:1, be a trift~ higher than the native contribution; but 
over the whole period of twenty-five years ari. oveJ:Whehning proportion 
of the Customs Revenue was derived from native sources. 

The total yield of native hu1; and poll tax represented above is ls,SJ9,236. 
The total yield of the ~mly non-native taxes ef general application is 
,(231,943 from. poll tax and £94,654 from income tax. . 

· (In thee~ of non-native taxation, liquor, gam~J and· other lieem:es, etc., Ju:we been 
i71L:luded in order to give the non-native community the benefit "a! every doubt 
as to their share of direct taxation. Actually, certain of these items represent. 
payments to the State for very valuable privileges ; and some authorities 
would excit«ie them from the category of direct. taxation. Thus, the Parlia
mentary Commission in :c925 said: " The only direct tax on non-natives is a 

. uniform poll ta.x of 30s,''--=-cd. 2387, p. 175.) . 
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year £n,231 ; by 1918 the yield had only risen to £12,197· 
In the same period the yield of native taxation had been increased 
by 74 per cent. 

Annually, from 1895 to 1913, the British taxpayer had been 
subsidizing the Protectorate by a cash grant-in-aid of varying 
amount, the largest contribution being £313 ,6oo in I 903 and 
the smallest £23,500 in 1913, after which date this annual gift 
was discontinued. The total of these grants was £2,727,908. 
In addition to this, Parliament voted annually a gift of £319,II2 
in the British vote for Colonial Services, in payment of interest 
and sinking fund on the loan for the ~onstruction of the Uganda 
Railway. These payments were continued until November 15th, 
1925, when the final one, closing the account, was made. The 
sum-total of these latter payments was £7,909,JOO, another gift 
by Great Britain to the community in Kenya. 

As from April xst, 1916,1 the native tax over a large part of 
the Protectorate was raised from three to five rupees (i.e. 48· to 
6s. 8d.) and the increase in the yield of native taxation shot up 
by £4J,Ooo-a steeper rise than in any previous year, as is 
indicated in the diagram appearing as Fig. 12. This ·move 
was authorized by a Native. Hut and Poll Tax Amendme.nt 
Ordinance (No. 40 of 1915), which took effect on December 18th, 
1915.~ By 1918 the five-rupee tax had been extended to the 
farthest outlying tribes, such as the Kamasia, Suk and rurkana. 
Suggestions were still made at times, by various settler bodies, 
and in the newspapers repeatedly, that the time was ripe for a 
further increase of native tax. 

The years following the War were dark ones for the natives 
of the East Mrica Protectorate. There was a heavy death rate 
from famine in 1918, in spite of the importation of 17,000 tons 
of food-stuff by Government and its distribution to starving 
people. Influenza swept the country in the wake of famine and 
killed I55,ooo natives.3 Carrier corps casualties in the war were 
officially stated to be 23,869, but for a considerable portion of 
the campaign against German East Mrica no trustworthy records 
of native deaths were kept, 'and disregard of native welfare in 
some of the areas of operations was infamous. There was 
much sardonic comment, some of it angry, at the Government's 

I O.G., February 23td, March 8th, April sth, November 29th, x916. 
• Ibid., December 22nd, 1915. 
s Chief Native Commissioner on Native Labour Statistics, in L.E.A., 

January ZISt, 19~0, 
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conservative and precise estimate of 23,869 as the Mrican death
roll in our war. Native lands were pirated to allow of a spacious 
project for the settlement of European ex-soldiers -and sailors: 
Proposals had been made in 1918 that Kikuyu natives within 
ten miles on either side of the Uganda Railway shoUld be evicted, · 
and this, although disallowed by Sir Henry Belfield, caused much 
native disquiet. · Settler press1;1re for ·an increase of native 
taxation continued. The necessary amending ordinance 1 was 
passed, glibly enough, thraugh -Legislative CounCil in May 1920. 
Government proposed that the hut tax should not exceed 
Rs. 7.50 (= rss.), but Lord Delamere moved an amendment 
prescribing that the tax should be a sum not exceeding Rs. x·o 
(= £r). He was supported by al~ the elected members,· and 
Government adopted that figure. For ·the year 192o-21 ·hut 
and poll taxes were alike fixed at Rs. 8 z throughout the· greater 
part of the Protectorate. though in certain districts it was left at 
Rs. 7, 6 or 5. At this time Government decided. to make the· 
financial year ·coincide with the calendar. year. Hitherto the 
financial year had begun on April 1st and ended on March Jist. 
There was, therefore, a b~oken period of nine months (April to 
December inclusive, 1921) to be budgeted .for before· the first 
full ~alendar year in 1922. This period was treated, for purposes 

· of revenue, as a full financial year 3 and the full tale of tribute 
was exacted from the perplexed natives. Not. only ·that, but 
the Governor ordered that the tax of Rs. 8 should he declared 
throughout the country-less being collected in certain areas 
.. if found necessary and unavoidable." 'J;'his exaction, together. 
with forced labour of wo~en and girlS,· the registration system 
by finger-prints, and other grievances, led to the widespread agita-:
tion (v. Chapter XIII) directed by Harry Thuku in 1921-22. The 
Administration officers charged ·with the unenviable ·duty of 
imposing these oppressive measures on the natives became 
restive under the orders of Government. To the accompani
ment of a rain of remonstrance from District Officers against 

. these · features of its policy,. Government suppressed Harry 
Thuku's movement, with bloodshed in the streets of Nairobi. . 
This climax was. reached in 1922-in the month of March, as · 
might he expected. Even the Settlers" Convention then agreed 
that "the present Native Hut and Poll Tax is excessive and 

• No. r7 of rQ20~ 2 Treasurer•s Annual Report for 192o-21. 
3 .Draft Estimates for 1921, p. 12. 
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more than can be reasonably borne by the natives.u Next 
month, native taxation was reduced from 16s. to 12s., which 
figure has not since been exceeded, except for the Masai. 

It had been estimated by Government that native taxation 
in the nine months of 1921 would yield £6s6,972, and in the 
twelve months of 1922 £6s6,o70.1 The actual yields were 
£494,928 and £so6,414 respectively, and the remonstrances of 
the Administration officers at the severity of the proposed taxation 
were shown to be justified. 

So far little reference, except as to the gentle creep ·of non
native poll tax, has been made to the taxation of Europeans. 
They and the Indians went on paying their share of Customs 
duty on imported articles that they purchased. This had been 
5 per cent. ad valorem up to 1904 and thereafter 10 per cent.:a 
The native, of course, paid this same duty upon imported articles. 
which he purchased-chiefly cotton goods, cigarettes, certain 
provisions, beads and wire. Still, for the year 192o-21 the esti
mated revenue from all imports, for Europeans, Indians and 
natives, was put at £362,250 as compared with an estimated 
revenue from direct native taxation of £6s6,o7o, so there could , 
be no doubt as to who was paying the piper at that time. ~h~ . 
non-native poll tax for the same period was estimated at [,21,ooo. 

The Colonial Office took action in 1920, and demanded that, 
if the Kenya Government wished to proceed with the elevation 
of the native tax, it must impose new taxation specifically upon 
the Europeans and Indians to an extent calculated to yield as 
large a contribution from them as the new exaction (£158,6oo) 3 · 
from the natives. This produced an immediate realization in 
the Colony that the natives were being overtaxed. An Income 
Tax Ordinance was introduced in Legislative Council in 1919• 
It had a chilly reception, but was passed. On being sent home, 
it was returned by the Secretary of State for some minor altera
tions, and was finally passed on November 29, 1920. An 
amendment imposing a higher scale of tax was passed on 
February 2nd, 1921. · 

The first incidence of this income tax was due to fall in 
respect of incomes received during the twelve months April 1920 
to March 1921. This collection on the original low scale had 
not been made before the end of 1920 on account of the return 

1 Treasurer's Annual Report, p. 18. • .O.G., 1904, p. JoSA. 
J Treasurer's Annual Budget Statement, April xsth, 1920, p. li 
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of the Bill by the Secretary of State for amendment, the late 
date of its Mal ~pproval (November 29th, 1920) a,nd delay .i~ 
printing and distributing the necessary fo~. The Govem:.. 
ment proposed to proceed with the collection of the 192o-z~ 
income tax in March 1921;, to postpone the collection of the 
:1921 (nine months') tax till November :192:1, and then to adopt 
a uniform procedure of collecting ta.X in February or March of 
1922 and of subsequent years. It was admittedly to be the case 
that those . Europeans who were in receipt of incomes would 
have to pay two taxes within a period of :u month~, though the 
rate of tax was much less than was being paid at the same time 
on incomes in Great Britain. Still, natives were having ·tq do 
the same, and it was on this account_ that Government was under 
obligation to tax the Europeans and lndiails. . 

Lord Delamere was not on ·the Council at this time. He had 
resigned in 1920 on the ground that ~e Secretary of· State,_ 
representing Imperial Parliament, had a more real and complete 
control of Government in the Colony than the elected· members 
had. A public meeting was staged in Nair6bi, however, to 
protest against having to pay this tax. It was held to be highly 
improper that Europeans should have to pay_" two tQes in. one 
year~· (it was the month of March), though the fact that natives 
were paying twice in 21 months was igno.red. At the meeting· 
of Legislative Council next day the Hon. Mr. Wood moved the 
suspension of Standing Orders I to ·allow of a motion that the 
tax for the _year 192o-2:1 should not be collected, and that 
the revised scale of tax that hadjust been imposed in the amend-. 
ing. ordinance of the pre~ious month shoUld be rescinded. - The 
promoters of this venture were fortunate in that the Treasurer 
of the Colony was away on. leave, his place 'being taken by one 
of his juniors, whose Views in Council frequently accorded with 
the· wishes · of the· " Reform. Party." Colonel Notley, acting as 
Colonial Secretary, derisively alluded. to the Reform Party's 
flair for passing legislation and then urging, a few days later, 
. that it was a matter of public urgency to repeal it. ·An elected 
member was allowed, without ·reprimand from the Governor, 
General Northey, to say that he knew the Europeans would · 
refuse to pay the tax. 

In framing the Budget for. 192o-21,~ revenue to the amount 

r Proc. Leg. Co., March 2oth, 1921. · 
'"Treasurer's Budget Statement, May 1920, p. I. 
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of £so,ooo from income tax had been taken into aceount, but 
to everybody's astonishment the Acting Treasurer early in the 
debate stated that it was his personal belief that the country 
would be able to get on without that revenue. After settlers 
had spoken for Mr. Wood's motion, and officials, with the excep~ 
tion of the Acting Treasurer and one other friend of the Reform 
Party, had spoken against it, a division was•taken. Nine officials 
voted for the retention of the tax, seven settlers and two officials 
voted for the motion. A tie ! Council waited for a moment 
in silence for the Governor's casting vote. He gave it in favour 
of Mr. Wood's motion, and thereby released the non-native 
community from the payment of a ·year's tax. There was no 
Indian member on the Council at this time. No parallel action 
was taken in the direction of relieving the natives of the mcreased 
taxthattheywere paying. The Secretary of State did nothing to 
support the non-pliable among the officials in the stand they 
made in support of his stipulation for equal additional taxation 
on whites and Mricans. (All the official supporters of the tax 
would have had to pay it themselves from their salaries-in 
sums varying from about £7o to [.x2o.) 

Finding that the business of the country went on . in. 
spite of his resignation from the Council, Lord Delamere 
indulged in second thoughts, and an opening occurred for 
an unopposed return for him in his old constituency. 
On October 24th, 1921, he moved a resolution in Council: 
"That the Income Tax Ordinance of 1920 be repealed." 1 . 

Attempting to argue that the tax had only been imposed as a 
temporary post-war measure, he was corrected by the Governor, 
who said that " definite instructions were received from Lord 
Milner that, if native taxation were increased, some such tax ·as 
income tax should be imposed on the non-natives." To Lord 
Delamere's proposal that enhanced import duties should be 
substituted, he observed that " increased import duties could 
not be taken to affect Europeans and Asiatics only." An open 
vote was allowed. The Treasurer of the Colony' was now back 
from leave, so the " Reform Party " received no official assistance 
this time, the motion being defeated by 15 votes to 7. 

Clearly there was nothing for it but to stampede the Govern
ment. 

A " European Taxpayers' Protection League " was at once 

• Proc. Leg. Co., 1921 Session, p. 76. 
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formed in Nairobi, and subscriptions were invi~ed for obtaining 
eminent legal opi,nion in England as to whether it was constitu~ 
tional or not to impose direct taxatiqn upo~ Europeans a8 long 
as the elected members did not control the· Legislature. Th.e 
League would also assist members iocally if they were put in · 
court by the Commissioner of Income Tax. 

The methods· advocated _by the new· League were : refusal 
to pay the tax, refusal to fill in any returns or forms, and con.:.. 
certed action by all Europeans·, " sh~ulder· to shoulder, to put 
every obstacle possible in the way of the Government.'' The 
League made an appeal to the Settlers' Convention, and, as they 
felt moved to do this in the month of March ·(1922),r theie.was 
the customary display ·of March oratory : " the: traditions of 
our fathers:• Magna Charta, Charles Darwm, the first; .law of 
nature and "official bleating,' .. all being made to do duty in an 
attack on •• the most dangerous and pernicious form of taxa- . 
tion "imposed by" an unsympathetic and rapacious oligarchy." 
Gentlemen loudly proclaimed their intention of going to jail 
rather than pay. Lord Delamere thought it would be better 
even if . everyone refused to send in returns. · .. You might 
think that is unconstitutional," said he, " but I believe the tax 
itself is unconstitutional.'" (Applause.) Major Grogan ·called 
·attention to the enormous cost to the community of preparing· 
the income tax returns, and the meeting unanimously called 
for an immediate repeal of the tax. Next month Lord Delamere 
was appointed a member of the Executive Council of the Colony.3 

The Government duly made represen~tions to the Secretary · 
of State that the tax was_ unpopular, adding other less forceful 
reasons for withdrawing 'it. The Treasurer of the Colony had 
died, and his place had been taken by the Postmaster-General. 
The Secretary of State sanctioned the repeal, provided that new· 
Customs duties, calculated to produce equivalent revenue and of 
a type to fall principally on non-native purchasers, were substi
tuted. · A Bill for the repeal of the Income Tax Ordinance was 
introduced in Legislative Council on May 25th, 1922,-and passed 
the same day, with the Director of Public Works as the sole 
dissentient. (His. tax for the year would have been about [.no.) 
Revised Customs schedules were passed through Council ·the 
same day, members vying :with each other in absurd credulity 
as to the probable yield of proposed new duties, which (they 

~ L.E.A., Ap~rilut, 192z. a O.G., Ap~ril :a6th, :1922, p. 290. 
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were assured) would be equal to the revenue which would 
have accrued from income tax. The Director of Public Works 
traversed this transparent fiction, and, together with one Indian 
member, voted against the Bill at second reading, and by himself 
at third reading. He warned the Government that it would have 
the same sort of experience as a man who, mounting a flight of 
stairs in the dark, reaches the top and then tries to go up the 
next step-which is not there. 

The upshot was that a new Treasurer, Mr. R. C. Grannum, 
C.M.G., assumed duty a few months later, and in his Budget 
statement to Council on October 23,:-d, 1922, disclosed the fact 
that Customs revenue had failed to come up to the estimate by 
a sum of £II5 17I7, and the year's total revenue was expected 
to fall short of the estimate by £381,8oo. Nothing mattered, 
however. Income tax had gone. The East African Standard 
felt like Christian in The Pilgrim's Progress when his load of sin 
fell off on his reaching the wall that was called Salvation.' The 
abolition was " the finest advertisement the country could have." 
"Nothing could help the Land Settlement Committee" (of 
the Convention) " more effectively in its work." Much of the 
required revenue had been diverted to the natives, as for example 
a go per cent. duty on cigarettes, of which native consumption 
was probably at least three-quarters of the total. Tea, sugar 
and other articles of native use had been given 30 per ~ent. duty 
instead of the IO per cent. duty which had prevailed for so long. 
Shopkeepers, of course, profiteered. " The burden had been. 
shifted slightly "-and the land ramp assisted. (Two birds 
with one stone. Excellent business.) The Governor recom
mended Mr. Helmuth Eric Schwartze, the hero of the" shoulder 
to shoulder " speech in the Convention, for appointment as a 
member of the Executive Council of the Colony 1 and this was 
duly approved by the Secretary of State.:~ 

By 19~2. the post-war depression was severely felt in Kenya. 
A " Geddes Committee ". had been sitting in England in order 
to make recommendations for reduction of Government expendi
ture. The Government of Kenya was inspired to do likewise (in 
the month of March) 1 and it appointed a body called an Economic 
and Financial Committee.3 Lord Delamere and Major Grogan 
were selected for it ; Mr. Shams ud Deen, one of the Indian 

• E.A,S,, May z6th, 1922. • O.G., August 3oth, 1922, p. 534 
3 Proc. ~g. Co,, March 27th, 1922. 
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members of Council and some additional personnel, which was 
varied from time .to time, from the European trading-community. 
Sir Charles Bowring proved to be a complaisant c~. 
assisted by one Administration officer, who ·was_ on ·the verge _ 
of retirement at the time~ · They were to " inquire into and 
report on-

" (a) The means whereby production and exports may be 
fostered and increased ; 

.. (b) The means whereby the cost to the community of 
imports may be decreased ; · 

" (c) The present amount and incidence of taxation, and. 
•• To make such recommenda~ions for the ·regulation of 

Government expenditure and departmental activities as 
may in their opinion be necessary in order to give effect 
to the conclusions arrived at by them on the subjects 
mentioned above.u · 

They were practically given a free hand to do. what they liked 
with the Government Service. Those of their recommendations 
which the Governor was· not empowered to adopt, he recom
mended to the Secretary of State for adoption, with only. a few 

. exceptions. Government officials to the number of over 240 

were dispensed with, native hospitals or dispensaries were closed 
in nine areas as a result of reduction of staff, the Native Affairs 
Department was threatened with extinction as being a danger to 
the country; the Chief Native Commissioner was recommended 
for removal, and the Revenue Section of -the Treasury for aboli- · 
tion. It can be imagined with what joy the politicians found 
themselves suddenly invested, by an unconventional Governor~ 
with powers of decision upon professional and technical issues 
'"hich it had been the previous practice to leave to trained and 
qualified men. It was for them the chance of a lifetime to 
press, from a privileged position unexpectedly obtained, for 
many ·of the measures and policies for which they had long 
agitated. The harlequinade proceeded to the accompaniment of 
preans of praise in the local paper, in which 1\lajor Grogan had. 
bought a controlling interest. It extolled " the statesmanship " of 
Sir Edward Northey, and his .. identification with the aspirations 
and will of the public!' He deserved " at least the credit of 
initiative, and of adventure into principles and methods of 
Colonial Government that had never before been tried ''-an apt 
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description of the almost complete surrender of Governmental 
powers into the hands of a group of prominent representatives 
of local interests, over which Sir Charles Bowring appeared 
unable or afraid to exercise any influence. For the most part 
any variation of the Committee's recommendations was tabooed 
by the Government on the ground that it was of rio use to appoint 
a Committee and then not make use of its findings. The Chief 
Native Commissioner, the l\Iilitary who were to be "amalga~ 
mated, with the police, and the Public Works Depart;nlent, 
which had had some experience of handling gr6ups such as 
this, alone had any marked success in countering the unbalanced 
recommendations of the Committee. A prominent Mombasa 
merchant, Mr. Sim, resigned from it after a short experience of 
its workings. The Indian member, 1\Ir. Shams ud Deen, who 
attended for part of the time, was prominent in traversing many 
of the projects of the Europeans. The latter aimed at reducing 
the ne..xt year's Budget to the figure of £1,4oo,ooo, but disregard · 
of some of the more senseless of their proposals left the Budget, 
fortunately for the country, at a figure of £1,784,662. They 
denounced income ta.'t and land taxes, urged that maize'should 
be carried on the Railway for less than the cost of haulage (this 
was done), and pressed for the establishment of a European 
Defence Force.r 

This wielding of the " Geddes Av:.e , had the effect, so -\vel~ 
come to the Committee, of averting direct ta.v;.ation on Europeans. 
A heavy scale of import duties, which e..ucted a further contri.bu-. 
tion from the natives, was accepted as a lesser evil, and the burden 
of ta:'{ation remained in the position to which it had be.en 
" shifted." 

It has not been mentioned that in 1919, when the Secretary 
of State insisted that income ta."( should be imposed on Europeans, 
a Bill for a Land Transfer Ta.'t was introduced in Legislative · 
Council. This would appear to indicate a reformed attitude · 
on the part of the Europeans on the Council-if the sequel were 
not known,3 The Financial Report for 192o-:n, signed by 
Treasurer Mr. Kempe, e..v;,plains that" unfortunately an attempt 
was made in the Legislative Council to amend the Bill and alter 
the ta."( to one on undeveloped land only, with the result that its 
c~aracter was so far changed that His Majesty was unable to 
give his assent." Moreover the Bill, in passing through Council. 

I E.A.~. August sth. 1922. • Annual Financial Statement, P• 6. 
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lost cc its revenue-producing character,'" • ·appear_ed to disc~nate 
in favour of .the ~lder settlers as against the newer, and involve4 
assessment, for tax, by local bo~ds-t9 all of which ~e 
Secretary of State took exception. The. Colonial Office w~ 
resolute that the Income Tax Ordinance should be passed as an· 
independent measure, and this had been done on November 29th, 
1920. On December 3rd, _1920, the Commissioner of Lands 
moved in Legislative Council for the appointment of a com
mittee to .resume consideration of proposals to· tax unearned 
increment in land. The Governor announced _that he was 
under orders to convene such a committee, but, nevertheless, 
some officials voted with the settlers against· the proposal,. and 
the motion was only carried by IJ votes to 1:2. The Committee 
was then appointed, with the Commissioner of Lands as chair
man and four settlers and two officials as its personnel. It was 
added to on Januar_y 20th, 1921, and the.who}e question of Jand. 
taxation in the Colony was remitted to it. 

This was an ominous development from the point of view 
of the landed proprietors. The Director of Public Works, who 
had been active in pressing for taxation, at land sales, of unearned 
increment in the value of properties changing hands, was one of 
the officials,and the other was Mr. A. Holm, the Director of Agri-

. culture, who was known as a supporter .of some such policy. 
However, the resources of the ingenious were. not at an end. 
The Committee never met. The Director of Public Works sent 
reminders a:t intervals as to having the Committee convened. 
After interesting experiences which end~d with his compulsory
retirement, as described in Chapter XV, he did hear an unofficial 
rumour that a meeting ·of the Committee was to· be called, on 
the last Saturday of his stay in Nairobi, for the purpose of dis 
solving itself. He sent in a letter to the chairman lodging an· 
objection to any such course, and urging that, at a time of such 
financial setback as had been held to justify the creation of a 
.. Geddes Committee," the right of individuals to draw unearned 
profits from land was indefensible. \Vhen the Director of 
Public Works had been three days at sea, homeward bound, the 
Commissioner of Lands stated in the Legislative Council . that · 

.. some time ago n (23 months. to be accurate) " a committee had been 
appointed to consider certain matters in connection with land taxation. 
Of the original committee there were very few left, and at a meeting held 

• Proc. Leg. Co., January 2oth, 1921, p. 42 
. ~ 
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a short time ago " (presumably that morning or during the previous 
two days) " the Committee had decided that times had so changed since 
the original appointment of the Committee that they would send in no 
report and make no recommendations. H it was thought desirable to 
proceed with the matter, the suggestion was that another committee should 
be appointed. The Colonial Secretary " (Sir Charles Bowring) •• moved 
that the appointed Committee be dissolved and no further action taken. 
The Commissioner of Lands seconded and the motion was agreed to." 1 

Mter controversy maintained for fifteen years, the Kenya 
Government in 1918 confirmed the grant of so acres of land 
abutting on Kilindini Harbour to Major Grogan; the timber 
concessionaire. He here built a little timber wharf, equipped 
with overhead transporter gear. Heavy pressure on Government 
for the purchase of this, and for the discontinuance of harbour 
work on Government land (for which a contract for over 
£I,ooo,ooo had been let to an English firm), miscarried in 1922.· 

Agitation for the State purchase of the timber wharf continued. 
A humorous local paper, not under Reform Party influence, 
advised the Major to adopt Coue methods, and repeat to himself 
2,ooo times every morning in his bath: " I will seil it to the 
Government, I will sell it to the Government .• : ~" In 
the end he did sell it to the Government. This was 
settled during the regime of Acting Governor Mr. Denham in 
1925. The price was £35o,ooo. This included the wharf 
(which had been valued at £37,ooo), the so acres of land of 
which Government had made him a grant in 1918, and some 
adjacent properties, freehold and leasehold, to a total of 
146 acres. Earthwork to the value of perhaps [.2o,ooo had 
been done on the water-front. Government was ·not, how
ever, to enjoy the use of the wharf which it had bought. 
This had previously been leased to a wharfage company; 
and this lease continued to operate to the exclusion of 
Government, the new owner. Moreover, within six months 
of purchase, the wharf began to show signs of collapse. 
It was found that the Teredo na·valis in the harbour water 
had been boring with fatal effect into the soft· Podocarpus 
timber-as the Government's technical advisers had said, 
in 1922, would certainly happen. There were panegyrics in 
the Legislative Council as to the debt under which the Colony 
lay to the Major a (" to whose foresight in this and in other 

• E.A.S,.,November 4th, 1922. 
• Ibid., August <und, 1925. 
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matters the Colony owed a very ·great ·debt of gratitude ")
notably from Captain Coney, a fellow-member with the Major: 
on the" Geddes Committee." An Indian member, Mr. Pandya, 
queried the necessity of buying the propertY at all, and pointec:f 
out that the value of the estate, as· a piece of liarbour work, 
depended entirely upon the railway connection provided to it 
by the State. Lord Delamere did not think " that the way in 
which the matter had been got through was a credit to anybody."· 
The General Manager of the Railway cpnsidered that it had bec;:n 
" a tremendous mistake " to have alienated property on the 
harbour front to anyone. · The local Government, however, 
regarded itself as " fulfilling an Imperial necessity, an act of 
Empire building."' The price was [,.Ioo,ooo more than had been. 
paid by the Home Government to the Imperial British East 
Mrica Company for their developments . and interest in the 
whole of East" Mrica and Uganda. It w~, in fact, considered 
high even in Kenya, but some comfort was no doubt found in 
the reflection that the burden of cost would fall chiefly on the 
natives. · · 

When, in the future, de~ls of this class and magnitude involve 
Europeans in the certainty of increased direct taxation for interest 
and si_nking fund on the necessary loan, if they then slip through 
Legislative Council at all, they will do so with difficulty and not 
with plaudits. 

An interesting example of that Parliamentary artifice, " the 
oblique answer," may be given as bearing upon the success that 
had attended the amiable policy of ' 4 shifting the burden slightly " 
in Kenya. In reply to a question in the Bouse of Commons on 
June 12th, 1923, by Sir Robert Hamilton, M.P., formerly Chief· 
Justice of Kenya, as to the . estimate "for 1923 of the amount 
of revenue expected from direct and indirect taxation respectively 
from the British, Indian and Mrican populations, the Under
Secretary of State for the Colonies gave figures relating not to the 
year of the inquiry, but to .the previous year. The estimated 
yields of taxation and Customs duties from the three races in 
Kenya were stated to be as follows :-

European.· Indian. Mrican. 
Tantion [,162,775 £46·790 £soi,615 
Customs duties .. . 222,300 96,900 218,900 

Total £385,075 £I4J,690 £720,515 
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What was not stated in the House was that the year selected as 
the basis of this reply was the last year in which income tax 
was budgeted for; that, although the ta."t was budgeted for, it 
was not collected-for the sufficient reason that sanction had 
been given by the Colonial Office for this tax (estimated to 
yieid £I4I 1442) 1 to be waived; that the receipts from European 
direct ta."tation would therefore decline in the current year to 
£ao,ooo or less ; that the resulting deficit was to be made up 
by increased import duties spread over all three races in the 
Colony, and that avoidance of the payment of taxation by 
Europeans was 14 one of the exigencies that they had "-in Kenya. 
If this is not the explanation of these highly ingenious figures, 
then various items of non-tax revenue must have been imported 
into the computation, pernaps dipping, testing and survey fees, 
and even land rent. (Some of Kenya's amateur statisticians 
even include, as part of their taxation, the amount that is paid 
as railway fares-because the railway system is a State one.) 

These " official figures " have been quoted persistently in 
later years in Kenya to prove that the Europeans there, man, 
woman and child, pay taxation to an average amount of £42 a 
head. This figure is arrived at by dividing the alleged Eur9-
pean total of £385,075 by the number of the European popu
lation, taken as about w2oo. Clearly this conclusion needs 
re-examination. 

Governor Sir Edward Grigg, speaking at a St,' Andrew's 
Night banquet at Nairobi on November 3oth, 1926, computed 
the contributiotJ to reve11ue (he did not call it ta."tation) of the races 
in the Colony in 1924 as follows :-

Mricans • . £999,840 or 7s. 3d. a head. 
Europeans £444,789 or £35 Ios. a head~ 
Indians • . £x65,813 or £6 48· a head. 
Goans £53,423 or £zo 17s. a head. 
Other races £35,000 or £2 18s. a head. :a 

Here again the figure of £35 IOS. admittedly includes much that is 
non-tax revenue, and some that is payment for services rendered 
or value received-probably much of the Post Office, Forest, 
Veterinary and Land revenue. The explanation of all adroit 
attempts to prove that the Europeans in Kenya pay a reasonable 

• Treasurer's Report for tQza, p. 19. 
• E.A.S., December 4• 1926, p. 16c, 
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share of ta."!:ation (in view of the benefits they receive and the 
wealth that they make) is that they do not. At a variety of points. 
they are subsidized from State funds procured from Mricans. . 

At the end of 1926 Sir Edward Grigg E insisted that Europeans 
should pay additional taxation in 1927, to the extent of meeting 
fully the cost of ~he education of the European children-pre
viously met in part from general revenue. A committee of 
Council was set up to ad~se upon the form that i.Qcreased taxa.: 
tion of Europeans should take. It s11ggested a higher tax on 
spirits and sparkling wines, and a tax on the employers of 
native· domestic servants above the number .of two. With a 
sigh of relief, no doubt, the spectre of any direct t~ on wealth, 
incomes or land was again locked in "the cupboard .. 

The Kenya Government, with a flicker of resolution un
common in recent years, rejected the Domestic Servants' Tax, 
and added another thirty shillings to the European poll-tax.2 
All adult male Europeans--:-from the wealthiest lan,ded pro
prietor to the wage-earning assistant behind the counter-now 
pay one and the same direct annual poll tax of ll· 

The Parliamentary Commission said, with reference to Kenya: 
"Just as in Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, and throughout 
the greater part of the Colonial Empire, where non-native enter
prise exists, some form of income tax should be ad.opted • ., 3 
The Kenya Government finds, however, that less courage is 
needed, and less unpopularitY has to be faced, in taxing other 
groups and .leaving non-native enterprise alone. Sir Edward 
Grigg has proposed to make his officers work for four-year terms 
of duty instead of two and a half years as hitherto, thereby 
hoping to save £92,000 a year in the cost of passages and acting· 
allowances.4 This has not met with the approval of the medical 
authorities or of the Secretary of State, at the time this book 
goes· to press. 

For a generation the policy of the political mac;hine in Kenya 
has been to keep direct taxa~ion away from Europeans and 
European-owned land, so that the class of British subject who 
is quite willing that anyone may pay taxes for the upkeep of the 
State, so long as he· does not, may be attracted to take himself 

• E.A.S., November 8th, rgz6; 
• E.A.S., Supplement, December .asth, 1926. 
J Cd. 2387, p. 175. 
• Reprint of Governor's address to Legislative Council, August zoth. rg26. 
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and his wealth to Kenya, there to buy land from those who have 
it to sell (at a price). Throughout that period, and up to xgz6, 
the Government in Kenya has clung to the methods of the 
weakest class of native village headman in West Mrica, who, 
when entrusted with the collection of tax (Sir Frederick Lugard 
tells us)," will fail to exact it from those who refuse to pay, and 
will seize an excess amount from those who are unable to resist." 1 

• The Dual Mandate in Tropical Africa, p. 250. 



CHAPTER.X 

THE CAREER OF THE CONVENTION 

•• Massed opinion always finds the L.C.M. of intelligence." 
MAX PLOWMAN. 

. . . 
••. ; • A second important point to whiclr Lord Delmnere drew attention 

is the native in the case. He pointed out that for many years _the development 
of the native had been a genuine and continuous concern of the British settler." 

· Extract from a leading article on" KENYA AND· THE 
EMPIRE.'' in tile London Morning Post of April 
27th, 1923, reco\U1ting an interview with Lord 
Delamere. · · 

F ROM the earliest day$ the Government of the East 
Africa Protectorate displayed commendable willingness. 
to listen to advice from local Europ~an residents. Critics 

of a sardonic turn of mind· might perhaps int~rject that it had 
no option in the matter, the advice having been t~ndered in such 
strident .tones as to compel attention. As early as March 1903 
officials and non-officials. in Mombasa were invited to a .public 
conference to discuss. police methods and their future control. 
·The first of many local associations was the Indian A.ssociation 
that was founded in Mombasa in 1900. A Pla:I].ters• and Farmers' 
Association was founded in Nairobi before the European ·non
officials ther~ numbered a hundred. A petition was sent from 
Mombasa ·residents in 1902 through Sir Charles Eliot to the· 
Foreign Office begging for the appointment of an Advisory 
Council. Although Sir · Charles Eliot supported· the request~ 
it was not granted, on the grounds that .. H.M. Commissioner . 
was always ready to listen to inhabitants ·of standing." By the 
year 1905 ·the Farmers' and Planters' Association had become 
the Colonists' Association, and the latter formulated rules for 
the establishment of branch associations. To its annual general 
.meeting at Nairobi in January i9o6 ... all settlers were invited." 

During 1905 the membership increased by :ro7 to something. 
over 200. Lord Delamere was the President. 

Representative settlers interviewed the Commissioner, Sir 
· Donald Stewart, who had succeeded Sir Charles Eliot on August 
:rst, 1904, and stated their case for the introduction of repre
sentative government in the Protectorate. He listened to the 
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speeches and then answered: ., Not while I'm here, gentlemen." 
The interview ended and the deputation filed out. 

In 1905 the Colonists' Association despatched a lengthy peti
tion to the Secretary of State in London. They had numerous 
complaints-on barriers to the progress of the Protectorate, the 
use of African police, the expense of the Government staff, the 
mining laws, lack of hospital accommodation, the use of Indian 
currency and the existence of " closed districts/' to which traders 
were not yet admitted. But beyond all these disadvantages there 
was one real danger-the Native Menace. The u kaffirs/' as 
most of the colonists from South Africa called the natives, were 
a danger. " By degrees their fear of the white man was wearing 
off." They were likely to become "insolent." The Govern
ment was doing nothing to " maintain white prestige." The 
natives were something in the nature of .. a smouldeling fire,"· 
alias "a human volcano," which might rise "in uncontrollable 
eruption, and " destroy them" (the petitioners). A safeguard 
might be devised in the form of" forts" and a" Burgher force." 
In the meantime the situation appeared, to the petitioners, to be 
somewhat critical. · · 

It would be difficult to overstate the amusement which this. · 
production afforded to the entire Government staff, the mission
aries and the scattered settlers who, far removed from Nairobi 
and its six saloons, were getting to work with the development 
of their farms. The Government omitted to adopt any protec
tive measures, and all the petitioners survived. Lord Delamere . 
resigned the Presidency of the Association in January 1906. 

Sir Donald Stewart had died suddenly on October Ist, 1905. 
Mr. Jackson's period as Acting Commissioner ended with the 
arrival of Sir James Hayes Sadler on December 13th, 1905; 
These changes in the post of Commissioner of the Protectorate 
involved some delay in dealing with the whole of the issues 
raised in the colonists' petition. Sir James Sadler pressed for · 
the creation of a Legislative Council, and Lord Elgin, in replying 
to the petition, announced that he had decided to sanction this 
change in the Constitution. This concession in July 1906, going 
beyond what had been asked for in the petition, gave great satis
faction to the Colonists' Association, which under the presidency 
of a Mr. Frank ·watkins (Senr .) had a satisfactory and uneventful 
year. The annual report for the year proclaimed the belief : 
u In unity and rectitude lies our strength," and the outgoing 
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President's address included the observation : _" In time it .will 
be found that v.:ithout the white colonists this country woul~ 
stagnate and possibly degenerate into a black man's country." 
A liaison group, to safeguard the interests of settlers. and mel,"
chants in British East Mrica, was formed in London in 1906 as. 
the B.E.A. Association. 

At Buckingham Palace op. October i7th, 1906, an Order in 
Council was issued defining the new constitution of the Protec- _ 
torate. The designation of the post of !:ommissioner was changed 
to that of Governor, and Executive and Legisla,tive. Councils 
were constituted. The fir8t Legislative Council met on August 
17th, 1907, after 'the Governor's return from. leave in Engian~. 
Three non-official Europeans had heen invited by: the Governor 
to accept nomination to it. These were Mr. J. H. Wilson, a 
member of a commerical firm at 1\Iombasa, and Lord Delamere 
and Mr. J. C. Baillie, landholders in th_e highlands. The last 
mentioned having died in South Mrica ten days· prior to the 
meeting of Council, another landholder, Mr. A. A. Baillie, was 
nominated in his place on October I 8th, 1907. -

The Colonists' Association had a more eventful year in 1907. 
An " urgent whip " wa$ sent round for a general meeting on 
January 23rd, 1907, and at this Mr. E. S. Grogan was dected 

· President by 95 votes as against 14 given for a Nairobi solicitor~ 
He was in negotiation with Government as to the preCise terms 
of a Forest Concession of some 300 sqlJ.are miles in extent, and . 
was reporteP. as a Director of Estate Companies registered in 
October :r9o6 and January 1~7 at the co~t and in the highlands
respectively. In I9o7h~ was a nominated member of Nairobi 
Municipal Committee and a Visiting Justice at Nairobi Jail. 
His motto was" Politics not personalities." 

Attention has already been called to the fact that many excited· 
actions by ·European immigr:ants have taken place in the " notori
ously touchy " months of February. March or early in April. 
Psychologists might suggest that what is specially __ wanted for 
Europeans in Kenya in the trying months is an emotional outlet, 
such as dancing, theatricals and musical festivals, while for · 
school-children an ·avoidance of examinations and a lightening· 
of school routine should be arranged. In the absence of some 
active measure of relief, preferably such as may stimulate the _ 
artistic sensibilities, it will probably continue to be the case 
that .some slight contributory cause of worry may precipitate 
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unbalanced mass-action on the part of European immigrants. 
In March 1907 a rumour was spread round Nairobi that three 
rickshaw boys had behaved insolently to two European ladies. 
They had run unsteadily, lifting the shafts of the rickshaw too 
high and alarming the occupants. Of course the rumour became 
graver than that before it had gone far. On the morning of 
March 14th the boys were taken by Mr. Grogan, with a large 
crowd of Europeans at his heels, to the Court House at Nairobi, 
and there flogged severely, in spite of the protests of the magis
trate. Mr. Grogan fl.ogged one, a Mr. Gray the. second and 
a Mr. Bowker the third. When released the boys were taken to 
the Native Hospital. Their lacerated backs were photographed 
and prints were sent to Members of Parliament in London. 

The three Ewopeans were tried by another magistrate and 
sentenced to a month's imprisonment. Although this was given 
a form that was far from severe, for they were detained in a 
private house, allowed to receive callers and to accept delicacies, 
they were nevertheless probably the most· astonished Europeans 
in Mrica on the first night of their detention. · 

Some three months later Messrs. Grogan and Gray appealed. 
The judge reversed the decision of the magistrate in the Cot!rt . 
below, but disallowed a fresh trial, as the accused had already 
suffered the term of imprisonment to which they were sentenced. 
Government in turn appealed in the Court at Zanzibar against 
the High Court's acquittal of Messrs. Grogan and Gray, but in 
September the appeal was withdrawn. 

Between these events the Colonists' Association, to which 
the natives remained a "genuine and continuous concern," 
appointed a Committee consisting of Messrs. Grogan, Gray and 
one other member to formulate a defence scheme for the European · 
community ; at the same time it decided to organize all local 
branches as a political federation. Mr. Grogan resigned the 
presidency in April 1907, but was re-elected two months later. 
There was some dissension in the Association as to his share 
in the flogging incident. Shopkeepers complained bitterly that 
the scare as to native aggressiveness was stopping immigration 
and spoiling trade. Acting Commissioner Mr. Jackson published 
a Government Notice· reassuring the public and " informing 
them that there is not the slightest ground for any such supposi
tion , as a state of unrest among the native population. Lord 
Delamere .replaced Mr. Grogan as President in October. The 
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Land Office about this time granted the Association a plot of 
land in Nairobi for its headquarters. _ 

A separate Planters' Association-was formed in August 1907, 
and upon 1\Ir. \Vinston Ch-urchill visiting the .. Protectorate~ as 
Under-Secretary for the Colonies on October z8th, 1907, it laid 
a separate memprial before him instead of combining with the 
Colonists' Association. Both referred to the subject of native 
labour among ~·other_ minQr -points •• in their memorials •. 
Deputations were arranged in order to lay before l\ir. Churchill 
the colonists' views on land tenure, white immigration, mining 
laws, an agricultural bank and the general administration. of law. 
The Coast Planters also sent a separate delegation! 

The Colonists' Association at this time pressed for the 
number of non-official members of the Legislative Council to be 
increased from three to five, and to be elected by the adult male 
whites of the Protectorate. Although ·Lord Delamere v.ras at 
this time looking forward . to " complete self-government:• the 
most that 1\fr.- \VinSton Churchill was prepared to support was 
mentioned in a speech of his after a banquet at 1.\Iombasa. "\Ve 
must all admit," he said, " that it will be a long time before 
responsible government· can be granted ; -but it is· ri.o. doubt 
desirable to consider whether additional members should be 
nominated, and as a future -goal the introduction of elective 
non-official representation." 

Ideas of combined actiori progressed slowly at first. In 1909 · 
the Colonists' Association, the Pastoralists' Association and the . 
.1\Ialindi Coast Planters• Association decided to form a Central 
Committee of Federat~4 Associations. A split took place in the 
Colonists • Association because it was becoming too "political ... 1 

~Ir. Grogan's scheme of April 1907 for a political federation of 
all the European_ associations in the country had not been taken 
up·. He appealed again, on- August 3rd, 1910, for an association, 
not of individuals, but of associations. Lord Delamere had 
just previously placed his resignation, on some pretext or other, 
before the Colonists' Association (on July 25th, 1910), and \\'ith
drawn it four days later. On August 4th he again resigned, 
demanding the adoption of a Convention of Associations.'~ -This 
being conceded, he withdrew this resignation also. No count 
has been kept of the number of times that Lord Delamere has 
resigned from various bodies in East Africa. In a circle that was 

• E.A.S., July 3oth. 1910. : Ibid., September 1oth, 1910. 
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formerly wide, but which is now narrowing, the threat has often 
sufficed to effect compliance with his wishes. Eight associations 
and two chambers of commerce were invited to meet for the 
first Convention on October 3rd, 1910. The proposal was then 
formally put and adopted, and an inaugural dinner was held 
next month, with Governor Sir Percy Girouard as an invited 
guest.1 One Association, the Limoru Farmers, formally revoked 
its previous non-political character.:~ The others merely slid 
into the new activities in which the promoters of this new venture 
chose to utilize their services. · 

Although news of Sir Henry Belfield's appointment as Gover
nor had been most churlishly received by some of the luminaries 
of the Convention, for they had promptly cabled an expression 
of disapproval to the Colonial Office,3 he early accorded it valuable 
support by requiring any of the local associations, which might 
wish to approach him upon any topic, to do so through the 
Convention. This gave it a certain standing as the channel of 
approach for the farming interests to the Government. The 
Governor was invited to attend and open sessions of the Gonven-

. tion in person. These ceremonial openings became occasions 
for delivery by the Governor of a general survey of the political 
and economic questions of the day. Heads of Departments 
received a general invitation to attend, and some of those who 
dreaded doing anything which might involve them in· the dis
pleasure of this political group spent whole mornings or da)'!!, at 
several sessions a year, listening to debates which seldom reached 
a high level. The psychology of the delegates was always a 
matter of interest, but study of that phenomenon 'Was hardly 
the work for which Heads of Departments were paid their official. 
salaries. When invited to speak to the delegates, there were 
some who indulged in detailed interpretations, and even criticism, 
of Government policy. Subjection of officials to public cross
examination upon the actions or proposed measures of Govern
ment, with reporters taking down a record for publication, was 
about as flagrant a breach as could be imagined of Colonial 
Regulation No. 45, which lays it down that 

"No public officer, whether on duty or on leave of 
absence, is to allow himself to be interviewed on questions 
of public policy •••. ,. 

• E • .4 •• (}., November 12th, JQIO. 

3 lbid., .February 15th, 1913. 
• lbirl.,· October tst, 1910. 
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But Government took no notice ·of such displays, and officials 
who sought either limelight or popularity with _this political 
group were left With an open field to secure it. The delegates, 
of course, were able to discriminate with· ease behll!'een seriior 
officials who regarded their invitations with awe -and those who· 
failed to recognize them as ·having a higher claim upon their time 
than did the work of busy public ·offices, involved with some 
issues that were quite outside the scope of a farmers' deba~g 
society. . · 

When General Northey assumed ~the Governorship in· igrg 
he said, in his first address· to his Legislative Council :-

•• The Convention of Associations seemS to be your 1nost repre
sentative body, and I shall hope to be invited to attend its :Cuture ~neetings, 
with any Heads of Departments or others desired, to advise and dis.cuss, 
hear and put forward reasonable views. •• · 

It will be observed that this was an inapt remark to make to a. 
legislative body of which more than half the members were 
officials. The· Convention was in no way· representative of the 
official world, nor of the vast Mrican populatimi for which some 
of the official members stood as representatives. It shows to 
what an extent the mind even of a keen observer, when ~ew to 
the Colony, could be obsessed by the importance of one noisy 

· political group. · . · 
Fortified by this unsolicited testimonial, the Convention, at 

its next sitting in July 1919;proceeded to deal with some of the 
officials wh9 had so far shown themselves to be beyond its 
influence. A resolution was carried and sent to the Governor :-· 

.. That this Convention· strongly condemns the attitude of sever~l 
leading officials in departing from precedent and declining to attend the 
Convention to help in its deliberations on those subjects particularly. 
connected with their Departments. If the attitude adopted has been 
forced on such officials by the Executive Council, then this Convention 
wishes to record its condemnation of that body, and that, if the invitation 
has been directly declined by such officials without acting under instruc
tions, that orders be issued that· invitations from the Convention in future 

· are not to be refused." · 

Even in these fir~t few months in the country General Northey· 
had learned a good deal about the delegates' capabilities. So he 
replied : " This depends. If Government officials attend, the 
Convention must moderate its language in regard to Government; 
nor can leading officials discuss policy of Government." As 
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this was the last \\Titten order to be passed on this subject, and 
as the Convention had taken no steps to ensure moderation of 
language, at any rate up to the year 1927, officials still enjoy 
sanction to leave the delegates to enlighten each other. 

The point cannot be too clearly made that the settlers who 
devote their time to the support of the Convention are a minority 
even of the farmers and planters, and therefore a small minority 
of the non-official white population. For example, in February 
1926, out of more than 400 farmers in Trans-Nzoia, only 133 
belonged to the local Association.~ The fact is noteworthy that 
none of tlze women of the Colony take part in the Convention, 
and none of the professional men, except, sometimes, one or two 
land-agents or lawyers in Nairobi. 

One line of action which has been tried by the Convention 
is a public display of injured feelings, accompanied by menaces 
in a local paper. An example of this may be quoted from a date 
as recent as March 1925. (It will be noted that the month was 
March.) Delegates, led by Lord Delamere, had been talking 
with more than usual spaciousness about the necessity of combing 
out the Civil Service and removing some of .the Administration 
officers who were thought to be unhelpful in the all-important .. 
work, from some delegates' point of view, of " encouraging·, 
natives to leave the Reserves and work on their farms. Governors 
have held office in the Colonial Service who would have knov.'ll 
how to deal with the delegates for zeal of this type, but the Con
vention was on safe ground for the moment. So, its courage 
mounting, it went on to pass a motion of censure, moved by a 
gallant colonel, upon Mr. G. V. Maxwell, the Chief Native Com
missioner ,a for not having neglected work in his office and spent 
the day listening to descriptions of his officers (Assistant District. 
Commissioners) as "anti-white," "nearly Bolshevist," cc a 
menace to civilization," cc saturated with democratic and socialistic 
ideas," " a menace to the prestige of the white man," " little 
autocrats," " a lot of schoolboys , and in other encouraging 
terms. Although one delegate, a Major Southon, did suggest 
that some of these strictures were a trifle harsh, the Convention 
passed the resolution, expressing " its regret that the Chief 
Native Commissioner did not see fit to attend or send a repre
sentative, although he knew that the subjects of labour and native 
affairs were to be the principal subjects of discussion." This 

a E.A.S;, February 16th, 1926. • Ibid., Marth 14th, 1925, p. 14F. 
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followed upon a leading article in a local paper of the previous 
day's date which. dealt, more in sorrow than in anger, with 'the~ 
Commissioner's backsliding, and contained the bint that · 

"the Chief Native Commissioner- and his staff may profitably refle~t 
that affronts of this nature to a representative body which has won the 
respect of successive Governors, and that was. a potent influence in the 
country before that "Department .was· created, and is not rvithou• consider
able influenu now on the fortune• of Government departments and officials~ 
are not to be_ offered -with impunity.•• • (It~cs aie the present writ~r's.) 

When next the month of . March approached the- Convention 
returned to the attack. Delegates declared that Mr. Maxwell's 
tenure of office was " a distinct menace to the future prosperity 
of the country,'' and that he " had shown contempt for their 
efforts." In this latter deduction they may have been correct. 
A resolution, which was seconded by Lord Delamere, although he 
was a brother-member of this official on the Executive Council 
of the Colony, was carried,~ :urging the elected members on the 
Legislative Council to take every lawful step to secure the removal 
of the Chief Native Commissioner from his post. In view of 
this attack Mr.· Amery assured the House of Commons· that he 
would accord this official every support.3 · · 
· In the absence of party politics it is natural enough that 
pent-up energies of oratory and zeal for public service should 
seek some such outlet as is provided by criticism ·of the Govern
ment of the country. Ample ... space •• is; of course, at command 
in the local newspapers controlled by members of this political 
group, and the officious or voluble experience no difficulty in 
seeing themselves in print. The inevitable tendency is for any _ 
such group of volunteer debaters to degenerate into a mutual
admiration society. Such small groups are to be found in most 
small Dependencies, and they seem unable to avoid extravagances 
of conduct, whether the personnel is white or coloured. The 
same tendency is observable among Legislative Councillorsy 
although they speak, for the most part, with more responsibility. 
The position of leader among such small and earnest cliques 
exposes the individual to th~ risk of making exhibitions ·which 
do. not evoke the ·saine reverence among detached observers as 
among devoted followers. Critics of Lord Delamere, who has in 

1 Kenya Ob:reNJer, March Itth, I925. 
• The Times. February 25th, 1926. 
3 Commons Debates, March znd. 1926. 
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innumerable contexts been proclaimed the leader of the political 
group among the white settlers, regard with not unfriendly 
amusement the bizarre displays which he makes at times in the 
Legislative Council. In the debates in Council upon the 1922 
Budget .he spoke more than 250 times, while the members of 
his " Reform Party " sat with rapt faces smiling upon their 
leader's performance-he has been known ·to rise and speak 
6o times in one afternoon. No one who has not had to face the 
ordeal of floundering for twenty years in a sea of adulation, a 
Triton among minnows, should let himself conclude that riotions 
as to his own self-importance migh.t not be grievously distorted 
by the experience. The delegates, when all is said and done, 
number something between 20 and 50. The number of 
farmers is now about x,7oo. The little associations SCattered 
about the country have only a small minority of the local residents 
attending their meetings, though interchange of views upon local 
problems is frequently useful. It is when the question comes up 
of sending in a delegate to waste days in Nairobi that a withdrawal 
from public service (sic) becomes marked. Meetings of the 
Convention have been frequently arranged to synchronize with 
Race Week in N air6bi, of which there have sometimes been four 
in the year, in the hope of catching delegates from among the 
more leisured estate-owners who are able to leave their farms 
for a jollification in the capital. In March 1925 Lor4 Delatnere 
was complaining that there was no representative from Nairobi. 

The straits to which the Executive of the Convention has at 
times been reduced in its eagerness to empanel representatives of all 
the settled districts can be indicated luridly enough by an account 
of an episode, in the up-country district of Lu.mbwa, which gave 
rise to a notorious trial. It will here be called the" X-Y case.n 
On April 2nd, 1918, Mr. X was called out of bed at about 10 p.m. 
by one of his boys, who reported that a thief had been caught . 
breaking into the flour-mill. Mr. X employed an assistant,· 
Mr. Y -a native of a friendly Continental nation. He had been 
with him for fifteen months. cc It was his duty to supervise 
labour generally "-so X explained at the trial later. On this 
particular night he was not in his quarters, having gone to the 
railway station, so X turned out and sent one of his boys to 
bring a kib6ko (a tapering whip of rhinoceros or hippopotamus 
hide). Another of the boys explained meanwhile to X that the 
·thief was asking X not to beat him much as he had already been 
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beaten do:wn at the mill. " I paid no attention to this at the 
time, as it was a_ dark night," explained X in Court. He gav~ 
him '' about fifteen- lashes,'' but he . did nqt count the pi-ec~se 
number. Another native employee~ Og6la, explained- in Court 
that the thief's hands were tied together at this time. X struck · 
the thief many times. They all then went down to the river. 
'Vhen the thief got up Og6la _saw that his· private parts were hurt 
and bleeding. X told him to duck the thief in the river. When 
he was pull~d out he was· struck six tillle with the "kib6ko. This 
alternate ducking and thrashing was repeated three times. Mr. Y 
then carne back from the station with a lamp, and X went baclc 
to bed. Y had the thief carried to his own bedroom, as he -wa~ 
now too weak to walk. · He was spread-eagled u~der Y's bed. 
One leg was tied with a chain to the bed-leg, the other limbs 
with straps. The thief did not struggle while he was being tied 
under the bed. He said, "Bring water." y•s cook, Amena, . 
gave him some in an iron mug, but he could not drink it. This 
witness did not see anything round the ibief•s neck~ Amena 
sJept in the next room to Y's. There was no door between the 
rooms. Later· he heard sounds of Y carrying ·a person. He 
knew the body was dea4, because it was soft when _he saw it 
carried out by Y. In the morning Y said : " That fool has 
·run away." 1 · 

A few days later Y, carrying some firewood, handed a tin of 
oil to the first witness Og6Ia~ X was near the store and could 
have seen Y _giving him the oil. They went across the river and 
found the ·body of the thief in a small ho!e. Og6la noticed that · 
there was a rope or a pie~ of cloth round the neck of the body. 
Y covered the body with· firewood and told him to pour oil over 
it. He did so, andY then lit the fire. 

A Lumbwa native named Kips6ngo said in evidence that he · 
remembered seeing smoke OQe day near theriver,and,ongoingto 
investigate the unusual occurrence, found a partly burnt body of 
a native whom he did not. recognize. He went and reported 
.the matter to the police. Indian Sub-Assistant Surgeon Wilayat 
Shah of Kericho was taken to the spot to examine the body on 
behalf of the police.· This was six or eight days after the ~ef·s 
death. The body was 5 ft. 6.ins. in length. It was that of a 

. thin man. There was an h"on chain on the left leg and an iron 
wire on the right forearm. There were marks of tying on the 

• L.E.A., September 7th, 1918. 
M 
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right forearm and leg. There was a twisted and knotted rag at 
the neck, but it vtas burnt on the left side. (l\Iedical details 
omitted.) The cause of death had been stTangulation. 

The two accused were represented respectively by two of 
th.e leading firms of European lawyers in the country. The 
native witnesses were subjected to severe cross-examination. 
" The impression of the first witness,, says the report of the 
trial, "was not shaken by a three hours' cross-examination." 
The jury of nine Europeans was locked up at night in a special 
house. · 

The charge against Y was that " he did cause the death of 
one 1\Iantuga by strangulation and thereby committed the offence 
of murder." X was charged under Section 326 of the Criminal 
Code with causing hurt, and also with giving false evidence to 
the police to screen an offender. 

The case lasted four. days-September 4th to 'jth, 1918. 
Both defendants pleaded "not guilty" to all charges. Neither 
of them gave evidence on oath. Judge Maxwell, in summing up, 
stated that the case against Y was the graver of the two. The 
jury might find him guilty of murder or of manslaughter or of 
causing" grievous hurt." . 

The jury found Y guilty of causing " simple hurt.n He was 
bound over to keep the peace for twelve months. X was found 
guilty of causing " simple hurt " and was fined Rs. 1 ,ooo 
(£66 IJS. 4d.). 

In the same issue of the local paper which reported the· trial, 
there appeared the news that an Indian trader had been fined 
Rs. t,soo (£too) for smuggling ten bottles of vinegar at the 
coast ; 1 also that five Indians who were implicated in a fracaS in 
l\lombasa bazaar, during which another Indian had been killed, 
had been hanged at 1\Iombasa. 

The East African Standard on Tuesday, September 1oth, 
1918, had a strong leading article on the case. It said:-

"The salient fact in the whole of the sordid affair is that a native
admittedly a thief, but one entitled to justice nevertheless-v."llS brutally 
done to death last April. As a direct result two men were arrested, but, 
despite the grave charges preferred against them by the Crown, they are 
to-day free men at the cost of Rs. 1,000 in cash. This position, which 
is an e1..'traordinary one, to put it mildly, has been achieved after a patient 
hearing of all the details of the case lasting four whole days. • • • We 

a E.A..S., September 7th, 1918. 
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confess that in our opinion of the case there has been a grave miscari-iage 
of justice. • · • • It is absolutely essential in a country such as this that 
the majesty of the law should be maintained. and there must be nC? stis
picion of the existence of one penalty for. crimes. of this nature for the 
white man and another for the black. H the white man expects th~ 
black man to respect the law. he· must· respect it hiniself •••• The 
people of this country cannot afford to condone brutality ; it must be 
deprecated with all. the power at their disposal. We must hold the 
scales of justice evenly, and offender-S against the law of humanity must 
suffer like punishment, whether black or white. It would be sub
versive to administrative cml.trol to risk t:Pe native belleving that the 
white man could evade the penalties of the criminal law by the mere 
payment of rupees. • •• The ·trial in our opinion conStitutes one of 
the most unfortunate episodes in the history of this country.,. 

That is what the paper said about the case. :Most people. 
will agree with every word of it. What the Magistrate who had 
tried the case in the Lower Court had said in committing these 
two white men for trial was that in the w4ole course of his legal 
experience he had never heard of a graver case of brutality. For 
this remark he received a sharp rebuke from the Governor. He 
was subsequently transferred to the West Coast. · 

\Vbat happened to Mr .. X was that, after a short absence from 
the country, he returned, was admitted by. the Immigration 
Authorities and was appointed by the Governor to be a member 
of the local District Committe~a mark of Government confidence · 
which only ranks next below the honour of being appointed a 
Justice of the Peace. One Magistrate in the country imperilled 
his chances of promotion for ever by writing a strong but respectful 
remonstrance to the Governor as soon as he heard of this appoint
ment. \Vhat the Govern~r replied to this Magistrate (if· any
thing) is not known. Perhaps the :Magistrate's letter never 
reached him, but was intercepted by one of his underlings. One 
must be very wary in criticizing the Governor's action in this 
episode, and must refrain from passing any judgment. One 
does not know under what pressure he was acting. The Execu
tive of the Convention also accepted Mr. X as a representative 
from Lll.mbwa. Some of the · delegates attending Convention 
were indignant to find Mr. X there, and ignored him and his 
remarks, but that. did not lead the Executive to reconsider their 
action in making use of him to swell the assembly by one. · 

Europeans in Kenya m~t he content to have tragedies like 
this one (or worse} crop up at intervals-so long as whisky 
infests the Colony as it does to-day. But already ther~ are)o~n.;; 
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who feel that local conditions make it undesirable that the State 
should retail liquor-as it does at bars and refreshment-rooms 
along the State railways. (There was one at Lumbwa.) Every 
small white community amid an overwhelming African population 
eventually finds that it has to "go dry/' as a matter of self
preservation-when the native masses become sophisticated. 

The everlasting note of mutual admiration began to have its 
effect in due time, and the Convention's corporate self-esteem 
grew steadily. Resolutions began to appear with some such 
preamble as : " That this Convention, representing the entire 
white population of the Colony . . ,, and similar phrases, 
equally vain. In August 1920 they actually invited the Prince 
of Wales to visit the Colony.1 Any educated group which took 
itself less seriously would have had the savoir Jaire to make 
suggestion to the Governor of the Colony that he should invite 
the Prince. Final responsibility for the success of a State func
tion of this sort rests with the Governor, on whom a large part 
of the expense also falls. The Convention disregarded this 
detail. 

In the year 1919 there were probably many thousands of 
small debating societies and study circles, with a membersh,ip 
of thirty or more, scattered about the British Empire. But there 
was only one that thought it ought to have direct representation 
at the Imperial Conference of that year. Needless to say, that 
one was the NairObi Convention.2 It actuall supplied the 
necessary cash to pay for that view to be cabled to the Govern· 
ment in London. · 

The Convention's " genuine and continuous concern " for 
the native is exemplified further in the attempted cental coinage 
manipulation (Chapter XII), in the concerted reduction of native 
wages (Chapter XIII), in its advocacy of the "30-day month" 
and its enthusiasm for the finger-print system for the capture of 
deserters (Chapter XI). The zeal with which it worked up an 
insurrectionary movement in 1922-23 is described in Chapter X.~I. 
The worst mistake it then made was to forget the existence of 
the British Navy (Chapter XXII). 

The subservience which Governors and Acting Governors 
in Kenya have shown in their dealings \\ith this body gives rise 
to serious thought. It is easy for critics whose lot is cast in a 
stable white society 6,ooo miles away to be hasty in conclusions 

• L.E.Il., September toth, 19-ZI, Y. P• 314· 
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as to unworthy pliability on the part of serv~t:& of the Cro~ in 
Kenya. They would be doing the graceful thing by following 
the advice of Spinoza : cc Neither condemn nor ridicule, but ~ 
to understand." In a small community where everyone know_s 
everyone else, powers of vitUperation, if used remorselessly and . 
without regard to the limits which decency or good taste might 
impose, have a disturbing effect on any individual who is not 
blessed with a thick skin or a rare supply of self-complacency~ 
Even Governors, when present as invited guests, have been insulted 
by members of this body. . Some who have been .delegates are. 
" home failures," and many are giving their e~nest attention t<> 
new callings in life for which they have had no previous training 
whatever. While few are as simple as the gendeinan of whom 
it is told that he appeared to regard stock-raising as properly 
to be conducted on monogamous principles--for he bought so 
rams and so ewes with which t.o start his farm-it is inherent . 
in the conditions under which the delegates are trying to secure 
wealth that all of them are Ieamers, and the aptitude for learning 
notoriously fails many people as middle-age is approached. In 
a new country·where conditions are novel to so many it is easy 
for assertiveness to take the place of knowledge based Ol;l observed 
facts.. Constant pillory in the public Press, in which only one 
·side of every buming question receives full.display, is an experi- · 
ence from which the sensitive shrink, either on their own account 
or for the sakes of. those dependent up<m them in home or in 
business. Those who want a quiet life, as it is ordinarily under
stood, can have it-on terms. Officials who do not mind whether · 
they have a quiet life or the reverse are a trial not only to opponents 
(which does not matter)~· but often to confreres and oftener to 
superiors {which does matter). So they get no encouragement 
and little support from either. None can be sure that he is beyond 
the need of support in all the turns of Fate that may arise, so 
those who are gifted with a modicum of prudence avoid involving 
themselves in trouble. In Kenya this means, generally speaking, 
that the self-interest of the vociferous must not be traversed. 
The commercial utility of invective is thus apparent. and the 
partial persistence· to this day of the Convention's influence is a 
proof of the efficacy of strong language in Kenya's world of 
politics. 

In dealing with some of the problems of the pioneer and the 
farmer (though the question of native labour must be excepted), 
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the Convention's treatment has at times been lucid and helpful. 
The unattractive feature of its record is that, whenever it has been 
led to believe that officials in the public service were thwarting 
its aims, it has promptly descended to abuse, or attempted to 
employ " considerable influence on the fortunes of Government 
officials., 

It is to be hoped that the day may come when the Convention, 
if it continues to exist, will invariably be able to act with restraint 
-though that is a difficult matter for most Kenya politicians, 
seeing that the Ides of March recur annually; At present 
delegates are setting the country an, unwise example, for if other 
watchful race-groups are led to think that they can best secu.re 
their ends by threats and vilification, the public life of the Colony 
will not be sweetened. Historically the Convention is the political 
child of the Mr. E. S. Grogan of 1910. In modern parlance 
it is the Colony's" Big Noise." When a Governor comes upon 
the scene (as may be the case now) who is open to argument 
but impervious to noise, the raison d'etre of the Convention, as 
it has hitherto been conducted, will be at an end. · 



CHAPTER XI 

FINGER-PRINTS 

« All political po~er which is set over men o~ght to be in some way or 
other exercised for their benefit."-EDMUND BuRKE. 

I T will . have been gathered that even before the. Imperial 
Government took charge of the country the Pax Bn"tannica 
had begun to descend upon some of .the quarrelsome,· or at 

any rate suspicious, tribes. The credit for this lies with the. old 
Imperial Company. The mere extirpation of the slave-trader 
from the land, infrequent though his raids had been in the 
greater part of what is now Kenya Colony, allowed of an urbanity 
of relations between native tribes that had not been possible -
before. The masterful merciless Arab trader with his armed 
retinue, even indeed the report of the approach of such a one, 
was sufficient to spread ~ cloud of mutual distrust among neigh
bouring clans or villages. ·The acceptance by this malign visitor 
of the hospitality of one village or chief inevitably meant . the 
deliberate picking of a quarrel with some adjacent village or . 
chief. Hostilities flared up, · usually with some prelude of 
treachery. The guns of the . visitors meant the ·enslavement of 
scores or hundreds of the group which was attacked. Sometimes 
the trader was driven to slave-raiding by the sheer pressure of . 
prosperity. A chief had been met with ·who had collected an 
unexpectedly rich stock of ivory. This had been taken over by 
the trader by lawful barter, or by the swifter process of massacring 
the owner and his dependents. So our fortunate trader found 
himself in the position of having much more ivory than he could 
carry to the coast. No reward would tempt local natives to 
travel to the coast as paid carriers. The only solution was to raid 
a village and capture slaves. The happy promoters of this trading 
venture then plied the lash for two or three months. The 
slaves carried the ivory. At the coa,st the slaves were sold to 
Arabs or Swahilis, the ivory to Indian traders, who shipped it 

. to the East by the ever-moving stream of dhows. In the dim 
recesses of vast forests in the interior, lean black men, gliding like 
shadows, continued to dog the steps of the elephant herds, slaying 
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when they needed food, occasionally getting slain themselves. 
The wit of the little man was matched against that of the big 
animal, and the honours were tolerably even. Pits, covered at 
ground-level by miracles of camouflage, were employed, and also 
the poisoned harpoon, launched from the overhanging tree. 
Meat was the principal yield to the profession. Ivory was a 
by-product, but it could be bartered for salt, iron tools and 
other things at the villages out in the open. And so the 
process went on-hunger, poison, ivory, hardware, trade-goods, 
slaves, profits. . 

With the arrival of the British administrator the regime of -
the slaver came to a sudden end. 'Still, old hostilities and sus
picions among the tribes died slowly, and there was always a 
chance of commotion if the residents of one district travelled into 
that of another group or tribe. The elimination of this chance 
of disturbance, the spread of complete peace, was one of the ends 
towards which the activities of an amazing group of gentleman
adventurers from Britain were ever directed. It was an essential 
preliminary to trade. They were successful. They and their 
successors have continued to be successful.. Football teams now 
travel hundreds of miles by train and steamer to play the tea.qts 
of other tribes. In 1922 a Kikuyu firebrand, as will be related,1 

was addressing enthusiastic meetings, s,ooo strong, in Kavirondo 
-where some few years earlier he would have been swiftly 
clubbed. Our Administration officers are welding tribes into 
a nation-which is some day to be a free nation. They are doing 
it to-day, every day. Let that basic fact never be forgotten. It 
is at once an inspiration and a warning to us in national work, 
which, though not carried on without disappointments, is· of 
incalculable influence upon the future history of Mrica and 
therefore upon that of mankind. It is a warning to us that we 
forget not to pursue our aim with kindliness. The offer of free
dom, made in a spirit of kindliness, is a reagent of unfailing. 
potency in the establishment of the finest relations. Happy the 
nation that has it in its power to make such an offer I Givers 
and recipients are transfigured. Skin-colour ceases to matter. 
Friendship displaces both rule and tutelage. Can any shock of 
Fate shatter a friendship so builded ? 

It is trite to record that the early relations of . the white 
administrator with the wise savage usually exhibit both masterful 

• Chapter XIII. 
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and pate~nal aspects. The rise of the -latter as the doniinant 
attitude is the first sign of progress towards the. far-~stant tr~· 
figuration. The· early administrator insists upon peace. lie 
appears upon the scene and announces that peace. has been 
established, merely because he has arrived~ It is a challengllig· 
assertion, but he launches such swift thunderbolts of retribution 
upon disturbers of the peace that, as· the· lesser of two evils, they 
put up with peace. As some ·slight and very inadequate compensa
tion, peace. brings ·with it the right o:t: travel, which is found, in 
the fullness of time, to be joyous~ But the dispenser of thunder
bolts is watching these early essays along the path to freedom 
narrowly. He wants to know where the wiSe savage wan~ to 
travel to ; why he wants to go there ,and when he may be expected 
back. His word, which is law, lays dow-n the routine that 'per
mission must be obtained. A strange piece of white material, 
previously unknown to the tribe, stiff and crackly, indicates to 
all beholders that the possessor. of it haS secured permission to. 
travel outside of his own district. It is carried in a split wand or 
twig, the end tied up with a shred of fibrous bark. Let no one 
interfere with. the travels. of him . to whom the Bwana has given 
a " pass " I Anyone who does so is likely to .be discomfited~ 

1\.t the appointed time the traveller returns and· surrenders 
· his pass, now limp and soiled. He narrates his experiences. 
He has travelled for ten days without molestation. (The dispenser 
of thunderbolts smiles at th~just the ghost of a smile.) The 
traveller's confidence mounts. He is questioned as to his route. 
\Vhat water is there along it ? How much cultivation ? How 
many villages ? He is invested with some of the importance 
which everywhere at:taches to those who have travelled, among 
those who have not. He 1?-ad taken away with him a parcel of 
tobacco leaves, and he has brought back a skin bag containing a 
sticky mass which may be referred to as honey. (Inter-tribal 
trade has begun.) · 

In. due course Higher Authority considers that the practice 
should be regularized and defined. · It is habitually· insistent on 
forms and ceremonies which· the dispensers of thunderbolts· 
regard with loathing. The .. Native Passes Regulations, 1900 ,.. 

duly appear. The desire for travel exerts such a healthy giowth 
that it appears feasible at ~eng& to make a small charge for the 
u pass... By •• Rules under .. these regulations it is ordained 
that a fee of one rupee must be paid for a pass authorizing a native 
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to " cross the land frontier of the Protectorate into German 
territory." 

Due to Government's vigorous advertisement-in South Africa 
of the Protectorate as a field for European settlement, and to this 
coinciding with a period of unsettlement there upon the termina· 
tion of the Boer War, numbers of South African~ decided to try 
their luck in the new country. They were enthusiastic about 
various "Pass Systems" that prevailed down South. These 
were, they reported, no expense to the Government there. In 
fact, the charges which the natives had to pay were li)O varied and 
numerous that the resulting revenue not only made the pass 
system self.supporting but also sufficed to pay a real Police 
Force-not an apology for one, like the Protectorate's. The 
Land Commission of 1905, under the chairmanship of Lord 
Delamere, advocated a Pass System for the natives. The demand. 
was constantly appearing in the local papers from 1906 onwards. 
A Master and Servants Ordinance came into force on May xst, 
rgo6, but made no provision for passes or other certificate of 
identity for the labourers. 

In 1908 the Labour Inquiry Board, which has been .referred 
to in Chapter VI, had recommended that a poll tax should be. 
imposed on every adult maie African instead of the hut ta.X' 
then levied. This Board consisted of one official, who had had 
no direct· experience in the administration of natives, and two 
settlers, and in support of the proposed new tax it urged that the 
receipt given for the tax should be in such a form as would allow 
identification of its holder, and that, when equipped. with this · 
combined tax·receipt and identity·ticket, he should be allowed 
to travel over the country at .will. 

Lord Delamere in xgog supported the imposition of the poll 
tax on the natives for the reason that Government, in order to 
be able to distinguish , between natives who had paid their tax 
in any one year and those who had not yet paid, would be forced 
to establish some measure of registration which would allow of 
the identification of individual taxpayers. The poll tax was in 
due course imposed in 1910 in addition to the existing hut 
tax, but the receipt given was not of a type that served to 
identify the native,t 

The Native Passes Regulations of 1900 gradually became a 
dead letter, The increasing indulgence in travel killed them, 

• E.A.S., April roth, 1909, p. Ii. 
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By I9IJ,-from the one district of Fort Hall, 10,000 natives were 
leaving every month, for longer or' shorter periods. . The DiStrict 
Commissioner and his Assistants would have had their· entire 
time taken up in interviewing wou,ld-be travell~s and signing 
passes if they had attempted to enforce the regulations. · · 

When the Labour Commission $at from September 1912 to 
July 1913, the agitation for a Pass Law was strong. Out of 
205 non-native witnesses, 78 pressed for either an Identification. 
Law or a· Pass System~ or both. A Pass Law was opposed, 
however, by the Chief Native Commissioner, the Director of 
Public Works and other official witnesses, as also was the recently 
imposed poll tax on natives, and the Commission, while re:Porting 
unanimously in favour of an Identificati,on Law on the lin~ of 
that of Southern Rhodesia, recommended that a Pass Law should 
not be adopted as it would probably prove a deterrent to labour-
supply. · 

Towards the end of the War a scheme;: for the·settlement of 
ex-Service European men and women was moo~ed, and received 
the consideration of the Governor's War Council. It had appeared 
to the Governor at the outbreak of the War that, since the vast 
majority of the European settlers, and ·the ·Civil Servan~. who 
were not retained at their posts under Government orders, had 

· gone to the front in Gern1an · East Mrica or elsewhere, it wa.S 
appropriate that some of the settlers who had not go.ne should 
be invited to assist Governni.ent with their advice-a mixture of . 
a tribunal and of one of those.~· Business Governments , which 
were tried in various countries during the War with results more 
or less bizarre. The East Mrica Protectorate had been tlie first 
British Possession to adopt compulsory military service as the 
law of the land. The. major. exploits of this Council in the domain 
of business were to father the Soldier Settlement Scheme, which 
turned out to be so largely a fiasco ,X and, in a Napoleonic moment, 
to order from England by cable 1 ,ooo.ooo hoes for sale to the 
natives of the country. When sounder judgment .supervened, 

· efforts were made by cable to cancel the order. Cargoes of 
barrels containing hoes by the gross were already arriving in the. 
country, and the business gesture of the War Council was se.en to 
have been too affable. The . proportion of the order which it 
proved impossible to stop amounted to about half a million. 
This stock continued to glut . Government stores for years. and 

V. p. 81. 
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it came to be regarded as an unkindly act to say " Hoe nor enn 
" Ho ! " to an ex-"' ar Councillor. However, as some compensa
tion for their damaged business reputations, they were able to 
denounce Government Departments for holding stores to too 
high a total value. That gave them pleasure, and memories in 
Kenya are short. 

The War Council's cogitation upon this prospective influx of 
soldier settlers led it to press also for the enforcement of the 

~ative Registration Ordinanse that had been put forward in 
1915. The Land Settlement Commission which· reported on 
November 21st, 1918, recommended the immediate application 
of the ordinance. At the first meeting of the Convention of 
Associations after the appointment of General Northey as 
Governor in 1919, the following resolution was passed: 

" That in view of the appalling insecurity of native labour 
which seriously interferes l\ith industrial expansion, the adminis• 
tration be urged to formulate a definite policy and to apply the 
Native Registration Orcfinance 1915 forthwith."" 

Views had changed somewhat in the meantime, and it was thought 
well, by Government, to draft a new Bill. This was put befo~e 
the ..L:ghl~ve Council on l\lay 3rd, 1920, and it passed third 
reading on July 5th, 1920.1 It repealed the Native Registration 
Ordinance of 1915 "ith its amendments of 1915 and 1918. 

It laid down that every male Mrican native apparently above 
the age of 16 years should be registered, and should carry 
a registration paper or certificate which would be issued to him 
by registration officers appointed by Government. He was to 
produce this on demand of a police officer or other authorized 
person. Failure to do so would render him liable to a fine not 
exceeding £15, with or "ithout a month's imprisonment. The 
same punishment was prescribed for seven other offences by 
registered natives. 

Any person who should employ an unregistered native within 
certain prescribed areas would be liable to a fine not exceedini {,so, 
with or without six months' simple or rigorous imprisonment, The 
same punishment was prescribed for eight other offences by non· 
natives. 

Notwithstanding anything in the Law of E\idence the certificate 
of a prescribed officer that the thumb-print of a nati\·e was identical Voith 

I Proc. Lrg. Co., Sc·c:oi/J s.·ssi•m. l!).:tO, p. 7· 
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one filed in a Central Finger-Print Bureau -woUld in future serve to 
identify the native. Any employer of labour or his agent on his fann. or 
premises might demand from any native the production of his certificate 
at any time. Failure or refusal to do so was a criminal offence for 
which the Police might arrest without a summons and for which, upon 
conviction, the native would be liable to a· fine not exceeding £3, with or 
without a month's simple or rigorous imprisonment. 

A notification o£ any desertion of a native by the Chief Registrar of 
Natives to any l\lagistrate or Police Officer was to be treated as a corn~ 
plaint made by the employer. AJ.l employers had 1;o keep ·labour 
registers and submit returns. . . 

The Governor-in-Council might· apply the system_ in any given 
area to male natives of less than I6 years of age ; he might make rules 
waiving the carrying of certificates by natives, or· for fixing fees and 
charges, for prescribing the form and contents of ledgers and certificates• 
and other matters. 

The system was launched in August 1920. Scores of thousands 
of natives were ordered into the offices of District Colnmis
sioners to have their ten finger-prints taken and tribal particulars 
recorded. Administration officers toured the remote villages 
and did the work there. Tin· containers were stamped out by 
the hundred thousand. . . 

From 1921 onwards, the police began to .be busy .. For. the 
first ~ee months only 358 cases were dealt with, but thereafter 
the work cc increased by leaps and bounds!' The Police Annual · 
Report that published this news contained also a warning :-

.. There seems little doubt that unless employers can be induced to 
render regularly their monthly returns of labour employed or dismissed, 
the working of this law will fail to achieve the. desired results." 

There were at this time·· many employers who realized clearly 
that this system was designe~ to operate to the advantage of the 
worst employers-from whose service they did not disapprove 
of natives escaping. They were not anxious to help the scheme, 
and were running the risk of fine and imprisonment in order to 
see whether it would lapse into disuse as so many other provisions 
_of law in the Colony had done from time to time. The Govern
ment this time was resolute, however. Administration officers 
were launched upon a deserter-hunt which they, as a class, 
detested. At the end of 1920 registered natives numbered 

_ 194•750. During 1921 the number of registrations rose to 
389,632; reported deserters numbered 2,790, of which number 
2,364. were traced. By 1\lay 1922 the number of registered 
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effectives had reached 435 1584. A local paper observed that 
the system was 

" functioning in a manner even beyond the most optimistic expecta• 
tions." It was true that" the Department appeared to cost a great deal 
of money, and in some quarters the Department was considered to be 
non~revenue producing, but when one considered the amount of good 
done to the country generally and the revenue derived from tines for 
non-observance of the provisions of the Ordinance, one could not help 
thinking that the balance might well be the other way." 

Except that provision was impossible, on financial grounds, 
for photographing these 435,584 natives, the system employed 
was substantially that in use by the Criminal Investigation 
Departments of the Police Forces of European cities in the. 
identification of criminals who fall into their hands. This system 
is thoroughly scientific ; it is effective. Yet there were still 
some Europeans in the Colony who considered it unjustifiable to 
impose such a system upon the entire adult male group of a people 
under British protection. 

In the earlier months of 1922 the number of desertions (for 
one month) fell to three per xo,ooo of registered natives .. Later 
in the year the local paper .was able to observe : " Since the 
system was inaugurated, the menace of desertion on the pari of 
contracted labour has departed almost." The cost of the system 
was to some slight extent recouped from the fines, of which the 
great majority were collected from natives, Apart from this, 
the entire cost was met from State funds, which, again, were mainly 
derived from native sources. . -

The inteuerence w~ native life was prodigious. There 
were numerous offenders beyond those who were deserters. 
Natives who lost or destroyed their certificates, perhaps after 
desertion, or who were in wrongful possession of another's 
certificate, perhaps unwittingly, were tripped up by means of . 
their finger-prints and punished to the number of 2,479 ; the . 
total number of offenders and criminals under this ordinance 
standing at 8,377 (involving tens of thousands of detentions and 
interrogations) by the end of February 1922. This date is 
especially mentioned because official statistics were handed over 
to the newspapers, correct up to February 28th, 192z. With 
the irony which the march of events has so often imported into 
East Mrican affairs, it happened that upon the day on which 
these particulars appeared in print, Government surgeons were 
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busy in the Native Hospital at Nairobi, dealing with the victims 
of rifle and J"evo_lver fire by armed police into a packed crowd Qf 
native men and women,x because ~ had included supporters 
of a native agitator who had enjoyed a meteoric. career, amply 
financed by native funds, denouncmg the measure to enonnous. 
audiences over a wide sweep of native territory. 

The report 'containing . the official. statistics in question 
reviewed the operation of the ordinance and gave a list of " a 
few of the benefits to be derived ·by all parties from the registration 
of natives." The readers were · left to guess what the many 
other benefits might be. Here are the few :-

•• Stability of labour. This will be more thoroughly. appreciated by 
fanners with pre-registration experience. 

•• Detection and identification of criminals • 
.. Identification of deceased natives. In the case of contracted 

labourers especially. this enables the Labour Department to pay 
the defunct•s estate promptly to the neXt of kin • 

.. Proof of employment by a native and record of salary earned • 

.. Effective check over payment of native tax (when registration is 
complete). 

"Prevention of miscarriages of justice through mistaken identity. 
" Feasibility of allowing bail to natives on their. own cognizances. 
" Labour and other statistics... · 

The ordinance had been received with remarkable. submis- · 
siveness by the natives, but it gave rise to deep discontent. The 
year I92 1 saw the establishment of a Young Kikuyu Association. 
and a more militant East Mrican Association, claiming to speak 
for all the native races in East Africa, and distinctly anti-European · 
in some of its views. In Kavir6ndo there were one or two 
exhibitions of intentional affront to Government officers, and 
on December 23rd, 1921, a· long document relating Kavir6ndo 
grievances was sent to the Government. · 

In August 1922 the Governor, Sir Edward Northey, visited 
North and South Kavir6ndo and addressed large meetings of 
natives~ The censored report of the Governor's remarks on 
Registration runs as follows :- · 

.. It was difficult to understand their objection to registration, which 
was introduced only for their own good. All that was required was 
identification of natives outside their reserve and an honest man could 

· have nothing to fear from carrying his certificate about. They must all 

s V. Chapter XIII. 
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agree with him that identification of bad characters was desirable. A 
native is protected by his certificate from a bad employer. 

<r " More Europeans had been punished, in proportion, for breaking 
registration regulations than natives. 

"He· could only repeat what the C.N.C. had said, that Europeans 
themselves had to carry kipandu when they left their own countries. 
He himself could not go through a foreign country without a kipandi. 

" Registration was not an indignity and was only intended to help 
them. There was no difference between a kipandi and a passport." 

He also announced that mass meetings must be stopped, as they 
were ~ad and dangerous. The wishes of the younger and edu
cated men should be brought to the notice of the District Officers 
and they would then be laid before him. A clear invitation for 
the discussion of grievances was extended, and the Governor's 
various speeches undeniably had a wholesome effect. -He told 
the· natives that they could work with their cattle or in their
gardens, and that Government would increasingly help them with 
education and with veterinary and medical aid. 

The one policy which the local Government pursued in the 
year 1922 more wholeheartedly than any other one was retrench
ment. Post-war depression was at its worst, The " Geddes 
Committee," consisting chiefly of settlers, was wielding the _axe
lustily. Government expenditure was to be cut down by 
hundreds of thousands of pounds. The Registration system was 
in real danger of being abolished, on the score of. economy. 
Local Associations in various parts of the Colony passed resolu
tions demanding that, whatever else had to be disallowed, the 
system should not be tampered with. The Convention supported 
this view, and it accordingly remained in force. 

Mter more than six years' operation, it is still rigorously 
applied. Modification is scarcely possible. No permissive 
feature can be imported into it. It is impossible, for instance, 
without reducing the whole scheme to futility, to announce, at 
any certain date, that natives subsequently reaching the age of 
r6 need not be registered, while keeping the system applied 
to half a million of the population previously registered. It is 
impossible to make the submission of- returns by employers 
optional. Unless they all send them in, the Central Bureau has 
not the full information with which to trace native movements. 
There are many employers who would gladly see the system 
discarded. They were not inconvenienced by desertions even 
before it came in. They have always bee'n able to get labour, 
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even when some of their neighbours were able to get none. 
Their labourers are well housed and well fed. The ration .of 
food-stuff prescribed by Governm~t is . exceeded, and th~ 
master sometimes gives them shot antelope or· zebra meat. The 
Iabourel'S increase in weight-while they are on the farm. They 
have school facilities outside their working hours~ Wages are 
promptly paid and irritating fines and . stoppages of pay are 
unknown. Games are indulged in and cultivated. On many 
such estates the labour of compiling. and submitting monthly 
returns would gladly be discarded, with its conco~tant risk of 
interrogation or reprimand· from Central Bureau in Nairobi~ of 
police visits, deserter-hunts in the native quarters and . the 
possibility of having to appear in Court for inadvertence in failing 
to comply· with some provision of the ordinance. B.ut no. 
All employers must stand or fall together, it is said. This means 
that unless good employers support this infljction and countenance 
the expenditure of public money which is involved, the worst 
employers will be faced with ruin. That is precisely· the case. 
They would. When the system collapses, they will be helpless. 
They will have to sell their estates, if they can, and disappear
or amend their ways. And so the system is .maintained· in full 
rigour by the Government. By October 1924 the numtier of 
registered natives had reached .519,056. By a Proclamation of· 
the Governor in March I9Z3 the system was extended, in the 
Nakuro district, to boys apparently of or above the age of 12.~: 

The tribulations of the natives were genuine. A Masai 
visiting Nair6bi, as he had probably done scores of times before, 
was fined Rs. xo for be~g without his paper, although it was 
made clear that he would have had to travel on foot about 56· 
additional miles to procure .it. Maximum sentences were fre
quently inflicted without much regard .to any justification that 
the native may have had for deserting. The Supreme Court 
in 1\·fay 1922 reduced one particular. sentence for desertion 
to one· month's rigorous imprisonment, but unfortunately the 
accused had already been imprisoned for two months. · 

Those who are so short-sighted as to rest satisfied with the 
temporary advantages which the system accords to one restricted 
class, in disregard of its ultimate influence upon the wider rela
tions of white and black, ar~ a danger to their own class and to 
the Colony. The system can only persist_ with the tolerance of 

• O.G., March 21st, 1923, p. 277· 
. l'( 
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the natives themselves. That is the point of which the Kenya 
Government should never lose sight. Wherever the native may 
be, outside the Reserve, at work or at play, travelling or resting, 
he is liable to arrest by the police and prosecution on a criminal 
charge if he has not this certificate on his person. If ·a gang 
of labourers choose to mutilate or destroy their certificates, 
they can be imprisoned. If I ,ooo natives in concert destroy 
them, they can be fined. If Io,ooo or IOo,ooo decide to 
discard the certificates, the system will be at an end. That 
was the possibility that was beginning to emerge in 1922, ·when 
Government subdued native objec;tion by what all Africans 
regard as a display of ferocity. 1 Who can rest assured, however, 
that the seed then planted in heated minds is not germinating 
slowly there to-day ? And if the product comes to the surface 
in .due course-what then ? There will be a clash of wills that 
may shake the authority of Government itself. There may be 
a violent reaction against white employers, . good, bad and 
indifferent-an industrial crisis accompanied by unrest and some 
inconvenience for the native; but by complete disaster for the 
employer class. This risk is being carried at present, by 
Government, settler, investor and trader. The wisdom of dqing 
so is at least open to question. 

The intention of the system is that the native shall not escape 
if he has " made his mark , on a contract-which he ~ot read. 
In taking this step the native is not a free agent. The main weight 
of Government taxation falls upon him. The Government is. 
inexorable in its demand for cash. Europeans may combine as 
a Taxpayers' Protection League to defy the law •. Politicians, 
provided their skins are white, may preach the organized non
payment of taxes-without rebuke and without puni$hment. · If 
a politician in a black skin did identically the same thing, his 
village and district would know him no more. Europeans in 
Kenya devote a substantial proportion of their time to recreation, · 
games and sport. Regardless of native festivals or ceremonial 
occasions, settler asso~iations press the Government so to arrange 
the collection of tax from the natives that the demand shall 
synchronize with the period of most urgent demand for labour 
on the plantations. The demand falls upon the native, and can 
only be avoided in one way, which will be alluded to shortly. 

What happens next may be described and cannot be denied. 
1 V. Chapter XIII and p. 445• 
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The tax · collection begins and is vigorous. ·Disregarding the 
revenue from the Masai tribe, which is about £z6,ooo, ·the 
remainder of the Native Hut and· Poll Tax represents ab~ut 
9oo,ooo individual taxes. It was always the case up till 1922, 
since when conditions have improved (v. p. JIJ), that the natives 
procured only a fraction of the cash v.ith ·which to pay these taxes 
by the sale of their produce. ·The bulk of it was obtained by 
labourers, 20o,ooo or fewer, working for wages paid by Govern- · 
ment, settler or merchant. OrganiZed growth, under expert 
instruction, of either common or valuable crops by the natives 
would m.ake them rich enough, in a season or two, to meet the 
Government's annual . demand for cash, especially if skilful 
marketing were organized on their hehalf. Scores of thousands of 
natives have no cash in hand, no prospect of surplus produce 
of cash-value equivalent to the tax. and no prospect of 
expert aid in the complex operation of marketing for export." 
Some might be able to slip. into the employment of a European 
or Indian wagepayer close at hand, who would- engage them on 
a month-to-month basis. The majority had no such luck. They 
tendered themselves to firms of labour recruiters, whose agents 
toured the villages. They were marched in droves to ·ihe nearest 
l\Iagistrate. 1\len of this class are the paid servants of Govern-. 
ment, but pressure is unceaSing that Jilstices of the Peace, 
nominated from among the. resident settlers, should have their 
powers enlarged to the extent of being· authorized to ·deal with 
labour matters. It was carefully explained by the Government 
l\Iagistrate to the native that a certain Bwana, perhaps 
hundreds of miles away, required labour for six months. 
\Vas he quite willing to go ? 

If he offered to go for one or two months, he was generally 
tol~ that the Bwana did not want any labourers· on those terms. 
If he declined to go and returned to his village, he would probably 
be vi~timized by the headman or chief, with whom-although 
these are paid servants of the local Government~the agents 
of the labour recruiters cultivated the friendliest relations, often 
at some expense to_ the firm. This ~as almost the only class of· 
paid official in the Colony for which the professional labour
recruiter did display any friendship. In addition to other 
tribulations, the native would still have to face the tax-collector. 

Unless he is rejected upon a medical inspection as unfit to 
labour-and employer-opinion~ the Colony is divided as to the 
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comparative advantages of rigorous and perfunctory examination 
-he makes his thumb-impression on a form of engagement 
which he cannot read, and thereby " contracts " to work for a 
term of months-usually three to six. Outside Government 
employ, the latter means six working months of thirty working 
days each-a period of 180 working days, in which Sundays, 
periods of illness, casual leave and holidays (if any) are not counted 
and in which a half-holiday is unknown. Often it is seven or 
eight months before he can get home again. He t:nay have the 
luck to find himself in the hands of one of the better employers 
whose methods have been alluded to above. He may find him· 
self in the hands of an employer temperamentally unfitted to 
have either man or beast working for him-the former even less 
than the latter. In the first case, escape is not thought of. In 
the latter case, it is barely possible. The " system " is too 
inhumanly effective. 

All the terrors of law and police are at the heels of the native 
if he bolts. He will, as a rule, cheerfully face an unknown evil 
to escape a known one. He can only escape recapture. by dis· 
appearing out of the Colony-or into the forests. These vast . 
domains served, for years, as sanctuary to increasing numoers 
of lawless natives. They were an anxiety to Forest officials, a 
perplexity to Native Affairs officials; but they were as secure as 
it was possible to be anywhere in the Colony from a pursuing 
Government acting, automatically and relentlessly, on behalf 
of some European or Indian employer who with a str.oke or two · 
of the pen had filled up the appropriate form. .. 

In October I 922 the Government introduced a short Bill 
removing desertion liorii ilie hst of trhn§" (hke burglary, house .. 
breaking, etc.) that are cognt'zable to the Police.·, Lord Delamere 
and his Reform Party protested so strongly against any change 
that Government let the matter drop. Government, however, 
effected this change in 1925. It is now no longer sufficient to 
report a deserter's number to the Police; the employer has to 
take out a summons and charge the native with desertion. Few 
employers dare to do this, because labour supply is generally inade
quate, and the step would make them unpopular in labour circles. 

With an ignorance of native psychology which is usually 
abysmal, the European employer listens to a request for release 
from this cast-steel " contract " by a shifty-eyed labourer who, 
even to the undiscerning gaze of the Westerner, is obviously 



The Cllief R.4:gtstrar of Nali~ N .·A.D Form No. 54/ 
NAIROBI. 
COMPLAINT OF DESERTION OF REGISTERED NATIVE. 

Nau~·.s Certi&.cate No •. ~ ........... _______________ N~IDe--------·--: .... -.. .. ............................... . 
The above native deurtod f.- ~Y employ .•.. : ...•..••.....•.. : ...•..•..... e ..............•.•........ 

. !dote) 
He ,vas engaged on ......................... -.. .on .... -------~----···· .days verbal contract 

(date) ..........•.... months written contract 

at .............................................. : ..................................................... .. 
(I>I<Ke) lta'~~t.U.a-1..-to , ... d .... .,.;de...,; 

I wish to prosec-ute him for this oiie't.._'\!' aud h.etdJl ~tgrcc 1o apP:a t a· ··d · 
if Jnd when .ailed upon • · · · 

Address ..................... •··•·•·:········· -······· 

•..•.. '! .. ·-· ......... -~:i~;;l~;;;;~: ;;j 'ji;~p~~y;;~· .. . : ... -

Date ....................... ,. ................. . 

-· ......................... -·- '""' .......................... ---------------- ------:- ----------·---·-·- --·-···-~·········· ................. ____ .,. ___ .. __ ... .. 

The Chief Rei;strar of Natives, N.A.D Form No. 54/ 
:NAIROBI. 
OOMP&.AINT OF DESERTION OF REGISTERED NATIVE. 

Th~ above native deserted from my ~pJoy ................... ~--················· .. ·····;·············--· 
. · (datel 

He was engaged on. ···~··························--·..on·············--··-·····days verbal contract 
(date) .................. months written contract 

at .... :,. : ..................... ••• , .. ~--·· · · • ·· --~ ··~ -·· --· · · · · · ·· · ··· ··· · · ··•··· · ··••·· · ·· · ....... · · •· ·;· 
Cl'ldce) JMI'IIAWV'&· b p.-odw:e evi<leru:e 

I wish to prosecut~ him for this ofi'eu ... -e and hereby agree to app · ' . U · de e 
if and wh~ri called upon. • 

····· ·····s;g-.;~;~;~·~i-E~~~i~~;~·······-· 
Address ........................... H•··~····-·········· 

Date ............... u.-••••••o.••••ao·••••'"• 

The Chief Regtstrarof Nati-, N.A.D. Form No 54/ ..... 
NAIROBI •. 
OOMP&.AINT 4!1F D£SEIITIOII OF RECISTEREO -TtVE. 

Native"'a C~tificate: -Nc~ ............................. ___ Name .................................................... . 

Tbt above nauve deserted from .my employ ............................................................. .. 
. (tf41e) 

H~ was enga~ ou.{;i;k)~ ........................ -~n~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~~ ~~.-:~.-~ ::::n:h7::i]tt::n:::ttr<£~·r 

at ........... '--······j~;~)··----·----·-- ......... '-- ................ ... ii;Wti,i~/ii·J,.·;.,--;~,_ c-ndeooe 

I wisb to prosecute him for this offence a ad h<.:reby ot~ree to appt..·· ' g · 'de ~ 
1f and wbert called upon. · 

AJd.YeS." ••••••••••··~·····•·•••u••••••••••••••:•• 4 •••· 

D.tlE 04······4··: ..... 4 ............................... . 

PLATE V.-THE RE~HSTRATION SYSTEM AT WORK IN :192.2 

These sheets of tear-off forms were supplied free by Government. On an 
employer's tiMing in particulars, the Government traced and arrested 
the native deserter and subjected him to a State prosecution, at which 
~he employer, if required fo appear, could claim witness expenses. 
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telling lies. Some idiotic pretext is adduced to cover the request. 
Perhaps the time-honoured" aged relative seriously_ill" is m~de 
to do duty.· At the entire option of the employer, the request 
is granted or refused. Not one settler in a dozen WQuld dream 
of letting Thahu interfere with profits. Probably not one in · 
a hundred could sit down and write a list of 25 different 
types of Thahu·that may suddenly blight the peace of mind 
of his pagan wage-earner' even dooming him, in certain cases, 
to early at;ld mysterious· death· uilless he can secure .ceremonial · 
., purification " by prescribed rite and payment. Irr~ponsibly 
or inadvertently the pagan may do something, or see something 
done, which renders him, in the Levitical sense, " unclean/' He 
has suffered" defilement... If it happens that he eats food c~ked 
in a cracked pot, if certain birds (e.g. a francolin: or kite) settle 
on sheep or goats that he is herding, if a native bedstead, of 
jungle-wood sticks, breaks under him, if he acquires any incompre
hensible disease, if he is cursed by anyone~ if he is bitten by a dog.· 
if, when he is herding cattle, a cow should twist its "tail round 
the low branch of a certain bush-by any one of 1:hese, and scores 
of other mischances, cerer_nonial uncleanness is acquired.:r These · 
primitive beliefs may be studied by etlmologi~ts who Cl:!Jl contrive 
to d~velop an interest in"them, but they are not allowed to inter-

- fere with modern industry; conducted for _profit. Yet there are 
occasions when neither the refusal of the employer nor the terrors 
of the law can prevent a native from absconding to discharge an 
obligation laid upon him by " superstition." Ordinances framed 
in a Legislative Council which never hears, from year's end to. 
year's end, of any relation between anthropological research and 
the wording of Bills2 cari, of course, make no provision for such 
contingencies. There may or may not be something inherently 
wholesome in this inescapable demand of native custom upon the 
time and attention of the native. That is immaterial. It is only 
part of his dawning civilization and not part of our resplendent 
one. . So our demand upo~ his time and attention has to receive 
prior response. As Major Grogan·. the timber concessionaire, 
has pointedly put it :-

•• It is our· Western Civilization that we are imp~ing,· 
in principle, on the African native and adapting, in particular, 
to his or our needs. 

• W. S. and K. Ro}ltledge: With a Prehistoric People, pp. 257,258 (Arnold, 
1910). C. W. Hobley: Bantu Beliefs and Magic, pp. I03-145 (Witherby. :1922). 
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" I am not prepared here to argue that our Western 
Civilization is superior to the fundamentally distinct Civiliza
tion of the East. The issue is that, for good or ill, we are 
imposing ours." 

And again:-

.. Short of compulsion, direct or indirect, the main mass 
of Mrica's inhabitants" (Note the statesmanlike breadth of 
view) cc will never take part in the development of their 
country. We can never develop their country without·their 
co-operation, because where negroes are, white men will not 
do manual work. And the negroes ·will not disappear, as 
have savages of other lands." 

While admitting the inconsiderateness of u the savage negro 11 

in not disappearing in bulk, the student of history is left wondering· 
whether the Registration System of Kenya is one of the direct or 
the indirect forms of compulsion. 



CHAPTER XII 

THE COLLAPSE OF THE- GREAT SHILLING SWINDLE. 

•• Occasions are,· indeed, not infrequent when the interests of commerce 
apparently clash with those of good government. The word ' apparently ' is 
used with intent ; for though some few individuals may acquire a temporary . 
benefit by sacrificing moral principle on the altar of pecuniary gain, it may 
confidently be stated that, in respect to the wider and more lasting benefits of 
trade, no real antagonism exists between commercial self-interest and public 
morality.'' · 

LoRDCROMER . 
on .. The Government of Subject Races," in the 

Edinburgh Revief.~!, No. 423,January IC)08, p. 5· 

O NE of. the steps taken by the Imperial British East 
Africa Company in the early days of its regime was to 
design and mint a comage of itS own. This consisted 

of a rupee, half-rupee, quarter-rupee and two-anna piece in 
silver, and a copper pice or farthing. The ·rupees and sub
divisions of t~e rupee ~hat were in use in India were legal tender 
in East Africa also. The converse was not the case. The 
Company's coinage was legal tender only· in the ·territory it 
adniinistered. The copper pice, or quarter-anna or farthing, was 
the smallest coin minted by the Company ; 64 pice; equal to 
I6 annas (pence), were the c;quivalent of the rupee. Five or six 
varieties of pice were in circulation on the Mrican coast. 

In the early days of Government control (Order in Council, 
May 19th, 1898) the silver rupee of India was made the standard 
coin of the East Mrica Protectorate. Throughout the period_ of 
the Company's regime, and for the first twenty years of British 
Government in the country, the rupee stood substantially at 
the value of IS. 4d. Government officials, to whom salaries of 
a stated number of pounds were due, were paid in fifteen times 
that number of rupees. A settler bringing British money into 
the country with him could, throughout this. period, get fifteen 
times the number of rupees from bank or money-changer for 
the pounds he ten4ered. A settler _requiring from the bank an 
advance of £Ioo.would get it in the form of :r,soo rupees. 

This retention of Indian coinage as the currency of the 
country gave rise to sporadic outbursts of objection, chiefly on 
sentimental grounels. Immigrants from SouthMrica, in particular, 
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were apt to complain of the enforced change from British 
to Indian currency with which they were faced on landing in 
the country. 

At an early date Government took steps to eliminate the 
c.opper coins called pice. The divisions of the rupee that were 
substituted for the pice were a cental coinage consisting of 
xo-cent, s-cent and 1-cent pieces. Six cents were regarded as 
equivalent to one anna, and therefore, as the Right Hon. Mr. 
Winston Churchill pointed out on his visit to the Protectorate 
in September 1907, it followed that 96 cents were equivalent 
to a rupee of x6 annas, while by an E.A. and U. (Currency) Order 
in Council of 1905,1 which gave effect to this change of currency, 
the rupee comprised IOO cents. Employers paying their labourers, 
and Indian or other pedlars giving change, were, with some show 
of legitimacy, able to save four cents in the rupee at the expense of 
unsophisticated natives. This was, however, a minor infliction 
compared with what was to follow. Th.e native's mind for many 
years continued to reckon in p£ce, and he went through the 
mental arithmetic of seeing that he received three of the new 
cents for every two of the pice which he. would have ·received in 
the older currency. . . 

The introduction of the new cents, which were made largely 
of aluminium, was accompanied by a quaint and unexpected 
disaster. Shortly after introduction into the country they dis
integrated into powder. The native who buried his little store 
of coins in a bag in the floor of his hut found on extracting it 
after a term of a few weeks that the bag contained only a coarse 
granular collection of spelter-a grey metallic-looking powder. 
Large stocks in the strong room of the Treasury at Mombasa 
shared the same fate. With the least possible delay, a new cent 
was struck in a nickel bronze. It is extremely doubtful whether 
the bulk of native holders were ever reimbursed in the new 
coinage for their lost holdings in the original cents. · 

These cental coins, in view of the primitive class of native 
among which they were to circulate, had a hole through the 
middle by which they could be carried on a string by owners 
who wore no clothes and who therefore might be expected to 
have no pockets. By such simple savages a string of coins was 
frequently worn round the neck or hanging from a string or 
thong round the waist. 

• O.G., 1907, p. 78. 





PLATE VI •• 
1. The Indian rupee. 
~. 3· The half and quarter rupee of the East Africa and Uganda Protec:-. . 

torates, up to 1920. . 

4· The coin (same size as ~2) minted in ~ngland for use as a shilling when 
the rupee in Kenya was stabilized at two shiiiings. It bears the words 
•• FIFIY CENTS--ONE SHILLING."" It was never used in Kenya. 

s. The ill-fated one cent of 1907, in aluminium. Shortly after arrival in 
Africa it degenerated to powder~ 

6. The half-cent coin, the exis~ence of which was so resolut~ly forgotten 
when Kenya wanted a smaller coin than the cent~ 1920. 

7. The East African florin. Seven and a half million of these were sent to 
Kenya, but never used •. 

8. (In nickel-bronze) ro cents of a rupee (or florin) up to IC)20. A coin 
from a similar die, but marked •• EAST AFRICA •• instead of .. EAST 

AFRICA & UGANDA PROTECTORATES:' and in~ copper-bronze instead of 
nickel-bronze, is now :ro cents of a shilling. 

9· The East African shilling of ~920 and later years. 
IO. The 5-cent: piece-:--in nickel-bronze 5 cents of a florin ; in copper-bronze 

( .. EAST. AFRICA. 1920 ") 5 cents of a shiiiing. 
n. •• Fifty Cents-Half Shilling •• ( = 6d.). ~ 
rz. ~The cent of a ftorin (nickel-bronze). 
IJ. The cent of a shilling (copper-bronze). 
14. The quarter shilling (25 cents). 
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The copper pice were in due course demonetized and called 
in. The cent enjoyed an untroubled vogue for a dozen years 
or more. It will be gathered that since the rupee was valued 
at Is. 4d., I 5 rupees, or I ,500 cents, were equivalent to 
a pound. 

The use of the 'silver rupee for the payment of large 
sums was inconvenient. An issue of Protectorate currency 
notes, of the values of 5, 10, 20, so, 100 and soo rupees, 
was therefore decided upon and was put into circulation on 
April 2nd, 1906. . 

In the adjoining Uganda Protectorate a very much smaller 
currency token had been in use for generations. This was the 
I /I ,oooth part of the rupee, and it took the form of a cou:rie 
shell. Commodities were cheaper in Uganda and supplies were 
often required, and bought by natives for a smaller sum than . 
one cent. So a half-cent coin was minted and circulated, and 
the cowrie shell was " demonetized... The half-cent coin was 
not popular' however' and its existence was conveniently for
gotten during the currency scandal of 1921 in Kenya, which is 
now to be described. 

After the War, for reasons entirely unconnected with any of 
the activities of the Protectorate, the rupee began to rise· ill. 
value. When the Colonial Office published in 1919 its project 
for a Soldier Settlement Scheme in East Africa, it took care to 
point out that the value of the rupee had risen to Is. 9d. The 
soldier settler would receive in East Africa, for each pound he 
took out there, only about 11 l rupees instead of I 5 as formerly. 
The native labourer still required the 4 or s rupees that he had 
previously received as his month's wage. A European still paid 
at a barber's shop the same rupee for getting his hair cut. The 
poll tax payable to Government by a male European was still 
15 of these (now more expensive) rupees. It was clearly a 
case where the Colonial Office acted wisely in uttering a note 
of warning. 

The rupee continued 'to rise in value, and the settlers took 
alarm. Most of them had incurred liabilities in the form of 
advances from the banks, mortgages on their ·properties or loans 
on the security of their farms from commercial houses, Indian 
or European. Many of them had to meet these liabilities by 
obtaining money from home. By the early months of 1920 a 
draft from London for .J)oo only produced I,ooo rupees in 
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Kenya instead of :r,soo as formedy. The rupee continued to 
soar even above 2s. It reached zs. 4d.» then 2s, 6d. Panic 
seized the landholders. 1\leetings of farmers signed memorials 
and sent petitions to Government urging, m some cases. merely 
that the rupee should be stabilized; in other ca.Ses, "'ith more 
precision, that it should be stabilized at 2s. Referring to this 
period in a speech in Legisl~tive Coim.cil at a later date, General 
Northey stated that u there had been an almost unanimous 
demand from the. people of the coun_try for the fixation of the 
standard current coin that they were using." 1: B~. managers 
found increasing difficulty in dealing with embarrassed · and 
desperate clients. · . · 

Government took swift action and made representations to 
the Colonial Office, reporting the expressed v.isli of numerous 
communities for stabilization. General Northey was, as it 
happened, able to follow his recomme~dations home and to 
support them in person in England. This was because he was· 
called home to confer with the Secretary of Stat~ upon a varietY 
of topics. He strongly supported stabilization, ·but at the value 
of t6d.. ] ust at the tim~ of these negotiations· the rupee had 
reached the record value C?f 2S. :rod. The advisers of the Secretary 
of State held that it: was impossible to stabilize a 34d. rupee at 
the value of :r6d.3 It was therefore stabilized at 28. 

General Northey was not only Governor and Comn:iander-in
Chief of the Colony and Protectorate of Kenya, but was also 
High Commissioner of Zanzibar. The Treasurer of this 
important island was at home in England on leave, and was. 
strongly pressed to co~cur in the adoption of a stabilized 
rupee in that Dependency, but he exhibited an attitude of such 
uncompromising denunciati9n towards any suggestion of stabil
ization that he was left in peace with a fluctuating rupee, and · 
the commercial community _in that fortunate island were spared 
the feverish and ruinous c• security " which affficted the adjacent 
mainland. 

From here on to the end of this chapter it must be remembered 
that stabilization was clamoured for by settlers in nearly all 
parts of the Colony. though few if. any of them were finance · 
experts in any degree competent to advise such a step. 

On 1\fay 7th, 1920, at a. meeting in Nairobi of the Convention 

1 Proc. Leg. Co •• Tllird Session. 1920. p. 77· 
a Conunons Debates. April 26th. :1920. 
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of Associations, the B.E.A. Farmers' Association of Nakiiro 
brought forward a resolution :-

" That this Convention begs to thank H.E. Sir Edward Northey for 
his efforts in stabilizing the rupee at 2s., and, if there is no further 
hope of the rupee being converted at Is. 4d., will abide by this decision 
to convert at 2s., but wish to strenuously oppose the introduction of 
the florin as a token coin. This meeting hopes that the shilling or 
so-cent piece will be the highest token coin." l 

The chairman pointed out that His Excellency had striv~n to 
reduce the rupee to Is. 4d., so that the wording of the resolution 
was not strictly applicable to the case. They could, however, 
thank His Excellency for his strenuous efforts in having achieved 
a settlement. 

On the 16th of June, 1920, the rupee fell below 2s. No doubt 
the Treasurer of Zanzibar smiled-to himself. 

At first the decline in the value of the rupee was not rapid. 
Up to September 22nd, 1920, it remained as high as IS. rod., 
but by February 21St, I92I, it had fallen to IS. sd .. The Kenya 
Government had made the importation of Indian· rupees or 
Indian rupee notes into the Colony illegal,a· but smuggling pro
ceeded briskly, both by Indians and Europeans. The bankers · 
advised Government to withdraw the 1·rupee note from legal 
tender. This was done. Suddenly and without warning a notice 
in the Official Gazette of the Colony announced . that ·the 
rupee-note had ceased, since the previous day, to be legal 
tender.3 Some millions of these had been brought into· the 
Colony to allow of the payment of wages long overdue to Mrican 
personnel returning from the war area in what had been Germ~ 
East Mrica. All notes so held were suddenly declared to be 
valueless in Kenya. Within seven days prior to this notice, 
Government officers had been paying native staff · in these 
I -rupee notes. In some cases payments were occurring on the 
day preceding cc demonetization " of the notes. The Secretariat 
and the Government Printing Press had, however, kept this 
particular secret well .. The blow fell on February 8th, 1921.4 
Numbers of the officials felt indignant at what they regarded as 
a piece of sharp practice at the expense of Government employees 

• E.A.S., May 8th, 1920. 
a Proclamation, July 17th, 1920 under the East Africa and Uganda 

Currency (No.2) Ordinance, 1920. 
s Proclamation, Feb. 7th, 1921. • Spedal O.G., Feb. 8th, 1921. 
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under their control. In some cases representations of theirs 
were effective, and silver rupees were substituted -for the now 
useless rupee notes. The majority of native holders were, 
however, victimized. Earned- wealth in their -hands, in tlie · 
form of this paper money,· was suddenly declared to be valueless 
in the Colony. 

The need for new coinage was now pressing. The Colonial 
Office, at the instance of the Currency Commissioners, had had 
a florin coin minted. It was of the same size as the rupee and 
was marked "ONE FLORIN.'• (See No. 7 on Plate VI.) .The 
Treasury in Kenya had received 7,561,000 of them, but- it put 
none into circulation, as the Convention wanted the shilling 
as the highest coin in local use. 'Stocks of these florin coins, 
for general use in East Mrica, had also been sent, by February 
1921, to the Uganda Protectorate and to Tanganyika Territory, 
and some had been put into circulation· there. In the normal· 
course of trade these were -quite likely, by changing hands, to 
come into Kenya Colony. Some 4,ooo of them were known to 
have done so. Prompt action was necessary if the Convention's 
demand for the suppreSsion of the florin and the adoption of the 
Is. or so-cent piece as the highest token coin was to be granted. 

Some of the more nimble-witted among the European" pro-_ 
ducers" were, however, already ttirning· over in their minds 
the possibility of having a ~hilling whick shou:id not be a so
cent piece. The authorities in England, unaware that any 
attempt of this sort was to be made, had proceeded to design 
and mint a coin bearing the words " FIFTY CENT8-0NE SHILLING " 

(No . .f., Plate VI), of the ·same size as the existing so-cent piece 
(No. 2, Plate VI), its· equal in value. No information ever leaked 
out as to how many of these were minted. As will shortly he· 
seen, they .were not wanted and were never put into circulation. 

During January 1921 ·the ·elected European members of 
Council asked for an interview with General Northey. It may 
be thought that· the unwisdom of listening to advice on finance 
matters from exponents so entirely unqualified as were these . 
politicians should, _after the experiet;1ce of •• stabilization," have· 
been apparent. -The meeting was nevertheless held on January 
19th, 1921, and a daring exploit was decided upon. In spite 
of the fact that the rupee had been stabilized at a value, 
in East Mrica, Of zs., they unanimously urged the Governor 
to effect a sudden alteration ~ack to the old value of IS. 4d. 
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which had now become the current value of the Indian rupee 
once again. The members present promised the Governor that, 
whatever he did to gain that end, " they would back him up 
to the very end." 1 It is true that this would mean breaking 
the· pledge which the Secretary of State had .given that the 
value of the rupee was to be fixed in East Mrica at 2s. This 
had been published in the Official Gazette of the Colony on 
March 31st, 1920, and for more than nine months the business 
of the Colony and Protectorate had been conducted on the 
basis of a 2S. rupee. It would therefore be necessary to act 
suddenly, without public notice (especially to the banks), 
and without entertaining any claims, from them or others, for 
compensation or redemption. A Government motion would 
have to be adopted in Council in one day having as one of 
its effects the reduction of every zs. worth of coin in the· 
country to a value of x6d. A coin or collection of coins 
which in the morning might be locally worth zs~ ·was by evening 
of the same day to be made equal to Is. 4d.-by Government 
edict. The Treasurer of the Colony was . absent · on le.ave in 
England and a junior was acting in his place. The Governor . 
agreed to introduce such a · motion, and a special session · of 
Legislative Council was called for February xoth, 1921. · 

Public interest was intense. Rumours were busy and .in
formation leaked (as has so often been the case in Kenya), and 
the bankers took alarm. The Post Offices ceased money-o.rder 
business with India. The largest hall in the town, and not the · 
Council Chamber at Government House, was used for this special 
session. The attendance of the public was greater than at aay 
previous sitting of the Council. 

It was a Council of quaint composition that met to decide 
this issue. Some of the official members were entirely in the 
dark as to what had been going on behind the scenes. Others 
had been persuaded by the elected members that it would be 
for the good of" the couritry" (meaning, principally, themselves 
and other landholders) that this violence to the Colony's credit 
should be carried through with a high hand. If the elected 
members came out strongly in support of the Government motion, 
it was anticipated that most of the officials would vote for the 
motion and it would be carried by an ample majority. 

The Acting Treasurer moved the Government motion, which 
• Proc. Leg, Co., Third Session, 19201 p. Sg. 
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had been_ secretly agreed upon with the eiected membe~. for 
the refixing . of ~e rupee at the value of IS. 4-d. Some -of 
the official members (ignorant of what had l;>een going on) spoke 
strongly against treating the Secretary of State's engagement a,s 
•• a scrap of paper :• Remarks· in this sense were·· applauded by · 
the audience, and the Govemor threatened to clear the hall if 
silence was not maintained. · 

The fateful division arri~ed. All the elected members except 
one (the late Hon: Berkeley Cole) wen_t back on their ·promise to 
the Governor and voted against the motion ! . 

General Northey must· have been a perplexed President of 
Council that morning. As his Acting Colonial Secretary put it~ 
subsequently speaking in Council :. .. Mter having previously 
advised, almost exhorted, His Excellency to take the_ action 
which was taken in open Council, they (the elected Europeans) 
almost to a man went back on their previ~us advice." :1 One, at _ 
least, of them, Mr. Phelps, had the grace to admit the charge: 
'' He wished to say publicly that His Excellency was supported 
in all he did by the elected members. The elected members 
must therefore take the . bl.ame for having changed their minds." 
General Northey himself put the matter beyond doubt by recalling 
that~· the strongest representations had been made to him unani

·mously by elected Members of Council, for whom Mr. Hoey · 
acted as spokesman. These gentlemen, who wer:e elected repre
sentatives of the people, pleaded that it was essential in the 
interests of the country to revert to a :x 6d. standard and that 
they wished -to leave it to him to take the necessary action." :a 

V\o'hat line the Gove~or would have- taken in approaching 
the Secretary of State for his sanctiQn to the reduction of the 
local value of the rupee, if_ the elected members had been as 
good as their word and had passed the project in Council, can · 
only be surmised. During the preceding nine months the 
banks had made advances and commitments amounting to_ 
hundreds of thousands of florins. If this scheme had gone 
through, they would, for each florin lent or advanced in that 
period, only have been able to recover xs. 4-d. They. would 
have suffered a loss of 8d. in the florin. At any rate, the danger 
to. them had now passed. A group more numerous but ·less 
influential than the bankers ·consisted of the natives of the 
Colony. In the tortuous programme of _the elected legislators, 

• Proc. Leg. Co., Third Session, 1920, p. 91. 11 Ibid., p. Sg. 
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it was to be their tum next to" assist the Producers." Mricans 
were not classed as producers in Kenya in 1920. 

· The new scheme, in the fewest possible words, was that both 
florin and rupee should disappear, the shilling be introduced and 
all existing cental coins be degraded, by edict, to half their value. 

·It is now necessary to trace this intrigue through, step by 
step, to its upshot. 

No one who read the local papers at that time was unaware that 
another scheme was on foot-for the introduction of the shilling 
in place of the rupee. The first unofficial member to speak, 
after the Acting Treasurer had moved the Government resolution, 
made this quite clear. He moved an amendment: cc That this 
Honourable Council resolve that the pledge given by the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies, gazetted on March 31st, 
1920, stand good, and that a Committee be appointed to devise 
ways and means of introducing sterling currency at the earliest 
possible date and the making of the shilling coin, or one of 
similar denomination, the standard coin of the country." The 
second unofficial speaker was more precise : ''·What they 
demanded was a standard coin of lower .value than the rupee 
or florin. That coin was the shilling." The third unofficial 
speaker was more precise still. He wanted the words introduced : 
" that pounds, shillings and cents be adopted as currency." 

The Government's motion having been put and lost, as 
already described, the elected members conferred · upon the · 
wording of an alternative resolution. It took a form supporting, 
in the first case, the Secretary of State's action in stabilizing 
the rupee at zs., but moving for the appointment of a Committee 
to consist of 6 farmers, 2 bankers, 2 European merchants, 
2 Indians, I chartered accountant, 4 officials and H.M. Trades 
Commissioner, "to devise ways and means of introducing such 
currency on a sterling basis, at the earliest date, as will make 
the shilling, or a coin of similar low denomination, the standard . 
coin." The Director of Public Works attacked the proposal for 
cents of the value, of one.:hundredth part of a shilling, as there 
was already in circulation a half-cent (of a florin) coin of that 
precise value, and the move now proposed seemed to be de
signed to. reduce the value of native wages. However, the 
Committee of Bankers and others which was to report on the 
new currency was tied, by resolution of Council, to the shilling 
as the standard coin. 
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The Committee got to work at once .under the chairmanship 
of the Acting Treasurer. It had no communication with the 
GovemmentS of Uganda or Tanganyika Territory, although 
one coinage was to circulate in all three countries. 

The Committee recommended :r that existing rupee coins. 
should be called in and replaced by florin notes. More than 
11 ,ooo,ooo of these were available. · A new shilling was to . be 
minted, and as soon as it became available the existing half
rupee coin$ were to be called in· arid replaced by shillings. These · 
shillings were required to be " of a· permanent light colour." 
They were, moreover, to be midway in size betWeen the half
rupee and the rupee. This was justified on the ground that 
tb.e half rupee had now declined in India to its earlier value 
of 8d. (In Kenya the half-rupee was still worth a shilling, but 
nevertheless th~ new shilling had to be larger in size.)· Florin 
notes might then also be called in, one florin note· being 
redeemed by 2S. As regards the existing IO-cent, S-Cent and. 
I-cent coins, of which, altogether, rog,ooo,ooo were in circula
tion in Kenya and Uganda, these might be ·retained in use. 
They were largely in. the hands of natives. · They might be 
degraded, by edict of Government, from cents of a florin to half 
that value as " cents of a shilling :• Their total ·value · was 

. £Is4,,ooo. It would become £77,ooo. With a minimum of 
disturbance (to everybody except the natives) the country would 
then have pounds, shillings and cents. One· of the ·elected 
members had said at the original secret meeting of "' the Pro
ducers .. with the Governor : •• There is. only one solution to_ 
the whole thing, and that is to go in for pounds, shillings and 
cents. It will save the. country.'• It is interesting to record 
that two of the European members of the Currency Committee 
had demurred to the "' cents of a shilling u proposal. They were. 
the Attorney-General of the Colony (Mr. Lyall Grant), and also 

·a settler near Nakuro who had formerly been a bank manager 
in the. Colony (Mr. Toogood). 

At an earlier stage it had been recommended· to General 
Northey that he should be advised in matters of currency by an . 
Advisory Currency. Board comprising the three leading bankers· 
in the capital. This Board was stated by him to have recom
mended his sending a cablegram to the Secretary of State on 

" Report of the Curreney Committee (Govemment Press, Nair6hi. price 
6o cents of a florin) placed on the table of Council. February :zsth, :192I. 

0 
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February 26th, 1921, in which this proposed deal was referred 
to as follows 1 :-

"Regarding 1-cent, s-cent and IO-cent pieces, banks 
raise no objection to conversion of existing cOins to cents of 

. a shilling when new shillings are introduced, without notice 
or compensation, and Chief Native Commissioner considers 
that conditions are such that natives would suffer no wrong 
by adopting this course.'' 

It would be interesting to know whether the hank managers 
jointly sent representations to their respective head offices in 
London to the effect that the Governor was not invariably 
accurate in his statements. It must be explained that the pro
posals for new coinage included a recommendation that " banks 
and others , who happened to be holding 10-cent, S-Cent an<l 
1-cent pieces "in quantities" should have them redeemed at 
full value. It was only natives and others, holding the same 
coins in small quantities, who would find them decline to half 
their original value. 

The Producers were insistent that the. new florin· coitl, of 
which Government had 7t million in stock, should not be use~ .. 
The Committee, it is true, had referred to " the loss that will be 
entailed by scrapping the bulk of the new coins and notes which 
have been or are being manufactured," but they did not ascertain, 
or indicate, what that loss would amount to. The Governor's 
cablegram to the Secretary of State stated that it was desired 
to divorce the native mind from the florin or rupee coin by a· 
period between the withdrawal of the rupee and the appearance 
of the new shilling, which would be worth 100 of the (degraded) 
cents " in order to facilitate a legitimate reduction of wages 
when shillings are available and falling prices justify a general 
reduction in wages. Producers are very anxious that for reasons 
stated florin coins similar in size and appearance to rupee should . 
not be issued to illiterate natives, but it might be left to local 
discretion to issue florin coins if found unavoidable." 

The Report was finally dealt \\ith in Legislative Council on 
March 8th, 1921. It was exasperating that the new large-sized 
bright shillings were not available. " They could only hope to 
get the shilling quickly and get rid of the rupee," said the 
Hon. l\1r. T. A. Wood, l\1.B.E. "If the native was dissatisfied 

1 Proc, Ltg. Co., Third Ststion, lg:zo, p. g8. 
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with the shilling. they could say; • There are one hundred cents 
instead ; - take them.' " · 

The proposal for " pounds, shillings and cents ·~ was ~up
ported by twelve votes and opposed by siX, while tw~ members 
did not vote, one of them General· Northey. The cental coins 
were to be degraded to half-value, if the concurrence of the 
Secretary of State could be ob~ed~ 

It is to be noted that it was again the month of March. 
For a .few days the numerous hostile critics of this arduous· 

campaign on the part of "'the Producers" amused themselves 
{smiling inwardly) by pondering upon the precise terms-. and 
also the severity, of the rebuke that the Governor was lik~ly ·to 
get from the Colonial· Office for ~ving advanced or supported 
such a proposal. 

Within ten .days the Secretary of State's reply came by cable. 
There was no rebuke. The move was approved. (The critics 
stopped smiling ; it was the other side's "turn now.) · 

At this stage, missionaries and others began to take notice. At 
the end of July a protest was sent to Government by the Alliance 
of Protestant Missionary _Societies in Kenya. Sir Robt. Coryndon, 
of Uganda, was in England, but the Actin,g Govern,cir attacked 
the_ proposal strongly. ·The project got into the home·papers. 
An article in The New Statesman :r sugge~ted that "surely there 
cannot be a more contemptible episode than . this in all the 
history of the rule of subject races by white men.'' Questions 
were asked in Parliament. -

Lord Delamere, in Legislative Council, moved on Septem
ber znd, 192r, that the proposed reduction in value of the cental 
coins should be reconsidered by a Special Committee of Co1mcil 
" in view of the loss of credit to the Colony if the change is 
effected by simply writing down the value of the coins named 
to half, as proposed at present." z He offered to withdraw his 
motion if the Government would guarantee that " every oppor
tunity would be given to the natives to bring their cents in and 
get them changed in a fair manner." The Government could 
not give this assurance, but after some discussion Lord Dela
mere came to_ the conclusion that cc the Government was · 
endeavouring to prevent the injustice taking place,', so he 
withdrew his motion. -

• May 14th, 1921, p. J:SI. _ -
• Proc. Leg. Co. (I9ZI Semon), pp. 34--36. 
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On October 17th, 1921, a unique public meeting was held, 
at the invitation of Government, at Kampala, in the adjoining 
Uganda Protectorate. Every section of the commuJ;lity, clerical 
and lay, was represented-Europeans, natives, Indians, the local 
Chamber of Commerce, the Planters' Association, the Ginners' 
Association, the two Indian Associations, missions Anglican and 
Roman. Bishop Willis presided. A resolution was unanimously 
passed:-

" This meeting, representative of the Commercial, Planting 
and Missionary Communities of Uganda-European, Indian 
and native-views with alarm the possibility of the depre
ciation of the cent to half its present value without the 
opportunity of redemption. 

u It regards such depreciation as morally indefensible. 
Especially does it regard the reduction of the value of coinage 
without redemption as a grave injustice to the native popula
tion, following as it does upon the repudiation of the Indian 
I-rupee note, and as calculated to seriously compromise 
the reputation of the British Government for honour and 
just dealing. · · 

"It insists in the name of British justice that this wrong 
shall not be done." · 

On October 2oth, 1921, the Uganda Government was abl~ tc. 
send to the Uganda Herald for publication a telegram from. tht 
Colonial O.f]ice, saying : " Public assurance may be given that tht 
r, 5 and I o-cent pieces wt'll remain at fion'n value until redeemed 
by new coin when a'l!ailable." The Kenya papers copied i1 
next day. 

The attempted swindle had collapsed. The Colonial Office 
had got at the facts, just in time. The official intimation, when 
made in Kenya Colony at the beginning of November 1921, was 
more explicit still :- · 

" It is notified for information that when the shilling is made 
the standard coin of the Colony and Protectorate, the presen1 
subsidiary coinage, namely the 1-cent, s-cent, 10-cent and 25-cen1 
pieces, will remain cents of a florin until redeemed by new coins, sc 
soon as they can be made available, at the rate of two cents of • 
shilling to one of a florin. The present so-cent piece will be 
redeemed by the shilling, which it is hoped will be available fo1 
issue early in 1922." · 
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•• The Producers , were furious. . In a leading article ][ 
entitled .. A Coming Ramp:• the East AfriCan Standard. took 
the local Government in hand somewhat sternly, though with. the 

•• hope that the Administration is not wholly und~r the control of those 
who in London suspect the native as the victim of e,·e-ry suggestion for 
the country's good originating in the country's makers.,. 

Getting down to business, it said:-

•• We desire to suggest to the Goverrunent that their proposed action· 
was a breach of faith to the settler and a·wanton imposition of eXtrava
gance on the country. Throughout the country settlers have told their 
labour that on the introduction of the shilling th~ .cent fJJould Temain tlu 
cent, but on the basis of 100 to t-he shilling. The change could rui.ve been 
effected simply by the redemption of e~ting stocks of cents with florins 
within: a specified time and their reissue inuhediately on the expiration 
of the period on the basis of the shilling. That is what the natives 
expect : that is what the country needs, and that is what the Government 
must do." 

The proposal is perhaps rather more concise than clear, for no 
illumination is supplied as to how native trade was going to go 
on during the period. while the Iog,ooo,ooo coins were being 
paid in, nor where the 21S,ooo,ooo coins were to come from which 
were to be reissued immediately on the expiration of.the·period. 
However, illumination on another phase of the affair was not 
withheld, and it was made dear that if the degradation of the 
cental coins had been allQwed, employers, m so far as they 
paid any of their labourers in cents, s-cent or :ro-cent pieces,. 
would have been getting labour at half its previous wage_. 
•· The cent is the coin of the Reserves;'"' said this leader. . " The 
cent must remain the cent, and not be substituted by a strange 
and unfamiliar coin· if the effort to reduce the cost of production 
is to meet with any success at all. . • • Frankly we are 
co.rnpelled to the view that there underlies the Government's 
elaborate proposals a scheme for the overthrow of all our efforts 
to reduce costs of production. • • • We suggest that the scheme is 
being engineered from London, and that the. whole· principle of 
bringing life and expense here to a reasonable level is in grave 
ganger of becoming a costly farce, a~d that there is an imminent 
probability of the shackles . of high costs of production being 
permanently fixed on the l01ig-suffering settler of the Colony." 
(Italics are the present writer's.) 

K E.A.S., November 8th~ 19z:1. 
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Mter this account of manipulative dexterities, it will be found 
refreshing to read again Lord Cromer's observation at the head 
of this chapter. It must be admitted that the sacrifice of moral 
principle on the altar of pecuniary gain is still possible in society, 
and all the more so in societies where a disinterested public 
opinion is not strong. Even in such communities, there is 
everything to be gained by patient inquiry into the authorship 
of faulty expedients and by relentless exposure of malpractice 
before the bar of public opinion. 

So after the episodes that have been related in, this chapter 
had occurred, the Convention of Associations set itself to clear 
up responsibility for the unhappy p'roposal for the degradation 
of the cental coins without compensation. The result of their 
labours was given to the world in their secretary's letter of 
December 23rd, 1921. "In this connection," runs the letter, 

"my Executives would like to point out that the proposal to mark down 
the existing cent pieces to cents of a shilling did not emanate from this 
country .•.• The first mention of any proposal to mark down the 
existing cents came•from the Rt. Hon, the Secretary of State for the 
Colonies " (that was a poser for the Colonial Office/) " in his. t~legram 
dated 19th March, 1921, published in the E.A. Standard of :zznd idem, 
paragraph s, which reads as follows : ' When Order in Council is · 
passed, existing x-cent, s-cent and xo-cent pieces will be marked 
down to cents of a shilling, existing :zs-cent and so-cent and shilling 
pieces respectively.' This is further home out by the fact that the-last 
paragraph of the Order in Council, dated August 15th, 1921, and pub
lished in the Gazette of December 16th, Government Notice No •. 46r, 
snll retained the same provision.'' 

As the Colonial Office had received appeals from Kenya on 
February 26th, 1921,x for sanction to degrade the cental coinage, 
it took no notice of the accusation that the Secretary of State. 
had first proposed that exploit on March 19th, 1921. So far as 
is publicly known, the Secretary of State never even had the 
Convention reprimanded for its unfounded accusation that it 
was he who had originated the (attempted) swindle. 

The Mombasa Chamber of Commerce has since then exhibited 
a rooted objection to be represented in, or connected with, the 
Convention of Associations. · The latter body is referred to in 
Mombasa as "the Highland Joss." The strongest pressure 
had been put upon the said Chamber of Conunerce by the 
Executive of the Convention, and by elected members of the 

~ Y. p. ato, 
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Legislative Council from· time to time. The Mombasa Chamber 
of Commerce remains unmoved. · The Executive of the Con,.. 
vention wonders ·why. 

East Mrica has got a -shilling ·of larger size and smaller 
proportionate silver content, a bigger an.d basel• shilling, than 
any other portion of the British Empire. Perhaps that is one 
reason why. · 

Little more remains to be added. New IO-cent and s.:..cent 
pieces wer~ minted from-similar dies to those which had hitherto · 
been used ; but a copper-bronze alloy was used for these new 
coins, giving a copper-coloured coin, instead of the previous 
nickel-bronze alloy. yielding a light-coloured· coin. A new die 
was cut for the I-cent {of a shilling), which was similarly minted 
in copper .. bronze. Some Is,ooo,ooo of these "copper., coins 
were supplied to begin with,. and the first of them were put 
into circulation. on Jwi.e 2nd, 1922. Gradually the "nickel" 
coins are being withdrawn from circulation~ By the end of 
1924 some 86,ooo,ooo of the "'cents of ·a shilling"· had been 
despatched to Kenya and Uganda.~ The new r-cent coin is 
the same size as the o_ld ~ cent (of a florin) coin. The natives 
of the Colony still have to use two coins from the same. die both 
marked "IO cents," but they have got to remember that· it is 
only the brown one that really is 10 cents. The pale one i$ 
actually 20 cents now, although it is ·marked .. 10 cents." 
Similarly with the two s-c~nt pieces. They have millions of 
the nickel u r -cent ,. pieces still in use, but they must remember · 
that these are now really 2-cent pieces .. This anomaly will be · 
rectified in time, as the nickel coins are ·gradually recovered and 
called in. 

To begin with, the native was mystified. An Mrican corre
spondent, writing to the Government native paper Habari in 
1922, said.:~:- · · 

" Our people do not like the new shilling cents, and refuse them 
because of the difficulty in reckoning. Many people ~nk they are a 
new kind of rupee, and ignorant' persons are swindled, and it happens 
that cattle are sold for as little as ·:a::as. We Christians m.ust not do such 
things, which are .Quite wrong.'' · 

No apprehension need be harboured, however, that the con
fused currency of Kenya· to-day involves the native in loss or 

• Commons Derurtes, July 7th, t924, col. I77o. • Habari, vol. i, No. 4· 
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prejudice. Among coins which degenerate to powder, paper 
money that is worth nothing, coins that are worth double their 
face value and coins that are worth what they say they are, he 
nowadays moves forward undisturbed in his trading operations 
both with fellow-native and immigrant. 

With the remark that all these exploits have loaded the 
accounts of the Currency Commissioners with a considerable 
item on the debit side, this somewhat involved chapter on cur
rency may end with an incident upon the sidewalk of a street 
in London. A Kenya planter, recently returned fr9m the· East, 
steps from a taxi, pays the driver and walks away. He has only 
gone a few yards when the driver also descends and overtakes 
him. 11 Beg pardon, sir," says the driver, "but is this all 
right ? " He holds out on his hand the coins that the planter 
had tendered-a florin and some sxraller silver. But is it a 
florin ? No. It is a Kenya shilling. The planter had got. 
some of his Kenya money mixed up ·with his English. (An 
awkward situation ! There had just been some stiff sentences in 
the London courts upon bright gentlemen who had tried to 
"diddle the cabby.") However, this driver accepts the florin 
in replacement quite in good part, on this occasion. " Very . 
sorry, old man!" says the planter. "That's an Mrican shilling; 
As a matter of fact, it was designed with the express intention of 
deceiving the natives-but not the natives of England." 

(All well. They separate.) · 
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CHAPTER XIII 
. .. 

THREE HOURS A PENNY-AND HARRY THUKU 

" But we may govern in such a :rnanne~ as ·to give the demagogue no 
fulcrum with which to move his credulous and ill-informed countrymen and 
co-religionists. The leading principle. of· a government of th.is nature should 
be that low taxation is the most potent insttument: with which t:o conj~e 
discontent. This is the policy which will tend ~nore than any other to the 
stability of Imperial rule.•• . · · . 

LORD CROMER 
on " The Governmef'!,t of · Subject Races." 

pdinburgh Review. No. 423. Jan~ary 1908. · 

H
ISTORY and folklore_ are alike replete with instances 
of the advantage which lies with the archer who has two 
strings to his bow. . · . 

While the campaign described in the last chapter. was pro
ceeding for the sudden reduction of the 10-c~nt, s-cent and 
1-cent pieces, in which the natives might be pai-:1, to half their 
current value, by a piece ·of legerdemain which they could not 
understand, another campaign was launched for the reduction of 
their wages. If the first miscarried, the second might succeed. 
These new proposals were for a uniform reduction of ~11 wages 
of all native Mricans by 331 per cent., to take effect on June 1st, 
1921, or as soon thereafter as· contracts terminated under which 
natives were entitled to receive the current rate. 

The Thika Farmers' Association would appear to be able 
to claim the honour of. having launched this proposal. . It 
invited delegates from- other Associations to meet at Thika to dis;. · 
cuss the proposal. The Kyambu farmers refused to co-operate 
and the first proposals, for an altered rate of pay on April Ist, 
were not widely supported. Spokesmen of the Convention 
assisted the movement for a renewed effort to cut wages on · 
June rst, I92I. The papers reported that at a meeting of 
settlers held in the Ruiru Hotel on May I3th, I9ZI'" Mr. Archer, 
in a very able speech, then ·explained the necessity for the reduc
tion of native wages, and finally prbposed, seconded by Mr. 
Harper, the following resolution :-

cc From June rst next to reduce the wages paid to every 
class of native labour in your employ by one-third the rate 
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paid to individuals of that class on January xst, 1921, any 
increase of pl:'y made during the interval to be taken to be 
the rate paid on January xst. Wages paid under contracts 
which will not have terminated by· June xst cannot, of 
course, be reduced until such contracts come to an end." 

The movement spread across the HighlandS rapidly. Local 
Associations in all parts held meetings to discuss the proposal, 
and those settlers attending were invited there and then to sign 
a declaration promising to reduce the wages of t~eir labourers 
by one-third. An average starting wage for unskilled labour 
was xos. a month, and the new rate was fixed, convention
ally, at the figure of 7s. Some districts even tried to impose 
a rate of 6s. In most districts there were settlers · to be 
found who would have nothing to do with .the movement. 
One or two critical letters were even admitted to the 
correspondence columns of the papers. Employers of this 
hostile view were, however, in a small minority. Others 
easily persuaded themselves that a step which met their im
mediate cash needs so admirably would be to the . ultimate 
benefit of the country at large, and even of the natives. Some of 
those who felt qualms as to the equity of reducing the pay of 
old and trusted servants who had worked for them for years 
managed to accomplish the deal with a concomitant display of 
attachment which did, in point of fact, avert or· postpone a 
rupture with them. Some reduced the monthly cash payment 
but gave additional food, clothing or other indulgence instead; 
thus securing a measure of peace both with their domestic 
staffs and with their resolute neighbours, organized to despoil. 
Anyone who stood apart from the movement was a marked man 
or woman in his or her district and liable to experience the 
resentment of surrounding employers.. It was easier, as usual, 
to go with the swim. · 

The fact is that at this time the post-war slump was being 
severely felt. Many settlers were doing next to nothing on 
their land and were living on Spartan lines. For the time being, 
it mattered little to them if their labour supply were reduced. 

The movement was not a mere concerted act of piracy at 
the expense of the natives. It was based upon a line of argument 
which anyone could adopt who first took the precaution of 
closing his eyes to the evidence around him. The argument was 
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that the value of local money had gone up by so per cent. ·The 
native would~ therefore, be overpaid if his wages were not cut. 
by one-third. This.view may first of all.be examined briefly. · · 

As a result of, the almost unanimous wish of the Europeans, 
the rupee had been stabilized.. Against the advice of bankers 
and a few well-informed mdividuals, it had been. stabilized as 
the florin at a time when the rupee ·stood at zs. Iod. in value. 
The landed settlers were entirely suited-so long as the current 
value of the rupee. stood above .zs. But it had rapidly declined 
to its old value of IS. 4d., and settlers, turning their drafts. and 
remittances from England into local coinage, instead of·receiving 
fifteen of the rupee coins (No. I, Plate vn. as was formerly the 
case, now received only -ten of the florin coins (No. 7,. Plate VI) 
or florin notes, for every £I. · 

The change made no perceptible difference to the native. 
Government still.exacted~ as his poll tax, eight of the coins (No.7), 
as it had previously exacted eight of the coins (No. I). A blanket 
which had previously cost him two rupees now cost. him two 
of the florin coins or notes. The sheep which he bought from the 
European or Somali trader for eight of the rupee ·coins now 
cost him eight of the ·florin notes. All over the country, in 
Government, farming and commercial circles~ the natives' wages 

. consisted of the same number of florin notes as he had previously . 
received rupee coins. The identical Io-cent, s-cent and 1-cent 
pieces remained in use as 1;he same subdivisions of the new 
florin that they had previously been of the rupee. Throughout 
1921 the native made no distinction between the florin and the. 
rupee. Indeed, the Secretary of the Convention, writing to 
Government on December zznd, I92I, with a momentary lapse 
of memory as to the Convention's exploit of wage reduction in 
June, said: "The present' florin ... is to the native mind 
still. the same as the rupee and is in fact still so called." No 
delegate to the Convention was unaware of this fact. The 
Europ~an in his local dealings had the same experience. The 
poll tax which he had to pay to the local Government had pre
viously been IS rupees. It was now IS florins. Govem
ment (except in ~an,zibar) had taken ~e action it did under ill
advised pressure from local politicians who were amateurs, 
indeed, at finance. The politicians could not now go back on 
the procedure established by Government ; but they could go 
back on the native. They would reduce his pay by a third ; 
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pay him 3! florins instead of 5 for a month's work of 30 days of 
9 hours each-get 38! hours' work out of him for a shilling 
instead of 27 hours, 3 hours a penny instead of zt hours. 

A local newspaper described this reduced wage as " not only 
the surest means of inviting the co-operation of the native in 
endurance of the present stress, but also the fulfilment of our 
stewardship as his protectors and educators, an'd the permanent 
alliance of his interests and ours." 

Government Departments also employed thousands of 
labourers, in the Forest, Agricultural, Veterinary, Medical, Police 
and Public Works Departments, and also on the Uganda Railway. 
Unless these Departments could be brought into line, the success 
of the scheme, throughout the country, would be jeopardized. 
General Northey was approached, and he gave an assurance 
that Government Departments should not pay their Mrican 
hands more than the current rate of pay prevailing in the localitY 
where they operated. This was no new ruling. It had been 
the practice since the days of Sir James Hayes Sadler. 

Fortified with this promise, which was now invested with a 
new significance, the Convention of Associations approached 
the Heads of Departments and asked for ·their co-operation in 
the reduction of native wages for the good of 11 the country'." 
Most of the Departments had an obvious reply which averted 
further political interference with their personnel. There. was 
no " ruling rate of pay," outside the Departments concerned, for 
hospital orderlies, forest guards and other Government employes. 
Heads of Departments were .at liberty to disregard the invitation; 
so far as workers in such positions were concerned. Some of 
them did so, but some of them made a reduction. The Railway 
and the Public Works Departments employed larg~ number:;> of 
unskilled labourers ; lack of compliance by them would be 
serious. 

The Convention's letter to the Director. of Public Works.· 
elicited a reply which clearly indicated non-compliance with the 
movement. The General Manager of the Railway was in England 
on leave. The raid on native wages had been timed for June xst, 
1921, but propaganda had not started· early enough and the 
movement was far from a widespread one for some weeks after 
that date. It is true that some letters had promptly appeared 
in the papers to say that the writers had announced the reduction 
to their labourers, who quite saw the justice of the step and 
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agreed to .remain at work, but Administration _officers, settlers 
and settlers' wives had good reason to know of many cases where_ 
the threatened reduction of. pay had resulted in the disappeaian<;e 
of servants and workers. The collection of taX by. Government 
was, however. in progress, . and many natives had perforce to 
remain in employment to earn the amount of their tax at the 
reduced rate. \Vhether the jubilant· employers in such cases 
received 5 florins' worth or 3! florins' worth of work in the month 
of June l9ZI may·perhaps·be open tQ question. 'The Mrican 
is a master of the art of "ca' canny" if he thinks_ he. is being 
victimized. _ 

A session of the Convention of Associations was opened. by 
General Northey on June 27th, 1921. The Convention in due 
course reviewed the progress of the wage-reduction movement, 
and on June 3oth, 1921, telephoned to the offices of the Chief 
Engineer of the Railway and the Direc~or of Public Works, 
asking them to attend and discuss the situation. · The Chief 
Engineer was out of town, but·one of his engffieers attended. The 
Director of Public \Vorks replied that he would be willing to 
meet them at 4-JO, after .his office was closed. - The Railway 
Engineer was invited on to the platform first. -It was an unenvi
able ~ituation. Before him were 30 or 40 delegates claiming 
to represent a body of more. than I ,ooo u Producers " (i.e. 
employers of wage-earning Mricans) who had persuade'd them
selves that they were faced with ruin. They were resolute and 
impatient men : in deadly eamest as to exacting the same work 
for less pay· from a working class tha~- was unrepresented, 
unorganized and voiceless._ They enjoyed a shadowy measure of 
support from the Government. Nothing stood between them
and their desires but one or two paid servants of that same 
Government-and some truculent members of their own class 
whom they might ostracize a~ the penalty for non-compliance. 

The Railway Engineer, who was a brilliant worker but without 
any previous experience of the concerted political glare of 
Kenya's statesmen. made the point that railway work was in a 
class by itself; the settlers would be among the first to complain 
of a defective service on the line which might result from any 
increase in labour difficulties. The Railway had always paid· its 
.hands by the calendar month.- He could hold out no hope of 
a change to a .. month " consisting of 30 _working days. Still. 
he would reduce the rate of pay by one florin a month. 
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The Director of Public Works then had his turn,z which 
lasted for 70 minutes, He stuck to his point that nothing had 
happened to reduce the natives' cost of living, taxation or shop 
prices so as to justify a one-third cut of pay. He ordinarily 
paid unskilled labour xos. per calendar month for a 
45-hour week-S hours a day for 5 days : na work on Satur
day afternoons or Sundays (except in urgent cases, when " over
time" was paid). This rate was from 18 to zol hours for 
xs., according to the month, as compared with the 38l hours 
which the Convention sought to impose. He gave it ·as his 
opinion that the action of the Convention would do more to 
produce concerted political action 'by the workers than would 
otherwise have taken place in ten years. If only employers were 
combining to promote the efficient employment of labourers and 
the avoidance of wasteful methods in dealing with labour, he 
would give them every assistance he could. 

It did not suit the Convention at all to be lectured. He 
received a fusillade of questions-most ~f them polite. Would 
he adopt the 30-day ticket instead of the calendar month ? 
(No.) Would he then exact work on Sundays and abandon the 
Saturday half-holiday? (No.) Would he adopt a nine-h<?ur 
day? (No.) Would he, at any rate, meet the producers to 
this extent-that all labour for the P.W.D. should be obtained 
by Government orders to chiefs under the Native Authorities 
Amendment Ordinance, leaving the cc free market " to be drawn 
on by the settlers ? (No. Forced labour was not worth employ
ing, and in any case he had an objection to it.) The meeting 
began to be a little bit uncharitable. The chairman said that it 
was clear that the Director was not in sympathy with their 
movement, and they unanimously resolved that :-

cc This Convention regards the letter of. the Director of Public Works 
dated June z8th, 19n, on the deflation of native wages and the bringing 
of working conditions into line with local practice, as directly and unjusti;. 
fiably contrary to the spirit of the readjustment which has been carried 
out throughout the Colony, and considers that his present practice 
causes waste of public funds, and also requests him to bring native 
wages rate and working conditions of the native employees of his depart
ment into line with the least possible delay,and furthr.r begs to emphasize 
that the deflation of native wa~es be applied equally to unskilled, semi
skilled and skilled native labour." 

• L.E.A., July 9th, 1921. E.A.s.; July 4th, 19::11. 
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The position of Administration officers was also an unenviable 
one. Local settlers, brandishing the Governor's promise as _to. 
equal rates of pay in Government employ and their own, seught 
their assistance in securing quiet acceptance of the new regime 
by the natives. The officers were in just· such ·a position a.S 
the Acting Chief Native COmmissioner had been in· during the 
currency exploit described in the last chapter. They and he 
knew that the Government ·desired to play into the hands of 
the forceful Europeans. . If they ·supported the natives under 
their charge in any measure of opposition, they might darilage 
their own prospects in the Service, they might experience 
transfer to obscure stations, but they would· certainly inv~lve 
their natives in nothing. but added misery without· any compen-· 
sating advantage. (It was only on the-rarest occasions that transfer 
of an official did not involve him in expense, anything· up to 
£4o, as well as in damage to some of his belongings.) It was 
undeniable that conformity with Government's clear intentions 
was the path of least detriment to the natives. It was· their job 
to collect the taxes, and the natives had to get wages in order to 
pay the tax. In one direction lay hopes of comparative peace; 
in the other the certaintY of anarchy. · 

They toured their districts and assisted in the wage reduction. 
':!'heir' co-operation was trumpeted in the papers ; this served as 
an object-lesson to waverers. In one district it. was reported, 
under a headline "The Ceremony of Reducing Native Wages.,, 
that .. at 10.30 a.m. a meeting was called, when lVIajor --, 
secretary of the Association, with the kind assistance of the 
Resident Commissioner,. interviewed a number of headmen and 
fully explained the object .and reasons of the new scale of pay." 

The Director of Public Works, on the other hand, informed 
his engineers that they were at liberty to go on paying their 
labourers, on his responsibility. at the rates of pay which were 
current before the stampede began. Written inquiries made on 
his instructions by his officers to firms of labour recruiters. fot . 
the pu~pose of obtaining information, elicited replies that no 
labour was obtainable at seven shillings a month. He kept 
Government informe~ on this point. _ 

\Vhile a few settlers were writing to the papers proclaiming 
success in retaining their labour at the reduced pay of seven 
shillings a month, District officers and others knew of numerous 
bands of labourers leaving estates and returning to the Reserves 
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rather than accept the new conditions. These natives might be 
ordered out again later on by their chiefs, but there were ways 
of dealing even with that contingency. Swarms of them had 
worked for a few days for nothing-that is to say, for wages that 
they would never claim. They had their 30-day labour cards 

u marked up" for those few days' work, and were going to pose, 
before their chiefs and headmen, as engaged labourers who had 
been granted indefinite leave by their masters. Evasion of work 
might prove to be possible for a long time. They only felt that 
at the moment they were being treated unfairly. They. knew 
nothing of bank rates or market prices in London. Wherever 
they turned, they found " combination " against them. Mis
sionaries never interfered in industrial crises. It was time to 
combine. 

On June nth, 1921, a Nairobi paper published a letter 
written by a Kikuyu native in Government employ at the 
Treasury in Nairobi. His name was Harry Thuku. 

cc A meeting of the (proposed) Young Kikuyu Association 
was held at Pangani village" (on the outskirts' of Nairobi) 
11 on Tuesday, when the subject was the native wages reduction. 

cc It was proposed and carried out unanimously that. the 
rules of the Association should be drawn and forwarded 
to the Government for confirmation and sanction of the 
(proposed) Association. . 

" It was also suggested and carried that, in order to show 
the native grievances to the Government in the matter of 
wages reduction schemed by the farmers of the Colony, 
this Association, though still on proposal, is in. the position 
of writing to the Hon. Chief Native Commissioner asking 
him to lay the matter before H.E. the Governor/' 

One missionary, Mr. A. R. Barlow, was at work, giving the 
perplexed natives of Kikuyu some invaluable assistance. He· 
was one of the best Kikuyu scholars in the mission-field, and 
in that respect far ahead of anyone in the Government Service. 
All that he was doing was to translate their complaints into 
English and type the record for transmission to the Government. 
He was particularly careful to avoid giving any advice in the 
framing of charges by the natives, to ask no leading questions, 
to suggest no turn of phrase. He was merely a reporter taking 
down native speeches. 
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The -memorandum was sent .to th~ Acting Chief Native 
Commissioner. A meeting was arranged at the little Govern~ 
ment station· of Dagoreti. This, though bearing the name· of 
the historic outpost of the Imperial British Eas_t Africa Company. 
is some miles distant from the .site of the latter. A meeting, of . 
greater importance than most of the participants can have 
recognized at tht< time, took place there on June 24th, 1921. 

Senior Government officials ·were there from Nair6bi, District 
Officers, missionar~es, Kikuyu chiefs and attendants, natives in 
red paint, "mission boys and members of the Young Kikuyu 
Association in imported clothing-the old order and the new, in 
the native world ; the Government insistent- upon respect for 
the recognized (and sa,laried) chiefs and headm~n ; younger 
men, acting in combination, thrusting themselves in between the 
paid chiefs and the Government and claiming the attention 
which organization always elicits. A portent. 

The young men acted and spoke with ·a composure and self- · 
confidence that grated upon _the paid chiefs. These young men 
were partially educated. They had attended mission schools 
(the only ones in existence) for the sake of getting some educa
tion. Under the glib Classification of the average white immi
grant, they were c• mission boys." To the missionarieS many of 
them· were known " failures." who had responded little or not 
at all to mission influence, but had only snatched the coveted 
boon of education, which the missions offered. free, and had then 
decamped with it. To the miSsionaries (as a body) they were an 
object of suspicion tinged with resentment. To the Government 
they were ·a probable source of embarrassment. To the _paid 
chiefs they were anathema. Nobody wanted thern or wanted 
to meet them. And here they were, forcing a hearing. They 
were supported by some of the headmen. Behind the sullen 
demeanour _that the Kikuyu so readily adopts when he has a 
grievance, imaginary or real, these natives were boiling hot. 

They complained of forced labour of girls and young women. · 
Their . District Commissioner (so t4ey reported-and he was 
present) ordered fathers and el~ers to send their girls out to 
work on European plantations. If objection was made, it was 
treated with detehtion at the Government station, a ·fine- of 
goats-and the girls were taken. In the previous month 6o girls 
·had been taken to a European estate (named). They were 
still there. A list was produced of the names of girls who had 

p 
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been violated while so out at work on farms and were pregnant, 
with the names of their native seducers in some cases. (The 
native employees at the Government station were apparently 
somewhat more licentious than Claverhouse's Dragoons had 
been among another far-distant and sullen people.) Headmen 
who did not produce the requisite groups of girls were subjected 
to public indignities-made to carry loads, for instance. The· 
registration system was proving, in practice, intolerable. They 
were prosecuted for a variety of offences under it. They were 
fined for cutting firewood, The old men had to work on private 
roads-not the Government roads, the upkeep of which was 
accepted as a duty. Their wages· were going to be reduced. 
Their hut tax was too high. Paths which they had used from 
time immemorial were now being closed to them. Legislation 
affecting them was introduced without their knowing anything 
about it until they were imprisoned or fined for non-compliance. 
There was no Government education for their children. " When 
we went to do war work" (as porters· in the Carrier Corps) 
" we were told by His Excellency the Governor that we should 
be rewarded," they said. " But is our reward to ha~e. our tax 
raised and to have registration papers given us and for our 
ownership of our land to be called into question ; to be ·told 
to-day that we are to receive title deeds and to-morrow for· it to 
appear that we are not to receive them ? " 

Harry Thuku was present. He asked pointedly·if Govern
ment would abstain from reducing the pay of labourers . in its 
employ. Why could they not be given as secure a title to their 
land as all Europeans demanded and got for theirs ? · 

Here was the genesis of a revolution. Subjects putting 
questions to a Government : questions which ought for ev~r to 
have remained unframeable. Government slightly resenting the 
challenge : unwilling to concede remedies too rapidly. Assu
rances of early consideration and of ultimate improvement: 
Just a tinge of excuse by the Government·: ·even of counter
charge. One headman had been made to carry a load like a 
porter because he had failed to produce a porter to do the work. 
Five headmen had been kept at the Government station because 
they had boycotted. a certain European estate and . refused to 
supply any labour to it. They were therefore " detained pending 
the settlement of the matter." These headmen replied that 
rather than suffer these indignities, they would prefer to resign 
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their paid positions. To the request of the young men· that 
Government should bring no pressure to bear to make them 
work for reduced-wages, the Acting Chief Native Commissioner 
replied that Government would not· do so, but added, under 
further questioning, that Gqvernment would pay ·its employees 
the local rate of wages prevailing in the different districts. 

The meeting drew to an end at ·length-none too soon for 
the Government officials. They returned to Nairobi by car. 
The. natives move4 off in. chattering groups to their villages. 
The missionaries climbed up to th~ir mountain station~ · A 
thoroughly unsatisfactory meeting-from the native ·point of 
view. · 

Harry Thuku was an operator ~n the -telephone switchboard 
in the Treasury at Nairobi. He had already been guilty· of 
indiscretion in that in his correspondence upon the affairs of 
the Young Kikuyu Association he quoted" Post Office Box 65 " 
as his address-the official Post Office· Box of the Colonial 
Treasury. That was only ignorance-but it looked like'' cheek." 
He was required to discontinue his political activity or surrender 
his post in the Treasury. The Director of Public Works heard 
of this, called on the Treasurer and urged him to transfe.- Harry 
Thuku to the Public Works Department. 'Inside the Public 
Service the boy could be advised and guided ; outside it he _ 
would drift into mischief. However, the boy was dismissed. 

Mter that developments were rapid. Scores and then 
hundreds of Mricans in reg-Ular employment paid a shilling a 
month to " the cause." Harry Thuku and some of his lieutenants 
addressed meetings ; they made promises ; they had leaflets 
printed and sold ; they hired motor-cars and toured the Reserves._ 
Audiences increased hi size-three thousand, five thousand. 

Thuku went North towards Fort Hall, and his speeches 
became more violent. A distinct anti-European note began to 
appear. They had helped the Europeans in their war and this is 
what the Fort Hall natives had got as a reward-increased taxa- · 
tion up to 8 rupees, an all.;ro~nd cut in wages, and registra
tion, under which some had been fined 10 rupees when caught 
without the kipdndi (registration certificate in its tin ·con
tainer), even when working on their own garden plots in ·the 
Reserve. They had to supply food without payment to .. tribal 

·retainers " and other hangers-on at Government stations ; their 
cattle and sheep were compulsorily seized to help the trade of 
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the Fort Hall butcher, who paid them 15 or 20 rupees-a sum 
much below the price of cattle in the open.market. On paying 
a tax of 8 rupees with a 10-rupee note, change was refused, and 
change was hard to get. · 

He brandished telegrams which he said he had received 
from the King of England. The natives firmly believed that 
the King would right their wrongs if only he knew of them. 
Harry Thuku was laying their grievances before the King-by 
cablegram, they were told. That was all that was necessary to 
ensure immediate redress. Cablegrams were indeed sent. to the 
Colonial Office and to Members of Parliament. Harry Thuku's 
anti-Government bias grew. At one meeting of about s,ooo 
natives he suggested that they should hire three motor-lorries, 
throw in their registration certificates, tin containers and.all, run 
them up to Government House, Nairobi, and dump them on 
the drive there. His attitude towards Mission$ became super
cilious. He went by train to Kisumu and had immense meet
ings of Kavir6ndo natives. A polyglot nation was beginning to 
emerge from among certain of the highland and lake tribes
and it was a hostile nation. The Government swoope~~ Harry 
Thuku and his brother were arrested. This was on March 15th, 
1922-the Ides of March! · 

At the outset of his campaign it might have been possible 
for influential Europeans of tact, and with a knowledge. of the 
native language, to get into friendly and helpful relations with 
him. No one tried it at that time, except the Chief ~ative 
Commissioner, Mr. Maxwell, and one C.M.S. missionary, 
the Rev. H. D. Hooper, M.A. Thuku's attitude even then was 
off-hand. He was inclined to despise the authorities in. the 
Colony. The native grievances were, in their own eyes, so 
real that it was only necessary to make them known in England 
to have prompt rectification effected over the heads of the local 
Government and other more malign factors in the Colony: 
The three outstanding grievances were the heavy rate of taxation·, 
the kipandi, and the one-third cut of wages. Harping upon 
these, he carried audiences with him all over the country. For 
advice he turned to no settler friends, no missionary friends, no 
Government friends. He had none. He had Indian friends. 
He may have received some help from them in the framing and 
despatching of cablegrams. They also had their grievances 
against settler, Government, Church and mission, as will appear 
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in later chapters. Both· Indian and Mrican groups were so 
openly in· protest against existing conditions that collaboration 
was natural~alrriost inevitable. There is, however, no reasori 
to suppose that he received any assistance · from Ind~an funds. 
The Indian political exchequer was depleted at the· time. Ha.rrjr 
Thuku's "party fund," on the other hand, was supported 
lavishly by Mricans. . 

His arrest was quietly· effected. An Indian N.C.O. of 
police inquired at the house of· a well-known supporter~ named 
Abdullah Tainira. as to where Harry "Thuku was to be found. 
Taidr~ conducted him to his leader's house, and Har:iy Thuku 
went quietly to the Police Lines, where he was detained.· .HiS 
brother calling, by motor, to make some inquiry at a Govern
ment station, on a topic which had· been complained of at the 
Dagoreti meeting, was arrested there and not allowed to leave. 
His car might return to Nairobi without him. · 

Supporters followed Harry Thuku's escort into the Police 
Lines, a range of old one-storey tin builcfulgs on Government 
Road, Nairobi. They inquired · as to the intentions of the 
police with their leade~. They. were told that · he was to be 
detained· until the Governor, who had that d~y left by train for 
the coast, should decide what was to be done. A cro\vd of one 
or two thousand natives collected for a short time. Some hundreds 
stayed outside the Police Lines ·all night. · 

Next morning, before sleepy Europeans had had their morn
ing cup of tea brought to their bedsides·, mischief was afoot in 
the town. . It was to all intents and purpose~ a strike-aggravated 
by vigorous picketing. ·Raw labourers for· the most part went to 
work as usual, but hous~boys, garden-boys, office-boys, ayahs 
(i.e. children's nurses), skilled and semi-skilled Mrican labour 
were •• called off •• by groups of boys who visited nearly all the . 
bungalows, . offices· and works. This was actual lawlessness-a 
breach of the law of the Colony. The crowd in front of the 
Police Lines had grown 'to thousands. A guard of native police · 
who had been on duty all night were retained under· arms, and 
reinforcements of the King's Mrican Rifles were asked for. 
These marched down from the Milit~ Lines on the Hilt, but 
took up position at distances of some hundreds of yards from 

. the crowd. A large part of the crowd was there merely to see 
what was going to happeri. One or two individuals making 
speec~es, which it· was thought might be inflammatory, were 
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arrested by European police officers and taken inside the Lines 
for detention. At the suggestion of the Acting Commissioner of 
Police a deputation of six leading natives went to see Sir Charles 
Bowring, the Colonial Secretary of Kenya, at his office. They 
were assured that Harry Thuku would be fully heard by the 
Governor before any decision would be taken as to what was to 
be done with him. He was in no danger ; he was only being 
detained. 

Sir Charles urged the deputation to return to the Lines and 
to try to get the crowd to disperse. The leader, Harry Thuku's 
right-hand man, Abdullah Taira.ra, promised that they would try. 

Rumours flickered round the town on the telephones that 
morning. The police were going to invite all Europeans from 
offices and shops to come along with a stout stick each ·and clear 
the natives away from .the Lines-a regular Donnybrook Fai~;. 
Or they were going to charge through the crowd with a car 
from the Lines and get Harry Thuku away-to the Central Jail 
or to a waiting· train which would instantly leave for Mombasa. 
Or Harry Thuku wasn't in the Lines at all. He had been railed 
down the previous night-and others equally unfounded, 

Abdullah Tairara returned to the Secretariat to report to $ir 
Charles Bowring. He there found the Director of Public Works, 
one of his old employers under whom he had worked at one 
time for about six years, and who now acted as his interpreter. 
The Director had motored from his office to the Lines to view 
the conditions there. A line of armed police with fixed bayonets 
were standing outside the low wall of corrugated .iron sheetS. 
Inside the Lines other police were standing upon .some hastily 
contrived platform so as to be able to look over the wall. The 
crowd was inactive, curious as to what was happening and for 
the most part silent. A number of gaudily dressed native women, 
mostly town prostitutes, were the noisiest element there. It is. 
regrettable that nobody had the brilliant inspiration to turn a 
hose on to them. Any slight element of comic relief was all 
that was necessary to relax the trifling degree of tension that 
prevailed in the crowd. Government had mishandled the 
situation, and comic relief, however efficacious it might have 
been, was far from the thoughts of all the official actors in the 
drama. Almost everything that had been done had been unwise. 
The Governor should not have permitted the arrest just at the 
time he was leaving for the coast. (There was nothing furtive 
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about the movements of Harry Thuku.; on the contrary • he 
toured the country with prearranged publicity, assured _ of 
ovations evetywhere.) The arrest might have been postponed 
till General Northey was back in town. If there was any danger 
that any of the Governor's subordinates might seize the occasion . 
of his absence to snatch public applause by « taking a strong 
line,., he might have left instructions that nothing was to be 
done till his return to Nairdbi. · The Government was without 
the advice of its Commissioner of Police, who was i_n England 
on leave. Mter arrest, effected so placidly, Harry Thuku tnight 
have been lodged in the impregnable Central Jail only two miles 
away. He might have been put into a waiting·train and removed 
to Mombasa or some unknown destination. Orders might have 
been issued for the municipal native beer-houses to be closed 
that day. The crowd might· have been saved the panicky 
demonstration of that line of fixed bayonets below the wall, 
supported by additional rifles ·projecting over it~ A wall, a· 
silent wall, even if it be only a tin wall, provides a chill rather 
than a goad to frenzy so long as it remains undecorated by a 
string of" defenders." The same number of police held under 
arms imide the Lines would have constituted an equal protection 
of Harry Thuku without evoking the gibes and insults of exdtable 

. prostitutes or native mob-orators. If the flimsy tin wall had 
been torn down, armed forces inside would have. had full 
justification for firing into t4e crowd. K.A.R. troops might, at 
any time during the morning, have been marched into the Lines 
under the· gaze of the assembled thousands of unarmed demon
strators. The K.A.R., at any rate, are respected by the _native· 
population as an efficient group. The futile . ceremony· of 
" reading the Riot Act " and ordering the crowd to disperse 
might have been waived, with added dignity to Government's. 
record in the matter. · 

The Director of Public Works had motored to the Secretariat 
and asked to see Sir Charles Bowring.· It had appeared to him 
that if complete passivity on the part of the police· forces were 
ordered, and if they abstained from reprisals, under exasperation 
by the few women. in the crowd, the bulk of it, as the lunch
hour approached, would cease to be interested in the· situation 
and would disperse. They were interrupted by telephone calls 
from the Police Lines and lastly by the return of the deputation. 
Abdullah Tairara ·reported that he exercised personal authority 
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only among those Akikuyu who were Mahomedans. He had 
moved through the crowd, ordered these all out, and they had 
withdrawn. The rest of the crowd would not disperse. He and 
the rest of the deputation could not make them disperse. . • • 
A shot, down in the town I A volley, followed by a ragged 
burst of rifle-fire which lasted perhaps for 20 . seconds, tailing 
off, during a bugle-call, into a few popping shots. The noise 
of a shouting crowd, police whistles-and then abrupt silence. 
All in Sir Charles's room had sprung to the windows. There 
was nothing to be seen towards the Police Lines,_ a mile· away 
across Nairobi's public park. The telephone was silent. The 
Director left instantly for the Town Hall, where his wife was 
that morning sitting as a member of a Government Commission 
upon the amendment of the Colony's Divorce Laws. They made 
for the Police Lines. A Survey Department man was standing 
at the roadside just where the motor stopped. " Was that ball 
cartridge or blank ? " the Director asked him. " Ball cartridge, 
all right," replied the other, with a wave of his hand. The 
ground, which 20 minutes before had been packed with 
people, was empty, except for a few corpse.s of native men and 
women, and ·parties picking up the wounded. These were . 
carried into the Government Native Hospital close at ha·nd. 
The police in a column of four abreast had been marched away. 
The native demonstration was over.x 

The King's Mrican Rifles were now brought ·in. Patrols 
moved about the town and through the native villages to the 
North of Nairobi river for the rest of the day. Wounded natives· 
reached Fort Hall by road two days later, spreading rumours of 
a Government massacre of native townspeople in Nairobi. 

There was a magisterial inquiry .a It transpired that no one 
had given the order to fire. The police had, however, been on 
duty there for 19 hours, and, in the circumstances, it was held 
that they had acted with restraint under provocation. Police . 
officers averred that they were just on the point of ordering 
their men to fire when a· shot went off, precipitating a general 
fusillade all round the Lines. A European Captain of Police, in 
trying to arrest a demonstrator who was making himself obnoxious, 
had tripped and fallen, or had been thrown. Then there had 
been a shower of stones. One askari nervously pressed his 
trigger and the firing became general, supplemented by the 

• E.A.S. and L.E.A., March 17th, x8th, xg:u. 1 Cd. 1691 (19.12). 
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revolve~ of police officeB and non-com~. ·The crowd instantly 
ran and the officer in charge whistled the" cease-fire." _ _ 

The English· Chaplain of Nairobi, the Rev. W. J. Wright, 
had been in the crowd most of the ·morning_ The bulk of the 
natives were well-disposed,_he said.- It had reminded him of~a· 
Sunday-school treat. He had had prayer meetings with some of 
the Christian bqys. The outbreak -of firing by the police and 
of stone-throwing by a portiori of the crowd had been simul
taneous. He was convinced that the women were the cause· 
of the immediate agitation. (As a matter of fact he had had an 
awkward minute during the fusillade, standing ·erect, bullets 
whistling past him, while gaudy ladies of debatable rectitude 
hung on to him at every available corner, screaming in panic. 
A padre, in such a sudden burst of vengefulness ·on the part of 
Government, might, they thought, be surrounded by an oasis 
of safety.) · 

The Coroner, in his finding, said :- · 

•' On the evidence just red ted I am convinced that this crowd w~'J 
hostile, dangerous and determined. and I have no hesitation whatever in 
finding that the (!skaris were justified in firing. and had they not done so 
the Police Lines would iri all probability have been rushed and entered 
and the prisoner set free, when a situation of grave peril might- have 
arisen.'' 

In a lengthy finding he exonerated the police for firing without 
orders. 

Those shot dead, or who died of wounds in Nairobi, 
numbered at least 25. Government medical officers and private 
practitioners worked late at the Native Hospital. The police pro-
ceeded to make wholesale arrests of participants and ringleaders. 
The trial of these continued for upwards of a month. Varying 
sentences were inflicted, up· to a year's rigorous imprisonment. 

lVIeanwhile the concerted one-third cut of pay, which had 
had such pronounced effect in rousing · the indignation that 
led up to the "riots., in Nairobi, was languishing. The 
" second string '' was getting frayed. Much enlightenment has, 
from time to time, been shed. upon Kenya affairs by the de
liverances of the papers' .. own special correspondents " in
various parts of the Colony. These gentlemen and ladies 
keep the newspaper office in Nairobi supplied with local titbits 
of news. Sometimes, under pressure of work in the Nairobi 
office, these were .passed to the compositors untouched, or with 
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inadequate "editing,, The writers were often of independent 
mind, and they did not live and work under the shadow of the 
political machine, as resident staff in Nairobi did. So, within 
three months of the organized reduction, the correspondent at 
Eldoret was supplying reports which were far from gratifying to 
the Native Wages Reduction enthusiasts of the C.onvention. 

''There are many complaints," he said, "that the reduction was 
causing a dearth of labour which was causing great hardship, many mills 
and shambas (i.e. farms) being at a standstill." 

Another correspondent, at a later date, reviewed the· effect ~f the 
measure among Kavirondo workers :-:-

.. For the first time, Fort Ternan, Koru, L\unbwa and Muhoroni are 
hard up for labour. 

" This is not due to the railway work, as that is unpopular, but to 
the reduction of wages. The Kavirondo has really never come out· 
since the reduction and with a record crop is not likely to,'' 

The General Manager of the Uganda Railway stated in 
Legislative Council that upon his return from leave he had 
restored the one-florin cut that had been made in his .absence 
in the pay of unskilled workers on the railway. 

It must be recorded that Kenya's Political Machine lost ·no 
opportunity of disclaiming responsibility for this native upheaval. 
All its members had behaved justly throughout. They were 
going to continue to treat the native justly and they· passed a 
resolution congratulating the Government on having handled 
the rising in the right way. Still the natives, strange creatures 
though they were, could not have gone to such lengths of 
organization and truculence for nothing. · · 

Vigorous attempts were made by the Convention to thro\V 
blame upon Indian " agitators , for the whole incident. It 
transpired that Harry Thuku and other Africans had had tea 
on one occasion with Mr. Desai and other Indians. The papers 
went nearly frantic with joy over this discovery. As a matter 
of fact, there was nothing startling about it. To anyone who 
knew the African movement from the inside, there was nothing 
even ominous about it. As to the great world lying outside 
Africa, from which it was known that rulings and decisions came 
which ordered the course of the local Government, these Africans 
sought advice, and it is something to the discredit of Govern
ment, missionary and settler groups that they sought it from the 
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Indians. There are no reliable grounds for hinting that these 
politically emergent Africans ever received · Indian advice as 
to adopting courses that were other than constitutional. - In 
Legislative Council the Hon. Mr. Shams ud Deen as~ed :- · 

" Will the Government state if any ~teps have bee~ taken to investi~ 
gate if there is any truth in the allegations and insinuations made in the 
Press as well as in this Honourable. Hou8e, to the effect that the so-called 

·riot or unlawful assembly by 'the natives outside the Police Lines on 
March x6th, 1922 • .has been engineered by Indians who.wez:e also alleged· 
to have spread discontent and sedition among the natives inside and 
outside the Native Reserves ? · 

•• Should the answer to the above question be in the affirmative will 
the Government announce the result and should· the answer be jn the 
negative will the Government appoint an independent and representa
tive Commission of Inquiry to investigate thoroughly if there is or ever 
has been any disaffection among the natives of the Colony, the cause of 
such discontent ·and disaffection and the extent to which Indians ha¥e 
been instrumental in fostering any such dis<;ontent among the natives,; 
also if there is any truth in the allegation that the native congregation 
outside the Police Lines was engineered by Indi,ans; also if· the activities 
of Harry Thuku constituted any danger to the Colony:• 

But the only· reply he got was :"-

•• With regard to your first question on the subject of the native riot, 
the·reply to this is that Gov~rmnent has no announcement to make in 
the matter ... 

The fact must be born~ . in mind that the· document which 
led to the Dagoreti meeting at the outset of this unrest was by' 
far the .most damaging indictment of Government and settl~r· 
that appeared from first to last, and it· was taken down, at native 
dictation, by a missionary. All credit to him for doing so. _It 
shows what the native was capable of, without Indian collabora
tion. It pleases those who like to pictu,re these capable Mrican 
n_atives as untut-ored savages, 2,ooo years behind us in develop
ment and mentality, needing to. be treated, like children, with 
" fiqnness and justice," to underrate the extraordinary capacity, 
shown in Harry Thuku's movement, for an alert offensive against 
oppression. It pleases most of those in this group also, to 
stigmatize the Indians as inciters to rebellion. When· it comes · 
•to a charge of rebellion, those who level it are under ·much 
graver suspicion than the Indians-as is explained in a later 
chapter. Still, somebody must have been at fault before such a 
distressing incident could have occurred. So it must have been 
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the Government I That was the conclusion that the Convention 
came to. 

It is scarcely the case in 1927, as it was in 1921, that mis
sionaries never interfere in industrial crises. The bulk of them, 
it is true, know little of economics and less of the industrial 
history of their own or any land-but there !)ore exceptions. 
Prominent among these is the Yen. Archdeacon Owen, of North 
Kavir6ndo. He saw the likelihood that native organization 
might be driven into subterranean and seditious channels by 
the Government's handling of the Thuku movem~nt, and he 
strove, successfully, to keep political action among the Kavir6ndo 
in the open. The result is a Kavir6ndo Taxpayers' Association, 
of which he .is president. It displays a lively interest in the · 
volume of taxation accruing to Government from the tribe, and 
in the allotment of public funds to work and development in 
its area. Child welfare, education, improved housing, rat- · 
destruction, simple hygiene and tree-planting are among the 
activities with which it concerns itself. It 'created a favourable 
impression upon Dr. Jesse Jones and the members of the Phelps 
Stokes Commission 1 when they visited Kenya in 1924 to study 
Mrican education in the Colony. Admini.stnition officers of 
alert mind and modern outlook support the movement. It 'is · 
beginning to influence native circles far outside Kavir6ndo, and 
labourers in distant areas of European settlement have asked .to 
be allowed to affiliate to it, and have paid affiliation fees with 
their applications. This is development in the direction. of 
trade unionism-hopeful, for one thing, because it . is under 
sympathetic guidance in its early days. The employers of 
Kenya are lucky that this is so, because its coming is, in any 
case, inevitable. 

The Kenya Government (apart from some of its officials in 
the native areas) has done little that is. of value to assist the 
natives to a knowledge of the laws of the Colony. A monthly 
publication, Habdri C' News ''), edited by a committee of 
officials and published by 'Government from 1922 to 1925 for 
native circulation, has· contained several articles dealing with 
the requirements of various Ordinances, and the punishments 
to which natives may render themselves liable-and also one 
somewhat specious appeal for the quiet acceptance of the 
Registration System. But nothing in this paper has the 

r V. Education in East Africa, p~ 124. 
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authority of pronouncements in the Official Gazette, and while 
all the laws that are passed in the Legislative Council are printed 
in the Gazette, -they appear only in English. Most nativ~ chiefs 
now employ at least one educated Mrican. clerk, and parallel 
publication in the Official Gazette of the laws ..in English and 
Kiswahili would meet present requirements by giving all natives 
the chance of a,pplying to those of their number who are edu
cated for the actual letter of the laws which affect the Mrican 
population. Sev.eral settler .Associations complained of the 
action of Government in giving the -natives the current news of 
the wodd in Hahdri, and it ceased to appear after· 1925.. Its 
publication is, however, being resumed in 1927, wjth the 
Principal of the Jeanes. School for Native Teache:r:s as editof". 

The Government in Kenya will make a grave mistake .if, in 
ignorance or disregard of w9rld-wide industrial movements, it 
seeks to limit~ organized native representation to action taken 
through the medium of the native District Councils, which it 
has established 1 in some of the Reserves. . The indu!iitrial aspira
tions of a widely · distributed labouring· class, recruited from 
many tribes, cannot adequately be voiced thrQugh· a multitude 
of little councils, furictioning in restricted geographical areas, 
and consisting largely of chiefs and headmen drawing Govern
ment salaries-useful and valuable as these may be for many 
purposes of tribal administration. The tribe is one well-known 
unit. The class of wage-labourers is another;· A Government 
which does not allow organization to develop in both can lay no
claim to enlightenment. The wage-payers in Kenya are admirably 
organized. . 

It is noteworthy that the wage-paid land-workers, as ·a class, 
in this part of Mrica are apparently more alert to the advantages 
of combination than are those in a similar calling in England, 
and that this attitude is gaining ground. Meanwhile, Harry 
Thuku, untried in any court of law,~ remains in exile. He has 
spent the years since 1922 under police surveillance at Kismayu, 
Lan:iu, Meru, and in the No~hern ;Frontier Province. 

• Native Authority Amendment Ordinance, No. 1:-4- of :1924. 
a Commons Debates, June 26th, 1922, col. x69o. · · 



CHAPTER XIV 

THE STORY OF THE UASIN GISHU I 

"Unskilful or unwise finance is our greatest danger, but here again the 
remedy lies ready to hand if we are wise enough to avail ourselves of it. It 
consists in adapting our fiscal methods to the requirements of our subject 
races, and still more in the steadfast rejection of any proposals which, by render· 
ing high taxation inevitable, will infringe the cardinal principle on which a 
sound Imperial policy should be based." · 

LORD CROMER 
on "The Government of Subject Races," 
Edinburgh Review No. 423, January 1908. 

W HY? • 
That is the question ,which continually recurs to · 

one's mind as detail after detail of the history of the 
Uasin Glshu Railway project emerges. ·This chapter elaborates 
the question. For reasons which will become obvious, it does 
not supply the answer. · . 

It will be remembered that since its earliest days the Pro
tectorate had possessed one main line, the Uganda Railway~·· 
running across it from East to West. After rising to a height of 
7,900 feet in a distance of 372 miles from its seaward terminus at 
Kilindini on the East coast, the line traverses the ·Great Rift 
Valley, dropping nearly 2,ooo feet, crossing the floor of. the 
valley obliquely to Nakliro, which lies at an altitude of 6,071 feet,z 
and then surmounting the Mau Escarpment, which is the Western 
wall of the Rift Valley, by a climb to an elevation of 8;322 feet in 
a distance of 42 miles from Nakliro. From Mau Summit, the 
highest point on the line, there is a rapid descent to the basin of' 
the great lake, the Victoria Nyanza. 

Lying to the North of Mau Summit is an extensive tableland 
known as the U asin Glshu Plateau. Except for a few wandering 
families of Masai, the greater part of this Plateau was uninhabited. 
On the North and East sides were the small tribes of the 
Marakwet and Elgeyo. On the extreme West was the Nandi 
tribe. Government, before 1907, decided upon the suitability of 
this vacant plateau for allotments for European occupation. It 

I Pronounced Wah-sin Gee-shoo with hard g, as in get, 
• Kenya and Uganda Railway, Fare and Rate Table, 1926. 
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was three or fo~r years after the first 1"ll;Sh ~f settlers took· place 
before allotments in any number began on this Plateau. Govern:
ment preparations were more advanced here than had b~n ·the 
case in the early days of settlement further do"\Vfl country. Farms 
were both demarcated on the ground and shown on IIiaps. 011e. 
farm, No. 64 in the allotment, was reserved for a Government 
station, which s\}bsequently became known as Eldoret. At the 
time of the arrival of the eady settlers, about 1907, the constru~
tion of an earth :r;-oad frQm LQndiani station at mile 497 on the · 
Uganda Railway was begun, though·with inadequate funds; as 
usual. Alternative access .to the Plateau existed via th·e Govern
ment station at Eldama Ravine by the Sclater Road, which had been 
cut in the early days of the first reconnaissance f9r the Uganda 
Railway, and which. for considerable stretches, was still usable. 

The first settlers to occupy this area in any number were 
mainly Dutch ftom South Mrica. Some of them had come with 
their wagons overland from South Mrica, though the majority· 
came by sea to Kilindini at:1d thence to Nakuro or. Londiani by 
rail. On detraining ·at Londiani there were narrow belts of forest 
and bamboo to be traversed and then these immigrants found 
themselves ori the Plateau proper, in country of a type to which 
they were well accustomed. Travel in any· direction was ·here 
possible, with their wagons_. without any effort at road construe-. 
tion as understood in Europe~ Rivers were small and shallow, 
and could be crossed by drifts. In dry weather, and between 
rivers, the country was ideal for wagon-travel. In wet weather, 
difficulties of the road were surmounted by a simple measure of 
co-operation. Wagons, each with its team of eighteen trained. 
oxen, would travel in a c~mvoy of three or more. If in a soft spot 
a wagon cannot be moved by eighteen oxen, thirty-six can be 
attached. If two teams failto move it, three full teams, number
ing ·fifty-four oxen, may be brought into action, when, to the 
acCompaniment of prodigious shouting and thrashing~ the wagon 
ordinarily moves, in whole or in part; If it is broken, or if it 
remains immovable, it is left, load~d or unloaded according to 
the weather prospects, until the country dries out sufficiently to 
justify another attempt, but only a combination of road difficulties. 
in the severest weather is likely to· defeat a wagon convoy of 
experienced Dutch colonial ·teamsters. They are not easily 
stopped. 

English settlei:S joined the Dutch on the Plateau. For the 
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little community that grew up, the transport-rider, as the team
ster is locally called, was the sole agency for carrying produce to 
the railway, and goods and supplies from it. At the best, however, 
he cannot hope to meet regularly the requirements of the pro
ducers or consumers of perishable produce. From the unwieldy 
size of his vehicle and its team, its slow rate of progress and its 
liability to temporary prohibition by quarantine regulations 
designed to limit the spread of cattle disease, he must fail in the 
long run to meet the whole transport requirement of any region 
coming under close settlement and enjoying even a moderate 
degree of prosperity. The need for rapid transit asserts itself at 
an early stage and all minds turn to the possibility of a railway. 

In the case of these settlers on the U asin Glshu Plateau, 
requests, more or less influentially supported, were made to 
Government for a branch line from the Uganda Railway, within 
a few years after the beginning of settlement, and by the year 1914 
Government had an expensive survey in progress for a line which 
would diverge from the Uganda Railway· at Nakliro, climb the 
mighty Mau Escarpment a second time, traverse _the Plateau 
obliquely towards the North West and then descend through the 
fringe of the territory of the Nandi tribe into that of the Kavi
r6ndo tribe, terminating at Mumias, the centre of an immense 
population of progressive native agriculturalists. That the new 
branch line should start from Nakliro was naturally a very popu
lar prospect for residents and property-holders there, but among 
the occupied farms in the vicinity no little degree of consternation 
prevailed when realization dawned as to the route which the 
survey parties appeared to be following. A group of enterprising 
settlers situated in the valley of the Molo River to the North-West 
of the town had brought a large acreage of land under cultivation, 
from which they were annually transporting to the Uganda 
Railway at Nakliro some thousands of tons of maize for sale 
down-country or for export. It was disconcerting to find the 
line of survey heading off across the top of their valley and so · 
close to the Uganda Railway as to provide little or no improve
ment in their facilities for the export of their produce. Instead, 
it appeared to be traversing farms, for the most part unoccupied, 
Which formed part O{ the allotment of I 56 square miles 1 Which 
had been given to Lord Delamere in 1903. Although there was 
much angry comment, no public discussion took place before the 

1 Cd. :z6zg, p. 14. 
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· completion of work by the surveyors. TP.ese were not engineer 
officers of the Protectorate's own Service, but outside engineers 
specially engaged for the purpose of this survey. They pres~nted 
their report in I9I5- . 

It was at once obvious to all that the line as surveyed did not 
provide the easiest or cheapest route for serving the settlers on the 
Plateau. Mter crpssing the allotment given to Lord Delamere it 
traversed two large blocks of forest comprised in a Concessio~ 
granted to Mr. Grogan. It_ traversed them moreover in. a manner 
almost ideal for the economical working of the forest areas. 
Transport of felled timber to the line would be, from the greater 
part of the concessional area, down-hill. The line cr.ossed 
enormous ravines low down in their course, entailing excessi\rely
heavy earthwork and an inordinate- amount of bridging. To 
climb the Mau Escarpment again would be a sufficiently serious 
undertaking in any case, but to climb it by the route suggested· 
would cost more than [;2.o,ooo ·a mile. · The proJect did not 
evoke any pronounced degree of interest in. the country. It was 
widely regarded as impossible of adoption and Government 
discarded the proposals, while the entire impossibility of securing 
funds for any capital works of magnitude during war-time served 
as an additional reason for dropping the project. Moreover, ·the 
_bulk of the settlers who would be affected, either favourably or . 
unfavourably, by the adoption of the proposed alignment were by 
this time at the front, serving for the most part in the campaign 
against German East Mrica along the Southern border of the 
Protectorate •. 

In the year following the Armistice, the project for a branch 
railway to the Uasin Gishu Plateau again received the attention of 
the local Government, which detached four Heads of Depart- · 
ments to tour the proposed alignment and submit an " Economic 
Survey, .. assessing, as far as might be possible, the character and 
volrime of the traffic which the line might be expected to have to 
carry, and reporting on the revenue and expenditure prospects · 
of the· line. They were the Dir~ctor of Agriculture, the 
Commissioner of Lands, the General Manager of the Uganda 
Railway and the Conservator of Forests. The last-named was 
prevented by ill-health from accompanying the Commission 
throughout. 

The resulting report x was candid and not very favourable to 
• Placed on table of Legislative Council; July :~:oth, :1920. 

Q 
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the Railway project. Interviews with setders on the Plateau had 
elicited forecasts of the devdopment of their estates for a dozen 
years ahead which probably did not err on the side of under
estimation. Witnesses before the Committee might be expected 
to make out as good a case for the construction of a railway to 
their farms as the elasticity of their consciences might permit. To 
settlers from other parts of the country who were able to see this 
report, these forecasts provided an occasion for mirth. Never
theless, the Committee were constrained to point out that if these 
products were carried over the new branch line at the rates pre
vailing on the main line, the new line would have to be wol,"ked at 
a loss for a long term of years. At three years after the com
pletion of construction they assessed this annual loss at £61,300; 
at ten years after construction, £zs,ooo. Presumably annual 
losses would be made up from the general revenue of the Colony, 
the greater part of which was derived from the direct and indirect 
taxation of the natives. Interest on the loan would be paid from 
the same source. · 

Fortified with this report, the Government of General Northey 
in 1920 resumed pressure upon the Colonial Office for s~ction to 
proceed with construction. Settlers were now back from the 
conquered territory, in what had been German East Mrica; ahd 
the disquiet with which the alignment followed by the Survey 
parties in z9I4 had been regarded found expression. As a result, 
on July 1oth, 1920, a resolution was passed unanimously in the 
Legislative Council, advocating that the desired brand) line 
should start from Mau Summit, the highest point on the existing 
(Uganda) Railway, and notfrom Nakill"o on the :floor of the Rift 
Valley, 42 miles away and z,ooo feet below. The latter course 
would clearly involve the climbing of the gigantic Mau Escarp
ment a second time, notwithstanding that the existing Uganda 
Railway already went over it. The peculiar feature would result 
that there would be a couple of railways running side by side at a· 
distance of only eight or ten miles apart, and traversing a belt of 
country which, of all the' terrain which the new branch line would 
have to traverse, would involve the heaviest and most expensive 
class of work, due to the mountainous n·ature of the country and 
the dense forests and deep ravines on the slopes of 1\Iau. If 
there was any stretch of 40 miles anywhere in the country 
where the existing Uganda Railway should not be duplicated by 
another one at eight or ten miles distance, it was this one. The 
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FIG. 13.-THE UASIN GfSHU RAILWAY, 
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The heavy line from Nakuro to Turbo is the Uasin G!shu Railway, 146 miles 
long. 

The thin dotted line surrounding the area marked I is the boundary of 
surveyed European farms. 

The portion of this marked 2, enclosed in a· heavy border, is the' group of more 
than :zso " Soldier-Settler " farms in Trans-Nz6ia. 

3· Government Forests. . 
4.· The Grogan (originally Lingham and Grogan) Forest Concession: a free 

grant of about 300 square mites. 
5· The free grant of 156 square miles of leasehold land to Lord Delamere. 
The black patch adjacent to s is. a tiny Reserve of the Ulisin G!shu Masai. 
The heavy broken line across the middle block of the Grogan Concession is the 

useless survey done in 1914-1S. 
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Legislative Councillors no doubt thought that they had definitely 
squashed an improper suggestion. 

But they had not. Although there were numerous surveyors 
and railway engineers in the Government Service in Kenya, the 
step was taken of employing an English firm to do a fresh survey 
for a branch line of railway to the U asin G!shu Plateau. A senior 
engineer of the Public Works Department waS' detached from 
normal duties and set to supervise, on behalf of the Kenya Govern
ment, the work of the survey parties. Why the work was given 
to this English firm is not publicly known ; nor are the views of 
the Public Works engineer upon the work which he found goiri.g on. 
The firm was to be paid all its expenses, plus 5 per cent. in addition. 
Hence the necessity for having Government scrutiny of their work. 

Supervision by this method was, however, soon discontinued, 
and before the end of 1920 instructions were sent from the 
Colonial Office that decision upon the route to be adopted should 
be postponed as an engineer was to be sent out from England to 
go into the question. 

This engineer landed in the Colony in November 1920. He 
proved to be one of the engineers who had been employed on the 
previous survey of I9I4-15. · · 

His report was in the hands of Government by April 1921. 

The Mau route and the Nakuro route had both been re-surveyed. 
Up to the point where they converged, the former was nearly 
I I miles long and the latter more than 53 miles long. From 
this point, common to both the possible routes, the new branch 
line would pass on to the Plateau, terminating near a· flax 
estate, some 145 miles from Nakliro. The line would pass 
through European farms or concessions for its entire length, and 
would not reach the fertile Native Reserves of North Kavirondo 
nor the promising area of Soldier Settlement known as the Tnins~ 
Nzoia. In the latter there were some two or three hundred 
European settlers, most of them in acute financial diffic11lties, who · 
were without any hope of marketing low-grade agricultural 
produce at a profit as ·long as they had scores of miles of 
indifferent earth roads to negotiate before they could place their 
output on rails. Even if rails had run right into their settlement, 
they would have been more than soo miles by rail away from the 
sea. If their transit operations were to begin with expensive and 
undependable road haulage, any successful outcome for their 
farming operations was indeed problematical. 
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Government had much competent. advice at its disposal. 
There was a staff in the Survey Department which had actually 
done a reconnaissance for a line from Mau Summit to the Plateau 
some years before. There were the General Manager and ·the 
Chief Engineer of the Uganda Railway, and also the Director uf 
Public Works, who had built a branch railway. starting from 
Nairobi in 1912,. at a cost of /;z,os~ a mile--a figure far below 
that of any other railway constrUction in the country. There also 
happened to be in the Colony a.t the time a Colonel ;Ha.mmond, 
sent out from England to advise upon the reorganization of all the 
State railways in Kenya,. Uganda and Tanganyika ·Territory. 
Engineers in the Public Works Department· had done railway 
work in many parts of the world. Finally the Colonial Office had 
the advice of its own Consulting Railway Engineers in London. 
The precise advice that was received from any of these quarters 
has never been divulged~ 

This report, produced at great expense, was not made public.· 
Its author was sent home to London with it, and for the short 
period of his absence another Survey engineer. was engaged from 
India to take. charge of Government interests. Some such 
appointment was neceSsary inasmuch as the surveyors of the 
English firm were still at work, proceeding With detailed -sUrvey 
and ·general improvement of the work already done. The out-. 
going engineer and his temporary substitute from India did not 
meet. They missed one ano_ther by a margin of four days at the 
coast. 

The temporary· substitute had been engaged in problems of. 
railway survey as far back as in 1895.: ·He had, indeed, been 
engaged for a short time on the Uganda Railway survey in its 
early days. He visited the scene of these new operations arid 
scrutinized the plans that had been prepared, and at once sub
mitted his_ own recommendation to Government that the short 
1\lau route should be followed. General Northey had by this 
time also gone home to London, to confer with Secretary of 
State Lord Milner upon the !~dian. problem in the Colony. It 
happened that the officer upon whom devolved the responsibility 
of acting as Governor was the Commissioner of Police,· Lieut.- -
Colonel \V. K. Notley, D.S.O. He Wa:s thus faced with a conflict 
of opinion between experts. -If for any reason the short Mau 
route was not to be adopted, the views of this later expert still 
debarred the sele£tion of Nak&-o as the starting-point. The 
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principal advantage claimed for the NakUt-o route was that a 
gradient of I in 66 had been obtained from there, as against I in so 
on the existing Uganda Railway. The new expert alleged that a 
still easier grade of I in IOO could be obtained by diverging from 
the existing Uganda Railway, not at Nak\iro on the floor of the 
Rift Valley, but from a point up the slopes above the existing 
station of Nj6ro. The surveyors of the English firm raised 
objection to any alteration of plans, although expressing the 
opinion that the substitute's view might quite possibly be right. 
The substitute wired to the original engineer in London ~king 
whether he concurred in a thorough examination· of the new, 
shorter and possibly flatter alignment. Acting Governor Notley 
expressed his entire willingness to have the fullest examination of 
doubtful points made before construction was begun. General 
Northey returned to the Colony after an absence which had been 
prolonged for several months oil account of Lord Milner's visit 
to Egypt. Shortly afterwards the original engineer also returned 
with his own project practically sanctioned. The substitute was 
instructed to pay the cost of the cablegram which he.had sent to 
London. His dismissal was sanctioned by General Northey. 
He received a month's salary in lieu of notice. He left by the 
first steamer from Kilindini. He had lodged his opinions and 
professional view with Government, and he did not feel called 
upon to proceed any further officially in the matter. He wrote, 
however, to two of the local papers and they both inserted his 
letter.r He pointed out that £6oo,ooo was going to be wast~d by 
starting the new line from Nak'liro instead of Mau Summit, and 
this sum could be utilized with greater general benefit by building 
a cheap light railway into the group of actively worked farms 
lying to the North-West of Nakuro and, with the balance, extend
ing the Plateau branch, starting near Mau Summit, as fai as 
possible into the Soldier Settlement area of Trans-Nzoia. Lord 
Detamere had advocated much the same course in August · 
1920.a 

No comments on these letters appeared in the papers. A 
racy little sheet, published weekly in Nairobi, devoted a page to a 
philosophic dissertation on the topic: .. What is Waste?" {Sec 
Plate VIII.) That was all. 

Never before in the history of the country had a project of 

' L.E.A., December 1oth, 19:n. 
• E.A.S., August 7th, 19ao, p. 6. 
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such importance· as this been wrai'ped in such mystery. ';['here 
was, it is .true, a member on the Legislative Council representing 
the Trans-Nz6ia:-the area which might be reached by rails iJ 
the available money were spent in. a lin~ starting from· "M;au 
Summit, but which certainly would not be reached, for the su:{Il. 
of money available, if the .line started from the 'bottom of the · 
Valley. He asked in Council that a map showing the proposed 
railway should be placed o~ the table ·of Council. This was 
promised, but the promise was not kept-and the member did 
not repeat his request. He never askep for the production of the 
survey report of the previous April upon which action :was being 
taken. The member for the Southern part of the Plateau· was 
l\fajor Grogan, whose timber concessions would be traversed if 
the line started from Nakuro. He .also displayed ·no interest in 
Council as to the production of papers. · The member .for· the 
Rift Valley, from which the line was to star:t; was Lord Delamere~ 
His constituents· would not have. reaped apy advantage from this . 
expensive new project if the branch line had started from Man 
Summit. When Mr. Winston Churchill succeeded Lord Milner 
as Secretary of State for the Colonies, he was asked in the House 
of Commons "~ if the original survey report and subsequept papers 
might be produced for the information of the House, but. the 
reply. was that the cost of printing would not be justified. When 
·Mr. J. H. Thomas succeeded Mr. Winston Churchill as Secretary· 
of State there was a vigorous debate, upon the subject of further 
railway construction in Kenya:. It w~. stated that the Public 
\Vorks Department had offered to build the short piece of line 
from Mau Summit for £8o,ooo before the. Kenya Government's · 
decision to build the longer one from Nakliro at a cost of over 
three-quarters of a million had been taken. Mr. Thomas refused 
to be drawn about what he qescribed as " the scandalous original 
railways," and at a later stage he refused .to produce papers dealing · 
with the U:isin Gishu Railw:ay.3 Whatever the survey report of 
April :1921 did or did not contain7 and whatever went on in con
nection with that report in the official world of Kenya, have been 
resolutely hidden, and the records of it now repose 1n peace in 
the archives of Nairobi and Downing Street. 

At a critical. stage, Government lost the advice of its 
Treasurer, Mr. Kempe. who died at the age of 36. The Post-

• Commons Debates, August :ind, :1922, col. 1451. 
s Ibid., Feb. 25th, J\:1arch 3rd, I924· 3 Ibid., Feb. 25th, 19:24, col. 62. 
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master-General took his place temporarily and advised Govern
ment in the later stages of its consideration of this issue. The 
sole question in dispute was whether the Colony should go to the 
enormous expense of building a I in 66 line Westward from 
Nakuro as well as the existing I in so line, at any rate before the 
existing line was so swamped by traffic that a relief line became 
necessary. 

No tenders were invited for the execution of this project, 
expected to cost upwards of £2,ooo,ooo. It was given to the 
firm that had been doing the survey. The Legislative Council 
was kept in complete ignorance of everything that was going on. 
A public statement had been made l?y an ex-official, who had the 
very best reason for knowing the precise facts, that a sum of over 
half a million pounds was going to be wasted if the Nakliro 
project was adopted by Government. It seemed to be considered 
that this should not interest the Legislative Council. Govern
ment was urged to have a full debate on the proposals, intro
ducing, as a temporary member for the occasion, the author of 
the survey report of April 1921. This was refused. 

The work began-from Nakuro. This was accompanied by 
panegyrics in the local papers in Nairobi upon the wo'rk of the 
contractors. It would appear that some critiCism must have l;>een 
levelled at the estimates upon which the contractors were working 
(at cost price, plus 5 per cent. for profits, plus an additional sum for 
office expenses), because at an early date the Governor. announced 
that a revised estimate had been prepared by the Survey Engineer 
from home, who was now in charge of construction, indicating a 
saving upon the original one of £7oo,ooo. As work went on, it 
transpired that savings were being effected by unusual methods. 
Embankments, even high ones across ravines 70 and 90 feet deep, 
were made without culverts through the bottom of them. When 
wet weather set in they acted as dams across the ravines and 
began to slide. Earth cuttings were left with almost vertical sides,. 
which began caving in as soon as rains started. The slopes of the 
cuttings had then, of course, to be flattened back, in some cases 
more than once. Forty-two miles of cuttings were so treated. 
Sub-contractors were treated harshly in the matter of their pay
ments. One of them refused to submit to exactions that were 
made from his dues in the interests of reducing the expenditure 
on the line. He took his complaint to Court and won it. H.H. 
Judge Maxwell referred in sarcastic terms to some of the adminis-
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trative methods prevailing on the work. Attempts were ma~e to 
burro'v through the bottom of some of the em~ankments, but a 
couple of natives. were buried by a subsidence of soil and were 
killed. The relatives of the dead tnen w~re compensated~ _in 
the sum of £7 IOS. per corpse. Many of the embankments had, 
of course, to be opened up to the bottom in order to have culverts 
built in, after which the material was returned. All these neces
sities involved lieavy encroachments uP<>n the " saving , of 
£7oo,ooo that had been promised. The estimate was, in fact, 
certainly revised five times and perhap~ oftener. If was originally 
£2,J02,6:rs. The promised "saving" brought dlls. down to 
£:r ,520.529, but this was raised on successive occasions during 
the work tO £1,661,774• £1,690,9JI, £I,782~IJI, £I,90i,1JL~ 
If this had happened upon any project in charge of the Uganda 
Railway or the Public \Vorks Departnient there would have 
been a rare stream of fury and satire from the local newspapers. 
In this case, however, they maintained ~omplete calm. They . 
retained it even when a long embankment, about 20 feet high~ 
was built in the wrong place through faulty setting-out. It had 
to be dug down and the material removed to the correct alignment 
about So yards away. -Soil from some of the cuttings was not 
used for embankments immediately adjacent,. but was .discarded 
close. by, fresh soil being dug in another place for the embank-

. ment. The contractors were paid for all the work that they were· 
ordered to do, plus their percentages for profit and office· expenses 
in addition. Long before the line was finished, even the Con
vention of Associations adopted a resolution urging that a Com
mission of Inquiry, with the widest terms _of reference, should be · 
appointed by Goverrunen1; to go into cc the whole question of the 
building of the Uasin G1shu Railway.'' This was refused. Work 
went forward steadily if not merrily. The treatment of the 
Mrican workers was at first a matter of great concem to Govem
ment, a death-rate of 83 per 1 ,ooo per annum being reached 
in the month of l\1ay 1922.-z "In 1922 the Duke of Devonshire 
found occasion, in consequence of the exceptional mortality on 
certain sections of construction, to direct that a ver}r searching 
inquiry should be made into the conditions under which the 
labourers lived." .3 ·An Administration officer was posted to 

• E.A.S., December zo~h. 1924, p. 29. 
:a Native Affairs Department Report for 1923. 
3 Co~ons Deba~es, December 15th, 1924. 
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special supervision of labour conditions in the railway camps, and 
these rapidly improved, the death-rate falling to a figure varying 
from 12 to 30 per I,ooo. 

As late as December 1924 Sir Robert Coryndon was again 
asked in Legislative Council if he would have an inquiry into this 
Railway episode, but the official reply was : 11 It is not the inten
tion of Government to hold an inquiry into the terms of the 
U asin Gishu Branch Railway Construction contract or into the 
manner in which public funds have been expended under that 
contract." 1 The final cost of the work is stated to be approxi
mately £2,J5o,ooo, or over £!6,sso a mile.a 

Mter the work had been well started, the elected members of 
Legislative Council brought forward a motion enjoining Govern· 
ment to see to it that all future railway construction in the Colony 
should be conducted on sound lines, applicable to a pioneer 
country faced with financial difficulties. It was declared to be oi 
first importance that the principle of allocating funds for railway 
construction should be 11 to secure the m~imum mileage of new 
construction compatible with the provision of adequate rolling· 
stock and equipment, and necessary improvement to the general 
railway system." 3 It is unfortunate that this advice was not 
before Government a year earlier, as the sum of money that h.!id 
been allotted to the duplication of the railway up the :Mau 
Escarpment would have sufficed, if devoted to the production of 
" maximum mileage of new construction," to have served the 
settled area of Trans-Nz6ia and also to have gone into the densely 
populated North Kavir6ndo Reserve. 

Taking the long route from Nakl.iro to mile 53, costing over 
£7oo,ooo, as against the short route from Mau Summit costing 
£8o,ooo, the Colony, paying, as it does, £7 6s. per cent. on 'the 
necessary loan,4 has annually to find a sum, for interest ·and 
sinking fund, of l.SI,ooo as against £5,840, just for this portion of 
the line. The advantage which the Colony as a whole reaps for. 
this annual impost is that on trains passing for these first 42 miles 
up the line to the Platea:u, two or three additional trucks can be 
taken because of the slightly flatter grade. But goods traffic 
passing up the line is expected to be small in proportion to·the 
huge exports of produce coming down the line, and against this 

• E.A.S., December 2oth, 1924, p. 29. 
• Colonial Reports, No. 1321 (1926), p. 23. 
s Proc. Ltq, Co., March 27th, 192:2. 
• Financiql Report and Statement, .1925, p. 34· 
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slight advantage there are now two ~onverging lines of railw~y to 
be staffed .and maintained instead of one, the Trans-Nzoia has 
had to wait two y~ars longer for the arrival of its first locomotive. 
than would otherwise have been the. case, .and natives around 
Mumias are still waiting. Moreover, if it was really of such 
material importance to obtain a· grade of 1 in 66 iiistead of I in 

TUf=u' 
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RAILWAYS. 
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NAKURO . 

. FIG. :14.-PORTIONS OF THB UGANDA AND UASIN GISHU RAILWAYS. 

The portion of the Uasin Gishu Railway from Nalmro to mile 53 cost over 
three-quarters of a million pounds. 

A line starting from near Mau Summit to the same point would have cost 
l~ss than £8o,ooo •. 

so, there is no doubt that this could have been done by altering . 
the existing Uganda Railway between Nakuro and Ma~ Summit, 
by diversions, at a less expense than bUilding a new line 53 miles 

-long a few miles away. (The total rise in the 42 miles from 
Nakliro to Mau is 2,251 feet, ·or almost-exactly I per cent.) That 
Government should not have had competent scrutiny made of this 
possibility is another of the unexplained aspects of this remarkable 
achievement. 
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The project was widely regarded in the Colony as cc a ramp," 
responsibility for which could be brought home to nobody in 
particular on account of the atmosphere of secrecy which 
enveloped the undertaking from start to finish. As an attempt to 
elicit the facts of the case, an elected member asked in Council 
why the long route from Nakuro had been adopted. The official 
explanation x was : " The present alignment was selected because 
it provides a better grade on a line which· will eventually serve 
Uganda, and the country beyond is estimated to carry more 
traffic, to cost less to work, has better supplies of wood fuel and 
obviates the disadvantage of working a short branch line from 
Nakuro to Molo River!' If this is a correct resume of the repre~ 
sentations upon which Government acted, it is all the more 
remarkable that the public in the Colony has been so rigidly 
excluded from access to them-particularly if the estimates of 
cost, traffic and working will stand examination. 

If it is the case (as believed in the Colony) that Government 
has anything to hide in connection with this episode, there' can be 
no question that it is being effectively hidden. 

Long before the railway reached Eldoret, it becaine clear that 
more traffic than the farms and timber concession that' it passed 
through could supply would be needed if there was to be. any 
chance of meeting the annual cost of working, together with an 
annual payment of over £15o,ooo as interest and sinking fund on 
the cost of the whole line, 145 miles long. Major Grogari had 
promised that,~ if the alignment from Nakuro through his con
cession were adopted, he could supply 20,000 tons of iimber 
annually for carriage on the line. The Parliamentary Com
mission dealing (very inadequately) with this project, rec«;>rds 
that the amount that Major Grogan actually put on rails was only 
9,465 tons in 1922 and x,ooo tons in I92J.3 The only hope 
seemed to be to get the line extended into native territory to the 
West. In that direction it would soon pass into the Uganda· 
Protectorate, from which vast harvests of cotton were hoped for; 
Never before had the Kenya Government been so enthusiastic 
about spending money in Uganda. A further loan was asked for. 
Parliament authorized one of £J,soo,ooo, on which the British 
taxpayer pays the interest for the first five years.4 It is being 
used for extending the Thika Railway to Narrom6ru,.for branch 

• Proc. Leg. Co., October 23rd, 1922. 1 Cd. 2387 (1925), p. 163. 
s Cd. 2387 (1925), p. 160, 4 Commons Debates, February 25th, 1924. 
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lines to two areas of white settlement in Kenya (Trans-Nz6ia.and 
Sol:ii) and for the extensions into Uganda, 'the latter through very 
unhealthy country. The branch down the Molo Valley to Solai _ 
was to meet the requirements of those settlers_ whose interestS ha4 
been disregarded in the route adopted for the Uasin Glshu 
Railway. - · -- · 

Mter 1929, a sum of over £95o,ooo a year will have to be found 
for interest- and sinking fun~ on Railway and Kenya Colony 

FIG .. 15. FIG. ~6. 

TWO ROUTES .TO THE UGANDA COTTON-FIELDS. 

That: ;hown by the heavy line· in Fig. IS would have· been 90 mil~s.long, 
have cost: less than half a million pounds, and would have run through 
Native Reserves the whole way. 

That shown in Fig. 16 has cost over z! million p6unds and is ~zs miles 
long, without counting the branch lines to Kitl!ile (45. miles) and Solai 
(27 miles). It ;runs through European properties for 151 miles_ and 
through a somewhat unproductive portion · of a Native Reserve for 
74 miles. 

The distance from the Uganda border to the sea would be 674 miles by the 
route of Fig. :r:s, and is 671 miles by the route of Fig. :r:6. But in the 
latter case all Uganda prod:uce has to be hauled over a summit level of 
9,IJO feet as compared with one of 8,3zz feet (at: Mau Summit) if the 
route of Fig. IS were in use. 

loans.x The handful of white men in Kenya and Uganda will 
pay only a fraction of this. .The bulk will be paid by -Mrican 
natives in Kenya and Uganda. It cannot be pretended that the 
natives _who thus pay for facilities to white planters and farmers, 
and for the automatic enhancement of the selling price of European 
farms, derive any comparable benefit themselves. The rates at 
which goods are carded will probably have to- be raised. The 
natives, in increased cost of those imports which are rail-borne 

• Reprint of Governor's Addres·s to Legislative Council, August toth, 1926, 
p. 20. 
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for their consumption, will pay their part of the impost. in 
increased cost of living. The passenger takings on the Uganda 
Railway are always greater from third-~lass passengers than from 
first and second put together. The native, as far as Kenya Rail
ways are concerned, pays the piper-but others call the tune. 
. It is frequently asserted that the natives of Kenya derive 

immense benefit from the mere presence in their midst of a large 
settler population of Europeans whose activities cannot fail to 
have an educative effect. Undeniably, some element of advantage 
does exist, but the natives have to pay heavily for it in cash. For 
instance, in the matter of this rail connection with the· cotton
fields of Uganda, if there had been no Europea'n settlers West of 
Nakuro, connection would have been made by some such route 
as that shown in Fig. 15, instead of by the present-day one shown 
in Fig. 16-by 90 miles of new construction (up to the Uganda 
border) instead of by 225 miles. Interest and sinking fund 
would have been payable on less than half a million pounds, 
instead of upon more than two and three-quarter million pounds. 
Native lands would have been developed, instead of being denuded 
of workers in order that non-natives may secure profits. More 
African babies would probably have been born-and healthier ones, 
consequent upon less extensive break-up of native family life •. · 

Some relief from this heavy financial charge upon the natives' 
wealth would be provided by levying a Betterment Tax upon the 
districts principally served by these existing branch .railways, the 
tax being collected at the same time and by the same means as 
the rent ; also by a tax upon th~ unearned portion of the ihcre3$e 
in price of alienated properties at sales. The Reform Party 
would, however, not hear of any such proposal, and the Conven
tion would become grossly abusive (cf. p. 157), so no Kenya 
Government and no Secretary of State has ever ventured to talk 
seriously upon the topic. Moreover, many of the senior officials 
in Kenya have been, and are, land-holders. The interests of the 
natives would probably be found to be better served, should 
schemes for still further branch lines be considered, if the Chief 
Native Commissioner ot'Kenya and the officer with corresponding 
duties in Uganda were added to the Railway Council. The in
fluence of protagonists of native interests would then operate 
in the discussion of new projects ab i11itio, instead of being deferred, 
as is at present the case, ad finem or to the Greek Kalends . 

• • • . . • 
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\Vhat is stigmatized as ingratitude may frequently be nothing 

more or less than temperamental incapacity to recognize . the 
existence and the-reality of benefits that are being enjoyed. .Thus 
Lord Delamere, speaking at Nakuro (of all places!) towards the 
end of 1922, is reported to have said:-

. . • '• And do natives · really like Crown Colony Govern
ment so much ? . What was the· chief cause of the unrest among 
the native peoples of Kenya the other day ? Undoubtedly over
taxation. And w~at was. t,hat over-taxation imposed for? For 
no other purpose than to meet increased Government salaries. 
We settlers never got any of it!• (Applause.) 



CHAPTER XV 

THE MISCARRIAGE OF THE PUBLIC WORKS POGROM 

" Unquestionably much harm has been done at times by Governments 
failing to yield, or yielding too late, to a clear and unmistakable expression of 
public opinion. Nothing, in fact, can be more foolish or hurtful than that 
officials should unreasonably oppose a stiff barrier of bureaucratic obstruction 
to the views of the outside public. If they do so, they are liable to be swept 
away. But occasions do occur, which in these democratic days are becoming 
more rather than less frequent, when the best service a Government official 
can render to his country is to place himself in opposition to the public view. 
Indeed, if he feels certain he is right, it is his bounden duty to do so, especially 
in respect to questions as to which public opinion in England is ill-informed." 

LORD CROMER, 
Modern Egypt, p. 438. 

T HIS outline of Kenya history would not be complete 
without .some allusion to the type of treatment meted 
out to disagreeable individuals in the ranks of the British 

Government's servants in the Colony. The amiable principle 
adopted by the Political Machine was to seek by cajolery and" a 
good Press" to elicit favours, or, at any rate, benevolent neu• 
trality, and, if neither was forthcoming, to turn and rend. If the 
first method proved satisfactory, life was tame and uneventful. 
Only when the second was adopted did the disagreeable official 
and the political vampires really get any fun out of life. The 
average senior 'official found it not worth his while to be disagree-:
able. Some of them discarded all joie de vivre and became obese. 
Some hoisted the signal: "Engage the enemy," drove a~out 
Kenya's troubled waters on one sublime corsair-hunt and, striving 
in every encounter to give as good as they got, finally went under 
with both broadsides banging and the flag still flapping. 

But they all went under. They knew that was to be the end,. 
before they started corsair-hunting. The excitement lay in the 
joyful element of doubt as. to how long that crisis of Fate could be 
averted when the last culverin would flash and the hot weapons 
hiss as the tilted deck slid into the sea of Retrenchment. Up till 
that moment Kenya provided a life worth living. 

And the Happy Spirits that were released from the eddying 
water might thereafter chuckle for All Eternity. (That was 
worth remembering.) 
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Anyone, from· the GoV'ernor downwards·, who was disagr~eable 
to the amateur statesmen of Kenya's tiriy political world, stood 
marked for destlllction. It has already been mentioned that the 
first Governor, Sir James Hayes Sadler, was visited at Govern
ment House one afternoon in 1:908 by a disorderly crowd led by 
Lord Delamere. u Resign'!· Resign ! ., yelled the. demonstrators · 
through the windows. The Governor came out on to the drive 
and refused to give them an engagem~nt as to Government assist
ance to private employers in the matter of their labour supply 1 -

for . which they were clamouring. They Contented themselves 
with shouting abuse and then returned to the town. It was the 
month of March. · . · 

An episode of this gravity, in which the dignity of the King's 
representative was outraged, was not allowed to pass wi~out 
punishment. The Governor next day suspended Lord Delamere 
and Mr. A. A. · Baillie from the Legislative Council.2o f:)ubse ... 
quently, at the urgent request .of Sir James Sadler, the Secre- _ 
tary of State, Lord Crewe, in a despatch C?f January ~8th, 1909, 
waived his prohibition and sanctioned the re-nomination of Lord 
Delamere and Mr. Baillie to the Council.3 · · 

A senior official has ·wittily remarked that the whole history of 
Govemorships in Kenya has been that Govemors have eithc;r been 
shelved by the Secretary of State for pandering to the politicians 

·or sacked by the settlers for supporting the Secretary of State. · 
There was probably no official remaining.· in the British 

Government's Colonial Service in Kenya for any considerable 
period who .was so unvarying in his readiness to attack the pet 
projects of the Political Machine as was .the Director of Public· 
Works. If a cold recital of his fate leads to a clear realization on 
the part of any budding corsair-hunters, who may be in, or may 
enter, the Kenya Service, of what they are likely to meet with on 
their merry cruises, this chapter will not have been included inc 
this volume in vain. 

Immediately after his appointment the first opportunity for a 
raid occurred. The embryo Political Machine~ comprising most 

. of those among the scanty settlers who were either idle or voluble 
-as distinct from those who had gone on to their farms and were .· 
working hard there'--compiled an excited manifesto for tr.ans
mission to the Secretary of S.tate.4 It devoted much space to 

• V. Cd. 4xzz (1908). • Ibid., p. z6. 3 O.G •• March Ist. 1909. 
• House of Lords Papers. No. 158 of 1907• P•-34• 
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" the Native Menace , and implored elaborate and expensive 
protection (in the form of" forts," a conscript mounted Burgher 
force, and Imperial troops).from the simple agricultural peasants 
and scattered herdsmen of the native tribes. 

The Director was outspoken in his derision of this scare and 
its. authors. He had worked on the construction of the Uganda 
Railway during the previous five years. There had been times 
when every white man, along stretches of the line running to 
scores of miles in length, might have been speared any night, if 
the natives had set out to do it. In the placid days that had 
arrived, the fears of this noisy section of the settler cominunity 
afforded vast amusement and an un.exampled fieid for satire. It 
was obvious that native hostility, if such a phenomenon did take 
place in the settled districts, would be nothing but retaliation for 
mishandling by the nervous newcomers-this chiefly taking the 
form of fleecing workers of part of the pay due to them, and other, 
reprehensible treatment. The " working , section of the small 
settler group knew this as well as, perhaps better than, most 
people. They were busy, however. It was " not their busi
ness " to stifle the vapourings of others. They . presumed, no 
doubt, that the wind-bag element would find its proper level in 
time, without their paying any attention to its panics. :fhis 
attitude, unfortunately, has been exhibited all too frequently 
during Kenya's short history. A minority of settlers, excitable 
and voluble, has seldom been adequately checked by the larger 
but unorganized group which retains its composure while it is, 
and partly because it is; intent upon hard work. . This book will 
indeed have been written largely in vain if a perusal of the whole 
of it fails to leave upon the mind· of an unbiased reader the 
picture of a large and vigorous group of normal British settlers of 
sane outlook and wholesome influence, but subjected to spasmodic 
disturbances by a noisy minority whose antics involve the Colony 
as a whole in many undeserved strictures. Governors fail or. 
succeed in furthering Britain's mission in Kenya according as 
they accept the noisy political group at its own valuation or at a 
heavy discount. . · 

The Director of Public Works, in the guise of a private 
citizen, next attacked certain early proposals for Liquor Legis
lation in· the country. East Mrica being well away from the 
temperate zone and also East of Suez, developed, ·from early 

. days, a lordly thirst. The Consular Rej>ort for the year 1899 
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said : "·The ~ost marked increase which . has taken place is 
in the importation of firearms and spirituous Jiquors, both in
dications of a larger number of Europeans entering the territory.~· 
The imports of liquor had risen from £1s,o8z in value_ to 
£20,737· - - - ~ -

When the first Legislative -Council was convened in Augu8t 
1907, by Sir James Hayes Sadler, th~ first Bill to be introduced 
was one to aboli'sh the legal status of slavery throughout the 
Protectorate, and the second, a Bill to regulate the sale of intoxi:. 
eating liquors. The latter· was· referred to a special committee, 
consisting of two officials, Messrs. C. C. Bowring and R. M. Combe 
(now Sir Charles and Sir Ralph respectively), _and two unofficial 
members, Lord Delamere and Mr. J. H. Wilson. This. body 
recommended a transformation of the Bill to one: which w~uld 
create a vested interest in licences, instead of making them ter
minable annually, and which even urged the reduction of 
prescribed penalties for the sale of liquor to natives, together with -
longer hours of opening for public-houses, namely I8 hours a day 
on Sundays and week-days~ The Director, in_ a letter to Sir 
James, made a slashing attack upon these proposals. Bishop 
Tucker of Uganda, passing. through to the coast on his last journey 
home from Uganda, stayed with the Director in Nairobi an4 was 
fully .instructed in the situation that had arisen. Some weeks 
later the Archbishop of Canterbury launched a power~l attack -
in the House of Lords upon the proposed amendments. His 
Grace said that they constituted a definite temptation " to 
commit the worst of all acts which could be committed by us 
in our dealings with the East Mrican races-the facilitating of 
the sale of drink to the natives." x They were heard of no more, 
and the Bill was finally passed in a form which debarred the
growth of any vested interest in licences. East Mrica has since then 
repeatedly seen the extinction and refusal of licences by the 
Licensing Justices without a word being raised as to compensation. 
Much later, in October 1918, the Director, as a private citizen
again, ·published in one of the local papers :z a .couple of 
articles reviewing the drinking- habits of the · immigrant races 
in the country, as reflected in the Customs returns over a 
period of eight years. He illustrated this by a diagram _on 
the lines of Fig. 17, and pointed out that if the community was 

• Lords Debates, June zznd, 1908, col. 1261. 
a L.E.A_ .• September 27th, October- Jrd, I9I8. 
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FIG. I7. 
The left-hand portion of this diagram is substantially the ~ne published by 

the . author in a Nairobi newspaper, The . Leader of East .Afric~, of 
October 3rd, 1918. 

The right-hand portion shows tha·t in receni years the country spends .a 
relatively larger sum on educatioq, ·as Compared with its drink bill, than. 
was the case ten years ago. The right-band diagram does not, however, 
show the total drink bill; It is only the value of liquor imported (or 
released from bond) plus custom duties paid. It does not include 
other trade costs, trade. profits, nor the cost of road or railway freight
all large items. (The railway returns, since 192.Z, have been .Published 
in less detail than formerly, and particulars of liquor freighted on rail 
and steamer are not given.) . The total annual drink bill of Kenya Colon)l' 
is now more than a quarter of a million polinds. At the t;'nd of :1922 

. there were 42 licensed premises in Nairobi. " In ·any other town of 
the same size 3 or 4 would. be sufficient.''-Police Comment (L.E..A., 
Decembes.: I6th, :1922, p. 8). 

Uganda's share may be taken, in recent years, a~ one-eighth, and Kenya's as 
. seven-eighths of the totals shown in the right-hand portion of Fig~ 17. 
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prepared only to halve its drink bill it could, with the savings, pay 
interest and sinking fund on a loan sufficient to pay for the building 
of the muchwneeded deep~sea wharf at Kilindini. This was 
asking for trouble with one section of the white population. 

It must here be pointed out that the position of a public 
official who makes himself obnoxious to powerful interests in his 
community differs in one important point from that of an ordinary 
citizen. He does not, to the same extent, face the risk of physical 
assault and injury. The official, even when he does not wear the 
King's uniform, experiences a certain measure of protection from 
his position and calling. For one thing, it is cons.idered debatable 
behaviour, even apart from legal ri~ks, to beat one's servant, if 
his skin is white. In the second place, there are other ways of 
getting at a public servant, if a little ingenuity is used~ . So the 
official who embarks upon a corsairwhunt may· not flatter himself 
that he i$ necessarily equipped with the degree of physical 
courage that would be ·required if he were a non-official. 

For example, Mr. A. G. Anderson, the editor of one of th~ 
local papers, some years ago made himself repeatedly objection
able to the landed interest. He openly advocated x' a policy of 
securing for the community, in due course, some material pro· 
portion of the increased value which was even then accruing to 
European estates in the highlands, apart from and beyond any· 
thing that was due to the work of the land-holders. He may have 
made himself obnoxious in other ways too. A group o£ aggrieved 
citizens therefore visited his premises late at night. He and his 
wife were in bed, as also was a friend who was staying with them. 
The front door was broken in and the raiders stormed up the 
staircase. Editor, wife and friend met them at the stair-head in 
their night attire and gave battle. The friend deftly capsiZed 
the leading assailant, who weighed about 15 stone, down the full 
flight of stairs, damaging his thigh-and victory hung in the 
balance. But the big battalions told in the end, and the editor · 
was dragged out into the street. Then, with fragments of a · 
pyjama suit hanging upon him here and there, he was hauled 
along Government Road towards the Nairobi river for a ducking. 
Before they reached the river, his numerous assailants, cooling 
down somewhat in the night air, concluded that honour was 
satisfied, and he was released, to make his way home as well as 
his injuries would allow. 

• E.A.S., June 1oth, 1gu, p •. IS. 
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The leading ·assailant· had really been mjJII'ed. It was lament
able that a fine horseman should be damaged by an assistant 
editor. The GQvernor, however, lent him Government Holise at 
Mombasa to stay in for a few weeks, and he accordingly went 
down from the capital to the seasid~ for a chang~.• No proceed-: 
ings were taken in Court. · · · . 

The assault upon the Rev. C. F" Andrews as he travelled on 
the Uganda Railway is alluded to elsewhere. 

It may perhaps be _the c~se that the average resident has 
developed some degree of circumspection as to incursions into the 
political arena upon independent lines. . 

In his private capacity again, the Director 9btained per~ssion 
from Mr. Andrew Carnegie to put proposals before the towns
people of Nairobi for the gift of a -Carnegie Free." Library tQ the 
town. The Governor had a town's meeting convened; at which 
the chair was taken by a member of an English titled. family. 
None but Europeans were present, and strong exception was 
taken to the provision of any public facilities for ~eading by 
educated Mricans-----even although they should. only hav~ access 
to a limited collection of suitable books in a part of the Library 
reserved for their use· and entered by another. door than that 
which the Europeans would use. The advancement .of the 
Mrican was not, at this time," a sacred trust/'. The opposition 
was so heated that the Governor declined to procee4 with the 
consideration of Mr. Carnegie~s offer. 

In 19:16 the Director was ordered by the Governor to accept· 
nomination. to a position on the Nairobi Township Committee. 
He was the only opponent of that body's scheme for a Pass Law 
for natives in the town, .and yet, at the eleventh hour, this was 
disallowed by the local Government (Lord Delainere had also 
criticized the proposal). The Director was reprimanded by the 
Governor for suggesting that white women should have the 
municipal ·vote on the same. terms as men-which they promptly 
obtained. 

Mter having been several times a temporary member of the 
Legislative Council for special purposes and short periods, he was 
formally nominated to it in x9x6, and his enormities piled up. 
at compound interest. He attacked proposals for a co~cript 
defence force and even for a territorial force of Europeans. He 
was from first to last the .one and only opponent of the Regis.:. 
tration of Native~. He unceasingly advocated the taxation of 
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unearned increment at land-sales, He was the only member to 
vote for the retention of the Income Tax on Europeans and 
Indians, and to maintain opposition, in public, to the attempted 
degradation of the cental coins of the country to half their previous 
value. In 1917 he was one of a committee of three senior officers 
appointed by the Governor to consider the possibility of land 
grants to soldier settlers. He again opposed a ·suggestion for a 
xo per cent. reduction of Native Reserves, and to a proposal for 
using State funds, to the figure of £45o,ooo, to buy back,from 
European holders, undeveloped land of theirs at from £2. to £6 
an acre, he contributed the counter-suggestion that unimproved 
holdings should be taxed IS. an acre or more, in which case 
absentee and other holders would proceed to subdivide and 
sublet. He was on the Select Committee which quietly. buried 
the Bill of 1918 for the segregation of races.1 He and the Principal 
Medical Officer were in a minority of two on a Council of 23 in 
urging the deletion of segregation clauses from the Public Health 
Bill of 1921,2 This small minority had· the satisfaction, a few 
weeks later, of seeing their view supported by the Home Govern
ment and imposed upon the Council, under orders. He was a 
steady opponent of high tariffs-particularly such as mlght bear 
hardly upon the native population. 

If his attitude towards Government measures was inde
pendent, towards the elected members of " the Reform Party " 
and many of their proposals it was aggressive. He disregarded the 
demand by the Political Machine for a 33! per cent. reduction 
of native wages in 1921, and maintained his attitude even in face 
of a half-hearted Government suggestion that he should conform. 

In the early days of Sir James Hayes Sadler he· had put. up 
successful resistance to a proposal that the railway station of 
Nairobi and its future public buildings should be located 't'Wo 
miles farther up the railway line on the property of · an Estate 
Company, two of the directors of whiCh were prominent politi- · 
cians in the Protectorate. A year or two later, he, with others,· 
successfully opposed a scheme for the compulsory removal of the 
Indian bazaar in Nairobi from its situation on Crown land to one 
of the town estates belonging to the family of one of these 
politicians just referred to. During negotiations that dragged on 
from 1905 to 1918, he contested the necessity, the equity or the 
sense of granting an area of so acres abutting upon Kilindini 

a V. Chapter XIX, p. 321. ' v. pp. 330, 331· 
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harbour to inte~ests represented . by the · timber concessionaire, 
Major Grogan, and-if the narrative may look forward for one 
moment-up to his last month in the Colony he gave the str:ongest 
possible resistance to proposals that Gov:ernment's harbour 
activity at the port of Kilindini should be. cond~cted upon the 
privately owned fifty acres· in question instead of upon Crown 
land in a better position close by. 

This official's record perhaps justified apprehension, in the 
year 1920, that the proj~ct for_ building a pranch. railway to the 
Uasin Gfshu Plateau from Nak&-o would not be adopted without a 
struggle~ unless he were discredited or removed first. He was 
known to support the alternative proposal of starting that 
line from Mau Summit.- The local papers, it _is true, at all 
times provided safe avenues of attack. From . the time . that 
their control was taken over in 1918 by the local politicians, 
the Director atrd his Department received unceasing flagellation, 
of which they took no notice ·whatever. Anonymous scribes
wrote columns of invective, and on only one occasioi:l in fifteen 
years did an editor refer to the Director to inquire whether there 
was any truth in an allegation that had been rec;eived about the 
Department's work, b~fore printing the allegation. Speaking in 
general terms, it may be said that the Director did not enjoy a 
"good Press." The Reform Party was represented upon the 
Boards of Directors of both the local newspapers puplished in 
Nairobi. When the Departm.ent performed work with distinc
tion-as, for example, the building of a branch line of railway · 
32 miles long at a cost, unheard of before or since, of £2,051 a 
mile--copies of a report, printed and illustrated, on the scope and 
completion of the work_ -were acknowledged with _thanks by- the 
local editors: but not written up, so far as their columns were 
concerned. The carping note was unceasingly sounded; and 
yet, year by year, the Protectorate's road system expanded and 
improved,· and its public works increased in value and extent. 
Earnest and hardworking settlers, in all the farming districts, with 
one conspicuous exception; co-operated with the Department's 
engineers in measures of road improvement~ leaving others to_ 
keep the campaign of slander going. The man remained unper- . 
turbed, while politiCians and pressmen, in groupings that varied 
with the shifting needs of self-interest, raged furiously together . 

., There is probably hardly a modern fad or novel untried shibboleth 
to which our voJubJe director of Public Works does not subscribe ; 
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from pacifism to the self-detennination of ignorant and masterless, 
primitive races now under the tutelage of the white man. Well, for our 
sins, we have inflicted on us in England our Ramsay MacDonald ; but 
why we should officially maintain a sort of blurred copy out here in the 
shape of Mr. McGregor Ross, the whole country" (meanirig the Machine 
Bosses) ., is always exasperatedly asking in sections. One day the 
Pr<;>tectorate will unitedly put the question to itself, and to some effect, 
whether it is good enough to have a public servant with views and prin
ciples more suited for a mothers' meeting' in a rural Welsh Methodist 
Bethel than for practical men belonging to a dominion" (sic) "of the 
outer empire in the making." 

(The composition and punctuation of the pas~age in· inverted 
commas are the unknown scribe's.) This cry from the heart 
arose in a Nairobi paper in 1918. At this time Mr. Ramsay 
MacDonald was known to the Colony not only as a consistent 
pacifist, but also as the Parliamentarian who, in July 19·n, had 
been most prominent in condemning the Masai Move. The 
occasion for the outburst was the Director's denunciation of the 
" useful and universally needed Ordinance " for the Registration 
of Natives. His hostility to this was all the more annoying 
inasmuch as he was, on behalf of Government, one cif the largest 
employers of native labour in the country~his opposition there
fore carrying some weight. 

In later years, material was to be had in the Director's record 
which justified the use of the label "pro-Indian." It was bad 
enough that he had been " pro-native " for a dozen years before 
there was any fashionable vogue for that pose. This pro-Indian 
attitude was unendurable. To make things worse, his vote as a 
minority of one, against a Government motion for the segregation 
of Indians iri Nairobi was later supported by the Imperial Govern
ment against the solid vote of the rest of the Legislative Council. 

It is inevitable that any Public Works Department, if badly 
starved for funds, must cause much discontent by inability to 
meet the demands of scattered residents, and property-holders,· 
for improvements. Some of the Director's political opponents 
conceived the undeniably brilliant idea that, by raking up and 
organising discontent wherever it might be found, it would be 
possible to deliver a mass attack under which the Director would 
be overwhelmed-an4 then perhaps removed. 

Accordingly an opportunity was taken by the Reform Party, 
when the Director was in England on leave in 1919-20, to press, 
in the Legislative Council, for the appointment of a Commission 
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of Inquiry into ·the organization ~d work .of the Public Works 
Department. Sir Charles Bowring was acting as Governor at 
the time, during. the absence on leave of General Northey, arid he 
disallowed the launching of any inquiry during the absence. of 
the Director. Upon the lattex:'s return towards t4e end of 1920,_ 
the proposal was revived. · 'The Director himself was entirely in 
favour of an inquiry, but he utged that. the Commission should 
be presided over by an independent engineer to be engaged from 
home, and preferably o~e wi~ Colonial experience. He further 
urged that the inquiry should be of -the widest posSible scope, 
and suggested terms of ref~rence which were adopted verbatim by 
Government. They were:-

.. To inquire into and ·report upon the execution of Public Wo;ks in 
the Colony. and to make recommendations as to the scope of the activities 
of the Public Works Department _and as to improvement in its ·methods 
and efficiency:• · 

The employment, as Chairman, of ail independent engineer
from overseas. was not allowed. That would not have suited 
local interests at all. . . 

It has been described in a previous chapter how an engineer 
from overseas had been spedally imported to report upon the 
best route to adopt for ·a branch railway to the U ASin ·Gishu 
Plateau. This temporary officer was in the Colony, and it was. 
proposed to make him Chairman of the COmmission of Inquiry. 
The Director was unaware of the trend or contents of the report 
that this officer was compiling upon :that railway project, and 
mpposing that a temporary officer might be less facile in the. 
hands of local influences than so many residents were certain to 
be,· he welcomed the proposal as probably the next best thing tQ 
having an independent investigator from home. 

The Commission was instituted by a. notice in the 0 fficial 
Ga~ette on December 14th, 1920, stating its terms of reference 
md personnel. The latter was as follows :-

The Chairman, already alluded to. 
The Agent in Kenya of the .firm of contractors engaged 

upon the U asin Gishu Railway survey and construction. 
A coffee-planter, formerly an Executive Engineer in the 

P.W.D. of India, who had applied for, and was subsequently 
appointed to, a senior . position under the Chairman on the 
Uasin Gfshu ~way. 
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The accountant employed upon the accounts of the 
Uasin Gishu Railway survey. His position in the Service 
was that of Chief Accountant of the Uganda Railway, but he 
also acted as examiner of accounts for the work for which the 
Chairman had been brought into the Colony. 

Lastly, one Commissioner was appointed who had no 
connection with the U asin Gishu Railway. He was a Member 
of Legislative Council and a director of one of the local 
newspapers, which were to play so important a part in the 
proceedings. · 

Two months later a couple of Indian. members were 
added. 

It got to work early in xg:n. Evidence was taken in public at 
I 5 sittings in seven towns during eight weeks.' A lengthy ques
tionnaire was addressed to the Director, necessitating a reply 
which ran to more than a hundred foolscap pages. The Press 
was admitted to all sittings, but was not allowed to see the 
Director's written evidence. During 1920 Major Grogan, on 
behalf of Messrs. Equator Sawmills, Ltd., the company operating 
in the extensive Timber Concession which the Uasiri Gishu 
Railway was to traverse, had acquired what was subsequently 
stated in Court to be a controlling interest 1 in the local paper of 
largest circulation. Both papers let themselves go. They pro-

. duced, from the start, columns of aspersion upon the Department 
which could scarcely fail to influence future witnesses. It was 
clear what the verdict of the Commission must be, they" said, 
The example of the Public Works in thus being put upon its trial 
should be a salutary lesson to the other Departments of .the 
Service. It was a case of "trial by newspaper., The young 
engineer in charge of the Commission, totally inexperienced in 
duties of this nature, failed to maintain any control of events. 
Public hearings ended at length, leaving the Press with exhausted· 
vocabularies, and the Reform Party in a condition of breathless· 
anticipation. The Commission held five sittings to consider its 
report. This was signed on April 28th, 1921 1 and presented to 
GeDeral Northey •. He sent typewritten copies to the Director 
and to the newspaper editors on the same day, May gth, 1921. 

Never in the country's history had the Press received such 
delicious " copy " from an indulgent Governor. The report was 

• Kenya Observer, January 6th, I9.ZS, P• 15. 
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little more than a torrent of aspersion; except where it con
curred in the Director's policy for free instead of forced African 
labour and for the training of Mricans in skilled. trades. ·The 
wildest hopes of the Department's ~itics were exceeded.· Both 
papers burst into an unexampled wealth of headlines and an orgy 
of jubilation which verged upon incoherence. ·· Incompetence; 
waste, inefficiency at last stood exposed-all the· failings that a 
public body can be guilty of, With the single exception of 
corruption. The Chairman was a popular hero, for the time 
being. The Commissioners had dope their duty nobly •. The 
Governor's public spirit, in supplying this copy to. the Press 
so promptly, was loudly praised. The Department was cl~Iy 
past praying for. (The pogrom was in full swing!) · 

It is true that the report was rambling and contradictory, but 
by selecting appropriate· passages and disregarding others~ the 
death-knell of the Director could be clearly distinguished. ne 
report laid down that a Public . Works J?epartment was a neces-: 
sity. In the public interest, the cost of maintaining· a department 
of skilled professional technical officers must . be incurred. But 
there was no . one in the Department possessed of the necessary 
knowledge to discharge CQmpetently the responsiblilty of directing 
the important organization, so vital to a growing Colony .. The 
nec~ssity of placing the Department's administration m other and 
more experienced hands was ii.nperative. 

That was good enough-for all practical purposes.· 
The only person who appeared unconcerned was the Director .. 

On the evening of the day when the storm which the Governor 
had released in the Press rose to its height, he took the chair at a · 
church social in Nairobi, and recited limericks to an amused 
audience. In addition to a large non-European personnel, there 
were 91 Europeans in th~ Department, and 90 of them were 
perplexed-some as to what had happened, some as to what was 
likely to happen. · . 

Not one of them foresaw, however, that in a year's time the 
same. engineer who produced this report would send in another 
one to a public body appointed by the same Government, recom
mending that the Public Works Department might be abolished, 
and that the control of the civil engineering requirements of the 
Colony might be left in the hands of a young gentleman of no 
engineering experience. Stili less did they foresee that in two 
years' time the Convention of Associations would be passing a 
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resolution 1 praying for a Commission of Inquiry into the 
waste and disorganization alleged to prevail in the operations 
which the same engineer had been in charge of from start 
to finish. But it was so. '' Always something .new out of 
Africa." 

.But this is forestalling the orderly narration of events. 
For six months the Department had to sit under this cloud of 

obloquy. Its scattered engineers, in touch with local Associations 
and settler bodies in various parts of the Colony, had, for the most 
part, a wretched time. '' What had they got to say now ? " was 
the jibe. "Were they not the Public Waste Department?" It 
was a trial of composure to belong to the Department in those 
days. One of the senior officials at· the Head Office in Nair6bi 
said that he tried to travel between his bungalow and the office by 
unfrequented roads. He did not wish to be seen. Friends of the 
Director in the official and farming communities approached him 
with the diffidence that the ordinary man exhibits on first meet
ing a friend who has suffered a bereavement. Was he not the 
bereaved relative of a reputation which was now dead, cremated 
and turned to ashes? He assured them that they wete witnessing 
the" record" fiasco in Kenya's history. 

The next Legislative Council met on August 29th, I9.2J, 
General Northey was at home. The report of the Commission, 
presented to Government, was placed on the table of Council. 
Up till this time it had not been available to the public except in 
the form of the newspaper reprints, which were not complete. 
The Acting Governor, Colonel Notley, stated in his speech to 
Council :a that an opportunity for discussing the report would be. 
provided when the debate on the Department's estimates in the 
forthcoming budget was reached. Lord Delamere gave notice, 
on September znd,3 that the matter would be raised on the vote 
for the Department's estimates. These were reached on October 
27th, 1921, by which time General Northey had returned from . 
leave. _ 

The Director was displaying .no contrition. Only three days 
before his estimates were reached he was urging Government in 
open Council to put a few of the more eminent tax-resisters in 
jail 4-this having reference to the concerted action among 
certain Europeans to render the Income Tax Ordinance 

• E.A.S., September 15th, 1923, p. 21. 
a Proc. Lee. Co., I91lE Session, p. :z. 3 Ibid., p. 39· • Ibid., p. 76. 
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ineffective by refusing to fill up . forms. His cup of ~quity 
was full. 

For the discussion of the P.W.D. Estimates, there was. an 
unusually large attendance of listeners in the public space "at the 
back of the Chamber. A member of the Reform Party asked if. 
the report might now be discUssed: It might. lie moved the· 
reduction of the Director~s salary by {,2oo, and echoed some of 
the tedious old aspersions. . The member of the Reform Party 
who had originally moved for the. appointment of a Commission 
rose and asked whether the Director proposed to resign,. as a 
result of the Commission's disclosures. "·That was. what the 
whole country .. -meaning"himseH and about baH a dozen oth~r 
followers and disciples of Lord Delamere, as leader of the Reforn) 
Party-.. was waiting to know." This was indeed driving. the 
attack home." General Northey intervened: the Director need 
not answer that question unless he wished to. The Director 
thanked His Excellency and said he woul4 like to do so : he had . 
no intention of resigning as a result of anything contained in the 
Commission's report. He resumed his seat. One after another 
the Reform Party men let off their jibes. The Director answered 
one or two questions that. were asked, and listened with interest 
to the one-sided debate. The interest of the. other listeners was 
flag~g. It was proving. difficult to keep up the hymn of hate at 

·brain-fever pitch. . 
The Director then rose, and speaking from a few n·otes on a 

single sheet of paper in his hand, he submitted the report to a 
merciless. rejoinder, speaking rapidly for more than an hour .1 

The speech· was punctuated · with applause and laughter- · 
especially from the spec~tors-and at the end of it there was 
not much left of the. Commission's report. This was, and has· 
since remained, a discrediteQ. and disregarded production. 

The member who had moved the reduction of salary asked if · 
he might withdraw his motion. The Governor would not allow 
him to do so unless Council granted permission by vote. A vote. 
was taken and permission was obtained. The member rose again 
and formally withdrew his motion. The remainder of the 
·Department's estimates went through with unusual placidity. 
Sir Edward Northey publicly congratulated the Director on. his 
able defence of the officers and of the work and methods of the 

. Department. 
· • L.E.A.., October 29th, :1921. 
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Next day Council did not sit, but the Director got little work 
done at his office. There was a constant succession of visitors 
and telephone calls to congratulate him on having overthrown 
the Commission. More non~officials congratulated him, as a 
matter of fact, than had appeared before the Commission to 
attack him. · This alone indicated that the community at large 
was well aware that the whole episode, from first to last, had been 
nothing but a political manreuvre of a type dear to the heart of 
the Reform Party (though some, at least, of the Commissioners 
had not recognized that they were being involved in anything 
of the sort). It had not only been clumsy; worse,still, it had been 
unsuccessful. · 

The Governor's despatch home.on the subject of this Com
mission was published.1 No single recommendation of the 
Commission's which ran counter to those of the Director was 
adopted. One of the local papers even came out with a headline 
(in very small capitals): "MR. Ross's TRIUMPH."~ An attack 
of unprecedented violence upon a group. of the Colony's public 
servants had failed. The Director was in a stronger posi· 
tion than he had been before it was launched. · The Com
missioners received formal thanks from Government for their 
services, and also their travelling expenses. Their report 'Yas 
" filed." · 

This upshot of what had at one time appeared so hopeful a 
move for dealing with a troublesome official failed to meet with 
approval from the Convention of Associations. It unanimously 
passed the following resolution :-

•• That this Convention places on record its extreme dissatisfaction 
at the attitude adopted by the D.P.W. both in and out of the Legislative 
Council in connection with the findings of the P.W.D. Commission 
report and takes the view that his conduct throughout has not been in 
keeping with the recognized traditions of the Civil Service, and further, 
that this Convention records its opinion that the community generally is 
in accord with the Commissioners' finding as to the inefficiency, extrava~ 
gance and disorganization.of the P.W.D. under the present Director." 

It next proceeded to .reprimand the local Government for its 
share in what the mover of the resolution called " the method of 
using the steam-roller to w~tewash the D.P.W." He contented 
himself with describing the method as " unconstitutional " with-

• L.E.A., January 5th and 6th, 1gza. 
I E.A.S., January sth, 1922 •. 
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out pointing out at the same time that this was a novel way of 
applying whitewash. The rebuke ran thus :-_ 

" That this Convention 
•• (I) dissents from the conclusions of H.E.'s despatch on the findings 

of the P.W.D. Commission which,. by setting up ill-founded assumptions,. 
seeks to shield departmental inefficiency; 

.. (z) protests against the misuse of the controlled vote of the official 
majority in the Legislative Council in a matter of domestic economy, 
thereby flouting the findings of an expert commission and screening 
departmental inefficiency and. extravagance; and· 

"'(3) requests that H.E. will give to 'the reply of the Secretary of 
State to his despatch the s~e publicity as he gave to the despatch 
itself.•• 

This also was carried unanimously._ (It was again the month of 
l\1arch.) . 

The newspaper of which one of the aggrieved Commlssione:r:s 
had been a director tried anothe~ suggesti!>n :-

.. Evidently Mr. McGregor Ross is out of gear with the rest of the 
community. and it would be better for himself ~d everybody if he 
obtained his due long ., (sic) "' service promotion to another sphere, 
where his undoubted talent$ and vivacious personality may receive the 
tonic of real responsibility. He ought to go to ~ew Zeal~nd or _serve 
under General Smuts. Some place where there are less • swanks ' and 
more scope for rule • ., 

A little weekly magazine, The Critic, which was published in 
Nairobi at this time and which maintained a cleverly written -
stream of $ardonic comment upon local affairs, presented the 
Director with an elaborate s-lb. cake, made by the leading con
fectioner in Nairobi, ·ror "pluckily sticking to his job/' . He 
replied suitably. An element of farcical comedy was creeping 
into the affray. . . 

The next development was that General Northey, as has been 
explained -in another chapter' to all intents and purposes sur
rendered Governmental powers into the hands of an Economic 
and Financial Committee of which the most prominent members 
were· Lord Delamere and Major Grogan, the· principal talkers of 
the Reform Party. Sir Charles Bowring was Chairman:, but he 
now received extravagant public eulogies from Major Grogan 
instead of such castigation as he had received from the same 
quarter at the time of General Northey's arrival in the Colony."~ 

• V. p.Jz8. 
s 
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This appeared to indicate that he was no longer exasperating the 
Major. 

This Committee adopted no half-measures with the unsub
jugated Public Works Department. They proposed to abolish it. 
Sir Charles Bowring moved the requisite resolution to that effect. 
They were supported by a 28-page memorandum supplied by the 
engineer who had been Chairman of the late lamented Com
mission. Presumably, if the whole Department were abolished, 
the Director would at last disappear. They approached the 
Commissioner of Lands, a young officer who had been appointed 
by General Northey in October 1919 to the charge of the Land 
Department, and inquired whether he felt competent to direct 
such engineering operations as the Colony might require after the 
doomed Department had ceased to exist. Having had no engiD.
eering experience, he assented readily, and the Committee made 
recommendations to Government accordingly. The newspapers 
obtained and published the news that the P.W.D. was going to 
be taken over by the Land Office. The. Director was not told 
anything about his impending fate while his annihilation was 
being arranged for. General Northey was good enough to let 
him have copies of these hostile resolutions as soon as he 
received them, and that was the first the Director had ~een 
of them. 

A proposal of this gravity had to be dealt with by the Executive 
Council of the Colony, to which both Sir Charles Bowring and 
Lord Delamere belonged. The Governor invited the Director to 
appear before the Council and make his observations upon the 
resolutions in question. He did. The proceedings of Executive 
Council are secret and may not be divulged. Nothing further 
was heard, however, of the abolition of the Public Works Depart
ment. It continued to function, and is doing so to this day. 
General Northey's sporting proclivities asserted themselves 
again, as they had very handsomely done on previous occasions .. 
He assured the Director that he would take Public Works affairs· 
out of the hands of the Economic and Financial Committee and 
decide, in consultation only with the Acting Treasurer of the 
Colony and the Director, upon reduction of expenditure upon 
the Department and its work for the ensuing year. 

The Economic and Financial Committee had to make some 
reference to their debdcle. It appeared in the following form in 
an interim report which was published on August 12th, 1922 :-
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.. P.W.D. 

" The ·Committee originally recommended the abolition of the 
Public Works . Department as an independent organization, suggesting 
that funds for works should be distributed among local bodies, who 
would be responsible for seeing that they. were. spent to the best advan
tage. Their proposals received careful consideration by the GOvernment, . 
who decided to retain a Public Works Department in a greatly reduced 
form ... • · 

By a despatch of June ·29th, 1922, General Northey was 
brusquely .recalled· by Secretary of State Mr. Churchill. The 
Economic and Financial Committee made a last lunge, repre
senting that the Colony could no longer support the position of a 
Director of Public Works at a salary of £1,200 a year. It mu~t fu 
future be reduced to [.9oo. The _Governor explained to the 
Director that he was supporting this recommendation by cable to 
the Secretary o{ State, and that if it were accepted it would 
involve the Director's retirCIIlent,. as he would not in any case 
expect the Director to continue ·in his post at any reduction of· 
salary. To this the Director assented. The Secretary of State 
accepted the Governor's recommendation. The· Seryice regula
tions made the -retirem~nt. of any official, after 20 years' service, 
compulsory at the wish of the Government, o.r permiss~ve at that 
of th_e official.' The Director, who had done 22 years' service, 
·went on leave and was retired on pension in. April 1923 at the age . 
of 46. He left with the happy realization that the· harassed 
officers, engineers and others, who had loyally worked under his 
orders for a generation would have a more placid time, under the 
tender mercies of political harpies, than would .be the case if he . 
remained as their superior officer. · · 

A few months after he had gone, the Honorary Secretary· of 
the wealthy Royal East Mrican Automobile Association, who had 
been dragged, for what his assistance was worth, into supporting . 
the. Economic and Financial Committee's forlorn hope for the 
obliteration of the Department, publicly averred that " Kenya 
Colony, for such a young country, has had one of the finest road 
systems in the Dominions." z -Such· comment would· have been 

. impossible, or dangerous, a few months earlier. Only . a year 
later a visiting Commission from the. Phelps Stokes Foundation 
in New York took occasion to remark, after extensive travels in 
the interests of Native Education in South and West Mrica, 

• E • .A..S., August rt}th, 192z, p. 5· · ,. E.A.S., April z8th, 1923, p. 24· 
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Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Tanganyika and Uganda, that 
in Kenya Colony 1 " the extent of roadways is almost amazing in 
comparison with other colonies in tropical Mrica. At the end of 
1922 there were J,ooo miles of roads suited in dry weather for 
use by motors. Kikuyu Province is reported to have over 6oo 
miles of good road ; Nyanza Province is said to have I ,ooo miles 
for wheel transport. Other sections of the Highlands are equally 
well supplied with roads/' 

The Political Machine had gamely maintained, against many 
and severe reverses over a long term of years, a vendetta against 
the Director. The bulk of the s~ttlers who \vere too actively 
employed on their farms to waste time on politics, or to whom it 
was too low a business to allow of their touching it, watched the 
affray with the human interest of small boys enjoying a dog-fight 
at a street-corner. The Director asked for no quarter and no 
assistance, though he received some of the latter, as was inevitable 
in a commuPity so largely grounded, from schooldays upwards, in 
the tenets of fair play. But no group in Kenya, least of all the 
political group, has ever bestirred itself to eliminate the obnoxious 
non-official, be he dacoit, rake, crook or murderer, with anything 
approaching the pertinacity with which public servants,. con
demned by the Political Machine as able or likely to thwart its 
ends, are hunted round the country and, finally, out of the 
Service. The large majority of settlers, well-disposed but 
inarticulate, have only themselves to blame if they are involved 
in sweeping and unfair condemnation by critics overseas, who, in 
the absence of disclaimer, accept the statement of a noisy minority 
among them that it speaks for the entire community. The 
community is judged accordingly. There is nothing much wrong 
with the bulk of the settler community of Kenya, as will be dis
covered when they are discovered. At present they are eclipsed 
by a group which can be relied upon to talk anyone's credit down 
-if talking will do it. 

• Phelps Stokes Commission's Report. " Education in East Mrica." p. IIJ, 



CHAPTER XVI 

THE FATED 0~ FETED OFFIC~ 

•• God gives us the gift of laughter to save us from all going mad.'' . . . 

T HE lot of the official in what is now Kenya Colony 
provides ·an entertaining field for psychological study. · 
1Vhen the Imperial Government first took ov~r the vast 

t~rritory of the Imperial British East Africa Company, it engaged, 
as salaried servants of the Crown, a large number of the Company's 
officers. The last of these left the Service on retirement in I92J. 
All appointments carrying a salary of more than [.100 a ·year 
are subject to the approval of the Secretary of State in Londo~. 
l\Iany officials were transferred to- the •• East Africa Protectorate "' 
in its earlier days from other Dependencies under the controi 
of the Colonial Office. Esp-ecially in the higher posts in technical 
branches of the Service, transfer from other Possessions of the 
Crown still takes place. . In the large Administration branch of 
the Service the higher posts are ordinarily filled by the. promotion 
of officers of prolonged service in the country. Their knowledge 
of local tribes dialects, and_ products i~ a valuable asset in 
successful rule over native peoples who, under the ·impact of 
economic forces and alien -incursions from overseas, have ex
perienced a more varied succession of shocks than has fallen · 
to the lot of most nations in onr time._ In a country of the size 
of France~ where thirty years ago border. enmities between ~ibes 
were unceasing, we no'W find natives of mixed· tribes, to the 
average number of betwe~n 8o,ooo and 12o,ooo every month 
throughout the year, working for wages-many of them at dis-" 
tances running to hundreds of miles from their homes. The 
credit for a state of affairs under which this is possible lies almost 
exclusively with the Administration officers, who, under the 
orders of the Secretary of State for the Colonies, are the servants 
of the British Parliament in its dealings with these _distant 
Mricans. 

It is only because native property is safe, aggression repressed, 
and justice administered i~ the Native Reserves that native men 
and youths are willing to travel afield on the adventure of wage-
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earning in distant regions. It is only because of almost super
human patience on the part of District officers in the unravelling 
of grievance, claim and counter-claim, the punishment of evil
doing, and the grant of restitution to the wronged, that peace 
has persisted in the land. Many wrongs still wait to be righted, 
but many more would have descended upon bewildered Africans 
were it not for burning comment contained .in long-forgotten 
despatches, which, having served their turn in emergency, now 
dwell in honourable retirement in the bulging files of archive
room, Secretariat, and district office. The patience and sympathy 
with which the edicts of distant High Authority, often inex
perienced, uncomprehending or misled, have · been laid upon 
the natives-to each District officer " his " natives-have been 
among the minor glories of statecraft in our day and generation. 
If there is still hope that the Dark Nation of to-morrow may be 
a friendly one, the chief credit for such an outcome in East Africa 
lies with British Administration officers. 

With the rise of the Settlers' Convention to influence in the 
land, the position of the Government ~fficia:t has been vastly 
interesting. The late Honourable Alfred Lyttelton, writing in 
The Times of May 1913 upon the problems of this Protectorate, 
said : " Colonial history has proved that in this early stage. of 
Colonial life elections lead to the selection under such circum
stances not of the fittest, for the ablest and most experienced 
of the settlers-the men who are fit for the task of representa
tion-are so engrossed in. the absorbing work of conquering the 
industrial strongholds of a new country that they have not time 
to undertake it." The actions of the officials have been subject 
to review, and occasionally to rebuke, at the instance of local 
politicians. Government House in Nair6bi has been milch 
more amenable to the demands of such men than to the views 
of more distant and less importunate men working on their 
estates. Various methods are employed to influence the action. 
of officials. Examples of vituperation have been quoted in the 
last chapter. One voca~ section of the non-officials has main
tained, throughout the years, a demand for severity in the punish
ment of natives. A comparatively innocuous form of pressure 
to secure this end has been to pass laudatory resolutions, or insert 
laudatory. comment in the local papers, upon harsh judgment 
upon natives. An instance of this is the sentence passed by a 
junior Magistrate upon three natives-cc nw washenzi (savages) 
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from the reserve " is what the paper called them-who having 
engaged to work for an employer near Nairobi for 5 rupee8 (that 
was 6s. 8d. at the time) a month. left, after lialf ~ day's w9rk, 
to get higher pay from a neighbouring employer. The report of 
the case does not say whether the engagement was ~ verbar or 
a written one, but they were offered the choice of one month's 
imprisonment with a thrashing, or return to the first employer. 
The report continues :- · 

"They then raised the .point of Sunday labour, but were promptly. 
told that whatever their employer told them to do they muSt do it·. 

" The decision of the Assistant District Commission~r who tried the 
case is an excellent example tO other labour officers in this country, and 
a few more decisions such as the above should go far towards solving the 
labour difficulties.'' · 

Another comment provides appreciation of forced labour. 
In October 1920, the foJiowing appeared:.,.-

.. Then, again, labour is very sc~rce out in. the Uasin Gfshu, as there. 
are not nearly enough boys to go round, even though about ·2,000 of the 
Malakisi (or Elgeyo) have been turned out by the Government to pull 
flax. The idea is an excellent one, and if we could on~y have a couple of 
thousand Nandi to give us a hand too all would be well." 

':fhis broad hint to the District Commi~sioner itl charge of 
the Nandi tribe was, however, of no effect. 

Directive newspaper co~ent became much more pointed 
after -the oldest local newspaper was taken over, early in 19I8, 
from the previous individual managers, by a limited company · 
with a drrectorate of local politicians, of :which Lord Delamere 
was temporarily chairman. · · 

Another line of effort consisted of obscure local influence 
upon a Governor to invade the right of the Courts to award 
such punishments as, upon. evidence duly produced, might then 
seem just.· In the interests of the sheep-ranchers, one Governor 
actually issued a printed circular instructing all Magistrates, upon 
any subsequent conviction of a native for sheep-stealing, to award 
a punishment of not less than .five years• imprisonment. Corre
spondence passed between the· Chief Justice of the Colony and· 
Government Ho\lse, with the result that a few days later a second 
printed circular was sent round to say that the first one was 
cancelled. · 

Direct complaints to the Governor ~y parties aggrieved by 
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judgments delivered by District Officers in their magisterial 
position have been frequent. Some Governors have met such 
complaints with the reply that it did not lie with the Executive 
of Government to interfere with the sentences of the Courts : 
aggrieved parties had certain rights of appeal that· were defined 
by statute. Others among the Governors and Acting Governors 
have not always acted in so unpopular a way. .A District Com
missioner in one of the more newly settled areas proceeded to 
give sharp sentences for injustice and cruelty to natives on the 
part of one or two employers whose methods were almost 
universally reprobated by their fellow-settlers i~ the locality. 
The zealous officer was promptly transferred elsewhere, as 
unsuitable for work in a " white ·~ area. No public objection 
to this disciplinary· action was heard from any quarter. In 
another district the head native gang-man of a large estate 
visited native villages to try to engage workmen,. Being unable 
to obtain any, he took about a dozen women (the docility of 
certain native tribes is almost beyond belief), and promised to 
release them if their men-folk came forward to engage for work. 
An Assistant District Commissioner, who was appealed to by 
the natives, heard the case against the P,ead gang-man, and 
sentenced him to brief imprisonment for " unlawful restraint , 
of the women. By orders from Nairobi, this zealous officer ·was 
also promptly transferred to a distant station. He had been on 
the point of assuming the duties of a District Commissioner 
during the absence on leave of one such officer in the locality. 
As Acting District Commissioner for a period of six months or 
so, he would have received "acting allowance ,_an increase of 
pay amounting to about £so during that period. He lost any 
chance of that upon transfer to his new and distant station. · A 
Medical Officer who was thought either to have assisted .the 
Masai tribe with advice as to their seeking remedy in the Courts 
of the Protectorate for their eviction from Laikipia, or to have 
informed Members of Parliament in London of the eviction, or.· 
both, was transferred with great suddenness to another African 
Dependency. Only one other official was ever ejected from the 
Protectorate so precipitately, but in this case the offence was on 
the moral as distinct from the political plane. 

The news of such episodes as these shoots, of course, through 
the Service like fire· damp in the swift ventilation of mine-galleries. 
A mine becomes technically " unsafe , when there is too much 
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fire-damp about. A Service can become unsafe for officials of 
a certain cast of mind. It can in certain circumstances become 
as unsafe to display naked zeal in official duty as naked lights 
in a cc fiery·" m:ine. There is only this to be said~ that the- risk 
is a more localized one in the former case than in the latter. 
The official only blows himself up. The miner· ma.y blow the 
mine up. · 

A more whalesome method of ·signifying disapproval of an 
official has been that of point-blank denunciation. At the first 
meeting of the Convention after the arrival of General Northey 
a resolution was passed :- • 

•• That: this Convention r~gisters its total disapproval of the appoint
ment of Mr. ~nsworth as Chief Native Commissioner in face .of the 
expression of its considered opinion that only a man with outside experi-
ence should hold the position." z -

To this General Northey replied:-

.. I shall form my own opinion on G-overnment servants. Mr. 
Ainsworth has a unique experience of native affairs." 

It may be mentioned that upon 1\ir. Ainsworth's retirement in 
1920 a successor "-w:ith outside experience"· was appointed. 
This was Mr. G. V. Maxwell, who, among other qu::ilifications, 
had had particular experience of nai.ive land questions in some 
of our Pacific possessions. - On this occasion there was an equal 
uproar in Nairobi because a local man was not_ selected for the 
vacancy. 

vVhen hostility reaches this stage of concerted personal attack· 
the official ·may consider himself doomed. Unless the joys of 
pugnacity lead him to hang on to his post, and unless he has 
the skill, at the same time, to play his cards well, he is fated to 
go. His end may be retirement or transfer, but go he will. 
The attacks upon Chief ·Native Commissioner l\1r. l\iaxwell 
and his staff in !\larch 1925 and March 1926 have been described.;; 
A campaign of this sort, especially if accompanied by threats as 
to the use of back-stairs influence to the detriment of the official's 
prospects or those of his Department, is always worth trying on. 
It may catch a resolute official out at a time when he is in impaired 
health, or so overworked as to be un~ble, for the moment, ·to face 
manufactured storms. There is, of course, a risk that attack may 
only stiffen an official's independence, and make him more 

• E.A.S .• February 1st, 1919, p. zz. a V. PP• 174-175• 
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intractable than before. It must be admitted, however, that 
while some officials have thriven on Press menaces, Kenya has 
known one or two who, under castigation, have proved as 
pliable as any Convention delegate could wish. Under local 
pressure a regulation was imposed upon the Service in 1919 that 
twenty years should be regarded as a full term of service for 
an ·official. In addition to the right of the Secretary of State 
to termin·ate any appointment at any time if he saw fit, officials 
were to understand that after twenty years' service in the country 
they were liable to be retired. Under these provisions a number 
of experienced officers were bowed out during ~he next five 
years. 

Junior officials in the Service have been liable to suffer for 
the vagaries of their Departmental chiefs. If the latter curried 
favour with the critical agencies in the local Press and elsewhere 
in the Colony, the juniors might enjoy placid .careers so long 
as they did not thwart the requirements of powerful · local 
influences outside the Service. This misfortune might, however, 
at some juncture or other be unavoidable. According to the 
zeal with which the chief of a Department was cultivating local 
favour outside the Service, the position 9f the junior. official 
became correspondingly insecure. At one time, when there w~s 
an outcry in the country and the Press for heavy retrenchment 
in Government expenditure, one Head of Department was 
promptly to the fore with the suggestion that 37 members ·of his 
staff should be dispensed with. The fact that some officials 
quietly fell in with a campaign, organized outside the Service, 
for a cut of one~third in the wages of all Mricans, .skilled and 
unskilled, has been mentioned. Their black employees were 
victimized at the instigation of outside influences with which 
it was uncomfortable for the European official to be at variance. 
On the other hand, a senior official who was not prompt to trounce 
his juniors, and order their goings upon demand, or who supported 
them against public attacks, was liable to involve himself and . 
them in critical examination of their every action, and in acid 
comment whenever possible-in the local Press, even in Legis
lative Council, and, of course, in after-dinner speeches at public 
banquets. 

The exuberance of Colonial hospitality is proverbial, and 
bitter relations have many times flared up on account of a hurried 
official's unwillingness to stay for a meal at farmhouse or 
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planter's bungalow on his route. The dreadful isolation of life 
on some farms makes the arrival of a. stranger the occasion of 
a heaven-sent release from boredom. On· the. other hand, 
families are to. be found in Kenya who for months together 
never sit down to a meal en famllle, without visitors present. 
It is largely a matter of locality. It is a source ··of astonishment 
to the observant traveller in the Colony to find to what an extent 
the missionary's wife, especially in the highlands, is an over
burdened entertainer. In addition to cares of family and house
hold, and. to a share in the work of the station, she is hostess to 
a surprising string of visitors--officials on to~, .fello~~mis
sionaries on journeys to remoter stations or on short leave from 
unhealthy stations elsewhere in the Colony,· tourists from. ov-er
seas, the victims of broken-down ~otors, sudden cases of sickness 
or accident, and occasionally, as uninVited gueSt:, a degenerate 
white who takes meals for as ·long as he can and is critical of tP.e 
scarcity of intoxicants. One meets a wider range of types in 
a new and booming Colony than is the case for the average home 
resident in Great Britain,· where repair 'organizations exist for 
both mechanical and moral breakdowns, arid· where tourists 
support the hotels which_ cater for them. Both. hotels and homes 
have been known in Kenya which were a danger to _life. . " We 
never trouble about flies here," says the hostess at her tea-party, 
passing, with the insoucia:u:e .of a Borgia handing the poisoned 
chalice, a plate of cakes from which the disturbed flies rise with 
a buzz. (Three weeks later. a bread-winner in the family is dead. 
--of dysentery). ·If in a little wayside hostelry it is possible 
to see occupants moving in the next bedroom but one through 
cracks (shall we call them?) in the plank walls, it is perhaps 
well to avoid any investigation into the kitchen arrangements. 
They are more primitive ~han the walls. At the other end of 
the scale are the homes of some settlers and merchants, where 
the menage is luxurious, and where meals are served with the 
comfortable elegance of the· Savoy. 

Between these extremes7 the household regime of the Govern
ment official for the most part figures. He is a m.3n of known 
salary. He draws no entertaining allowance. He may be. posted 
in a station where settlers and travellers, dropping in just at 
mealtimes or at nightfall~ ne.cessitate the provision of meals to 
the number of many hundreds per annum. He may go to 
sun-stricken wildernesses, from which he returns in two or three 
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years with a dislike of his fellow-men which is shown by ner
vousness in European company. Some officials develop a flair 
for the rule of scattered aboriginals in desert places ; others for 
the social whirl which prevails in some of the choicer residential 
districts of settlement. The transfer of an official of the latter 
category to a station in the obscurity of " the blue , is a dreadful 
punishment. Rapid degeneracy and even suicide have marked 
such offiCial edicts in the past. But the disparity between the 
" bush station ,, and the " headquarters station , is dwindling 
nowadays. The motor-car has effected that. American · cars, 
miracles of design, career about, and sometimes even break down, 
in the most unlikely places. Petrol and the desolation of lone· 
liness are evaporating together. Visitors at the most remote 
stations increase in numbers year by year, and, outside the radius 
of hotels, official hospitality is taken for granted. Ca.ses have 
occurred where the opening of a motor-road past a bush station 
has been tantamount to a reduction of pay of nearly £xoo a year 
to the official stationed there-in the cos~ of meals and drinks 
to visitors. 

In the settled areas, the official with a large priva.te income 
has an advantage over his brother officer who. has only his pay 
to live on and entertain with. It is an experience of repeat~d. 
social agony for an Assistant District Commissioner on £soo a 
year to follow a predecessor who was wont to state that he could 
only make both ends meet by using the whole of his private 
income, running into four figures a year. It is nof altogether 
remarkable that some of the officials develop a protective armour 
of eccentricity. The only alternative is to be brutally outspoken; 
and this involves such inhospitality, at times, that the average 
official shrinks from .it as he would from any other social lapse. 
Still, the District Commissioner who had cited a settler to appear 
before him in Court at 2.30 on a certain day, on a charge of 
misdemeanour towards natives, was not so taken aback by his . 
appearing on the bungalow verandah at l2.JO with the announce-. 
ment that he had come for lunch, that his social instinct over
whelmed him. Forty-nine officials out of fifty would have given 
" the accused " a first class lunch, but this man was the fiftieth. 
He invited the visitor to take a seat on his verandah till 2.30, 

and disappeared into the bungalow. At 2.30 he heard the case 
at his office, and administered a heavy fine. His disobliging 
behaviour to non-officials was the subject of acid comment some 
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time later by elected members in the Legislative Coun~il. In 
I92J ~ infuriated settler, goaded to the verge of distraction in 
a dispute with an Administration officer, threatened to r~rt 
the unhappy man-to Lord Delamere. Undeserving officers on 
the other hand have sometimes received public eulogies which 
may have had their promptings ·in laviSh ho.Spitality and· an 
accommodating spirit. u In · other Services, besides that of 
Naples," as l\11'. G. M. T~evelyan.has· said in one of his books, 
" professional efficiency has not always been the road to pro~ 
motion.''. The leading article in ope of the local papers, the 
Reform Party being represented on its directQrate, admitted, 
after an interesting division in Legislative Council; that the 
editorial mind was struck with · 

•• the patriotic support rendered the popular party by the • (a head 
of Department), the • • • , the.. . . and other officials who ·all sought 
to help the well-reasoned experiment and .refrained to place obstacles 
in its road." · 

That (and a quiet life) are all that the pliable official is entitled 
to expect for his pliability. But in some Government circles, 
where . the first requiref1:1ent upon an official is that. he should 
be tame, the enjoyment of a quiet life is regarded .as evidence 
of :the possession of wisdom amounting almost to. statecraft
and therefore as qualifying the quiet one for promotion in the 
Service. . · 

The officials in Kenya are nowadays the class of Europeans 
who are. the poor. The infliction of the artful gendemen of 
fortune who in the past did undeniably prey upon them with 
varying success, has practically disappeared. Even the bitterest 
critic of •• officialdom •• in Kenya has never complained, with 
regard to the vast majority of the officials, that they ever pillage 
their neighbours. The complaints, which are few in any case, 
are all the other way--of aloofness and exaggerated independence. 
The subsidized or " bought •• official,. and the cash varieties of 
" graft '' which are the disgrace of some Colonial dependencies, 
have never appeared. Freedom of· any community Jrom scandal 
of that nature is to be attributed primarily to the uprightness of 
the Courts of the .land. Venality of magistrates is, everywhere·, 
an opening of floodgates to a torrent of corruption in public life. 
The magistrates of Kenya, if we disregard a few exceptions in 
judgments between white employer and black labourer, have 
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throughout its history justified their selection by the Crown 
Agents for the Colonies in Westminster or their appointment 
by the Colonial Office-whichever may have been the precise 
route for their assumption of office. It is only the sacred right 
of " trial by jury " in cases of inter-racial trouble that has 
imported any moral stain upon the record of the Courts. There 
are several obvious remedies for that. 

Ever since the Political Machine assmned a measure of 
influence in the local Press, suggestions have been thrown out 
at intervals that the time was approaching when it would be well 
to discontinue the selection of Government staff. from England. 
There being about I ,200 planters ~d farmers on the land, and 
some of these having families, it was represented that the 
Universities of Great Britain need no longer be resorted to. 
One example of several may be selected, from a leading· article 
in the East African Standard on (American) Independence Day; 
1922 :-

" The United-or separate-Colonies of Eastern. Africa are not 
likely to reach such a crisis in their affairs and their relations with the 
Mother country that a declaration of secession is made riaNral and 
inevitable. • • • · 

" The time is rapidly approaching when Kenya must exert henelf · 
to possess her own Civil Service, on terms dictated by herself, and 
recruited wholly from persons of her own selection from among those 
who call this land their home. • • • 

" The day is not far distant, we believe, when, to the greater financial 
and other advantages of this country, the settlers of Kenya and their 
families will be able to assume full control and occupation of evecy post 
-save perhaps the Governor-in the Civil Service." 

The advocates of this step in Mrica (if any really exist to-day), 
and the deciding authorities in the Colonial Office will do well 
to remember that Kenya Colony in some few years•· time will 
possess a distinct proportion of adult men and women who in . 
the most impressionable years of their youth were totally · 
uneducated. All honour .to the few scattered men and women 
teachers, some of them now dead, who over a long term of years 
strove to pass on the torch of learning to white children grow
ing up in ·the country. Remuneration, Government support, 
premises and equipment were all inadequate for dealing with 
the scholars they taught, and outside that class, in the years 
covered by Fig. 17 (left) in the previous chapter, there were 
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hundreds of white children in the Protectorate for whom, there 
was no floor-space on which to be- educated; ev~n within wooden 
walls and under corrugated iron roofs. _ The schools were- not 
numerous or large enough to take ~n the ~hildren who were~ in 
the country. A!>. for the education _that they· might alternatively 
have received at home, the "life of a young married couple," 
pioneering on virgin land in a new country, allows little time 
for the education of the young. in some immigrant families 
from South Mrica both parents were illiterate. 

The grant of increased magisterial powers to local settlers as 
Justices of the Peace is another line of effort along which local 
political influence acts from time to time up~n the Government 
in Kenya. There is nothing in local history or environment to 
lead one to suppose that the duties.of a Magistrate and the self
interest of an employer would clash less severely there than they 
have done elsewhere, on occasions when the combination of both 
roles in the person of one individual baa been attempted. The. 
movement is a present-day echo of one of the earliest agitations 
of the Colonists' Association in 1905. In its petition to the 
Secretary of State, that body urged the introduction in the settled 
areas of Burgher Law .. This would involve n a considerable 
gain to the exchequer, as in such parts of the Colony._as the 
burgher system was in force no Government officials would be 

·required." 
Many a junior official has had orders at sorn.e time during 

the past twenty years to do something of which he disapproved. 
Intemperate rejoinder, of the type to which juniors are liable, 
has sometimes secured release from repugnant edicts. At other 
times, such orders have ~een received in silence, and disregarded 
-in the hope that some change of influence operating upon 
higher authority would ren,der compliance unnecessary. Some 
juniors have jolted through the Service, for a longer or shorter 
period, as a law unto the!I!Selves, defiant of any orders •which 
they elected to regard as discreditable. . The dislodging of such 
a man from an official position calls for tact and i:£?-ventiveness 

. on the part of his superiors. ·He may be so· opinionated as to 
commit suicide, if unwisely dealt with. Mrica and official . 
hostility together. may be too much .for a man, when either by 
itself would be supportable .. Even senior officers have their 
troubles at times. Government policy may awake an angry 
attitude in an overworked official possessed of some rigidity of 
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view. To seniors and juniors alike one ruling applies. They 
may carry out orders, or resign their appointments, forfe'iting any 
pension that they may have earned. But to all of them also one 
valuable right is extended. They may address the Secretary of 
State. Complaint or criticism must, however, pass through the 
hands of their superior officers, and receive the Government's 
comment before going forward to the Colonial Office. Com· 
plaints of junior officers are usually concerned with their own 
alleged misfortunes or ill-treatment. These receive attention in 
a spirit of detachment which is scarcely possible in the Colony, 
and many astonishing cases of removal of grievance. are on record. 

Heads of Departments and senior Administration Officers, 
especially in a Dependency with such a history as Kenya's, have 
on occasions joined issue with the local Government on a question 
of policy. One Governor in Kenya had an ingenious· way of 
dealing with officials who played their last card. . The serious step 
had been taken, and the despatch, typed in triplicate and" couched 
in respectful language " according to Gqvernment requirement, 
had been sent in. The official is called into the Governor's 
office. He is asked to take a chair. The momentous,production 
is on the desk. The Governor takes a final. glance through it, 
turning over the pages, which are (always) more numerous .than 
they need be. " I have received your interesting despatch, 
Mr. So-and-so," he says at length. "I will give you twenty-four 
hours in which to withdraw it. Good morning." In ·more 
than one case this artifice, when employed upon · a Head of 
Department in Nairobi, succeeded sweetly. Still, the official 
is quite at liberty to insist that his despatch shall go forward 
to the Secretary of State. This is, usually, official suicide, as 
distinguished ftom the more carnal variety. It is obvious 'that 
the Colonial Office must support its senior representative on the 
spot. Opportunity is usually taken to relieve him of the dis
comfort of working with a member of. staff whose incompatibility 
of temperament is so marked as to have led to the last appeal 
that an official can, con$titutionally, make. As far as the official 
correspondence go~s, the intolerant official, usually, scores 
nothing but his own removal. Mter. a discreet interval, and 
upon some pretext quite remote from the topic of his despatch, 
he is transferred elsewhere. He calls at the Governor's office 
to take leave of His Excellency. All is urbanity. The Governor, 
perhaps, expresses regret at losing his se~ices. At any rate, he 
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certainly wishes· him the. best of luck in his new sphere. They 
shake hands, and the· junior passes .out of the well-known 
sanctum ·for the last time. It is all done in admirable taste.. 

A new page ·of official adventures opens before "the junior as 
the door closes behind him. And he has. more than half a 
suspicion that in addition to the curt reply which ·he has received 
from Downing Street, through the local Secretariat, the smiling(?) 
Governor behind the baize door may have received a despatch, 
marked" SECRET," or a manuscript letter, which may (all in good 
time and :without any intemperate haste) effect some modifica
tion in the policy which has been the ·subject of disagreement, or 
which may, at any rate, limit or prevent further es5ays along 
the same path. . 

It really is a satisfaction, when all is said and done, to"have 
gentlemen to deal with. · 

T 



CHAPTER XVII 

HOW TO REDUCE THE COST OF IMPORTS 

" The trade of the tropics consists of the export of raw' materials in exchange 
for manufactured goods and customs duties offer the simplest and cheapest 
form of taxation. Though a necessary adjunct they retard the development of 
trade, and fall very unequally on the population." . 

SIR FREDERICK LUGARD : . . 
The Dual Mandate in Tropi~al 'Africa, p. 236. 

EUROPEANS in Kenya do not contribute to the revenues 
of the State in accordance with their wealth. In the main, 
they contribute according to their expenditure on imported 

food, drinks and clothing. Some of the Europeans are a thousand 
times more wealthy than others, but as they cannot eat a thousand 
times as much food, drink a thousand times as much drink, or 
wear clothing a thousand times the value of that worn by their 
poorer brethren, it follows that contributions that ate. exacted by 
the State bear much more lightly upon the wealthy than upon 
the poor. The same remarks apply within the Indian commU:nity, 
and to other non-native groups. 

The poorer Europeans have votes, but they do not use them 
to ensure that the richer Europeans (and some of them are very 
wealthy) shall pay as high a proportion of their wealth or income 
as they themselves have to pay. In Great Britain, the rich pay 
taxation at a much stiffer rate, by super-tax, than do those of 
moderate means. In Kenya, they pay at a scandalously low rate. 
Those Europeans in Kenya who are wealthy are probably· the 
most under-taxed group of whites in any part of the British Empire. 

All non-official Legislative Councillors in Kenya should be 
paid a salary of at least £soo a year,· from public funds. This 
should apply to elected Europeans, elected or nominated Indians 
and Arabs, and the nominated European missionary-as long 
as one is retained on the Council. " Payment of Members " is 
an urgently needed reform. It would allow some of the" small 
men " to appear in Council. It is stupid and injurious for any 
community to depend mainly upon its wealthy members for the 
formulation of its laws. 

• • • 
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In opening a .session ~f the Legislative Council on March z.jth, 
I922, General Northey, in the course of Jrls Presidential Address, 
said:- · 

"' There is an important notice in the Order of the Day to 
be proposed by the Honourable Colonial Secretary which, if 
passed, will enable me to have the advice and assistance of~ a 
small Committee, composed mostly of Unofficial Members of 
Council, on matters of vital importance to the Colony." 

On the same day Major Grogan, the timber concessionaire, 
WaS sworn in as an elected . member for •• Plateau South," 
which comprises the Uasin Gfshu Plateau with the exception 
of Trans-Nz6ia. He had only consented to take ·a seat on the 
Legislative Council if an unopposed return were arranged for him. 

The motion to appoint the small Coinmittee was carricii on 
l\Iarch 27th, 1922. The resulting body is what came to be known 
as the Bowring or •• Geddes_" Committee. Some of its pro
ceedings have · been alluded to in previous chapters. One, 
however, remains to be described: Among its terms of reference· 
was one:-

" To inquire into and report on : The nieans whereby the 
cost to the community of Imports may be decre~ed." 

The Cominittee go·t to work promptly and, by April z6th, 
it had sent in a recommendation that the Government be asked 
to increase the import duty_ on wheat from IS pel" cent. to so per 
cent., and on wheat flour from IS per cent. to IOO. per cent: 
A local paper came out with _the bold headline : 

.. EFFECT WlLL BE TO PUT UP PRICE OF FOREIGN LOAF, BUT SAVE 

FOR KENYA LifO,OOO PER .ANNUM." 

The one word in this- pronouncement that calls for definition 
is the place-name" Kenya." Adequate research reveals the fact 
that what the headline really conveyed by the words " saving 
for_ Kenya_" was- that those landholders, represented principally 
in Lord Delamere's constituency. who were trying to grow 
wheat, would, if all Europeans and · Indians in the Colony 
were compelled to eat their p~oduct, divert orders fQr wheat to 

· the annual value of £IfO,ooo to themselves-in place of overseas 
firms getting custo~ to that extent. Shipping lines, operating . 
to Kenya, would- enjoy(?) reduced cargoes. . 

This was followed by a recommendation for a so per cent. 
duty on imported timber. 
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Upon the latter proposal coming up in Legislative Council 
on the morning of May 25th, 1922, it was strongly supported 
by Lord Delamere and passed, with the Director of Public 
Works as the sole dissentient in a Council of 25. In the after
noon of the same day a Bill to give effect to the heavy duties 
on wheat and wheat flour was strongly supported by Major 
Grogan and passed, the only dissentients being the Director of 
Public Works, and the two nominated Indian members. 

Secretary of State Mr. Churchill disallowed the wheat and 
flour duties when the Bill reached him from Kenya, and ordered 
a reduction of import duty to 30 per cent. on both. The Council 
met again on June 6th, 1922, and this was· effected by the 
Government majority. 

The business of flour-milling, with which powerful political 
interests were financially connected, may have been helped by 
appeals in the local Press, in the form of heavily " boxed " 
panels reading · ..-----... 

GROW 

M 0 R E 

WHEAT 

.. 
Major Grogan's action in acquiring for one of his· companies, 
Messrs. Equator Sawmills, Ltd., a leading interest in the East 
African Standard r may have stiffened the editorial campaign 
for teaching the colonists at large to be grateful for the chance 
of subsidising a few of the farmers. · 

{These manipulations are, of course, precisely what go on in 
every country which enjoys restrictive tariffs~ The only differ
ence is that on Kenya's tiny stage they can be followed quite 
easily from both stalls and gallery. In other theatres where the 
stage is much larger and the lighting more artistic, it is only 
those in the front rows of the stalls who are able to follow all 
that goes on. The entertainment that is staged is innocuous 
enough to pass any censor in any country. It is an amusing 
farcical comedy called "Legitimate Business," and it has had 
a long and successful run.) 

1 Kenya Observer, January 6th, 1925, P• xs. 
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During the Governorship of the late Sir Robert Coryndon, 
the duty on timber was· reduced from 50 to 30 per cent. · The 
duties on flour and wheat were left unaltered at 30 per cent. 
But if Mr. Winston Churchill had not intervened m May- 1922, 
the bread-eaters of Kenya would have been· paying an_ additional 
price for bread which was computed to be " only J:2 cents of~ a 
shilling per loaf." As the loaf referred to is a I lb. loaf, this 
is equivalent to a- rise of about 6d. per 4lb. loaf, bringing its price 
up from IS. Iod. to 2s. 4d .• as compared with 8d. or 9d. in 
England. In 1927, four J: lb. loaves still cost about·2s. in Nairobi. 

Perhaps it was idolatrous regard for a Press magnate, rather 
than critical appreciation of benefits derived by the community 
at large. that led a Nairobi editor to ins.ert in his paper a con
tribution which included the hymn _of thanksgiving :-x · 

11 God ~noves in a ~nost: mysterious way 
. His wonders to perform, 
He plants His footsteps on the sea 
And sends our Grogan along.•• 

• L.E.A., July xst, 1922. 



PART 11 

THE INDIAN QUESTION 



CHAPTER XVIII 

SOWING_ THE WIND 

"I hate like sin all bad workmanship, but especially bad workmanship in 
affairs of State, which can produce nothing but mischief for thousands and 
millions."-GOETHE. 

I N tracing the series of events which, especially between the 
years 1915 and 1923, produced the violent -differences of 
opinion which came to be described as ".The Indian_ Ques

tion '' in Kenya, it has_ to be recognized that the. British public 
were at no time given information as to the underlying causes 
of the tllrm.oil. It remained, in the view of most of those 
British observeis who -gave it any thought at all, an unexplained 
and perhaps slightly exaggerated· grievance of some of our com
patriots overseas, a griev~ce which was ventilated with a 
vehemence verging -upon the irrational, but .for which some 
justification probably existed if one only knew. the facts as to 
enforced residence of Europeans, especially women and children, 
at high altitudes in the -Tropics, in proximity to large numbers 
of British Indians mostly of low caste. Worthy men and women 
who could not be stirred to any exuberance of racial. bias, and 
whose consciences troubled them. as to the inequity, or political 
unwisdom, or both, of an endorsement of the claims of their -
fellow-countrymen in " An Outpost of Empire," gladly adopted 
the conclusion that th_e root of the trouble lay in the low caste 
of the particular Indian$- who had visited Kenya. _ It was hoped 
that this would be equally clear to the socially advanced lndiaris 
of the classes who in India sit on Councils, play polo, shoot 
big-game,. and conduct large industrial enterprises, and that the 
safeguarding of white men, and particularly white women and 
children, from dangers or even disabilities was scarcely a poli
tical development to which enlightened Indian opinion would 
raise any objection, even although no definite expressions of 
approval might be evoked. It was also a reassuring reflection 
that no ecclesiaStiCs nor missionaries on the spot in Mrica had 
said or done anything to temper the storm of complaint, while 
numbers had lent their aid to fan it. 
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This general view of the situation was based upon miscon
ception, and the facts which are contained in this and subsequent 
chapters were not available to any large or influential circle in 
Great Britain. Otherwise the British Cabinees celebrated white 
paper, Cd. 1922 of July 1923, might have exhibited a different 
tone and different conclusions in dealing with the position of 
Indians in Kenya. 

It has already been pointed out that Iridian traders were 
established on the East Mrican coast for generations before the 
first European traders came there. The first organized trading 
effort in which British influence was paramount was that of the 
Imperial British East Mrica Company, whose record has been 
briefly alluded to. One of the purposes underlying the grant 
by Queen Victoria of the Company's charter was "that the 
possession of the coast-line . . • which includes the port of 
Mombasa, would be advantageous to the commercial and other 
interests of Our subjects in the Indian Ocean, who may otherwise 
become compelled to reside and trade under the government or 
protection of alien Powers." The Indian trader was everywhere 
the first to take advantage of the extension of Administrative 
influence on the mainland in order to begin the direct sale of 
trade goods to natives as one Administration station after another 
was opened, even to the far remote localities down the- Nile 
valley. It is definitely the case in East Mrica· that cc trade fol
lowed the flag." Only an insignificant proportion of the trade 
goods introduced were of Indian origin. The large bulk were 
goods of British origin, re-exported from India to Mrica, with 
a proportion of American exports, also brought via Great Britain 
and India. The enterprise and resource of the trader who 
follows the expanding fringe of Empire, and sometimes .even 
overruns it, who pushes the sale of trade goods and opens up 
new markets, have always in this country been regarded · as 
commendable qualities, of great utility to workers and employers 
at home. It has been reserved for a section of the European 
community in Kenya to point out for general information, 
between the years 1917 and 1923 principally, how base and 
malign an undertaking this may really be, when conducted by 
non-Europeans. Even some missionaries have pretended to be 
able to recognize this, though they are not usually among the 
most commercially minded of men and women. This discovery 
will be further alluded to in its proper chronological setting. 
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When the project for. the construction of a railway to Uganda 

first came under serious consideration· in' British Government 
circles, representations were made as to the advisabij.ity of putting 
out the work to contract. Definite offers were, indeed, made to 
construct the line for £2,24o,ooo provided· that a gradient as 
steep as I in 40 might be used, and a tight degree of curvature~ 
Another offer was that a Company would both build and run 
the line, provided Government guaranteed a net yearly income 
of £7s,ooo for 30 years. ·Annual sums thus contributed by 
the British Government· would not be repaid until receipts from· 
the running of the railway exceeded ·an working exp~ses-:-over 
which, it is to be noted, there would be no Goveriunent control. 
If there were any net profit, one half .of if would be pajd ·to 
Government as a refund of the said advances, which were to be 
made without any charge for interest. · The Company would, 
moreover, expe~t to receive a grant of some soo or 6oo sq~e 
miles of land along the railway, with full mining rights. 

It is interesting to specukte what ·the recent history and 
present-day circumstances of Kenya might have been if either 
of these methods had been adopted for the construction of the 
Uganda Railway. No. C!Jntractor would have been allowed by 
the Government of India to get labourers. from In4ia on his 
0~ account. The average native population of working age 
was supposed to be only between two ~d three to the square 
mile, and it is probable that either Italian or Chinese labour 
would have been imported.. An " Indian question " in Kenya 
would probably not have developed so soon as actually happened, . 
but the .coUn.try might by now have had '" poor white , or · 
.. Oriental " difficulties of far graver type· to contend with. · 

The Government of Lord Salisbury decided. that the 'line 
should be built by Goverrunent agency on the Indian model, 
under the direction of a " ·uganda Railway Committee " sitting 
at .the Foreign Office. Construction was carried on chiefly by 
means of Indian coolies. ·The maximum number of Mrican 
labourers on the work at any one time never exceeded 2,6oo. 
The average number of Indian labourers employed through
out the financial year x8g6-7 was 3,398, rising rapidly to .20,484 
in 190o-I, and falling again to 12,275 in 1902-3. The total 
average cost of this labour was 30 rupees ( = £z) per head per 
month, including importation and repatriation charges, wages, 
rations and medical expenses. Throughout the negotiations 
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the Government of India insisted that every emigrant to East 
Africa should be repatriated to his village in India if he so desired 
at the termination of his three years' engagement, but equally 
that he should be at complete liberty to remain in Africa, and 
forfeit his claim to a return passage if he saw fit to do so. 
Permanent-way gangers, station-masters and clerical staff were 
also obtained from India. A few of these, and i1 small proportion 
of the labourers, have remained in the country. Some of them 
have continued in Government posts to the present time. Others 
have seized upon trade openings of one type or another and 
become small shopkeepers, merchants in native P.roduce; carters 
and teamsters, small contractors, quarry-masters, dealers in lime, 
sand, stone and domestic firewood, barbers, saddlers,· boot
makers, nurserymen, tailors and, in rare cases only, landowners 
and farmers. Although some local residents surrendered the 
sober control of their intellects to the extent of trying to believe 
that most, if not all, of the Indian political activity in the country 
was inspired and directed from Moscow, the general bulk of the 
European population undeniably made~ and still makes, un
grudging use of the assistance afforded by this working population 
of law-abiding British subjects. In a h.igher plane .of society 
moved a considerable professional circle-barristers, solicitors, 
schoolmasters, draughtsmen, law clerks and others, and ·soine 
enterprising and respectworthy commercial houses conducted 
trade on a large scale associated, in some cases, with banking 
and money-lending activity. · · 

By the time that there were xoo European settlers .in the 
country, the Indian population had reached the figure of 6,ooo 
or 7,ooo, although the Railway construction was completed, 
and nearly all the Railway coolies had exercised their option 
to- be repatriated to their villages in India. When GoYern
ment began actively to push European immigration, early 
arrivals entered the country with their eyes open to the fact 
that practically the entire internal trade was in Indian hands. 
Although the new settlers were outnumbered by 6o or 70 to 1, 
a section of them promptly began to agitate for the grant of 
special privileges on a racial basis. In March 19oi an estate 
of nearly 140 acres in extent, lying entirely within the town of 
Nairobi, and being the property of a bankrupt European, came 
up for auction. The European auctioneer finally sold the 
property to an Indian firm for Rs. 6,soo (£433 6s. 8d.). The 
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next issue of the •<Kal paper reported that " some of the. European 
planters who would not buy the pr:operty have petitioned H.M.'s 
Commissioner against an Indian being allowed to possess this 
property, which -lies in the heart of Nairobi.'' Government; of 
course, took no' action in such a direction.· Jt was reserved for 
a later Governor, in I916, after being subjected to a long
continued course of political pressure, to disallow a transaction 
in Nairobi, on c_losely parallel 'lines, upon racial considerations 
solely. 

The Indian conununity in. the Protectorate even in these 
early days ·was an -alert and assertive group. Sir Charles Eliot's 
written and spoken allusions to the European settlement, which 
he foreshadowed as the natural course of development in the 
interior, made them suspicious and awoke their resentment; and 
when he resigned, the British Indian community sent a cable
gram to Lord ~ansdowne at tpe Foreign Office expressing their 
universal satisfaction at his departure. The Commission. which 
Sir Donald Stewart appointed in ·I905 to· report on modification· 
of the Land Laws did not comprise an Indian: member, though 
it heard Indian witnesses. The chairmanship of this Commission 
had devolved upon Lord Delamere, who ha<l written from 
Nairobi· on May 2oth,· 1903, tO The Times advocating the use 
of 45 ,ooo square miles of the highlands fot white settlement, 
so that Indian opinion in 19c;>5-6 was naturally apprehensive as to 

· the trend of this Report. -
The precise position of the land question at this time was 

that a letter from Government on February 28th, 1902, to the 
Secretary of. the Indian Association, and signed by Mr. Jackson, 
the Deputj Commissioner of the Protectorate (now Sir Frederick· 
Jackson, K.C.lVl.G ., C.~.). had said : "' You are in error· in 
supposing that the Government has any intention of drawing a 
distinction between Europeans and Indians as far as rights of 
mining, settling _and acquiring land are concerned." The 
Indians were, however, lacking in political experience and acumen, 
in not hailing this as .. a pledge," and forcing a series of reminders 
about 'it upon the British and local Governments,. and upon 

-public attention on every possible· occasion, including public 
dinners. Subsequently a Government Notice issued by Mr. 
Jackson as Acting ·Commissioner on August 28th, 1902, .had 
invited Indian agriculturalists to come to the Protectorate, and 
as late as March 1905 an ·Indian's application for land in the 
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highlands near Kikuyu had not been refused by the Government, 
but had been referred to the Land Officer for attention and 
report. 

For four and a half years the situation remained, theoretically, 
at this stage of Government neutrality as defined iri Mr. Jackson's 
letter of February z8th, 1902, but even in the experience of 
early Indian applicants, the interpretation of this " pledge " was 
not satisfactory, and on November 8th, 1905, they requested His 
Highness the Aga Khan to use his influence to secure healthy 
upland farms for Indian settlements. The Aga Khan's first visit 
to the coast had been in 1899, and on this second visit .in 1905 
he went inland to Uganda and back. At a r-eception given to 
him in Mombasa, on his return from Uganda, he replied that 
he did not think any useful purpose would be served by his 
approaching Government. (The question of principle, it will 
be noted, did not arise at that time.) Moreover, the Aga Khan 
advised his petitioners not to press for land in the highlands. 
With regard to land for the residences of Indian agriculturalists 
he said : " We must, however, be very careful to choose that 
part of the country only which would be most suitable for them. 
I do not think the country between, say, Machakos at:).d the Mau 
Escarpment is suited to Indians, and I think it would be a pity 
if Indians tried for land there, since it is not a country where 
Indians can show what they can do!' The whole of his advice 
turned upon the utilization of land for residence and wor~, and 
not upon its ownership as a trade asset, or for speculation. 

It was about this time that the white Colonists' memorial to 
Secretary of State Mr. Lyttleton was approaching its fin~ form. 
Its references to the Native Scare have been dealt with in an 
earlier chapter. It is noteworthy that there was· no explicit or 
implied statement as to any menace arising from the 4-siatic 
immigrants. The declared barriers to progress consisted of 
absence of markets, the prevalence of high railway and shipping 
rates, and non-inclusion in the South Mrican Customs Union. 
Indian statutes and Indian coinage were objectionable, but the 
Indian traders who were scattered over a wide area of native 
territory without recognizing themselves to be exposed to any 
of the dangers from the Africans which the Colonists feared, 
were not singled out for any word of criticism-much less of 
hostility. 

Public aspersion of the Indian population as a whole, which 
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was to rise to such heights of extravagance by the year I922, 

began with a very small group of South M~can colonials in 
Kair6bi. A journalist, l\Ir. Ernest Low, and a land agent, l\Ir: 
Fichat, were proininent in it. The _latter _convened a mee~g 
to agitate for municipal self-government in Nairobi,_ and too~ 
the opportunity to indulge in abusive comments on the Indians. 
On the other hand, the Commissioner, Colonel James Hayes 
Sadler, who had ·had 25 years' service in India, took occasion, 
in January 1906, to meet 70 Indian merchants at 1\Iombasa at 
an afternoon social function at ·the house of one of the officials. 
He addressed them in Gujerati, and did much, then and later, 
to maintain cordial relations. One of the leading Indian mer-:
chants, l\Ir. A. 1\I. Jeevanjee, presented a ·statue of Queen 
Victoria to the town of Nairobi, and, it was unveiled by H.R.H. 
the Duke of Connaught on :\larch 24th, r9o6, during his "\--isit 
to the Protectorate with the · Duchess and Princess Patricia .. 
l\Ieanwhile certain of the South African elements in the Colonists' 
Association were steadily workllig up an.lrnus against the local 
Indians. This came to a head in 1\Iay r9o6, when at ·a general 
meeting of the Colonists' Association a "iolent anti-Indian 
amendment on the Indian_question, moved by 1\Ir. Ernest Low, 
was carried "'ith only six dissentients. It was sent to . the local 
Government, and elicited a rebuke from the Commissioner~ who 
commented on its violent and insulting tone. Follo"'ing upon 
this, a well-advertised and more largely attended meeting of the 
Colonists7 Association was held on July 4-th, 1906, for the express 
purpose of considering the " ainendment on the Indian question " 
that had been carried at the small and cleverly packed meeting 
in 1\Iay. It was then decided that the Association was not in 
favour of the said amendment. 

At an early stage in the 4evelopment of this attack, the local 
Indians retaliated by convening a mass meeting, on April Ist, 
1906, at which a sum of 2o,ooo rupees was subscribed in 
half an hour in support of steps for the. presentation of their . 
grievances, particularly in the matter of obtaining land grants 
in the highlands, to the local, the Indian and the British Govern
ments. " l::"\DL-\...""i SETTLERS SHOW THEIR lL-\..""-"'D " ran the heavy 
headlines in the local European paper. Later in the year, the 
first deputation, the forerunner of so many in the years to follow. 
visited London to state the Indian point of·view. 

On April 4-th, 1906, Government published the long-awaited 
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Report of the Land Commission, under the chairmanship of Lord 
Delamere, which had been appointed by the previous Com
missioner, Sir Donald Stewart, to inquire into and advise upon 
the land problems of the Protectorate. It provided ample 
justification for Indian fears as to pressure by the Colonists for 
disregard of the Government's pledge. This detail of the Report 
is noteworthy because it constitutes the fir!lt formal advocacy 
for the abandonment of the Government's policy as defined in 
Mr. Jackson's letter of February 28th, 1902, and for the sub
stitution of a policy of exclusively European settlement in the 
highlands. It is therefore interesting to note .the phraseology 
in which it was advanced. The possible ·spread of Indian 
occupation was clearly a contingency which might follow upon 
the right of free transfer of land, which the Colonists were 
claiming for themselves, and for which the Commission was 
pressing. Its report said :-

" It has been raised as an objection that transfer should be made 
easy, that a great deal of land will, in a very short time, pass into the 
hands of Indians. There is, of course, no objection to the general pro
position that Indians should hold land in the Protectorate, but consider· 
ing that only a comparatively small area of the Protectorate is suitable 
for European settlement and colonization, it is desirable thatland within 
the area should be reserved for the support and maintenance of a ;white 
population." · 

This presentation of the case has the attraction of being direct 
and outspoken, and of being devoid of any claims that the 
impelling motive was one of consideration for the welfare· of the 
Mrican natives. It is also quite indefinite (perhaps, considering 
the composition of the Commission, purposely so) upon the 
question of ownership of land, though it undeniably implies white 
occupation. · 

The recommendations of this Commission covered a wide 
range. They were dealt with in due course by the local Govern· 
ment, and were then referred, with a covering despatch, to the 
Colonial Office. The then Secretary of State, Lord Elgin, saw 
fit to make a formal departure from the existing policy, and in 
a despatch of July 17th, 1906,1 expressed his approval of the 
practice that " the land outside municipal limits roughly lying 
between Kiu and Fort Ternan should be granted only to European 
settlers." Kiu is a station on the Uganda Railway at mile 270. 

Fort Ternan is another at mile 539· Their respective altitudes 
1 Quoted in Cd. lJU(I9:li), 
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are 4,86o feet and s,Io6 ~eet. The country· lying between them, 
along the 269 miles of railway that intervene~ lies at a general 
elevation of between s,ooo and g,ooo feet. Along the remainder 
of the Uganda Railway, at both ends of this highland· section, the 
general level of the country at no plate reaches s,ooo f~t. (See 
Fig. 2, page 28.) · 

It is possible enough that this _partial measure of discrimination 
may have been the work of the Secretary of State solely, and not 
of the British Cabinet of the day. It is even possible that it 
may. have been the work of an .unimaginative permanent official 
at the Colonial Office, without Lord Elgin's knowing anything 
about it until long after the despatch had gone. · The. former 
explanation, at any rate, if not the latter, is almost certainly 
applicable if Lord Milner was accurate in declaring, at a tater 
date, when. he was Secretary of State for the Colonies, that ·~ in 
East Mrica, as in other countries under the administration of 
the Colonial Office, it has been ~he avowed principle, and it· 
is the definite intention, of the British authorities to mete out 
even-handed justice between. the different races inhabiting those 
territories." There was clearly some disparity ·of opportunity 
for the European and the Indian trader in these early days, 
when the former could deal in the best-selling commodity in the 
country, namely, farms in the highlands, and the latter could not. 
~ighland estates, alienated in these early days, have changed 
hands again and again at gross- profits ruruling into millions of 
pounds, and from this. line «?f. business the Indian trader and 
financier have been debarred, by the action of Government. 
Professor J. ·W. Simpson, C.M.G. (now Sir Wm. Simpson), 
was a strong advocate of racial segregation, especially for the 
towns, but he stipulated . -that the division of townships •• into . 
separate zones and reservations would not prevent any European, 
Asiatic or African owning land or buildings in any zone except 
the neutral" (i.e. vacant) cc zone, provided they conform to the 
provisions of the" (Public Health) "Ordinance relating to these 
zones." 

Her.e then was the first occasion on which the Home Govern
ment, by not being as resolute in urging the claims of fair dealing 
as local influences were in urging the claims of prejudice, took 

.alse step, the recti-fication of which. their successors have still 
.:o deal with. It cannot be too persistently borne in mind that 
the Indian at this time, and for a generation later, was in the 

u 
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Protectorate as a trader and not as a farmer. If Government 
at that time had held the balance level, two developments at 
least would have resulted which would have reduced the diffi
culties of the local Government to-day. In the first case, Indian 
financial interests would have had scope, and one potent cause 
of political bitterness would have been eliminated. In the second 
case, it would have been much easier to i.J;ltroduce legislation 
controlling speculation in land, and ensuring the collection for 
the public revenue of a proportion of the profits enjoyed by 
speculators. 

The Indians would have been sufficiently_ law-abiding to 
conform to legislative control of speculation in land, whereupon 
the local Government would have found it easier to enforce 
complicance with the law by the Europeans also. The fact has 
been illustrated in preceding chapters that the restriction of 
valuable privileges to the most politically advanced section of a 
community can only produce the log-roller and the exploiter, 
who will ruthlessly divert the course of legislation, as far as they 
are able, to the strengthening of their positions and the enlarge
ment of their opportunities. In Kenya Colony. the privileged 
group have gone further, and prepared tq resist, by force of arms, 
any unwelcome modification of their position. It is almost 
unthinkable, if there had been evolved, under strict neutiaiity 
on the part of the Colonial Office, a mixed community of European 
and Indian landholders in the highlands, that it would have been 
possible for local politicians, however designing and mendacious, 
to have organized a composite force for the subversion of 
Government, merely because unwelcome legislation might be 
attempted under instructions from the Home Government. · 
Even if such a possibility may, as an intellectual exercise, be 
conceded, it would still be the case that any such insurrectionary · 
movement would have exhibited certain wholesome features of 
co-operation, and of suppression of racial bias, in which the 
revolutionary movement in 1922-23, which is shortly to be 
described, was entirely lacking. 

Very little appreciation of the gravity of this false step became 
apparent at the time, but two years later, Lord Elgin, in a despatch 
of March 19th, 1908, while reiterating that Government might, 
u as a matter of administrative convenience,, continue to make 
grants of land in the highlands to Europeans only, abstained 
from any statement or implication which might limit subsequent 
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transfer .of estates, if otherwise legal, merely upon consider~tions 
of race in the contracting parties ; on the contrary, he declared 
that it was not consonant with the views of His. Majesty'~ 
Government to iinpose legal restricti~ns on ~ny particular secti_on 
of the corrununity in regard to the acquisition of land. This . 
pledge was observed .for ~ · long a period as seven years--only · 
being discarded when assent was given to the Crown Lands Bill 
of I9IS, under the regime of Sir Heilry Conway Belfield. 

Much use has been made of one portion of the " Elgin 
pledge." The other portion has been_ largely forgotten, both in 
1915 and subsequently. . 

Reverting to the situation in the Protectorate in 1906, it wa,s 
still the case at that time that the local Government was trying 
to attract Indian agriculturalists. The Protector of Immigrants 
was sent to India to discuss possibilities with the Viceroy's 
Council, and to .bring back with him so Tyot families to settle 
on the land. The Mombasa Chamber of Corrunerce asked the . 
Commissioner to encourage Indian immigration in the interests 
of commerce. · In November- of that year. the first census of 
Nairobi town took place. Numbers of Indians appeared to object, 
on religious or other gro~nds, to this attempted " n~mbering 
of the people," and left the town and district during the count. 
Nevertheless, the figures were 559 Europeans, 63 Eurasians, 
489 Goans, 3,030 Asiatics and 7,371 Mricans. Even the more· 
advanced Indians were, however, far from causing trouble by 
eXtreme claims for·rights. Mr. Jeevanjee, writing to The Times 
of India in November 1906, upon the intentions of the Indian 
deputation- then in England, explained that "the objects of the · 
deputation are not to obtain equal rights. with the Colonials. in 
British Colonies in Mrica, but only to secure a fair treatment of 
the Indian subjects of the KiJ.!.g-Emperor." Disregard of appeals 
on the ground that the applicants were so modest and diffident 
as to be unlikely to prove troublesome led, in this case, as in so 
many other instances throughout our Empire's history," to the. 
emergence of critical situ~tions, and the ultimate grant of 
privileges going far beyond what the· applicants would probably 
have sought for in their lifetime, if they had been met in the 
first instance with .consideration and courtesy. 

·As late as April IC)07, misgivings appear to have prevailed 
. in the Colonial Office as to the· wisdom or feasibility of a policy 
of excluding Indians from the highlands, and Mr. Winston 
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Churchill, replying as Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies, 
to a question in the House as to whether it was the intention 
of the Administration to bring Indian settlers to the districts 
which were suitable for European colonization,. said : " I am 
not by any means in a position to say that British Indian subjects 
will be altogether excluded from these districts." At the begin
ning of the year he had published terms upon whjch Indian 
immigrants were invited to East Africa. 

In the summer of that year came Mr. Churchill's visit to 
the Protectorate, which has already been referred to. A deputa
tion from the Colonists' Association, headed by·Lord Delamere, 
interviewed him on the subject pf European' immigration. To 
an Indian deputation he said : 11 The Government will keep 
their promises towards you. . • • At the same time it is desir
able that the area of white settlement be mainly ·confined :to 
white population." At Mombasa he congratulated the com-. 
munity upon the good relations existing between all classes and 
races there. For the country at large he thought it would be 
necessary " in the future to depend upon the co-operation of 
the industrious native of India," and he regarded.as possible a 
mutually beneficial ordinance covering the employment of Indian 
agricultural labourers. On his return to England 1?-e .. was 
reported as speaking at a banquet at the National Liberal Club 
upon the opening for India that existed in East Africa. In his 
account 1 of his East African travels he summarized the situation 
in these words:- · 

" The Indian was here long before the first British Official. He may 
point to as many generations o£ useful industry on the coast and inland . 
as the white settlers, especially the most recently arrived contingents 
from South Mrica (the loudest against him of all) can count years of 
residence. Is it possible for any Government, with a scrap of. respect · 
for honest dealing between man and man, to embark on a policy of 
deliberately squeezing out that native of India from regions in which he 
has established himself under every security of public faith ? " · 

Shortly before his visit, the first Legislative Council had 
been convened. ·There was dissatisfaction in Indian circles that 
at least one Indian representative was not nominated by Govern
ment along with .the three non~offi.cial European nominees. As 
an outcome of the Report of the Land Commission of 1905 a 
Lands Board had been constituted to act in an advisory capacity 

1 Jlfy AjricanJo11rney, p. 49· (Hodder & Stoughton, 1908.) 
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to a newly appointed Co~sioner of Lands, Colonel J. A. ·L. 
l\/Iontgomery, C.S.I. On this body als9 there was no Indian 
representative. It first met in September l:90J, and at once got 
to work on ·the· question of Indian landholders. ·The qfficial 
report of the first meeting, on September 6th,_ 1907, states: u It 
was agreed to as a general fact that the intrusion .. of the Indian_ 
agriculturalist meant the expulsion of the European element." 
No reason was given for this conclusion, and the report con-
tinued:- · 

.. An opi.nion was expressed that Indian indentured labour might be 
employed, but the general feeling was this labour should be repatriated 
on 'the completion of the term of indenture. 'this countty being reQ!ined 
for Europeans and Natives." 

As it was officially stated about this time that the immigrant 
communities in the Protectorate numbered 1>419 whites and 
•• 15,842 coloured (chiefly Indian)," it is clear that there would 
have to be some activity in the pol~cy, deprecated by Mr. Winston 
Churchill, of " deliberately squeezing out the nativ:e of India." · 
The settler members_ on the Land Board had no misgivings as 
to how the problem should be approached. · One of them moved 
and another seconded : · 

.. That Indian immigrati~n be discouraged as much as possible fo~ 
the purposes of settlement and that no Government land · be allotted 

.to them." 

They also recommended that all future farm leases should insist 
on occupation by ·a white man, so that: even if an Indian did 
possess a farm, he would be under the necessity of employing 
a white :rruuiager or resident. The official members did not go . 
so far, but they agreed upon an amendment 

" that the definition of ' Highlands ' be extended, that Indian close 
settlement in limited areas should be allowed in the lowlands but that 
Indian settlement should not be encouraged by Government., 

Increased asperity was introduced into the racial relations at 
this time by outbreaks, varying in tone from petulant to aspersive, 
by Mr. Grogan, the import3:I1t forest concessionaire in the 
highlands, by Lord Delamere, _ Lord Hindlip, Lord Cardross, 
and one of the original South Mrican immigrants, Mr. Flemmer. 
These, if in the forin of speeches, were reported, and, if in. the 
form of newspaper letters or- artiCles, were reproduced in the 

·local press. A., B.E.A. Association, was formed in London to 
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support white development in the Protectorate and attempts were 
made at liaison relations with the Colonists' Association in Nairobi. 
At the beginning of 1908 an anti-Indian resolution was carried 
unanimously at the annual general meeting of the Colonists, 
Association, of which Lord Delamere had become President and 
Mr. T. A. Wood, a Nairobi auctioneer and hardware merchant, 
Deputy President. 

The local Indians were all this time at· no pains to make 
themselves agreeable to those who were developing this attack, 
especially the ones from South Africa. The Nairobi Indian 
Association sent a cablegram to the Secretary of .State in London 
in support of the grievances of the Indians· in the Transvaal; 
and another to Mr. Gandhi in· Johannesburg supporting his 
action in challenging the legality of the Registration Act there. 
They had this action reported in the local press. Hostility was 
clearly increasing. The upshot was to be a trial of strength .. 
The advanced wings of both sides began to discard any wish 
for the retention or establishment of friendly relations. The 
Europeans, with greater political experience behind them, were 
the first to take active steps to secure increased .privileges, and 
were much more alert in questioning the grant of any. indulge.nce, 
social, economic or political, to others. They had all the 
advantage in economic opportunity, social influence and 'educa· 
.tion, and, consequent upon all these, in the support of Govern· 
ment and therefore of most of its officials. The Indians led in 
numbers and, at this time, in aggregate wealth, ·and although 
Lord Delamere in 1907 held that cc no country could become 
a good working proposition until it had on its councils the people 
who live in the country, and are monetarily interested in it," · 
it is clear that this must have been said with· certain mental 
reservations, and that he did not include Indians (or M.ricans) 
in his definition of " people.'' The question as to who are 
cc the people , has been one of much haziness in Kenya, at any 
rate down to the appearance of the celebrated " White Paper , 
of the British Cabinet of July 1923. 

But possibly Lord 'Delamere spoke better than he knew. lias 
the country been a good working proposition so far ? Some 
distinction may perhaps be made between " a good working 
proposition," whatever that may mean, for the phrase is vague 
enough, and what John Bright in another connection described 
as "a gigantic storehouse of outdoor relief for the aristocracy." 
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The official _census of 1911 showed that, apart from offiCials 
and missionaries, the number of no~-official European and 
Colonial ·males in the country was 890. Indian male adults 
numbered 6,283-. The total European and Indian popu_lations 
were respectively 3·,167 and 11,886.- counting men, women and 
children in both cases. 

The Colonists' Association had begun, at an . early date, to 
exhibit some of ~he propensitie-s of a Political Machine. It was 
decided, early in 1907, that· too much individuality on the part 
of its personnel w~s not de~irable, and that only motions approved 
by the General Committee-the Maehine Bosses in embryo
could appear on the agenda for general meetings.· Thus at the 
cost of certain abstentions from the increasingly political activities 
that were indulged in, ~ high degree of unanimity _was exhibited, 
and the :Machine became powerful, if not altogether represen-
tative. · . 

The steadily maintained pressure for the alteration -of the 
Land Laws to the advantage of the non-African landholders· 
has been described in Chapter V, in which the Bill of 1913 has 
been alluded to. This was referred to a Special ·Committee of 
the Legislative Council for examination and report. This Com
mittee consisted ·of five officials and one European non-official, 
but· owing to the absence of some members from the country, 
it finally reported on July 22nd, 1914, over the signatures of the_ 

· Attorney-General, the Solicitor-General and the Director of 
Agriculture. . . 

That the Indian community was still poorly organized for 
political purposes is clear from the fact that no Indian witnesses 
were heard by the Committee, either at its sittings in Nairobi 
or Mombasa. On th.e other hand, the Convention of Associations 
had submitted a detailed criticism of the clauses of the Bill, and 
it appointed a sub-committee, consisting of their secretary, two 
landholders and .a clergyman, to interview the Special Com
mittee of Council, and to press their claims before it. Governor 
Sir Percy Girouard had already weakened upon the point of 
suppoiting Lord Elgin's pledg~ of I9o8, and had permitted the 

·introduction of a clause allowing of a veto by the Governor in 
transfers of land between parties of different races. Mter all, · 
there is no finality. in politics, and- organization and ·pressure 
were beginning to tell. The Convention went farther, and hoped 
for legalized prohibition of Indian ownership of .land in the 
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highlands. The Select Committee did not support them, but 
it suggested that a provision be made prohibiting Europeans from 
placing non-Europeans on their farms as managers without the 
consent of the Governor in Council, " in order to prevent what 
otherwise might become a practice detrimental to the general 
interest of the farmers in the highlands." 

On the subject of free transfer of land the .Special Committee 
recommended that 

cc no restriction be placed on free transfers and dealings in land except 
where the parties concerned are of different communities. when the 
power of veto should be retained. By different communities the Com· 
mittee mean Europeans, Asiatics and natives. This limited veto should 
extend to all lands sold as well as 'those 'leased, on the footing that 
the interests of the community must be considered before those of the 
individual." 

It is a sidelight upon the political inexperience and the passivity . 
of the Indian community in the Protectorate up to this time that 
a Committee of senior officials should use the phrase " the interest 
of the community " as meaning the interests of less than nine 
hundred European farmers among a population which included 
xs,ooo Indians and nearly 3,ooo,ooo Mri.cans. Organization 'was 
producing results and creating '' atmosphere." 

Legislative Council received the Special Committee's report, 
and passed the Bill on May 1oth, 1915, with the "veto clause" 
in it. It was referred home to the Colonial Office, and Secretary 
of State Mr. L. Harcourt signified in the usual phraseology that 
" His Majesty's power of disallowance would not be exerCised " 
in regard to the Bill. The Crown Lands Ordinance 1915 was 
thus added to the Statute Book of the Protectorate, and the · 
firmest pledge which Indians in East Mrica had enjoyed, vanished. 
While these despatches were passing from and to Nairobi, ct:owded 
transports, with lights out, were ploughing across the Indian 
Ocean with Indian troops bound for the Western Front in France 
and Flanders. · 

The field in East Mrica was now clear for further action. 
The exercise of the Governor's veto was legal. It only remained 
to bring pressure to bear on successive Governors to ensure that 
the exercise of the veto should become automatic and inevitable. 
Otherwise it was felt locally that wealthy Indians might be found 
who would elect to buy highland estates from embarrassed or 
bankrupt Europeans, which would be hateful; or, on the oth~r 
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hand, wealthy natives, sue~ as the Masai, might be found similarly 
buying back blocks of land which the G?vernment had deprived 
them of~which would be absurd. It is true that denunciation of 
the policy of· Native Reserves, and advocacy of interpenetration of 
native territory by blocks of white ·farms,· were commonplaces 
among the political Europeans of the. day, but the resulting uplift 
and education of the natives were only to be expected to occur 
when Europeans .were penetrating and oc.cupying native territory. 
Resumption of European lands by natives, even if such lands 
were paid for at .current market rates, ha.d to ~e rendered, if. 
not illegal~ then at any rate impossible. Uplift and education 
for the native were, apparently. not equally certain. and desirable 
under the latter process. _ 

It will be interesting to see how many years wi~l elapse before 
it becomes neither illegal nor impossible for a wealthy native 
tribe, clan, or individual to carry through the ordinary commercial 
transaction of purchasing, at market price from a European 
holder, land in any part of Kenya Colony-whether such land
at the time of its alienatio11 by Government to EurQpeans was 
in actual point of fact derelict and unused or, to. the native mind, 
under clearly _established native ownership. ~earing in mind 
the fact that at the beginning of 1926, out of some 9,000 square 
miles of land alienated· to Europeans less than 9 per· cent. is 
cultivated, and that the native, under the partial release from 
pressure that he has enjoyed since 1922, is rapidly inct:easing the 
value of his native-grown exportable produce (i923, £271,68o; 
1924, £48o,36o; :1925, £s64,66s),x and this in spite of the fact· 
that he is not allowed to grow the most lucrative crop (Arabian 
coffee, of which £82J,goi-worth was exported by between 6oo 
and 700 European growers in :1925), one may suppose ·that a 
change in the practice of Government will become inevitable 
in the course of a short term of years. British occupation of 
the lands of a congeries of warring East Mrican tribes is having_ 
the effect, as it should have, of evolving an East Mrican nation. 
The growth of a national spirit, far from being disappointingly 
slow, is, to the well-informed ob~erver, disconcertingly rapid. 
If anyone thinks that the East _African native ·in his own country 
is permanently going to remairi content with any denial, expressed 
or implied, of the i-ight to use his earned wealth in the purchase 
of land, he, or she, does not know the East Mrican. He has 

. • Colonial Reports, No. 1321, 1926. 
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been taught, by the action of the settlers' Convention of Associa
tions more largely than by any other single influence, the value 
of organization in coercing Governments, in avoiding taxation, 
in victimizing industrial dependents, and in securing political 
ends. The European settlers are industrially dependent on the 
natives. The reverse is not the case to anything like the same 
extent. Friendly regard for European landholders as a class
just that, and nothing else-may obviate concerted action for years, 
perhaps indefinitely. From this consideration emerges the fact 
that Great Britain, in her administration of these native territories 
under her charge, must, in the interests of our compatriots there, 
extinguish resolutely the sparks of. native discontent that have 
been kindled by the little colonial boys, playing with legislative 
matches-sparks that might otherwise give rise to a conflagra
tion which would consume the last hope of the emergence of 
that Dark but Friendly Nation which it is the goal of statecraft 
to establish. The little colonial boys are too engrossed With · 
their matches to be able to visualize what the results of the 
conflagration might be. The sunny security of life in Kenya 
to-day would take its place among the dreams of things wistfully 
sweet-but alike mythical and incredible : a G.o~den Age 
destroyed so thoughtlessly and so foolishly as to be able to yield 
no pleasure in retrospect, but only a heart-ache : a priceless 
possession; bartered for a few squalid political ambitions tainted 
by economic greed. . . 

The racial discriminations that were being imposed ~t the 
instance of the European Political Machine at this time ·were 
admittedly directed against the British Indian. In actual fact 
many of them applied equally against the Mricari. In essence 
they were pro-European and nothing else. Insecurity of. land 
tenure for Africans had its counterpart in difficulties of 
acquisition and severe restriction of area in the case of indian 
holdings. A situation was being developed which could not 
fail to lead to some community of interests, fostered by experienc·e 
of parallel grievances, between Mricans and Indians. To both, 
the European· was a despoiler, and it was useless to seek hope 
or consolation from any disaccord between the actions of Govern
ment and the demands of the Political Machine, because there 
was usually little and often none. The restriction of area that 
has been mentioned as applying in the case of Indian land
holders was pronounced. Whereas free grants of enormous size 
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had been made .to Europeans, running up to Ioo,ooo acres m 
the case of Lord Delamere and. 32o,o_oo .acres in the case of 
a syndicate of Europeans, it was the practice of Government to 
limit allotments ·to Indians to IOO acres in any one grant,· and 
as late as the year 1921 this was declared· t9 be the cas~. 

It is to be understood, also, that although Indians might not 
buy or acquire land in the highlands, there was no parallel 
provision which. interfered with the acquisition by Europeans 
of land in the lowlands. The· actual, and the intended, result 
of the enactment .of the .Land.Ordinance of :1915 .. was that land. 
sales or transfers might not take plaee, without the Governor's 
express sanction, between a landholder of one race and a would
be landholder of another race. This was effected · for the 
protection of the highlands as a " white area," put it was not 
long before it was used otherwise. There had been certain 
German properties in East Africa, in town and country, and 
during the War' these were disposed of by a Custodian of Enemy 
Property. A Nairobi resident bought one estate of 35 square 
miles in extent, together. with some machinery 9n it, for 
£n3 6s. 8d., or just over a penny an acre. Four months 
later he wished to sell a portion of this estate, l~ss than half, to 
a couple of British lridians for £5 ,soo, or :z IS. an acre. The 
Governor refused to sanction the transfer, so the sale could not 
take· place. The estate was near Voi, far outside the defined 
area of the highlands. The Indians employed one of the fore.:. 
most firms of European lawyers to press that Government sanction 
should be accorded to theni to purchase the land, but without · 
avail. The Indians did not get the land, and the European did 
not get his £S,JOO profit for one-half of his estate. 

Representation on local bodies had, by the year I9I7, reached 
the stage that in Nair obi there was a Township Committee, 
appointed by the Govemor, and consisting of 9 officials, 
6 non-official Europeans, z Indians, and· 1 Goan. During 1917 
this body advanced proposals that an election should be held 
to yield a selection of names for the consideration of the 
Governor, who would then probably select those at the top of 
separate European and non-Ep.ropean polls as his nominees to 
the Committee. The Governor at that time, Sir Henry· Belfield, 
not only granted the request, but stated that he would be willing 
to confer his nomination upon those whom the townspeople 
should elect. The first election, by European men and women 
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voters, took place on December x8th, 1917. The male Indians, 
on a communal register, voted for the two Indian members a 
day or two later. In their arrangements for the election they 
received inadequate assistance from the Committee. As a 
result of inexperience, the election was mismanaged, and the 
Governor declined to be guided by the result, but nominated 
two Indian members. 

In less than a year the non-official members, European, 
Indian, and Goan, of this Committee struck in a body (a pleasing 
instance of racial co-operation) on account of the Government's 
refusal to sanction Native Pass Regulations for Nairobi. After 
a brief impasse the Government withdrew all the official members 
except one, and constituted a new Committee comprising an 
official chairman, u elected Europeans, 2 nominated Indians, 
and I nominated Goan. The privilege of franchise was retained 
for the Europeans and withdrawn from the Indians. 

This was an example of action by Government not only- in 
the limitation, but actually in the removal, of electoral privileges 
previously enjoyed. 

Municipal taxes, strictly speaking, were non-existent at this 
time, but there were various fees and licences to b~ paid, and 
also charges for conservancy, street lighting and other services 
rendered. The Indians Claimed that they paid 66 per· cent. 
of these, and there was much indignation at their being allotted 
only two nominated members on the Municipal Council, as it 
was now termed, as compared with the twelve elected Eur~pean 
members. The Indians declined to serve on the Municipal 
Council on these terms. 

Early in 1919 a Memorial to the Viceroy of India was drawn 
up, and a delegation of four Indians-merchants and professional 
men-went to Delhi to present it. The Memorial, which appeared 
in full in a local European paper, dealt with inadequacy of repre
sentation, legislation prejudicial to the British Indian population, 
racial discrimination in landholding, in the learned professions, 
in State expenditure on education and sanitation, and in railway 
travel on State railways -in the Protectorate, and with segregation 
of races carried to such a pitch that Indians had not been allowed 
to bid at Government auction sales of enemy alien properties in 
the commercial area of Nairobi, where Indians had been estab
lished for a generation. In contrast with the conditions described, 
the Memorialists quoted, from Article 17 of the Royal Charter 
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granted in the serene old_ days of Queen Victoria to the Impenal 
British East Mdca Company, the stipula~ion : " . . • there shall 
be no differential treatment of the subjects of any Power as to 
trade or settlement." The Memorial r was clearly one whic::Ii 'the 
Government of India would neither wish, nor be able, . to 
disregard. . .. 

l\1r. Jackson's declaration of neutrality of February 28th, 1902, 
had become quit~ out of date. 

Thus at the opening of the post-war period, the Protectorate 
undeniably possessed an. Indian Question, . in addition to all its . 
other complexities of administration. • The need of the moment 
was an Administrator of experience and rigidity, whose· prin~iples 
could be deflected by neither the storms nor sunshine Qf local 
influences. · 

The Colonial Office, under pressure from the Colonists, 
who wanted a Military Governor, selected Major-General 
Sir Edward Northey, K.C.M .. G., C.B. (now G.C.M.G.). 
and he reached Nairobi on February 1st, 1919. Mter some· 
experience in the Ypres salient, he had been employed in East 
Mrica with numerous other Generals, up ·to the declaration of 
the Armistice, . in a fruitless attempt to round up the German 
Comma:ndant, Genera1 von Lettow. (The latter finally, after 
the signing of the Armistice, sought out an Administration. officer 
discharging Civil duties in the territory which had been German 
East Africa, and surrendered tO him. Various enveloping British 
columns grounded arms.) _General Northey had had no ex
perience in Colonial civil administration-nor of Political · 
:Machines. 

•. E.A.S., 1\'Iay 3rd, :r919. 



CHAPTER XIX 

THE ECONOMIC COMMISSION, PUBLIC HEALTH 
AND " THE IRREDUCIBLE MINIMUM u 

"No Englishman is too low to have scruples: no Englishman is high 
enough to be free from their tyranny. But every Englishman is born with a 
certain miraculous power that makes him master of the world. When he 
wants a thing, he never tells himself that he wants it. He waits patiently 
until there comes into his mind, no one knows how, a burning conviction that 
it is his moral and religious duty to conquer those who have got the thing he 
wants. Then he becomes irresistible. Like the aristocrat, he does what 
pleases him and grabs what he covets: like the shopkeeper, he pursues his 
purpose with the industry and steadfastness that come from strong religious 
conviction and deep sense of moral responsibility. He is never at a loss for an · 
effective moral attitude." 

The " NAPOLEON , of George Bernard Shaw's 
The Man of Destiny. 

GENERAL NORTHEY reached Nairobi on February· 1st, 
1919. He was at once invited to attend a public dinner 
on the uth, to be arranged by the Convention of 

Associations, in his honour. The managing conunittee decided 
that the speech of the evening should be delivered by Major 
Grogan, the timber concessionaire. But on . t)le afternoon 
of the appointed day a tipsy European took possession of 
the kitchen where the dinner was being prepared, ejected 
the staff and held it against all comers-until reinforcements 
were sent for, and he was, in turn, ejected. The chef's work 
was sadly upset, and some of the tables in the eveniiig got 
little more than soup, whisky and aerated waters. But they all 
got the speech. When it had lasted for more than an hour, some 
of the diners began to time it. It went on for 122 minutes, to 
the evident enjoyment of the speaker. 

General Northey was left in no doubt as to his position. If 
he did what the Political Machine required of him, they (the 
machine bosses) would be his friends. If he failed to do so, 
they would fight him. It was not General Northey who 
squirmed in his seat, but the members of the managing com
mittee. Col. John Ainsworth, C.M.G., the Chief Native Commis
sioner, was sitting near the new Governor at the hospitable board. 
In glowing periods he was recommended for early supersession. 
The Colonial Secretary,.Mr. Bowring, received some extravagant 
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disparagement. The Indian community was ·larg~ly wiped. o!f 
the map. The 'Indian question had been_ raised solely by the 
Indians themselves. South Mrica had slammed .the. front-door 
against the Indian. It fell· to· the people of the Protectorate to· 
guard Mrica's back-door. The speaker sat down-to some 
bucolic applause: · · 

General Northey delivered the correct riposte to this ungainly 
assault.:~ · 

·• Major Grogan," he said, « h~d indulged in extremely straight 
speaking. He will not mind if I do the same, so far as his-I think. I 
may say-very violent attacks on previous Governors and on the Govern
ment of this country and ·on the Government at Home are concerned. 
As to how much of that was in good taste or otherwise, I leave to you to 
decide. and I am. not going to make any attem.pt to answer them ... 

The episode was subsequently referre~ to by Lord Einmott,. 
in the House of Lords, as follows :-

•• The principal speech was made by Major Grogan, who expressed 
his views in an oration extending over two hours. It. was nominally a 
speech of welcome; but the only welcome that he offered to Sir Edward 
Northey was a welcome because Sir Edward had had no Col~nial experi
ence._ The rest of his speech was a violent and insolent tirade.· I am 

. making no unfair paraphrase of it if I say that the burden of such parts . 
of it as I have been able to find reported in newspapers sent -over from 
East Africa was tha1: they were entided-they, the people who were 
entertaining Sir Edward Northey-to know. whether Sir Edward was 
going to be .m~rely a telephone exchange for Downing Street, or whether 
the Governor was going to govern-that is, I presume, govern according · 
to Major Grogan's ideas--or be governed by tlie Secretariat in Downing 
Street, and whether he was going to impose discipline on Colonel 
Ainsworth and his pro-native tendencies or not." :a . 

It was an unmerited piece of ill-luck for General Northey 
that within so days of his assuming his complex and novel 
duties there should have been presented to him the final report. 
of the. Economic l Commission that had been at W?rk in the 
Protectorate since 1917. This has been referred to in an earlier 
chapter, in which the attitude of the Commissioners upon the 
native question has . been described. . On the Indian question 
their views were still more unguarded. It is well to remember 

_ that the Commission consisted of Lord Delamere and Mr. 
T. A. Wood, Major Grogan and his_ brother-in-law Mr. 
\V. C. Hunter, Mr: E. P. Cobb, a large landholder in the high-

• E.A.S. and L.E.A., Feb. 14th; 191~. • Lords Debates, July 14th, 1920. 
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lands and at the coast, Mr. P. H. Clarke, a prominent merchant 
from Mombasa, and two officials, Mr. Major, the Chief of 
Customs, and Mr. Kempe, the Treasurer. The two officials 
are now both dead. It is to be recorded on behalf of the late 
Mr. Kempe that he made repeated efforts to obtain release by 
Government from the Commission. It was locally termed the 
Comic Commission. Mr. Clarke largely absented himself from 
its sittings after a short experience of the form in which the pre~ 
conceived views of the more prolix members were crystallizing 
out, and he did not sign the report. The formulation of pre~ 
conceived views is particularly noticeable on the topic of the 
Indian question. The Commissioners were well qualified to 
write at length upon this subject as there was no Indian member 
sitting, nor was a single Indian witness heard. As a result, they 
secured the distinction of producing a report which, alone among 
all the Government publications of the Colony or Protectorate, 
has enjoyed the distinction of being formally and emphatically 
repudiated in the Houses of Lords and Commons on behal.f of 
the British Government. · 

Mter discussing, in Chapter VII of Part I of their report, 
the proper treatment of the natives, in a manner described on 
pages IOI-102, they ended up with a couple of pages upon the 
antagonistic influences of Asiatic and European " philosophy " 
(sic). They were commissioned by Government cc to inquire and 
report/' but this was clearly a subject upon which it would be 
safer and more congenial, to report without inquiry. Lord 
Milner subsequently described their performance as 

" purely deplorable "-" going quite outside the terms of reference, 
abusing the Indians, talking about their moral depravity, calling them 
carriers of disease and inciters to crime and vice ; and pronouncing 
against all Indian immigration into any part o£ Africa." ' 

In their zeal for the welfare of the Empire, the Commis~ 
sioners wrote better than they knew. This report was directly 
responsible for enlisting the active attention of the Government 
of India to the attitude of the " philosophers " of East Mrica 
towards its nationals lawfully residing, trading and travelling there. 

It is to be admitted that there was a certain amount of 
method in the madness of the Economic Commissioners. Vigo
rous action was necessary if the bulk of the European population 
was to be roused to any useful height of racial bigotry. This 

1 Lords ~ebates, July 14th, 1920, col. 161. 
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was brought home to them~ while the Commission was still 
sitting, by the treatment accorded to the Governn'J.ent's Public 
Health Bill of November 1918.:r Mr. Bowril)g had been acting 
as Govemor for the whole of that year, and . this measure,. 
entitled " An Ordinance to make provision for Securing and 
1\Iaintaining HeaJth," was a short 9ne .of eleven sections with 
no other object than to empower Goverrunent to give effect to 
segregation of ra~es, that. is to ·say, to reserve. arc:as in any 
municipality, township, or district for· exclusive use as European 
residential, European commercial, European and Asia:tic mixed 
commercial and Asiatic residential areas ; also. for locations both 
for Mricans and for working-class Asiaties, and for open spaces. 
The Bill was referred to a Select Committee consisting of five 
officials and four non-official members, none of them medical 
men, and was heard of no more. It was generally appreciated 
that Government had attempted to secure a frankly political · 
end by adopting a moral .attitude on the subject .of public 
health and well-bemg. The Bill died a · natural death upon 
the expiration of the Session of Council in which it had been 
introduced. · . . 

Racial bias was a trifle flabby and required tonic treatment. 
This· the Commissioners ess;:tyed to provide. 

On July 19th, 1918, there· had been another disconcerting 
occurrence in Nairobi. Mr. Suleman Virjee and 1\fr. Abdul 
Rasul Alidina Visram, two of the leading Indian merchants in 
the country, had invited a very large number of townspeople, 
European. and Indian, ~o the marriage ceremony of the former's . 
daughter Monghibai to the latter's son. A triumphal arch was 
erected, with the sanction of the Nairobi Township Committee~ 
outside the bride's home, where a packed audience witnessed . 
the ceremony from 9.40 to 10.20 p.m. Mr. Abdul Rasul 
anriounced the gift by himself of a high school for boys at 
Mombasa, at which their education could be carried up to the 
matriculation standard of Indian universities. (This cost him 

·over £so,ooo.) Most of the guests then adjourned to one of 
the principal hotels, where dancing was kept up to a late hour . 
and where much wine was drunk ·at the hospitable ·Indian's 
expense. 

Then again a widely issued invitation to European towns
people was made by the lsmailia Council·to an evening function 

• Prot:. Leg. Co., Nov. sth, 19.18. 
·x 
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at the Khoja Jamat Khana in Government Road, Nairobi, to 
celebrate the birthday of H.H. the Aga Khan on August 2nd of 
the same year. · 

All this must have been very painful to the Little Englanders 
·of Nairobi, whose actions from now onwards serve to exemplify 
the truth of the assertion that excessive Nationalism always leads 
to oppression. 

While the Economic Commission was producing its report, 
seventeen representatives of the Convention of Associations 
wrote in December 1918 to the local papers i: a letter which, 
beginning in the first person singular and ending in the first 
person plural, forwarded a set of resolutions which had been 
sent to all branch Associations for an expression of their opinion. 
As five of these seventeen representatives were the five non
official members of the Economic Commission, it is not surprising. 
to find that many of the phrases in the draft resolutions were 
borrowed from the report which was ·under compilation by the 
latter. (The Commissioners no doubt felt that it would have 
been a pity not to use such fine material more thl;l!!. once.) A 
footnote to the series of resolutions was supplied by the Nairobi 
Political Association which at least three of the said five Com
missioners assisted with their services. It was a suggestion to 
introduce reference to the Christian character of our civjlization. 
Thus as members of a Government Commission, melll,bers of 
the Executive of the Convention or delegates to it, and supporters 
of the Nairobi Political .Association, these workers did their 
best at every turn to expound their view of the Christian ethic· 
in that dark land. 

The Convention met in January 1919. Four Christian 
missionaries had been influenced to support its racial fulmination, 
which was passed unanimously in the following form :-

" This Convention wishes to point out to the Government that 
during the discussion of the petition re Indians, as also those affecting 
the native peoples of this country, they had the assistance of four 
Missionaries, one · being Roman Catholic and three being from the 
Missionary Conference which was sitting in Nairobi at the same time as 
the Convention. 

" That whereas our nation has assumed responsibility for the 
future of the indigenous East African peoples and of the countries 
they inhabit, 

• L.E.A., Dec. 21st, 1918, p. 15. 
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•• And ·whereas our National ideals of enllghtemnent and progress are 

crystallized in ou:~: Christian Western Civilization and it.is our dtity io 
make sure that the best contained therein, is readily available 'for the 
needs of awakening Mrica, _. . · · 

.. And whereas the maintenance of this country depend~ entirely on 
the prestige and force of character of the white man, 

•• And whereas. certain Indians ·have entet,"ed this country as traders, 
clerks and artisans, 

" And whereas these people follow in all things a civilization which is 
Eastern and in many respects repugnant to ours; 

.. And whereas their social status bririgs them more frequently into 
contact with the African and thus subjects him to intimate personal 
influence, antagonistic to the ideals of the West, 

" And whereas the African has shown that he possesses latent qualiti~ 
which under Western guidance hold promise of material development, 
and an aptitude for filling various needs of industry, more particUlarly 
those which involve the use of mechanical appliances, · 

.. And whereaS Indian competition denies him all incentive to ambition 
and opportunities of advancement, · 

•• And whereas the Indian community in this country are agitating for 
adult suffrage and by this means seek to gain control over the destinies 
of the country, 

"And whereas the Imperial Conference at a meeting held on July 2oth, 
1918, considered the matter of reciprocal migration between India and 
other component parts of ·the Empire, and passed four resolutions of 
which the principal is as follows :-

• It is an inherent function of the Governme.nts of·the several 
communities of the British Commonwealth including India that 
each should enjoy complete control over the composition of its own · 
population by means of restriction on immigration from any other 
communities ' 

.. And thereby recor.ded·~ the final judgment of the British Co~ 
wt"alth that the principle of self-determination shall govern immigration 
and the composition of populations, 

... We, the Convention of Associations, representing the White Com
munity of the country, pray His Excellency the Governor to approach 
the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies. so that 
the flinctions thus solemnly pronounced· to be inherent iti the Govern
ment of this British community may be exercised by declaring forthwith 
that the right of self-determination rests with the European Government. 
of this country acting for the Europearis and in trust for the native 
peoples and should ask the Secretary of State to rule that the position 
should not be prejudiced by giving any system of franchise to Asiatics 
nor by allowing them to acquire land except in townships on short 
leases, nor by the employment of AsiatiCs in Govermnent work and that 
steps· should be taken at once to ~estrict Asiatic inuni.gration in order 
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that this stronghold of European Colonization in Central Africa may 
stand beside her sister Colonies in their Asiatic Policy. 

"And further we beg His Excellency the Governor to make known to 
the Imperial Conference, through the Right Honourable the Secretary 
of State for the Colonies, our earnest petition that to the conquered 
territory, formerly called German East Africa, th!! same policy towards 
the Asiatic be applied : for the indigenous peoples of this country and of 
the conquered territory are of the same types, even to the extent of 
tribes having been severed and economic relations, centuries old, having 
been interrupted by the late artificial frontier. We can conceive, short 
of the retrocession of the territory to Germany, of no transaction more 
immoral and more certain to reco1l on our heads, than the betrayal to the 
Asiatic of a section of the African peoples whose destinies have fallen 
into our hands and who at present are unable to protect themselves. 
'Ve submit that to buy off Indian or other agitation at the expense of the 
natives of Africa would be a policy neither wise nor honourable. 

" In view of the far-reaching issues, involving the whole future of .East. 
and Central Africa, which are at stake, we, the Convention of Associa
tions, representing the white community of East Africa, pray His Excel
lency the Governor to make immediate application to the Right Honour
able the Secretary of State for the Colonies, for the appointment of a 
Representative, chosen by the British Colonists of this 1=0untry, on the 
Imperial Conference. 

" It was proposed, seconded and catTied, that this Convention very 
strongly urges that it has acquired the right to representation on the 
Imperial Conference, 

" And in the event of this being conceded that Lord Delamete should 
be nominated by Government to the post." 

The sense of humour in the Colony was not so withered that 
this did not give rise to exquisite amusement locally. 

From this time onward, the moral and religious yearnings 
of the Political Machine received ever-increasing prominence, · 
ending up in a blaze of ecstasy which carried bishops, arch
deacons, missionaries and even Scotsmen off their feet-not all 
of them, but some of them-and for . a longer or shorter 
time. 

It may here be. noted that the adjoining Uganda Pro
tectorate, unblest with a Political Machine for the manufacture 
of hate, altogether failed to achieve the High Imperial outlook 
of the Comic Commissioners. A Government Commission of 
somewhat similar scope had been established there ; but the 
authorities, unlike Mr. Bowring in Nairobi, had with greater 
fairness arranged for Indian representation also on its 
personnel. The Commissioners there rejected the principle of 
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segregation in b:usiness areas as impracticable, and in contrast ~o 
the moral heroics of East Mrica their repoi1 said :-

.. The country owes much ~o the Indian trader, and we Consider tl;tat. 
a broad policy of toleration should be adopted towards him. He has 
shown energy and enterprise, and ·has ~sisted in the opening up of the 
more remote districts. He is ~lso .of value as an agriculturalist, and his 
activities in this direction might well be encouraged." " 

There· were, · on this ci,mmission, officials, traders and 
planters, no less British in origm and outlook, no. less closely in 
contact with Indian competition, and no les~ concerned for the 
welfare of the Mrican than any of the Kenya ones. They· liv~d 
in climatic conditions at least equally tropical and severe~ but 
uncomplicated by the laboriously distilled " atmosphere ,. of 
Nairobi. That, and the attitude of the Government. behind 
them, account for the difference in the two pronouncements. 

General Northey's regime as Governor opened in a glow of 
popularity. The after-dinner oration of M_ajor Grogan, to 
which Lady Northey, also an invited visitor, listened· from a 
balcony overlooking the· banqueting hall, was locally recognized 
to be a post-prandial lapse from the courtesy due f~om an 
organization acting in the role of host towards a distinguished 
guest and his wife ; and numbers of the more responsible settlers 
and merchants communicated with Government ·House to 
express their regret at what had occurred. Both in his speech. 
at the banquet in question and in his first address to the · 
Legislative Council, General Northey fo_reshadowed the grant by 
the Colonial Office of the right to elect the non-official rnen:tbers 
of the Legislative Council, a concession which the settlers had 
been pressing for since I909. 

An Electoral_ Representation Bill was immediately introduced 
and read a first time on February 24th, 1919. Council resumed 
its sittings on April 7th, and the second reading was proceeded 
with~ The Government's Bill restricted the franchise to adult 
males of pure European descent. On April 8th, Mr. Alexander 
1\Iorrison, a non-official member from Mombasa, moved an 
amendment as follows :- · 

" Every British subject, not of European origin and descent, who is 
not disqualified under subsections z t:o IO of section 9. who is a graduate 
of any recognized l;Jniversity or who has passed or has reached a standard 

' I.:ganJ.t Devdoptnent Commission's Report (1920), p. 12, par. 43· 
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of education entitling him to be excused the preliminary examination for 
any recognized learned profession or the Matriculation emmination to 
any recognized University, shall be entitled to a vote. 

" The Governor in Council shall from time to time make rules 
· defining ' recognized University ' and ' learned profession ' and pro
viding for the manner of proof of qualifications under this section." 

The Directo.r of Public Works and Colonel Ainsworth, the 
Chief Native Commissioner, spoke in support of the amendment. 
Lord Delamere, Mr. Bowring and others. hotly opposed it. 
Mter a fifty minutes' debate a division was taken. Mr. Morrison 
and his two supporters voted for the amendment but the 
remaining thirteen members voted against it. x . . 

The Council riext proceeded to the clause which placed 
European women in the same category as imbeciles, enemy
aliens and undischarged bankrupts, ·as ineligible to vote. An 
amendment was moved by Mr. Coverdale, another non-official 

· member, to omit the subsection which debarred women from 
the franchise, and thus to admit women voters on precisely the 
same terms as men. Lord Delamere and Mr. Bowring also led 
the attack on this encroachment upon the privileges of. male 
whites, but this time organization told against the forces of 
exclusiveness. 

In 1917 Mrs. McGregor Ross had been ·instrumental in 
founding an East Mrica Women's League, of which she became 
the first President. This took place at a public meeting in 
Nairobi on March 14th, 1917. The declared objects of the. 
League were to obtain political privileges for white ~omen 
identical, in scope and date of effect, with any that might be . 
extended to white men, and furthermore to take action upon any 
subject affecting the welfare of women and children in the 
Colony. The League organized public meetings, and presented 
to Council the largest petition, signed by both men and women, 
that had ever been got up in the country, urging the grant of 
the franchise to· Europeans without any sex discrimination. 
Their supporters had put forward a resolution in the Convention 
of Associations, which had been carried by a large majority ; 
all the members of the Council were individually written to, 
and, the night before this debate, the League had arranged a 
public debate, at which General Northey and a party from 
Government House were present as listeners, and at which a 

• L.E.A., Aprilxzth, 1919, p. zs. 
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resolution in f~vour of adult suffrage on equal terms for nt~n 
and women had been carried. 

Mter a prolonged debate on April 8th~ l919, a division -"\Ya$ 
taken on Mr. Coverdale,s- amendment, resulting in eight vote8 
for the amendment and eight against it, four settlers and four 
officials voting ·on each si4e. . Genenil Northey then gave his 
vote in favour of the amendment and women were enfranchised. 
This was the first example in any )3ritish Dependency of men~ 
and women receiving the franchise on identica~ te~s at the 
same time. · 
• Next day Mr. (now Sir Charles) Bowring moved an ·amend
ment that women should at any_ rate not be eligible to sit -as 
Members of the Council. On this point also he ·was d~feated. · 

The Bill passed third reading and was assented to by t!te 
Secretary of State for the Colonies. I~ was passed without th~ 
knowledge of the Government of India. 

It had been one of the provisions sanctioned by the Secretary 
of State at the instance of Sir James Hayes ·sadler, before he 
relinquished. the Commissionership of the Protectorate in 1909, 
that one Indian member should be nominated to the. Legi$lative 
CoJ.].ncil. Mr. A. M. Jeevanjee accepted nomination,· but he 
soon concluded that the presence of one ~olitary Indian member, 
in a Council otherwise European and largely postile; served no 
useful purpose. · He withdrew and was not replaced, and the_ 
Memorialists to the Viceroy of India in 1:919 were able to say 
that legislation was effected by a Council consisting of twelve 
officials and eight non-officials, all European, and that no Indian 
member had been poniinated. This was, however, rectified in 
1920, and thenceforward until the end of January 1921 there was 
an Indian Member on the Legislative Council. This was Mr. 
V. V. Phadke, a ·barrister practising in N air6bi. 

By I920 the population of Nairobi comprised 2,235 Europeans, 
6,689 Asiatics and IJ,200 .Africans. 

Soon after his arrival, General Northey· had been asked to 
accord an interview to the N air6bi Indian Association. This 
he did on March -24-th, 19r9, and he then told them that c• the 
principle had been accepted at home that this country was 
primarily for European development, and whereas the interests 
of the Indian would not be lost sight of, in all respects the 
European must: predominate." in a- confirmatory letter of 
June 6th, 1919, the Indian Association was informed that .. His 
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Excellency believes that, though Indian interests should not be 
lost sight of, European interests must be paramount throughout 
the Protectorate." 

Even although fortified by a Government attitude s~ strongly 
favourable to European interests, the elected European members . 
of Council lost no opportunity to improve their position. During 
the debate on the Government's Income Tax Bill on July xoth, 
1920, Lord Delamere moved an amendment that all book
keeping in the commercial accounts of trade~ should be carried 
on in English. He insisted that East Mrica was an English 
colony, which it was not, at the time. To be accurate it was a 
Protectorate in which I 5 per cent. of the trading element were 
Europeans of various nationalities, 20 per cent. Arabs, and over 
6o per cent. Indian. His amendment was carried, although · 
General Northey voted against it. The provision was, however, 
later deleted from the Bill under the insistence of the Secretary 
of State for the Colonies. It would have involved the closing 
down of practically the whole of the extensive out-station .and 
roadside trade which Indians carried on with the natives. 

In October 1919, a prolonged visit was paid to th.e .East 
Africa and Uganda Protectorates by the Rev. C. F. Andrews. 
He proceeded to Zanzibar, Portuguese East Mrica, Rhodesia and 
South Africa, his journey terminating in March 1920. · He had 
previously been invited by the Planters' Association of the 
Federated Malay States to visit that territory as their guest and 
to advise on Indian colonization in that country. He had also 
paid visits to Ceylon, South Mrica and Fiji for the express · 
purpose of inquiring into the living conditions and economic 
position of overseas Indians there. A preliminary report of his 
findings, declared to be incomplete and tentative, was published 
in Nair6bi in 1920, and dealt with the political situation, parti
cularly in East Mrica. 

General Northey· paid a short visit to London in 1920, 
returning to East Africa in July. He conferred with the Secretary 
of State for the Colonies upon the Indian question among others, 
and in a despatch of May 21st, 1920, Lord Milner laid down the 
policy which he wished to see adopted with regard to the Indians 
in the Protectorate. Mter General Northey's return to Nairobi 
in July, this despatch was published for general information as 
Government Notice No. 281 in the Official Ga:.:ette of August 
18th, 1920. 
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Briefly~ th~ policy was that there was to be . segregati9n · of 
races in to·wns, that •• grants of agricultural land in the upland 
area of the Colony should not be made· to Indian~," although 
suitable areas would be selected in· the lowlands ·in which Indians 
would be permitted to acquire agricultural land, and that the 
Indian community should have two elected representatives on 
the Legislative Council.· There was no reference to any 
legislative interference· with· iDunigration. c• \Vhat is €?f vital 
importance," Lord Milner had said in the House of Lords on 
July 14th, 1920, "is that the view of every section 'of the com
munity should be adequately voiced in the Assembly.'~ The 
Indians did not feel· that two representatives could adequately 
voice the views of a community of some 22,ooo Indians if it 
required eleven members to voice the views of some 8,ooo 
Europeans. They held a mass meetitig of protest at Nair6bi 
on August 22nd, 1920, and declined to make use of the inadequate. 
electoral concession offered to them. The one nominated Indian 
member continued to sit. 

The next session of Legislative Council did not take place 
until November 29th, 1920. General Not:they on that occasion· 
to9k the oath as Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of Kenya. In ·his opening address to Council, he 
reported that he had had interviews with representatives of the 
Indian community. He found that the deeisions were most 
unpopular among Indians in Kenya,- and they had evinced an 
uncompromising attitude in respect of them. Although the 
policy of segregation in townships implied no kind of discrimi
nation against the Indians, and had to be regarded as the right .. 
principle not only from the sanitary point of view, but also on 
grounds of social convenience, he had found that the Indian 
community refused to discuss its application. 

Meanwhile, the Government of India, with the approval of 
the. Colonial Office, had_ sent Sir Benjamin Robertson to East 
Mrica in 1920 to discuss Indian ·questions with the authorities 
there. On the results of his inquiries, it addressed to London .a 
despatch of October 21st, I92o, 'Yhich was printed as a \Vhite. 

· Paper 1 and presented to Parliament. It vigorously supported the 
contentions of the Indians in Kenya. 

There had been for some years in the hands of Government 
in _East Mrica a- draft of a Public· Health Bill, of comprehensive 

• Cm4. I3II (1921). 
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scope, upon which an eminent sanitarian, Professor Simpson, 
had advised in 1913. This was revised and expanded, and was 
introduced in Legislative Council on November 29th, 1920, by 
the Acting Principal Medical Officer, Dr. J. L. Gilks. It was 
referred to a Select Committee, consisting . of three elected 
members, three officials and the one nominated Indian member, 
Mr. Phadke. This Committee, in repeated sittings, went through 
the Bill, clause by clause, and on reaching Part XV, which pro
vided for segregation of races, unanimously recommended its 
deletion from the Bill. As in the case of the' still-born Bill of 
November 1918, it was held that the suggested provision was 
purely political and was not a sanitary requirement. As the 
Principal Medical Officer explained later, he was quite prepared 
to engage that townships occupied by mixed communities could 
be kept sanitary by the exercise of the other powers accorded to 
him in the Bill. . 

The Select Committee signed its report on January 18th, 
1921, and dispersed. The elected members on it then had. to 
face the wrath of Lord Delainere. The Committee's report 
came up for debate in Council two days later. When the segre
gation clauses were reached, Lord Delamere violently traversed 
the recommendation for their deletion. Mr. Wood said" ditto" 
to him, and admitted having made a mistake in signing the 
report. Sir Northrup McMillan, K.B.E., also reconsidered his 
decision, and the Committee's recommendation was negatived 
by twenty votes to two, the minority consisting of the Actmg 
Principal Medical Officer and the Director of Public Works. 
The one Indian member was unavoidably absent from· this 

. debate. Segregation having thus been carried by a large majority, 
he resigned his seat on the Council as a protest. His letter of 
resignation was published on January 27th, 1921. . 

There was now no Indian representative either on the 
Legislative Council or pn the Nairobi Township Committee. 

The Governm~nt next took a forward step of a vigorous and 
unexpected character. At a Special Session of Council which 
had been convened for February 10th, 1921, for the purpose of 
launching, by private prearrangement with the elected members, 
a motion for the sudden deflation of the rupee from zs. to IS. 4d. 
-the miscarriage of which attempt has been described in 
Chapter XU-General Northey introduced, without notice and 
under a Certificate of ~mergency, a motion providing for the 
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establishmen~ of racial reserves in the commercial area of 
Nairobi. It is not known whether this motion was also·produced 
by prearrangement with any or all of the· elected members. but. 
it ran directly counter to the view. personally expressed in Council 
by General Northey only sevente_en days previously-that segre- . 
gation in commercial are;!S was impracticable. The Director of 
Public \Vorks reminded the Council of this and was called .to 
order by the Governor for· doing .so. The element of pressure 
which the Government imported into the debate, supported. by 
the Certificate of Emergency, even had the effect of dislodging 
the Acting Principal 1\!Iedical Officer from his previous attitude. 
As a member of the Executive Council, his .'vote and that of 
others ·had perhaps been. •• commanded.n The motion was 
passed, with the Director of Public Works as sole dissentient.' · 

It can no doubt be realized that. a minority vote such .a~ 
this was unwelcome to the Government. There is all the 
difference in the world between a Governor's being able to report 
that a decision on a burning controversial question had received 
the unanimous support of his Legislature and, on the other 
hand, a support which was not unanimous. Herein lies the 
redoubtable strength of small minorities. They iffiport an 
entirely different compleXion into decisions upon findings with 
which they disagree, from what is involved in a decision nem. 
con., and still more a unanimous decision in favour of such 
findings .. 

The Secretary of State found him~elf unable to sanction the 
Public Health Bill in ~e form in which it had been passed by 
the almost unanimous vote of the Legislative Council. The 
customary formula of &$Sent, that " His Majesty's power of 
disallowance would not be exercised," was withheld, and the 
Bill was sent back to the Govemor for the segregation clauses 
to be deleted. The elected Members indulged in some sulky 
heroics, hut the official majority on the Council passed the Bill, 
under orders, and the P.ublic Health Ordinance caine into opera
tion on September 6th, 1921, without the segregation clauses .. 

. At this time General Northey was. in London, as will shortly be · 
explained, and Council was sitting under the Presidency of 
Colonel Notley, D.S.O., ~Acting Govemor. 

\Vhile this had been going on, th~ Convention of Associa
tions had accepted a proposal by the Indian Association for a 

• Proc. Leg. Co. (Third Sessio,), I920, p. 87. 
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Round-Table Conference of delegates from the Convention and 
Indians to try to arrive at agreement on the points of difference 
between the communities. It was duly held at the beginning 
of May 1921 at Government House, General Northey presiding. 
Sittings continued for several days. The · Europeans were 
represented by five delegates from the Convention and one 
elected Member of Council, Mr. T. A. Wood, M.B.E. Six 
Indians were also present, and three senior Government officials 
-the Attorney-General, the Acting Colonial Secretary. and the 
Acting Chief Native Commission.er. The Governor's Private 
Secretary acted as Secretary, and the Press were admitted. 

This must be regarded as a genuine attempt by General 
Northey to achieve a cool discussion of the outstanding points of 
dispute. It is also highly creditable to the fair-mindedness ·of 
the more moderate wing of the political machine-all the more 
so since participation by the Convention was strongly objected 
to by some of its extreme members. It is the more deplorable 
that Government did not publish an official record of proceedings, 
and that neither before nor after it did Government rt ·any time 
arrange for a full-dress debate on the Indian question in .the 
Legislative Council. 

From accounts in the local newspapers, it appears that General 
Northey explained that it was his business as Governor to try t~ keep 
an impartial attitude. After a somewhat militant opening for the 
Indians by Mr. A.M. Desai, who stated that the Indians would never 
accept racial segregation imposed by legislation, the Governor brought 
up the question of franchise. He had discussed it at ~orne with Lord 
Milner and also with a committee of the Labour Party. The latter had 
assured him that they would be quite satisfied if the elective principle 
were conceded. The former had granted the right to elect two lndian 
members, and the Indians had not exercised it. He had told the Labour 
Party Committee that he knew that if the Indians were given two seat~, 
they would end by wanting one-third of the Council. 

Mr. Jeevanjee admitted that they wanted the same number of 
members as there were elected Europeans. He had written, in England, 
to Lord Milner to that effect. He admitted that at a recent presidential 
address of his to the local Indian Congress he had suggested that there 
should be an education and property qualification. They were insistent 
on a common franchise. The Indian members withdrew for consulta• 
tion and then reported that they would accept English as the language 
qualification, though this would automatically disfranchise 6o per cent. 
of the local Indian community, and that they were willing to make any 
concession to obtain a common franchise. 

The Governor sugge.;ted Indiun representation to the extent of five 
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members. The Europeans could not airee to . this. They did not, 
they explained, ~pproach the issue from the racial standpoint, but from 
that of the just representation of separate in1:erests on the CounciL The 
principal interest was the agricultural iriterest, and therefore the European 
producers should have a majority of representatives. ··The. other sections · 
of the community, European and India."'l, were merely para..:;ites. The 
Indians, as they. themselves adni.itted, were largely a commercial com
munity, and as it would not be just that they should have greater repre
sentation than the European commercial community, they were therefore 
entitled, at the most, to three members. If their claim to one-third of 
the Council were granted, it would mean that the commercial and other 
parasitical interests would control the producing interest,· which would 
be improper. Moreover, in Kenya the primary duty was to protect the 
interests of the natives, and if they gave common franchise to Indians it 
would also have to be ·given to natiyes, and that would not be right, 
although-there were many natives who already could· take an intelligent 
interest in public matters. However, if a common franChise were 
forced upon them, they· would accept it as applying to the three com
mercial constituencies only (one at' Mombasa and two at Nairobi), but. 
it would have to be on the basis that both a European and an Indian 
member were returned from each constituency. There· might be as 
many candidates as might be desired, but the first ·European on the list 
and the first Indian on the list after a vote on a common register would 
be elected, otherwise the · European commercial community ni.ight be . 
swamped. The franchise would. of course, include an eduea~ional test 
and ability to read English. Their feeling was, however, that any 
common franchise would be a mistake. 

To this the Indians replied that if they also were not an agricultural 
community, it was only beca~se they had not been-allowed to get land. 
If Indians had been allowed to possess· large agricultural holdings~ 
Kenya would have attained a better position commercially than was the 
case. They had no intention of putting ~y obstacles in the way of 
natives having their representatives on the: Council. If what they had 
heard was the most that the Europeans were willing to concede, further 
discussion would be fruitless. 

The Governor then directed discussion to the question of land. The 
Indians stated their objection t~ any discrimination in law against their 
ownership of land. European settlers were certainly entitled to refuse 
sale or transfer of their holdings in the . highlands to Indians if they 
wished, but there should be no legal restriction on those who were 
willing to sell. As regards the lowlands, where it was asserted that 
Indian occupation was permissibh:, 8o per cent. of such area was wilder
ness, and hopeless for cultivation. The Europeans replied that this ~ 
question was not ·regarded by them as one of colour. It was a difference 
of civilizations. That of India would not have as good an effect-on the 
natives as would Western civilization. The suitability of Indians as 
colonists had yet not been- proved. The natives did not regard the 
Indian with that respect which was essential if Indian settlements were 
to be created among the natives. . As regards war services, the Con-
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vention delegates maintained that it was the duty of Indian soldiers 
to respond to the call of the Empire without hope of reward, as India 
still owed a debt for the protection given by Britain. . The argument 
that Indians required expansion was one of the most dangerous that the 
Indians had advanced. They must remember that in the greater part 
of India a European was not allowed to acquire land. If it was fair to 
restrict Europeans there, it was fair to restrict Indians here. Many 
Europeans had made homes in the country on the strength of Lord 
Elgin's pledge that the highlands would be reserved for Europeans, and 
they would be seriously let down if that pledge were altered. 

The Indians replied that this would not be the last that the Europeans 
would hear of it. The treatment of Indians in Kenya was one of the 
reasons for trouble in India. The Europeans must remember that India 
was the native country of the Indians, as England was theirs, In East 
Africa both Europeans and Indians were interlopers. As subjects of 
the same Government in a new country largely undeveloped, neither 
had exclusive rights to any land that was available. 

The next subject was segregation of races. 
Considered resolutions of the Convention of Associations were read 

out, upon this topic, as follows :-
(I) That it is essential that suitable land be set aside for residential 

areas for Asiatics in every township immediately, and tha.t residence in 
the Bazar or commercial area be prohibited. 

(2) That it is reasonable that in addition to the ordinary Asiatic area, 
suitable land, capable of providing gardens, should be set aside 'iri any 
township, either presently existing or to be established, for purely 
residential purposes of higher class Asiatics. provided that there is a 
proved need for such accommodation which cannot be fulfilled by the 
existing Asiatic area. · 

(3) That the Eastern and Western civilizations are so opposed that 
in the interests of both communities it is desirable"that Asiatica and 
Europeans should have separate residential areas. 

(4) That there be no discrimination of commercial areas. provided 
that residence in such areas be entirely prohibited. · 

There was also read a resolution by the Nairobi Chamber of Com· 
merce disapproving, as that of Mombasa had previously done, any 
segregation in commercial areas, and advancing, as the only essential, 
conformity by all races to strict rules of sanitation and hygiene. · 

The Indians replied that the trouble was that all the best residential 
areas were already earmarked as European areas only. If Indians had 
been given favourable sites in the first case, the question of residential 
segregation would not have arisen, As things stood. an Indian might 
live in any European area as a servant, but he could not do .so as a citizen. 
This raised the question of status. They welcomed the willingness to 
abandon segregation in commercial areas, and they maintained their 
objection to legal restriction on ownership or occupation anywhere. 
Would the Government without imposing legal restriction upon the 
acquisition of land by Indians anywhere in townships develop attractive 
Indian quarters and see how that worked over a term of years ? 
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The Europeans would not agree. It was not a question of race ; it 

was purely. a question of social interest. There was the dangel' of 
fashion. They quoted Malabar Hill,_ Bombay, which was fornu~rly a 
European residential area. Now wealthy Indians had acquired plots 
there, prices had gone up, and Europeans had had to·Ieave. If transfer 
of township property were pe~tted, there would be the danger of 
speculation. 'rl\ey were in favour of Indians being allowed to own 
suburban plots, but there should be Govenunent control to stop 
speculation. · 

(This was a stipulation upon which t!J.e Europeans were able to. speak 
with knowledge, because plots had been sold and resold in Nairobi at 
prices advancing. in one generation. from a few shillings an acre in some 
cases to a pound a square foot.) 

The Conference dosed without agreement being reached on 
any point. 

The relations of the Indian community with General Northey 
did not improve during the first half of 1921. However careful
he may have been during_ the debates on the Publi<; Health Bill 
to make his opinion clear that racial discrimination in towns did 
not imply any slur on the Indian population, it _must be admitted 
that he lost an openirtg ·for a conciliatory intervention in Council 
when he allowed the Government official who had been Chair
man of the Economic Commission of 1917 to read, in Council. 
the two most aspersive paragraphs in that report, beginnllig 
respectively: ''J?hysically, the Indian is not a wholesome influ
ence, because of his incurable repugnance to sanitation and 
hygiene," . and " The moral depravity of the Indian is equally 
damaging to the African." Even if he did not check the speaker 
as soon as these quotations were started, he might have effected 
much in the smoothiiig of relations if he had there and then 
stated that Colonel Amery in the House of Commons and Lord 
:Milner in the House of Lords had both expressed their disap
proval of such a diatribe. It was further felt that he had 
heckled Indian speakers at the Round-Table Conference to an 
unnecessary extent. in view of his role there as _ an impartial 
Chairman. · 

:Moreover, the Indians began to appreciate the possibility of 
support to their cause from influential quarters in England. A 
Standing Joint Committee of the two Houses of Parliament 
had been appointed in March 1921, and in its third report it 
dealt ·with the p~sition of Indians in Kenya. 1\Ieetings on this 
subject had been held on ten occasions during 1\lay and June, 
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and on July 6th, 1921, the Committee considered its draft report. 
Lord Chelmsford moved :-

" That this Committee is of opinion that there is no justifica
tion for assigning to Indians in Kenya a status in any way inferior 
to any other class of His Majesty's subjects." · 

This was passed by ten votes to seven, the majority com
prising Lords Chelmsford, Clwyd, Islington and Meston, Sir 
Thomas Bennett, Sir John Rees, Colonel Wedgwood, and 
Messrs. ·Nicholson, Ormsby-Gore and Spodr. The minority 
comprised Earls Buxton and Middleton, Lord Harris, Sir Henry 
Craik, Sir W. Joynson-Hicks, Major-General Sir Charles 
Townshend and Major Glyn. Like the Government of India 
in its despatch No. 33 of October 21st, 1920, to which reference . 
has also been made, the Committee recognized that the pre
dominant requirement was the recognition of our duty to the 
Native Mrican races, and they also urged the appointment of a 
Royal Commission to consider those matters, with the Indian 
question included as one of the terms of reference. · . . · 

The report gave rise to a newspaper discussion in the columns 
of The Times and enjoyed wide comment in other papers: · Orie 

· letter is of interest as showing the degree of political education 
which prevailed among the luminaries of the Kenya Political 
Machine. Major Grogan, like a yokel crossing rapiers with a 
master of fence, essayed to correct Professor Berriedale Keith, 
of Edinburgh University, thus 1 :-

u In a letter published in your issue of August 3rd, P.rofei!SOr A. 
Berriedale Keith, of Edinburgh University, ventures his opinion on this _ 
difficult problem. As the base of his conclusion he opines, ' No· sane 
person contemplates the grant even of representative Government to 
the Colony.' Representative government was granted to the Colony 
last year by Lord Milner. Surely the educational facilities of Edinbutgh 
University are sufficient to protect its professors from such s'elf· 
stultification. 

"I am, etc., 
.. EWART s. GROGAN, 

" Representative Member of the Legislative Council, 
Kenya Colony." 

Both Mr. A.M. Jeevenjee and an Indian lawyer from Nairobi, 
Mr. Varma, corrected this misapprehension of the Major's, 

a Tlu Times, August 3rd, 1g.u. 
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and Professor Berriedale Keith added the finishing touch 
thus I:-

.. As the public may be excused an ignoiance scarcely creditable 
to a Colonial legislator, it may be well to explain that representative 
government in the terminology of Colonial constitutional law denotes 
a form of government in which the exe~utive government is carried on 
under the control "of the Secretary of State f~r the Colonies. but legisla
tion is enacted by a body in which the executive does not by nomination 
or otherwise command a majority. ·such a form of government in the· 
Colonies has often proved the prelude io the adoption of responsible 
government. Needless to say that such a form of government is wholly 
out of place in a case where the white settlers form an insignificant 
proportion of the total population and the Crown has definite obligations 
in respect of the safeguarding of the natj.ve population, and Lord l\1ilner's 
grant of this fonn of government to Kenya Colony has no existence 
outside the imag:ination of your correspondent... · 

The moderate wing of the Convention had made their 
attempt and had failed to_ achieve anything. In · ~ increasing 
measure the extreme wing henceforward to9k charge of the 
direction of affairs. 

On l\'lay 24th, 1921:, ·Lord Delamere launched" the Reform 
Party" upon its political existence,z pledged, under No. _6 of its 
declared objects, to " a policy of stern opposition to the present 
claims of the Indians!' -

By June 192~ it was known that General Northey was to 
proceed to London in order to confer with Mr. Winston. 
Churchill, .who had become Secretary of State for the Colonies 
in succe8sion to Lord lVIilner. The Pt>litical !\:lachine decided 
to supply him with a· clear mandate, as far as it was coneerned. 
Its Executive provisionillly adopted an •c irreducible minimum'" 
of .. five points," which was circulated to branch Associations 
for assimilation prior to a Convention to be held at the end of 
J line.3 It is not to be wondered at that such delegates as 
attended the ConYention displayed a high degree of unanimity 
on the five points. No one took the trouble to s~arch for, or 
propose, any safeguards, or agreed compromises, in the danger 
that threatened. All they saw, or wanted to see, was the danger, 
and nothing but the danger. The local Indians wanted _adult 
franchise, subject only to an education test involving knowledge 
of English, and they wanted the same number of elected 

~ The Times. A,ugust 9th, 1921. - "E.A.S.,l\lay z7th, Igu. 
J Ibid., June 28th, I9:U. 

y 
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members as the Europeans had. It is true that this would have 
been accompanied by a majority of Government officials exceed
ing the combined groups of European and Indian elected 
members, but the heated imagination of those who pulled the 

·political strings saw visions of hordes of" failed B.A.'s" coming 
across from India to Kenya for no other purpose than to swell 
the Asiatic electorate, of Hindu District Commissioners and 
Musalman Heads of Departments, an Indianized Service
possibly an Indian Governor. They would be tried by Indian 
Judges. The Machine proceeded to work up ·a panic. It also 
arranged, in conjunction with the Chamber of Commerce, to 
give the Governor another banquet before his departure. 

The papers displayed an orgy of headlines : ." Defending 
our Homes," " No Betrayal of Kenya," " Kenya's Ultimatum," 
"A Solemn Warning,"" The Country Awake,"" The Preserva-· 
tion of a Trust," 11 The Long Reach of Bolshevism/' and much 
more, equally balanced. The Convention met on June 27th, 
1921. General Northey attended the opening session. The 
Chairman gave him a cordial welcome and wish~ ~im "·Bon 
voyage " as he was on his way home " to fight the battle of the 
settlers at the Colonial Office.'' (The Governor did not· correct 
this version of his prospective duties.) He hoped that His 
Excellency and others would regard the Convention as a dis
tillery-from which flowed a crystal-clear stream of t:larified 
public opinion. The Governor gave a half-hour's address, and 
in touching on the Indian question he appealed to the Euro
peans, as he had previously done to the Indians, for the retention· 
of constitutional methods. Indians in Nairobi and Em:opeans 
in Nakuro had both threatened to cease payment of taxes if· 
certain steps were not taken. Another European Association 
had threatened to resist by force if necessary. This was a 
threat to Government. It made the Governor's position very 
difficult. The views of the Europeans could not possibly have 
been represented more strongly to the Colonial Office than they 
had been by himself. He begged them not to be, any more 
than he was, down-hearted. 

The distillery then proceeded to distil, and the white distillate 
was poured out at white heat. In about 20 minutes one orator 
had reached a pained outburst about the settlers' " childlike 
faith in a misguided Government." General Northey rose in his 
seat on the platform. " The debate, gentlemen," he said, "has 
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reached a point when it is necessary that I should say • Good
morning.~,. He stepped do-wn off the platform. The delegates 
and \-isitors rose to their feet in silence. u I did not come here."' 
added the Governor on his way to the door. " to be called the 
Head of a misguided Gov-ernment... His car purred away 
from the door •. The delegates resumed their seats. .. Carry 
on ! ,. said the Chairm.a.n in his most robust tones. The dis
tilled stream flowed on once more. By the nen day but one it 
had reached a crystallized form in the shape of the Con,·ention·s 
cc Irreducible 2\linimu.m." General Northey paid the Com·en.;.. 
tion the compliment of a second attendance to hear the upshot 
of their commu.nings, and explained that he had not left ihem 
two days before because he had lost his temper, but because the 
Government was being attacked. If such action were repeated 
by them he woUld do so again~ and he had ordered his Heaas 
of Departments to act likewise. . He gav-e it as his opinion that· 
if they were right in anticipating further Indian immigration, 
and if such would retard the development of the nativ-es, their 
arguments would go a ,-ery long way. (Applause.) 1: 

The .. Irreducible !\lihimum " of Fiv-e Points, which was, of 
course, carried unanimously, appeared in this- form:-· 

•• That this Convention is of the definite opinion that the only wise 
policy for this country is one embracing the following points :-

%. Strictly controlled immigration at present with a view to ultimate 
prohibition. 

~. Two nominated and not elected representatives to the Legislative. 
CounciL 

J. Segregation in residential areas and in commercial areas where 
practicable. 

4· No further alienation of_land to Indians in the upland areas. 
5· Full recognition of existing Asiatic rights in property and security 

of tenure:• 

It is to be explained that the unanimous and definite opinion of 
the delegates upon the only wise policy for the country referred 
in point I not to the prohibition of immigration, hut, although 
the framers did not say so, to prohibition of the immigration of 
Indians. Their second point did ·not mean, as the wording 
implies. reversion to a nominated Council comprising only tw-o 
non-officials, but to the restriction of Indian representation to 
that extent. 

• E-4..S •• July xst. 1921. 
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The farewell banquet was a great success. General Northey 
received no word of asperity this time. He was acclaimed as 
the special champion of the settlers, and he was not reported 
as denying the accuracy of the tribute. 

Next day, July 4th, 1921, he left for London. No Indians 
put in an appearance in the considerable crowd that collected 
at the station to see him depart. 

The Politicall\lachine then settled down to protect the country 
for the native-and for Christianity. 



CHAPTER. )LX: 

FUROR AFRICA_£"\TUS ORJENTALIS 

•• It: is dangerous ~-hen. either . an· individual or a natio~ allow their· 
imagination "to predominate m;er their reasolk .. 

LoRD CRO~: Egypt. 

T HAT reputable and responsible British m-en and w~men 
should behave with such excitability as is described in 
this chapter will occasion iittle surprise among Tropical 

Sanitarians7 at any rate. It is a story of u nervous instability," 
a partial dislo~tion of the machinery of nervous control, and 
it is nothing new. Glare, elevated temperature, high altitude 
and comparative isolation, especially if reinforced by a calculated 
appeal to the baser side of human nature, have produced parallel 
exhibitions among ":hite people elsewhere -and previously. 
\Yhole5ale, or repeated, displays of this sort ~f collapse automati
cally remove the countries where they occur from the category 
of n white man's country." A white population may in time, 
and in the course of some generations, accommodate itself to 

· novel conditions to the ext~nt of no longer bemg liable to such 
attacks, but in all probability this will only be achieved at the· 
cost of ceasing, in some measure, to be '" white." \"\rute people 
or white nations with obligations to discharge in countries where 
prevailing conditions aie so unnatural to white stock as are 
those of tropical Mrica need to maintain close scrutiny of the 
behaviour of their representatives and dependents residing and 
w~rking there, and to be both philoSophical and relentless in 
commanding approved courses of action and in overriding 
local_ obstruction. Every industrial organization served by 
isolated managers and staffs in the tropics knows that. l\lany 
of the large banks could provide a stream of anecdotes on this 
topic. Periodic r~lease from con~tions of unnatural strain is 
essential if normal behaviour and undeflected outlook are to be 
maintained. It is still a matter for study whether unexplained 
spiritual forces may not operate to inhibit, and provide release 
from, deleterious influences which othen.vise appear to be 
inevitable in action. To the a_verage man and woman of to-day 
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release is only to be got by, travel-in short, by running away for 
recuperation. 

By the middle of 1921 some of the constructive statesmen 
of Kenya were suggesting that the settlers " should reach down 
their rifles.'' proceed to Mombasa, and see that not another 
Indian landed at the ports of Mombasa and Kilindini. Pro
testations of valour and determination resounded from every 
saloon bar in the Colony. Not one white man in a dozen was 
without firearms of some sort, while not one Jndian in a dozen 
possessed any. That fact alone ought to· have led to some 
degree of moderation in the transports of heroism which swept 
over the community. There was nothing in prospect which 
was at all analogous to the Sinn Fein war in Ireland. At the 
most it was going to be a St. Bartholomew's Eve, with the wily 
ones of Hind in the place of the Huguenots. It was easy to 
evoke ebullitions of chivalry in such a cause, and the shallowest 
of orators found himself in demand by the guiding spirits of the 
Convention. It was not nearly so easy to exact cash, . even 
from the noisiest, but vigorous appeals were made·:_,.. 

THE INDIAN QUESTION-
AN APPEAL FOR FUNDS, 

The cunning of the Oriental has been lavishly displayed in building up 
a network of intrigue throughout the Empire, and no attempt at cajolery, 
coercion or vilification has been spared which will succeed in spreading 
and strengthening the tentacles of this evil menace; and now, on the 
eve of victory, flushed with the hope of success, they boldly proclaim 
their Rights and · 

Demands, 

But it is still the Eleventh Hour. 
Citizens of Kenya rally round your District Organizations I 

You will be needed f I 
To enable counter-propaganda to be undertaken swiftly and efFectively 
funds are necessary. The Convention of Associations has issued an 
appeal for subscriptions of xos. (ten shillings) or more from all White 
Colonists to enable immediate action to be taken to combat this danger. 

The earlier funds are forthcoming, the sooner can acth·e propaganda 
be commenced. 

Hand your subscription to the Committee Members of your District 
Association, who will pa.ss them on to the special Vigilance Committee 
of the Convention of Associations appointed for the purpose of counter· 
propaganda. 

Rally Round I De Prepared I 
"VIGILANT." 
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At the Convention meeting at the beginning of July 1921 

one astute delegate had suggested that they should enforce the 
point that if an influx of Indians· were allowed, there was an 
imminent danger that Indian interests in the Colony woUld 
become so great that Europeans and Africans would be swamped. 
" The natives :would be robbed of all opportunities for self
determination and their birthright would be passed to a nation 
to w·hich they :were adverse.'' This argument, be thought; 
would be· the strongest \\ith a large section of the voters at home, 
who would be solid if they thought the rights· of the natives 
would be tampered with. 

1\lr. Archer expounded considerations of religion. Christ
ianity, the religion of the 'V estern civilizations, was the foundation 
of religious education among the natives. If the Indian· obtained 
what he was seeking, they would before long find a mixed 
European and Asiatic administration, and, as a necessary co~ 
quence, the gradual squeezing out of the European officials. 
'Vould the Government officials please take note of that? 'Vas 
it not reasonable to assume that the Indian w.ould then try to 
impose the tenets of hls own religion on the nati...-es to the 
exclusion of Christianity ? 'Vas the native, "after beirig advanced 
up ·to the high ideals actuating 'V estern policy, and having been 
taught the principles of justice and truth, the advantage of hygiene 
and clean living (and, incidentally, the art of working for three 
hours for a penny, though 1\Ir. Archer overlooked that additional· 
boon), to be handed over to the control of a people whose religion, 
aspect of thought and general outlook on life was (sic) entirely 
of a different nature. · Wb.at could they say to the boy who 
complained to them : .. You have taught me to be a Christian, 
with all that your great religion implies, and now I am to be 
go,~erned by a race ~·bo profess other and alien creeds. ''D.at 
am I to believe ? •• It would be a betrayal to which no settler 
in the country could be a party. He believed the Christian 
missionary societies, not only at Home but throughout the world, 
would raise a protest, and he advocated that their opinions should 
be taken. 

A l\Ir. Cobb moved a resolution, which was carried with 
loud and prolonged applause, to the effect that the Convention 
claimed for the Legislati...-e Council the right, proclaimed by 
the Imperial Conference of I9I7 on behalf of self-governing 
Dominions, to enjoy complet~ control over the composition of 
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the population of the Colony by means of restriction, up to the 
ultimate point of exclusion of immigration from Asia. 

He went on to remind the Convention that they were fighting 
for their homes. Were ~ey going to lose their homes lightly? 
People in a desperate plight might do desperate things. If it 
came to choosing between being deported by Government or 
being squeezed out by Indians, he preferred the former. 

In the manner of the drowning man who is supposed to 
clutch at a straw if a straw happens to be near. him when he is 
drowning, the Convention gravely passed the following resolution, 
unanimously -

" Having regard to the recent change from Indian to Dritish cur
rency, this Convention requests an assurance from the Secretary of 
State for the Colonies that other questions of political, social, legal and · 
economic moment will be dealt with in such a manner as will conform 
with the policy indicated thereby." 

Lord Delamere reassured the desperate delegates by observing 
that it would have been idiotic to change the curr:ency from 
Indian to English if the country were going to be an Indian 
Colony. ·. 

They then adjourned for lunch. 
The Convention proceeded to arrange for the appointment of 

representatives in London to put their views before the Standing 
Joint Committee of the Houses of Parliament and also the 
Colonial Premiers; for a petition (respectful) to the King; for 
a delegation to South Mrica to interview General Smuts and 
some newspaper editors ; for a delegation to London to state 
their case to the authorities and certain editors there ;. for a 
series of district meetings all over the Colony ; for an appeal 
to local missiomi.ries for their assistance in shielding the fair 
flower of the Christian faith from any hot withering airs from 
Hindustan ; for an extended lecture tour by a special representa
tive who would describe just what depths of sedition and disloyalty 
he had found in· India ; for the further issue of propagandist 
leaflets expounding the general undesirability of Indians, and 
for the establishment of a Central Vigilance Committee to 
organize the steps that were to be taken in the last resort. Had 
not Sir Edward Carson brought the British Cabinet to heel over 
Irish affairs ? It would be even easier for resolute men, defending 
their homes, to do so in Kenya. Speakers hinted at the possible 
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consequences of an adverse ruling by the Ho~e authorities. 
"The only way out would be for the Home authorities to be 
faced with a more serious situation from the Eurqpeans than 
from the Indians." :1 ("Hear~ hear., Loud applause.) -

:\Ir. Archer, having lighted. the religious zeal of his followers, 
next proceeded .at district meetings· to make the Colony shudder 
by a discovery of his that the Indian agitation was directly 
related to 1\loscow. He u belie\·ed he knew" of two or three. 
agitators "--ho were purposely imporled into Kenya to start the 
movement. This had its origin in l\loscow~ and he believed that 
the trouble that was going on in the country went deeper_ than 
many people thought.. The disruption of the British Empire 
was aimed at. · · 

Some of these district meetings were fortunate enough to 
hear addresses by local settlers who had previously been, for ·a 
longer or shorter time~ in India. Thus at a meeting at Lim6ru~ 
a former resident in India admitted that " certainly there were a 
number of decent Indians in India, but in this Colony they were 
too a•\"ful for _ words.'" On receipt of such expert testimony~ 
what could a meeting do· except place on rec_ord its entire agree
ment with .. the irreducible minimum,. adopted by the Convention 

_ that· month, and an affirmation in favour of whole-heartedly sup
porting the Vigilance Committee then forn:ied ? ~ 

At the Eldoret meeting it was pointed out that the settlers 
had the elimination of the Indian from Kenya in their o~ hands. · 
A local saloon-keeper explained that he could get his stock of 
wines and spirits from Indian merchants at a saving, monthly, 
of between 200 and soo florins, but he stuck to his guns and only 
dealt with European suppliers. They should all boycott the 
Indian in the true sense of· the word ; buy nothing from them 
and not let them. erect roadside shops on any European estate 
for ·the purpose of trade with the native. _ 

Delegates of the Com•ention toured the country, addressing 
meetings. The papers receh-ed columns of hysterical material. 
The old warrior of I905• 1\Ir. Frank \Yatkins, re-submitted a 
letter that he had ~tten u years pr~viously, and asked:-

•• Are we to be parties to a DJ.ove which DJ.ust ultimately have the 
effect: of injuring the cause of the followers of our Lord and Saviour and 
furthering that of the. Prophet of Arabia ? .. 

• E.A.s .• July 28th. 1921. , Ibid., p. S· 
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The Convention's petition to the King, for which signatures 
were urgently implored, sought to bring the same point clearly 
before the notice of His Majesty. The paragraph in which this 
was done ran as follows, the second word " they " referring to 
His Majesty's loyal petitioners :-

u And they are fully convinced that Your. Majesty, as Defender of 
the Faith, no empty title, must view with peculiar concern the possi
bility that the flower of Christian Faith, so recently planted in Eastern 
Africa, may be choked by the quick growth of other Eastern religions, 
with their strange customs, and that the work ,done in the past by 
Christian pioneers and missionaries may be lost." • 

It will be observed that the loyal petitioners had the impartiality 
to admit, by the use of the word" other," that Christianity was 
also an Eastern religion. The fate of this interesting petition 
was never divulged in the Press. 

The deputation to South Mrica left at the end of August 
1921. Its leader was the Mr. Cobb already referred to, and the 
other members were Captain Anderson, a son of the first editor 
of the East African Standard, and Mr. Montagu, ·a settler.· To 
a Press reporter, who interviewed him before 'embarkation, 
Mr. Cobb made things clear. 

cc Western civilization, no matter what error it had made, stood for 
Christianity, openness and above-board dealings •••• What was there 
to put against this on the other side of the ledger ? The corrupt, 
cheating, hidden ways of the semi-civilization of the East. There was. 
nothing good that even its best friend could say about it. Instead of 
striving after the open and frank, as the Western civilization did; this 
civilization of the East did everything to hide, to envelop in rnystery.
to darken. 

" Herein lay the danger-the menace. 
11 Herein were Mombasa and the whole o£ Central and South Africa 

concerned." 

The reporter took his leave cc after half an hour of a most 
interesting and enlightening chat." 1 

The Union of South Mrica was not unduly impressed by this 
deputation and its chat. 

Continued appeals for funds were necessary. This is the 
form tl1ey were now taking :-

u Have you counted the cost ? ' 
"Those florins you might have spared in the Great Cause, will the) 

one day be heaped upon your head as coals o£ fire ? 

• L.E.J.., August 27th, 19ZI· • Ibid., P• 10. s Ibid., p. 1o. 
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cc To-day is the time to subscribe. To-momw ~y. so far~ you 

are concerned, be too late. -
•• Which is your choice--European or ·Indian Go'""ernmeirt for 

Kenya Colony? .. · 
•• Ha,;e you really and honestly counted the cost ? 
•• If not, commence sununing up now. The cost to you may be ten 

florins or domination by the Asia.J;l. -
.. It is up to you and those you know to contribute. 
•• IT IS A CASE_ OF YOL'"R_ PL'"RSE OR YOL'R PRESTIGE • 

.. Do rr Now:• 

~Ieanwhile the assistance which the women might render 
to the cause had not been overlooked. There existed a frankly 
political body, the East Africa \Yomen's League, which had 
taken the decisive part, already described, in obtaining-uni.,-ersal 
adult suffrage for Europeans. It was a matter of some concern 
to the anti-Indian patriots that l\hs. l\lcGregor Ross, who had · 
been the founder of the League, was still its President, while 
some of the other office-bearers were not of the emotional and 
over-credulous type which provided the bulk- of the Patriots' 
disciples. Keverthele8s; it was urged and conceded that the 
Lea,tTUe should hold a public meeting for the discusSion of the 
Indian question. Both the President and Honorary Secretary 
were to be away from Kair6bi for a fortnight during August I92I, 

and it was arranged that th,e meeting should be held after their 
·return. During their absence, howeYe:t, a meeting was arranged

at two days' notice and without any intimation, by letter, tele
gram or telephone, to them. It was presided over by a l\hs. 
Rudolph Franz :\!eyer, a Nairobi lady of non-British extraction~ 
and it adopted no half-measures. Petitions were despatched to 
Queen ::\Iary by cablegram; and to Princess Arthur of Connaught 
at Pretoria and 1\hs. Smuts by letter. The latter was sent to 
the Convention's deputation then touring in South Africa for 
them to make use of at Pretoria. Either it miscarried in the 
post or possibly it was regarded by the gentlemen . delegates as 
not exhibiting just that composition, grammar, clarity and style 
that would be likely to command ~e greatest confidence in the 
mind of a recipient. At any rate~ there is no reason to suppose 
that it ever reached .:\Irs. Smuts. The fate of the appeal to 
Princess Arthur of Connaught was not dinllged, though a 
number of entreaaes appeared in a local paper for still further 
subscriptions from the faithful towards the cost of the cable-
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gram which had been sent to Queen Mary and which read as 
follows:- . 

. cc We, the women of Kenya, humbly implore your assistance 
to protect us and our children from the ter~ible Asiatic menace 
that threatens to overwhelm us. 

"(Sig11ed) THE WoMEN OF KENYA." 

Nothing more was heard of this S.O.S. The authorities of the 
East Africa Women's League made it quite clear in all neces-. 
sary quarters that this and the other outpourings of woe presented 
the views of a meeting of excited ladies in Nairobi and not those 
of the -League, and that the letters to Pretoria had not been even 
formally authorized at or by the public meeting, such as it was .. 

The fiery cross having been carried through the length and 
breadth of the country by delegates and supporters of the Con
vention, a pyrotechnic display of oratory was staged, as a suitable 
finale, in the Theatre Royal, Nairobi, on Augu,st 2nd, .I92I, 
Mr. Kenneth Archer, the President of the Convention, took the 
chair. Lord Delamere moved the first resolution, labouri~g the 
point of native trusteeship as the peculiar role of the European 
settler in the country. As a dreadful warning, he pictured the 
arrival of. Indian troops under Indian officers to enforce a policy 
in Mrica. He made earnest but clumsy use of the Indians' 
alleged seditious activities during the Harry Thuku " riots," 
which have been dealt with in Chapter XIII. A Legislative 
Councillor explained succinctly that any settlement must be 
one with which they could agree, or else it would not be one. 
An Australian called upon the first law of Nature as justification· 
for European excitement on the issue. Further flights of fancy 
were provided by a gallant Brigadier-General. He repeated the 
figures (entirely unproved), which the· Convention, with. the 
joyous credulity of little children in the fairy tales of babyhood, 
could never hear repeated too often-that " about a dozen " of 
the combatant Indians enlisted from Kenya had been executed 
by firing-party, or hangman, for treachery. The time for plain 
speaking had ardved. "\Vho were the receivers of stolen pro
perty ? Who were the sellers of intoxicating liquor to natives ? 
Engineered by subtle and underhand propaganda, fostered by 
disloyalty and Bolshevism, exploited by self-seeking and renegade 
people of our own race, the policy of handing over their (the 
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Europeans') fair adopted country with its attendant n_ative 
millions to- an -Oriental race, itself not yet wholly emancipated 
from barbarism, was in progress of being thrust upon them. ·But 
he would leave the natives' interests for a bishop and canori of 
the Church of England to deal with : the sanitary point of view 
for a local doctor to deal with.· But he-had to relate a little inci
dent that be had witnessed during his ten years' service in India, 
at ~luttra on th~ banks. Qf th.e J umna. A rotting _Hindu who 
had died of plague was lying half in "the water and half out~ and 
was being devoured by a .pariah dog ; a few yards farther do'\\'ll
stream a high-class Brahmin was washing his teeth. Need ·he 
say more to show how impossible was the commingling of the 
\Vestem and Eastern ideas of civilization ? It ·was impossible 
for the tWo races to live together on an equal basis. · 

The Bishop of l\fombasa, who had been a missionary in 
India from I 892 to 1918, listened to all this, on the platform~ 
without admonition or demur, and spoke strongly on the next 
resolution, which ran :-

"That it would not he for the good of the native, spiritually, 
morally, intellectually, physically or materially, if the Govern
me~t of Kenya Colony were controlled by Indians.,. 

He was, howeYer, outshone by· one of his eanons, who fulminated 
to some useful effect, only to be outshone in tum by the local 
doctor, in his remarks upon the sanitary aspect of the case. The· 
meeting was a huge success. 

:Many British residents in the country, in 1\Iissions, in the 
Public Service, in coiiUI).erce and on the land thought that- the 
Church was keeping strange company, and more have done so since. 

Appeals for cash continued to appear :-_ -

•• Do Not Delay. 

•• 'Vhich is !\lore Precious to you
" Your Purse or Your Prestige ? 

•• This is the Question : 
•• European or Indian ? 

... -You can Answer with Funds. 

•• The great demand of the moment is for funds with which 
to carry on the propaganda, and such are already forthcoming, 
but too much money cannot be subscribed in the good cause. 

" Even the smallest swns will ·be Willingly received, as 
every little helps in the crisis of the moment!" 
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By the end of August 1921 an official pronouncement was 
made in Kenya that no decision whatever had been arrived at 
by the Secretary of State in regard to Indian policy, nor would 
any decision be taken until after the return of General Northey 
to the Colony and subsequent discussion there. 

The Political Machine had for long been agitating for the 
establishment of a Defence Force in the Colony. This would 
involve the provision of service rifles to all adult male Europeans 
-which would be very useful in the event of its being neces-. 
sary, at a later date, to rebel. However, when. General Northey's 
Government produced in Legislative Council, in August 1921, a 
Bill for raising a conscript defence force of all European males 
between the ages of I 6 and 6o, it was unceremoniously thrown 
out. 1 Lord Delamere led the opposition, on the ground that an 
arbitrary Government which was not elected by " the people of 
the country ., ought not to have powers to conscript at a time 
when it might be adopting a change in the Constitution which 
would be repugnant to the conscripts themselves. Others 
opposed it from frankly pacifist reasons and on the. ground of 
economy. (A revival of this demand in 1926 is alluded to in 
Chapter :XXIV.:a) 

Later in the year a Bill for a Territorial Force (of Europeans 
only) was introduced and passed-on December 8th,. I92I

the Director of Public Works being the only dissentient. This 
also ensured the availability of service weapons for all the Euro
peans who joined the force, and would involve the provision of a 
considerable stock of arms and ammunition, though not quite on. 
such a wholesale scale as would have been the case if all males 
from 16 to 6o years of age had been involved. 

In September 1921 a local paper had announced that'cc ·c. F. 
Andrews, Priest in the Church of England, Fellow of a Cambridge 
College, close friend of Rabindranath Tagore and tireless pro
tagonist of Indian ' Causes,' was leaving Bombay for Kenya at 
the invitation of the local Indian Congress." " He is not a 
Montague or a Sastri or a sweeper," they concluded. "We 
refrain from defining him, but he is coming and will count." 
He duly arrived and received Indian hospitality. He gave the 
Indians the· sternest warnings against exaggerated claims or any 
provocative tactics, and after meetings at Nairobi and Mombasa, 
he was in a position to assure the Government that the Indian 

• Prot. Lrg. Co. (zgu Smion),'pp. IS-•7· • V.p.446. 
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community explicitly denied the hona fides ·of the reports of 
which the European orators made so much-that they -sought 
any share. much less control, in the administrative charge of 
native areas or native tribes. This contingency- might be 
excluded from any settlement, in wording as precise and cate
gorical as Gove~ent could compose. 

No European association, least of all the Convention, would 
meet him or hear him, however. General Northey did succeed
in bringing him -and Lord Delamere face to face in his own 
office, but the latter took refuge in silence and refused· to discuss 
the local situation or to converse with 1\fr. Andrews. The 
only opportunity the latter had of meetmg with Europeans was 
provided by 1\frs. l\1cGregor Ross, who invited upwards of 
sixty European women and men of all shades of opinion to a 
couple of drawing-room parties_ in order to hear the account 
which 1\fr. Andrews was able to give of the point of view of the· 
Indians-which bore no resemblance to the heated imaginings 
of the Convention's ·orators-and to question or enlighten him 
thereafter to their hearts' content. All the Legislative Councillors 
were invited, and five attended.- Between fifty and sixty EurO:. 
pearis thus heard, and questioned or lectured 1\fr.- ·Andrews. 
The . Convention, in order . to run no risks, formally passed a. 

-resolution banning him from any audience ·with themselves, and 
automatically thereby from counsel with any of the local political 
associations. · 

The Rev. C. F. Andrews did not get away from the Colony. 
without being the victim of physical -assault. One brawny 
European fellow-passenger assaulted him at successive stations 
on a journey on the Uganda Railway when he was going up the 
line, and only the miscarriage of a telegram interfered ~ith a 
concerted assault upon him by a troupe· of patriots on his return 
journey. 1\Ir. \Vinston Churchill, in a published despatch,r 
expressed his reprobation of the attack, and added that it would · 
have been a source of satisfaction to Jllmself, as no doubt to all 
responsible residents in the Colony, if 1\'lr. Andrews's request 
to General Northey for the disregard of the incident had not 
interfered with the proper punishment.of the offender. 

Throughout this visit of his to Kenya his activities were 
-consistently directed towards conciliation and moderation. He 
severely discounted, .then in Nairobi and 1\Iombasa, as next year 

• Commons Debates. June 14-th. 1922, col. 363-4-. 
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in Indian circles in London, any suggestion of forceful or 
retaliatory measures, whatever provocation the Europeans might 
indulge in. 

General Northey returned to Nair6bi on October 2nd, 1921, 

· and enjoyed a great reception at the station, no Indians attending. 
On October sth many a resident in Na:ir6bi and elsewhere 
received a letter from Government House saying that His 
Excellency wished to see him at 10 a.m. on the 7th. Each, 
upon keeping this appointment, found himself to be one of a 
group of 47 recipients of the same invitation.· No women were 
invited or admitted. General -Northey had similarly invited a 
number of representative Indians to meet him the previous day. 
In strict secrecy, and behind closed doors, certain conclusions 
of the Home Government were announced and imposed-and 
accepted. They were, of course, common property in the town 
a day or two later. 

On October 1oth, 1921, General Northey opened Legislative 
Council. There was a large attendance of the public to hear 
the upshot of negotiations in London, but nothing more definite 
was said than that it would not be expected that· a question of 
such importance, and in the consideration of which the feelings 
of communities were so deeply stirred, could be settled out of 
band or in a burry. The country wanted peace from political 
strife, a truce from the passing and cabling home of hasty reso
lutions. He had nothing further to say than that no hasty 
decision would be taken, and that nothing would be don~ until 
after further discussion locally.1 . 

This did not throw much light upon the " Montagu-~hurchill 
negotiations,, which were known to have been going on ifl 
London between the India Office and the Colonial Office, but 
on a subsequent morning, October 18th, 1921, eleven days after 
the " secret" meeting at Government House, before business 
began in Council and without any further discussion locally, 
General Northey announced :a that he had arranged to appoint 
one Indian to the Executive Council and four to the Legislative 
Council as a temporary measure, pending the settlement of the 
main questions of policy. He understood from the Indian 
Association that at the moment they did not wish to avail them
selves of the offer, but preferred to accept such nominations 
after the main questions had been settled. 

a l,riK'. Lrg. CIJ, (19;11 SmiiJit), p. 4a • lbiJ., p. 66, 
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The " Irreducible l\Iinimum •• had been reduced-on orders 
from Secretary of State l\Ir. Churchill. 

The Convention had for some ·time been busy in raising 
funds for sending a deputation to London. This. '\VaS to consist 
of Lord Delamere and a Colonel Griffiths---a recent settler in 
the highlands. _Appeals were -made for a sum of .[,I.SOO for 
the expense of this delegation. In this connection General 
Xorthey provided another unexpected e-'\:perience for some of 
his senior officers. He invited the offit:ial members of Legislative 
Council to wait behind. .on the completion of the -afternoon 
session of Council on l'\ovember 22nd, 1:92:1, and confer with 
representatives of the Convention upon the scope_ and authority 
of the coming delegation. Governor Xorthey left the Council 
Chamber and the Convention men filed in. They had prepared 
a lengthy memorandum on the situation as they Yiewed it, and 
official members were allowed a hasty perusal of the document.
An effort was made by one official member to elicit a vote of 
support for and confidence in the delegation. - Several official 
members did not vote, and two of them, the Director of Public 
\Yorks and the Acting General :Manager of the Railway, recorded 
an ad>erse vote, the former making the poirit that the delegates 
represented nobody but the Convention : certainly not the_ 

- officials, nor the nlissionaries as a body, nor the women of the 
Colony. Any hope that they would be able to start on their 
travels with a n \Ye are unai:timous n verdict of the Legislature 
behind thek representations was thus dissipated. 

The deputation left Nairobi on December 8th, 1921:. _They
failed to see General Smuts in South Mrica and went on 
to London. In the course of the nen month an •• East 
Africa and Uganda Dinner ., was arranged in London, with 
Secretary of State l\Ir. \Yinston Churchill as the guest of 
the evening. In his after-dinner speech he said :- z 

•• l\·e do not contemplate any settlement or system which will 
pre,·ent Kenya becoming a characteristically and distinctly British 
Colony~ looking forward in the fun fruition of time to responsible 
self-go>ernment.'' 

This has since been quoted ~ery extensively, especially 
in the inten·iews and writings of the later deputation which 
descended upon London in the summer of 1923. On all 
occasions great car~ was taken to stop the quotation at the point 

• The Times, Jan. :zStb. J9Z2, p. :12. 
z 
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given -above, and not to repeat the remainder of Mr. Churchill's 
forecast:-

.. We shall apply broadly and comprehensively, so far as is 
practical, Mr. Rhodes's principle of equal rights for all civilized 
men. That means that natives and Indians alike, who reach 
and conform to well~marked European standards, shall not be 
denied the fullest exercise and enjoyment of Civic and political 
rights." 

That was an awkward addendum, from the delegation's point 
of view. It might even be held to cover the right of purchasing 
land .... 

About the same time the Indian Congress decided to declare 
its willingness to accept the positions on the Councils. which the 
Governor's declaration of October 18th, 1931; had thrown open 
to them. Mter brief consultation with General Northey, four 
Indian members were appointed to the Legislative Council. 
Two took the oath on March 27th and two on June 6th, 1922. 

One Indian, Mr. V. V. Phadke, who had formerly been on the 
Executive Council, was reappointed to it. · 

Early in 1922 the Convention launched its educational course 
upon the trend of events in India. The professor of latter~day 
Indian politics and sociology was a Major MacDonald, a settler 
near Nak&o, who with his wife had paid a v~s.it to India 
extending over three months. Some degree of uncertainty 
persisted in the public· mind as to the terms and conditions 
under which he prosecuted his studies. At some meetings he 
described himself as a man with no money and said. that he 
spoke only as the mouthpiece of others. At others he e.xplained 
that, having gone across from Nakuro to India, entirely on 
personal business, he had found conditions to be such that he 
could not refrain from reporting them to the Convention, 
Again, it was explained that, travelling as he did, he .. had 
had exceptional opportunities of conversing with public men· 
of varying status in India." Who all the public men ,\rere, or 
what their status, did not transpire. 

From newspaper reports it would appear that he found 
conditions in India far from happy. Inthe streets with one's 
wife, the report goes; one was jostled and bumped and separated 
by the lowest of the low. He was struck, as soon as he landed 
at Bombay, by the extraordinary percentage of Indians on whose 

1 E.A.S. and L.E.A., May 12th, 19:2a. 
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faces was writ nothing more or less than hate. He saw it, from 
the lowest to the highest ; in some cases . well conc~ed, in 
others vriry ill concealed. In the Museum in Calcutta his wife 
was spat upon by an Indian· chewing· betel-nut and· covered 
with it. In January 1922 the life of no white man, wo~an or 
child in India was safe outside the fortified area.S of Calcutta or 
Bombay. He had been told by ·several" civil serv~ts that they 
did not think they had. any hope of receiving their pensions; 
In regard to the Army," no officer, from General downwards, now 
saw any fun in staying in the country where, in any disturbance, . 
if they fired into the crowd they must go, and if they fired over 
their heads, the crowd got them. Further, there had been many 
desertions from several regiments, which had had to be removed 
from disaffected districts. Two thousand six hundred Europ-ean 
Officers were to be turned out of the Jndian Army in Ju~y :i922. 

He also disclosed a discovery of his, that owing to the with
drawal of white troops from Iridia during the Great War, the 
Indian Army had to be sent out of India, and so ioas sent to 
France. (Sensation.) He had also inquired of District Police 
Superintendents what their position was, and was informed that 
the voting pf the. money. for the police was. now in· the hands of 
Indians, and they had so reduced the pay of the . Indian police
man and natiye constable that these were below the level of the 
lowest sweeper. He liad had lunch with the only t\Vo.'Europeans· 
who in the House of ·Assembly at Delhi said anything m favour 
of Kenya Europeans during a debate on Mr. Churchill's speech 
at the East Mrican Dinner" but he sadly-admitted that •• anything 
he was able to tell them carried no weight." ·He had received a 
letter from a business man in Calcutta, who said he felt con
vinced that India held nothing for his son and little more :for 
himself, so he desir.ed to get a partnership in Kenya. Further, 
he had had conversations with persons who took part in the 
provincial government and the central administration at Delhi, 
and one of those individuals had told him that it was well known 
in Bengal that the lives of every white man, woman and child 
·were in danger at that moment. He. had met a dealer in Ford 
spares (who was unable to sell a single one) who had two Ford 
cars of his own, which he k~pt standing ready with two machine
guns mounted on them,· in. order that he might have one last 
half-hour, when the time oime, against the odds of i,soo to I,-_ 

before he joined his wife and children. He had been- to the 
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house of a friend from the India Office, where he was asked on 
what grounds he, a man with obviously no money, refused the 
vote to a man like Jeevanjee, who had perhaps a million. He 
had only one answer: 11 As the son of my father." (Applause.) 
·He had told this friend from the India Office that there was 
nothing that they in Kenya were not prepared to do, nothing 
they were not prepared to sacrifice, to ensure that the Indians 
did not gain their ends. 

He paid an exalted tribute to the Machine Bosses, whom he 
alluded to as" the selected leaders of the European Coffimunity.'' 
They were working day and night, and he asked the people to 
support them-blindly, if necessary. He had also to ask them 
to put their hands in their pockets and supply more cash. 

1\Ir. C. Kenneth Archer, the Chairman of the Convention, 
dilated further on the need for funds-as far as possible by 
regular monthly contributions. A good deal had been done, 
but the people of the country must ·pay for the organization. 
Home people in particular (i.e. in England) required a great deal 
of education. In the future it might be necessary to employ 
professional propagandists. They had submitted ·articles to 
important newspapers. Some of these had appeared, but· most 
of them, unfortunately, had not been published-from lack of 
funds. These funds would not be devoted to a land settlement 
campaign which was going on under the regis of the Convention. 
This, on the face of it, was not political, but he asked his hearers 
to support it separately. · 

Lord Delamere took the chair at this function, although he. 
was at the time a nominated member of General No.rthey's 
Executive Council. He announced that as the result of the . 
appeals that evening a cash contribution of ten guineas had 
been made, and promises of a total sum of [.159 xos. annually. 

On the motion of Major Grogan, who referred u in a racy 
way" to an interview that he had had with 1\lr. Srinivasa Sastri, 
a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Major MacDonald. 

This was the opening meeting at Nairobi on May 1oth, 1922. 
Thereafter the gallant Major spread the light at district meetings 
at Kyambu, Dagoreti, Limoru, Nak\lro, Ravine. Naivasha and 
Eldoret. At the last-mentioned meeting the Resident Commis
sioner-the Government official in administrative charge of the 
district-took the chair. Everywhere the anecdote of that 
stout chip of the old block, who proposed to drive the two Ford 
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cars singlehanded into the I .soo to ·I hostile crowd, operating. 
at the same time, two machine-guns, brought down th~ house. 

An Indian member of the Legislative Council asked whether 
it had come to the notice of the Government that one 1\fajor 
:MacDonald had been delivering highly inflammatory speeches at 
Nairobi and c;lsewhere of a character . 

.. calculated to create and promote feelings of enmity and hatred between 
different classes of His Majest-y's subj~cts in the Colony and other parts 
of the Empire,,. and if so, .. had the Government taken any steps to 
stop the activities of the gallant Major, especially as a lenit:b.yprogramme 
had already been published according to which he was going to deliver 
sUnilar speeches throughout the country:" 

In a written reply the Government said :-

.. • • • that ·speeches delivered by Major MacDonald have (:orne 
under the notice of Government •. but that·it is not considered that these 
speeches call for action on the part of Government ; that in the event of 
Major MacDonald or any other person attempting to promote feelings 
of enmity or hatred between different classes of His Majesty"s subjects. 
you may rest. assured _th~t the necessary action will be taken." · 

The Bishop of 1\Iombasa took notice of the Major's ~paign, 
but only to the extent of writing to the papers to deny a state
ment that the Church Missionary Society in India h~d withdrawn 
the name of Christ from prayer-books and school-books, so as 
not to hurt native Indian susceptibilities. 

In September 1922 the outcome of the negotiations betweeTl 
the Colonial Office and the India Office reached the Government 
in Nairobi by cablegram in the form of what is now Called the 
lV ood-\Vinterton · agreement. It appears to have been laid 
before the Executive Council on Saturday, September 9th, and · 
the gist of it leaked into the local papers by lVlonday morning, 
·september r 1th. At this time the Public Service was more 
demoralized and intrigue was more rampant in the community
especially at Nairobi-than ever before. The colonists, of 
course, knew everything that transpired in the Indian Con
gresses, and the Indians had full reports of the secret sessions 
of the Convention.t Both had· minute information on steps 
taken by Government. Confidential cablegrams were discussed 
in the town. The cabinet noir was in full commission, and the 
private corresP-ondence of individuals was .. found open and 

• E.g.: East African Chronicle, March 18th, 192:Z. 
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officially scaled " in the post. Government, in its tum, obtained 
particulars of the designs and preparations of both parties, and 
the virtuous indignation of the Under-Secretary of State for the 
Colonies, upon being questioned in the House of Commons in 
September 1922 as to preparations by the Colonists for armed 
resistance, which he described as a gratuitously offensive sugges· 
tion, can have been only a parliamentary gesture. 

The proposals from London, which were popularly supposed 
to be before the local Government for consideration at this time, 
comprised a common electoral register accompanied· by some 
measure of restriction on the .immigration of Indians and a 
reaffirmation of the policy of the " white highlands." At no 
time was the topic brought out into the open for discussion in 
public, although General Northey was urged to have a full· 
dress debate in the Legislative Council. A masquerade of con· 
fidence, sufficient to close the lips of the honourable, accompanied 
by an orgy of leakage, misinterpretation and innuendo, provided 
the fullest scope for the baser elements in all parties to pervert 
judgment and obscure the issue. 

On August 15th, 1922, the news was published .that General 
Northey had been abruptly recalled by orders from Home at the 
end of June. It had been common knowledge in a considerable 
circle of Europeans and Indians for some time. The letter of 
recall was published in the local papers as follows :- · 

"To His Excellency the Gov"nor, Alajor-Gm"al Sir E. Nort"My, 
K.C.M.G., C.B. 

"SIR, 
" I have the honour to infonn you that I have for soine time . 

been giving my close attention to the future arrangements· for the 
Governorships of the East African Dependencies, and particularly to that 
of Kenya, where the existing difficulties, from which no early release can 
be expected, make the question one of marked importance. · 

" 2. When the post was offered to )'OU by Viscount Milner in the 
summer of 1918 the war was not yet O\'er, and there was a very general, 
and indeed natural, desire for the appointment of a military officer as 
Governor. The successful conduct of your three years' command in the 
South~ Western area of the operations in military German East Africa, 
together with the organizing ability which you showed in the several 
phases of the campaign, marked you out for selection for the ncant 
Governorship ; and the manner in which you applied yourself to the 
work of post.war settlement as well as to still more difficult problems, 
both economic and political, of the present tim"• have more thnn justificJ 
Lord Mihter's re<:ommendation to His Majesty. 
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"3- But after mature consideration I have formed the conclusion 

that the circumstances which required the services of a military Governor 
no longer ·obtain, and that the restoration to peace conditions ui the 
Colony has reached a definite stage at: which the altered requirements 
should be reflected in the ,appointinent of a Governor· well versed in· 
purely civil administration. I therefore feel it my duty to advise the 
King to appoint to the Governorship .of Kenya a man who possesses the . 
administrative experience that will enable ·him to take up the task which 
you have begun and to bring to it the benefit of the knowledge that he 
has acquired in the development of new countries. . 

.. 4· ln other circumstances I shoUld have hesitated to propose the 
termination of your tenure of office before the ordinary time, but.not 
only are you still an officer on the active list of the Army, but I .have 
little doubt that your arduous and continuous service in tropical Africa 
for over seven years will dispose you to relinquish with little reluctance a 
post which must entail heavy demands on the endurance of the man who 
holds it • 

.. 5. I propose that the appointment of your successor should date 
from the xst of October next, and. you will.no doubt determine the tim~ 
of your departure from Kenya so that the vacation leave due to you will 
have expired by that date. · · 

"6. It will be a convenience to me if you will reply to this despatch 
by telegram._ · 

cc I have·the honour to be, sir, 
. "' Your most obedient humble seriant; 

.. DOWNING STREET, 
"'june 29th, :c9:12." 

•• (Signed) WINSTON s. CHURCHILL • 

The Reform. Party and the Convention Executive had been 
busy in August in cabling strong expressions of their dismay a! 
the persistent rumours of General Northey's retirement. They 
combined to give him-a farewell dinner on August zznd, and he 
left Nairobi on August z8th, 1:922. Three days later Sir Robert 
Coryndon, K.C.M.G., who had for some years been Governor of 
Uganda~ landed from that Protectorate at Kis\imu to assume 
duty as Governor of Kenya. He arrived at Nairobi next day. 

Meanwhile, the Vigilance Committee of the Convention was 
putting in a lot of staff· work, on the quiet. This deserves a 
whole chapter to itself. · . 



CHAPTER XXI 

THE COUP D'ETAT THAT WAS NOT NEEDED 

" It is unwise to make the ultimate medicine of the Constitution its doily 
bread." 

BURKB 
On the French Revolution. 

A FTER a week or two. spent in Nair6bi, Sir Robert 
Coryndon visited the coast in the latter half of September 
1922, and shortly after his return to Nair6bi he was 

invited to open a session of the Convention. It was a good way 
of breaking any new Governor in. Either he was not invited 
to a public dinner, or else he declined an invitation, for no dinner 
took place. 

On October 23rd, 1922, he opened a prolonged session of 
his Legislative Council, but as he had addressed the Convention, 
only a week previously, for upwards of an hour; he had no 
opening remarks or Presidential Address to make to his Council. 
He reintroduced the practice of opening Council with prayer, 
which had been in abeyance since the days of Sir James Hayes 
Sadler. . 

General Northey, it will be remembered, had had the mis
fortune, immediately after his appointment, of having the local 
situation embroiled by the publication of the report of the . 
Economic Commission. It must have added to the initial 
difficulties of Sir Robert Coryndon that, soon after his assumption . 
of duty, it became necessary to consider steps for . the election 
of a new Legislative Council, as the three years' term of the 
existing Council was drawing to an end. The register of voters 
had to be revised and brought up to date, and public attention 
came to be focused on the fact that Europeans-even illiterate 
Europeans-were on the register and that Indians were on no 
register. 

Much water had flowed under the bridges since Mr. Alexander 
Morrison's amendment, suggesting that certain selected Indians 
of approved University standing should have the vote, had been 
contemptuously thrown out on April 8th, 1919. Nothing as 
simple as that would meet with quiet acceptance now. 
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"The Reform. Party," witli some simplicity, appe~ed to 
think that _by much talking they would be able to .guide the local 
Government into proceeding with_ the new register and the new 
elections. as if no Indians existed. It was, therefore. something of _ 
a rebuff when the Colonial Office cabled on January 25th, I923 :-·-

" Owing to the delay in the- settlement of the whole Indian 
problem and particularly that of Indian representation, the Secre
tary of State has bee~ COtnJ?elled to choose between the dissolution 
of the n~:w Council after election ao.d the prolongation of the life of 
the present Council. In adopting the latter course, _the Secretary 

_ of State has been influenced by the fact that it has been intended, 
ever since 1\fr. Churchill's original attempt to reach a settlement 
acceptable to both parties, that the new constitution should· be 
framed in time to be put into· operation at the general election 
now·due ... • 

It seemed that the Colonial Office might actually be considering 
the grant of some measure of representation to Indians, instead · 
of denying it to them7 as Sir Charles Bowring and Lord Delamere 
and their followings had done three and a ·half years before. 
It was time to raise_ the banner of revolt-in a tentative sort 
of way. · _ _ 

Section I4 of the Legislative Council Ordinance of i9I9 laid 
doWn that elections should be held at regular intervals of three 
years. The first election had been held ~n February 21st, :r920. 
It was, therefore, necessary to pass a short amending ordinance 
before February 2ISt, I92J. His Majesty, by Sign Manual on 
February ·sth, had amended the Royal Instructions to the extent 
of giving the Council power to pass this Bill. It was introduced 
by the Government on ·February 9th. 

Lord Delamere then raised the banner. This was simply 
" direct action " on the · part of the Secretary of State.: " I 
think," he said; " this Bill gives to the people of this country an 
example in direct action which they may follow." (Sensation.) 
" It was a wanton and provocative action." He doubted whether 
such an act had ever been done before in colonial history by a 
Secretary of State. It appeared that the Constitution of Kenya 
was going to be altered regardless. of the wishes of the electors. ·. 
·He regarded it as illegal, although it was carried out under the 
·written law. He submitted that there was something much 
deeper and more important-the unwritten Constitution of the 

. • E.A.S., Feb. ·3rd, 1923, p. 17. • Ibid., Feb. zoth, 1923, p. ZI. 
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British Empire, on which every Englishman stood and always 
would stand. He instanced the Turf Club in Kenya and the 
Jockey Club at home as bodies with very extensive powers, but 
dependent on the good will of those who supported them. 

. Only in accordance with the customs, habits and precedents of 
the Turf would the decisions of stewards be final. In the same 
way the Constitution of England did not give any of His 1\Iajesty's 
advisers the right to take away the Constitution already given to 
a people. It was force majeure. 

After this fragment of history, 1\Ir. T. A. Wood, C.l\I.G., 
1\I.B.E., was allowed, without reprimand Jrom the chair, to 
express his sympathy with His Excellency and the official 
members, who, in his view, had to break their oaths of upholding 
His l\Iajesty, by supporting such a measure. 

The Indian members spoke in support of the Bill,. Mr. 
Shams ud Deen making the point that the difficulty of the 
elected European members turned on the fact that Kenya was 
a Crown Colony, and they wanted to assume the rights of a self-
governing Dominion. . 

Sir Charles Bowring explained that he would have preferred 
to have the elections on February 2oth, and hinted that ~e time 
might come when the official members would have to consider 
their consciences in their voting. 

The Bill passed first and second readings, b~t at that stage 
the Governor promised to make representations to the Secretary 
of State as to the opposition that the Bill had met with. If 
the passing of the Bill were then insisted upon, the Council 
would have to meet again ; if not, the Bill would die a natural 
death on the expiration of the session of Council on February 20th .. 

Council, of course, had to be reassembled. The Bill passed 
its third reading, by the Government majority, supported by the 
Indians.1 

The life of the sitting Council was extended for a year. It 
promised to be a frothy year. 

The local Associations represented on the Convention had 
already begun blowing upon the embers of revolt ; so had the 
local papers, which shot off articles on Hampden, Pym, the 
cc Boston tea-party" of 1776, Livingstone, Marcus Antonius, 
Oliver Cromwell, the Black Prince, Thermopylre, the Monroe 
Doctrine, and other characters and episodes of history-"ith 

1 E.A.S., Feb. 2.4, 1923, P• 8. 
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flattering parallels introduced, such as -might. tend to dispel any 
feelings of diffidence or self-abnegation on the part of the c~lonists. 
"nat would I ohn Hampden have had to say t~ the Kenya settlers r 

"'Would he not have said: 'You stand, Gentl~en, for God 
as well as King. Equal rights with a heathen nation is an impossi
bility. To propose it is an attackon :J:eligion. You owe it also to 
the tribes of"Mrica to giv_e them the best which is in your power to 
give. To give them anything less than a Christian civilization and 
a Chrjstian example would be wron~.· .. ~ · 

The Dagoreti Association ::t carried a resolution denouncing 
the action of the SecretarY of State as · 

"direct interference with the constitution of the country, which.should 
be opposed in every manner possible ... 

A meeting ~t Naivasha 3 resolved :-

.. That in the event of the Government o( this Colony acceding to the . 
political claims ntade by the Indian community, the white community 
will take such action as they may consider proper and· necessary to 
prevent any legislation with that object from taking-effect ... 

The Thika District 1\ssociation 4 pledged tliemselves to resist 
any measure which might be forced upon them which was at 
varjance ·with the Convention resolutions, oc by all means· in their 
power," as also did meetings.at Nyeri, Sotik and Fort Ternan~ 

The l\1olo Settlers' Associations resolved:--:- · 

• . • '' Should any such attempt be made we, realizing that we 
have exhausted every constitutional method to prevent such a catas
trophe, hereby pledge ourselves to support t4e Central Couunittee in any 
action which it considers expedient to prevent any such action as fore
shadowed being carried into effect." 

A meeting at l\1uhor6ni,6 presided over by a Lieutenant
Colonel, provid~d a resolution of darker hue :-

•• Should any such attempt be made, w-e. realizing iliat we have 
exhausted every constitutional method to prevent such a catastrophe, 
hereby pledge ourselves • • . in order to prevent any _such action as 
foreshadowed being carried into ·effect. •• 

The hiatus was designed to strike terror into the heartS of any 
local Indian shopkeepers. · · 

The LUrobwa meeting, having failed to notice that the 

I E.A.S., Jan. 27th, l92J, p. rs. 
z Ibid •• Feb. 1oth. 1923, p. 8. 
• Ibid., p. JZ. s Ibid •• p. 14. 

3 Ibid •• p. 7-
6 Ibid., Feb. Jrd. 1923, p. 10. 
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Convention •s cc Irreducible Minimum , had already been reduced, 
pledged itself, in the event of such an attempt, I 

"to frustrate such legislati~n and, if necessary, to ••• to prevent its 
being carried into effect • ., 

It also resolved 

" that no settlement of ' the Indian Question 1 which will be mutually 
agreeable to both parties can possibly be arrived at." 

That put things in a clear light. . 
The Kaimosi Association,1 consisting of about seven members, 

passed its resolution in this form :-

"We support the Convention's Irreducible 1\linimum and, in the 
event of the failure of constitutional means, we will resist the imposition 
of other terms by every means in our power ; " 

bu' it secured for itself, at the same time, a certain distitiction 
by an addendum to this effect :-

" \Ve also pledge ourselves to refrain from, and to do our utmost to 
prevent others doing, any irresponsible act of violence towards the 
Indian community." · 

In the condition of strained mentality prevailing in . Kenya's 
small political world at that time, it needed a certain amount of 
moral courage to reach even that level. 

A meeting at Eldoret 3 said :-

.. We solemnly pledge ourselves without reservation to resist by 
every means in our power • • . the enactment or operation of any 
legislation in conflict with the minimum demand laid down by the 
Convention in June 19a1... · 

Eldoret had been talking about making the country into a second. 
Ireland, on and off, since August 1921. 

At Kitale,4 a meeting resolved :-

"We hereby express our well-considered and unalterable deter
mination to resist the granting of the undeserved and unjustifiable right 
claimed by the Asiatics in the Colony by every means in our power, and, 
if forced to, will ••• as loyal subjects in maintaining the integrity 
of the Empire." 

The Nanyuki s meeting's pronouncement included :-

cc And this public meeting is determined, by all means in their 
power, to insist on the promises made by the Home Government being 

• E.A.S., Feb. 3rd, 1923, p. 10. • lbicl., p. 10. 
l Ibid., Jan. 27th, 19.:13• p. IS• • Ibid., p. 18, 5 Ibid., l'P• IS, :zs. 
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carried out, viz. settlement by consent of the European inhabitantS of 
this country.· · 

.. Failing the carrying out of such promises, as we value our lives and . 
property, we bind ourselves to resist, by every means in our power~ th~ 
carrying out of such an unjust Ordinance.·.· · 

At Kyambu x :-

.. This meeting is prepared to resist to the utmost any settlement 
prejudicial to the domination of the European community and that this 
meeting pledges itself to support its leaders in this matter_ .. 

At Kabete :a :-

.. That this meeting of the European settlers of the KaMte District. 
reaffirms the resolutions which have been passed by the Convention of . 
Associations on the Indian Question, as exemplified in its· policy known 
as the • Irreducible l\1inirnum, • and wishes to plaee on record the unalter
able determination of the settlers of the District to adhere to the prmciples 
therein enunciated, and also to record _the fact that they will take such · 
action as may be considered necessary by the Central Committee of the 
Convention to prevent any legislation contrary to these principles from 
taking practical effect:• · · · 

Even a meeting at Ruiru,3 with the ConventiQn President in 
the chair; suffered sufficiently from " East Mrican memory , to 

•• record its unalterable determination to adhere to the principles enun
ciated in the resolutions passed at the JunfO 1921 session of the Conven
tion of Associations on the status of Indians in Kenya ... 

It added:-

.. in no circumstances whatever will it: consent to any compromise on the 
irreducible minilnwn laid down in these resolutions, and assures the 
Executive Committee of the Convention of its unqualified support in any 
measures which may be necessary to this end ... 

It may here be repeated that ·the " Irreducible 1\finimum " com
prised two nominated Indians, as an extreme concession, on the 
Legislative Council, whereas there were now four, in addition 
to an Indian Executive Councillor. 

On January 23rd, 1923, the East African Standard produced 
a leading article gently deprecating any nervousness or appre
hension on the part <!f the Indian community :-

.. A demonstration of so extensive a nature as to include the extinc
. tion of every Indian in the Colony, w-ould really hardly be necessary to 
prove the seriousness of our conclusions to the Colonial Office. Britons 

• E.A.S., Jan. 27th, .1923, p. 15. ,. Ibid., P• 15. J .JbUJ,, p. I.f. 
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have never yet butchered defenceless people ..•• We believe we are 
justified in stating that it is most unlikely that unarmed Indians will be 
either murdered or shot by the settlers of Kenya." • 

Although the distinction between being murdered and shot may 
have appeared a trifle fine to the average Indian shopkeeper, 
this was reassuring. (Nevertheless, a number of questions were 
. asked in the Legislative Assembly at Delhi as to the safety of 
Indians in Kenya. This was invaluable, ·from the insurrec
tionists' point of view.) All the same, it needed a certain amount 
of steadfastness and control to be a roadside Indian shopkeeper 
in the highlands of Kenya at this time. . 

It will be a matter of some difficulty for, the average British 
reader to bring his mind down to the scale of these furious 
meetings in the Colony. Some of them were attended by less 
than a dozen men, though for a meeting on the Uasin Glshu 
plateau, an attendance of 135 was claimed. At a meeting at 
Londiani there were " nearly forty " present, although an 
opportunity was afforded of hearing 1\Ir. Cobb, who was shortly 
to blossom forth as " Honorary Secretary of the Vigilance 
Council of the Convention of Associations,,. and also a certain 
General \Vheatley, a settler from West Kenya, who was locally 
regarded as likely to be" General Officer Commanding," in the 
event of revolutionary forces having to take the field. -At this 
meeting, moreover, there was some dissension, and a certain 
Captain Preston a " accused 1\Ir. Cobb of misrepresenting facts . 
• • • A heated discussion followed." In point of fact, all these 
meetings were the subject of outspoken derisive comment' among 
the more balanced residents of the various districts. ' 1\lany 
roundly repudiated the central doctrine of the Vigilance Com-· 
mittee---that rebellion against the local Government, could 
possibly be regarded as the highest form of loyalty to the Crown. · 
The wildest perversion of reason was in evidence among the 
inspired supporters of the movement however 1 even reaching 
the point of solemn assurance, to those who deprecated uncon
stitutional action, that it was 'veil known to be Uis Excellency 
the Governor's personal wish that the movement should be as 
unanimous and forceful as possible. A number of adherents 
were obtained by this stratagem-not because anybody believed 
it, but because it afforded a pretext for judicially minded but 

• E.A.S., Jnn. 27th, 1923, p. 7· 
' Ibid., Feb. 3rd, 19lJ, p. 19. 
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timid souls to. offer lip-service to the movement, and so escape 
the recrimination of the gentlemen who· worked so hard with . 
their mouths at meetings, committees and Conventions. 

The largest district meeting was at Nakll.ro, where· 300 
colonists were said to have collected. The staged· attractions 
here were, however, exceptional. . They included Lord Francis 
Scott, formerly an aide..;de-camp to a Viceroy of India, Lord 
Delamere, Major l\1acDonald and- Mr. Frank Watkins (senr.), 
the old warrior of 1905. The· resolution adopted here was more 
explicit, wordy a.Ild form.a,l than those at the smaller ~eetings -.: :___,_ 

" That in the event of the· Government of this. Colony accedi~g 
. to the political claims· made by the Indian community, the white 
community will take such action as they may consider proP.er and 
necessary to prevent any legislation with that object from taking 
practical effect. · 

. " "That any action to be taken shall be such as to solve deCisively 
the Indian problem in this. Colony. shall be complete in ~ts nature 
and effect, and shall, by its thoroughness, indicate in the cleare~t 
manner, not only that the white community declines to be made a . 
pawn in the game of Indian politics, but that in their internal politics 
they refuse to be dictated to and overridden in their opinions by 
those at home, who are obviously ignorant of, <?r indifferent to, all 
local conditions. . 

«That such action as may be taken shall be of.a ·persuasive 
character as far as poSsible, physical pressure only being re8orted to 

· in so far as it may be required. to show that the persuasion being 
exercised is intended to be acted upon. · 

" That for the effective carrying out of the intentions of the 
white community of this district as .expressed in the preceding. 
resolutions, a committee consisting of one representative from each 
sub-district be appointed to consider and formulate details of a 
programme to effect those intentions and to co-operate with similar 
committees representing other districts of the Colony. 

•• That the white conununity of this district bind themselves ·to 
support the Central Conunittee in any steps that they may consider 
necessary, and to carry out, or assist. in carrying out, any instruc
tions issued by them with the object of effectively accomplishing 
any programme they may adopt.'' 

Lord Delamere continued to occupy the position on the 
Governor's Executive Council to which General Northey had 
appointed him. 

It is probable ·that few, if any; of the gentlemen at .these 
meetings would have been willing, at that time, to subscribe to 

• E.A.$..; Jan. :z7th, :1923. p. :14. 
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Abraham Lincoln's dictum, that " God never yet made any 
people good enough to govern another ,-and the Ides of 
l\Iarch were approaching. 

The Nakuro meeting had also exhibited annoyance at the 
Conservative Government's dealings with the Colonial Office. 
It passed the following resolution unanimously :-

" That the Convention of Associations and the Associated 
Chambers of Commerce be requested to pass a resolution protesting 
against the recent appointment of 1\lr. Om1sby Gore as Under
Secretary of State for the Colonies in view of the personal opinions 
expressed by him in the House of Commons on July 4th, 1922, and 
that he be requested to pay a visit to this country to see for himself 
the conditions, and that a copy of such resolution be sent to II .E. the 
Governor and the Colonial Secretary."• 

Undeniably, 1\Ir. Ormsby Gore's remarks had not been such 
as would commend themselves to land concessionaires with 
thousands of acres of land on their hands, still awaiting sale. 
He had said :-

• • • " Personally, both in the interest of the difficult economic 
situation that now obtains in that country and of the ultimate 
object that I have in regard to Kenya Colony, namely, that it 
Should be regarded primarily aS an African COUntry I th;lt We 
should be there for the Africans just as we are in Nigeri-.1, and 
that it should not become an Indian colony or a white English 
colony so much as remain a country primarily governed in the 
interest of its 3,ooo,ooo native inhabitants, I should not be sorry 
to see restrictions of all kinds on non-African immigration into 
that Colony. • • • I personally regret the history of that ·colony, 
and would like to have seen the development of Kenya and of 
East Africa proceeding on precisely the s:une lines . as the 
development of the Gold Coast and Nigeria, and that we should. 
not have gone in for this idea of bringing in from l'ndia for 
building railways and all the rest n considerable non-African 
element. I prefer the Nigerian system, and I do not like· the 
results I see in Kenya. • • • s 

" I rather regret that this experiment was ever undertaken 
in Kenya, because it "ill be an economic failure. The white 
settlements are very nearly ruined now, and in five years' time 
they are likely to be absolutely ruined by this policy. The 

• E.A.S., Jan. 27th, 19lJ, p. tS. 
Commons Debntes, july 4th, 192a, col. 25-f, 2SS• 
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problem of getting good work out of the natives is such that, 
however much you develop yow; harbours and railways, I believe 
that Kenya Colony is economically doomed by its past history 
and by the way the development of that Colony is proceeding .. --.. " 

Lord Delamere announced at_ this Naktu-o meeting- that the 
terms of the proposed settlement (i.e. ·the .. Wood-Winterton_ 
Agreement} were to be gone into by the Government and a 
limited number of people (meaning white people) on Saturday, 
January 27th," 1923. This was nearly five months after its 
receipt by the Governor. The white people would subse
quently - commlln.icate · With · their 4Associations~ after which a 
secret meeting of the ~nvention would be hel~ H~ presumed 
that the Colonial Office had agreed to these ~onversations.x 

It is open to question whether the local Government- would 
not have been acting with more wisdom and dignity if it had 
announced its intentions through a Government channel, instead 
of utilizing, as its mouthpiece, a speaker at such a meeting as the 
one at NakU.ro. 

The Bishop of Mombasa invited his clergy to offer up prayers 
that a right solution of this racial problem might be· arrived at. 

As if the situation were not sufficiently involved at this time, 
the East African Standard, on February 3rd, 1923, provided . 
material of a most in:flammatory nature for both ;Mahomedans 
and Hindus. The former took the shape of an open letter 
addressed by a Rev. \V.- H. Shaw-, residing in West Kenya, to 
l\1r. Ormsby Gore, in which he compared the .Prophet Mahomet 
to Belial. The ·precise contribution of this reverend gentleman 
towards ~e right solution for which the Bishop was praying ran 
as follows :-

« And because any nephew of such a man as Bishop Gore mwit have 
respect for the teaching of that fine politician, St. Paul of old, I cabled to 
you on St. Paul's Day asking you to refer to z Cor. vi, vers. 14-18 : • Be 
ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers-what concord hath 
Christ with Belial ' (Mahomet), etc. Britons and Christians must rule 
here, and any attempt to force equality where none exists is doomed_ to 
failure. Not till India and not till Africa acknowledges Christ can there 
be any talk of any political ngh~. for.not till then can there be similar 
ideals and aims." 3 

The morsel for the Hindus was contained in an unsigned 
-article headed; u The Indian Question from an Englishwoman's 

• E.A.S., Jan. 27th, 1923, .P· 33- 2 Ibid.,. Feb. 3rd, I9ZJ, p. :a:8. 
ZA 
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Point of View," in which Indian widows were referred to: 
" . • • often mere children in years, these helpless unfortunates 
become the drudges of the household and the common property 
of the male members." 

(The Ides of March were nearer now.) 
Only on January 25th, H.H. the Aga Khan had cabled from 

Poona to the local Indians : " Whatever . happens, never do 
anything illegal or unconstitutional. One single Indian act of 

'lawlessness will bring disaster cause." The provocation on 
February 3rd was, however, too extreme. The Brahmin editor 
of a small Mombasa paper called The Democr,at replied with a 
disparaging article upon the morals of white women in Kenya. 
Perhaps it was considered that, according to local standards, 
racial vilification was neither illegal nor unconstitutional. The 
editor soon found out his mistake. 

He was promptly arrested, tried by a Judge of the High 
Court, and recommended for deportation.1 His offence was 
represented to be not only action tending to cause a breach of 
the peace, but also blasphemy, in that he had mentioned the 
word " altar " in commenting upon conditions prevailing at 
some European weddings. · 

Sheaves of cablegrams flew to London, India and Zanzrbar, 
from Europeans, Moslems and Hindus. Threats of 'legal 
action, against various parties implicated, numbered upwards of 
twenty. Sir Robert Coryndon, or the Secretary of State behind 
him, took charge of the situation. The sentence· of deportation 
was not confirmed, and the editor was released. The East 
African Standard editorially published a complete recantation 
of any abusive design in publishing the passage about Mahomet; 
On Lord Delamere's motion, seconded by Mr. Rudolph Franz 
Meyer, the editor of the East African Standard, the Convention· 
passed a resolution a of condemnation of " a wanton insult to a 
faith for which the Convention bas the greatest respect," and 
the Rev. Mr. Shaw's son wrote to the. paper to say that.· his 
father was far away.in West Kenya, but that be personally felt 
sure that his father meant no disrespect to the faith of Islam or 
its followers. That resolute old gentleman was not, however, 
going to let things remain at tl1at. He wrote another letter, 
which the East· African Standard published on March 1oth, 
1923, stoutly defending his use of the term" Belial,, expressing 

• E.A..S., Feb, 24th, 1923, p. 4• a lbid.,l\IIll'ch 3rd, 1923, p. u. 
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•• much astoillshment" at Lord Delamere's "'soleiiU) resolu
tion," and querying the latter's status as an ~ponent of Scripture. 

The Lo~don Times accorded denunciation, in a ·leading 
article, to the Mombasa Democrat•s outburst without a word of 
reprobation for the provocation that had led up to it. 

Concerted action had long previously been· taken at meetings 
of local Associations to press for written promises from settlers. 
that they would under . no circumstances deal any longer at 
Indian shops, and that, whatever the outcome of negotiations 
might be, they would never sell any land to an Indian. l\1any 
landholders were receiving rents or services, or both, from 
Indians for the use of small plots of ~d, on which to .erect 
roadside shops or to install water-driven :flour-grinding· mills,. A 
local paper's •• own correspondent , in on~ of the country 
districts pointed out that the rents obtained from these shop
keepers and. millers were very welcome in the hard times _pre
vailing, and that boycotting Indians,_ who were able to live_ so 
much more cheaply than the European, would mean that bags, 
string, salt, paraffin, native rations, sugar, etc., were going to 
cost more in future. Nevertheless, they would do it. This, 
he pointed out, provided a true indication of the feelings of the 
district. · 

The attempted trade boycott, then and later, produced many 
ridiculous episodes. IIi Nairobi, for example, European shops 
suddenly began to exhibit a boot-and-shoe repairing department, 
to which virtuous Europeans of course took their repairs. They 
paid m~re for the repairs than had previously been customary, . 
but-these were still done in the In~ bazaar. On the open 

. benches of the leath~r-workers there, Europeans could and did 
see the footwear, which they had handed in at the more pre
tentious premises of the European firms, awaiting their turn to _ 
be repaired. A European and Mrican Trades Organization 

· sprang up, arid provided grounds for further appeals for funds. 
Its actuating motzf was the elimination of the Indian worker 
from the community, but when it carried this to the point of 
instituting measures for the introduction of cheap Italian and 
Seychellois labour, some of the saner elements in the white 
population took the perfervid organizers in hand~ and a published 
disclaimer of any intention to introduce non-British labour 
followed in due course. In the country districts, settlers were 
found who would concur in their wives' spending the days in a 
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roadside shanty, peddling the requirements of natives and 
settlers, while the children spent the day at home, with father
and the native servants. One such saleswoman reported, with 
evident pride in a praiseworthy achievement, that since she had 
set up shop, a couple of Indian " dukas , (shops) had had to 
shut up and leave the district. The diminution or disappearance 
of Indian shops was a matter for congratulatory note at district 
meetings. Competition by white settlers, men or women, would 
have been only a partial and temporary check. Backed by 
rather pointed preparation for measures of " physical pressure," 
action did not stop with a check to, but in some districts with 
the disappearance of, the Indian trader. · This bore some 
resemblance to that " squeezing out of tl1e native of India from 
regions in which he had established himself under every security 
of public faith " which, in 1\Jr. Churchill's opinion, would not be 
countenanced by any Government with a scrap of respect for 
honest dealing between man and man, but-other times, other 
manners. During I 922 the Indian population declined by I ,Soo.1 

Here, as another e.'\':ample of the manners of the Political 
1\Iachine, are some e.x"tracts from one of the leaflets circulated 
by "VIGILANT,'1 defining " Our Policy,•• that is, the policy laid 
down by the Convention of Associations. It "ill be remembered 
that " two nominated and not elected representatives on the 
Legislative Council , was still one of the five points of the " Irre
ducible 1\linimum " which was comically adhered to. In dealing 
\\ith this, the leaflet concludes :-

" Election of representatives will inevitably involve equnl ri.-;hts 
of franchise and an Indian majority, as soon as the necessary educa-. 
tionnllevc:l is renched. Sdf-Govemment, with an Indian majority, 
would be the next stnge. The third, in all probnbilit')', would be 
the squeezing out of all Europeans, followed by the \\:hol~snle · 
reYersion of the country to savagery." 

Another point was " segregation in residential areas, and in com· 
mercial areas where practicable." This was dealt \\ith concisely:-

.. The highest authorities have pronounced segregation to be a 
sanitary necessity. 

" Anyone who keeps his eyes open knows it to be a moral 
necessity where\·er there are white girls. 

" It is a political necessity, because experience proves thnt I:ust 
and \Vt'st can only co-operate at a distance." 

• Commons Debates, June uth, l9:!J, rol. :z87, 
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Feeling, perhaps, that there was a rather low note sounded here. 
the authors of this manifesto . thought it well to conclude this 
instalment of _propaganda with just the merest bin~ of kindl~~s :-

.. IT IS UNTRUB that Asiatics .have been badly treated· in _Kenya. 
Their treatment has been just, as they are well aware, and it will 
continue so to be. There must be no extension of Asiatic rlghts : 
but whilE; Asiatics are witp us, they must continue to receive fair 
and benevplent dealing!• 

There were not wanting in the Colony at this time British 
men and women in ·scores an.d hundreds who viewed all this 
sordid imbroglio in which the Col~ny was involvec;l with· shame 
and detestation, and who regarded the ringleaders in. it as a 
disaster to the country of their adoption. · No use was JD.ade of 
the former section by Gove~ent, nor was their co-openition 
sought;. nor any appeal made to them by Government to assist 
in staying the rot. ln fact, they almost ceased to be an ele~ent 
of any uneasiness to the insurrectionary party, though for a 
meeting of the Nairobi Political Association on February ,5th, 
1923, an invitation was· made to members to introduce "any 
trusted European friends/' instead of staging" a public meeting." 
The_ more excited eleqtents had, by now, completely occupied the 
stage, and apart from the difficulty of obtaining a .hearing, evert 
if one faced the unpopularity of trying to counter the storm of 
racial and religious bigotry, the~e w~ the fact ·to dwell upon 
that threats (not, of course, tendered in writing) of farm-burnings 
and other reprisals for. non-co-operators in the white cause 
were freely talked of. Moreover, by a strange fatality, the acts 
of Government seemed almost designed to play into the hands of 
the irreconcilables and insurrectionistS. The " Wood-Winterton 

. agreement," which had been received in the Colony a week 
after General Northey had left, had spread, in a garbled form, 
throughout the white community 1. and in more authoritative 

.form, it finally reached the Europeans of Nairobi at' a closely 
guarded meeting in the Theatre Royal, at which those attending 
had to pass a picket of scrutineers at the entrances, to make 
sure that they were " trusted European friends." Throughout 
this turbulent period the Legislative Council was made no use 
of, for the fu.l public declaration_ of proposals or the ventilation 
of criticisms. Under such a pantomime of secrecy as prevailed, 
the mildest proposals would have been invested, before reaching 
dispassionate bearers, with some atmosphere of dread. Under 
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prevailing conditions, and by hearers who were far from dispas
sionate, their delirious rejection was a foregone conclusion. 

When analysed in a calm spirit, the Wood-\Vinterton agree
ment can hardly be stigmatized as any betrayal at all of our 
compatriots in Kenya. A paraphrase of the cypher cablegram 
which the Colonial Office had sent to the Governor on 
September sth, 1922, was read to the excit.ed audience in the 
Theatre Royal. The tenns of settlement therein proposed are 
described in the Government White Paper Cmd. 1922 of 1923, 
as follows :-

(I) Fra11chise.-A common electoral roll for all B'ritish subjects and 
British protected persons (male or female), aged 21 years and upwards, 
possessing qualifications which were to be prescribed. 

(II) Qualijications.-Either a complete census or a test census to 
be held in order to determine a method of adjusting qualifications which 
would approximately result in a ten per cent. Indian electorate. To 
obtain this percentage it might be necessary to adopt alternati\·e property 
or educational qualifications instead of a combined qualification. Should 
the census show that in order to get the ten per cent. the qualification 
standard would obviously be unreasonably low, reasonable standards 
would be laid down irrespective of the resulting percentage. Qualifi· 
cations to be settled in time to enable the new Indiah. electorate to 
vote at the general election in 1\Iarch 1923. European \'Oters already on 
register would be admitted to the new register whether or not in possession 
of the new qualifications, but all fresh applicants for registration, whether 
Europeans not registered under the Legislative Council Ordinance, 1919, 
or Indians, would be required to possess these qualifications. 

(III) Comtituencies.-The official majority to be retained •. Alter
native proposals as follows :-

(a) Eleven elected members representing seven constituencies, 
three of which to return one member and four two members. · 
In the former, European candidates only to be qualified for 
election : in the latter, there would be one European seat and 
one Indian seat, giving a total of seven Europeans, four Indians. 

(b) The India Office suggested that there should be twelve elected 
men1bers representing four constituencies, each constituency 
returning three members, or, alternatively, eleven elected 
members, representing four constituencies, of which three would 
return three members and one would return two members. 
One seat . in each constituency should be Indian, the rest 
European, giving eight or seven Europeans according as the 
total were twelve or eleven elected members and four Indians. 
This alternative (b) would not prejudice the position of the 
Europeans, and might be more acceptable to the Indians. The 
Government of Kenya to examine nod report upon the possi
bility of giving effect to alternative (b), but the reply to the 
telegram not to be delayed for that purpose. 
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(IV) Municipal Franchise.-Agreed that in tnunicipalities Indians 

must be given adequate representation on an· elective basis where such 
basis already existed for Europeans, but detailed arrangements could 
not be decided upon until the receipt of a despatch on the subject e]rpe.Cted 
from the Governor. _ . · 

(V) Executive Council.-Provision already existed in the Constftution 
for such persons to serve as unofficial-members of the Executive Coimcil · 
as the Governor might appoint frotn time to time. There was now one 
unofficial India:o tnember of the Executive Council under this provision, 
and it should be understood-that this arrangement would continue. No 
distinction to be made between Europeans and Indians in deciding on the 
fitness of individuals to be· members of the Executive Council. -

(VI) Segregation.-No segregation, ·either commercial or reSidential, 
on racial lines, but the Colonial Government or tnunicipal authorities 
ro have power to impose at their discretion sanitary. police an!! building 
regulations, subject to these regulations containing no racial discrimina-
tion as such. - .-

(VII) Immigration.-It would be annotinced that in present circum
stances no chapge was contemplated in the existing regulations. 

Note.-The Secretary of State added a note on this subject as folloWs : -

cc Throughout discussions with India Office, . I have made· it· 
plain that my view is unchanged as to immigration control, and that 
if the danger ever arises of a large influx of· lp.dians I hold myself 
entirely free to take action which may be necessary.· In view of the 
figures which you have supplied as to the influx and efflux of Indians 
in 1921-22, I have not felt it necessary to ipsist on any alteration of· 
the law at present." · 

(VIII) Highlands.-The· following _to be ~he terms of the announce-
ment :-

.. The Colonial Offi~ cannot contemplate any change in the 
existing law and practice, having regard to past policy and commit
ments.· The India Office take note of this view. but are unable 'to 
accept it. and reserve the right to reopep.· the question, if need be; at 
some future date. •• · 

The insurrectionists were, at any rate, achieving one of 
their aims-to make it clear that the Government was going to 
be involved in greater trouble with the whites than with the 
Indians. The. more ardent of the insurrectionists were quite 
outspoken as to certain of the movements which were being 
arranged for. Government. House was to be suddenly raided, 
and the Governor required- to accompany a settler escort by 
motor to a distant farm, where h!! would be detained and well . 

· cared for. Senior officials were to be similarly removed·. The 
European members of the police force (Colonel Notley, the 
Commissioner,. being at home on leave) were claimed by the 
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plotters as being completely on their side, and it was confidently 
e.'\:pected that, ·with or without defections from their number, the 
officers of the King's Mrican Rifles would at any rate assist the 
movement to the e>..'tent of abstaining from attack. 

(The Ides of March had come.) 
Missionaries were enlightened, in some measure, as to the 

· possible trend of events, and were given . to understand that 
they would be expected to use their influence to maintain calm 
in the native districts around them. They would not be required 
to take any oath of loyalty to the new Government. It was, of 
course, possible that natives might get out of hand, and pillage 
Indian shops, so steps were taken in certain 'districts to allow of 
the prompt collection of white women and children on to 
certain selected farms, which would remain as concentration 
camps, under adequate guard, as long as any commotion pre
vailed. Other farms \Vere selected for hospital use. Indians 
from far and near would be brought in to the Uganda Railway, 
which would be taken over by the de facto Government, and 
would be railed to the coast. The highlands would be suddenly 
and completely cleared of Indians, and the Home Government 
could then be asked what they had to say about it.' · · 

While this chatter was going on, H.M.S. Soutlzar~:pto11, 
H.M.S. Cairo and H.l\·I.S. Colombo, sauntering along from 
somewhere, turned into Zanzibar Harbour, and lay there. They 
were less than seven hours' steaming from Kilindini Harbour. 

The Europeans in the highlands were persistently canvassed 
by recruiters as to their willingness to take the field, and about 
their available equipment in arms, ammunition and motor 
vehicles. The Representative Council of the Alliance of (Pro-· 
testant) Missionary Societies addressed to the Convention a 
refusal, on the part of the general body of missionaries, to have · 
anything whatever to do with preparations for armed rebellion, 
and added a strong remonstrance as to the evil example of such 
activities in the presence of a large native community. 

It was while affairs were in this state that the settlers of 
Rumuruti became nervous as to the alleged proximity of armed 
bands of natives not far from them to the North. There had 
been a rumour in the local papers of a strong Southward 
Abyssinian raid, and armed Somalis (who as a tribe are well 
supplied with rifles) were also supposed to be moving. When 
a European striking force, so well equipped and so completely 
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organized, was· available, it would have been wrong of a small 
and isol~ted community' which did comprise some white women, 
not to have taken the simple precaution of seeking _some measure 
of protection until the danger passed; so a runner was ·sent 'to 
NanyUki, the local headquarters in-West Kenya, with a request 
for help. Now, O.C., _Insurrectionary Forces~ West Kenya, 
besides being a gallant Major of the (British} Army, was a bit 
of a fire...:eater as well, and his martial soul burned within him 
at the prospect of a trial "mobilization on active service condi
tions. He called up his Staff Office!, an equally gallant Gaptain 
(British Army), and ordered that a squad of fiftee~ men with 
rations for ten days, should mount and ride to the relief of 
Rumuruti. Prompt orders, accordingly. 

No one moved. They declined to move. They continued 
declining to move. They haven't moved yet. . 

It was not the fact that Somalis were likely to be fully 
equipped with firearmsp while Indians were known to have noite, 
that led to this lamentable insubordination on the part of the 
anti-Indian forces. More· probably it was the well known fact 
that Rumuruti, even in the days when there were only ten white 
residents there, suppot:f:ed three liquor bars-'-" the Town _of 
the Thirsty Ten" was what a Nairobi paper called. it. It was 
no~ only possible that· the advancing host of hostiles had been 
sighted only through the bott:om of.a bee~-glass, but so probable, 
that the abandonment of the supervision of farms· by fifteen 
supervisors was · held, by .them, to be scarcely justified. The 
relief force sat tight on their farms; and the un-beleaguerec:i 
defenders 'were never molested. No medals were struck. 
. In February I92J·it had transpired that Sir Robert Coryndon 

was to proceed home for a full discussion of the situation· with 
the British Government. A few selected Europeans and Indians, 
and one European missionary were also allowed to come at 
public expense~ The Europeans were Lord Delamere, Mr. 
T. A. Wood, C.M.G., M.B.E., and Mr. C. Kenneth Archer, the 
President of the Convention of Associations. The Rev. J. W. 
Arthur, O.B.E., M.D., of the Church of Scotland Mission, 
was the selected missionary. The Indians were Mr. A. M. 
Desai, formerly the editor of th~ now defunct lnd,iari paper, 
the East African Chronicle, Messrs. A. M. J eevanjee and· B. S. 
Varma, who had been in England together when Lord Milner 
was Secretary of State for the Colonies, and Mr. Husseinbhai 
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S. Virjee, a prominent Indian merchant. From India there 
travelled to London, in order to be present while conferences 
were going on, the Right Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, Mr. 
Jamnadas Dwarkadas, Mr. B. S. Kamat and the Rev. C. F. 
Andrews. The Governor and the Europeans from Kenya 
travelled by· one boat, and the Indians by another. There 
also appeared on the scene a special representative of the 
European workers in Kenya. This was a Mr. Percy C. Green. 
His expenses were not met from public funds. How they were 
met never transpired. His was the duty to pass on the views 
of a suddenly-emergent "European Wor~ers' AssoCiation" in 
Kenya to the Labour Party . in England. According to the 
census of 1922, the number of non-Natives classified as " Indus
trial " was given as : 

European 
Non-European 

. . 546 men and 13 women. 

. . 3,658 men and 21 women. 

It is probable that few, if any, of the 559 Europeans were con· 
cerned in the despatch of Mr. Green as their spokesman. He did 
not succeed in carrying conviction to the Labour P~ in England 
that the exclusion of Indians was essential to the welfare of Kenya. 

A special session of the Convention of Associations had, of 
course, to be held before the Governor and the delegates sailed. 
The President was in bed at the time, following upon an opera
tion, and the chair was taken by a respected old. settler who had 
been on the Legislative Council at one time and who ·had also 
been Honorary Secretary of a Christian Union among the scanty 
settlers of twenty years previously. It must have been a matter 
of deep searching with him to decide whether it would be useful 
and decent to open proceedings with prayer. He compromised) 
with a text :- · · · 

" In quietness and confidence shall be your strength." . 

The Convention then got down to business. A letter from the 
absent President was read in which he briefly detailed the extent 
of the concessions which they would permit. The local Govern· 
ment had almost ceased to count, but its life was extended, on 
terms, for the duration of the negotiations in London. ~esolved : 

" That this Convention gives His Excellency an assurance that it will 
do all in its power to prevent any direct action being taken by the Euro-
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pean community during th~ progress of negotiations in England on the 
Indian Question between His Excellency, ~he- Convention's delegates 
and the Imperial Government. provided that no attempt is made by the 
Imperial Gove~ent to force an issue during that period."' " · -

The usual racial and religious extravagances were Jpade to· do 
duty once more, though they were wearing threadbare by this 
time. and the Colony was getting thoroughly tired of them, 
and the Delegations sailed. 

H.l\f.S. Colombo came across to Kilindini Harbour, and its 
personnel_played football matches in the Colony. · 

Sir Charles Bowring, K.B.E.,. acted as Governor. In opening 
a session of Legislative Council in May 1923, he said:-

•• I would state that a-little time ago certain rumours reached ·me of 
direct action contemplated in various· parts- of the Colony. I lost no 
time in getting in touch with the Executive of the Convention of Associa
tions and as a result I was, as t felt certain would be the case, able :to 
satisfy myself that the rumours were unfounded. I have infonned the 
Secretary of State accordingly. It was necessary that I should do so 
because if rumours of this nature got abroad locally they ·may equally 
easily reach England where they may gravely interfere with the 
endeavours now being made to arrive at a peaceful_ settlement of the 
question. · · · 

.. I would earnestly entreat Honourable Mentbers to make known 
both to the Executive of the Convention and to Government any such 
repo.rts as may come to their- notice in order that any cause for alarm 
may be instantly allayed." a · -

It is not reported that. any of the Honourable l\fembers . 
laughed. Perhaps they did it sufficiently quietly to escape 
notice from the Press table. Those to whom the insurrectionary 
movement was anything but a laughing matter might perhaps 
be excused, in view· of all that had happened, in regarding this 
protestation as indicating . something not altogether unlike an 
understanding between Government House and Insurrectionary 
Headquarters. One of the Honourable Members who silently 
listened to this absolution of instigators to rebellion has since 
admitted, in public meeting, that " the Colony '" . was on the 
verge of rebellion at this time.· · 

The delegations never met in London. They interviewed 
Colonial Office ·officials separately,· but no joint meeting_ took 
place. The most important witness before the Secretary of 

• E.A.S., l\Iarch Ioth, 1923, p. i· 
~ Ibid., l'viay 26th, I9ZJ, p. 9· 
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State was, undeniably and very properly, the Governor. Opinions; 
may differ as to whether the course of events in Mrica amounted•: 
to "undue influence" upon his judgment, or not. Certainly:t 
the point had been made forcefully enough in Kenya, if anyone . 
chose to believe it, that violent unrest, and possibly bloodshed,~ 
would follow if the " common franchise , of the Wood-Wintertont 
agreement were imposed. There was a considerable body of: 
opinion in England, not very fully informed about the precise. 
local conditions in Kenya, which held that the Cabinet must be 
prepared to send the Guards to Nairobi if the Wood-Wintertont 
agreement were not promptly abandoned. In the end, it wast 
abandoned. For two full years, with one short interregnum ofl 
three or four months, Kenya Colony had lived in a rising whirl: 
of excitement as to impending rebellion. The one interregnum: 
was the short period when General Northey was absent fromt 
Kenya in 1921, when Lieut.-Colonel W. K. Notley, D.S 0., 
whose normal position in the Service was that of Commissioner: 
of Police, assumed the position of Acting Governor. Short of: 
public pronouncement, he let it be known as widely as possible 
that he would employ all the resources of Government, in every· 
possible direction, to smash any development. or continuation 
of revolutionary activity and to retaliate. upon those responsible 
for aiding or abetting it. Peace descended, even ?-q. to the 
saloon bars. ·"Alarm" was" instantly allayed." 

Colonel Notley is no longer in the Colonial Civil Service. 
Lord Delamere and his supporters took. one false step in 

London, from the consequences of which they are still trying 
to extricte themselves, as will be described in a later chapter. 
They over-stressed their interest in the interests of the native. 
There never had been heard, inside or out!!lide Kenya, more 
outspoken advocacy of the welfare of the Mrican. The British 
Government, with some knowledge of labour-recruiting, the 
Labour Commission's Report, the Native Registration Ordinance, 
the Masai Move, the Nandi Clearance, the 33! per cent. Wage 
Reduction and the cental currency, pondered upon ways and 
means of ensuring native welfare. All news of the revolu
tionary organization was withheld from the British public, 
except by the Manchester Guardian and some Labour papers 
and magazines. A correspondent in The Times, writing as the 
Archdeacon of Nairobi, pictured the spread of Indian civiliza
tion, methods of government, religion, and all they stand for 
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through all our ~olonies and Dependencies. as a possible outcome 
of the grant of Indian claims in Kenya. . ae failed to in9icate 
his additional qualification for speaking, in. that he combined 
the duties of his ecclesiastical office with the activities of a planteF 
upon an estate of his on the Nandi border. The Bishop of 
Uganda provided in The Times of April 25th, 1923,· a lengthy 
plea for caution in the grant of Indian claims, which elicited· a · 
rejoinder signed jointly by a former .Bishop of Madras, a former 
secretary of the National Missionary Council of India, Burmah 
and Ceylon, the Principal of _Wilson College, Bombay, and a 
missionary· of the Wesleyan Methodist ·Missionary Society. 
The Kenya Missionary delegate's considered verdict was one o( 
disparagement for the Indian and appreciatio~ for the Europe~ 
immigrant, coupled with advocacy of ·the restriction of. the 
immigration of Indian.S into Kenya. He was eVidently more 
impressed· by the peccadilloes of the Indian trader than by the 
latter-day achievements of the powerful exploiter group . among 
the European settlers. A summary of his views may be given. 
in his own words :-

" \Vhile the Indians have created trade facilities, they have also 
brought into their .(the Africans') midst a very undesirable class, whose 
influence has been bad, and who have made money at their expense. 
The African to-day naturally asks : Why should this alien J;"ace hold the 
monopoly of trade in our country, and trade as we ourselves· can be 
trained to carry on ? The p:res~nce of. the I~ulian, ·while not a good 
influence, has retarded the development of the Mrican, whieh contrasts 
with that of his near neighbout:s in Uganda, who have learned to carry 
on their own trade .... • 

And later' :-

·" It is now a land of European agriculturalists and commercial men, 
who in the main conform to the best types of our British civilization. 
These often do not openly profess their faith, but their God does not 
forget them, and the great and uplifting influences of the faith of Jesus 
Christ in the life of our nation down the centuries has formed a bulwark 
of Christian character which forms and guides the lives of our people. 
And so it is in Kenya." 

Lord Delamere's moral fervour held up during the nego
tiations : " Our concern for our home in Kenya and the well
being of the native· people;• he wrote, .. does not blind us to the 
fact that the danger to the Empire and Christianity is greater ... 

• The East .and the West, Ju1y 1:923. 
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This elicited from a Calcutta paper the observation 1 : cc Utterances 
such as these in which Christianity is dragged into sordid 
controversies is nothing short of blasphemy." 

The signed memorandum of the Indian delegation to London 
included the following declaration as to the welfare of the natives:-

"We think it safest and best in the present circumstances, that 
neither the Indian nor the European settler should have the control of 
native affairs, and that the legislative power should be taken out of their 
hands and kept in the hands of the Imperial Government till a time in 
the future when the African native is sufficiently advanced in intelligence 
and education to manage his own affairs and rulE) over his own country. 
This is our present judgment, and ~e are prepared to abide by it." a 

It is open to question whether the missionary delegate would 
not have more nearly represented the general view .of the bulk 
of missionaries in the Colony if he had supported this View 
as firmly as he supported that of the Convention delegateS. It 
would have been a popular solution in a '\1\-ide circle in Kenya, 
outside the noisy group who were inflamed with political ambi
tions. Large numbers of residents in Kenya. concurred fully 
with the pronouncement of a tiny European paper: (not 'under 
Reform Party or Convention influence) which, though more of a 
little advertisement-sheet than a newspaper, had the hardihood 
to express a view subversive of all the aims of dominance which 
actuated the Political Machine. This Udst.'n Glshu. Weekly 
Advertiser of June 28th, 1923, said:- · 

" Reuter learns from a trustworthy source that opinion is harden
ing that the solution of the Kenya difficulties will be found in a 
reversion to some form of Crown Colony Government implying 
primarily the Imperial trusteeship of native interests and the possible 
withdrawal or at least a modification of the Kenya Constitution t 
This is the wisest solution we have yet seen on the Kenya sitUation. 
Representative Government granted to this Colony has been a 
complete failure owing to the fact that the white population is far 
too small, that it offer(no choice of representative men. The same 
names must be constantly flouted in the face of the electorate, who 
have no choice but to refrain from voting or to vote for men who do 
not carry their confidence. By reverting to Crown Colony, Govern
ment confidence will be restored to the Indians and Natives and 
incidentally to a goodly number of Europeans ... 

The decision of the British Cabinet was delivered in July 
1923, in the form of a White Paper, Cd. 1922, entitled: 

I The East and the West, July 1923, p. 290· a The Times, June sth, 1923· 
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'Indians in Kenya." In Part I? the pastand the existing posi
tions were reviewed, without a word· about the possibility of 
revolution .in ~e Colony, of course. With reference to- the 
Wood-Winterton agreement~ it records that .. The Government 
of Kenya rejected the scheme mainly on the ground-that it gave 
no sufficient safeguard to the European collun.unity against 
Indian predominance in the· fu~e.'~ ..... The desirability 
of arriving at ·an agreed .settlement was impressed upon the 
Governor, but his discussions with the leaders of the European 
community led to nothing." ~ • . ".It became obvious that the 
policy proposed in the Wood-Winterton report would not satisfy 
parties in Kenya.•• Additional light was sh~d on the matter. by 
a sentence appearing in Part II : .. . • ~ The result of tlie ·refer
ence to opinion in Kenya of the recommendation~ that a common 
electoral roll should be established, even though combined with 
a reservation of seats, was to show that the advantages . claimed 
for the common electoral roll would in. practice have been illu
sory." The reader now knows how this .. reference to opinion 
in Kenya" was conducted. As regards India, it ·is reported 
that " The Government of India were willmg to accept the 
scheme, although they did not consider that ·it fully met the 
claims put forward on b.ehalf of the Indians}' . . 

In Part II, a statement of policy was put forward. The 
hopes of the Political Machine were shattered, and its repute 
was shaken, in two trenchant sentences :- · 

" His Majesty's Government cannot but regard the grant of 
responsible self-government as out of the question within any 
p~riod of time which ne~d now be taken· into consideration." 

I 

And-

" In no responsible quarter is it suggested that the Indians 
In Kenya should not have elective representation upon the 
Legi~Iative Council of the Colony." 

The most valuable assertion of policy is probably that which 
is to be found in the second paragraph :-

.. Primarily, Kenya is an African territory. and His 
Majesty's Government think it necessary definitely to 
record their considered opinion th,at the interests of the 
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Mrican native must be paramount, and that if, and when, , 
those interests and the interests of the immigrant races : 
should conflict, the former should preYail., 

The Government decided upon a communal franchise on a . 
"ide basis for both Indians and Arabs ; for provision for five ~ 
elected Indian unofficial members on the Legish1tive Council . 
and one Arab. The Europeans were to continue to elect eleven 
unofficial members. '111e number of nominated official members 
was to be fixed so as to maintain an official majority on the 
Council. 

The existing Indian member of the Governor's Executive 
Council was maintained, and provision was sanctioned for the 
nomination of an additional unofficial member, preferably a 
missionary, whose advice on matters affecting Mricans would, in 
the opinion of the Governor, be of value. 

Elective representation of Indians, on a communal basis, 
upon 1\Iunicipal Councils, was prescribed, and the policy of 
segregation as between Europeans and Asiatics in townships was 
abandoned. 

On the subject of estates in the highlands the "1iit-e. ~a per says:-

" Mter revie\\ing the history of this question and taking 
into consideration the facts that, during the bst "fifteen 
years, European British subjects have been encouraged to 
develop the highlands, and that during that period settlers 
have taken up land in the highlands on this ·understanding, 
His 1\lajesty's Go\·ernment have decided that the .e.xisting 
practice must be maintained as regards both initial grants 
and transfers.'' The "nite Paper had just previously 
pointed out that " it would be possible for the Executive 
Government to grant land in the highhmds to an .Asiatic; 
or to approve the transfer of land from a Europem to an 
Asiatic, without any alteration in the existing law., 

This appropriately left the subject of lmd-holding in the high
lands unprescribed by letter of the bw. "nen Europeans who 
want to sell land to non-Europeans bring greater pressure to 
bear on the Governor than those have established who at present 
consider that social an1enity and enhanced profits are jeopardized 
if non-Europeans are admitted to their districts, the change "ill 
take place. It will be found that considerations of religion no 
longer stand in the way. 
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On- the subject of Uiunigration the Jine of general policy was 
stated to be that 

cc only in eXtreme circumstances could _His Majesty's Gov:e.=n
ment contemplate legislation designed- to exclude froll) a 
British Colony immigrants from any other part of the British 
Empire." 

It was to be an instruction to the Governor, in concert with the 
Governor of Uganda, to. explore the question and _submit pro-' 
posals for giving effect to that amouflt of control on immigration, 
of all races indiscriminately, which the economic interests of the 
natives of both Kenya and Uganda might be found to require. · 

As Lord Delamere.had reported that he had come to England 
to press for the inunediate grant· of European self-government 
for the Colony, the European delegation which represented the 
Political l\1achine in the Colony_ clearly received a more emphatic 
rebuff than any other section. Perhaps more than one disap- -
pointed .. first Premier of Kenya Colony •• returned .to the East, 
to try to explain there the obtuseness of the Home Govern
ment. One can never tell. Political ambition has a way of 
breaking out in strange places. In so far as the Indians 
pressed for either the ·removal of elective· representation from 
iminigrants of any race, or, alternatively~ for. franchise for all 
races on a common register, they also received a rebuff, and the 
insurrectionary movement. of the Political Machine justified 
itself as having achieved one portion at least of its aim. Also 
it can be imagined with what relief a decision was received in 
militant quarters in the Colony which ·provided a pretext for 
discontinuing the big . words of the previous two years; and 
abstaining from translating them into action. The movement 
was only designed and conducted for influencing timid officials 
in Kenya and London. It had certainly not been without effect, 
but it would have been exceptionally awkward if • • . 

* * * * 
\Vith this horrid thought~_these records of preparation for a 

coup d'etat may be closed for a time. It will now, perhaps, be . 
permissible to present a picture, rompiled with some knowledge 
of what the contemplated action of Political Machine, and of 
Government, was to be, describing the probable outcome of an 
insurrection, if one had been attempted.-

2B 
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" 6St.1!l "-AN ll\IAGINARY EPISODE 

" Running on a roof ends at the edge of it.'' 
SWAHiU PRO\'ERB, 

current in the Coast towns of high Arab 
buildings with tlnt roofs. 

A NYONE who is so keenly interested in the history of 
Kenya as to be disdainful of anything that is not history, 
should disregard this chapter and proceed \\ith the next. 

Frankly, tlus chapter is fiction. It is tl1e story of an entirely 
imaginary Governor who was an expert Poker-player, who had 
that uncanny instinct, which some players have, for spotting a 
bluff at sight, and who, upon the Politicall\Iachine's putting one 
up to him, drew it. 

He had the notion, which so many choice -spirits in our 
Empire's history have shared, that " the game is rilore than the 
players of the game, and the ship is more than the ttew.n · 

It is, from beginning to end, little clse than fiction. 

* * * * • 
This Governor had been impressing upon the Home Go,·ern· 

ment for some considerable time tl1e view that it ought not to be 
p;lrticularly concerned about Tranquillity-at any rate, in Kenya, 
The despatches from Government House were singularly dis· 
dainful as to the possibility of successful revolt by 1,400. 
planters. Laborious rejoinders from London, pointing a. moral 
from the exploits of the German General von Lettow and his 
small force in the adjoining territory during the \Yar, were 
countered in a cavalier spirit. The undesirability of precipi
tating, in the presence of a large native population, a coup r.l'etcJt, 
in the opening stages of which the representatives of the British 
Government would necessarily have to sutTer some indignity, was 
discounted to some extent. Valuable influences would be brought 
into operation. If the worst came to the worst, a certain plan of 
operations, detailed in" Schedule B," would, regretfully enough, 
have to be undertaken. Dut Government, in any case, helJ 
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trump cards. · The Governor wished to adopt the adv~nturous. 
course, a description of which, With its. probable outcome, figured 
in his despat~hes as u Schedule A.'" He was confident· of. his 
staff. He was confident of the result. .Those members of the 
permanent staff at the Colonial Office who 'had some knowledge . 
of what was impending, had to admit to themselves, as they 
journeyed, punctually and regularly, by tube and bus between 
town or country homes and the gloomy corridors overlooking 
Downing Street, that for the officials in Kenya a time of real 
discomfort was· approaching: It w.AS going to 'be ·a test, under 
which some of them, inevitably, would break down. . That would 
introduce its own further crop of problems. The \Var Qffice 
heard nothing officially about impending events, but the Admiralty 
did, and three cruisers put in an appearance ·one morning in 
Zanzibar Harbour, where they anchored. It was in no way 
different from other Fleet visits that had taken place at irregular 
intervals in the past. The personnel.enjoyed shore leave to. a_ 
normal extent and a limited programme of festivities was carried 
out. The vessels lay there day after day. • • . • · 

* . * * * * 
In Kenya, tension was increasing. Rumour was exceptionally 

busy even in an area where she was so habitually overWorked as 
Nairobi. An announcement, at three days' notice, that a special 
session of the Legislative Council would be held· at Govern
ment House caused an ·unprecedented burst of speculation. 
Cypher ~blegrams to and from Government House were illegally 
procured (as usual) and studied in ir#luential non-Government 
quarters, but it emerged that the code had just recently been 
altered, and no use could be made of the copies in hand. The 
messages remained inscrutable. It was well enough known that 
the approaching session of Council was not being held at the 
instigation of the Political 1\Iachine, nor with any interchange of 
confidences with it. That powerful group was in the dark as to 
the· trend of developments, and that in itself was_ almost tanta
mount to an .. unfriendly action •• on the part of Government 
House ; so anything might be about to happen. 

The day of the session of Legislative Council arrived. Even· 
those of the elected members who were also on the Executive 
Council knew nothing as to what was going to happen. As a 
result, they expc:rienced a strange lack of confidence in themselves. 
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They were, for the time being, scarcely more than ordinary towns
folk. The Governor had called no meeting of the Executive 
Council for nearly three weeks, a circumstance unprecedented 
\\ithin the experience of the oldest member. The public space 
in the Council Hall was crowded for the opening of Council. 
The members stood in groups near their tables. The elected 
members appeared to be trying (not too .successfully) to look 
unconcerned. 

The Governor entered, amiable and apparently quite at ease. 
The entire company stood in silence. The Governor took his 
seat, followed by the members. Prayers were read. One or two 
of the stalwarts of the Insurrectionary l\lovement looked a trifle 
overheated and shiny. One of them mopped the back of his 
neck at inten·als. The Governor, speaking from brief notes on 
a paper in his hand, explained that he had convened the special 
meeting in order to make an announcement of importance in 
connection with a question that had for long loomed large in the 
minds of all of them-the future Constitution of the Colony. 
His 1\Iajesty's Gonrnment had given the fullest consideration to 
the local and Imperial aspects of that question, an~ had decided 
that election of representatives on the Legislatiye Council should 
in future be conducted by qualified \'oters on one co(llffion 
electoral register. While no voters on the existing register would 
be disfranchised for deficiency of qualifications under the new 
franchise, the requirements of the latter would be stringent, an~ 
would involve a somewhat high educational qualification and an 
advanced knowledge of English. These ha,ing been attained, 
admission to the register would be open to British subjects of. 
any race. 

There was a short pause. A glacial silence reigned 'in the 
Council Chamber. The chatter of native boys from the grouped 
rickshaws, parked at a distance round the lawn of Government 
House, came in through the open windows. No one moved. 
The Governor continued. 

His Majesty's Government had decided that the official 
majority on the Legislative Council should be retained, and it 
wished to make it clear that it entertained no intention of depart
ing from the existing form of Crown Colony Government under 
which final responsibility for the Government of the country lay 
with the Dritish and not with the local Government. It was not 
pretended that ~y departure from this position would be sane-
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tioned until the African natives were sufficiently developed to · 
exercise a preponderating influence iri advising upon the legis-
lation of the Q>lony. · 

It remained for him to explain that His l\lajesty's Government 
was quite conversant ·with the issue that had arisen· between. the . 
European and Indian immigrants in the Colony, regarding their 
respective spheres of activity upon ~e ~gislative Council, "\vhich, 
it was to be noted,- would remain, as it had hitherto been, an 
advisory body for deliberation upon the forms which local legis
lation and also the Colony's imn.ual.hudget should assume. The 
Government unequivocally recognized that the _major share _ in 
the work of exploration, pacification and eru:ly occupation· of. the 
country beyond and away from the railway line had been con
ducted by the British· elements in -the population~d principally 
by the public servants of the Crown-and it had therefore all the 
more readily ·adopted a suggestion-which all representatives of · 
the Indian community in Kenya, '"..jth the sole exceptions of tln:ee. 
individuals of extreme vie·ws, had supported-that there should be 
a reservation of sea"ts. The number of elected European members 
w~uld not exceed seven, and the number of ei~cted Indian mem
bers would not exceed-five. In addition to these, the Governor_ 
would nominate official members to the number of not less than 
fourteen. He was able to report that an Instrument ~nder the 
Sign l\tanual of His :Majesty had been completed the previous 
day, varying, to the extent described, the Letters-Patent upon 
which the Constitution of the Colony had hitherto been based. 
This wou.ld be in his (the Governor's) hands in the course of two 
or three weeks, and he would then require to summon his honour
able Council to meet _him again. when details of new ·electoral 
boundaries and new franchise regulations would be put forward 
for discussion and subsequent report to the Secretary of State. 
The latter would confirm or modify the recommendations put 
forward. and authorize the compilation of a new register, and 
subsequently the conduct of elections. 

He ended with a quiet but powerful appeal t_o all men and 
women of good will to accept the new political conditions in a 
calm spirit, and in the assurance that the destinies of the country 

. were in safe and honourable keeping. He stressed the points· 
that no one was going to be deprived of the fruits of his labours, 
and that the welfare of all sections of the community in the Colony 
was at least as sincere and compelling an aim with the British 
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GoYemment, "ith whom the government of the Colony actually 
lay, as it was "ith any of the constituent sections there repre
sented in the Council. Not othen,ise than by reasoned and 
deliberate exertion to translate good "ill into political amity could 
the Colony enjoy the blessing of peace, which alone could lead to 
the emergence of prosperity. 

Another glacial silence. 'The councillors were immobile. 
Some gazed intently at their desks ; others through the open 
windows upon the masses of colour that blazed under the morning 
sunshine in the gardens outside. The warm breeze mo,ing 
through the Chamber lifted a loose sheet of paper from a mem
ber's table and sent it glissading across the polished floor. Scores 
of eyes turned upon it, and then resumed their previous occupa
tions. Before everyone's 'ision there floated the whirling words 
of the Nakuro resolutions, only a few weeks old :-

" Action to pret:mt any legislation u:itlt that objut from taking 
practiCal cfJfCt • • • • action to solt:e Jedsif.:cly tlze Indian probL."'tn 
• • . • complete ;, its nature and effect • • • • • plzysit..·al preswu 
only being resorted to in so far as it may be required to show that the 
persuasion being e;.:ercised is i11tt11dcd to be acted upon: .. • • " • 
The silence beC3!Ile unendurable. Someone at the back of the 
Chamber coughed. Perhaps three minutes had passed-per
haps four. Ko one spoke. 'The GoYernor looked round, but 
failed to catch any member•s eye. No one had any remarks to 
make. Then, in a matter-of-fact tone, he thanked honourable 
members for their attendance, and intimated that Council stood 
adjourned until that day three weeks hence, or such later date . 
as might by Government Notice be proclaimed. Council and 
spectators together rose as the Governor stepped down· from 
the dais and passed into the private apartments of Government 
House. Reporters slipped to the door, bounced on to motor
cycles and tore away down the Hill to the newspaper offices. A 
buzz of conversation broke out on topics of steely inconsequence. 
(The one serious topic of conversation would be dealt "ith else
where.) Did anyone want a lift home ? There was room for 
one in this rickshaw-for two in that car. Would So-and-so 
come round for lunch ? Everything icily " as usual.,. These 
people could act all right. 

Excitement in the town rose as the afternoon advanced. 
Dozens of automobiles stood at \"3rious times outside the 
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premises in which the. more prominent ·of the local politicians 
conducted their businesses. The Executive of the Convention 
was known to be closeted in secret session. As shops and offices 
shut, none of the occupants, whose residences were ·at: any distance 
in the suburbs~ went home. The hotels and restaurants were 
crowded at tea-time. Everyone expected developments before 
nightfalL Either the furious propaganda of the last two years was 
to terminate under a yell of derisive laughter from one end of the 
Colony to the other, or else the Insurrectionary Party would have 
to do something-to save their-faces. For the first time there was 
an element of sympathy in the public attitude. \Vas it possible 
that a composite group of politicians and farmers could actually 
try conclusions. with any hope of success; against the British 
Government ? Poor -devils ! They 1zad got themselves ·into a 
mess. In Coast terminology, they had been running on a roof
and had now got to the edge of it ! By pushing hard, at times a 
bit ruthlessly, they had worked themselves into positions of soine 
local eminence. The Home Government, with no personal coil- · 
sideration for them at all,- but concerned with larger issues than 
their local reputations, had jockeyed them into· a position wherein 
on1y two courses wer~ open to them-<;ertain loss of reputation or 
probable loss of wealth or property. The King's Sign _1\Ianual to · 
the new Constitution was proving a serious counter:..mine below 
the Insurrectionists' position-which was that it was only by 
rebellion that they could prove their loyalty to the- Crown. It 
was with a large admixtur~ of amused curiosity that the crowded 
resorts in Nairobi town awaited the development .of events'. 
Dinner was over. Nine o'clock struck. Numbers of motor-cars 
and rickshaws began to leave for the suburbs. Perhaps nothing 
'vas going to happen that night. If it did, there were the morning 
papers to look forWa.rd to. It was true that a sheaf of telegrams 
had gone from Convention Headquarters just before the G.P.O. 
shut, and transmission had been refused. All lines to the interior 
were silent. No post offices to the North or \Vest could be rung 
up .. \Vas it possible that all lines had been cut, except those down 
the Railway to 1\Iombasa ? It might be coincidence. Telegraph 
interruptions were frequent. . . But that all lines should be dow-n 
simultaneously ~ ~xcept in one !lirection • • • ( !) The usual 

·official explanations would no doubt be forthcoming ·in the 
morning, with a prompt restoration of service. But it was a 
peculiar circumstance, and one that might present a marked 
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disadvantage to insurrectionists. It was certainly not one of 
their moves. The lines to the Coast would be the only ones 
that they would want to interrupt . 

• • • • • 
Dinner was over at Government House. Guests were 

present, as was usually the case throughout the year, but parti
cularly when Legislati\·e Council was sitting. It was aften,-ards 
remembered, as a suggestive incident, that the Governor was 
playing Poker. Outside the main entrance, the usual solitary 
trooper of 'the King's African Rifles was doing sentry-go on the 
spacious drive in front of the portico. It was a quarter past ten. 
The Governor's Aide-de-Camp had just left the lounge to answer 
a telephone call in the Governor's private s::mctum adjoining. 
The message must have been brief, almost monosyllabic, for he 
re-entered the lounge at once and passed through it and out to 
the gardens behind, where some small groups of guests were 
chatting under the starlight. The Governor and his Aide had 
exchanged glances-nothing more. Almost immediately, from 
among the dark masses of croton-trees lying beyond the 
gardens and tennis-courts, there raced up to heaven. a powerful 
rocket which, with a tiny distant crack, spat out into the black sky 
a single magnesium star, that sailed down, burning steadily. A 
second and a third rocket followed in rapid succession, the noise 
of the third one momentarily masking the shuffie of feet and tyres 
as one or two scores of Europeans slipped skilfully off a fleet of 
more th::m twenty automobiles which had reached the front-door 
at a high rate of speed. There \vas a squeaking of brakes violently 
applied : some swift words outside. The Sudanese askari, sud- · 
denly faced with an emergency, jerked in through the open 
door of the lounge the message " Jrazrmgu rcengi , (1\Iany Euro
peans), and brought his rifle down across the doorway. He 
called out, u Halt I Who goes there ? , in the clipped English of 
the Sudi-using a formula which long training supplied him with 
even in such an unbelievable episode of disorderliness as this. 
He was taking instantaneous note of incredible events. (He 
would be questioned on all this in the morning, up at the Lines.) 
Meanwhile, this was no sort of addbu (good manners) on the part 
of these visitors. The first one that reached him, at the run. went 
down before his rifle-butt-stunned. Then the incursion flowed 
over him. Thirty or forty poured into the lounge. The Governor 
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was the last man to rise.from the card-table. "Gentlemen~ in the. 
King's name-Halt ! , he said. - A spokesman came forward
apparently the one unarmed man in the crowd. Other~ had 
raced through to the back and side doors and the French windoWs. 
Some tore half-way up the main staircase, where they conun:inded 
any approach from the upper floors. There was no defenc~no -
reprisal. Revolvers were slipped back into holsters. There was 
a momentary silence of a few _secands' duration. From outside 
came the excited whispering of the native servants of Government 
House. _The cars were mana:uvring into new positions on the 
drive-circling headlights :flashed through the windows. The 
Aide-de-Camp moved to the Governor's side. He looked as· if 
he was badly in need of a Lewis-gun, or preferably a -1\_faXim. 
"Your Excellency," said the spokesman, •• I regret to say that 
we must ask you to come with us_;, 

" In the ~g's name, I order you all to withdraw,"' replied ~e 
Governor. · 

" \Ve have no other course open to us than to insist,'' added -
the spokesman. 

•• Gentlemen," said the Governor, speaking rapidly, cc I have 
ordered you, in the ~g's name, to withdraw. I know all or 
most of you personally. -1\Iay I add a word ~f advice ? · Abandon 
this insane adventure here and now, or else you are all ruined men. 
Beyond question. Beyond hope of remedy. •• 

•• \Vill Your Excellency accompany me to a _car outside ? " 
"' Certainly not.'' 
.. I • • . I mean we . • • must insist.,. 
"' I am ·not going to discuss the proposal with you now or at 

any future time. I have • • • .. There was a mob-movement, 
s"'ift and almost silent.- The Aide got in a straight left and. a 
right swing before . he was enfolded. His hands were forced 
behind his back. Handcuffs clicked. . The Governor was being 
chaired through the open door_ His Aide and his Private Secre
tary followed, carried shoulder-high. The lounge was empty of 
intruders. The stream of raiders vaulted on to throbbing cars 
outside and the procession-tore off down the long drive and into 
the town. A dozen Europeans with three cars had remained at 
the entrance to see that no attempt_ was made to shut the gates 
and trap the flotilla. They had seen nothing and no one--except 
those magnesium stars sailing down as they arrived. The whole 
incident, from the momerit when the fleet of cars entered upon 
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the drive until they raced through the gates again, had not taken 
more than three minutes. The guests of the evening, the excited 
servants and the disarmed askdli, gagged and handcuffed in the 
doorway, were left to themselves in the lounge. 

One overturned card-table. 
One chair broken. 
:.\larks of a scuffie on the thick pile carpe~. 
RcbcUion! 

• • • • • 
So a few of the loiterers who had hung about the town did get 

some reward for their vigil-a stream of cars, coming down Si:~th 
Avenue at 40 miles an hour. first a couple of open box-cars 
-three armed Europeans, revolver in hand, on each. Then a 
powerful English car, hooded and curtained ; more cars, some 
open, som.e with hoods up-all full. These fellows could drive I 
A slight reb ... xation of pace round the bend into Government 
Road, and ag-ain at the corner past the National Bank of India. 
Then a steady hum, diminuen~fo as the flotilla passed. A criss
cross of head-light and spot-light beams as it wound up the steep 
hill past the l\lental Hospital and out on to Kenya;s ~· Great North 
Road," on the way to Fott Hall. · · 

The Governor was being kidnapped ! To NanyUki or beyond, 
said some of the spectators. Somewhere to the Nonh, anyway. 
Trltat 11e.\·t? . . . . ' . 

About this time a number of things happened simultaneously. 
At several bungalows on the Hill, Heads of Department, after 
dining, strangely enough, in full marching kit, moved in from the· 
veranda, where enjoyment of coffee and a pipe had been inter
rupted by the sight of a rocket rising behind Government House, · 
and completed the packing of a suitcase for a possible absence of 
some weeks' duration. They were soon called for, by car, and 
taken away. · 

The Indian bazaar was found to be surrounded by an armed 
guard of colonists. No one could enter or leave. The Indian 
Lines behind the railway workshops were similarly enclosed, as 
also were the quarters of the Indian artisans of the P.W.D. RiYer 
Road, the principal Indian quaner, was barricaded at both ends 
and paraded by patrols, who ordered all residents to go indoors off 
the street. A number of hands had been " working overtime " at 
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the Railway shops. It. was not .till a later hour that they had 
been collected and removed by armed patrols. . Strangely enough 
it was down there that some of the senior members of Railway 
staff were " collected " for "' removal . ., 

An influential group of insurrectionists Visited the Lines· of 
the King"s African Rifles. · · All approaches to the Lines exhibited 
barbed-wire entanglements, which. had not been there when 
darkness fell. Polite sentries were taciturn. None of the officers 
could be seen; they w~re b~. 'Vould the B'fC_ana stand back
from the barbed ·wire ? They had orders to fire at anyone who 
touched it. (Sandbags could be seen inside the entrance-with 
machine-guns peeping through.) The visitors might go away. 
They went. (There had been a pronounced but brief period of 
activity up at the Lmes when the rockets went up ; also an 
appalling volume of swearing in the 1\Iess-at enforced inactivity 
imposed, without explanation~ by the O.C. Troops.) 

• • • • • 
Twenty-seven miles away, across the plains ~at stretch to the 

South of Nairobi, lay the unused corrugated-ir~n buildings that 
had once constituted Stony Athi railway station. It had not been 
used for railway purposes since a new station had been inserted 
at 1\Iagadi Junction. Two European members of Post Office 
staff had been camped in these deserted buildings for ~me days~ 
(Trains ran through the discarded station "'ithout stopping.) As 
on previous nights, one of them was spending the evening under · 
the open veranda, sitting in a deck-chair, wrapped in a blanket 
and watching intently. A cypher message had been received at 
midday enjoining particular watchfulness that night. Suddenly 
he rose and stepped In to the instrument table. He was 
•• through u to 1\lombasa.- He sent off the one code word, 
•• 68-J.s9:• and then tried to call up Nairobi. Ko reply. There 
was an interruption-line cut, no doubt. He then woke his 
companion, who had turned in on a camp-bed after having been 
on duty all day until sunset, watching the Northern horizon for 
the sudden development of a tiny black smoke-cloud from three 
signal shells. They were both heartily sick of the strained duty. 
of ~•atching that one spot on the horizon during darkness. and 
daylight. 

'' The rockets," said the watcher briefly. 
u Get through ? " asked his companion. 
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cc Yes,, 
" And Nairobi ? , 
cc No,, 
The man who had been on day-shift dressed rapidly. The 

two mounted motor-cycles, and took the road across the plains 
towards the Mua Hills. There was a certain farm there where 
they might be of use, and their job at Stony Athi station was over • 

• • • • • 
In the receiving-room of the Wireless Station at Kilindfni 

two European operators sat. The night wa~ hot. Both were in 
cotton pants and canvas shoes, with gauze shirts open at the neck 
and sleeves rolled up. One was reading a novel, lying back in a 
deck-chair with phones on, listening in on a wave-length of 
195 metres. In addition to the station's main aerial, an impro
vised second one was hanging from one of the 200 ft. steel masts. 
He had been on this duty for some nights now ; and a very 
uninteresting occupation it had proved. The other, a post-office 
operator on routine duty, was listening to some passing vessel 
out at sea, talking to somewhere else. If one lifted one's phones, 
a distinct buzz could be heard from insect swamis· kept at bay 
from the brilliantly lighted interior by the copper mesquito 
gauze which filled the open windows. It was 10.23 p.m. The 
man in the deck-chair suddenly sat upright. His novel slid to 
the concrete floor with a slap. 

" Got it ? " asked his companion. 
The operator nodded. "Something," he said. A pause. 

11 Very faint," he added, and then," Gone." 
u It's an odd chance whether it comes through,, said the post 

office hand, removing his own phones. (The distant steamer. 
had ceased to interest.) cc Tiny outfit. Have you seen it ? " 

The operator nodded a negative, and then held up his hand. 
The little equipment on the Mua Hills was coming through 
again. There was dead silence for a minute or two, except for 
the insects against the gauze. Then the operator rose to his feet 
sharply, taking off the phones and laying them down. " I got it 
very clearly just then,, he said. 11 

' 68459. Message ends'
repeated three times. Good enough." He slipped swiftly 
through the mosquito-proofed door and went across to the engine
room. He started the 3-kilowatt set, adjusted his transmitter to 
I ,ooo metres and sent out the group u 68459·" A thumping reply 
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came back from Zanzibar, easily a:udible ev~n in the trans~tting 
room: "Thanks, we've already had ·it. No more now. So 
long." He_ reverted to 195 metres, and sent off .to a possible 
listener on a " loyal " farm on the 1\Iua Hills the acknowledge
ment u O.K.u He went back to the silent· receiving-room and 
listened. Mua Hills had. clo8ed down, however~ Nothing else 
came through that night . 

• • • • 
It- was. a very· sensatiollal and abl"]lpt end to the dance .at the 

English Club at Zanzibar when all the Naval me~ had suddenly 
to leave as early as a quarter to eleven-the Naval band inclild~. 
which had been lent for the night's festivitieS. The local .Goan 
band was hastily called in, but few .dancers waited for it to come. 
I\ lost of them had _gone out on to the front. Launches ·were 
racing from the three brilliantly lighted cruisers to the shore and 
back again. One could hear anchors co~g up. They moved 
off down the anchorage. Lights suddenly went out. A heavy 
bank of smoke lay across the low stars. The cruisers ·were going 
Northward at high speed. SQtnething to write hQtne about! 
I\feanwhile-back to the Club for an excited supper . 

• • • • • 
Staff was working late in some of the rooms of the East Mrican 

Department at the Colonial Office. The last me:sSage from 
Nairobi had been timed 7·34 p.m. there, which was 5·4 p.m. in. 
London. The town was outwardly quiet, but the Governor's 
informants l\'ere definite that a raid woul~ be earned out early in 
the night. The quiet ~eeting of the Legislative Council in the 
morning had previously been described. Under· such circum
stances, it was considered worth while, at the Colonial Office, 
to ,,·ait at any rate until midnight by local time. If nothing 
had happened by then • . . A telephone call. Private line : 
Admiralty speaking. Zanzibar had just come through, with the 
message: •c Called by Kilindini. 68459. Leaving eleven-

. thirty:' The Permanent Under-Secretary went across to the L 

Secretary of State's room and reported. ,a,. 
Kenya had its fill of publicity next day in the midday_ a•ihe 

subsequent editions of the papers. A torrent of speculat'" 
interview and correspondence followed upon the official stat«:zed all 
supplied to the Pr~ss. This was to the ~ffect that a situ~ly been 
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political unrest had developed in Kenya Colony. Communica
tion with Nair6bi was interrupted. Three cruisers had left Zan· 
zibar for Kilindini, which they should reach at 6 a.m. (3.30 a.m. 
London time). The native population was believed to be quiet. 
It was not considered that civilians in the Colony were in any 
danger. His Majesty's Government had taken immediate steps 
to stop the passage of passengers, goods,. mails or cablegrams 
into Kenya Colony, both from overseas and from adjacent terri
tories under British control. (That was the mystifying factor.) 
Passengers or goods then on the seas would be landed at Zanzibar. 
Any claims for damages or expenses, arising froni Government 
action as described, should be lodged with the Secretary of State 
for the Colonies, Colonial Office, Downing Street, S.W.I. The 
Government. had been in communication with Foreign Embassies 
overnight as to the treatment and safety of their nationals at 
Mombasa and elsewhere in the Colony and Protectorate. 

The Permanent Under-Secretary himself went home that 
evening by way of the Italian Embassy, where he paid a brief call. 

The other officials dispersed to their homes. At the end of 
an unusually harassing day they found themselVtiS walking with 
an unaccustomed spring. They too were having '811 adventure. 
Had they done the Right Thing ? Suppose their inf~rJI13.tion 
had been honestly intended . . • but inaccurate l . . . Sup
pose they were not holding a trump card after all ? Were the 
chauvinists as immature a group as had been . represented ? If 
human weaknesses in a remote comer of their domain now 
intervened • . . If the operations of Schedule A did not 
provide a remedy . . . Or only resulted in a stalemate. • ~ • I~ 
the horrors and expense of the programme. arranged for as 
Schedule B had to be faced . . . The nearest precedent to this. 
sort of thing had been that affair in '54· But that had • • • 
Anyway, it was going to be interesting. (And it is not only on 
the fringes of Empire that the spirit of adventure lingers) . 

• • • • • 
Meanwhile Nair6bi town was filling up. None but children 

in the town slept that night. The suburbs poured their popula
re~ns back. The streets were full at midnight. The American, 
thrdan and Portuguese Consuls were at their offices, _and were 
room. visited by representatives from Insurrectionary Head-
1 ,ooo 1rs. Patrols traversed the streets, ordering natives back to 
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their quarters. . Ko Indians were in sight. The railway station 
and workshops and the General Post Office were a blaze of light. 
Amateur staffs . were being installed. In the extensive ,-ailway 
shops most of the power tools were found_ to be out of com
mission as a result of the removal of essential parts. Locomotives 
in the yard had been largely put out of running order-in as 
complete a II13.!IDer as was possible at short notice. At the 
G.P.O., instruments, stamps and postal orders had been cleared. 
They were possibly in the strqng-room. but with.this locked and 
the key missing, .nothing but dynamite could clear up the -point. 
Even by daylight it was clear that all was not going well with the 
Insurrection. and then there w-as •• the Government post~ ,. for 
them. to contend with. A patrol of Insurrectic:mists near the 
Secretariat just before midnight had found that the Government 
Press-apparently dark and unoccupied--was at work under full 
pressure. with all windows carefully shrouded inside '\\-ith a double 
covering of bookbinders" leather~ European personnel had been 
at work ever since the rockets rose behind Government House, 
striking off masses of a Special Issue of the .Official Gazette. 
This was in leaflet form, and comprised three t~ " Government 
~otices." The first declared a moratorium. for the banks, of 
unspecified duration; the second declared that a state of emer
gency existed in the Colony and Protectorate, in which the 
Gm.-ernor, under the Powers vested in him. revoked and_suspended 
all wholesale and. retail liquor licences of every description until 
funher notice. · 

The third was to the effect that whereas certain em-disposed 
persons had attempted to usurp the powers of Government in 
the Colony, it was notified for public information that all persons 
joining in, aiding or abetting their attempt would be treated as 
rebels, and would render -themseh-es liable to deportation and 
permanent exile_ from the Colony. Representations would be 
made to the Secretary of State for the Colonies for the promotion 
of a Bill in Parliament authorizing the sequestration of estates and 
of all immoYable property in the Colony belonging to individuals 
who might be convicted, on trial, of having joined, or remained in 
association with, the parties guilty of the said attempted usurpa
tion of powers.- subsequent to the- date of publication of the 
~otice_ 

The patrol occupied the Press, ejected the staff. and seized all 
copies of the Sp~ial Issue ; but batches of this had clearly been 
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leaving the Press at intervals for hours. They were found in the 
morning placarded on buildings all over the town and suburbs. 
Copies had been slipped under shop doors. Everybody either 
had a ~opy or had seen one. 

And the notice \vas dated I a.m. on that morning. The 
day just dawning was the" date of publication." Anyone who 
" associated himself subsequent to that date \'ith •. /' 

Individuals and families started thinking hard. They would 
have till midnight to decide which side • • • 

1\leanwhile the King's African Rifles stayed in their lines, and 
were unapproachable. There was something. ominous about that 
passivity. 

• • • • • 
During the day a steady rumour grew that the Governor 

was only 17 miles away instead of being over 150 miles away, 
as it was understood that the intention of the raiders had been. 
It was an ominous fact that they were already being referred to as 
" the raiders." At last a resident came in "ith a story that the 
first car of the escort accompanying the raiders to the Korth had 
come, without warning, round a sharp bend, upon a deep ditch 
dug completely through an earth embankment on the road. The 
car was smashed beyond repair. It was still l)ing the-re. He 
had seen it. The four men on it were at the nearest farmhouse 
with fractured ribs or limbs. The Governor's car had only just 
drawn up in time. A motor-cyclist scout had met the party at the 
same place to say that all bridges across the Theta Rhier and 
swamps beyond them had had their decking burnt off by gangs 
of natives under European leadership-whether official or settler
was not known. A fierce petrol fire had been started on each 
bridge deck, and the incendiaries had disappeared. The attempt . 
to reach NanyUki or beyond with the Governor had been given 
up. He and his party had been taken to some fam1 on 
the South of the road. The three rockets at Nairobi had 
been seen by numerous people in the region. Systematic 
road obstruction seemed to have started then in many direc
tions. Simultaneous risings, even in the nearer districts. had 
been seriously disarranged by the cutting of wires and the 
blocking of roads by remo\'al of earthwork or the fdling of 
trees across them. 

Only t\,·o newsparers were allowed to appear in Xairobi. 
They both contained a-uberant leading articles arpealing fvr 
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solidarity in the Causes of the Empire and of Christianity. _They 
averred that e-verything was proceeding according to plan, and 
that a new era of prosperity must necessarily open out before the 
country as a result of the settlement. which. a united front ·at' this 
juncture would enable them,. without doubt, to- exact from 
Downing Street. 

* • • • • 
Dawn at ::\Iombasa. The re-vohing light in the lighthouse 

on Ras Ser.ini is brought to a standstill and extingUished,. and the 
old Indian attendant descends to his quarters nearby. The 
African look--out boy open5 the shelter at the foot of the flagstaff 
and starts his shift on watch. To the East of English Point the 
sun is rising from a sea of glass. distorted by the merest undula
tion along a cuning line which m.arks the limit of the Le,.-en Reef. 
A car whizzes past, taking a couple of residents for an early · 
morning round on the links. One or two bathers, with bath 
towels across their shoulders,. pass on bicycles, making for some 
of the little beaches along Kilindini Harbour. · 

The .African look-out steps smartly across to the flagstaff and 
runs up a dark na~y-blue flag to the Southem yard-arm: ce Un- -
kno..,.,--n steamer approaching from South." -On ::\Iombasa Fort, 
the old Portuguese relic dating from IS93• the air-blown siren 
groans out its message to the waking townspeople. Scarcely has 
the look-out returned to his shelter than he again steps to the 
flagstaff, hauls down the flag and runs up a string of three : . 
"Three unkno""--n steamers approaching from South.'' .~oain 
the siren biays on the Fort. So far they are only three puffs of 
smoke,. with mastheads showing abo,.-e the clear-cut line of the 
horizon. But what a pace ! In a few minutes the signal is 
altered. It now reads: ~·Three of H.!\I. ships approaching 
from South.'" The two leading vessels turn in along the channel 
lea&ng to K.ilindini Harbour entrance, between coral reefs o'""er 
which the shallow water presents the intense emerald green 
that can be seen nowhere in !\ature except oyer coral reefs 
in tropical sunlight. The leading· cruiser enters the harbour
The second slows down and stops near the entrance. Launches 
are lowered and appear to be busying themseh-es about one_ spot. 
After a brief interval they rejoin the cruiser. A spout of "-ater 
rises at the spot they haye just left. The second cruiser follows 
the first into the harbour. The third ~ruiser continues on its 

2C 
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course across the channel of approach, and disappears North
ward up the coast at the same sensational speed at which it had 
approached from the South. 

The residential area at 1\Iombasa launches its European popu
lation to\vards Kilindini Harbour. A stream of motors and 

. rickshaws tears across the island. 1\Ieanwhile the Post Office 
has opened for the day. News gets about that 1\lombasa is 
isolated. The cable to Zanzibar is interrupted. The land lines 
to the interior only operate as far as Voi, a hundred miles away. 
Can it be possible that anything has happened in Nairobi? 
l\Iombasa had for long been listening, with ~gled derision and 
boredom, to revolutionary heroics by up-country politicians. 
Could the fools actually have • • • ? 

By the time the rickshav.-s reach Kilindini harbour-front the 
leading cruiser has got to work. She has anchored close in, and 
launches are towing a considerable force of marines to the small 
pontoon jetty which constitutes the only landing-place, until the 
completion of the extensive wharf on which construction only 
recently started. A v.ide circle of interested spectators faces the 
landing jetty : Swahilis in their long white kdn.:us.; Shihiri steve
dores v.ith bare bronze bodies above coloured loincloths ; turbaned 
Arabs in colourful national costumes ; native women in :\"\Taps of 
blazing tints ; a few Indian police in khaki uniforms with scarlet 
kununerbunds ; the Goan staff of the Customs and Post Depart
ments in irreproachable white duck ; and the Europeans, a little 
group of tussore suits and pith helmets-a few of them; women 
with sunshades. A subdued jabber of speculation in ·a dozen 
different languages and dialects, as the crowded boats discharge 
their companies in rapid succession up the pontoon. A few sharp 
orders and the swarm condenses into a column of four abreast. 
Another order, and it starts away from the wharf, v.ithout a word 
to anybody present-marines, fully armed and carrying heavy 
equipment. (So something must have happened up-country!) 
The semicircle of spectators opens, and the column v.inds through 
-up the steep ascent from the water-front, under the railway 
bridge, sharp left into the black shado\\"S of the mango-trees across 
the front of Kilindini railway station, right-wheel across the 
extensive station yard. They are taking a short cut to the Wire
less Station. These Na\-al men seem to know their way about ! 
They enter the fenced compound of the Station, pile arms, stack 
equipment and stand easy. Naval officers converse with the 
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Station staff.- A silent marine7 as sentry at each gate of the 
compound ...• 

Inaction. 
One man -listening-in at I95 metre wave-length in- the little 

receiving-room. But nothing to be seen by the curious crowd 
round the compound. · 

• • • ·- * 
A second contingent .landed shortly after from the second 

cruiser, boarded a train· at the wat~r-front and-went by rail into 
1\Iombasa. It here detrained, split into detachments and marched 
direct to the various foreign Consulates, at ~ch of which a guard 
was mounted. Later in the morning the Commander and his 
staff from the leading cruiser landed, paid brief ""isits by car to 
each of the Consulates7 saw the Provincial Commissioner at his 
office, and returned on board. 

That was all. 
The cable cut ; the ""ireless Station occupied ; the foreign 

Consulates guarded. 
No train arrived at 1\Iombasa from the highlands that day. 

Railway officials were J:eticent. The evening passenger train for. 
Nairobi was cancelled. 

. Never had the Indian drivers of the ramshackle Fords which 
plied between 1\Iombasa and Kilindini. reaped such a harvest ! 
The road was crowded all day and all evening. · The entire 
population of l\Iombasa appeared to visit the Kilindini water
front once or oftener. There was no activity on· board the 
cruisers. - Their bells struck the hours •. - They looked miracles ·of 
unconcem. In the- aftemoon, and again late in the evening, 
launches plied again. · Reliefs marched to the various occupied 
points, and the relieved guards re-embarked. 

Quite unexciting. 

* * * • 
The insurrectionists in Nairobi did enjoy some minutes of 

triumph when they cleared the Indian bazaar towards midday. 
Under strong guards of armed colonials, all wearing the arm-band 
of the " new .Government,, the -occupants of the bazaar were · 
marched down Goyernment Road to the station. Indian shop
keepers, only a few of them managing to look at all jaun;y, scared 
Indian women. quaint. wide-eyed little children, comically garbed 
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in miniature reproductions of the clothing worn by their elders
and all carrying large or small bundles of their more precious 
belongings-made up the bulk of this somewhat pathetic pro
cession. Guards round the bazaar were doubled as the evacuation 
proceeded, and no looting took place in it. It would be the turn 
of the River Road area to go, next day. The large number of 
locomotives standing in Nairobi yard had been found to display 
an amazing catalogue of defects, some at least of which must have 
been intentionally effected. Still, eight or ten trains had been 
assembled in running order. Telegraphic communication down 
the line was restored, and the first packed train.got away for the 
coast with its volunteer crew of driver, firemen and guard and 
its overload of Indians. The loading of other trains proceeded, 
and a second and third soon left. But after that there was a 
pause. Hours passed. Engines were in steam, crews ready, the 
locked carriages crowded, sentries on duty alongside. But. 
nothing else left that day. The first train had been stopped, some 
23 miles away. l\Iore than a quarter of a mile of rails had been 
found to have been lifted, carried away and hidden in the bush or 
buried. Telegraphic information came from I~surrectionists 
who had raided wayside stations farther down the . line : the 
gangmen's huts were empty ; the permanent-way staff. had 
disappeared ; the line was hopelessly breached in a number of 
places, chiefly round curves. There could be no running that 
day. There was nothing for it but to return the packed trains to 
Nairobi and detrain the cramped deportees. There was no 
shelter for them at Nairobi-except in their own quarters-in the 
bazaar. They were marched back to the bazaar ! Their guards 
could not escape the feeling that they were cutting a ridiculous · 
figure. And it was the Government-the dispersed and arrested 
Government-that was making them look ridiculous ! Heroes 
who can shatter opposition cannot invariably sunive ridicule. 
Critical townsfolk in Nairobi quoted the case of the Grand Qld 
Duke of York, who had ten thousand men • • . 

The bottom was dropping out of the insurrection ! 
The Insurrectionists were clearly going to be under the 

necessity of patrolling some 6oo miles of railway and 2,ooo miles 
of roads if they wished to keep communications open. There 
was almost complete abstention of the Civil Senice personnel 
from their movement. Some individual officials whom they had 
been relying on as certain adherents emerged as their most 
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energetic ob~tructionists. " All's fair in love and war," and 
since the Insurrectionists had been plotting treason for months, 
there was no .ground for complaint in that some of ~e ·officials 
had met them on their own level. There;: was no revolutionary 
activity in Mombasa Island. Work proceeded there as usual; 
except for the enforced isolation from the outside world. 

On the se~ond morning there were two ominous indications· 
in Nairobi of distrust in. the Insurrectionary cause. The news
papers appeared with~mt le~ding article~ or appeals of any sort. 
They merely contained news. They were not aiding or abetting 
the movement. All liquor bars, '\\ri.th the exception of one small 
saloon of rather disreputable history, remained shut. _Licensees 
were not risking th~ir licences, and their co~ercial future, by 
disregarding the deposed Government's edict. This cr:eated a 
profound impression. There were wholesale abstentions on the 
part of men ·and boys who on the previous day had been active· 
adherents. The Insurrectionary leaders, in promoting their own 
economic and political ~nterests ruthlessly throughout a long 
term of years, had not, of course, failed, a~ the same time, to 
create personal hostilities in many directioll;S, and these now 
flared up in angry· obstruction of their aims. "Intelligence ·~ 
leaked from their councils to Government" officers, as it had done 
since the beginning of the movement. Street meetings, hostile to 
the Insurrection, attended by hundreds· of Europe~s, were held 
at different po,ints in the town during the day. Government 
officials were prominent at these. The prevailing note was one 
of ridicule-there were no brains of sufficient qualitY behind the 
Insurrection to afford it any chance of success. How could it 
-carry on without whisky ?-and much that was personal and 
damaging. As the result of suggestions made at these meetings, 
townsfolk in hundreds · signed declarations, addressed to the · 
O.C. Troops ~t the Lines of the King's Mrican Rifles, placing 
'themselves at his service in any step$ he might see fit to take for 
the restoration of the status quo ante. He apparently saw fit to 
take no steps. . 

A limited telegraph serVice had been established by volunteer 
staff at the G.P.O. A strict censorship was attempted on both 
inward and ·outward messages.- Mombasa office, though iri 
"loyal" hands, was sending messages up-country. News 
leaked through during· the day that the Union Castle liner, 
which was expected just then with· a large direct mail from 
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London, had appeared cc to time," but had been met in the channel 
by a launch from one of the cruisers. The liner had turned 
round and headed South for Zanzibar ; the launch had returned. 

The port was blockaded I That fact provided food for 
reflection upon present heroics and future prospects : upon the 
.alternatives of secession and prosperity : upon chaos and com
merce. It invited disquieting comparisons between the Insur
rectionary G.H.Q. and the British Government. All dhows in 
Mombasa Harbour had been visited from the cruisers, and all had 
left. The Port Office tug Mvita and the small coasting steamer 
that ordinarily lay in Mombasa Harbour had passed round to 
Kilindini and were anchored up-harbour, behind the cruisers; 
otherwise both harbours were empty. The third cruiser .had 
reappeared from the North and passed slowly Southward, far 
out at sea. 

At the inland end of the railway all the vessels of the Uganda · 
Railway Marine had left Kenya ports and steamed across the 
Victoria Nyanza to harbours on the Uganda side, where they were 
lying at anchor. . 

The High Court remained open, and no interference with the 
Justiciary was attempted by the Insurrectionists. It 'received a 
flood of applications, in a wide variety of connections; for 
injunctions against the raiders. Much comment was roused by 
rumours of a claim by the Government of the Uganda Protec
torate against " the Kenya Government , for damages and 
compensation for stoppage of trade, interference with Adininis
tration, interruption of mails and other services, and ·other 
"collateral disturbance "-whatever that phrase might ulti
mately be interpreted to mean. · The foreign Consuls also l<;>dged 
claims of varying degrees of seriousness, addressing copies both 
to the Officer in Charge of Troops, at the K.A.R. Lines, and to 
the Chief Justice. 

It was known in Nairobi that ·the American Consul had 
convened a meeting of all the foreign Consuls, after which they 
had visited Insurrectionary G.H.Q. together. There had also 
been a meeting of the Consuls at the American Consulate with 
all the bank managers. In the commercial world resentment 
against the raiders grew. Street meetings became more out
spoken.· " Rescue the Governor I " became one of the catch 
phrases. There were hostile demonstrations in front of Insur
rectionary G.H.Q. The orderly and well-affected masses of 
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the European· community would ultimately have the prh--ilege 
of paying for the antics of these raider-S. A Constitutional Group 
assumed form, and its followers grew rapidly in mnnbers. . The 
leaders of the Insurrection \isited and left G.H.Q. only under 
strong guard of their supporters~ And these were dwindling •. 
The end was approaching. · 

* . * * * * 
Leading 1\l~mbasa. residents had '\isited the senior cruiser. 

The Commander had politely declined to meet anyone except the 
Govemor of the Colony. 

* * * * * 
Neither trains nor messages were allowed to pass the border 

into Tanganyika Territory. Representatives of G.H.Q. did, 
however, get through to Tanga by car. Naval staff were· in 
charge of the Post Office, Customs ·House and Port Office !' 
Dhows had to obtain a permit to leave or enter the harbour. 
There u:as a cruiser patrolling outside. 

If the Insurrecti,onists had some historic and compelling 
gesture to make to the great world overs~as, they _were clearly· 
experiencing some difficulty in making it. · 

* * * * * 
If anyone had wanted· an illustration of the quality of the 

Administration staff in the Colonial Service in Kenya it was to be 
had, plainly enough, during these fe\-y days. The Black Tele
graph, which at times outstrips the electric one, appeared to ·work 
unerringly. Simultaneous movements of raiders upon distant 
and isolated stations were, in the first case, seriously disarranged 
by the cutting of land lines and the blocking of roads. In antici
pation of a disordered telegraph service, the Insurrectionists had 
arranged light signals across certain stretches of country, but 
precisely in these areas hea\ry bush fires had sprung up at sunset 
on the day of the rising. Smoke and flames effectively blanketed 
the signals. Raiders waited at appointed posts. '\'\-ith growing 
suspicion and uneasiness, for comrades who were late. The · 
European raid, for s-..viftness and efficacy, depended on the motor
car. and one hour's work at \\•ell-chosen spots would block routes 
sufficiently to necessitate hours of work to reopen them. ""hen 
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the " station " was finally approached, discoveries of varying type 
were made. Some were roughly but effectively fortified, and so 
strongly held as to be unassailable without serious bloodshed : so 
they were invested without further molestation until instructions 
might come through from G.H.Q. at Nair6bi. For the most 
part, District Commissioners had just left or had been away for 

·some days, in the Native Reserves. The rebel officers in one 
district never joined their insurrectionary commando at all. The 
District Commissioner had swooped first, captured them at their 
homes and disappeared with them into untracked forest in a 
mountainous part of his district. They were not seen or heard of 
until the insurrection was over. No attempt was made to trace 
or round-up these Administration officers. They perfotmed 
legendary exploits in the patrol of their districts. To hundreds 
of thousands of Mricans they were the Government, whatever 
might be happening on" the Hill, at Nair6bi. There was no· 
looting, no excitement. Many Indians whose arrest had been 
intended had also faded into Native. Reserve. Administration 
officers directed their movements. The ·Insurrectionists had 
other things to do than to venture into Native Re&erve, where a 
fugitive Assistant District Commissioner might so ell.Sily become 
a swift assailant at the head of a sable host, of nightmare potenti
alities. More than one rebel patrol vanished off its beat during 
the first two days-to turn up sound and well when subsequently 
released after the insurrection was over. All the .captures were 
not on one side by any means. And the day-and-night shauris 
with distant chiefs, with excited clansmen, went on unceasingly ; 
advice, instructions, the heavy hand of " Government " for any 
infraction : confident but sympathetic grasp : the Right Thing, 
being done without text-book or letter 1 of instruction. Low 
whistles at dusk outside a Mission station.: "Road clear; no 
rebels." The District Commissioner comes striding out of the 
bush, a lean figure in khaki. A short conversation \vi.th the 
missionary and his wife. (Some quiet laughter under the star
light.) A hasty meal on the veranda. Next morning, at sunrise, 
a village headman 25 · miles away is receiving the orders of 
Government from the same officer. Native masses on their 
best behaviour. The spoken word, from the Bwana himself : on 
native paths : in sun-baked villages : in the long shadows of 
sunset : in the blackness of night, by small camp-fires, suddenly 
quenched and deserted after a brief halt.. And in every direction 
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--communication by tlie Black Telegraph. Control--concerted, · 
complete. · 

British Administration-" carrying on ~· in an em~rgen-cy. 
Rather regardless of rebels, on the whole. All in the day's 
work, an~·ay. 

• • - . • • 
It was a game effort on.the·part of four men from NanyUki to 

get into touch, on be~alf of_ Insurrectionary G_.H.Q., with the 
outside world by· striking Kismayu, overland, by car: On getting 
there, across miles of waterless desert, they would have to choose 
their moment, raid the Post Office wireless station-the only 
wireless transmitting set that was publicly known of at tha't time 
in Kenya beyond the big one at Kilindini--eject the staff and hold 
it, at the point of the revolver if necessary, until they could get 
the Insurrectionist l\1essage through to some passing steamer-at 
sea, and so to Europe. Three ears were to start, laden to their 
fullest capacity ·with petrol, stores and radiator-water.. First one, 
and then a second, would be abandoned. .The third should 
reach Kismiyu, carrying all three drivers, the v9lunteer wireless
operator and the residue· of petrol and water. 

Leaving a trail of empty containers of petrol, oil and .water
every ounce of useless weight being instantly discarded-toiling 
across patches of loose sand on unrolled strips of canv~. draining 

. the radiators of the abandoned cars in turn of their last precious 
drops of water, ·manreuvring through leagues of thom scrub,
wielding axe and shovel, four terracotta-coloured men did finally 
roll up to the wells of Afmadu, and so. along the good militarY 
track into Kismiyu. "-'\"here had they blown in from? Nan
yUki ? That was a sporting effort.,. • • • (l\1ad exploits of this 
sort, by car, are quite commonplaces in Kenya, however.) "Had 
they heard the ~ews ? \v"hen did they leave NanyUki ? There 
was a giddy old rebellion on I Yes, really ! A cruiser had come 
up the day it started ; anchored about a mile out and sent in a 
party~ The Provincial Commissioner had been taken off by 
launch for a long sllauri with the Co1mnander. He wasn't giving 
much away, though. Naval officers had gone over to Gilimbo 
across the river and interviewed the- Italian Commandant there. 
Mter a stay of a few hours the cruiser had gone off South again • 
• . . No. Dho·ws were no longer allowed to come in to the 
anchorage. \Vater Police put off and sent them on South-to 
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Zanzibar. Kismayu was properly cut off now-in the jolly old 
middle of nowhere. • • • No. They had heard nothing since. 
The Italian wireless was said to be out of order, and the cruiser's 
party had stripped our \\ireless station of all its removable gear. 
They must come along to the Club, anyway, and have a ... " 

• • • • • 
The third night was a sleepless one for the insurrectionary 

leaders. The Constitutional Group was receiving adherents 
every hour. The most exciting day in Kenya's history started 
with a tense quarter of an hour just before sunrise. The K.A.R. 
were moving ! · 

It was, however, a leisurety and unexciting movement: 
nothing retaliatory. Something like a route-march. No band; 
no bugles. Only the rhythmic S\\ish of sandalled feet on the 
macadam roads-a marching column which shed two European 
officers and 40 Sudanese at each of the banks, where they 
mounted guard, as impassive and uncommunicative as ever. 
Presumably they were ensuring against any brief flare-up of 
anarchy as the rebellion fizzled out. · . 

Sixth Avenue began to fill at an early hour. Crowds of men 
collected round the lofty premises of the largest commer~ial firm 
there, which had become the headquarters of the Constitutional 
Group. 1\Ioreover, these men carried rifles and wore the white 
arm-band of the new anti-rebel movement. The end was in 
sight. Fleets of cars collected. 1\lessengers paSsed repeatedly 
to Insurrectionary Headquarters and back. An ultimatum,. said 
some. So it was. The restoration of Government-or reprisals~ 
Civil war, in fact-\\ith that unknown quantity, the K.A.R., still 
holding its hand. · 

The public services of the town and country were hourly 
foundering in increasing chaos. The machinery of State had 
been dislocated by shallow men, deceived by their own self-

. importance, who were quite unable to restore it. The equipment 
for a counter-raid, against themselves, \\1lS now collecting before 
their eyes. Before midday the end came. Capitulation, uncon
ditional. Dispersal to their farms, to await what might happen 
to them. A final fan of messages was sent out from the 
G.P.O. to district commandos, and the raiders melted from 
the scene. 

1\Ieanwhile a huge fleet of cars had poured out along the Fort 
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Hall road-to bring the: Governor in, of course. His own car 
had been seen leaving the town by the .Ainsworth Bridge : no one 
in it but the Government House chauffeur. A couple of hours 
passed. The crowds grew in density. The returning escort 
could be heard when it was as far away as the race-course. Th~ 
K.A.R. detachments at ·the banks relinquished guard and 
marched back to the Lines, from :which barbed wire had now 
disappeared. · . 

The approaching fle~t of C?rS maintained a cqnstant blare of
horns~ An unceasing roar of cheers swelled and sank and 
swelled. The cars came down to walking pace. -Sixth Avenue 
was almost impassable, a kaleidoscope of colour-natives, Indians, 
Europeans, Somalis, cheering, waving. Every window open and 
full. There was a chorus of locomotive whistles from the. rail
way yard-" The bells of All Saints' and of the Roman Catholic 
Cathedral were crashing in with their quota of noise. A nightmare 
was being lifted from all these -people ;· a strange emotion of 
joyousness was abroad. There was an inunense demonstration 
outside the American Consulate-geniality go~e a bit . frantic. 
Everywhere flags had appeared. The town w~s in gala dress. 
The procession wound Up the hill to the entrance gates of Govern
ment House, where the crowd halted and ga:ve three. thundering 
cheers as the car, with the smiling Governor sitting beside his 
impassive Aide-de-Camp, sped away up ·the long dljve. The 
Union Jack was again run up the flagstaff in the middle of the 
front lawn. Round upon round of cheers, and then a slow · 
dispersal of the enormous and excited crowds. All was well. 
The Governor was back. The country had emerged safely from· 
a ludicrous" rebellion." .. 

(Poor devils !) 

* * * 
.. 

* 
Towards sunset Government House car was again seen on 

the roads. Only one brief call-at the K.A.R. Mess. 

* * * * * 
Do·wn in l\Iombasa Island naval" detachments from several 

localities converged upon the pontoon jetty at Kilindini and went 
on board the two cruisers. Anchors came up. They passed 
slowly down the wjnding harbour and stood out to sea. A third 
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cruiser, having discontinued patrol duties, passed, going Korth
"-ard up the Coast. All three disappeared, in leisurely fashion, 
over the horizon . 

• • • • • 
It was an inspiration on the part of the Governor to have that 

Garden Party at Government House on the next day but one. 
Never had Nairobi known such an exuberant function. To a 
new note, moreover. A general public invitation. Again a 
satisfying feast of colour. Everybody was there, so to speak. So 
was the new spirit. Intentional considera~eness. Spontaneous 
and unshakable geniality. Europeans, Americans, Goans, 
Indians, Arabs, Swahilis, Som.a.I.is exhibiting more than mutual 
toleration. Courtesy unflawed by assertiveness. The senior 
officials ·were all back, loud in their praises of the hospitality that 
they had enjoyed during their enforced residence on distant 
farms. The Aide was making earnest inquiries about the identity 
of rn·o men, to each of whom he must have given a black eye. 
The Postmaster-General was replying quizzically to sallies as to 
the effect of his arrangements upon the course of recent e\·ents. 
Large numbers of the ex-raiders were present. A Go,·emment 
Notice the previous day had proclaimed a General Amnesty for 
all participants with the exception of five ringleaders, whose 
names were gi,·en, and who had already been arrested. Their 
trial was to take place in London later. Those of their followers 
who were present almost lost their traces of awkwardness in the 
cordiality of the terms upon which they found themseltes with 
everybody-from the Governor downwards. There were nq 
jibes going about. After all, we are all liable to make mistakes, 
especially under foolish leadership. Bygones had suddenly 
become bygones. Residents were mt.ling to take fellow-residents 
as they found them, without harbouring comictions of inescapable 
repulsiveness on the part of others. All these people had sud
denly become-" East Africans." Yiolence had suddenly been 
lifted from the internal relations of this \irile colonial admi.~e 
of groups. The sporting spirit had emerged, as it was bound to 
do sooner or later, from the bonds which the nnity of in com· 
petents had sought to impose. Poor little Kenya Colony, for so 
long a sufferer from Enlarged Spleen and a Disordered Liver, 
had reached the crisis of her disease, had an operation-and 
reCOf:ered I 
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The suddenness of it all ! 
And the Home Government, u-ith that Heaven-sent intuition 

,,·hich is so uncanny in its operation and so anlazingly wholesome 
in its resultS, the intuition, reinforce_d by long and unique ·exEeii
ence, which lets it know when to back " the man on the spo~ •• 
and when to check him, had ·once again done the Right Thing, 
after all. 

But the inspiration for plunging· into that particularly daring. 
and equally successful, adventure had occurred to the man on the 
spot, the man who had the joh to do.~ · 

So much for skill at Poker ! 



CHAPTER XXIII 

THE ISSUE 

0 brave men and fair women l 
Ill comes of hate and scorning. 

J. G. WHrrrmR. 

IN a community such as previous chapters have described in 
outline, Indian merchants, workers and · professional men 
had the temerity to suggest that they should' be allowed a 

P!onounced share in discussions leading up to the framing of 
legislation and to the allotment and spending of public funds. 
As a class they were necessarily critical of European methods 
employed, and of European pri"ileges enjoyed, in the COlony, 
and criticism was about the last thing that the colonists could 
stand. It can scarcely be a matter of surprise that among such a 
class of frankly acquisitive Europeans as had in the course of 
years attained to a substantial though undefined. measure of 
control of affairs, any such demand was foredoomed to the most 
emphatic and uncompromising hostility. It was by n:o ·means 
difficult to work up a large measure of hostility. It has to be 
recognized, on behalf of the colonists, that the East was presented 
to them in its most unattractive guise. The picturesque.settings 
of India were absent. In their place were the corrugated iron 
shanty by the roadside ; the cheap, insanitary and utilitarian 
structures of a congested bazaar. The lithe daughters of Hind, 
moving, magnificently attired, in the highest circles in the land, 
were not there-even to be looked at. Instead there. was the 
trader, courteous but cute, a master at his calling, a trifle 
obsequious but nevertheless self-reliant and successful ; in some 
ways a rival, and even, in cases, a disdainful rival. Outside· the 
merchant and professional circles, most of the working Indians 
were poor, and many of them disregardful of appearances and o" 
cleanliness. It was the East with all the allurement left out. If 
of British stock, one had to be a sportsman or a statesman or a 
Christian not to acquire a prejudice against it, and there existed 
in the Colony a large collection of Europeans, perhaps a thousand 
or two out of the total of nine thousand odd whites, who were 
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wrong in imagining themselves to be either sportsmen or. states
men, and whose Christianity was, at any rate, of a specialized 
type, now passing out of vogue in educated circles. So. t;he 
anti-Indian agitation is not altogether inexplicable; not is the 
course it took remarkable. JEsthetic in1luences7 to wh;ch 
adventurous spirits as a class· are perhaps unusually susceptible, 
did not operate. Economic influences contained an element of 
menace, or at any rate of_ compecitiori. Ethical considerations 
were easily disregarded. The . result was the Kenya Indi~ 
Question,. in the form iri which we nqw know it. · 

The gravamen of the charge levelled against_ the. Indians in 
Kenya was that they competed with the natives and prevented, 
or at any rate retarded, their development.· It will be· well to 
consider this first. 

Undeniably the Indian managed practically the whole of the 
internal trade. in manufactured goods with the natives. .A 
certain small volume of trade in livesto~k, principally sheep an9. 
goats, was carried on with native tribes by Europeans, or by 
Somalis, Swahilis and others, some of them acting a5 agents for 
Europeans. The sale of trade-goods to natives in Kenya was, 
almost entirely, conduct~d by Indians. If there had existed an 
Mrican shopkeeper class, it would have been possible to say, 
witl;l some show of reason, that the Indian, with his· greater 
commercial experience, might, or did, undercut the African and 
put him out of business. That was not the case, however. It 
never has yet been the case that the native as a class in Kenya has. 
taken up trade in imported goods, though there is nc.thing to 
stop him from doing so. He has conducted barter ; that is all. 
Indenting on wholesale .hou8es, dealing ·with importing and for
warding agents, facing delays in supplies by ship and train, the 
a\'\ful mysteries of .. GeneJ;al Average." the arrangement of road 
transport, and, finally, the holding of a varied stock for a pro
longed period----during which turnover takes place on a small 
margin of profit, which in turn is invaded by losses of perishable 
food-stuffs, by pilferage and miscarriage of orders-the whole 
comprises a routine which any well-informed strident of the 
nature of the East African of to,;. day knows to be entirely UI;l,attrac
tive to him. He has never been .taught commercial methods 
either by missionaries or Government. 'Vhatever the Indian's 
attitude has been, it has not been one of strangulation of African 
enterprise. On the contrary, it has been. an object-lesson and an 
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incenti\-e to which the African has not, up to the present, 
responded in any matked degree. If Europeans had, from the 
first, conducted trade operations to identically the same extent, 
we should be hearing nothing but appreciation for the stimulus 
that they were suppl)ing to backward native tribes, and of the 
concomitant trade facilities which the latter were enjoying. 
Europeans have tried it-in some cases with conspicuous non
success. If an abrupt clearance of the Indians had been effected 
by the insurrectionary forces, one certain result would ha.Ye been 
that the nati.Ye tribes would have suddenly ceased to receive many 
supplies to which they were becoming accustomed~ and the 
volume of trade would have abruptly declitied, '\\ith an acrom
pan)ing reduction both in railway earnings and Customs revenue 
in the Colony, and in the \-olume of trade orders from overseas 
received by exporting houses in Great Britain. In so fJI as a less 
sudden clearance of Indians is effected by lock-out from shop
sites on the part of landed proprietors in the highlands, by 
organized terrorism and menace, and by immigration restrictions, 
the SJ.me results '\\ill be in evidence, though developed at a slower 
rate. It has been, and still is, the Indian who deli~·ers tl1e goods 
and pushes trade in the interior of Kenya. 

According to the Census of non-nath·es in 1921, there_ were 
937 Europeans and S·i33 non-Europeans engaged in commerce. 
The Europeans are accounted for, in the main, by the personnel 
of wholesale houses, of the forwarding, lighterage, importing and 
transport agencies, and the staffs of shops and stores in the towns. 
Of the non-Europeans, the Indians numbered 3,9-4-2 and the 
Goans 4-26. The latter are almost exclush·ely shopkeepers in the 
towns. The remainder, numbering 1,365, included 1,3:6 Arabs 
and 39 others. The dealer with the indi\idual African, by sale . 
or barter, was, and is, overwhelmingly the Indian trader. · 

Ko one who has had practical e."tperience in teaching the £.1St 
African nath-e, and few who haYe made less intim:J.te acquaintlnce 
of him. can doubt that adequate training "ill enable him to 
conduct the minor trade operations of handling imported goods 
and exporting local products ; but he has not reached that 
point yet. 

The principal occupation of native tribes in Kenya is agri
culture. A ~ery large number of natiYes eng:tge in this in the 
Reserres, and some scores of thousands work for wages uron 
European estates. In neither of these callings is the Indian any 
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competitor to ·them. \Vhere the Africm works on his own 
holding,_ the Indian is neither a handicap nor a_ competitor to him .. 
On the con_trary, he is the principal purchaser of native agriCl,ll
tural produce, for resale or for export. A small section of the 
native population, represented by eight or ten small tribes; ~e 
stock-raisers and ranchmen-some of them on a ·very large scale. 
\Vith them the Indian competes in no way. On the contrary, he 
provides for them a market for hides. ·A still smaller section of 
the population lives by hunting.; their principal food is honey 
and the flesh of game animals. To. them also the Indian is no 
competitor. . 

It can be correctly asserted that, in the principai tribal pursuits 
of the natives in Kenya, the Indian is .not a competitor •. but a 
valuable accessory in the marketing of their surplus produce. · 

In the all-important commodity of land, the· Indian haS not 
been such a despoiler~ nor has he been guilty of so muc;h 
encroachment, as has the European. In earlier years when 
Indians outnumbered European settlers· by 6o or 70 to I, they 
contented themselves by acquiring properties in towns, or upon 
already developed plantations at the coast, where enhancement 
of price was likely to be r~pid, and increased returns certain. The 
Indian, as has already been pointed out, was in the country DJ.ainly 
as a small trader, intent upon an early return upon his· outlay. 
By the time that agricultural, land . in the highlands began to 
exhibit speculative values, discrimination against. the Indian buyer 
was already being ·exercised by Government, largely at the instiga- . 
tion of European landholders. 

It is open to the Indians to claim that even when they had full 
opportunity to do so. they did not encroach, to any material 
extent, upon native landholders. It is open to the European to 
retort that, when once the value of agricultural land in East Mrica 
was established, it was only concerted and resolute action by 
Europeans which kept the Indians off it. The Indian agitation 
of recent years for land in the highlands turns upon its value as a 
negotiable trade asset of high speculative value, and also upon 
Government's refusal to grant :it. This has been construed as an 
intentional slight, imposed at . the instance of trade rivals who 
wish to limit, upon racial considerations, the emergence of com-· 
petitors, who would, on the one hand, share some of the profits 
accruing in land specula~on~ and, on the other hand, reduce 
the profits of existing landholders . by diminishing. the senti-

2D 
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mental value which is thought to attach to land in a wholly 
" white " area. 

The Indians in conducting their large volume of trade in the 
country have employed very many thousands of Africans, in 
various minor capacities. \Vhen Europeans, from their large 
labour forces, select promising natives for semi-skilled jobs or 

· minor positions of authority, it is claimed, v.ery rightly, that they 
are assisting the Mrican in his industrial advance ; that they are 
an educational influence in the Mricans' midst. \Yhen Indians do 
precisely the same thing, it is held to prove, to parties of racial 
bias like the Political Machine, that they ax:e obstructing the 
economic advance of the native, that they· are exploiting him. 
Education and exploitation are alike there in both cases, and only 
parties of extreme self-assurance would undertake to define the 
degrees of detriment and of assistance respectively prevailing in 
any special case. Indians are to be found who have had the same 
Africans in their employment for twelve years and more, dUring 
which period the latter have advanced in capacity and usefulness 
to a marked degree. So also are Europeans. The economic 
advancement of the native has been fostered· by both. . The 
balance of advantage to the Mrican from the help given him by 
the European and the Indian settlers respectively is a subject 
upon which no full and impartial statement of the factS is pro
curable. Both are immeasurably below the value of the services 
that have been rendered to him by the missionaries. A partisan 
in either racial camp is at liberty to make extravagant. claims 
because in most cases they cannot be disproved, and therefore 
proof of falsity does not discredit his judgment in the minds of 
readers or hearers. · 

The European protagonists imagine themseh·es to · be on 
firmer ground in attacking the record of the Indian skilled worker 
in the Colony. Th~re is, however, even yet, no trained Mrican 
artisan class in Kenya, as there is on the West Coast or even in 
Uganda. Indian artisans have been working in the Colony and 
Protectorate during the last 40 years, both in the Government 
Service and outside it. If throughout that period no Indian 
artisans had been procurable in Kenya, it only remains to be 
asserted that the considerable exhibit of development which the 
Colony to-day presents \'rould not have been achieved if Mrican 
labour alone had been relied on. The European must either 
cease alluding with pride even to the comparative degree of 
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development which is· to-day v~sihle, or .else he must admit the 
share which the Indian artisan and contractor _have had in bringing 
it to pass.. TJ.te average European, of course, does the latter.. It 
is left to the imaginations of thf! .. CoiPic Commissioners " of 
1919 to claim that it was the presence of"" the 7,000 whites of 
British East Mrica and Ugai:tda, the population of a small English 
town, starting from insignificant beginnings," which had" sufficed . 
to provoke an·overseas trade -of £6,og8,835 (1914 returns) in the 
short space of 13 years''; also that the whole of the increase in 
the value of the exports (between 1914 and :19i7) is "the result 
of planting, farming and mining activities initiated and controlled 
by· Europeans." · . 

· In the Census published in 192I the number . of Indians 
classified as industrial was 3,024; there were~ also 337 Goans. 
Undoubtedly there have been individUal Indian skilled workmen . 
who have displayed an antagonistic attitude to proposals for, or . 
attempts at, instructing Mricans in their trades. The attitude. is. 
not only a phenomenon, hut a rare phenomenon. · To quote such 
individuals as illustrative ·of a class-attitude on the part of Indian 
workmen is exaggeration. Every employer of skilled labour, on 
anything but the smallest scale, knows of Indian artis.ans who not 
only are willing to teach Mricans, but who .also take a pride in the 
progress of their pupils. To glorify this attitude as the prevailing 
spirit among Indian artisans would be equally misleading. It is 
nothing of the sort. The average Indian . artisan's principal 
interest in his Work centres upon the approach of pay-day, and he 
works wi~hout troubling himself about ultimate . racial develop
ments. · There has never been any organized action by Indian 
artisans in the Colony,. obstructive to the emergence of an African 
class of trained artisans. There can be no question that, as the 
African artisan emerges in sufficient numbers, at the same time 
exhibiting equal or sufficient application and dependability of 
behaviour, he will undercut and displace the Indian at every turn. 
Immigration restrictions are the last thing that are needed. 
Mr~ Shams ud Deen, formerly a Legislative Councillor in Kenya 
in 1922-23, and himself an employer of native labour~ writing in 
1924 as the representative of the considerable Asian staff ~mployed_ 

. on the Government railway system in Kenya, said : •• The· 
Indians have never raised objection to the training of Mricans to 
fill positions at present held by them. • • • In point of fact, 
the Indian has ~terially and actively helped to train Africans in 
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all workshops, and Indian contractors and builders in Kenya 
employ African skilled labour in preference to Indian. This is 
not altruistic regard for the African native. It is the operation of 
normal economic influences." 

The competition of the Indian "ith the African in skilled 
trades, modified ·as it is in some cases by a concomitant influence 

· helpful to African participation in such trades, presents no element 
of discredit to the Indian. Its persistence to-day is the outcome 
of prolonged disregard by Government of the duty of educating 
the African in skilled trades, and of entire lack of pressure, during 
the first ten years' sessions of Legislative Council, by those non
official Europeans who year by year were· concerned in the 
discussion and passing of the Colony's budget, for the adequate 
grant of public funds for providing such education. The Public 
Works Department, as the result of representations made by the 
Director in 1907, was allowed to establish a Training Dep6t 
under a skilled European Instructor, for teaching Africans car
pentry and joinery, but the output of boys after a three years' 
training never exceeded so per annum, while the cost of such 
training, although it amounted to less than £30 p~r annum per 
boy, of which a considerable proportion was recovered in the 
value of articles made, was frequently ad,·ersely criticiz~d by 
unofficial members of Council. Nearly all the trained boys 
were taken into the employment of European firms or estate 
proprietors, where their future progress depended largely upon 
the scope of work undertaken by the employer and the·degree 
of sympathetic interest taken by him in the improvement of the 
workman. This P.W.D. Training Depot was maintained, with 
an interruption during War years when the apprentices for the· 
most part went to the front in German East Africa, until I 924, . 
when it passed, with an increased provision of financial support, 
under the charge of the Education Department. 

In the professions there is no competition between Indians 
and Mricans, but there is some slight degree of it, in Kenya's 
tiny professional world, between Indians and Europeans. Out
side the considerable professional personnel of the Government 
Service, the. 1921 Census showed only 253 non·native pro
fessional men and women. Of these 204 were Europeans, in 
the follo"ing categories: La"1·ers 35· Doctors and Dentists 30, 
Clergy 66, Ch-il Engineers 22, Architects u, Trained Nurses 40. 

The minority, consisting of 8 La·wyers, 13 Doctors, 4 Clergy, 
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22 Schoolmasters and 2 Nurses, comprised 4o Indians, and 
9 Goans and others. (It must be rem·ember~d in reading this list 
that a large proportion of the schoolmasters and schoolmistre~ses, 
doctors and nurses in the Colony are .included in the group, 
numbering 956, of European men and women in. the Col9nial 
Civil Service in Kenya.)_· · - · ' 

There remains this Gov-ernment Service to be considered. _ 
No Immigration Ordina~ce is required in order to control the 
composition of the Government Service in Kenya. The Secre
tary of State for the ColonieS can pqst his own selection of officials 
to it, and he can also remove any official, withQut reason gi~en, 
whenever it is considered to be in the public interest to do so. 
The excited forecasts, which the spokesmen of the· Political 
Machine indulged in during 1922 and 1923,: as to inevitable 
Indianization of the Public Service in Kenya are thus .seen to be, 
as every one. who paused to think knew them at the time to. be,. 
nothing but intentional self-deception,_ or attempted deception_ of 
others. 

It can scarcely be doubted that many of the European colonists 
in Kenya have had their impressions of Indian character coloured 
by contact with the. I:o.dian station-masters oil the Uganda Rail
way--and these are a special class. Attachment to a career under 
Goverrunent, with the prospect of pension or bonus at the end of 
it, seems to render them, a$ a class, submissive, and prone to -fall 
back upon higher authority in all difficulties. The classical 
example of this attitude- is the tel~gram sent to the District 
Station-master at Makindu, late at night, from a wayside station 
further up the line :-

" 28 Down train whistling at station p_oints (stop) Lion 
roaring on platform (stop) Please arrange." -

Outside his own well-known routine,· he is liable to make mis
calculations. In the early days of the War, when the Uganda 
Railway was being repeatedly mined and blown up by German 
sapper parties, there Wa$ received at Kilindini, from a station on 
the edge of the Taru Desert, the message :- · 

" German force 700. strong reported marching on railway 
(stop) Send -rifles first train ari.d 700 rounds ammunition!' 

In the absence, for ge~erations, of any form of active trades 
union protection, he has been liable to_ fines and stoppages which 
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have often been unduly severe. This militates against the 
exercise of responsibility, and leads to dependence upon orders 
rather than to power of independent action. As an illustration of 
this, another telegram may be quoted-from a station near 
Kairobi :-

" To D.S.:\1., Xairobi. 
Dead European sportsman, killed by lion, brought on 
station for forn-arding Kair6bi (stop) Shall I consign at goods 
rate or passenger ? " 

It is mere prejudice which allows some Europe:;ms to dwell upon 
the peculiarities of a few members of one useful and hard-working 
group, without at the same time recalling that there have been 
Indians in the Government Sen-ice in Kenya as District Station
masters, permanent-way inspectors, and on the medicl, 
Yeterinary, engineering and other staffs, who have been men of 
outstanding capacity and resource. 

At the time of the 1921 Census, the Government Sen-ice 
comprised 956 ci'ilian Europeans, of whom 90 were women, and 
I 12 military appointments which included three women. . The 
non-Europeans in the Goyernment Sen-ice numbered 3,325 
chilians, of whom two were women, and 30 appointments !n the 
military forces. All the higher posts on the civil and inilitary 
sides were filled by Europeans. 

The number of Africans in the Public Senice apart from 
messengers, labourers and workers in menial occupations is 
increasing but slowly, although Heads of Departments have 
striyen patiently to train and retain them. The King's African 
Rifles and the Police Department contain large numbers of 
Mricans. Hospital orderlies, laboratory assistants, clerks and 
typists, forest orderlies, telegraphists, linct')-pe operators, book
binders and printing press hands, sailors, firemen, engine cleaners 
and tenders, motor drivers and mechanics, workshop hands and 
machine tenders in considerable variety, telephone operators, 
telegraph linesmen, game scouts, entomological collectors, survey 
hands, port and harbour staff, stokers, painters, Court inter
preters are all to be found-numerous tribes being represented. 
There is no question about the "-illingness of both senicr and 
junior officials in the Public Sen-ice to employ Africans whenever 
possible. The only danger is that some of them, with an excess 
of interest in the advancement of the African, may be tempted to 
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substitute Mricans, of not quite mature ~aining, for no~-natives 
at a slightly too early stage-:-to ·the loss of efficiency, and in some 
few cases. to t)le danger of the public. The replacement of ~on
natives by natives in a wide range of ~~lllings is inevitable. It 
only remains for Government to see that in the Public Se_rvice 
this is conducted with judginent, and with scrupulous fairness to 
displaced employees-many· of '-Yhom have already spent their 
best working· years for _ Government in, the Protectorate and 
Colony. . _ 

That the Iridian iri. Kenya deprives the Mrican; or is going to 
be able, even if he were anxious, to" deprive t_he Mrican of his 
birthright," is a fable. · What the term .. birthright •• is pre~isely 
intended to comprise, in the mouths of the European'' politicals," 
is not altogether clear, but undisturbed and peaceful possession 
of tribal land is clearly not one of the constituents .. The elec
tion manifestos of the Reform Party issued in January 1924.and 
December 1926, both comprised, as o_ne of the Party's aims, _the 
alienation of all remaining Crown Land, and during June and 
July 1924, ·several questions were ash:d in Parliament as to a 
projected grant, to members of titled families in Kenya, of a 
further Ioo,ooo acres of land in the Northern Fron:tier Province 
of Kenya. This had_ been a " closed area,, where native rights 
to the land had never previously been assailed. · · 

The charge against ·the Indian of. being a menace to the 
welfare of the Mrican may be dismissed as a .laborious invention. 
There remains· for consideration u the Europeans' fear of bei~g 
swampe<V' This fear is still cherished, and was paraded in 
1922-23 with every evidence of p~c. Reduced to words, it 
implies that Indians plight prove to be such c~pable · adminis
trators that the Colonial Office, pressed by the India Office on one 
hand and unable to deny the superior capacity of Indians to 
Europeans on the other, would have posted numerous Indians to 
positions of authority in the Government Service in Kenya before 
the grant of responsible self-government was made to the Colony. 
When this grant was finally made, Indian electors on the one 
hand and Indian officials entrenched in responsible positions on 
the other, would influence the course of events to the. extent of 
reversing the policy of exclusion which the Europeans were then 
doing their best to maintain against the Indians. The reprisals 
of the Indians would i~evitably succeed. and Mricans would be 
left to the ten~er mercy of an Indian administration-to their 
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fatal disadvantage. Strangely inconsistent with this forecast, was 
a parallel one, which was urged with no less assurance, that if 
British control were relaxed, the Mricans would cut the throats of 
every Indian who could not escape from the Colony in a week. 
The latter view claimed quite a lot of adherents, as it was more 
disparaging to the Indian than the former one. It was, inci~ 
dentally, an atrocious slander on the intelligence and humanity 
of the local Africans-a bit of political inventiveness of more than 
usual turpitude. Nevertheless, anyone who held either of these 
views, or an admixture of both in any degree of mental confusion, 
was a welcome recruit to the anti~Indian movement at the time. 

It must be borne in mind, with regard to any possible Indian
ization of the Service, that there arises not only the question of 
the suitability of individual applicants for appointment to it : 
there is also the need for smooth and efficient team-work by the 
personnel of the British Government's staff in each tropical 
Dependency. If the British Government considers that this 
team-work might be jeqpardized by racial admixtures, it may 
with a clear conscience, disallow them. If a policy of racial 
admixture is urged from sheer contumaciousness, that fact alone 
prejudges and condemns the success of the move. The dis
charge of our responsibility to Mrica, honestly pursued, need not 
be deflected by the criticisms of others. · 
• The British race is not the only one in the world's history 

with a record of successful colonization. Others have preceded 
it, left their mark on the life of men and declined to comparative 
passivity. Others no doubt will follow, and make far different 
history from that of the British Empire as we know it to-day. 
One circumstance which renders British Colonization unique in 
history is that it has been the last wave of colonization to move 
over the territories of uneducated peoples. The control of simple 
folk who can neither read nor write has developed qualities, many 
of them admirablet which however are not necessarily going to be 
equally successful in dealing with educated people. The exploits 
of the British nation will probably never be equalled, partly for 
the reason that they will never be copied. If in the future march 
of mankind, any other race does eclipse our record, it will have 
peoples to deal with among whom ideas can circulate quickly. 
Conditions are changing, and methods which were of easy applica
tion have, in one portion of the world's surface after another, 
become unworkable in a short term of years subsequent to the 
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introduction of the printed she~t, combined with even ~ slight -
spread _of the art and practice of reading .. Sympathy, under
standing aJld ~daptability to changing conditions have becQme 
the essential factors in the continwng influence of those nations 
whose principles are moulding the lives of mankind. · _ _ 

The British Empire, in spite of the considerable element of 
demoralization from which so· many of those on its fringes suffer 
-the payment "of their p~ of the price-has established a record 
of beneficent work among the races of mankind which must 
remain to its credit when the indictments for rapacity. self
seeking and arrogance have shrunk to their proper .proportio~. 
Instances of all these failings are numerous ~nough. They s~rve 
to indicate that the frailties of human nature cannot altogether be 
eliminated even among men and women who ar~ embarked upon 
high enterprises. They are not, however, the motive force behind 
the movement. Viewed in- correct perspective they are unim
portant elements of default: of failure _to live up to a high ide:;~.l._ 
It is true that they may imperil the structure of Empire. It is 
only in so far as there is, among those who, strenuously and 
according to their lights, work to uphold it, an admixture of 
choice spirits· who hear .a clear call to righteousness of behaviour 
and have the audacity to make an attempt .to practise it, that the -
structure stands, and resists disintegration. To many an artificer 
upon this Great Project; the words of .Ruskin upon England's 
mission still appeal alike as a warning and an inspiration :-

u This _is what she :must either do, -or perish : she :must 
found colonies as fast and as far as she is able, formed of her 
most energetic and worthiest :men ; seizing every piece of 
fruitful waste ground· that she can set her foot on, and- there 
teaching these her colonists that their chief virtue is to be 
fidelity to their country~ and that their first aim is to be -to 
advance the power of England by land and sea; and that, 
though they live on a distant plot of ground, they are no more 
to consider themselves therefore disfranchised from their 
native land, than the sailors of her fieets do, because they fioat 
on distant waves. So that-6 literally, these colonies must be 
fastened fleets ;. and every :man of them :must be under. 
authority of captains and officers, whose better co:rnmand is 
to be over fields and streets instead of ships of the line ; and 
England, in these her motionless navies (or, in the true and 
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mightiest sense, motionless churches, ruled by pilots on the 
Galilean lake of all the world), is to 'expect every man to do 
his duty' ; recognizin~ that duty is, indeed, possible no less in 
peace than in war ; and that if we can get men, for little pay, 
to cast themselves against cannon-mouths for love of England, 
we can find men also who will plough and sow for her, who 

·will behave kindly and righteously for her., who will brin~ up 
their children to love her, and who will gladden themselves in 
the brightness of her glory, more than in all the light of tropic 
skies." 

The Kenya politicians, in ghing way t(j hysteria as to the 
impending overthrow of British domination throughout our .East 
and 'rest African and other Colonies and Dependencies, pro
claimed themselves as hardly of the class of those who in the past 
have written proud pages in Britain's honourable record of. 
colonization. They came to a country where the major handicaps 
to settlement had already been removed for them by paid servants 
of the British Government. They were of poor fibre, these 
screamers of disaster. They were an annoyance and an opje~t 
of derision to the more stable and less weal mass 'of. their com
patriots in the Colony. The Indian's role in the Colony has been 
described ·with sufficient detail. He has been useful and· ii:idus
trious and, on the whole, prosperous as a trader and commendably 
law-abiding. But he has played no heroic part. He does not 
claim to have done so, though Indian troops had ·a conspicuous 
record for usefulness during the early days of Governmentf in the 
Uganda Protectorate in particular. The allegation that the 
Indian never, within historical times, penetrated beyond the area 
in which British aut.'lority and influence had been established by 
British officials is, however, disposed of by the fact that Professor 
Gregory, whose adventurous exploration has been alluded to, 
found an Indian trader installed at Kjemps, on the shore of Lake 
Baringo, in I893-some 500 miles from the coast. Throughout 
the Imperial Company's days, Indian traders chiefly effected 
development in the mterior by financing trading-caravans under 
Swahili or Arab leadership. They never traYelled with them. 
There was nothing glorious in their share of the partnership, and 
nothing inglorious. It was ordinary ~ade. 

When one remembers the turmoil in which Europe has in the 
past been invoh·ed as the result of differences of religious belief, 
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and the almost complete suppression -of " religious " rancour 
which to-day prevails everywhere, except in a few emotional 
eddies upon the serene sea of toleration, there ·is much that should 
hearten and su·pport workers in the cause of inter-racial courtesy. 
To no one in Great Britain to-day is it such a blot_ upon God's 
gracious creation that a _man should be an Indian as it wa.S to 
swarms of " God-fearing and patriotic " Englishmen, only three 
hundred years· ago or less, that a· man should be u a Papist." 
Religious intolerance is now regarded as an atavistic survival 
among th,e emotionally erratic; or alternatively, a sign. of mere low:.. 
breeding. It has largely been precipitated out of our atmosphere. 

There is every reason to hope that racial intolerance Will 
disappear in the same way. Economic interests, which ·so often 
are at the root of it, must be stu~ed with good-will, and experi
mental solutions must be tried in turn '\1\ith honesty of intention. 
\Ve should v.rait without undue impatience to see whether the 
Europeans of Kenya are not both anxious and able to :reverse a 
policy of rancour and exclusiveness with which they have been -
saddled by bitter partisans, whose views of public· policy have 
often run parallel, perhaps by mere coincidence, with selfish and 
financial interests of. their own. Viewed even on the lowest 
plane~ the Europeans nlight make more mpney if they did their -
job with both hands, instead of attempting to hold do>Vn and 
strangle other British subjects wi"!h one hand while they work 
with the other. - - _ 

For in the last resort there are the Mricans to reckon with. 
There is s~me very barren ground in East Mrica for the sowers 
of international hate. The sunny disposition of the Mrican 
predisposes him to an attitude of friendliness where this is in the 
slightest degree reciprocated. In religious tolerance he is a 
model to many of the white immigrants. Even the 1V1ahomedan 
population of the · Coast has a Swalu1i proverb which says : 
·~ Better a useful Infidel than a useless Believer." Mricans can
not understand the adoption of methods of slander and terrorism 
for the removal of useful traders, and they look with suspicion 
upon a community which follows or tolerates such courses. They 
like it, indeed, so little that they may in time learn to. apply the 
principles of boycott to a repelleqt group or community which·. 

·cannot exhibit enough adtibu (good manners) to live at peace 
·without stirring up unnecessary strife. Laboriously manufac
tured unfriendliness is not going to be _an attractive trait for any 
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immigrant group to exhibit in East Mrica. The Watchful 
Nation which we are evolving there is at least as likely to be 
attracted by the easy ways and transparent gentleness of the 
Indian as by the rigours of discipline and marvels of output 
which mark the local sphere of the European planter. The latter 
cannot escape the implications of belonging to the Ruling Race
a connection which in the early stages is of assistance, but which 
may later on so easily become a handicap. Helpfulness of 
attitude, both in their private and corporate activities, and popu
larity as fellow-residents are the two requirements which will 
constitute the ultimate test that an awakened native population 
will apply to immigrants. If the white man fails to pass it, his 
economic submergence can be so very easily effected I 

The only intruder who has evinced any disposition to mingle 
with the group of landholding Europeans in Kenya has been the 
British Indian, so he has borne the full brunt of their hostility. 
Social intermixture has not been sought. On the whole it would 
not be any more agreeable to the Indian than it would to the 
European. The former has only sought an equal opportunitY in 
business. What the Indians have missed has been, and is, 
permission to travel the same road to easy wealth that the 
European speculators ha"e travelled, the denial of which right 
they regard, not altogether correctly, as a slur on their nation
hood. There is here, surely, an added reason for new legislation 
in Kenya which will make the career of the speculator less lucra
tive for the European and, at the same time, less attractive to the 
Indian. 

The Indian community as a whole refused to have anything 
to do with the communal franchise offered in the British Cabinet's 
White Paper of July 1923. Although the voters' register was 
open to about 1s,ooo Indian men and women, only about zoo 
names went on to it-mainly those of residents in remote localities 
who could not keep in touch with the affairs of the community. 
When the Labour Government was in office in Britain in 1924, 
this deadlock engaged its attention, and it appointed an " Indian 
Colonial Committee " of British and Indian gentlemen, under 
Sir John Hope Simpson as chairman, to consider the situation. 
The upshot was that Mr. J. H. Thomas reintroduced the practice 
of nomination for Indian members of the Legislative Council, 
and five Indian members accordingly took their seats. At the 
1927 elections, one independent Indian made use of the existing 
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diminutive voters' roll, and getting the requtstte number of _ 
signatures to his candidature, obtained-an-elected position on the 
Councii, as an •• unopposed return... The· Co~stitution .then 
required n!-alteration, to provide for I elected and 4 nominated 
Indians. · · · 

If there is one spot in Mrica- where both geo~aphical and 
historical associations rule out any chance of success for the 
programme of exclusion of Ind-ian influence which, for a genera
tion past, has been so prominent in South Mrica, that spot is 
Kenya .. For good or evil, the actions of Governments and the 
march . of commerce have planted three races in juxtaposition 
there, and it is in the last degree improbable that any one·of the 
three is going to withdraw. Under such circumstances ·t~e idea 
will persist in the mind of the un~?iased student that there might 
be something to be said for Ruskin's plan of "·behaving kindly 
and righteously." It _might make life more worth liVing than 
even a ruthless striving after" social amenity" could do. After 
all, Ruskin was something of a seer, and he did say that England · 
can find people who will do it. What if. they have been on the 
spot in Kenya all the time !-and only a trifle unalert as to the 
damage going on aro~d them. What if they begin now ! . . . 

Honesty of intention and of action o~ the part. of ~ritish 
officials, coupled with- the substitution of courtesy· for· rancour 
both in Government and -non-Gov~rnment circles, are all that is 
required to secure loyalty and contentment among the Indians in 
Kenya, and to make the Colony an area where the paid agitator
that bugbear of· all virtuous Governments-would f2il to gei 
either a hearing or a following. A Government which took even 
a timid lead in mobilizing the forces ofgood will and commercial 
saruty would be the mOSt potent influence for eliminating racjal 
bitterness and reintroducing serenity of relations. If no Govern- . 
ment is found to take any· such action, wholesome public opinion 
in · the Colony,· taking thought and action to make itself felt, 
beginning with adventurous individuals and expanding into 
small groups, can effect the same result, at a slower rate-with 
'"Government House" following instead of leading~ 

One may be permitted to.-glance at the trend of an opposite 
tendency. In . the forefront stan<Js the steady degeneracy of 
white stock, soaked from youth, through adolescence, in a culture 
of hate and disdain, pervading the home, the Colony's public life 
and the local Press. One knows,_ and occasionally meets, the 
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product of such an influence-a type which no Empire need be 
proud of : domineering, repellent in its self-glorification, little
minded. In hundreds of families in Kenya young lads and girls 
ha•e been started on a course of this sort-a course leading to 
debased spiritual le.els. They will be a troublesome factor for 
the better elements in the Colony to deal with, unless enlighten-

- ment reaches them, or public opinion brands their ~arained 
tendencies as " bad form," by the time they grow up. Con
currently, the more asserti>e and least reasonable elements of the 
India of to-day-and no friend of India is concerned to deny that 
such e::cist-will respond, in measure at present undreamt of, to 
the im-itation, which the actinties of the more nerrous and less 
scrupulous Europeans of Kenya pronde them with, to retaliation. 
:\Iounting terrorism on one side and stiffening resentment on the 
other, together mru.-t in>ol>e, apart from a check to prosperity, 
the emergence of the worst qualities of both races. 

The display of ern qualities cannot possibly be without its 
effect upon the watchful African. He may take sides. He may 
suddenly apply his test. He may take organized action to select 
immigrants and fellow-residents of his own ch~g. Those 
who are not of his choice may perhaps .hold on for -some time-

. but only under a handicap growing steadily more insup£0{table. 
One other e>ent is certain-that, if present-day conditions 
continue, the test will be applied much earlier than the a>erage 
white planter at present ~oines. If the group that is resolute 
to maintain the highest standards of British colonizing effort can 
silence, reassure or suppress the strident minority in the Colony 
which nurses, as its primary requirements, the control of the 
local Go•ernment, the maintenance of an anned European· 
Defence Force, the a>oidance of taxation, and the coercion of 
Africans to work for them, whether they msh to or not, the 
application of the test, by such sunny-souled folk as the Africans, 
may be deferred almost indefinitely. The habits of life of some 
Europeans seem to ha>e atrophied their intuiti>e faculties to the 
extent of allowing them to belie>e that it would be possible to 
maintain a white colony, in residence in a climate and land where 
the senices of black. men are required at e.ery turn, by the threat 
of armed correction for any laxity in meeting their requirements. 
It would not. If immigrants cannot establish themseh-es as 
agreeable fellow-residents to the natiYes of .Africa, there can be 
no abiding-place for them in Africa. 
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CHAPTER XXIV 

COLLECTI-yE PUNISHMEN~ 

"'Ole Uncle S. sez he, • I guess 
.(I'm good at that).' sez he.-
• That sauce for goose ain't jest the sauc 
For ganders, with J .B." 

. }AMES -RUSSELL LOWELL 
(Unci~ Sam's comment on John Bull). 

W HEN one group of people regards as a ·crime that which 
another regards merely as a dashing exploit,. with a 
lucrative side to it, con_tact between such groups is only 

too likely to result in outbreaks of violence. Exceptions to this 
rule are so few as to be noteworthy. Settlers with all a Europ~'s . 
objection to being scalped did for years live among and in friend
ship with Red Indians who collected scalps as· an honourable· 
calling. That was under the regime of William Penn and the 
early Quakers in Pennsylvania, and the result was secured by 
methods which merit the study of those faced with racial problems 
to-day. Noteworthy among these was the pract{c::e of having 
crimes of violence tried before a jury composed· half of Red 
Indians and half of white s~ttlers, the l;ltter treating the former 
as fellow-men. (Racial problems are all primarily ·a matter of 
attitude of mind.) Farther South in the same continent and in 
later generations, where settlers with· all a European's objection 
to losing private property· raised livestock in proximity . to 
Mexicans, mestizos and others who collected it as a pastime, less 
enlightened methods were adopted, and it was only the· hang
man's rope and the six:-shooter of the Texas Rangers which 
brought the regime of the cattle-lifter and the horse-thief 
to a lingering · close. A hundred years ago in England sheep
stealing was punished by hanging, and 35 years ago it was 
legitimate under tribal . custom for an East African to slay 
another found tampering with his honey-drum, left hanging, as 
it must be, in a tree far from the supervision of .its owner. 
Throughout East Mrican history. the stock thief has taken his. 
life in his hands. Extreme rigidity on the part of the ·Courts 
is necessary if control of the armed man who elects to be judge 
and executioner in his own cause is _to be efiective. In 1908 

ZH 
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one of the white farmers who had suffered at the hands of sheep
stealers shot one of a group of unknown natixes whom be found 
on his property. The shooting <lid not come to light until it was 
reported, by one of the natives who escaped, to a :\Iagistrate 
over 100 miles away, some days later. In due course the 
settler was tried. He admitted having shot the nati\·e, but the 
jury of eight white men found him not guilty, and he was dis
charged. The collapse of legal check was immediate and com
plete. Administrative action was, howeyer, promptly taken, and 
the man was deported from the Protectorate. The :aspects of 
his action which received harsh criticism in . the country were 
that in the first case he had not had the ·hardihood to report 
his action to the police, but had lain low on the chance of its 
never coming out, and secondly that, ha,ing shot the nati,-e 
through the body, he had then neither attended to his injuries 
nor "finished him off." Still, he had a sufficient number d 
sympathizers to give him an ovation and send-off as he passed 
through Xairobi, under escort, on his way to the Coast, and he 
was subsequently readmitted after an exile of about seven years. 
This Administrati·re act of deportation created a great impression 
in the country. Disregard of the Law by juries. was endently 
not going to be of much avail under a Government whi<;h lost 
no time in deciding-to use the terms which The Clu.uch Ti"u.s 
employed in dealing with the case-that the African was not to 
be treated on precisely the same lines as the hyena. Truth 
suggested that the correct course would have been to deport all 
the jurymen. 

The difficulties of the situation will be seen to be numerous. 
It is something of a remedy that the cattle of white ranchers· 
should be branded, and an ordinance proYiding for optional 
branding was passed. Still, this anils nothing ~c:rainst a group
of carnivorous bipeds who are capable of stealing a grade bull 
or a milch cow and devouring it in one night. On the enormous 
unfenced estates of European stock-raisers the difficulty of getting 
away with an occasional animal is tri.fiing. The cost of erecting 
and maintaining substantial fencing, in a country where herds 
of zebra or kongoni may charge through it at night, is so he..1'~· 
that only wealthy ranchers can do it. But the difficulty of 
driving a stolen animal about the country without scores cr 
hundreds of natives knowing all about it is immense. That f.l.ct 
points the way to a remedy. 
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If. a native tribe likes to harbour lawless groups that indulge . 

in cattle-lifting, if native villages like to let stolen stock be driven 
past them,_ and fail to report easily ascertainable facts to the police, 
fine the whole lot ! That will teach them to be alert to the presence 
and movements of evil-doers in their midst. · 

A Collective Punishptent Ordinance (No. '4 ~f 1909) :was· 
brought into force on April 24th, 1909, allowing the .imposition 
of fines· by a Magistrate on ~11 the natives of any village, area, 
district, tribe, sub-tribe,· or community (which appears wide 
enough). if they or any of th-em had colluded with .or harboured 
criminals, suppressed or combined ·to suppress evidence,' or had 
failed to restore stolen property if tracked to within the limits- of 
their village or district, or had failed to .track such stolen ·pFop'erty 
beyond the limits of their distric~, if it passed beyond. 

An amending ordinance (No. 19 of 1910) allowed Govern
ment to exact compulsory labour on roads or other public works 
in lieu of a fine. Further, a Stock and Produce Theft Ordinance -
(No. 8 of 1:913) was brought into force on June 26th, :r9i3: 
Under this, the Court, -in addition to. any other punishment 
authorized by Law, might sentence a convicted native to pay a 
fine which . should be not less than ten times the value of the 
stock or produce stole~. Unless the fin~ were paid forthwith,
t4e Court should issue a warrant for the levy of the fine ·by sale 
of any moveable property ~f the_ family, sub-tribe, or tribe. of 
the offender or of any member of the offender's family, sub-tribe 
or tribe. This·was stiffened by an amending ordinance (No. 19 
of 1:914) a,uthorizing a reward up to· Rs. 150 to informers, and 
allowing additional imprisonment of aQ. offender who might be 
'!,mabie to pay a fine. In some instances the infliction of such 
communal punishments has no doubt been deserved, wbile it 
is equally certain that in_ other cases innocent people have been 
heavily victimized. . . 

This policy may with equal justice be applied to other 
delinquents than natives. Suppose. we apply it to ourselves! 
In .view of the damage that the natives have suffered at British 
hands during the last 30 years, it may legitimately be expected 
from us that we should accept, as sauce . for the gander, what 
has hitherto _been sauce for th~ goose. Many hundreds of. 
Europeans are living in comfort upon lands passed to them in 
disregard, more unwitting· than vicious, of " a principle from 
which no civilized Government would _think of departing." The 



fact remains : they are on stolen land. How can we make 
amends for that wrong ? Is it possible to make amends, other
wise than by restoring stolen property ? The :\Lisai, twice 
e'-icted from Lmds that they prized ; the Kikuyu, despoiled of 
much of eteir best lands, harried to pick coffee on lands which 
were once theirs ; the .\kimba, dri>en first out of the ~Iua Hills 
and then off the Yatta Plains 1 with a loss of thousands of head 
of lh·estock-ho'v are we to apply the principle of " collective 
punishment " to ou.rsel>es for this piracy ? Shall we allot ten 
times the amount of land stolen, repay ten times the livestock 
killed? Wbat of the inYll.'>-i.on of family life,. the raids of the 
press-gang, the bribery of venial nath·e headmen, the merciless 
severity of the finger-print system, the " contracts , running to 
seven or eight months, the stupendous exaction of hard cash, 
the niggli'dly treatment of nati>e requirements ? This is per
haps even more blameworthy than stealing a settler's cow. Shall 
the same penalty be applied? Ten cows for one? Wb.at 
compensation is now proposed for the use of the natives' c-a..sh 
for railw-ay construction into " white " farms, for the wide dis
proportion of State assistance extended during. 20 years to 
whites and nati>es respecti>ely ? Who is to pay the £950,000 
a year which will be required in 1929 for loans already gr.anted 
-to say nothing of additional sums which are clamoured for ? 
Are the nati;es to pay that-in addition to the exactions that 
ha>e been made upon them for the Ia:.-t quarter of a century ? 
In the years 1900 to 1925 ... \fricans paid more thin £5,Soo,ooo 
in direct tu:ation. Europeans, Indians, Arabs, and Goans, 
in the only direct taxes of general application (non-nati;e poll 
tax and one year's income ux), ha>e together paid less than 
£330,000. Where is the " ;ery sub:-.--tantial contribution to 
the reYenue" which :\Ir. Winston Churchill, 'Writing from 
Fort Ternan in the Protector-ate in No>em.ber 1907, fore
saw from the application of a graduated land tax operating 
upon all alienated estates of more than 1,000 acres ? a If 
this has been evaded as a result of collaboration between 
landholders and pliable serrants of Parliament in the Colony, 
what is Parliament going to do about it now? In 19~-l and 
1925 heavy pres.:.-ure was brought to bear on the local Gvvern
ment to grant land in actual use by the SambU.ru tribe t.:> one 
or more of the European sheep-ranchers. The Con>ention, faced 
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with a perenhial shortage of labour, has frequently advocated 
extended medical services by Government in the Native Reserves, 
but the up-to-:date view represented by a resoiution in March ~925 
is that the native tax (except on_ the remoter tribes) should be 
douhled, 1 the increased yield being spent or. .native welfare
though the current yield of his taxation is so largely devoted to· 
the assistance of white immigrants. 

The one ru1d only hope. of success in this policy of self
enrichment at the expense of unrepresented Africans lies in the 
supply of sedatives to the British .Parliament and· public. The 
meagre character of Governors' published r~po~ts has been 
touched upon in Chapter VL It was a development of some 
moment that Parliament should decide to send out a ConuniSsion 
of three of its members to visit_ the East African Dependencies 
in 1924. It would have been oonsidered a reprehensible· exploit 
if the Indian community in Kenya, being one of the gr~ups 
particularly seeking the consideration of Parliament · for their 
claims to influence in the political life of the Colony, had come 
forward with an offer · to place luxurious cars, driven by 
prominent spokesmen of the Indian cause, at the disposal 
of the Commissioners. for their touring while in the Colony, 
and had arranged hospitality for them. The Conv.ention would. 
h~ve gone into hysterics, even although it was not the month 
of March, and allegations _of intrigue _and backstairs influence 
would have been heard from every settlers~. association in the 
Colony. This; however, -is the offer of service and hospitality 
which the. political Europeans made, and which was accepted. . 

Before the Commission reached Kenya Colony it had been 
decided that the European settlers were to undertake its touring 
arrangements. The Chairman found himself at precisely that 
parting of the ways which every Assistant District Commissioner 
sooner or later reaches. Should he rebuff compatriots of kindly 
and hospitable· disposition, merely for the satisfaction of dis
charging a duty with complete regard, perhaps a fantastic regard, 
for. impartiality ? (Perhaps they would not understand. Perhaps 
it would make relations difficult.) He did not meet this /emergency 
quite as well as the average A.D.G. meets his. The local 
Government, of <;Ourse, had a :fleet of cars, though none were. 

· perhaps so luxurious as those of the more wealthy settlers. - There 
were several public hire_ services in the Colony, with drivers of 

• E.A.S .• March 14th, 1925, p. IfB. 
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the greatest reliability-and Parliament was paying the expenses 
of the Commission. Neither of these ~aencies was made use 
of. The private cars of some of the largest landowners were 
used instead, the owners acting as drivers and considerably 
influencing the selection of routes. This action of the Com
mission•s, as also the supineness of the Gol""emment, receil"ed 

· widespread disapproyal in the Colony, and gave rise to much 
cynica.l amusement. Although all three Commissioners were 
not equally influenced, the process to which, with the approval 
of the local Go>emment, they were subjected bore fruits that 
are discernible enough in their Report. This would have earned 
·wider public respect if it had been the resUlt of investigations 
conducted in complete independence of any and all of the groups 
of disputants whose claims haYe gi>en rise to some of Parliament's 
graver problems in connection with the Colony. Even so, it is 
a matter of surprise th2.t two of the three Commissioners, even 
with such partial knowledge as they had gained, should have 
urged that settlers should be granted positions upon Trust 
Boards charged with the administration of nati·ce lands-Qf all 
things. It indicates either ignorance or disreg;u-d of native 
psychology and local history. There are settlers in the Colony 
who would be ideal Trustees-but they "·ould not be the ones 
selected for these Boards. l\Ir. F. C. Linfield (Cd. 2387, p. tSS) 
saw this clearly enough to reject the proposal, as it " would 
increase rather than allay nati>e suspicion... . 

It might be thought that the peccadilloes of white juries in 
the trial of crimes of Yiolence between whites and Africans would 
be regarded as a blot on the Colony's honour which all sections 
of Europeans would gladly combine to remm·e. The dispensing 
of strict justice is often a matter of grave embarrassment" to the 
average citizen, especially when the life, liberty or finances of 
his acquaintances are involved. There is, however, the justiciary 
in the High Court and the Supreme Court-a body remarkably 
free from prejudice and bias, experienced, learned and, in a high 
degree, undeflectable. The Government, either local or Home, 
decided after a number of cases of miscarriage of justice, that 
the Crown should be accorded the right of appeal against 
acquittals which, in its opinion, defeated the ends of justice, and 
that the Supreme Court should have the right of conducting ~ 
re-trial if an appeal to it by Government succeeded. This w.ll 

carried against strong opposition from the Reform Party durin~ 
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the regime of General Northey (Ordinance No. 48 of 1921),• but 
as obje~tion to it was maintained, the· subsequent regime of Sir 
Robert Coryndon saw its repeal (Ordinance· No .. 12 of 1924).2 
A timid proposal- was once made by Government for a measure 
of Employers' Liability and W orkmen.'s · Compep.sation,- but 
objection by elected members arid by the Convention, which 
thought that "the time was .not yet ripe," etc.-, resulted in its 
being quietly dropped. At the present time accidents in the 
lumber industry, in factories and electricity-generating stations, 
involve the proprietors "in no ·legal ljability for the .treatment or 
maintenance of injured employees, or for assistance to the 
dependents of those who are killed. Kenya's electe.d legislators 
have always shown themselves intolerant of any legislatio,n they 
didn't like. It is true that their: only remedy ·is clamour, but 
as they have uniformly found the local Goveriun.ent amenable 
to clamour, they have established a condition under ·which all 
the laws meet with the approval of the noisiest race-group· in 
the Colony-the other groups not being given any chance of · 
making their needs or wishes operative. The stage that has been 
reached in applying democratic methods of government in Kenya 
has resulted. only in .th~ subservience of the local Government 
to the best organized group in the Colony. . British 11:1le in Kenya 
can scarcely be more just or even-handed than are the deCisions 
of the British House of Com,mons.. In point of fact it has been 
very far below any standard of impartiality and trusteeship that 
the House of Commons would approve, if the latter, or the 
Office of State responsible to it, knew all that has g<'ne on iri 
its name and under its authority. It may have appeared to readers 
of previous chapters ·that the Colonial· Office might have inter
vened more frequently or more drastically in some of the episodes 
of the Colony's short history. We know many of the rulings 
that it has given, some retrograde developments which it has 
abruptly terminated. We do not know how often or how 
trenchantly it has intervened to disallow proposals from the 
Colony which it may have regarded as unwise or unworthy. 
We do know that it has frequently had the greatest difficulty 
in getting full and truthful reports from the Colony upon 
developments which were· arousing· suspicion in Great ·Britain. 
The British public, officially supplied only with an 4

' annual 
report/' the inadequacy ?f which has been alluded to, has had 

s Q.G,, 19ZI, p. 1973· 
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little chance of gaining any insight into our country's role in 
this part of tropical Mrica-at any rate until Dr. Norman Leys's 
book 1 appeared. 1\Iost Colonial Dependencies produce, in addi
tion to the Governor's report, an annual Blue Book providing a 
wealth of detailed information. Kenya Colony found it con
venient to suspend this publication ab'Out ten years ago. In
formation about the Colony has accordingly been less accessible 
than should be the case. 

Sir Edward Grigg's first annual report,' published in December 
1926, says : " A situation which has caused growing anxiety for 
many years is that brought about by the continuous increase in 
the number of native-owned cattle." By dint of allowing six acres 
per head of cattle and three acres per head of small stock, the 
Director of Agriculture manages to compute that 47 per cent. 
of the occupied European area was effectively utilized in 1923.3 
If the same allowance is, however, made for the stock owned 
by natives in I92·h it follows that for their 4,ooo,ooo cattle and 
6,ooo,ooo sheep and goats 4 alone they ought to be in possession 
of 65,625 square miles of grazing land. In fact, they ought to 
have much more, because the European ranches ~e in the very 
pick of the grazing land of the Colony, and much ·of the land 
that the native stock are required to use is vastly ).n.ferior. 
Additional to this, they ought to have enough land for growing 
the food of a population which at present numbers about two 
and a half million, but which may be expected to increase in the 
n?f future, and still further land for growing economie cropS 
for export. The area tentatively described as Native Reserves 
in 1925 was 46,839 square miles; s this means, in round figures,_ 
that some 2,ooo European owners of farm lands (counting both 
residents and absentees) have been allotted as much land by_ 
Government as (on the average) 4oo,ooo natives. 

If the native becomes wealthy, he will cease to be a docile 
wage-earner. This is the everlasting menace that faces the white 
planter. Those native tribes which do own much livestock· are 
prevented from tradi_ng it by having their grazing grounds put 
in quarantine. This is done by a Proclamation of Government. 
Native-owned cattle could be put on the market by establishing 

• Kenya (Hogarth Press, 1924). • C<llorual Reports, No. 1321 (1926). 
3 Annual Agricultural Report, 1923, p. 6. 
• Native Affairs Department Annual Report, 1924, p. z6. 
s Official exhibit at the British Empire Exhibition, I9ZS· 
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one or more quarantine outlets in each reserve. It would be
a source of revenue to Government. ·Each beast would have to 
be vaccin~ted . against pleuro-pneumonia, and double inoculated 
against rinderpest before being passed _out on to the· m~ket. 
For these operations by the Goven:--ment Veteri~ary Staff a charge. 
of zs. and 6s. respectively is made. Many natives would willingly 
pay this for the sake of their· being allowed to sell oxen at trade 
prices. ·But if has seldom been done. The veterinary officers 
are otherwise engaged. The Parliamentary Commission recorded 
that : "The Animal 'Husbandry Pepartment, · which embraces 
the veterinary services, seems to devote the gr~ater part of. its 
time to the care of European cattle, and the setting of qu~tine 
boundaries about native cattle areas where disease is known to 
exist." I Native stock has never_ been assisted: or cultivated by 
Government for its own sake. The l\1asai Reserve has been in 
quarantine continuously fot seven years ; so have some of_ the . 
grazing grounds of the Akamba. Masai stock may be brought 
to the boundary of the Reserve at one or two points and there 
slaughtered for the meat supply of the towns. This is solely for 
the convenience of the townspeople. That is a different thing 
from. allowing it out of the Reserve alive for' trad.e purposes. 
There is strong agitation for limiting the amount of-Reserve land. 
so. as to disallow increased native wealth in the form ·of cattle. 
The fact that not less than four out of every ten" native children, 
in some districts, die in infancy might be thought to justify the 
provision of sufficient milch stock to. afford children a milk_ di~ 
in the . e~y days after they are weaned. But it is notorious 
that in many tribes and districts mi~ is a rarity, and not -an 
abundant article of -diet, and that the feeding . of young . native 
children is gravely.defective in method. Yet Mr. F. C. Linfield, 
in his discerning minority report to that of the Parliamentary 
Commission, observes : " In Kenya we listened to much criticism 
from settlers regarding the alleged excessive accumulation of 
stock by natives. The problem does· not seem to arise in other 
East Mrican Dependencies." 3 

The Sanitarian with his ·advice and control, the Trader with 
his wares, are steadily raising the native standard of .living. A 

. minority of the employers provide a standard of living_ that -.is
higher than the native manages to get all the year round m 

• Cmd. 2387, p. 156. 
J Cmd. ~387, p. 188. 

~ Annual Report. No. u88 (1922). 
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his village. The majority of employers have always supplied 
food with complete regularity (which is beneficial), but in 
the form of a monotonous and inadequate diet. Since other 
agencies are at work, raising the standard of living, and since 
there is a shortage of labour varying, seasonally, in severity, 
the employer class is being driven to a higher standard 

· of treatment of native workers. This will become more pro
nounced as Africans have opportunity of earning money by 
growing produce on their own lands for sale. Competition for 
labourers will lead to more attractive terms of service being 
offered. The last four years have seen a great improvement in 
conditions for labourers on the farms and plantations. . It is to 
the credit of some of the settlers in Trans-Nz6ia that, when 
prosperity returned in 1923 after the post-war slump, a reso
lution was carried by the local Association, urging that native 
wages should be generally raised. They recalled that there had 
been widespread reduction of wages in 1921 during very hard 
times, and, as conditions had now improved, these settlers thought 
it just and politic to revert to a higher pay for their labourers. 
Needless to say, the Convention did not help to sp~ead this.idea 
broadcast over the country in the energetic way it· assisted the 
earlier reduction of pay. . The effect among the employ~r. class 
was partial, but it shows conclusively that there is a section to 
which the anti-settler strictures that are so common in England 
do not apply. Members of this section are to .be found in all 
parts of the Colony. But they are not organized." They-never 
act in concert. They have no liaison group in England to place 
their views constantly before the Colonial Office, as have the 
traders and some of the landholders. If and. when they do 
contrive to act as an organized political unit, there will be some 
hope of removing from Britain's Colonial record the stain of 
Kenya's artfulness in taxation and land policy. 

The influence of the missionaries, if openly thrown into the 
scale against that of the exploiters, would be final and decisive. 
It must be admitted, however, that their position is one of some 
difficulty. The larger Missions are dependent on the Government 
for some of their funds. The dominance of predatory groups 
over the local Government has, for years, been fairly complete. 
Nothing is more certain than that, if the missionaries made 
themselves objectionable to some of the wealthy in the 
Colony, the strongest pressure would flare up for the cessa-
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tion of Government grants to the ~sions for medical and . 
educational work. It might, or might not, succeed; but the 
missionary has to balance the chance of reduced benefit . to 
the natives, due to restricted medical_ and educational ~d, 
against increased economic and political freedom for the native 
if the influence of the exploiter ·upon the policy of Gov~ni
ment were destroyed. This. choice requires a ·degree of com
mercial intellig~nce and p~litical irisight in which the missionary, 
as a type, is conspicuously lacking. (There are a few brilliant 
exceptions.) Missionaries in·Keny~, throughout its·history, have 
been strangely silent in the presence of abuse~. When every 
excuse has been made for the difficulties of their position, there 
remains, among many good friends of theirs, a measure ·of regret 
at their record-for the sufficient reason that when they likt:i to 
operate, upon a moral issue, they and their supporters in Britain 
control the situation. The satisfactory result of outspo~en 
]\fission activity in the case ·of the . attempted centa]-coinage 
swindle has been joyfully recorded. There is nothing else on· 
their political record to compare with that-and it is not because 
opportunities for moral indignation have been lacking. There 
is no Board · of Econor;nic Studies in any Mission in the field. 
The improbability of depressed wages and Chr~iian virtues · 
flqurishing together in the same soil is not appreciated· quite as 
clearly there as it even is in England. The Economic and Finance 
Commi.Yee in 1925 recommended that native children should 
be taught double~handed picking (of coffee). British public opinion 
would not have been shocked if one or more Missions had publicly 
pointe-d o"ut that this suggestion cam.e very badly from advisers 
T:esolutely opposed .Jo ·the natives' being ·taught or allowed to f!T01.D 

this sa11Ut coffee on their own lands. Just because they now 
receive cash grants from Government, it should be a point of 
honour with all missionaries in Kenya to be more· outspoken 
in their criticism of Government and its methods than ever before 
-if any grounds for criticism arise .. Otherwise they will run a 
risk of being regarded as "bought." The one party that has not 
been conspicuous for docility is (with few exceptions) the officials 
of the British Government .. · They are still waiting for full and 
frank permission to function according to our best; colonial . 

·traditions. Only one who has enjoyed the honour of being in 
and of that fraternity can appreciate the zest with which Govern
ment effort for. the sanitary. educational and economic advance-
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ment of the natives, as its primary and unassailable duty, would 
be responded to. The results remain to be seen, when the 
opening is provided. 

We got the country not by conquest nor by cession. We 
went there under the terms of treaties, and as protectors of the 
natives. We have stolen immense quantities of land, and indulged 

· in unblushing exploitation of many native tribes. Those which 
have refused to be exploited have, at any rate, received the 
minimum of assistance. The Government hospital in the 1\Ia.sai 
Reserve in 1924 received an allotment for upkeep of £I per 
month-not £x per bed, but £x for the hospitlll. (As this book 
goes to press a measure of partial restitution of land rights is 
in active process of settlement.) · 

A few Administration officers have at times bowed to interested 
pressure ; some of these are mere Vicars of Bray; always alert 
for the support of those whom they imagine to be able to advance , 
their interests. These would find no difficulty in becoining 
ardent apostles of native welfare if this became the predoininant 
Government policy. The bulk of the Administration officers, 
placed as they often have been between amenable Governors 
and Acting Governors on the one hand, and influential critics 
or even assailants on the other, have maintained a recqrd of 
undeflectability of which Britain may be proud. By all the arts 
of research, inquiry, explanation, remonstrance and, at times, 
defiance, they have informed, corrected, guided and, occasionally 
when the need arose, frustrated Government in itS erratic-career 
through the great experiment of departing from previous 
established British standards in the administration of a subject 
race, as it takes the very first steps towards ultimate self-· 
government many, many years hence. Compared with the lot 
of the Administration officer the calling of the missionary ranks · 
only as a sheltered trade. The Government Service in Kenya 
is a lot which may well remain for many years an allurem~nt 
to the most adventurous, resolute and highly equipped young 
men of Britain. There is a call to do the right thing, in small 
issues and large, to a· people for whom the British Government 
is trustee. Amazing adventures await those who answer the 
call. Clearness of vision, a sense of humour, high spirits and 
sympathy are called for to an extent that can surely be the 
case in few parts of our Empire to-day. That conditions are 
no worse than they are, that the native population is as well-
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disposed as it is,· lies to the credit, in the first place, of the Govern
ment stat£ in official touch with the homes· of the natives." The 
Colonial Office demands now that selected Candidates for. the 
Administration shall be University men, and shall also have so~e 
training in ethnology, local law, economics and accounting.· _It 
may still appoint Governors who have had no training in any of 
these subjects, and are innocent-of University experience, but it is 
to be hoped, as the trained ~ffi.cial group increases in size, as it is 
perpetually increasing in experience also, that the selection of 
Governors from outside ·its rariks will. become a thing· of the past .. 

Native sentiment is increasingly the field in which research 
is needed. The movement which Harry Thuku for a time led 
is not a thing of the past. It has merely been driven underground. 
A Government which replies to ba..d language with ball cartridge 
has to be· treated with some show of reSpect. That is the ·view 
of the Kenya Government that the native harbours. No m~e 
would dream of explaining to the native .world that the slaughter: 
in Government Road in March I 922 was an accident-a gha5t1y 
mistake-due to a· jumpy" native trooper, after 18 hours on 
duty, letting his gun off, for the final nervous upset of other 
jumpy troopers and the~ officers. That is the actual fact. The 
native has been left to believe that it was the GQvernment':> 
con!;idered rejoinder to a public demonstration. The Phelps
Stokes Commission, touring .the country for months in 1:924·, 
never heard a word of complaint about the finger-print system 
Harry Thuku had railed against it-and he is in exile. The . 
system is none the less a danger to the peace of Kenya. The 
European iandowners demanded it. If. they or, failing them, 
the rest of the white ~ommunity, are ·incapable of utilizing a 
heaven-sent period of quiescence to remove it themselves. Great 
Britain ought, probably, not to interfere. But if a system of 
slave-capture, obviously inapplicable to a free people, leads to 
native unrest, she should come down with all her resources on 
the side of the native and to the discomfiture of white fools, 
active and passive, who had not enough sense to enjoy their 
advantages without rapacity and. oppression. The kipdndi is 
a minor bit of oppression, and perhaps all the more stupid on 
that account. When registration by finger-prints was imposed 
in the Northern Frontier District in 1:923, by the Military; who 
were in charge there at the ·time, the Mahomedan tribes flatly 
refused to have anything to do with it, _and Government wisely 
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did not press the matter (these Somalis are armed). One tribe, 
the Garreh, actually vacated British territory and moved over 
the frontier-preferring the tender mercies of Abyssinia to the 
British Empire, plus registration,I 

It may well be the case, however, if reforms tarry too long, 
that the British Parliament, with whom final control lies, may 
take uncompromising action to end a state of affairs which it 
may imagine to reflect on its honour. The isolation of its servants 
in distant Dependencies is diminishing. Aeroplanes carry des
pa~ches at hitherto unheard-of speeds. Wireless ·allows of 
verbal argument from abroad with responsible.l\finisters at head
quarters. Television may have results, at present scarcely dreamt 
of, in allowing high authority ·at home to witness critical hap
penings across the world. The control of ultimate authority 
over its distant servants is being tightened. It is all the more 
urgent that ultimate authority should be fully informed, that 
its personnel should be men and women of the highest attain
ments and strongest character, and that the responsibility of this 
personnel to that collective " opinion upon which the high 
character of British Government must ultimately _depend ·~ must 
be unquestioned. 

Is our Government's record in Kenya anything of whj.ch we 
can be proud ? Direct taxation levied, with the exception of the 
ludicrous annual poll tax on adult non-native males, solely 
upon the poorest of the population ; forced unpaid labour 
regularly exacted, in Native Reserves only, for 24 days per 
annum by law, and for much more than that in many well
known cases, an exaction which can only be evaded by clearing 
out of the Reserve ; constant talk by high Government offichili 
of using the Administration officers to " persuade " the· native! 
to leave their homes and work for wages-talk that is ·neve~ 
followed by public correction or reprimand from higher authorit) 
in London. No wonder that the Reserves are repellent tQ so 
many natives, that the detribalized native is increasing so fast 
in the land, that there are populations of burglars and prostitutes 
in every town. Is there any other part of the Empire where 
aboriginal natives have provided so many hundreds of thousands 
of pounds for the public assistance of a handful of whites ? 
Is there any other part of the Empire where white politicians 
have clamoured for a European Conscript Defence Force of all 

• Native Affairs Report, 19Z31 p. 19. 
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males from. 16- to 6o years of age-to· allow of exploitation 
being carried a few steps nearer to the -verge of native rebellion 
than would be politic if force were not at hand to crush native 
objection-besides being so useful in case the whites should again 
find it necessary to threaten rebellion ori their own account ? 
A Committee of Council (with one eye on this possibility ?) actually 
recommended that the provis_ion, in the Bill, f-or an oath of 
allegiance should be deleted.~ The· project for a Defence 
Force was warmly espoused· by the Governor, Sir Edward Grigg, 
towards the end. of I 926, bu.t ·greatly to the surprise of his · 
backers, the Bill for the creation of"the Force, when published 
for :first reading in Council, caused an uproar in the Colony. 
The papers contained a stream of· p:r:otests~partly from ex
Service men, who resented being made into conscripts by a stroke 
of the Governor's pen, and partly- from those who felt that any 
suggestion that Europeans only resided in the countiy under 
shelter of armed force 'would be disastrous commercially, and" a 
disgrace alike to Government and the settler community. The 
local clergy roundly denounced the measure, and the Governor 
agreed to defer further action until after the· general elections 
to the Legislative CC?uncil in February I 927 .. If, as appears 
unlikely at the time this book goes to press, the Bill .is forced 
through in 1927, it will lie with the House of Commons to shield 
Black Kenya from the provocation i~erent in a foreign employe_r 
class, armed and drilled for coercion-to be applied at will, 

· whenever coercion may be ~ore palatable to it. than negotiation. 
The House of Commons can disallow such a step by a motion· 
that His· Majesty,s power of disallowance shall be exercised by 
the Secretary of State in the case of any Defence Force Ordinance 
submitted for his sanction from Kenya. Who can_ forecast wh_at 
the influence of Black Kenya is going to be on Black Mrica? 
If the Europeans in Kenya cannot reside and prosper there with 
the. good will of ·the ·Mricans, they are imperilling now .the future 
good will of Black Africa towards Great Britain. Are they worth 
supporting-at that price? · · 

If.Great Britain has to answer that questi~n, good employers 
will suffer with the bad. As- a matter of self-preservation: the 
numerous groups. and individuals _in Kenya who are ·content 
to strive for the maintenance of good relations with the nati~e 
masses (who, incidentally, ate enriching them) should combme 

s The Times, January ISth, J9Z7· 
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to dispossess political "leaders" (sic) of positions which they 
have used to evolve a system such as is described in the chapters 
of this book. With the help of a few supine officials in high 
places, estate improvements have been striven for and secured 
at immense cost to the native tribes, and without any extra 
payment, direct or indirect, by the individuals or small groups 
that have profited by increased selling val~e of their possessions 
running into gross totals of hundreds of thousands of pounds. 
The fault for all this does not lie v.ith the settlers as a class, 
nor even, solely, with a minority of the settlers. To some extent 
the Colonial Office cannot be charged "ith ~t, because it is to 
a large extent kept in the dark, and its own Regulations, when 
they proved inconvenient, have been disregarded at times .by its 
officials in the Dependency. Even the Royal Instructions to 
Governors have not always been sacrosanct. The explanation 
is that in nearly every crisis in the country's history, some official 
has been on the spot who was sufficiently weak under pressure, 
or avid for applause, to be pliable. The class of official who 
will not check an exploiter for fear· of evoking his hostility is 
as well known in Kenya as in any other part of the Empire. 
He is execrated by the bulk of the Service, and despised by the 
bulk of the white population, but he meets the requirements of 
some. It v.ill not be easy for the reader of average· worldly 
wisdom to believe that powerful interests have not at times made 
it worth while, financially, for officials to support certain measures, 
or to refrain from opposing them. The writer, who bas watched 
Government in East Africa from xgoo onwards, believes, at any 
rate, that nothing of the sort bas occurred. It seems more 
probable that the trouble has been due to the attitude of mind 
that disregards the rights of those who can bring no SQcial or 
political pressure to bear, and which seeks the .favour .of those 
who can bring both-and this aggravated in some cases by vanity 
of the type that cannot face public abuse, but will risk the ~tain 
of a dereliction of duty in order to escape it. 

We do not need to seek far for the one outstanding blot on 
our record-for which we should pass Collective Punishment on 
ourselves. \\nat is the temptation that we have conspicuously 
failed to resist ? 

LANDI 
When there was so much good land in the country that 

was positively vacant, what excuse is there for private ownen 
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being on land which we_ know to have been native property "and 
under native occupation ? Koinange w~ 1\ibiyu, a Kikuyu- head
man in the Kyambu district, many -years ago allowed certain 
other Kikuyu natives to cultivate portions of•his family getluika 
(estate). They were given a few rupees' compensation for their 
crops by Government and turned -off. Neither Koinange nor 
any member of his family ever received a cent. It was only 
when Koiminge was sent for by the new European " owner " and 
told that he must supply laboUr or leave the property. that he 
discovered that, thanks .to the Government, he himself was no 
longer its 'owner .x There are hundreds of very siril.ar cases ; 
and still, in 1927, no restitution has been Inade.- •• This, how
ever; is certain/' says a memorandum subnlitted to the_ Parlia
mentary Commission by Catholic clergy- in Kenya of the diocese 
of Bishop Neville, " when the European came here the- land 
belonged to the natives, and it is difficult to see how they have 
lost their rightS to its ownership." It is true that a high per
centage of the original European grantees have gone~ome wealthy 
and some broken. Others are now on the land who have bought 
it from other Europeans at high prices. · Direct restitution is 
impossible. If ~hat did rectify one injustice it w.ould create many 
more. Is there nothing "that can be done ? . 

Yes, there is. It is something which- will appear- to the 
average British reader to be so simple and inadequate as to be 
an anti-climax to the recital of Wr-ongs varying from mean 
craftiness, like the attempted cental-coinage swindle, to dashing 
brigandage, like the Nandi- clearance.- To many Europeans in
Kenya i~ wl11 appear cataclysmal. It is that Africans should be 
allowed. when occasion: offers, to buy land that they want. It is 
not as simple a solution as it looks. Some of the Kenya land
holders will make that quite clear. Our trouble will be with 
them. But there are scores of others in the Colony who would 
jump at the chance of selling their estates to Africans, if they 
could only thereby get out what they have put into them, in cash 
and the value of their time, and escape with it from the country. 
The political Europeans have_ been_so vocal as to the advantages 
(to the native) of" interpenetration," and so very anxious for his 
welfare, that they_ would be -expected to acquiesce in: African 
ownership of soine of the estates wliich are now grouped in solid 

• Memorandum on KikUyu LaDd Tenure by the Rev, Harry Leakey. M.A. 
(C.M.S.). · 

2F 
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" European " blocks. 1\Iuch of the occupied land the Mrican.s 
hue never used nor wanted. There would be no bidders for 
it now. But there are districts for resumption of which natives 
and native tribes would work as they have never worked before. 
Nor need the proposal be regarded as an altogether inadequate 
return by us. We have increased the Mricans' power to amass 
wealth. In the first place our missionaries, in season and out 
of season, have offered free education. Government has followed 
in recent years in the same steps. We have stopped the dis
turbance of industry by border warfare. We have made travel 
safe. We have allowed the trader in, with his offers of tools, 
implements, useful devices of every kind. ·We have kept tM 
liquor trader at bay. In spite of much exploitation, the J\frican 
might be said to have benefited as the result of our presence in 
his country-were it not for our appropriation of much of his 
best land. Truly, he has not improved as much as he ought 
to have done : he has not had the chances that he ought to have 
had. But even the hypocrisy with which we have driven him off 
his own lands to work on those of Europeans has not been 
unqualified detriment. Family life has suffered and disease has 
spread, but on hundreds of estates the working .Mrican, even 
if he was driven there by high taxation or more direct methods, has 
found consideration-even friendliness. And while some of the 
Government officials have danced to the piping of the exploiters, the 
vast majority have been true friends and protectors to their natives. 

For the last few years there has been much chatter 4! Kenya 
Government circles about the" dual policy." This is supposed to 
mean that the native is to be allowed to do the impossible-feed 
himself and all dependents, produce crops for export, and at the 
same time keep all the European estates going to the satisfaction 
of their owners. The idea is nonsense. No one knows this better 
than the Government in Kenya. In actual fact, the pretended 
adoption of this " policy " is a method of covering Government's 
retreat from the previous " single policy " of unblushing partiSan
ship of " white " interests. As such, it is a sign of grace, and 
as such, it is violently assailed by some of the Europeans in Kenya. 
The wise Mrican says :- " If you run after tf.CO spu.r-fO'll:l you 
'US'Ually catch neither." 

A change of policy is always possible. Let it be imagined 
that all " advice " or " encouragement " by officials to the native 
to leave his Reserve, to work for the private profit of strangers, 
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were publicly. branded, by Government· as dishonourable__:_as it 
almost invariably is in practice.- Let_it be imagined that every 
possible assistance were given by Government to production on 
native lands---with this much regard for th~ plantatiorui and 
farms, that they would receive such public assistance as ·their 
proprietors were willing to pay for, over and--above their ·fair 
contribution to the general _expenses of Administration, Law, 
order, and technical services. \Vhat would happen ? Very many 
estates u•auld go on getting th-eir labour supply as z] nothi"ng had 
happened. The proprietors .of these are the cia~ of man (or 
woman) that Africa can ill do without. Others would fail to 
get enough. Some would get none. The proprietors here are 
of the class that Africa cannot be relieved of too soon. . But the 
African in Kenya would be a free man in his own country, for 
the first time for a quarter of a ·century. Suppose we insisted 
-disregarding all appeals about the preservation of a .. future 
home for the· white race •• in a small patch of Kenya less than 
twice the size of the county of Yorkshire-that the native shall
have the right to buy land from anyone in his own .country who 
is willing to sell it to him? That would be some compensation 
to the European who cannot keep his land. under cultivation 
without direct or indireCt pressure by Government on the natives . 
to work for him. That class of man does not deserve much 
consideration in Kenya,. anyv.'ay. He has had a quarter of_ a 
century of unflagging assistance. -\Yhy ·should not the Africans 
have equally vigorous assistance from us, in their tum now ? 
\Vhether individual natives should be allowed to buy land to 
which Government has granted a secure title for 999 years, or 
·whether sales should only be to f~es, clans. or tribes whiCh 
would continue communal features of occupation according to 
native custom, is a matter upon which not only the local Govern
ment, but also many officials and missionaries, both on the active 
and retired lists, could give much valuable advice to the Secretary 
of State. The vital point is that before a demand had been even 
voiced, let alone pressed, we should have offered to the natives, 
r.chom u:e are supposed to protert, a measure of restitution for wrongs 
done, on the whole un"\V-ittingly or carelessly, when they were at 
too heavy a disa4vantage even to make comment or rejoinder •. 

If we fail to act. • • - -
Is it imagined that a demand will not be voiced ? 
And not pressed ? 



CHAPTER XXV 

THE BLL"'E PETER 

.. Old comrades on new seas ...... 
KIPLDOG. 

THIS, the short, last chapte.r of an over-long book, opens 
with an experience of the writer's, with his :wife, upon 
some of Britain's splendid highways, Homeward bound 

on the London-Brighton road, late on a January evening, the car 
runs into fog, and comes down to walking pace. Turning into 
the London-Eastbourne road, the fog is found to be thicker. 
The car creeps along by the kerb, which remains intermittently 
visible, between puffs of opaque, white fog, for a distance• of a 
yard or two from the head-lights. One or two cars are passed, 
doing a similarly cautious crawl along the opposite kerb, and 
hooting at intervals. A 'bus is standing empty at the roadside 
at one place, fully lighted up, but deserted for the night. ·(The 
completion of the run, into Oxford Circus, may be ·done in the 
morning, if the fog lifts then.) Thicker still ! The kerb has 
disappeared. From the driver's seat one cannot see as far as 
the surface of our little planet. The car stops, and _the wife 
alights. 'Valking alongside the kerb, which alignment she keeps 
by giving it an occasional sidelong kick, she dangles fr~m one 
hand a large white handkerchief in the direct beam of the head
light. This shows up for a yard or two ahead of the car, and· 
the procession moves on. The point is reached where the 
London-Eastbourne road must be left for the steep lane which· 
winds up to a Surrey hill-top (upon which this book, incidentally, 
has been written). The handkerchief is no longer needed. The 
lane runs between high walls, the nearer of which just shows 
up through the fog. It is, of course, not possible to "rushthe 
hill." The car mounts slowly, on low gear. But suddenly 
trouble is over. The car has not gone 1 oo yards along the 
lane ; it has not climbed a distance, measured vertically, of 
more than 20 feet-and it is a brilliant moonlight night ! 

Only 20 feet below, the operations of mankind are largely 
at a standstill, its business dislocated, its activities crippled. 
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The cause of this paralysis, when viewed· from a slightly different _ 
plane. suddenly becomes an object of. beauty. It is a bank of 
mist, ninning across from hill-side to hill-side of .the valley, the 
upper surface· looking like a wind-drifted snowfield. -shining 
brilliantly white under the full-moon~ . It -fills the floor of the 
valley, where men mostly travel, ·as an opaque shlb, involving 
them in darkness, discomfort. and even in danger. What is, to 
observers on a ·slightly different plane,· a spectacle of beauty not 
soon to be forgotten, is to dwellers, travellers and workers on 
the lower plane. of vision, an ·intolerable oppression, only too 
provocative of bad tempers. • · 

(Who would not live· on a hill-top--especially if ·owning any 
old sort of an automobile with which to. get there ?) · 

The mind of the retired official snaps backs- to Racialism· in 
Kenya---.,.and perhaps in other and wider domains than Kenya. 
There is the dislocation, often the abandonment, of effort: 

. reduced output even where effort is maintained : exasperation : 
social intercourse almost impossible : ·impaired .activity every- · 
where, involving, . as its -most malign ·consequence, restricted 
opportunity for the exchange of courtesies-which are ·so much 
more important in h~man affairs than commodities. 

Racialism, precisely'! 
From one point of view. 

· Unless people of good will, i~ide and outside the churches 
of the Christian and other faiths, proceed to cultivate- an aptitude 
for attack, which at prese1.1t they seldom exhibit, racialism may 
come to be regarded only as a source of malign activities. That 
would be a· pity. Racialism has its bright side, just as the puddle 
of fog in the Caterham valley-bottom had-if it is viewed from 
a standpoint where the· "light falls upon it. . . 

It is, in this ·other aspect, an opportunity, wherever ex
perienced-an opportunitY for attack upon one of the most 
~omentous of· the dangers which face mankind to-day, a 
danger in face of which mere . defensive operations are tacti
cally valueless, a danger which cari only be met by slashing 
counter-attack, inspired by originality. 

This, possibly enough, i~. true everywhere where races come 
in contact. That might form the ~ubject of an essay for the pen-. 

· of a more widely travelled observer than the present -writer
But within his limited range of observation it is pre-eminently 
true of Kenya. Its people have an opportunity that few 
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communities in human history have been accorded. Jrill · 
they rise to it ? 

• • • • • 
None can be unaware that the attitude which has been developed 

in Kenya Colony, during a generation of political scheming, has 
been, and still is, a source of embarrassment to the Imperial 
Go>ernment. If all British residents in Kenya are indifferent 
to this result : if there is no articulate group able or willing to 
try for a solution of the difficulties with which the Empire is 
hampered, our term of operation as a motive-power on the 
side of world progress has ended ; the spirit" of adventure has 
left us. -

The present position is a stalemate. l\Ir. Baldwin's Cabinet 
of 1923, with its Kenya White Paper, prorided a final settlement 
of nothing. On the topic of our relations to the African, it 
advanced a programme that remains classical, invaluable. But 
even there, as was shown by Acting Governor Denham's appeal 
for "encouraged" labour on plantations in :\larch 1925, the 
moral opinion of Britain must keep itself perpetually equipped 
for emergencies which may arise suddenly where·\,hey are most 
unexpected. " It is on the power and pressure of this opinion 
that the high character of English GoYernment must ultii:nately 
depend." We must remember that. Outside this one topic, 
the White Paper was a surrender to clamour, a surrender for 
which the only justification lies in the fact that a b~ce was 
struck from accounts that had been " cooked." . 

There is no useful purpose served by mumbling " Peace 
peace!, when there is no peace. The White Paper has already 
proyed an inadequate instrument. 

In the pages of this book there has been pictured-a troubled· 
community. Has the narration at times been sardonic ? At 
times, perhaps-but not throughout. But was ever writer pro
vided \"\ith such a field for satire ? Has there anywhere flourished, 
in our generation, a group of British people as aptly symbolized, 
as is the small political group in Kenya, by a turkey-cock-cnr
lastingly gobbling, strident, aggressive, ugly to look at ? And 
so the yard in which this creature has strutted has known no 
peace. There has been a perpetual dust-storm on a small scale 
-due to its antics. As the looked-for period of peace on earth, 
good will among men approaches, the creature may appropriately 
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be sacrificed. -It is a f3te that commonly awaits the turkey~cock 
at such periods. · · . · · · 

Given clear thinking, there is hope of peace. Self-interest 
of British . individuals, concem for the glory of the . Bntish 
Empire, the spiritual health of groWing British families in Kenya, 
and response to ethical considerations, ali):te call for the sub
limation of racial hatred. !~eluded in the first, there lies, for 
the Britons in· Kenya, the not insignificant factor ·of self-pre
servation. Unless the Mrlcans among whom they dwell remain 
well . disposed to them/ serenity· of mind, charm· of. environment 
and financial attractiveness together 4 take wings, and vanish from 
their world. · Churlishness, arrogance and exclusiveness are 
attitudes of mind which are only too likely ·to drive the Mrican 
to tak~ sides against those who display them. That having taken 
place, the political and economic ·downfall of a group enveloped 
in a hostile African atmosphere is certain. 

Across the political waters, only three courses lie open to the 
Europeans of Kenya. They may try· to fi?.ainta,in the present · 
exclusiveness as 1;o the .franchise; they may surrender the 
franchise and substitute some other procedure ; or they may 
effect an extension of the franchise, in a way that will elicit the 
approval of other groups. · · . 

The first means stalemate, the strangulation of the -spirit of 
adventure, the indefinite recession of peace. 

The second is scarcely to· be e:Xpected. There was a period, 
early in 1923, when it was _on the verge of adoption as a political 
platform by a group in the Colony. · Lack of organization and 
absence. of· an impartial Press were among the influences whi~ 
averted that issue. The major objection to it at the present day 
is vanity-the certainty of a scream, eclipsing all previous 
cacophonies, from ·the political turkey-cock. A high percentage 
of the Europeans in Kenya did press, over a long term of years, 
for the franchise. They have now had it for eight years, and 
much disillusionment prevails. If we could visualize the com
plications in administration, in internal relations, in political 
unrest, that . are likely to follow . the grant, now · seen to have 
been somewhat precipitate, of franchise rights in Kenya in 1919, 
we should perhaps pause before rejecting, even now in. 1927, the·_ 

·possibility of reverting to a nominated Legislature. To the 
personal recollection of many observers that form of Govem
ment did yield a more wholesome Legislature-l~s grinding of 
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private axes under the thin pretence of public duty, less tunnoil, 1 

a truer presentation of the genuine public interest, The offer · 
of the vote to the Europeans has resulted, after an upheaval, in 1 

the offer of the vote to Indians, and consequent upon that, to 
Arabs, who as a class did not desire it. But having been given 
to them, it will be demanded by emergent African groups-by 
the Baganda no doubt, by the Kavir6nd~, by one group after 
another. This "privilege," so artificial in a native African 
setting, will as a matter of tribal pride and self-esteem, as a 
supposed safeguard against oppression, be demanded by each 
native community that attains to a certain (quite elementary) 
degree of political consciousness. The unwisdom of precipitating 
this claim is almost universally recognized in Africa. It cannot, 
however, be averted if Europeans continue to exercise the· right. 
A considerable group would still be found in the Colony which 
would agree to suspension of electoral activity, by surrender of 
the franchise and return to a nominated Council, for a fixed 
period of, say, fifteen years, so that development of the native 
tribes may proceed with a lessened ·risk of political agitation. 
They realize that the surrender of a privilege, the enjoyment of 
which has proved of doubtful benefit to the comniunity at large, 
would be cheap indeed at the price of freedom from political 
convulsions among the native tribes. It is doubtful whether 
they would to-day be in a majority. And the measure would be 
a sentence of death to the political turkey-gobbler. Its dying 
struggles would be noisy and unedifying. There would be 
provided, however, a peaceful interregnum, during: which 
reflection might be devoted to the adoption of some system of 
Government in which the ballot-box does not figure. Its pro-· 
duction is almost always a cause of bitterness along racial lines. 
There are numerous organized societies in the world that maintain 
a system of Government without employing the ballot-box-to 
mention only such dissimilar groups as the l\Iasai in Kenya ~d 
the Quakers in England. The idea of assisting in the conduct 
of the community's business by depositing in secret an anony
mous opinion as to which of a number of individuals, all perhaps 
personally unknown to the voter, is the least unfitted to be a 
member of a governing body for the community, is about 
as foreign to the average African tribesman's view of what 
is sensible as almost anything that could be devised. It is 
not altogether certain that the African tribesman is wrong 
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in his estimate of the value of the political methods of 
Western democracies. · 

There remains the third course-a modification of the franchise 
that will prove acceptable to Indians, Arabs, and native Africans 
alike. Disquisition upon possible forms and procedures · may 
be dismissed in one sentence. The form that· is good enough 
for the Europeans sets the $tandard of what will be accepted, 
without demUl', by the othe~ groups·: just that-and nothing 
less. · 

If we are genuine -in our intentions to advance the African 
to whatever level of achievement his capacity. under good example 
and liberal education, enables him to reach, there is one incon
trovertible conclusion to which sympathetic study of the native 
leads us : in so far as we accept the emergent African· of 
civilized. mode of life and of prescribed educational level as one 
of ourselves po,litz"cally, we invite his confidence, earn his regard, 
and secure his cooperation and friendship. It is the only waj to 
•a -

Any other method, ' ·however unctuously and· laboriously 
explained to him, is recognized promptly as· the erection of a 
barrier. It .is not u~timately the African who suffers from the 
erection of that barrier-· -it is the group ~thin it. _They suffer 
fr~m restricted movement and vision, from reduced light and air. 
Inevitably they slip into the role of.defenders, which is the dullest 
of callings. Their _enclosed ·space of privilege_ may in due time 
become a prison ·to all intents and purposes-the barrier unscale
able: the barrier, in due course, irremovable except by mine 
and explosion. 

_ In a considerable circle the acceptance of the cultured and 
educated African or Anib (given an adequately severe educational 
test in English) as a fellow-citizen on a basis of political equality. 
is by no means an intolerable idea. In a loose-thinking way it 
is accepted, more or less, that such · an upshot is the designed 
outcome of our occupation and administration of East Mrica. 
With hazy recollections of English history • among which the most 
deeply ingrained memories are" Julius Cresar, 55 B.c.,"" William 
the Conqueror, Io66," the average man or woman does, how
ever, regard it _as. something of an. undeserved infliction that it 
should take the Mrican, not z,ooo years or even I ,ooo, but only 
fifteen or twenty, to reach a· stage of education when he can no 
longer, with any show of equity, be de~arred from carrying his 
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interest in the conduct of public affairs to the point of joining -
others in recording a vote for a candidate of his selection. In 
spite of this grievance, due to the African's rate of progress, the 
right would be generally conceded, were it not for the presence 
of the Indian, similarly or more highly equipped, upon the scene. 
This repugnance to deal equitably with the Indian is a piece of 

·unworthy sentimentality. It has no pracf:ical value. On the 
contrary it has definite practical disadvantages even on the com
mercial, not to mention the spiritual, plane. The query as to 
whether we are justified in subjecting the emergent masses of 
Africa to Indian competition comes with poo~ effect· from the 
mouths of people, many of whose actions are examples of cold, 
calculating, remorseless exploitation. The reply is that the 
emergent African will safeguard himself. No one need doubt 
that. The suggestion that in this he will be hampered by the 
Indian element in the Colony rather begs the question. It ill 
at least arguable that the presence of the Indian may be an 
assistance to the African in his political development. Numbers 
of Kenya residents thought so in 1922~ as has been related. 

Socially, all groups might live their own lives ; they would 
al1 be abundantly content to do so. A large measil.re. of political 
peace would be secured for Kenya, and the Imperial Govern
ment's difficulties with India would be reduced. It is perhaps 
understating the case to put it so. Rather it may be said that 
a handful of British people in Kenya to-day have a unique 
opportunity of according the Imperial Government invaluable 
help in one of the major problems of statecraft. 

Considerations of fair play will, moreover, persist in intruding 
themselves among British communities everywhere. In the· 
decade I9IJ-2J the Indians in Kenya did 'IWt ba-r:e fair play. 
There is some obligation upon clear-thinking British people, both 
in the Colony and outside it, to be magnanimous. 

For this solution of a common register almost any concession 
would be made by the non-Europeans. The only approach· to 
statecraft that has been exhibited throughout the whole course 
of the imbroglio in Kenya has been the 'Yood-,rmterton 
Agreement, which was mishandled so lamentably in Kenya in 
1922-23. Its reservation Qf seats, with perhaps slight modi
fication, would be accepted by non-British parties. It is con
ceivable that a restriction of voters would even be agreed to for 
a term of fifteen or twenty years. Any franchise which prescribed 
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a stiff. educational test in English would- at present admit to the 
electoral register thousands more Europeans than Indians~ Arabs, 
and Mricans put together. But that will not al~ays be so_, and 
in order to secure present-day equality of citizenship at the 
polling-booth, an agreement might be . negotiated ~hich would 
limit the maximum size . of· the Indian electorate to the eXact · 
number of British qualified voters, revisable on a yearly com
pilation of the voters' register, Clearly enough, there is nothing 
of statecraft about that suggestion. . It is mere expediency t and 
rather nhnble at that. · But it might open the door. to peace. It 
might settle, for a generation, Kenya's " Indian Question.'' · 

As for what is likely to happen, more than a generation-ahead, 
in a country of such artificial, and such rapidly changing, con
ditions as Kenya-those who COJ?.sider themselves competent' to 
arrange that now must be content to be regarded as more self-
confident th~ convincing. · · 

There remains the potential . Mrican electorate, which- at -
present is not a reality. If Europeans will insist on retainiri.g · 
the franchise, they must look forward to -~ time when a European 
candidate may win or lose an election on Mrican votes. And 
at that time .the wou14-be legislator, if a European, will be judged 
largely by the European reco.rd in the ~lony. _That is the -
de_sperate consideration for European residents in Kenya ever to 
bear in mind. What will it profit ~em, what can anything profit 
them, if they have meanwhile allowed little-minded politicians 
to estrange the good will of Black Mrica ? · . 

"What t]le Empire looks for from ·the people of Kenya is_:_ 
Exploration. Unless the spirit of adven1:ure is dead within them, 
they wiH organize this without instructions from the Home 
Country. The Empire, if not actually in danger, is embarrassed. 
It is beset by an enemy against which the proud navies, the 
massed bayonets, the bombing-plane, and the gas-cloud avail 
nothing. War ·can not subdue it. War may come and pass 
but that enemy remains-strengthened. in fact. What a field 
for .originality of attack .is here ! Racial animosity is the one 
influence which, more than any other at the present day, appears 
likely to check the further advance of the British Empire as a 
power of bene_ficence in world af(airs. But the spirit of revolt . 

·against sordid limitations to human effort still prompts our· choice 
spirits ; and there is nothing of adventure about an attitude of 
racial exclusiveness. It "is conservatism, at its worst and most 
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banal-a policy that can never serve as the actuating motive to 
a people emerging from the lower spiritual levels. Its operations, 
when closely scrutinized, are seen to be debasing. 

Once more we are back, though on a different plane, to the 
days of the Gentlemen Adventurers. Only it is now the case 
that their forays cover a wider range and are conducted at higher 

. speed-they are turbine-driven, so to sp~, instead of wind
driven. And the Lady Adventurers go "ith them now-another 
difference ! Their explorations-on the plane of human rela
tions-are for the immediate glory of the Empire, but are, none 
the less on that account, an example and a p~ssible inspiration 
to other watching nations. 

Those who are faced "ith ·a situation of racial strain are 
precisely the groups who possess the necessary equipment for 
this new Exploration. :who knows what influence a daring 
exploit by them may not now have upon the fortunes of man-. 
kind ? When did the finger of High Adventure beckon us 
in vain? 

Happy group of Adventurers, tailiiig down the sawing gang
plank on to the tender, and so to the liner lying. in mid-channel 
with the Blue Peter flying I · The conscience of Britain goes 
"ith you on this cruise. On board the liner now, and looking 
down on to the empty deck of the lurching tender alongside. 
That thudding metallic racket ceases-amid shrill flutings. 
Thinly, across the wind, a voice from forrard: "Anchor's 
up, sir!, 

A long blast on the siren. 
(Clang, clang !-down in the engine-room.) 
Off ! Down harbour - under a hooting sky, but with · 

sapphire seas and a new world waiting for you somewhere 
ahead. 

The Blue Peter flutters down. 
An Exploration begun I 
Lucky dogs! 



APPENDIX 

Ma. A. R. BAIU.Ow (v. pp. 95~ 224-), WRITING IN Kikuyu Nn.us 

ON 

NATIVE :MEN'S WORK 

T ~E usual argumen~ one meet~ wJ:en urging that the r:ative ~eeds 
tune to attend to his own affatrs 1s that the male natlve while at 
home does no work, but lolls about watching his women slaVing 

for him. This is an ~rroneous idea. Although the women when 
married are ahnost constantly at work, there are many kinds of work 
looked upon as purely men's work. Of these the following may be 
instanced :- . 

1\Ien make new gardens by cutting down the scrub and breaking up 
the land with long poles used as levers. They are very frequently seen · 
in Kenya cultivating by th~elves or helping their wives in the gardens 
when planted. Some things such as sugar-cane, ~. sweet potatoes, 
and bananas, are planted almost exclusively by m.en. '\\'hen the banana 
trees bear • the heavy hunc:Qes of fruit have to be prevented from breaking 
them down by being propped up with long p:r:ops, and this, again, is 
men's work. '\Vomen do ·not take part in the cultivation of yams at all. 
1\Ien spend the night out in the gardens all the time that the maize and 
other crops are ripening, in order to keep off· porcupines, pigs, and the 
small buck. The trapping of moles which are such a pest in the gardens 
in many parts of Kikuyulan(l, ·is done by men ; also the pruning of tht< 
trees grown for building purposes, and the fencing in of gzrdens and 
villages. . When new huts are required, or a village is moved, it is the 
men's part to cut the PQles and sticks required, and to build the frame
work of the huts, the women doing the thatching and plastering.· The 
herding of the goats and cattle, of course, falls on the men and boys, 
and is a very binding duty ; also the daily plucking of sweet-potato 
leaves for the fattening of sheep. Sometim.es, too, journeys have to 
be made to the salt-licks and the salt earth carried to the village for 
the stock. Again, there are the special trades followed by men, for 
instance, smithing, chain-making, wire-pulling, wooden stool and bee
hive making, wicker-work for grain-stores and doors, and in some parts 
the dressing of grindstones. During the season of the .. small rains •• 
every available native is needed .in the gardens to keep the birds from. 
devouring the muJerf! crop. This is a _most arduous task, lasting from · 
sunrise to sunset every day for a matter of two months or more. · · 

• • • We believe that the home life of the native should be preserved 
and allowed to develop its best characteristics, which is impossible when 
the father and sons of a family are at home poly at odd times, separated 
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by months of absence. We believe, again, that the moral and spiritual 
development of the children of the soil is of as much importance as the 
financial prosperity of their conquerors . 

• • • Although we sympathize with the employer who is losing 
money from shortage of labour, we do not agree that the native 
races were created simply for the benefit of the white man. 



.. • But in the administration of Kenya His Majesty's 
Government regard themselves as exercising a trust on· 
behalf of the African population, and they are .unable to 
delegate or share this trust, the object of which may be 
defined as the protection and advancement of the native 
races.•• 

Command Paper :1922, p. 10. · 

Presented to Parliament in July 1923. 
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GLOSS .. \.RY 

Of JrqrJs of African Origin appearing in t.h4. Text. 

Askari.-Anned trooper {Police or :\Iilitary). 

Batlli.-A dhow with a Ion~ projectffig prow and a sharp stern. 

Boma.-A r.unpart or boundary-fence: also -the space enclosed by such. 
Since the early GoVernm.ent outposts in East Africa were roughly 
fortified, the word hss also come to mean a Government station. 

Bwana.-::\laster: used also in a way corresponding to our ••1\.rr.
Gethak:a.-An allotment of land to one Kil..-uyli family. 
Habari.-Kews. 

Kiberlti (lit. sulphur).-::\Iatches. 
Kib6ko (lit. hippopot:amus).-A tapering whip of hide. 

Kibuyu.-The dried shell of a pllinpkin, used as a bottle. 

KipAndi.-The identification certificate which has to be carried by 
male natives of Kenya. · 

Kongoni.-" Coke's Hartebeest .. _ '"ery commoo antelope. of hea..y 
build. . 

Laioni.-A young nun of the 1\I-isai ttibe,.not yet admitted to the. 
warrior class. 

Manyatta.-A l\13sai 'Village.. 

MorAn.-\\"" arrior(s) of the l\Iisai tribe. 

Saia.ri.-A journey • voyage~ 
Shamba.~A word of wide application, coYering t:tdtif:ClUd kmd from 

the smallest natiYe allotment to a ~farm or plantation. 

Shauri.-A consultation: business. 

Shenzi (strictly m.shrn.:n).-A barbarian, saYage. 
Tembo.-Palm wine, a natiYe intoxicating drink • 

. ThA...'lu.-Ceremonial uncleanness, pollution (among the Kil.-uyu tribe). 
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Abyssinia, :aS, 31, 376. 446 
Accident$ and .employers' liability, 

439 
.. Accidents •• with natives, 98; 140 
Acquisition and Gavernme7}t of B~ck
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Acquittals, corrupt, 438 
Acrimony," Holy," 122 
AdnUnistration Officers-

appreciation of, 52, I ;t:2, 1451 184, 
256, 278, 443. 444 

and native wages reduction, 223, 
and deserter-hunting, 189 
as Vicars of Bray, 444 . 
testimonial to, 5 I . 
to be selected from among local 

Europeans, 286 
Adventurers, 96 . · 
Adventurers, The Gentlemen, 46o 
Advisory Council asked for, x67 
Aeroplanes, 446, 459 
African proverbs, 386, 4z7', 450 
Africans, see Natives . 
Agitation, native, xo8, :153, 184, 19:1, 

· 224--237, 445 (see also Thuku, 
Harry, p. 486) · 

Agricultural Instructors, :102 
Akamba, see Kampa 
Algeria, White Fathers of, 21 
Altitude, 341 
"Amagna, "Lake.'' 28 
Amara,· known to ancient Hindus, x8 
Amassing land, 72, 74 
Amassing land permitted,-76 
Anglo-Abyssinian boundary, 30 
Anglo-German delimitation, 38 
Anglo-Italian boundary, JO · 
Annexation, 86, 144 

. Annexation (Order in Council), 87 
Annual Reports, Government, 102, 

103,439 
Anti Slavery policy, 36, 37, 39 
Anti Slavery Society, 39 · 
Api>eals by Crown against " acquit-

tals," 438 · 
Appointment of Magistrates, z8s--286 
Appointment of Governors, 445 
AJabS,3I,35, 120,149,183,456,457, 

459 
Aichbishop of Canterbury denounces 

E.A. liquor laws, 259 · 

Area alienated to Europeans, 8s, 86, 
. .162, 313, 440 
Area due to the natives, 440 
Area of Colony, 30 
Area of Native Reserves, 440 . 
J\rea transferred· to Italy, 30 
Arithmetic, Government's faulty, 49 
Asiatic land not to be rented higher, 72 
Asiatic land grants limited to xoo 

acres, 315 · · 
Asiatic Researches of I799• r8, 28 
Assault on Mr. Anderson, z6z 
Assault on Rev:C. F. Andrews, 263 
Associations-

B.E.A., I69 
British East African, 34 
Coast Planters', 171 
Colonists', see C 
Convention of, see- C 
Indian, 167 
Kavirondo Taxpayers·~ 236 
Kikuyu (Native), s6 
Lirnoru Farmers', 1.72 
Pastoralists', 17r. . 
Planters', 171 · 
Planters and Farmers', 65, 66, 167 
Royjl] E.A. Automobile, 275 
Various, 176, 194 . 
Young Kikuyu, 191,224,225 

Attack on officials, wholesome results 
· of, 127 · 

Australia, z6 

Baganda, 118,456 . 
Ballot-box, African's view of, 456 
Banks and bankers, 199, 202, 203, 

2o6,z07.zo8,zoQ,2I0,34I 
Bantu Beliefs and Magie, 197 
Baringo,6o,426 
Basel, 65 
.. Beadoc," 82, 83, 84 
Belial, 369 
Berlin Act, 149 
Betterment Tax, 254 
•• Big Noise, The/' xS:z 
Bishops, 324 
Bishops' Memorandum, .xos-6 
Black Slaves of Prussia, I07 
Blue Books, annual, 440 
Blue Peter, The, 460 
Blue Posts Hotel, 6o 
Boer War, x86 
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Bombay, 34 
Bookkeeping, proposal that all should 

be carried on in Eng!ah, 32.8 
Bowmen, K.amba and Kikuyu. .p, 43 
Branding of Cattle, 43-+ 
British Colwnbia, 47 
Britab East African Association, 34 
B.EA. Association, 169 
B.E-<\. Disabled Officers' Colony, 82, 

8],84 
B.I. s~. Coy, 34 
B!Wlsels Conference, 36 
Buckingham Palace, 8:;, 169 
Bull, Papal, 1 s 
Burden, the White ~Ian's, 15-4 
Burden, the W'hite Man's, shifted, 

158 
Burgher Force, u6, 168 
Burgher Law, 287 
•• Business Government," 187 

Ca'canny,native,231 
Calcutw Uni-cenity CommiJ.rion Report 

1919, 119 
Carrier Corps, 152, 226 
Cattle Lifting, 433, 434. 43.5 
Cattle, native oWDed, 440, 441 
Census,31-

19II,JII 
lnd~, 1922,378 
Nairobi, 1()06, 307 

Cental coinage, 111 Currency 
Central Committee of Federated 

Associations, 73, 171 
Ceremony of reducing native wages, 

223 
Certificate, Registration, 192, 19-J. 

228,445 
Chambers of Commerce, 172, 214. 

215,307 
Ch.a:ndristhan, 18 
Cbani.a 6o 
Chart,;, Royal, 34. 38, 316 
Chief Native Comm.i.ssioner attacked, 

159, t6o, 174, 175, 281, 318 
Chief Registrar of Natives, 189 
Church :\fusionary Society, 20, s6 

enters t:ganda, 20 
[.16,000 donation to Imperial Com-

pany,J7 
Church Times quoted, 434 
Cigarettes, 90 per cent. duty on, 158 
Circular-

on inadequacy of native labour, b 
on "encouraged " labour, too 
Labour No. 1, JOJ, 104, to.;, 107, 

Jo8 
Labour No. J, modification of, 107 
of Mr. Winston Churchill's on 

nath-e labour, no 
Civil Case No. h6 of 1922 on land, 87 

Civil Service, suggestion to recruit 
in Kenya only. 286 

Cearance, Nandi, 8r, 82, 3So, 449 
Climate, 31, 47. 62 

and" d.iseducation," 119 
and European children, 121 

Closed districts, 168, 423 
Coast Planters' As.lociation, 171 
Coast strip rented by Kenya Govern-

ment, 30,86 
Coffee- . 

licence to grow, too 
child labour for, 105, 443 
export of, 31 3 

Collective Punishment, 435 et 1eq. 
Collectors, 146 
Ctlloni.al Office, 47, ss. 6s, 68, 72, 7-h 

8o, US, 136, 137, 143, 15-h 161, 
164, 20%, 22.8, %.45. p.S, 439.-4+2· 
....a 
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Colonial Regulation Xo. 45, 172 
Colonial self-sufficiency, 124 
Colonists' Association, 91, c;J, 146, 
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Colonization, British and other, 4%.4 
Colony, Kenya declared a, fl6, •++ 
"Comic: Com:mission,_The," 320, ·P9 
Commercial c:ommu.nity. as " para-

sites," 333 
Commission- .. 

Masai t; nrest, 143 -
Padiamentary of 19%.4, 56, 83, 151, 

16S,437o4J8,.f4I,.f49 
Public Works Department, 266 

etuq. . 
Commissioner designated Go'Vanor. 

169 
Commissioner of Lands, t6t, 274 
Committee, Parliamentary, on ln&an 

question, 33.5 
Commons, House of, 76, 116. 163, 

439.447 
Communal Indian register in Kenya, 

diminutive, 428 
Company, I.B.E.A., 32 et seq., 163, 

317 
Compulsory labour, to8 

unpaid, 109, uo, IIJ, 114 
paid, 10(), 114 

Cc>n.&cation of unused land, 71, 8o 
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in the War, 187 
of Europeans in Ken}"1!, 263, Jp, 

430,446,447 
of ~lasai and other tn"bes, 140, 141 

Conservative GovernJt~eDt auUlorized 
Railway, 40 

Contracts, labour, 22, 194, rc;,6, 4~6 



Constinniou, change of, 1171 16-S, 169, 
17I.3SO,J6I -

CA>nuiners, tin, 1:89, z::tS 
<A>n,-enrion of Associations, 73. 85, 

:to-;, IX%, t:r~. :1,53. 157, :1:58., J:7Z. 
17J,I79,ISo,J:SI,ISZ,22I,234o 
254 .. 31~, 357. 36o. sSz, 436. 
437 

a minority group, 1:74, •76, 353 
and censure of Chief ~ati'i'e Com-

missioner, 174-. 175 
and degradatioh of cents, 214 
and dislike of florin, 205 
and Imperial Conference, 1So, 217 
and Indian question, 332, 337, 338, 

339, 343. 3-4-4. 353, 365, s;z. s;S, 
3S3 

an.i mutation m H.R..H. ~ Prince 
e>fW"ales, ~:So 

and ~ati...-e Wages Reduction, 1So ns __ 

and P .W .D. Cotmnission, 2';G--2';3 
and rebellion, 1So 
and Segregation of races, 334 
and Stabilization, 204 
and l:asin Gishu Railway, 49, 269 
and .. \\ elcotne '" to Sir Ed 'Ward 

~ortbey, 3 IS 
urges reduction of nati'i'e tax. 153 

Con~ctions under Registration Or
dinance, 189, 190 

Co-operation, natin:, wages-reduction 
as means of m'\iling, ;;;r..zo 

Cost of li'ing, 1:25, 126, 293 
Cost of l:asin Gishu Rail~y. 250 
C<JSt of l:ganda Railway, .,.a. 1:52 
Cou~ medlo.:!s, 16z -
Cou:J.cil-

.Executi~. funned. 164} 
first LegisJati~, 164}, 259 

C=p aEtut, 36o-3 Ss, aNI ue Rebel-
lion. InsUI'Te'Ction 

Coun, first B.-iti.~. 35 _ 
Cri:U, Tl-~. 273 
Crown Lands, 87 

defined 1914, 76 
Or~ce, I902,SO,S2o77 
(}r~oe,J9I5,75,#/,JII,3I2 

Cul:i~tion of land, 71, ,.,... JI3 
Currencv-

l:lustration, Plate Yl 
bdian coinage, 199 
cents introduced • .200 
cents, disintegration into powder, 

200,21:6 
cowrie sbel!s, .20:1 
~ote issue, •906. zoz 
Rupee, rise in ex.:hange '\...Uue, :oz 
Rupee, subilization of. 203 _ 

Rupee DOte, .-ithdrawaJ, 204-, :;zrz 
Rupee, a :tempted denatioo, :zos-"7 

4/I 
Currency (cmrtimleti)

Florin ulin~. 205 
Shilling, introducrion of, :zoS, :no, 

us, and Piau. '\II 
Report of Comminee on, 209 
Cents, anemp~ degradation, :209. 

duq. 
Cusroms--

Chief of, 63, 320 
duties, new, ord~ by Secretary 

of Saltey 1 57 
re...-enue inadequate, 158 

Dacoity, 61, 91 
Da.,ooreri, 36, 38, 57~ 1 tz, 225, 235, 

- 356,s63 
Dahomey, 25 
Dead Sea. z6 
Dealhs, natin:, in Great War,_ IS~ 

153 _ 
I>efence Force,- J:6o, 1:70, 263. · 350, 

4JO,<f-+6,4.f-7 
Delainere, LoTd, ~ Personal Index 
Democrar, The, 370 
Deputation--

the first-, 303 
to Sir Donald Stewart, 168 
to \lc:eroy of India. 316 

Deputations m London and South 
Africa, JOJ, 307. 34-4-o 3-46. 353 

Desener-hunr. 189. 1g6 
Desertion cogDizable to the Police, 

from 1916 to :1926, 1g6 
Deserts, Xorthern, zS, 409 
Detention of girls and women, 110, 

III0 :zSo. 
-Director of Agriculture, r6:1 
Director of Public "-orb-

and Conscription and Territorial 
Force,263 

and ConTention's dekgation, 353 
and Currency c:hange, zoS 
and Many Thuku, 227, 2JO, 231: 
and Liquor legislation, 2.59 
and XatiTe •• ~Ienac:e.'' 258 
and offer of Carnegie free library, 

::!63 
and Public Works Commission,-

267-27.z 
and Registration of nati~. z66 
and Segregation of races, z66, 330, 

J3I 
and The Cr-b& cake, 273 
com.pulsory retireolent of, 161, 275 
on gnun of land for pri~te .-barf 

a~ Kilindini, 265 
on t:&sin Gishu Railway, Z45• 265, 

267 -
opposes Pass Law. 1:87, 263 
opposes reduction of Xati"-.e Re

sen-es,z6.f. 
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Director of Public Works (conlinued)
opposes reduction of native wages, 

222,264 
opposes removal of Nairobi Rail

way Station to site on private 
property,264 

supports Income Tax, 158 
supports taxation of unearned in-

c::rement, t6t, 264 
Directors withdraw Imperial Com-

- pany's staff, 37 
"Diseducated," the, XI9 et seq. 
Dispensaries, native, closed, 159 
Disputes, land, in early days, 51 
District Committees, 179 
Documentary title to land, 47 
Domestic Servants' tax, proposed, 165 
Double-handed coffee-picking, 443 
Drink Bill, ISO, 151 
The Dual Mandate in Tropical Africa, 

41, 103 1 166 
"Dual Policy," 450 
"Dummying," 74 
Dutch Settlers, 239 

" East, The,'' in unattractive guise, 
414 

East Mrica and the Liquor Trade, 
146.450 

East Mrica never below sea, 26 
East Mrica Protectorate, 39, 45 
East Mrica Rifles, 56 
East Mrica Women's League, 326, 

347-348 
East Mrican Association (native), 191 
East African Chronicle, 377 
East African Stand!zrd, The, 75, xs8, 

178,21J,365 
East African Standard, The, references, 

passim . 
East Mrican Syndicate, 73 
East Coast Fever, 142 
Eastern Province, 46 
Economic and Financial Committee, 

IS8, 192, 273· 274· 290, 291, 443 
Economic Commission (v." Comic "), 

101,3190 320,322,325,419 
Edinburgh Review, The, 199, 217, 238 
Education in East Africa, 85, 236, 276 
Elda~na Ravine, 239, 356 
Eldoret, 234, 239, 345, 356, 364 
Elections in 1927, 87, 428, 447 
Elections yielding unsatisfa~tory re-

sults, 278, 382 
Elective Representation1 171, 325 
Electoral Representation Bill, 325, 

326,327 
Elephant, s6, 183 
Elgeyo, I02,2J8,279 
"Elgin pledge," 72, 77, 307, 311, 312 
Elgon, Mount, 30 

Elmenteita, 134, 137 . 
" Empire-building " in Kenya, 163 
Employers, good and bad, 189, 192-

193,I96,441,447o451 
bad (in early days), go, 91, 98, 114 
good,97, 192-193,442,450,451 

Employers' Liability, 117, 439 
"Encouraged "labour, 107, II2, 146, 

446·450·454 
England's mission (Ruskin), 425 
English, laws·printed only in, 236 
English Point, 17 
Entebbe, 46 
European and Mrican Trades Or-

ganization, 371 · 
European-owned land, area of, 85, 86, 

Mw, 313,440 
Europeans and goodwill of Mricans, 

116, 278, 314, 428, 430, _447, 
455.457.459 . 

Europeans' deterioration, no, 127, 
341,429 ' ' 

Europeans' nervous instability, 341-
European Taxpayers' Protel;lion -

L£ague,ts6, 157,194 
European Workers' Association, 378 
"Evil-disposed persons,'' 44• 399 
Exploitation, 92, 97, 103, 105, 418, 

444.447.458 
Exploiters, 95, 306, 'J42, 443 
" Exploration " requite~, 459 
Explorer corrected, 123 · 
Export of coffee, 313 
Export of native produce, 313' 

Fair play, none for Indians in 1913-
23,458 

Famine of 1898-99; SJ, 62 
Famine of 1918, 152 --
Farmers, number of, So, 176, 3(2, 313, 

440 
Farm Rangers, 71,77 
Financial year changed, 153 
Finger Prints,xoo,x8o,182 et seq.,436, 

445 ' 
Finger-print Bureau, 189, 193 . 
Florin, see Currency 
Football, 142, 184 -
Forced labour, 94, 95, 106, 107, 108, 

109,110,112,113 1 1SJ,Z25,279o 
446 

Foreign Affair~ (U.S.A.), 69 
Foreign Office, 37, 39, 44• 45, 52, 54, 

55, 63, 65, 67, 167, 299, JOI 
Forest Concession, 169, 243, 291 
Forest Reserves, 66, 79 
Forests-

elephant herds in, 183 
lawless natives in, 196 

Fort Hall, 41, 187, 232 
Fort Jesus, 15 
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Fort Smith, 43• s6. 134 
Fort Teman, 70, 4-36 
•• Forts," W'l!Jlted by early settlers, 

6~. -168, 258 
Foundation of ~ritish East Africa, 

The, 36 
Franchise-

granted, 326, 327 
retention of present system, 455, 

456 
surrender of, 382, 445 
v.'ider extensiort of, 457 
v.'ithdrawal of, 316 

From the Cape to Cairo, 89 

Gallas, 25 
.. Geddes Committee •• (see Economic 

and Fmancial Committee) 
German Colonies, :148 
Gennan East Africa, 30, 38, 8o, :ro6, 

149, :rsz, 187 
German explorers, 34 
Gethaka, 86, 87,449 
Get rich quick, .69 
Gilgil, 27 
Goans, 31, 307, 316, •P9o 436 
" Golden Age, The "in Kenya, 314 
Golden Stool, The, 32 
•• Gondwanaland," z6 
Goodwill of Africans and European 

self-preservation, 278, 314, 4a8, 
430o455t457o459 · 

Government, Kenya, 54, :153, 154, 
156, 157, 167, 168 -

-and" Empire-building," 163 
and 1\.lajor Grogan's v.•harf, ·162, 163 
appoints" Geddes Committee," 158 
evolves .. Dual Policy:• 450 
may refund £4,0oo,ooo, 40 -
DOYel methods Of, I 59 
urges withdrawal of Income Tax, 

:157 
weak financial stand~ds, 166, 254 

.. Government House," 27.8, 279, 429 
Government Service-

controlled by Secretary of State, 
277. ~~ . 

handed oYer to a Committee, 159, 
273 

to be recruited in Kenya only, z86 
Government's record, 446, 448 
Govemor, title of, adopted, 169 
Go1.-emors and Administration officers, 

·278. z8o 
Govemors, selection of, 445 
Gran~-in-aid, 152 
Grant of Land to the Zionist Congress, 

66 
Grazing leases, 70 
Great Britain, area of, compared with 

Kenya,3o _ -

Great Rift Valley, The (see aiso R), 
26 

Hahdri, 215, -:zJ7 
Head transport, cost of, 35 
Health, Public, see P 
High School, Indian, at ?\Iombasa, 321 
Highlands of Abyssinia, 3 :t 
Highlands of Kenya, 31, 57, 65, 76, 77, -

8f,:ZI8,Jo:Z,J04,3S8,J84 
Hindu writings, ancient, :t8, zo, z8 
"Hinterland doctrine, .. 35 
H.l\L Ships, 376. 379 
Hist. Animalium, IS 
History, Administrative and Political, 

• of the l>Iasai tribe, :135 et seq. 
Hoes, the 1\fillion,, 187, 188 
.. Home for the \\bite race," 4-51:
Honey-drwn, 433 
Hospital in 1\Iasai Reserve~ +H
Hut Tax, see Tax 

.. lbea," 32 _ -
Identification of natives, 186, :t87,190; 

see also Flllger Prints 
Ides of !\larch, see !\-larch 
Idleness in the Resen-es, 95. 46:1 
Immigration Authorities, 179 
Immigration policy, 339, 385 
Imperial B..E.A. Company, 32, 42, 

57. :t6J, 183 . 
coinage, 199. 
hands over to Foreign Office, 38, 44 
land policy of, 43 --
treattnent of natives 43 

_Imperial Conference 1919, :r8o, 324• 
343 - . "cal 

Imperial Government and politt 
scheming in Kenl-a, 45-4 

Importation of labour, 91. 116, 371-
Import Duties, IOO, Iv8, 149• ISO, 

:rs1, •s•· :rs6. 157. :tsS. :r6o, :r6;;, 
164,290 -

Imports, cost of, how to reduce, 290 
et seq. • -

Income Tax, ISO• 151 0 lSf• x6o, 165, 
264 

averted in 1921, 156 
Europeans' refusal to pay, I 57• 158, 

270 
for 1\I.isai tribe, 146, 147 
lighter than in Great Britain, :155 
meeting of protest, 1 55 
Ordinance, 154, I6I 
Ordinance amendment, I 54 
Parliamentary Cormnission on, 165 
repeal, '157• :rs8 
•• unconstitutional, .. 157 _ 

India-
East Africa as outlet for, 43 
pays Lord Canning's award. 32 
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India (continued)-
reported condition of, in I922, 354-

356 
Indian Colonial Committee (1924), 

428 
Indian elected member, solitary, 428 
lndian-
~.418,419,420 
Coolies,57,299,308 
Electors, 428 
Station-masters, 421, 422 
Traders, 178, I83, 298, 300, 302, 

303,306,328,37I,372,4I4,415, 
416,418,426,427,428, 

" squeezing out the," 308, 309, 372 
Indians-

and climate, 120, 302 
and communal register, 428 
and competition with native, 415, 

417,.of.I9,420,458 
and decline in population I922, 372 
and direct and indirect taxation, 

t63 
and Economic Commission, 320,335 
and Executive Council, 352, 365 
and " Extinction," 365 · 
and Franchlse and representation, 

325,326,327,428,456,457,458 
and Government Service, 421, 422 
and " Irreducible :Minimum," 339, 

353 
and Labour for Uganda Railway, 

299 
and Lands, 86, 301, 302, 304, 306, 

308, 312, 4I7 
and Legislative Council, 327, 352, 

365,428 
and Lord Milner's policy, 328, 329 
and Municipal vote, 3I6 
and 1927 elections, 428 
and Parliament, 335, 437 
and Public Health Bills, 321, 329-

33I 
and Religions insulted, 369, 370 
and Segregation of races, 77, 78, 

32I,3291 3301 33Io334o375 
and Sir Edward Northey, 335 
and Trade boycott, 37I 
and Withdrawal of franchlse, 316, 

382 
and " \Vood-Winterton " agree

ment, 357, 358, 369, 373, 374, 
375, 380, 383, 458 . 

lndiani.zation of the Service, 338, 424 
Indirect methods of e:racting native 

tax, Io8,1I6,148, ISO, 151 
Indirect taxation, see Taxation 
Influenza, 152 
Informers, reward to, 435 
lmurrection, preparations for, I8o, 

J06,375.376.380 

Insurrectionary movement, t8o, 306, 
375. 376, 380, 385 

Interpenetration of Reserves, 48, IOI, 
313,449 

Interest on Colony's loans, 250, 253, 
436 

Interviewing officials, 172 
Intolerance, religious and racial, 427 
Italy takes over Jubaland, 30 
Ivory trading, 23, s8, 182 

"Jameson Raid, A," 67 
Jevrs, National Home for, in East 

Africa, 65, 66 
Jordan Valley, 26 
Journal, Speke's, 18 
Jubaland, 30, 59, ·147 
Juba River, 30· 
.Judgments, High Court, 86, 87, 109, 

248 . 
Jury, trial by, 178, 286,433, 434, 438 
Justice-- . 

administration of, 35, 277, 438 
miscarriages of, 179, 19I, 438 

Justices of the Peace, 94, 195 

Kabamet, 114 
Kabete, 365 
Kaimosi, 45, 364 
Kamasia, 23, 152 
Kamba,42,75,86,96~~47•436 
Kampala, 38, 212 
Kavirondo, 137, I84, 19I, 240, 244, 

250,456 . 
Ka'l!irondo Tax Payers' Association, 

236 
Kedong Valley, 132, 133 . 
Keeping down wages, 92, 99 ; see also 

Native Wages 
Kenia Province, 147 
Kmya,440 
Kenya declared a Colony, 86, 144 
Kenya Colony, boundaries of, 30 
Kettj•a Obseroer, The, 175, 268, 292 
Kenya, Mount, 20, 26, 29, JO,· s6, 6o 
Kenya Protectorate, 30, 86 . 
Kenya White Paper, 210, 454 
K.ijabe Hill, 132 
~yu,23,24,25,29,41o42,43,57, 

61,65,112,132 0 1J4,I84,225,436 
Association, Young, 191, 224, 225 
country, 41, 42, 51, 58, 6o 
country depopulated in 1899, 51, 

62,65 
escarpQlent,29,40 
land tenure, 86, 87, 226, 449 
Reserve, demand for reduction, 48, 

153 
Kikuyu Nt:W, 461 
K.ilimanjaro, Mount, discovery of, 19 
Kilindini Harbour, IS, 162, :aSs 
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King, H.M. the, native con~dence in, 

:zz8 
King, Convention's 1921 Petition to, 

346 
King's African Rifles, 229, 231, 232 
Jeipamn,lgz,:zz?,zz8,44S 
K.ipini,34 
K.ismayu,2J7 
K.isumu Province, 45 
K.iswahili, 120, 236 
Kitale, 253, 364 
Kiu,701 304 
Kongoni, 434 
Koru, 234 
Kyambu, s6, zos, tzz, 356; 365, 449 
Kyambu Farmers' Association, 217 

Labour Circular No.1, 103, 108 
Labour Commission, 1912, 92--98, 

187.380 
Labour, compulsory, 94, 95, zo3-:u2, 

IS3o225,279o43So446 
Labour, compulsory, of women and 

girls, Zll, 225, 22.6 -
Labour Inquiry Board, 1908, 92, 186 
Labour in lieu of fines, 435 · 
Labour in lieu of tax, :148 
Labour,or~d,9o, 124,236,237 
Labour Party and Indian question, 

332, 378, 428 
Labour Ticket, 99, 224 
Labour Recruiters, 93, 1'95; 223 
Labourers-

absconding, 91, 189, 196, 197 
imported, 91, 116 
number of, 89, 277 

Laikipia, 75, 134, 135. 136, 137, :i38 
Lake Regions of CentTal Africa, 19 
Lamu, 237 · 
Land Office, 63, 64, 66, 171 
Land- · 

Acquisition Act, 45 
Alienated to Europeans,.;;.. ~.;_ 
Alienation in hands of Governor. 4-R 
Alienation not to. injure native 

interests (1897), 49 
Allotted to r3o Europeans up to 

1904, 54. 90 
Amassing, illegal, 72, 74 
Area due to the natives, 440 
Bank,78 
".Beadoc •• Settlement, S:z, 83, 84 
Bill of 1908---i}, 73, 74 
Bill, terms of, in 1:913, 76, 77 · 
Board, 1907,71,73.74,75 
Colonel l\1ontgomery's reconunen-

dations, 70 · 
Commissioner of, Lands, 70, 79, 161 
Committee, 1905, 54, 6g, IJO, 186 
Confiscation of unoccupied, 68, 70, 

71,80 . 

Land (continued)-
Conversion to freehold m:ged, 54, 

78,8o 
Crown Lands Ordinance, Z90Z, 49, 

so. 52, 54 . 
Crown Lands Ordinance, amend

ment· ip.vited by Secretlu"y of 
State, 7I . . -

Crown Lands Ordinance 1915> 76, 
77, So, 3I2 _ 

Crown Lands Ordinance 1915, 
Commission of Enquiry into, 78, 
79 

Dealings_ with natives prohibited, 
43· 44 . . 

Dummying for, 74 
Executive Board urged, 79 
Foreign Office Regulations 1897, 

44 . 
Foreign Office Regulations 1897 

superseded, 47, 49 
For-Indians, Lord Elgin's .pledge, 

72, 77, 307, 311, JI:Z. 
For Indians, restricted areas, 86, 

314,315 
Free grants of 5,000 acres, 49 
.. Grabbing, .. 44 · 
Hunger, 74, 79, 87. 
Increased value of, 63, 69, 72, 73, 

75> :z6:z, jos, 4I7, 44B 
Indian, area c;.f, 86 
Laws •• most liberal in the world, .. 

63 - . 
Leases of :1902 charigeable to :1915, 

77 
Leases, 999 year, 49, 76, 77, 8:z_ 
Native ideas of own.ership, so, 70 
Native land system, 70, 86, 87, 

449 
Native Land Trust, 79, 438 
Native lands, Labour Commission 

on, 98 . 
Native lands not affected by early 

treaties, 43 · 
Native lands pirated, 51, ·s1,_ 82, 

II7, 153,444o449 
Native lands protected in I902-3, 66 
Native lands, protection of, in I9IJ, 

76 ; in 1916, 48 
Native rights defended by Sir A. 

Hardinge, 49 
Native rights, defence of, relaxed, 

so, 51, 8:~:, 87 
Native villages included in land 

sold, 51 
Natives and right of b1,1ying land, 

15• 77o :1:44, Jl:J, 449,451 . 
Officials holding, 67, 71, 1;29, 254 
Permanent improvements on, de

fined,77 
Prices, so, 53. 6g, 85 
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Land (amtinued)-

Proportion c:ultivated, 71, M, 313 
Rapid allotment, 72. 
Regulations of Imperial Company, 

1894, 44 
Required for public purposes, 45 
Restrictions on holding by Indians, 

70,72.,76,86,3140 315 
Rights in, a.sswned by Government, 

1902.,46,47. 53.54 
Settlement Committee, 158, 356 
Settlement Committee, £1,000 

voted for, 85 
Settlement in Cganda, 48 
Settlement Schemes, So 
Settlement schemes," Beadoc,'' 82, 

83,84 
Soldier Settlement Scheme, 81, 82, 

153. 187, %02. 
Spec:ulation, 69, 70, 71, 72., us, 

126,428 
Surtax on, proposed, 72., 73 
Taxation, 16o, 165, 2.64, 436 
Taxation, Committee on, 161, 162. 
Tenure Commission Report, 78, 79, 

8o 
Yacant, 41, 42,448 
Values, 40, so, 69 

L.C.:!\l. of intelligence, 167 
Leader of East Africa, The, 261 
Leader of East Africa, The, references, 

passim 
League of Nations, 31 
Leakage of official information, :zo6, 

357 
Legal status of slavery abolished, 2.59 
Legislative Council, 168, 169, 171, 173 

first sitting, 169, 2 59 
Indians on, 158, 163, 325, 326, 327, 

352,J65 
Lord Delamere's "record" in. 176 
Sir Edward !\orthe)·'s first address 

to, 173 
Sir Robert Coryndon and, 36o 

Liberal Education, definition of, JI9 
Liberal Party, attitude of, in 1891-2, 

J6, 38 
Library, Free, offer by 1\lr. Carnegie, 

263 
Lighthouse on Ras Serani, 18 
LUnoru, s6,345, 356 
Limoru Farmers' Association, 172 
Liquor Trade, 168, 179, r8o, 26o, 261, 

345·450 
duty on spirits, 146 
Legislation, 258, 259, :z61 
native, 146 
Revenue from, 151, :z6t 
State complicity in, 18o 
"To\\n of the Thirsty Ten," 377 

Londiani, 239, 366 

London-Brighton·Eutboume roads, 
452. 

Longonot, 13Z 
Lords, Hou~ of, 107, 109, 259, 320 
Luken~-a Hills, 42. 
Lumbwa, 45, 82, 83, 176, 177, 18o, 

2.34,363 

:!\lachakos, 42., 59, 95, JO:Z 
~[agadi, Lake, 27 
:!\lagisterial powers and settlers, 94, 

195,287 
Magna Charta, I 51 
:!\lahomedans, J6,43, 369,427 
:!\laize-rate on the railway, x6o 
Man of Datiny, The, 318 · 
":Man on the $pOt,'' 97, 128,448 
.\faru:hester Guardian, The, 3&o 
l'ofanyatta, 69, 131 
!\larakwet, 2.38 
1\laJch (and Ides of), 67, 78, 92, 100, 

101,112, ll3 1 1SJ,l57,158, 169, 
170, t82,:ZJ1,228,2S7,J68,37o, 
376·437.445 

Masai, The, 57, 59, 6o, 6r, 66, 67, 75, 
86, 102, JJo-144, 146, 1471 154, 
193, JIJ, 436 

kept plains \·acant, 42, 43 
:!\ lassacre by the, r 3 2 
Move, the, 49, lJ4-IJ8, 266, z8o, 

38o,436 
Resen·e, the, 2.7, 444 
Taxation, 139, 146, 147, 154 · 

Massacre by Jumbe Kimameta, 24 
Mass meetingJ&topped, 192. 
"Massed Opinion," 167 
Master • and Servants Ordinance, 

186. 
1\lau Escarpment, 29, 45. 2J8; see also 

C:hin Gishu Railway 
~tbagathi, s6 
Memorial, settlers', to Secretary of 

State, 6r, 90. 168, zs8, 287, JO:Z " 
Memories, short in Kenya, 188, 365 
"Menace, The Terrible Asiatic," 348 
"Menace, The !\ative," 61, 90, 16!:1, 

:z5S,287,J02 
.Uenace of CCtwur, Tile, 21 
l\leru, 237 
l\lillion hoes, the, 187, 188 
MissiCtn to Uganda, The, 38 
:!\lissionaries, :zo, 21, 22, 107, 115, 

168, 414, 443, 444 
and abuses, 115,442,443 
and currency change, 211, 212, +43 
and education, :z2, 225, 415 
and industrial crises, 224, 235, 236 
and Indian question, 322., HJ, 346, 

376, 381, J82 
and labour, 107, 443 
and political insight, 443 
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l\1issionaries denounce insurrectionary 

activity. 376 · . 
should be outspoken, 443 · 
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